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ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE PUBLIC SERVICES IN INDIA. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 
TAKEN BEFORE THE 

ROYAL COMMISSION 
ON THE 

PUBLIC IN INDIA. 

At 12, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W. 
' . ' 

Wednesday, 2nd July 1913. 

FIFTY-FOURTH· DAY. 

PRESENT: 
THE RIGHT HoN. THE LoRD ISLINGTON, G.a.M.G., D.s.o. (Chairman). 

THE EAnr. OF RoNALDSHAY, M.P. 
Sm MuRRAY HAMMICK, K.c.s.r., o.I.E. 
SIR THEODORE MORISON, K.O.I.E. 
MAHADEV BHASKAR CruuBAL, EsQ., o.s.I. 

ABDuR RAHIM, EsQ. 
GoPAL KRisHNA GoKHALE, EsQ., o.I.E. 
WALTER CuLLEY MADGE, EsQ., o.I.E. 
FRANK GEORGE SLY, EsQ. c.s.I. 

M. S. D. BuTLER, EsQ., c.v.o., o.I.E. (Joint Secretary). 

PROCEEDINGS o£ a CoNFERENCE held at 12, QuEEN ANNE's GATE, LONDON, S.W., 
on WEDNESDAY, JuLY 2ND, 1913, between the MEMBERS of the RoYAL COMMISSION and 

the RrGirr HoN. the MAsTER OF THE RoLLS and the RiGHT HoN. 
LoRD JusTICE SwiNFEN EADY. 

53,145. The Mastm· of the Rolls began by 
explaining that neither he nor Lord Justice 
Swinfen Eady would be at liberty to say any
thing which would bind the Council of Legal 
Education on any question of policy. As 
individuals, however, they would be happy to 
answer any questions. 

53,146. Is the following course of law 
suitable for a two years' course, and if not, 
wh~t alterations are desirable ?-A.-General 
J'urisprudence : (i) Blackstone's Commen
taries ; (ii) Austin's Jurisprudence ; (iii) The 
Institutes of Justinian; (iv) Maine's Ancient 
Law; (v) Mackenzie's Studies in Roman Law; 
(vi)· Bentham's Theory of Legislation. B.
Law of Evidence : (i) The Indian Evidence 
Act ; (ii) Pitt Taylor's Treatise on the Law of 
Evidence. C.--Law of India: (i) The Code 
of Civil l'rocedure; (ii) The Indian Penal 
Code; (iii) The Corle of Criminal Procedure ; 
(iv) The Indian Law of Contracts ; (v) The 
Intestate and Testamentary Succession Act; 
(vi) Hindu Law; (vii) Muhammadan Law. 
Simultaneously the candidates to attend courts 
and supply the fo1lowing detailed reports, with 
an analysis and notes in each case :---First 
Periodical Examination : Seven reports of 
police court cases o~ a sti~endiary magi~trate, 
em bracing cases m whiCh the magistrate 
exercised final jurisdiction and cases which 
he committed for trial. Four civil cases of a 
county court in which the parties were repre
sented l)y counsel. One separate report of 

0 20028 

the whole business, of whatever kind, trans
acted in a police court during one day; 
Second Per_iodical Examination: Five reports 
of civil actions in the superior courts of 
London in which the defendant was repre
sented by collllsel. Third Periodical Exami.;. 
nation: Three reports of civil cases of impor
tance tried before special juries in the Superior 
Courts of London. Three reports of criminal 
cases of importance tried before juries in the 
Central Criminal Court and selected for some 
special quality such as· the gravity of the 
offence, the nature of. the evidence produced, 
the number of the prisoners, etc. Final 
Examination : One report of the investigation 
beforC'l a London police magistrate of a grave 
criminal charge ending in r..op1mittal. One 
report of the whole business, of whatever kind, 
transacted in a London police court in one 
day. Two reports of important civil cases 
tried by a special jury in London. One 
report of a case heard in the .Judicial Com
mittee of the Privy Council on appeal from 
India. 

The Master of the Rolls considered that 
Roman law should be omitted, and that some 
of the 1Jooks should be replaced by more. 
modern ones. He did not himself object to 
the inclusion of Austin's "Jurisprudence," or 
of Blackstone's "Comruentaries,",which were 
in many ways classics, but they were not up 
to elate. On constitutional questions it was 
now necessary to read Dicey. Subject to 

A 
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these criticisms, however, he thought no fault 
was to be found with the two years' course of 
study indicated. . 

Lord Justice Swinfen · Eady coi:J.clJ.rrecl 
generally, but said that, after consulting the 
Director o£ Legal Studies attached to the· 
Council of Legal Education, he would suggest 
specifically the omission from the scheme of 
the " Institutes of Justinian ". and Mackenzie's 
"Studies in Roman Law." He would keep 
Austin's ''Jurisprudence," though not as .tlie 
sole book on the subject, but would strike out 
"Blackstone's Commentaries," which had 
been superseded by more modern books. He 
also suggested the introduction of the follow
ing books: Courtney's "On the Constitution 
of .the United Kingdom," Dicey's. " On 'the 
Law ofthe Constitution," Holland's" Elements 
of Jurisprudence," Salmon's" Jurisprudence,~~ 
a comparatively new book, and Maine's" Vil-
lage Communities." . 

53,147. What modifications, if any; would 
be necessary if . the course were extended to 
three years ? . ' 

The Master ·of the Rolls said that if the 
c?mse was continuous, it ~'as probably su~
Clent, but ·that students might supplement 1t 
by attending the coi:trts. . . 

Lord JusticeSWinfe·n Eady suggested that,. 
if ther~ was to be a ·probationary course of 
three years, the students might utilise the 
.time to take the· full cotiise of legal studies 
·necessary to be called to the Bar: There 
would be twelve terms .in the three years, and 
picked men of the class the Commission were 
dealing with would be above· the average in 
point of ability, and therefore able to take the 
course quite conveniently. 

The Maste·r of the Rolls said that that could 
be ·done, 'but he was not disposed to make 
compulsory any other course 'than that already 
put forward, which. he thought good enough 
for the purpose. -"The bestmen would probably 
desire to be called .. to the Bar, and would take 
the ordinary. examination<:;. 

Lord Justice Swinfen:Eady added that the 
lectures, which were given by the Council of 
Legal Education, were open not· only to Bar 
students but to others cin payment of a small 
fee. 
, 53,148. Should the"ca,hi·se be undergone 

(a) at the Universities; (b) at the Inns o£ Court, 
or (c) at h. separate· institution in or near 
London? · · 

The Master of the Rolls thought the idea 
of a separate institution in or near London 
altogether out of the question. It was eminently 
desirable that men, who were studying the law, 
should mix with. other students, who wel"e 
devoting themselves to the same pursuits. He 
did not wish to dispatage what went on at the 
Universities, but considered that the Inns of 
Court in the neighbourhood of the Courts of 
Justice was the proper place. 

Lord Justice Swinfen Eady pointed out that 
part of the course prescribed, such as attending 
courts and taking notes of cases, necessitated. 

the student being in London. He agreed with 
the Master of the Rolls that a separate institu
tion was out of the question, but it would, he 
thought, be possible for University men to 
attend the Comts dlll'ing their vacations. 

· 53,1Ml. Would instruction in the general 
principles of law or in the special Indian codes 
be "likely to fonn the ·better groundwork for 
the training of a member of the Indian Civil 
Service? 

· The· Master of the Rolls said that, though 
there were great advantages in studying the 
codes, the tendency ;would always be to learn 
them by heart. 'rhey could not furnish the 
instruction in legal principles which was 
required. He was, therefore, clear in his own 
mind that instruction in the general principles 
of law was to be preferred. 

. Lord Justice Swinfen Eady concurred and 
added that it was a knowledge of the general 
principles of law that enabled men to apply 
their minds to all the various problems which 

·arose. 
53,150. ShoUld reading in Chambers be 

preferred to any other scheme of ·study for 
officers already in the Indian Civil Service 
before hiking high judicial office ? I£ so, what 
type of barristers' chambers is recommended ? 
And what agency would be suitable for the 
selection of the barristers in question. 

The Master of the Rolls doubted whether 
reading in cha~bers was the best method to 
be adopted by an Indian civilian who, after 
spending five or six years in administrative 
work, elected for judicial work and came back 
to England to study for a year or eighteen 
months. The best course to be adopted under 
those conditions would probably be to attend 
the ·courts, and to listen to the cases being 
tried there. At the same time if such a scheme 
were introduced, the important thing was to 
find the right clJambers. A knowledge of real 
property law, for example, would be of no use . 
to a man in India, and such chambers would 
have to be avoided, but chambers, where a man 
was practising common law and something of 
criminal law, or even equity chambers, might 
be very desirable. At Lincoln's Inn a fund 
had been established, in memory of King 
Edward, to give a certain nun1ber of men, 
selected partly for their abilities and partly 
for their comparative poverty, an opportunity 
of reading in Chambers, and the scheme· 
appeared to be working well, but the man, 
with whom the students read, was an approved 
man. Withregard to the question as to what 
agency could be made available for the selection 
of suitable barristers, he mentioned that the 
method at Lincoln's Inn was to entrust the 
decision to a small committee of three, who 
dealt with the matter with perfect secrecy and 
confidence. It would not do to allow a man 
to take any barrister he chose, because there 
were men at the Bar who were merely coaches. 
Any chambers to be of use should be chambers 
in which mere cramming was no part of the 
instruction given. 
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.~01'd.Justice Swinf~n Eady explained that 
readmg m chambers did not necessaril~ cover 
only book work. It had a more practical side 
as well. On the merits of the case he enter
t~ined the. view that such read~ng,, though 
highlJ:. advantageous, was not absolutely 
essential for the man who would ultimately 
occupy a judicial position in India. But if 
the jud?cial ?fficer in ~D;dia had to .do a weat 
~eal o£ draftmg of opmwns and rules, reading 
m the chambers of an. equity draughtsman 
or conveyancer w;ould, of course, be useful. 
The type of barristers' chambers to be recom
mended depended upon the. Class o£ work 
which ·the student would be engaged upon in 
India. Possibly he might divide his time 
between two classes o~ chambers, and read for 
six months on the Common Law and six on the 
Chancery side. In any case it was of. im
portance 'to avoid the chambers ef a barrister 
who was a coach. He should be, by choice, a 
man who was doing substantial work of the 
class which the pupil desired to study, but 
who was not; so overburdened with cases that 
he was unable to give any time· to his pupils. 
The difficulty of finding ·such men was con
siderable, and called for special knowledge. 
At the Inner Temple students were helped by 
studentships to read in chambers, and the 
selecting. body was a small committee. He 
could not help thinking that the· Council 
of Legal · Education· might be willing to 
advise, but could not ·pledge them in any 
way. 

The Master of the Rolls said he should be 
quite prepared to bring the matter before the 
Council of Legal Education and· to ascertain 
their views. 

· 53,151. . Should a call. to the. Bar p~ aimed 
at? · · 

The Master of the Rqlls thought a call to 
the Bar advisable, but pointed out that this 
could not be secured merely by a year and 
a hal£ or two years~ study. At least two and 
three-quarter years were needed for the full 
course, but in certain circumstances one or two 
terms could be remitted to men who obtained 
studentships. I£ a man did not begin to rAad 
at the Inn~ of Court until he was 26. or 27 it 
was hardly possible that he would be able to 
spend three years in England. It might, how
ever, be pointed out to him in his probationary 
period how useful a call . to the Bar would be, 
and the needful could be done then. · 

Lord Justice Swinfen Eady said his view 
was that, if ·men could come to England for a 
sufficient time, they should aim at a call to the 
Bar. At the Inns o£ Court there were often 
applications ~om 1.nen, b?th in th~ Coloni~] 
services and m India, to dispense with certam 
terms on the ground that, if that were done, 
they woul~ be ~ble to spend sufficient t~me to 
obtain thmr obJect, but personallyhe did not 
think it was expedient to dispense with terms 
under those conditions. · 

53,152. Would the Coun~il of Legal 
Education undertake. to supervise the course 

of study undertaken, or, if . necessary to 
institute some examination for those who have 
passed through it?. . 

The Master of the Rolls said that this was 
a matter for the Council, and he would under
take to bring it before· them at their· next 
meeting. His imp;ression. was that it was 
strictly cognate to· the duties .of .the Council, 
although at present it was only a body deputed 
by the four Inns to Tegulate the examination 
?f their own stud~nts. He thqught, however, 
1t was possible the Council might, with the 
sanction of the four Inns, undertak~ thkt duty, 
though he could not commit them. 

. Lo:d 'J ustiee Swinfen Eady said the 
Council qf Legal Education undertook tuition 
as well as examination, and Mr. Blake Odgers 
had been specially appointed to superyise the 
c01.1rses of study~ In addition to the examina
tions, which were essential for a call to the 
Bar, there .were, .also examinations . instituted 
by the Council ~or the purpose of discovering 
what progress the students were making in 
their studies. There were terrJ;J. examinations, 
which were entirely optional to. the .students, 
but it would be quite open to ·the India Office 
or to anyone governing .the matter to stipulate 
that their students should ·present themselves 
at those e~aminations .. He did not know in 
what respect the existing examinations might 
be considered sufficient for the purpose. The 
examinations for a call to the Bar· were held.at 
varying dates on specia:I subjects; some of the 
examinations were taken. in different subjects· 
from time to time, and a collective· examination 
was taken for the FinaL · The . term examina-

. tions· were on the. subjects 0~ 'the . .lectures 
given during the term by the Professonr and 
by the Readers, · who themsehes e4amined 
the. students pn the. subjects in which they 
had lectured. .Certificate:;~ w.ere given to the 
students who satisfactorily passed the examina
tions, and prizes were also awarded. This 
system had been instituted quite recently. 

The Master of the Rolls believed some of 
the. Government departments stipulated for 
the term examinations. The Colonial Office, 
which made their students an allowance, and 
desired' some evidence to show how they were 
working, accepted the certificate of the Council 
<llf Legal Education that a term examination 
had been passed.. . . . · .. 

Lord Jw1tice Swinfen Eady thought that a 
development of ·this system would probably 
meet the suggestion involved in the Commis
sion's questions, as there was a very careful 
record taken . of every student attending the 
lectures. He added, in reply to Mr. Sly, that 
a civilian,· who came to England for a period 
o£ a year or eighteen months, might well 
spend hal£ his time in reading in chambers 
and the other hal£ in attending lectures under 
the auspices of the Council of Legal Education. 
As the lectures occupied almost the whole of 
the day it would be bette:r for a man to give a 
full six months to the lectures and spend 
twelve months in chambers. · • 

.A2 
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53,153. What arrangements should be 

made for meeting the expenses incurred by 
members of the Civil Service undergoing such 
a course. 

The Master of the Rolls considered that 
. the matter was outside his province. 

53,154. At what stage in an Indian 
civilian's career should he be posted finally to 
the j udicialline ? 

The Master of the Rolls thought an answer 
to this question was also outside his province. 

• Lor,d Justice Swinfen Eady was afraid 
he did not know sufficient about the matter to 
offer a1i opinion that would be of much value. 
All he would suggest was that, immediately 
after his probation, a man was not in a posi
tion to exercise an effective choice but that 
s~ven or eight years was too long a period for 
hrm to wait to do so. It was expedient that 
those who were to occupy. a judicial position 
should attain it at as reasonably early a 
period as possible, and before their minds had 
taken an executive bent. 

53,l55. What is the possibility of seeming 
qualified English barrjsters in England to 
take up junior appointments in the judicial 
line in India ·on salaries commencing at about 
1,400Z: per annum ? 

Both The Master of the Rolls and Lord 
Justice Swinfen Eady agreed that the supply 
of suitable men would largely exceed the 

. demand. They would be men of similar 
study and experience to the County Court 
Judges. They added that there was no body 
which could appropriately advise the authori
ties, as to who would be suitable candidates. 
It was usual in such cases to seek recommen
. elations unofficially and confidentially, and 
this was the only safe practice. 
. 53,156. Can information b3 given with 
regard to the arrangements in force for the 

legal education of members o£ the Colonial 
Civil Service ? 

The ~aste1: of the Rolls said he had 
~ro~ght with lum a paper;:: entitled "He<Yula
;; t~ons: respecting th~ Training and Exa~ina~ 

twn In Law of Assistants in His Britannic 
" Majesty's Consular Service for China 
" Corea, and Siam, during their residence o~ 
".furlough in England," and would leave it 
With the Commission. He did not know 
whethe'r the regulations with regard to the 
Colonial Office were similar. 

. Lord Justice S1~njen Eady said they had 
wntten to the Coloma! Office but had receiYed 
no answer. The document put in by the 
~aster of the Rolls gave the course, but he 
did not know whether it was the one that was 
still in force. 

1'he Chairman having thanked their lord
ships for attending, the Conference closed. 

53,156A. The following letter dated J u1y 
24th 1913 was subsequently received from 
the Right Hon .. the Master ol the Halls :-

At a meeting of the Council of Legal 
Education this afternoon I ·brought before 
tl1em the matters referred to in questions 
53,150 and 53,152, and I am authorised to 
state that the Council will be prepared to con
sider with favour any proposals which may be 
submitted to them by the Commission for tl1e 
supervision of the course of study undertaken 
by, and the examination of, the students 
referred to, and for the recommendation by 
the Council of barristers in whose chambers 
students may read with advantage . 

(Adjourned to to-morrow at 10.30 a.m.) 

• Vide Appendix No. I. 

At 12, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W. 

Thursday, 3rd July 1913. 

FIFTY-FIFTH DAY. 

PRESENT} 
THE RIGHT HoN. THE LoRD ISLINGTON, G.a.M.G., n.s.o. (Chairman). 

THE EARL OF RoNALDSHAY, M.P. ABDUR RAHIM, EsQ. 
SIR MuRRA.Y liAMMIOK, x.o.s.I., o.I.E. GoPAI. KRISHNA GoKHALE, EsQ., o.I.E. 
SIR THEODORE MoRISON, x.a.I.E. WALTER CuLLEY MADGE, EsQ., c.I.E. 
Sm VALENTINE CHinoL. FRANK GEoRGE SLY, EsQ., c.s.I. 

· MAHADEV BHASKAR CHAUBAL, EsQ., c.s.r. 
· M. S. D. BuTLER, EsQ., c.v.o., c.I.E. (Joint Secretary). 

Surgeon-General Sir RICHARD HAVELOCK CHARLES, G.c.v.o., M.D., President of the Medical 
Board at the India Office, called and examined. 

53,157. (Chairman.) You are the President whom have had Indian experience. The 
of the Medical Board at the India Office?- member changes every third year and the 
I am. · president at the age of 65, if he lives to that 

53,158. Could you tell us how the Medical time . 
.Board at the India Office is constituted ?-It 53,159. \Vhat are the precise duties of the 
consists of a president and a member, both of Board in connection with candidates for the 
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various Services ?-The Board examines had several whose constitutions have broken 
every individual who is going to serve the down. 
Government of India in ·.India, except the 53,166. Does your examination take note 
members of the Indian Civil Service. The of the particular occupation for which the 
Board only sees the members of the Indian candidate is intended ?-Always. A man who 
Ci~l Service when they are sent home from is fitted for one part would not be necessarily 
India on· medical certificate-that is, after fitted for another. For instance, we are much 
they have entered the Service. easier on a man in the ecclesiastical than we 

53,160. Are the members of the Indian are on men in certain other departments. 
Civil Service on entry to that Service examined 53,167. Does your examination take note 
by a physician appointed by the India Office? of those particular diseases or ailments to 
-Not appointed by the lndia Office, but I which Europeans in India are peculiarly liable? 
think. by the Civil Service Commissioners, -We base most things upon that, with common 
who have nothing to do with the India Office. sense. ' 

53,161. Are there no other Indian Services 53,168. Does your medical exammation 
for which you do not examine ?-The officers take place prior to the main examination or 
of the Indian Army are passed_ by the War subsequent to it ?-Take the Public Works, 
Office. They first enter ~andhurst, and then where there is a Board of Selection. They 
the Indian Army, and so they do not come may select twenty or thirty candidates who are 
before us. But once they have entered the sent to the Board and examined bv us, and we 
Army they come before us. possibly reject three or four or five.~ Then they 

53,162. I was thinking rather of Services chooseanumbertoreplacetheseandweexamine 
such as the Public Works, Forests, &c. ?-We the new ones and thus fill up the vacancies. But 
examine those who are going into the Public in no circumstances do we examine previous to 
Works, the Ecclesias~ical, the. Railways, and . the first selection. · 
other Departments as to their fitness for 53,169. Could you tell us what your view 
entering into the Service. would be.as regards a proposal, which has been 

53,163. Is the standard by which you work made to·us, that recruits for the Indian Civil 
for passing the candidates you examine the Service should go out to India earlier than they 
same as that in force for the candidates for do at present, that is to say, at the age of 22 
the Indian Civil Service ?-I do not know. instead o£ 25 ?-Personally I do not think it is 
I have never been able to find out by what a good thing to go to India before ~2. I send 
standard they are tested. Vve have often youngsters to merchants' offices at an earlier 
asked, for instance, with regard to the question age, but a youngster in a merchant's office is 
of eyesight, what the standard is, because we practically under the supervision of the head 
have seen men coming before us who had I of that office and is well looked after. He is 
been admitted much below our own standard, taught the ropes better, and there are reasons 
and we did not tmderstand how they got into why you can make an exception to the other 
the Service. Our own standard is to be rule. It would be absurd to send a man out 
found in this pamphlet/'~ which I now put as a forest officer at 18; he would be sent to 
in, entitled "Regulations as to the Physical the jungle and would die o£ a certainty. 
" Examination of Candidates for appointments 53,170. What age is such a man when he 
" under the Government of L1dia." goes out ?-Always over 22, probably 23 or 24. 

53,164. Have you any returns o£ the men It is one thing for a man to go into a district 
who are invalided after a few years in India, with no one to tell him not to do this thing or 
men whom you have yourselves passed ?-No, that thing, hut it is another thing for a man . 
I have none prepared, but taking them all in going into an office amongst men . wb9 are 
all I think they are fairly satisfactory. I have already hardened, and who tell him the right 
had considerable experience in examining men way, and where if he gets sick he is looked 
going out to merchants' offices in Bombay,. after: · 
Madras and Calcutta or to Halli Brothers, or 53,171. I gather that having regard to the 
going ~p country, a~d I think the standard ordinary ,~-ork of ~n In9ian Civil Servant you 
we have at the India Office compares quite would obJect to b1s gomg out ~efore 22 ?
well with that exacted from men in business. Certainly. 
Of course there is a leakage. There are 53,172. Do you see any objection to his 
chances against which one cannot provide. going out at 22 ?-No, I do not. I think by 

53,165. But you would say that the number the time a man is 22 he has learned a certain 
of those who are invalided after a few years in amount. I have met with members of the 
India is comparatively small?-Yes. We have Indian Civil Service that I personally should 
luid some, for instance, in the Marine Depart- never have recommended ; I should have 
ment but then their conditions are very bad. certainly told them to choose any other country 
A yo~ng8ter who has lJeen always at sea in than India. 
th~ healthy regions of the world, after he has 53,173. You have seen men who have been 
got out into the Marine, and bas had. t~o or invalided whose general constitution was not 
three years in the Bombay pocks, IS m u strong enough for India ?-That is so. They 
shocking condition from malana, and we have were not able to get the best out of themselves 

• Ville App-endix No. II in India. 
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1li. 53,17'4. You1'h:ave; ·t&ld·us thitt you: do nett 
know the test which is employed, ,by the 
physicians·· wh,o· · exaMine the~ Tqdian · Civil 
Servants, · and ··therefore · y'ou cannot tell· u:s 
in': wh'at' way that exainiri~tioh' inight''· be 
stiffened·?---The .. 1only way · you·· co'uld· 'stiffen 
it .,v:ould be to have 'the examination cori"
ducted ·by·d man who had ln:owledge' of ·Indian 
conditions.· :The climate of Kashmir and .the 
dllniate· of Eastern Bengal a1:e nbt the· ·sam~, 
but: a ·1iUtn' mat serve" in both places; · A 
medical man·iii llorrdon may have a'hazy idea 
df where- India 'is; but he 1riay' ha"Ve· ·rio ·idea 
where Kashmh· is. He may say the candidate 
is·'suitab1e: !or·'··I~ashmlr,•·and the ·y<Yun·gster· 
may 'be' unfodun.ate €Jilbugh to··. be' ·sent ·to: 
Eastern Beng'al. l· ~ · ·, · . · · , ·~ , ',' ·· .. ·'·I· 

•" '5'3,17'5> You 'lay· .sttess' not :ofily'·bn''th~ 
iilipO!'tance··· of havblg" a stiff e.xarb:ina~il)n; hut 
on'the: 'applicatio:n· bf . local kn6wleclge· to tl~e 
examination .?..:_Certainly. · One· tnachirfe'·will· 
do· fdr '()ne''kind of wo:dc, ht'tt Will riot do·fol~ 
aliothel' With more stress .. , Both· may be· fiiMy 
goddli.ri. their dwn way: ' ,. ' ' ·: . . ' 

53~176 .. Which do you thhtk on· the·. whole 
is,.the best, 'examination by. an· 'individual or 
examination. by .-a ·Board ?~'l think' both foi: 
the . exai;niriel;' . 'anP. . the 'candidate ; ·and ' his 
friends'·that it ·is moi·e satisfaetbry 'tt>'-hav'e h 
:Board.. It; is aivery ·unpleasant a;nd inviaious 
t~ing t'c>'have' to tell a· candidate that he is 
rej'e'cted ... The ·candidate: ·freq1u~utly 1boks 
upon it as· a 'slur; and· the 'candidate's:fri'erias 
alwavs ·do 'so;·· It is easier for: a Board to bear 
that tesponsibility than for:an'inclividual .. 

· 53,177. Of how· mariy should· the' B?ard 
consist :?__lT,vo.' ' ' · . . . · · '· · . :. 
. ·>·53',178: 1And· on ·that :Bo~rd~Indi~ri. exS. 
perierice. ·sho;Uld ' be well'' repi"esented ? '---'
Cel-tiinly, foi ·the· simple r'eason 'r.hat, · i£ you 
have two meri of eqti.al·capaci'ty .as exan'lin·ers, 
and one has had ' knowledge . of 'the ' local 
conditions· in 'India, and the other has n6t; 
it is· natu:ral'to suppose that' the judgment of 
the man \vho has a kriowledge· of'the .local 
conditions· will he better that that of. the othei· 
.man.''· l''am uo.t suggesting that the medical 
views will ;be b'etter• in the dne case ·than in 
the other.: 

53,1.79. Would you think it practicable to 
liold' ·a'; medical examination·. prior to com
petitiv'e ·e·xaini.nation instead o£ afterwards.?~ 
I think it would be rather a difficult thing'. 
I do not know the number of candidates, but 
supposing there were 300 it would involve an 
eiiormcms: amount of work. · · · · '·· · · · " 1 ·~ 
· r · 53·,1~0.- If ydu had the examination after..:. 
wards you would only have to· exarnine about 
50'· out· of the 300 ?-It is a very different 
thing examining 50 from what it is examining 
300. The India Office also have ·a pi·elimi
nary examination. For instance, a father has a 

· son going u:p 'for . ~me of tl~e Servi~es, and he 
wisheB to ·send hun to Indm, and IS doubtful 
with regard to his physique. ·He can write· to 
the ·Under Secretary of State and ask, for an. 
examination by the Board a.s to his son's 

fltness to serve in India~ and he· pays· a £ee for 
that 'examination and gets a:ti ·opinion. The 
b'oy may·come ·up ~t the age o£ 17 and the 
Board :wiU · say there is a possibility ()£ the· 
boy:being abli:l to serve in India but that' is 
not binding on the final examination because 
many things ·niayocetit to. that boy'between 
17 .and 22r That. ·.is the w:ay iii· which the 
I,nd1a; 10ffice J,tJ.eets that difficulty; arid I think 
i,t'. is' fp:ir to 'the :friends' .and 'parents of' the 
boy·.".. . . . ·" ;, •:· , .. .., -

s 53)·81.· How' lo'Dg oi1 an average do you 
devott;~ to· the examination 'of each can:di<late ? 
~Som~ , men will' take 20 minutes·,· while 
others· will ::p:ot 1take 'five minutes; ' ·1 

·• 

·. ··53,·~8~.' \Vhat is the average· time ?~It 
wo-qld,aU depend on the kind of candidates. 
I£, we get ·a ·ba:d. · b~tch it "'ill take. a· :con
siderable ti.nle,·:btit if we get a good ·batch· it 
'vill n.6t take long .. No man is·• evel' rejected 
wi~out being examined •by the two of us. 

· 53-,183~ If you have an examination prior 
to 'the. literary test· it w'oulcl· either inean an 
increase in .. the B<;>ard or the dragging on of 

. the work· for' several days ?-'-I -do not know 
that ·it would facilitate the examination to 
increase the Board, because three h1en examiri
ing·Cloes notmako any' difference; yoti cannot 
get'thi·ough the work any quicker.· To facili.:. 
tate busi.ness and get 'through the work quickly 
two 'are~ really better than three when they 
work together well. . . ' .. 
· '53,184. Do the officers of the Depadments 

fbr '\vhich you examine come before yo'Q. twic~, 
once· b~fore and' ·once· after· their respective 

'Periods ·of probation ?_:_Few departments ha,·e 
a prpbationary co11rse as in the Indian Civil 
Service, ~nd the ·only way· we should see a· 
candidate twice would· be where he had lmder
gone -the preliminary examination · already 
referred to: It is only boys who have doubtful 
physique who.· apply for this.' The £ather 
wishes to lmo'w before he sends his ·son to ·the 
training ·school whether· he will have·· a ·likely 
chance. 'to • ·pass the physical· examination~ 
A boy· who is sure of him~el£, and 'vhose 
parents are ·sm·e o:f hin~, never comes up. 

' 53;185; .. Ordinarily there are not two' obli· 
gato1·y .examinations,· such as · there are in the 
Indian·· Civil :Service ?-'-Not ordinarily. In 
the ·Forest Department, before they go through 
their course at Oxford; they are· examined; 
and' after they have been through their course, 
or have been·· to Germany or France,· they 
come up again,· but that is the cin]y' parallel 
case: , • I ,\ 

53,186. When you· have doubtful cases 
before you at the preliminary examination I 
take it you use your discretion as to whether the 
infirmity observecl · is one which will pass off 
as the candidate grows older, or is one w}lich 
should lead to final rejectment immediately? 
-That is how we judge. 

53,187. In a certain number of cases can 
you have· fair confidence that time will put 
matters right?-Yes. In some cases· we say 
it is possible, by putting the boy under fa,rour..: 
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able conditionsJ .that. by a certain age he will. ~ho coritemplat.ed going into the Indian CJivil' 
have developed sufficiently to enter the service. Service has ever come 'before the Board to my 
In some we ~ay say ~he boy. will of a certainty knowledge, and I do not think he could claim 
be fit, all thmgs . bemg. equal, and of others that. When· writing for permission .to. appear 
W!3 can say that: i~ is not :judioious £or the boy 'Qefote:. the, Board; he . ~ould: naturally state 
~v.er to gp to In<;lia. · . ·. · what. he wished to go.iu ifor. ·!Th~·examina,... 
_ .· .53.,1,88 .. l~av~ you a~1yt)JiJ?-g . further to. say tion, for instance, for the .~sight· test lg, ·verY,· 
as to the prm01ples . on: :\V'l:neh; the :JnedicaL <.Uffe.re1~t. in· the ,variotlS Services; arid th,e:refore 
~~ami11ation should be con<;lucted?. 1 Should lunvould.requ.ire to·.tell: us·. beforehand ·what 
the·test he· rerluQed. to, orgauic .. soun.dness, or, E;eryice :he wished .to· go. in for.·. Education 
ljlhOuld cap.didates :be :rejected .. on .the 'grou,nd. would, be di:H;er.ent, from: ~b;e Public Works .O:t 
o£ constit11tipnal , or· .·other tend.enoies :w hicli tP.e·. Pilot Ser\·ice .. · If :any of • these. men :came 
a~·e _.lik~ly :-tp ,b,e d.ey~1oped :.in: a(. t:J.:opica1 -gp_ :for preLinthiary~ examinaticm.' it wol;tld be 
c;limate ?~T think the first poiut. is..,..;:.a ~ki1ful . 1,1ecessary to state in o:t;tr report whether. they 
~~m,nin.eJ;,·-~nq · th,at S:U,Ch .a Ipa,n_;Will .t'ake.1.all W~re· fit Qr. unfit for serviqe in SU,Ch and ·such; 
t)lqse things~ jntp consideration ; • and. :wqrking ~·Department~ ·; . . . , . ; : ·, .:. . · ; , i_1 

QY.·~he ~pamphlet, ·w;hieh ·1 have· puV ,in; and __ 5'3,194. Do you b9ld: any strorig .. views.as· 
wl1i_c)l _re~lly: d~als ~ith wast .oJ:i th_e ~pi;-Q,g~ the, adv:fsabiljty o£. ~he .Medical .Board cbeing 
~.ij:~qt,ing:pP,ysiQal:fi~n.ess,::he.)ShoulQ..·be .able the same for all the Services in India?. .,r 

· to give a fair judgment. O:f colll'Se, ,there ~r~ '\l,ng~r§tand thq.t ·:as; far as· ·the .Indian. Civil 
certai;n. !·t~ndencies.: .which ·. absol!lt~lt··' debar S!3.r1(icei~ concer.ned;the examination ·is ca,rried 
anyQ!\~ ,ggi~g, ·.to ·lnd~a.. Fo.r: instance, a; q:p,t J;>yJ4e Civil Servic.e Commissioners, and 
youngster who shows hereditary .·gout. \<;)r, all the_ other 'Ser.vices are.'car:Oed .:out by'the 
~pil~psy, ·or 4nyJ;ra,ce o(jn~anity,. or w4o i$ an Medical Board at the India Offi~e.. Do you 
asth:p1atic, or. who has· alb),lfniriuria.. I .have, thin.lr: tb,ere a:re .. any. great. advantages in 
~:Q.ow,n.it suggested th~~ W..eP.'W~thalburninuria lf~xing; tP,e one. l3oar<;l to. examine \.all_ the 
should go to Ind~~;t, J:mt ·.that .is absolu,tely Services?-Yes,· I :think. it would be to·· the 
absurd. ~.Then for a neurotid . to 'go' to _India ~dy~ntage o£ the Government ·of "India; but it 
fs·h~q fori~dia, l;>ad £or .. ]#msel,£, an,d,. bad for w.Quld npt be·. o£ advautag~ to· the Medical 
his work,. l;le,cause the thou,sand wrd one· ·petty Bo'aJ;d. . .· · · ' - . ' ·. · · 
littl~ worries il;i India that can be borne easily ··-. ~3;195: ·!·asked that question because you 
by an equable temperament £ret him tp P,eath, §laiq YQ11 were unable to ascertain what .the 
and he gets ill or ~rritable,. and is a source .o.£ standard, 1~eq1,1ii'ed by:.the .CiviL Ser.vice .Oru:n.:.. 
irritation all round. · . · ' · ruissi.tmers was.?-:-:They have· n,o stand¥d as 
... 53,189. CanyoudetecHhat;inth~·ex.amina- £1;1.r ~s ;we.·can fl,nd oi.tt. Thyre.·is·nothing 
tion ?-You can generally ,fip:d .o:ut•the .n~urotic. p,t~blir:;he<;l.. . .. · . · . : . 
tendency. . . . . ·: :. . .: ' .. · :· 1 ' , . ·53,1~6. It .. occurred to me• that 'it would 
._.: .. 53;190 ... Whatdoy<;>.u.SftYas to;the t~ndency l;Je ra~he:r: desh·able t(> ~ave one .standard'?~ 

· to hing trouble ?-7-li: a :q1an.has. tubercul0s!E! I.hw9u~qjJel ·higl1ly .~lesirable. We work ·.on.a. 
there are no. tw:O ;opi~~ons ~about ,it.; .. h!3 : mus~ stand11rd, w:1,1ioh is. pq);)l~shed,. and ·of ,course 
no~ g~}C> India .. :.Jle isu11fitf,o:~. an1.!dA,~ o:f na.4urally ~t ijes w.ith us to say whet:Q.e:r;.all 
Government servwe whatever m Ind~a. · . things being equal, a man comes up to that 

53 191. So tliat ·you take. a strict. vi'e'v ~?tfln_dard or not.·. , . '. · . : , ·. ·.: ... , ·: ·. · 
about I all t:!UCh ailments ~__:_:Absolutely.' (do .: . .. 53,1Q7. (Sir. Th~odor~ Morison.)> Yo-q .saict 
not think 'the 'Board would. b~ 'acting'justiy' to it: w,ql;l),d :ri<;>t pe . .adyi_s~ble I for a I;leul'Otic to go 
ihe Government o£ !n<;li'a to allow'candidat~~ o'QJ ;tp. J!ld~a, .. :OQ: you tb,i:p,k ·that the Bo~rd 
affected with any ot those~ ailmi:mts'to pass:·. . cpl]].~,prev,e.:qt:a·.mau goi.ng out? i Supposing. 

I 53 192.'. What about. 'an' ailment. which for instance' it was .an, Indian. Civil.· Servant, 
wo~d disabl~ 'him £rom 1iding"?:..:_Of' course an.'ci'he ·said, ·i, I'I{ave· won.in the 'e4au;llnatioP: 
that comes in. \Ve reject them £qr'varicocele, '.', oll.e:of the ,gre~t priz~s: !l.nd .you eahno,t 
but that ·can be· cured 'by i opei·ation; · We ": detec.ti.n me J\UY con~t1tutwnal ~de.fe~t, ,b\.lt 
reject them also for·hernia, Hut that'also'cail. ~'you merelysay:I .l;tave,nettrast)lema :?-":-:~t 
be cured by ·operation. Taking 'a: inan '1vith if'.! o.qr. experien9e generall:y that the. I1~urot.IC 
any 6£ thosecomplaints would be lik~ bu!ing tel!lp.eralp.ent is. accon':lpamed. by .a '.?ertam 
a horse that was unsound. He may go for a ]?,hysical typ~, an~ we .could get a man m that 
ce1;tain 'time, but you' cannot tell. • · · way. . : . : . : . ·. · . : . · ... • : . .: 1 

53 193. (Lm·rl· Ronal(lshay.) With regard · · 53,198. ,Supposi'ng. a .man is UJlSU:~t~ble for 
to the \·ight' of. a man.•vho intends to go. i~to ~:nClia, i.n your opinion, alt.hough you cannot 
one of the Indian ServiCes to ask for an op1mon lay your finger. upon anything, \vhat then?
from the Medical Board a.t th~ India O~ce, There will be other. things. going ,with that 
has a man who thinks of gomg mto tl~e In:d~a~ temperainent, although these · ~~all . ~hings 
Government Service, whether the India~ Civil h1. themselve~ may not. be s~fhc1ent m ·our 
Service or any other ·Department, t!1e r1ght to Jh' u

1
. dmg.I?ent, i£ he .were sound mentally, to reject 

demand an opinion from the Medwal Board 
at the India Office ?-I do n?t know about the. 53,199. You: think it wou.ld be a suffi
lndian Civil Serviee, but w1th .regard to tht;l ciently strong ground for ,the Board ?-lthink 
other Departments he. can .do so. . No :rn~J:l. j~ is. possible the ·Boa~d mi~ht. ·make it so; 

A4 
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That would be a case absolutely for judgment. 
For instance, a man with a neurotic tempera
ment on being cross-questioned will state 
many facts about himself, with regard to his 
habits of life, his sleep, and other conditions, 
and you can tell him whether it is judicious 
for him to go to India. We very often do. 
Although the Board does not communicate its 
decision to the candidate or its reason for 
rejection, if you see that he is a sensible 
fellow you may suggest to him that he would 
·be l1etter in British Columbia or South Africa. 

53,200. But if he is not willing to take 
your advice what do you do ?-We do not 
presume to give any advice to a man that we. 
do not· think will take it. It is only if we 
find in talking to a man, that he reallv wishes 
to know what is best for himself, that we ten 
hiru. · · 

53,201. I have seen it suggested that a 
young man before going out should be given 
instructions as to · how to keep himself in 
health in 'the tropics ?-That is a very ex
cellent suggestion. 

53,202. You think it would be an advisable 
thing to do?-Yes. There are one or two 
little papers published on that.· 

53,203. And you think that men who have 
to live in the jungle, forest officers, would be 
better for having definite instructions with 
regard to health ?-Certainly. Given a strong 
constitution, it is more what he eats and 
drinks that kills him than the climate. 

53,204. From seeing those who come home 
invalided do you think the Indian Civil 
Servant is physically of a lower standard than 
the members of the other services ?-That 
would be rather a difficult question to answer, 
because there are men in the Indian Civil 
Service of. as good physique as men in any 
service, and there are ruen in it who are 
weeds.· 

53,205. Do you think the percentage of 
sickness is rather higher ?-Not when you 
think o£ the much greater work that is 
required from them. There are certain kinds 
of sickness in the Indian Civil Service which 
you do not get so often in the other Services, 
the army, for instance. 

53,206. Is that due to the work or due to 
the station ?-Due to the work, nervous worry, 
and that sort of thing. In the last few years 
there has been a considerable amount of that. 

53,207. (M1•. Gokhale.) With regard to the 
number o£ candidates that you can examine 
in an hour, you said it depended on the sort 
o£ batch you had. Taking an average batch, 
how many men can be examined in an hour? 
-One ruan will take up the eye work and the 
other man will examine the physique. If the 
men are ready stripped, and there is no loss 
o£ time wai tlng for them to undress, then I 
should think that working hard you could do 
a man in 15 or even 10 minutes. 

53,208. Four to six an hour ?-Yes. 
53,209. So that if you have 300 candidates 

for the Indian Civil Sen•ice and have to 

examine them before the examination it 
would roughly ruean about 60 to 80 hours' 
work?_:_ Yes. I should not like it· at all. It 
is very necessary in examining to preserve 
your temper, and if you have been five hours 
examining at the rate of six men per hour you 
would be liable to get irritable, and you 
should never be irritable. 

53,210. How many could you do properly 
in a day ?-I would not work more than five 
hours a day under any circumstances with 
justice to myself and to the candidate. 

53,211. And you could do about 20 in a 
day at that rate ?-Say 24 in four hours. 
Take the Indian Medical Service. There were 
32 caudidates, and we examined them in a 
day in the last examination. For the Public 
Works Department last examination there 
were over 30 candidates, and we examined 
them in a day. · 

53,212. I£ there were about 300 candidates 
it would mean about 10 or 12 days' work?
Certainly. 

53,213. If you had two B0ards instead of 
one how would that work ?-If you multiply 
the Boards you diminish the number of can
didates and lessen the time. 

53,214. Would that make any difference 
in the standard ?-There must be a difference. 

53,215. It would not be so satisfactory as 
one Board doing the whole work ?-No. What 
you want is one standard. The man who was 
rejected by one Board would like to try the 
the other Board. 

53,216. If the Board have about 10 or 12 
days in which to do the work the thing is not 
impossible ?-The thing is pof:lsible. The 
difficulty, o£ course, could be got over by the 
preliminary examination, in )Vhich the men 
would come up five or ten at a time. 

53,217. Supposing this Commission 
thought it necessary to recommend that this 
medical examination should precede rather 
than follmv the competitive examination, the 
only question would be with regard to time? 
But if you had 10 or 12 days in which to do the 
examination there would be no difficulty?-
0£ course, whatever the Government orders has 
to be done. 

53,218. Would there be any special in
convenience in that?-Yes, I think it would 
be very hard work indeed. It would be best 
for the candidates to be examined after the 
examination. 

53,219. (Mr. Sly.) The reason that has 
been suggested to us why it is desirable to 
examine before, instead o£ after, the examina
tion is that doctors are unusually tender in 
spidning a :nan. who has suc.ceeded in passing 
in his exammabon after havmg undergone an 
expensive course of education. Is there any
thing in that criticism ?-0£ course doctors 
are human. 

53 220. Would the medical tf'st be likely 
to be' more severe i£ it were before the 
examination than i£ it were afterwards ?-
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I think a Board would see that justice was 
done ; that I really do believe. 

53,221. For the Indian Civil Service the 
present system is that before a candidate is 
permitted to appear for the examination he 
mus~ file a m~~ical certificate from a qualified 
medical practitiOner ?-I cannot give evidence , 
about the Indian Civil Service. 

53,222. Do you think it is of any value or 
not to require a candidate before he appears 
for the examination to file a medical certificate ? 
-I do not think it is any good whatever. 
There is no responsibility on the man who 
gives the certificate. The only way in which 
to get a sound opinion is to put the responsi
bility on the individual who gives it. Other
wise that responsibility never comes back to 
him, whereas the individual who gives the final 
certificate if he sends out a bad candidate hears 
about it again, or a Board hears about it again. 

53,223. It has been suggested to-us that in 
addition to a ·qualifying test £or a successful 
candidate there should be a competitive test 
in physique included in the resl.1lts of the 
examination, for which marks would be 
allotted. Is that a feasible scheme or not 
The only way in which I could answer that is 
to point to the insurance companies. The 
principal examiner for the Standard Company 
in India classes lives into first-class lives and 
second-class lives, and ·it is possible also to 
class candidates in the same way, but to ask 
the Board to give marks for first class and 
second class would be very invidious indeed. 
The Board of Examiners might do it if it were 
said that every man in Class A should get so 
much, and every man in Class B should get so 
much, but I do not think the Medical Board 
would like that responsibility put upon 
them. 

53,224. The most the Medical Board would 
be able to do would be t.o classify?-Yes, and 
say Class A is the man who has every chance. 
It sometimes happens tha.t a man in Class A, 
while of inagnificent physique, may have less 
judgment than a man in Class B, and the 
creaking door may last longer because it will 
be less frequently jarred. There is a difficulty 
there. 

53,225. Do the candidates who appear 
before the Medical Board of the India Office 
pay fees for their examination ?-No. rrhey 
are only charged a fee when they write to the 
Under Secretary of State and say they desire 
to have a preliminary medical examination. 
When they come up at other times they pay 
nothing. 

53,226. (Mr. Madge.) I understood you to 
say that you have examined invalided Indian 
Civil Service. rnen whom, if you had been 
consulted at the beginning of their career, you 
vvould not have sent out, and also that there 
are climatic conditions which tell more against 
one man in one service than against another 
in another. Do you think that if a man went 
out later in life, with a better developed 
physiqu,e, he would liltand a better chance 

~gainst these climatic conditions, and may not 
1t be that some of these Indian Civil Service 
men whom you think yon would ha~e rejected 
have been victims to climatic conditions?
The men I referred to went out under the full 
age. My reason for thinking they were 
unsuitable for: India was that they possessed 
cer~ain of ·the characteristics which I suggest 
men should not have who serve in a tropical 
climate. . 

53,227. Do you think the later a man 
goes out the better chance he has ?-There 
is a time when a man should go out. I£ 
he goes out too late it is bad; if he goes out 
too early it is bad. I£ he goes out too late 
he cannot fit in vvith his ·surroundings, and 
i£ he goes out too early he has not the sense 
to do so and he is bowled over before he 
finds out. · A boy o£ 20 is very different 
from a young man of 22 ; he does not think 
so much. After 22, as a rule; he has more 
common sense. I have known men who 
have gone out late and become dissatisfied 
with their surroundings : India was not what · 
they anticipated; and they have retired from 

· the service on · account of that. I should 
think it is not at all unlike the difficulties 
which are encountered in connection with 
late marriages: after habits are formed there 
is more liability to trouble. 

53,228. (Mr. Abdur Rahim.) I£ you should 
examine a man at the age of 25 would you 
be on surer ground as regards judging of 
his fitness to go out to India than if you 
were examining a man at the. age of 22 ? -
I£ you give me a man of 22, or of any age 
between 22 and 25, I could tell. 

53,229. :Would· you be any surer at the 
age of 22 ?-In certain points, yes, and certain 
points, no. A good deal depends on the 
individual. For instance, a . long, lanky 
individual, about 6ft. 2 ins.-,· with bad chest · 
formation, a man taking very little exercise, 
goes out at 22, and has possibilities. I wquld · 
rather see that man at 25, because I would 
be very doubtful of him at 22. The ordinary 
individual, about 5 ft. 8 ins. or 5 .ft. 10 ins., 
with the ordinary healthy · public school 
life, J should not have any difficulty in giving 
an opinion upon at 22. It is the exception 
that I have a difficulty ·about: The tall, lanky 
individuals are always very difficult cases. 

53,230. From your experience o£ India, 
would you say that at the age o£ 25 he would 
be in a more unfavourable position to stand 
the climatic conditions in India than at the 
age of 22 ?-No, I Jo not think so. I£ a 
youngster came to me for advice, I should 
tell him to go out between 22 and 24. I 
should suggest myself 23, and I think it. is 
a very excellent age. I entered the service 
mvsel£ when I was 23. 

• 53,231. It has been suggested that Uni
versity men have, as a rule, better physique 
than men who have not been to a Universitv. 
Take boys who come from a school without 
undergoing a training ,at th~ University, it 
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is. said tba,t as· a. i~u1e . they .do .not. ·have . s.u.9h 
a; sti;oilg,: l;u:ialthy physique JRS • men who have 
spent;three years at Oxford. or Cambridge?-:
Quita.triie, but at .the .same tirrie an athlete o£ 
0 xford 91'. Cambridge .is very freq uentlyruined 
far.life,,.: I am Jw:t: aLall an adviser. o£ ·.th~ 
lithle.te ·as an· athlete for.In,dia. ~. . ' · . _ . ; .. 
:,.- :fi~l,232.; Lmean with .regar.d.to the.average? 
kVery:. frequently a. man :comes .to: "1:1,6 from 
Oxfcii.·d who has been in the boats and ·over:
straine.d; .. :and .who 'ha.S~ what is·· Rn6'-Yii as 
nthH3te's heart .. 'That is_a ,case which is a YC!,'Y 
doubtful o:p.!2)indeed to!send to Iudia;: :._ ~- · 
: _; 53,2::}3~ But ;putting .such cases aside what 

' d9;· you, say.: as :r;egards .:the:. advant.ages o£ an 
UniveJ1!itY, · :education• ·in:· this-:respect,?~I£ ,, a· 
l1lan<m.ses athletics at: the .University. and does 
not abuse: them that ·man, 'of. course, is . much 
fitter.·~·.;.;\:;~:~' : ~: ; ,· .,·, ... · :'.:t. 

' :..'.,. 53,23.4. :Sou· hav;e .. mentioned. · cert~in , dia7 
eases upon w~ch. you. ;haye .. ad.vised nieu~ not. 
to 'go out to India-7-insanityJ neurasthenia; &c. 
Ihthese ::tests~ ar.e.:laid :down would ~the .eA'.:. 
p.erien:ce. of :India.still give· you·, an. adyant&ge 
in-:dilxaminineP· .· can~idates, ?: T E:!perience. in 
hldia'must always· giv:e an:.advantage.·~··.lt· iEI 
nGdi ,n.ecessary.'.to; .hiy.: __ ddwn these, thlngs.'that 
binentioned;: because 'every man; who ka6w,s 
. India wilL form .his. o:wn ·. judgment on ,;them. 
A man knowing India and th0 ·conditions 
wot1.ld: be. -~ble · to; say:that :S"ucli.~ and. such a 
thi:p.g :WaS.'WrOng, ;• ; : .. I 1 , r. 1.•: ,, :" •: , 
h: ·.53i2p5;. If.it is laid 'down .. thatya.u:;must 
finq out:whether a man is c:tJ;eurotic .jo)C: has 
inCipieri.t .. in~anity,; ords· gouty, :wou.ld :not _that 
b~ ... su,fficiEmLto. 1gilide :.any competei;lt do~tgt 
here?~You cari patJn·prin:t ruaything, l>\lt-~t 
is' .not. fpom: the. ·book thl\t · an.· exa:r:pintttiqn is . 
;o:iad.e.~·· :It ievbec11use·you :haye assimilat~d ~ i:g, · 
y.oilrsel£ 'experience ... that . :you.::. judge.,: . Qri.e. 
man. cal). tell you all..abtnit aJiorse by 16okin.g 
at ·hlm; ,while· another man, who inay. know :all 
the ,books•:about :vet~l"inary surgery, wiLl !not 
be. able. to .tell &ou anything !about him. ·. You 
.cannot put down in. black.and ,:white .. why you 
fprm your j'udguient, but you Jorm it; 1 , • . • ~ 
~ .-w53;236. You mean,there must:be a .certa,in 
marigin o£ disc,retion ?-,Always,. and t.b.~ B9a:rd 
~o1.Ild be I constitut~d of. men ;iu,. :wh91n ybu 
have :sufficient- faith .... If. yoi. could'. put .i.t 
down in black and .white; the .. :Wan·. with (three 
years' :experience would .. be' .as good as. tlw 
man; o£1: 30 -years' experience, .b.ut .. the man 
b£j.30,years has beEm. gathering what he call:not 
,tell.: j -:.. : , •. • 

53,237. You have had some experience of 
Indian ·students. . Do: you. think they suffe:r 
more froiu neumtics ?-1 think they have veq 
hard conditions to· put up· with, and that is 
one of the reasons. they ;do suffer more. Very 
m~ny. of: them are underfed and 'living in bad 
conditions, and they aret,working,for all they 
are worth 12 to 14 .. hours a day. They are 
overworked and -im<derfed. ;' · . . 
. 53,238, Do. you .find a .very Jarge· pe;r-:
centage of neurotics amongst them·? ........ There 
are a .. ·great :.number. o£ them~ _ I have ~aught 

them .for. 20 years, and I kno'v their t~·oubles 
and that is one of the weaknesses. ' 
t 53,23_9 .. T.he · conditions as they exist are 
very ha't·d .for .them and thev would be liable to 
rejeetion. ou that aecount ?.::_Yes, but it would 
be :good for them:;;elves to be rejected. 
c .5.3,~-!1:0. (Sir Jl aleritine Ohirol.) Most of the 
statemeuts which you have :m.ade have related 
to. E.nglishmen going into the Indian Serviee? 
-::-Yes.: . · ··. · ·. . 
. : ~53,241. B\lt.you have a certain riu~1ber of 
India_ns ~lso coming. before you.?-Tes. . : 
·--• 53,24:2. How fa:r; does the infonnation yoil 
liave.gi;venus ·with regard to English eandi
date.s. apply alao. to Indian candidates ?-The 
p~rcentage of Indians who come before the 
Medical Board is .not very large. A certain 
:p,umbe;r come fro.m .. th(;) Public Works and a 
f~w from the lndian Civil Service. and my own 
Serviee..~·Q.ut hot -a great number o£ them. · ·. 

· '· 63,:243 ... \Vith _regard- to_tha~ SIJ1all number, 
are. ther~ any observations you would like to 
9-ffer-which.apply_specially to themand would 
:POt apply: specially to English· ca:p.didates 
I have met I:odians who have come· home in 
the. same ~vay with that :conditio~ o£ neuras-: 
tlie.:v,ja;; ·:t-hey have. come home beca1;1se they 
were worried t_o death. . 
· : .53)244.: Ther:e,; .are .. a certai~ ]mmber of 
lnd;ia-o,s :Who. go into the Indian Civil Service, 
aJJd you :teU,us tb$t ,qa:p.d~dates for the Indian, 
Qiyil Se:rvic~ ;;tre p,ot examined by ,yom Board. 
:Oo yoJJ, .thiiik. ~XPf3tien·ce, to which you attach 
fi!Q _r:n;p,ep :value in teg!).rd to English candidates 
g9jng:: q-at; tq Indi~; would . not be· of even 
gre~ter;·y_alu,~ .to: .the physician who has to 
~~ami~Jnd.i.al.:ls, going ()l;lt ?-Undoubteuly I 
t.hip.k: that :a :man.' .who lmo~s both l'aces will 
be · the better judg~; :because unless a man 
knows the different races in India he cannot 
yory ·well· 1:3tate ~~hat is due to race and what 
~:_due. to the individuaL: . If you examine a 
J ~t from .. the Pan jab anu ~ · man frqm .l\Iadras, 
<;>r. 1Jpm .East~rn Bengal, you get different 
typl:ls, but t4e;v may bl3 all: good in . their own 
way.~.: .. . . 
. ; . 53,24/?. Is it·not even more important for 
th.e1: 1;nediqal examine.t who examines Indian 
students going out to India to ·have had 
e;l\:perif.n<;:e ancl.p~rso;1al knowledge of Indian 
~op.lfiti,pns than ,for the medical exaruiner who 
i.s examjning Engli&h candid,ates ?-C~rtainly. 
!··:. 53,246; .No~. more so?_ . Yes, more ~o. 
~aking tl;le wholt1 .examination I have no 
hesi_tatiQn whatev~r. in saying that it is wrong 
to h~ve. the. examination conducted by men 
who have had no experience of Indian con-
ditions. . · 

53,247 .. (Sir M-urray Hamrniek.) Really, I 
1\lUppose what it cpmes to is this, that if you 
}lave a man-. with Indian experience examining 
these candidates he knows what to look. for? 
-:-:-That is the point. . . · . · 
. 53 248. A man who does not know India 
doet;!, ~ot. know what to look for ?-That is so. 
< 53,249. Taking Indian candidates, £or in
sta:t+G~. he l\~ould not know th~ points o£ 
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weak.ness most ordiliarily '£ci'\lhd1 i:6. · an Indian 
candidate ?.........;That is quite true. · \ · · · : · ' 
, 53,250, · (Chairman.) You said that cei:tifi
cates 'are of little value, and. at:the . ~3Jil!3 tinie 
you said'that in the' COUrSe of' your exarriini
~ion of candida~es you went very carefully 
mto the question of their. habits and ·customs. 
Do you have to rely fo;r information on the 
candidate·hhnself?.:..:...Yes. ··. · . ,,. .•... , ... 

,. . . . ' ' . ·:.I . ' 

t continued. 

• .. : 53,25~ .. Not .on anjr infor~atiort :Ydu' go.t 
from. ·a· pnv~t~ practitioner ?---On·· nothing. 
We look upon It that· the Candidate will pro
bably' 'endeavour to' keep'' 'dark :a,n.ytlling· that 
may 'be against him,· but 'we cross-exaniin~ 
hlm. · 

· 53,252 .. You· do not employ any other 
means ?-No, we are not allowed to. 

· . (The :w~tp.ess'-\vithdre~.) ·· .. · · 
I' . 

Surgeon,-General 'Sir· CH;ARLE~ i P ;!lRD EY, L~.riiS, }\.c~s.r,, :ru~o., r .. M.s., Director.:.Gen.eral of ·the ',i 
. . ·. · .. ·· . . ' " " · ··. lndiah Medical SerV:ice. · · · ·: · · · · · · · · · 
' • • ._ • •' ' '. ' I : I •• : • .> ~ I ( . ' J I_ • ' ,' ~ ' ' • ' ' ' :' • 1 J • ' ·~ ,I- 1 ~ : j '' ,- '• ' ' ' • ' 1 

~V ritten answers relating to ·the l'rtdian · Civib what directions; if it i~ decided, to stiff~~ the 
Service.'· ' ' 1 · medical test, had ·thi!3 better be;. done?---

. 53,253. Is there •any· evidence 'to,·· show 'Nea:dy' J4: years have··elapsed 'since .I ceased 
whether it W<mld be prejudial· to· the.,health to perform' :the·ordinary' duties 'o£-·a; distriCt 
of recruits to obtain them at the ·.sch6ei1- .me~i?ail o~~er. ···I am.· not, ~h~refore,,,1n a 
·leaving' age of frdm 18· 1 to .. 20, ·and 'to.; bring . !pOSltiO:o, t? grve· a ~st-band ~plll,ci.On a.s.i'egardf3 
-them to. India by the time they·were: 22;. in the physrcal·stannna ·of the recruits: for :tb,e 
preference · to bringing· them to India, , .. as ·at ~ncJia:p. Civil Service who now come·· tq India, 
present, at a:bout the' age of ·25 ?~-'-:·I ·am not but I gather,, from officers serving under me;, 

. aware of any ev-idence to shdw that it' would the impressiqn that :plany. recruits of ;recent 
be prejudiCial to · the health o£ recruits to !ears .have· ,been .. q£ poor physique, .. th::tt .not 
obtain them at•the · schoohleaving age·.Offrom mfrequently the! have suffered frorp. high 
:18 to 20, and· •to bring: them· to 1 India by ·the .degrees of myopia and astigmatism, and that 
time they are 22. India is: .. not a: -desirable .t'~ere has. been ~n abnormally large amount 
residence for Europeans during the.' period of .bf 'i:p.v:aliding. as, the. result of. nervous break~ 
adolescence, but,· by the time· a ·ybung ,man dowri. and neurasthenia.. . ' .: 
has reached the age.of 22, he is· no:longer··a . 5'3,254a. Poes y()ur experience ·suggest 
"growing lad," and, so .far· :a:;; I lmow, .. n'G any further· rema1·ks relating to. the medical 
physiological reason exists which ~vou.ld render ,test 'for the Iridian. Civil Service ?.-:..1 '~ndei;
it more dangerou~ to bring recniits to India 'stand tha~ ~he· India;u ,Civil Service ,.is, tl?.e. bnly 
at that age rather than waiting until• ~they Jndian Ser;v;ice the, medical examination.Jor 
attain the age· of 25. A large miri+ber of :whic4 is riop conducted by the Medical. Board 
officers of the Indian Medical Service'conie to at the-India .Office. ·.This appears to me to be 
.India when they are' a:bout 22 .yearsr or age a<bad arrangement. It .is essential that the 
(I did so myself), and I have never known·any examinatiorl: should be conducted by medical 
ill: results to: accrue therefrom·. ;,Moi;eover we .officers with Indian experience ; · tliat . th~re 
know 'now: that ·the: n'lajority! of. ·tropical should be cOiitinu:itj' o£ policy; that definite 
diseases arise from: infection. conveyed rto standards ·should be; fi;xed for physique ·and 
man by biting insects o1· _flies,: the ·remainder eyesight ; and that lt ·should 'be 'impossible 
·being · clue either to pollution'' of the .watel' to play off o:rH~ 'medical' man ag~inst· aliot4er. 
supply, ·to improper exposure· tfio• the'. direct Medical men, who' do not understand Indian 
rays of the sun,· tci 'disregard q£: chills; or ·to conditions, .are apt to send out very unsuitable 
dietary indiscretion and over-indulgence. in recruits (especially young men threatened with 
alcoholic stimulants. Apart from.-these causes~ tubercttlosis), und~r the false impression that 
the climate of India is not specially deadly, they will be better in·. India than! in England. 
and' 1 hold' that, with reasol,lable . precautions, This is altogether wrong. India is not' 'the 
the expectation of· life in India is very little place for the . weakling-physical, ·constitu:. 
less than in England. Much of the sickness tiorial. or mental. . ,I£ the medical examination 
and mortality amongst. Europeans· in India is ·of recruits, is to be conducted by the Medical 
due to ignorance cif.sanitarylaws and personal ·Bo~rd at the India Office, it will .be necessary 
hygiene, and it is regrettable that,-" on their to consider whether ·the medical examination 
first arrival in .India, very few young men should be conducted before the' candidates 
have any knowledge of the precautions sit for the competitive test,. or aftenvards: 
necessary for the preservation of their health. This is a question to be answered by the 
This knowlege they usually a:cquire as the President of the Medical Board, but, for the 
result o£ bitter experience. If, therefore, the following reasons, I am personally o£ opinion 
age 'limit is to be low~red by three yearS?· I that medical examination should follow', and 
advise that, before leavmg England, rec:rmts not precede, the ¢ompetitive test. (a) I£ the 
should receive some practical instruction in medical examination precede the competitive 
tropical hygiene .and the preservation of . test, it will throw much unnecessary. :work 
health in the Tropics. . . i1pon the Medical Board. (b) Seeing that 

53,254. Is there any evidence . to show myopia is· a progressive disease, also ·that 
that the recruits who no"- come to India have physique may deteriorate .or constitutional 
not the requisite physieal stamina;. and. in .defects develop in the ,interhi'l1 -.the ·medical 
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examination, if it Is to be of use, must at the disposal of the Board useful information 
imm.ediately precede the competitive test. which may help them to arrive at a decision 
That being so, I can see no justification for in doubtful cases. (d) Examination after the · 
throwing so much unnecessary work upon the test reduces the number of dissatisfied 
Board. (c) Examination after the test places individuals rejected on medical grounds. 

Sir CHARLES PARDEY LuKIS, K.o.s.I., M.D., I.M.s., called and examined. 

53.255. (Ohairma'h.) You are Director- of civilians. From the time I went to Simla 
General of the Indian Medical Service?- in 1899 I have been holding professorial 
I am. · appointments until I became Director-General. 

53 256. You 'have been good enough to · Therefore I have not come in contact with 
write 'yom· views on the questions which we them and I am not prepared to express a 
sent you, and I gather that you do not con- personal opinion. But I have been told by 
sider that a reduction of age for recruits for men who are there that they think the 
the Indian· Civil Service would be prejudicial physique and the eyesight not as good as it 
from the health point of view?-That is so. used to be or as it should be. That, however, 

· 53 257. You consider that a medical ex- is hearsay evidence. 
amination can be made just as effective for a 53,264. In your capacity as J?irector-
candidate of 22 ·as for one of 25 ?-Yes. General do you get returns showmg the 

53,258. Yo:ur opinion appears to be that it illnesses in t_he differe~t _Provinces ?-N~. \Ve 
is not so much the actual climate o:f: India ~et the ordn~.ary statisti~al. retu;ns whiCh go 
that is dangerous to the young officer, as mto the Samtary Comm1ss1~ner s ~eport, ?ut 
failure on his part to take proper precautions ? so far as I alll: a~are the~e Is no.thmg to gtve 
That is my opinion. one any de:fimte tn!o~matwn whwh would be 

53 2 ... 9. Do you think there is room for of use ~0 the Comnnsswn. Of course one gets 
• ' 

0 
• h d' · · f fu · h' mortality returns. Improvement m t e 1recbon o rms mg 53 265 y · · · th 

onna recruits with knowledge of the dangers ' · ou are not In a pos!tiOil; ere-
fhat ~wait them in India in regard to climate? fore, to .tell us whether. the .deterwratwn you 
-I think so, certainly. Every young man who suspe~t ls. due to. officeis gomg out, who are 

oes to India ought, before he arrives, to have defective m physique, or whether men. break 
:ome knowled e of the dangers and the means down throng~ carelessness or otherwise ?-
f t tin ghimsel£ a ainst them. Many No, I .a~ afraid I am not prepared to express 

o pro ec g g . an opmwn on that. 
boys come out absolutely Ignorant of the 53 266 y th' k th t th d' 1 · 

f t th d th. r , • ou m a e me Ica exami-
danaers 0 exposure 0 e sun, an eJ t' j! th Ind' c· 'l s . h ld b 

• 
0 h Th . · na ton .tor e Ian IVI ervwe s ou e 

drmk any water t ey cb~e across. at IS conducted b a Medical Board ?-I think that 
what breaks them down m many cases, not . d · bl Y 

. IS a VISa e. 
the climate. . . 53,267. What are your reasons for that ?-

53,260. Under the prese~t ~oD:ditwns .the~ The ordinary men at home do not understand 
go through no course of hygienic mstructwn · Indian conditions and are apt to send out 
-Not that I am aware of. . unsuitable men. As! mentionedinmywritten 

~3,261.. Do you know _of any book .on this answers, I have known cases where young men 
subJect whwh could be given to candidates? s1~ffering from early tuberculosis have been sent 
-I think th~re ought to be some elementary out under the.impression that India is a more 
text-book suitable for the l~y reader to stu~y suitable place for them than England. Any 
before he goes out. • There IS no such book m medical officer who had worked in India and 
England th~t I am aware ~f. T~ere has b~en seen how a tuberculous lung melts down 
a book published recently m India on TropiCal during the monso!_:m would not do that. 'l'here 
Hygiene, and there was a Sn_;Iall Manual, is an idea that India is rather a good place 
''Hints for Young Officers," wh10h I myself for a lad whose chest is delicate and it is an 
wrote ~ome rears ago ~or _the Bengal Gov~rn- exceedingly wrong impression. 'As a matter 
ment, when I was PrmCipal of the Medical of fact, at the present moment tuberculosis in 
College in Calcutta. Surgeon-General Bran- both Calcutta and Bombay gives a higher 
foot asked me for a copy two ye~rs a~o,, and I death rate than it does either in Glasgow or 

. sent him one. It was only a senes of hints, a Manchester. , 
very elementary thing indeed. 53,268. Are there any other diseases of 

53 262. Nothing of the sort has been cir- that character ?-No. Tuberculosis was the 
culated to Indian civilians or other oflicers iu chief one I was thinking of. A man with 
India ?-Nothing except this small manual Indian experience would be better able to 
which. was written for the Bengal Govern- form an opinion as to whether a man was 
ment. It was a purely local thing. likely to stand Indian conditions. 

53,263. Have you observed any deteriora- 53,269. Have yo:u any o~inion to giv.e us. as 
tion in the average physique of the officers regards. th~ ~lternat1ve _n~ents of exam~nat~on 
who now go out to India ?-I have done no by an mdividual physi?I~n at;d. exammatw_n 
district work for 14 years, so that I have no by a Board ?-My opmwn IS that exami
person.al knowledge of the younger generation nation by a Board is preferable, because with 
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an examination by individual physicians 
often happens that one opinion is set off against 
another. The candidate gets a certificate 
fro!h somebody else, and a good many com
plications are apt to arise, which would not 
arise if there were one definite Board whose 
opinion was final. 

53,270. Do you know anything in regard 
to the standard of the medical examination 
for .the Indian Civil Service ?---:-No, I do not 
know what the standard is. I have never had 
anything to do with it. 

53,271. It is not published in a paper?
I am not aware whether it is. or not. If it is 
I have not seen it. 

·: 53,272. Have you seen the standard paper 
for the other Services by which the Medical 
Board at the India Office make their exami
nation ?-I saw it some years ago. 

53,273. So that you are not in a position 
to give any opinion upon it ?-I' am not in a 
position to give any opinion upon it. 

· 53,27 4. You would prefer to keep the 
medical examination after· the competitive 
examination ? The reason I ask you this is 
because it has been put to us that, human 

··nature being what it is, undue leniency may 
be shown in the medical test to a candidate 
who has first gone through the very severe 
intellectual ordeal of the Indian Civil Service 
examination ?-If you had a man on the 
border line you would not be quite sure about 
him. If yon examined him before the literary 
test you might reject him, but if he had done 
exceedingly well in the literary examination 
you would give him the benefit of the doubt. 
I am of opinion that that would be rather 
good than bad. 

53,275. ~You mean that it would be good 
to have a man in the Service who, although 
not of the best physique, was highly intel
lectual ?-If he were a doubtful case I should 
be disposed to give hive him his chance if he 
had done well in the examination. You some
times get a difficult case in which it is hard 
to make up your mind. If you examine such 
a man before the literary examination you 
would almost certainly put him out ; but if 
he had done really· well in it you would be 
disposed to give him a chance. I do not 
know whether that would be considered sound 
or not, but that is my view. 

53,276. You would not regard that in the 
light of an objection ?-No, I should regard it 
the other way rather. 

53,277. What we should like to know is 
whether there are any number of instances of 
civilians who have passed the medical test 
who are now showing very serious defects in 
physique ?-That I am not .in a position. to 
say because I have not come mto contact w1th 
the~ for the last 14 years. As a Professor 
and as Principal of the Medical College I ha:d 
no duties of that kind at all, and ?£ course as 
Director-General I do not come mto contact 
with them. 

53,278. Are you .in n. position to give us 
any advice as to how to stiffen up the medical 
test ?---I have only st.ated in general terms 
that I think the physique and the . eyesight 
test are the two things that are required, but 
that is a matter which the President of the 
India Office Board . would be in a better 
position to give evidence upon, as he sees the 
men who come home brQken down. 

53,279. Do the names of the officers who 
break down in health and come to England 
on sick leave come before you ?-No. 

53,280. So that you are not in a position 
to say how many there are ?-No. 

53,281.. (Sir Murray Hammick.) My recol
lection is that in Madras all candidates who 
come out now after passing the Indian Civil 
Service always have a set of instructions of 
a very minute character, as to their health, 
instructing them in the avoidance of bad milk, 
in not keeping out late at night, not sleeping 
in the dew, and so on, and I imagine those 
instructions may be those which you issued in 
Bengal ?-I only know . that two years· ago 
Surgeon-General Branfoot wrote and asked 
me to send him a copy of what I had written 
for the Bengal Government, but whether any 
use was made of it I do not know. 

53,282, Speaking entirely as a layman, 
and knowing nothing about medicine or 
surgery, the test at present appears to be 
purely for physical defects, but would it be 
possible to establish a much stifier examina
tion as to mental and bodily.efficiency ?-Does 
not mental efficiency come in the competition 
test? 

53,283. Take one instance. I believe there 
is machinery in existence for judging the 
relative quickness o£ the operation of mind on 
matter, but nothing of that sort is attempted 
in the examination. The slow-witted man, if 
he passes his examir!ation, gets no .medical 
test with regard to that capacity ?-No. · 

53,284. In the same way with breathing. 
One man has a much larger expansion of 
chest than another man, but unless there is 
distinct physical defect that man does not 
stand the risk of being thrown out. vVou.lcl 
it not be possible to make the test very much 
stricter in the way of actual efficiency, both 
mental and physical, by the medical examina
tion ?-I do not think there would be any 
difficulty whatever in estimating the breathing 
or lung capacity, but I am not so sure about 
the other test. The tortoise got home first 
after all. I should have thought that they 
did estimate a man's breathing capacity now. 
A man with a big chest that does not work is 
not of very much use. He may be suffering 
from emphysema of the lungs. 

53,285. (Sir Valentine Ohirol.) ~Vould it 
be possible to encourage those who mtend to 
go up for the Indian qivil Servi~e t? COJ?-e up 
for a preliminary med1cal exammat10n m the 
same way as I understand a ce;tain.numb~r 
of candidates for the other SerVIces m Ind1a 
come up for a preliminary medical examina-
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ti:on ?+I think that would . be usefuL' It measure1:nent. Provided that . a mau was 
~ouid elimi:Qate ·the obviously unfit at ._au no~mal, al!-d .had proper healthy proportions, 
early stage. . : . ' ' · · . · · ~e1ght, he1ght! and .chest measmements being 
· · 53,286. 'Whilst n.0t 1haking it obligatory; m proper relatwnsh1p to one another I dotnot 

:riiigQ:t· it not b¢' possible to l'ecommel1d very think the Indians would suffer be~ause the 
strongly to 'the:~n, tliat they shmi.ld come lip .for bigger man would be expected 'to l)e heavier 
this voluntary examination, and that those and have a larger chest. . · . 
who dia come up· :for that. examii1ation should , 53,292. Then th~re has to be some definite 
h&Ye a ce;rtairi.' a~ilount of meri~ :from it:;· ~hat standard to go upon ?-:-·There. should be 
is 'to :say,:in ·the' fin:al e;x:amination 'aU those definite correlated standards·. · 
considerations , whicli you say : would: ~veigh : . 53,2~3. (Mr. Madge.) t gather that, if .not 
with you· in. giving the benefit of the doubt exactly m favour of the earlier age o£ going 
woii.ld weigh still iriore if. the ciindidate had. o.ut, you thi_nk there are no special risks as 
already: c,om~'ilp f<k:the t:ire~im~naryexatiiina- ~ompared With the later age ?--I ao not think 
ti9n: 'aiid. that pt~Iimi~ary · examinatipn _had so, after t~ey ~a-ye passed the growing age. 
13een.·:·:fa:V6i:irable ?_:_There woulcFI:)e points of · I do not thmk It Isgoq(l for them to come out 
¥d-iantag~ thep:~, , becaJ.tse ~if. ·you ·had :h!:td ·· a whrn. they_ ar~ actually growing lads, but at 
pre)im,in~ry" examination and thEm a' fimil ~2 they are no longer .growing. ... " I' 

exarn:inati<?n· after' som-e 1ength of time you 53,294: As there 1s medical opin'i6n that 
would be,-in' a· better position to judge· ·hoVI: the later a man: goes out. np to a certain age 
ia:F myopia or ·physical defects or constitutional the ?~tter {ortified ~e Is to meet climatic 
wealrness was pi:ogressive 01' 'riot. A prelimi- con_ditlOUS, do you thmk that that opinion is 
nary· exiuuinati'on · would be useful in two entirely unfounded; or may there not be. a 
ways;: li,i~'st of all l"n eliminating the obviously region of po~sible conti?gencies, a danger 
unfit/arid' seqoridly in giYing .Useful informa- zone,. after whw~ an ~nghshman fares better? 
ti6:i:("t'o the· final Board. But of course the -My own expenence Is that once you get a lad 
passhig' of I the· 'preliminary examination:· c'otild fully deYeloped the younger he goes ou~ the 
never be taken ·as grounds for passing . the bet~er. . Th~ old~r h~ goes out the less hkely 
final· one:· because ·so many· t}:tings might he Is to acclimatise. I am. not prepared to fix 
·happen· in the meantime. , · ~nyabsolute age, but I thmk that once ~ boy 
·--~ 53,287: Iri th€r doubtful cases to which you Is ?Ye~ 21 and.has c~ased to grow there Is no 
~e:re' alluding . it :w()uld be vall:table?_:_ Yes, 0 bJec~wn ~0 his gomg out. I can see no 
because·' you .WOt1ld know 'whether' you were p~actwal differe_n.ce between 22 and 2.5. The 
(i~ali~·~: With ·a. .. P!O~ressive .. or stationary only ~awback Is that the l~d of 22 IS apt to 

. condition. · · . .. · . ·. . be m01e carele~s than the man ?f 25. . 
53 288 w. ld · t b "bl t · · 53,295. Qmte apart from Ignorance and 

. ·~ .:.d~d' . •:· t. ou .1 . · 'p~ pfosslth.e 0 en1?;:,~rage precautions there is a turning point in the life 
can 1 ates o come u or IS pre hu.J.nary f . · · 1 · 1 h · k di - · h d .. · · ··· · · · t'•·. ' · ·'th . t .. · .. · k' ·. ''t · 'I ? o mos1

, races m w nc 1 t e r1s s are mm1s e exam1;na wn . .w1 ou ma mg 1 compu sory. ft t · F. h · £ · 
'"'-'Th .. ·t'' ·. · ·d .... · 't"'t"·· . t.t. th.·t I d a era cer am age. 10m t at pomt o. view, - a IS an a mm1s ra lYe tna · er a · o · d Ind" d hi k · · · b · fth" 'k t · :ld; · ... ' ·. . · • . . · . as regar s tans, o you t n -It IS etter 
~0c·:c:-3

1n28.9 :~~.{··l~~re~sRaj~.P,~n),IOI~'.t!-P?P,-;·,_,_.·. for .them.to come home for the competition 
~.h:. 'u .. '::1 .·· .:: \d":·d ,-f._u'l"'.E a_li~~mh·.·., sd. no~ tnhe -· ear~1er or later ?-They come home now, I 
P :YSIC<¥: ~taP; ~;r: , .9~ r:~D:. nK s , s~u . e.p.; muc, beheYe,. at about 18 to 20. , · · 
P.:ig:J.:\~rt~au .. ~JJ.~t 9£/aBJndi~~ stud,e~~L ·~:-'"'"The · 53,296. I want to know whether there;.#lre 
gen,~ra~ pP,ys1que o£ the;} t~o rac~s do~s~rffe1:to any medical reasons which would support the 

P,: cjer~am_ .~ft~11t, .b.u~.:~h,e physi<~,ue m B~I_J-g:;tl opinion as to his coming out later ?-What 
J:ias .~~()rm~:msly:, u;np~o:v~4, ?~ ~ate yea~·~.s!nce I have said applies to both races. 
th.ey,hav~ ta:ke~ .t?·gymn~\'t~cs .... ·. , , . . . 53,297. Equally?-! think so. 
,_ .r,J?p;eQO .. lJt;tcle;r ~}:tQ J?r~~ent ~o,n~htwns the . · 53,298. (Mr .. Sly.) It has been suggested 
,phySiflU~t9~ the .V.n~yersity,:Einghsh, boys a~d to us that in addition to a qualifying test foi· 
.tb,~J)oys :froJll:ipubliq scJ;wols ()£ England IS physical fitness, marks should :be assigned to 
~\tCh: :higher .tha:Q,, that o£ stude~ts from India, each candidate. for physique, physical fitness, 
.e&pecially :from, IJeJ,lg~l,,M;ad_!as, and Bombay? and other qualities, which should be taken 
.~I- am ;opt. 80. . .s:ure ,apou~: Bengal of recent into consideration in the final result of the 
;y~ars, p(l¢ause th,ey luwe. improve.d t'remen- examination. Do you think that such a 
dously_. , · You I see ,some exceedmgly fine scheme is at all feasible (-I should think it 
spe~i~ens ,of, men in. Benga1 now.. I was five :would lead to endless complication. I should 
years. !>rincip~~ ~f. the Me~ical College . and not be in favour of it myself. . · 
haq the oppor:tumty of seemg them. . I haYe 53,299. As a medical man you do not 
no personal experience of M~dras or Bombay. think such a proposal is at all feasible ?-,-I do 
, , 5.3,2.91. If the standard is raised much not think so. 
higher. itha:Q.. at present, do you think the 53,300. According to the present system 
l:qdian ~;~tudents will :<;:orne out as successfully each candidate who goes up for the Indian 
as,Ep.gU~:~h .. stude11ts ?-:-I take it if the standard CiYil Service has to produce a medical cer
:w,e.re r,ail\!ed.it wo,uld be a correlated standard; tificate of fitness, but he does not undergo any 
t4~t' is to say,. there would be a. definite formal preliminary examin::ttion either by an 
.correlatio:Q.l:;letween height, w~ight: and cpest individual medical practitioner or by a Board. 
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La:ter on, i£ h~ is succe~s~, he imdergoes a 
thoro~gh ~ediCal exammatwn by a · medical 
officer appomted by the Civil Service. Oom
mis~ioners.. Do you think that the prelimi!lary 
certificate ~s o.£ any value ?-I s:q.ould prefer 
both exammat10ns to be conducted by the 
sam~ body. I£ you have one man· giving a 
certificate beforehand, and another man giving 
it afterwards, there is the question of the 
conflict o£ opinion· that I mentioned just now. 
I have heard of cases where there .has been 
considerable difficulty in that connection. It 
might . be possible to ·have the . preliminary 
examination which was mentim;led just now. · 

53,301. Against that preliminary examina
tion. it has been suggested ~hat something 
under 300 candidates would appear, .and tha:t. 
the practical difficulties of carrying out a 
medical examination of such a large body of 
candidates are so great that it is not desirable_ 
to introduce it ?-That Is an object~on, but 
surely it co-qld be met by strengthening the 
Board. The Board used to consist of three 
officers· and it now consists of two. 'If there 
was another officer they could probably doth~ 
work ; 300 candidates is not a very large 
number. 

53,302. You consider there would be no 
great prac~ical difficulties ih holding a. medical 
examination before the competition ?-1 think 
it would throw a great deal of unnecessary 
trm1ble on them i1 there were no examination 
afterw,ards, but I do. not think there would be 
any great difficulty in having it before, if the 
Board were strengthened. I do not kno:w how 
many days a week they sit now .. I should be 
very averse to any system which allowecJ.. a 
medical certificate :from one man before and 
from another man afterwards. · . . 

53;303. (Mr. Golthale.) Is_ this complaint~ 
about deterioration in physique which has 
reached you :from oth~r medical officers in 
India confined to the Indian Civil Service o:t·· 
have you heard a similar complaint about 
other Services ?-Yes, I heard it. about the 
Educational Service. It is only the Educational 
Service and the Indian Civil Service~ 

53,304. \Vhat is the reason assigned for 
this ?-They say they break down so easily. 

53,350. · \Ve had it .from Sir Havelock 
Charles that the Board at the India Office 
does its work in accordance with certain 
standards laid down. It is that Board wh.ich 
examines the Educational candidates going 
out to India?-Yes. 

53,:)06. If there has been a detei'ioration 
there, what does it indicate ?-I am afraid I 
could not express an opinion. One has to admit 
that there was a little trouble with reference 
to the Educational Department hi.st year. 

53 307. \Vith regard to the medical exami-' . . . 
nation before or after the competitive exami-
nation would a medical examination a year 
before' the competitive examination be ~f any 
value ?-It would not be of much use, as 
re,gards myopia, for instance. Myopia might 

increase from two to · three diopters in the· 
course of a year. .. . . . . , ,, 

53,308. If you have an ·examination imme
diately before the competitive: examination· 
what would be the. difference? . The ·candi
dates- would have done all their hard work· 
a:Q.d the same considerations ~vould come i~ 
about allowing candidates to go 1,1p,· for the 
examination as now operate . with'. regard . ta. 
sen.din~ th~m. to . India ?..:...,:,A. preliminary ex
ammatwn, If -It were held· •any length of time 
before the competitive test; would, serve. only> 
t~o purposes. . First of . alt it -would eliminate 
the obviously unfit a,t an early stage, and savei 
them the trouble o.f working,. -ancL.secondly; 
when the final examimition came' it would 
enab~e the Board to. judge ·whether they ·were 
deali?-~ with a stationary or progresshre: 
conditiOn. . .: . ~ ·. . , · · · ; 

53,309. I .ask this· question because. you 
hold; r think, -that if this .examination is to be: 
of any value it must· immediately precede the 
competiti\~'e test, and I want to know: if an 
examination :q_eld ~ yeat:before the.cornpetitive · 
test would have any value for the purpose of 
eliminating the unfit ?-I£ it were held a year 
before, and yoil .found .a man with. some· 
definite valvular lesion of the heart or definite~ 
tuberculosis, it- would eliminate .him at an 
early stage, .but that examination could .not 
possibly be binding,. because further condi~ 
tions might develop. There are :cases of ·men. 
who have l'ead' right up to the examination, 
and have been found to have valvular disease 
of the heart, which had not been· susp~cted. · 
· 53,310. (Mr. Ohauhal.) \Vhat do you think 

of an opinion which was expressed in Iridia, 
that civilians who studied hard and whir 
appeared for the competitive examination 
between' the ages . of 17 and 19 showed· a 
tendency to break down ·earlier on account·of. 
having to study hard· at a very young- age ?::...;___ 

I think that ~pplies to everybody in these 
days .. Th~ ·whole _nation is suffering more 
:from · neurasthenia · and nervous · breakdown 
than it Clid in the early Victorian days. I ani 
not prepared to say_ it ~pplies speci~lly to' the; 
Civil Service. · · ' · · 

5_3,311: At present' the· examination is ~e
tween the age of 22 and 24, and the questiOn 
is whether it should be reduced to 17. to 19, 
and I should like · your own opinion as to 
whether from that point of view•it would be 
desirable or undesirable · to reduce the · age. 
There was an opinion· defi~it~lt exp;e~sed by 
an old civil servant that m ·his opm10n the 
man who came betwe·en the ages of 17 to 19 
sho_;ed a distinct tendency to b1~eak down ?
I am not prepared to give an . opinion' 11p~n 
that. · 

53 312. ·What time before the competitive 
·exami~atl.on should the preliminary examina
tion take place ?-It should immediately 
precede it. · · ' · 

53,313. Having it immediately before the 
competitive examination w'ould not enab~e the 
candidate to decide whe~her he. should prepare 
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for that examination or not ?-No, but I have 
already stated that there might be a pre
liminary examination some time before with 
the two objects I have mentioned, but that 
that preliminary examination should not be 
binding on the Government or the Board .. 

53,314. With respect to Indian students 
who have to come here and study for two 
years, an examination two years before ··the 
competitive examination would be of little 
value ?-It would be only of value in elimi
nating men who had defects of which they 
were 'unaware, and it would be very hard lines 
if they were discovered just at the end. I 
cannot conceive any other useful purpose it 
would serve. 

53,315. What is the danger in having two 
examinations by two different doctors ?-I 
should have thought that wa~ fairly· obvious. 
Anyone who has had much experience of 
certificates knows how troublesome that is. 
A man gets a certificate from one doctor and 
does nqt approve of it, and goes to another 
and gets another certificate. 

53,316. That is the case in which a person 
goes to a doctor and then to another doctor ? 
-Yes. What is to prevent that being done 
in this case ? He gets an unfavour?-ble opinion 
from one· man and tears it up and goes to 
somebody else and gets a favourable opinion. 
By and by the Board agrees with the original 
man who gave the unfavourable opinion. 

53,317. Supposing the first examination, 
which is for the purpose o£ weeding out the 
obviously unfit, is conducted by one man or 
one Board, and the final examination by 
another doctor or another Board ?-I do not 
think there would be any objection to having 
it done in the case of Indian candidates by 
two different Boards, provided they \vere 
offieial Boards. My objection was to certifi
cates from private practitioners. 

53,318. \Sir Theodore Mm·ison.) What 
sort o£ recommendation should we make to 
give effect to the advice that recruits ,should 
:receive some practical instruction in tropical 
hygiene? Should there be lectures given at 
home ?-That is what I think. There should 
be ·some elementary text-book on the subject, 
and before going out the candidate should go 
through a course of lectures on the subject. 

53,319. You would like the probationers 
before starting to go through a short course of 
lectures ?-Yes. I think' it could be easily 
arranged with the St. John Ambulance Asso-:
oiation; it could easily. modify its course to 
make it useful for tropical hygiene. , 

53,320. The two things you recommend 
are a text-book and attendance at a short course 
of lectures?-Yes. I do not propose that thf'y 
should be made sanitary experts, but merely 
that they should be taught personal hygiene. 

J3,321. With regard to the remark that 
there had been an abnormally large amount 
of invaliding as the result of nervous break
down and neurasthenia, can any medical 
examination guard against that, or is it the 

·~esult ?f stress of .work a.nd that sort of thing 
111 India?-That Is a pomt on which I could 
not very well express an opinion. I could not 
say whether this neurasthenia is a result of 
physical defects, or the result of the streRs 
which is undoubtedly thrown on a civilian of 
late years. But I think a Medical Board if 
~hey examine th~ ~andidate carefully, ~an 
Judge whether he Is likely to be neurotic. 

53,322. Supposing they judge he is likely 
to .be neurotic, but he has no specific com
plaint, do you think a Medical Board can 
reject a man from the Service ?-No not 
unless it went with other things. I only give 
that as a second-hand opinion, and I quite 
agree there are the two possibilities, and the 
possibility of the extra neurasthenia we have 
been getting recently may he due to the stress 
o£ late years. 

53,323. A good deal of the evidence we 
had in India suggested that men came out 
who were weedy, neurotic, and unfit for India, 
although there was nothing specifically wrong 
with them. I want to know whether a Medical 
Board can reject a man for that ?-If a man 
is obviously a weed and neurotic as well, I 
think, in view o£ Indian conditions, the Board 
would be quite justified in not passing him. 

53,324. Do you think that it would do 
so, considering what human nature is ?-I· 
think so. 

53,325. You could heighten the standard 
by such an instruction ?-I think so. 

53,326. You suggest that it should be im
possible to play off one medical man against 
the other. How can this be achieved in this 
imperfect world ?-It can be achieved, if you 
have your preliminary examination done by 
another body, by having an efficient Board. I 
want to eliminate the troubles that occur when 
certificates are sent up by private practitioners. 
It is extremely difficult for a family doctor in 
charge of a family when the son is. sent to 
him for examination. 

53,327. A man who has been rejected by 
the Medical Board of the India Office, or who 
is not allowed to return, is always attempting 
to play off his private doctor or a doctor of 
distinction against the Medical Board. It is a 
tronble even with the Board? -I know that, 
bnt I do not think it is as great as it used 
to be. 

53,328. (Lorcl Ronaldshay.) In reply to 
Mr. Sly you said you do not think it would be 
feasible to assign marks to candidates for 
health and physique. Do you think it would 
be possible to divide those who pass the 
medical teRt into two or more classes, such as 
good lives and less good Jives ?-I think it 
would be rather an invidious distinction. 

53,329. You do not think it would really 
be practicable, with a view to assigning those 
who are in Class I. 30 per cent. more marks 
than those who are in Class II. ?-I honestly 
do not think so. 

53,330. (Sir Valentine Chirol.) We have 
heard it stated that Indian youths, owing to 
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the conditions that prevail in India in educa
tional circles, are overstrained as compared 
with English youths o£ the same age, that the 
preparation for the examination is a greater 
strain to them, and that, therefore, if they are 
brought over to England for a period of pro
bation intmediately after these preliminary 
examinations in India, they are not in the best 
condition to derive the advantages which they 
should derive from residence in England and 
contact with vVestern conditions ; that a later 
age is the better time for them to come, say, 
30, rather than immediately after the examina
tion at the age o£ 20 or 21. Do you agree 
with 'that idea ?-I should have thought 30 
was extremely late. From my own experience 
o£ the Indian student I should think that by 
that time he would not profit from the instruc
tion nearly so much as he would if he were a 

younger man. I did not see these marked 
differences in physique amongst the Indian 
students I came in contact with during mv 
five years in Calcutta. They were a very :fin:e 
set of boys. 

53,331. The purposes for which they 
would come over at 30 would be different from 
those for which they would come over at 21. 
In one case, it would be actual book learning 
and examination, and in the other it would be 
general study after they had entered the 
Service ?-I do not see any medical advantage 
in it myself, and as far as my experience has 
gone of men who have come home at the 
earlier age for medical study they have done 
extremely well, . · 

(The witness withdrew.) 

(Adjourned to Vj ednesday next at 10.30 a.m) 

At ~ 2, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W. 

Wednesday, 9th July 1913. 

FIFTY-SIXTH DAY. 

PRESENT: 

THE RIGHT RoN. THE LoRD ISLINGT9N, G.O.M.G., D.s.o. (Chairman). 

THE EARL oF lloNALDSHAY, M.P. 
SIR MURRAY HAMMIOK, K.C.S.I., C.I.E. 
Sm TnEoDORE MoRISON, K.C.I.E. · 
SIR v ALEN'l'INE CHIROL. 
:MAHADEV BnASKAR CHAUBAL, EsQ., o.s.I. 

M.S. D. 

ABDUR RAHIM, EsQ. 
GoPAL KRISHNA GoKHALE, EsQ., c.I.E. 
WALTER CuLLEY MADGE, EsQ., c. I.E. 
FRANK GEORGE Sr.Y, EsQ., c.s.I. 

BuTLER, EsQ., o.v.o., o.r.E. (Joint Seeretary). 

Professor RICHARD LoDGE, LL.D., of Edinburgh University. 

vV?·itten an8We1'8 relating to the Indian 
Civil Service. 

53,332. What is the opinion held by 
the authorities of the Edinburgh University 
with regard to a view, which was given in 
evidence in India, to the effect that Indian 
Civilians now come out to India too old, and 
with an insufficient knowledge of law and 
other specialised subjects required for the 
performance of their duties, and that, in con
~equence, the competitive examination for 
admission to the Service should be held at an 
ae1e between 18 and 20, and that this should 
b~ followed by a period of probation of three 
years to be spent at one or more universities, 
or at' a special institution established for that 
purpose ?-On the question as to whether 
Indian Civiliant~ tllected on the present system 
go out to India too old or insufficien~ly pr~
pared it is impossible for teachers m th1s 
count~·y to give an opinion of an! valu.e. ~ll 
that can l)e said on l)ehalf of this Umvers1ty 
is, that the present systell_l works. extremely 
well from the academic pomt of v1ew. Able 

n zoo211 

men are attracted to the Service.; they got the 
best education which the University can give, 
and they are, throughout their course, in clo8e 
and wholesome touch with the other students cf 
the University. Experience has conclusively 
shown that such students can advantageously 
follow the normal curriculum for graduation 
with honours in the department where their 
special strength lies, and that they can com
pete successfully in the examination without 
undue straining and without seeking any 
further teaching than that provided in the 
University classrooms. This University 
would deprecate any lowering of the age limit 
unless it were conclusively proved that the 
interests and the opinion of India demanded 
such a change. On the other hand, if the 
suggested change were made and probationers, 
elected by competitive examination at the 
school·leaving age,· were sent to a university 
for three years' special training, it .is difficult 
to believe that the result would be a good one. 
Such probationers would be an isolatAd and 
special class in the university, separated from 
their contemporaries and herded toget.her by 

B 
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their sp~cial cou.rse of study. ·It must be and carrying. with i~ the University degree. 
remembered that in 'the Scottish· Universities The course of mst;ruct10n would, under any such 
there is no College system, and that association sr.~tem., they anticipate, include :-(i) 'Law ; 
in studies and in the classrooms counts for a (n) the elements o£ one classical and one 
good deal ~n . University· life. . Still more ver~acular language; and (iii) Indian history, 
1mwh9le~om~ ~?uld, be ~he sen~mg th~~ to soc~ology, and economics ?·-:I£ such a change 
a speCI.al ms~I~U,tiOn·estabhshed for the trammg . as Is ~uggested w~re adopted, the ~niversity 
o£ Indum CJ.v1lia,ns .. , ·· . . . . . o£ ~dmburgh; whiCh has a strong interest in 
. . There ~fe ot}ter ~rgt'lments that. n;nght be ~nd1a and the Jndian Civil ·Service, would 

urged agamst the proposed change: (a) The v.ndoubtedly do Its best to supply a course o£ 
pr0ba.tioners elected ut _thE:'. age of _19, and tra~ning for pr~bationers, either by the insti
confrontecl by an· examma.tiOn restriCted to tut10n o£ a special Honours course or in some 
the~selves. and witho?-t ·ext~rnal eomp.etiti(n~, other way. It is. imJ.:ossible at this stage to 
w-ould ,have comparat1y~ly ,feW: of the mclu.ce · J?ledge the . l~ mvers1ty to any particular 
me:p.ts to strenuous exertiOn whiCh are supplied method o£ meetmg the demand that would be 
under .the present system. They would be by created. It· '"·ould probably be well if the 
comparison a difficult and unsatisfactory class question hecomes one o£ practical politics to 
to teach,, whereas at present the intending bring it before a conference o£ t.he Universities 
candidates for the Indian Oivii Service· set . of the United Kingdom. 
their fellow-students a high. standard . of 53,334. What \Provision is at present 
industry and effort. (b) It would be difficult afforded in Edinburgh University for teaching 
to construct an e:x;a,mination for boys a~ the (i) Law; (ii) Classical languages; (iii) Indian 
age of 19 whicli would not' 'either give an history, sociology, and economics j and is there 
undne preference to certain studies, or, On the · any system of tuition and supervision designed 
other hand, give an advantage to profes~ional !or Indian Civil Service probationers ?-\Vith 
coaches as against the great secondary schools·. regard to equipment, the University of Edin
(c) The selection of probationers· at such a":ii · bl:t.rgh ·has a fully organised faculty of Law, 
age as 19 would tend to narrow the classe.s while the neighbourhood of the Court o.f 
from which they could be taken, because it is Session provides convenient opportunity for 

· far easier for a boy to get assistance :for a attendance on cases. There is a Professor ·of 
University career, than it is to get anything Sanskrit, a Professor of Moral Philosophy and 
like the same assistance' in a secondary··school. ·Lecturers on Political Science, a Professor o£ 
It would practically limit the Indian CiVil Political Economy and a Lecturer on Economic 

. Service to those whose pa~en:ts ca:h afford to History, a Lecturer on Colonial and Indian 
send theni to a first.rate school or to' employ History. The one subject mentioned which 
able professional teachers outside schooL is not represented on the present st~ff of the 

53,333. In the event 'o£ any changes in University is that of the Indian Vernaculars. 
the direction o£ lowering the age-limits for It might be possible to remedy this defect, or 
the Indian Civil Service examinatioi1 being it might, as has sometimes been suggested, be 
adopted, is it probable that your University desirable to arrange that the last year of 
would be willing to devise an Honours course probation, or part o£ it, should be spent m· 
of Indian studies s:uitable for such probationers India. 

Professor RICHARD LoDG.I5 called and examined. 

53,335. (Oha1:rm.wn.) . We are obliged to of reducing the age £or the Indian Civil 
you £or coming before us this morning to give Service Examination. Can you now tell us 
us 'the benefit of Y9l1r advice with special to what extent yon are giving facilities in 
reference tu the .needs o£ the University of Edinburgh for the training of Indian Civil 
Edinburgh.. You will.· have gathered from. Service probationers under the present system? 
the communication made to yqur University -Under the present system we have a Com
by the. Commiss~on that the questions, which mittee which advises undergraduates who 
we have )lOW 1.mder our special consideration, desire to compete for the Indian Civil Service 
are concerned .with the age limits of the as to the choic:e of subjects and as to the best 
candidates, and the sufficiency o£ their training method o£ studying those subjects, and that is 

. during their probationary, P.eriod. .we· h~v:e really all we do specially for them. The 
had evidence ·before us . m Indm whwh training, which they require for the examina
necessitates ·our· inquiring from the Univer- tion at present, they obtain within the teachin~ 
sities ·in this ,country what effect a reduction for the ordinary curriculum. As far as 1 
of age would have on them, and what further know, there is no special training for the Civil 
:facilities ·they would be prepared to grant Service Examination other than what may be 
to students to obtain a more extended training suitable for the purpose in the ordinary 
in the Oriental languages, classical and ver- · teaching of the University, and our experience 
nacular, and in law. You have. be~n good has .been .that that or~i~ary ~~aching is 
enough, on behalf o£ the .University of Ed'i.n- sufficient, given the reqms1te ab1hty 0~1 the 
burgh, to reply in writing with regard to th~ . part of the undergraduate, to enable him to 
special difficulties which you see in the way compete snccessfully under the present system. 
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vV e ~o not send up a very large number of branch of study ?-The law students are 
c.and1dates, propably an ave~age o£ something engaged in oth~rwork besides.their University 
hke four or five per annum, but our experience work, and their hours are, therefore rather 
h~s been that o£ ~hose. candidates who go different from the hours of the ordin'ary arts 
dtre~t from th.e Umvers1ty very few fail to or science or medical students. 
obtam a place m the examination, and in some . 53,342. When you, say you have all the 
years we have had 1·emarkably brillia~t .· faciliti~s. ~or a sound ~raining in law, have you 
successes. the fac1ht1es forteachmg the general principles 
· 53,336: On an a:vera~e, then, you ;have of law as opposed to the .Indian co'des ?-eYes, 
~een passm!S sm.~e!1-mg ~Ike four cand1dat~s I should say we had. . We have a Professor 6£ 
mto the Indtan CIVIl Servwe each year ?-Yes. Public Law and International Law and the 
O.f course s?me of them, if they come out very Principles of Jurisprudence, and we teach therb. 
high, may m the end ·prefer an appointment in addition to both Scottish Law and English 
at home, when· the option has been giv~n to Law and. Oon'Veyi:mcing. · · · ·' · ~ 
~he.t;n; b~t. they ~ave nearly all regar?ed tl;le 5~,343. What is the length of your Uni
Indian Crnl ServiCe as one of the obJects for versity Honours. Course in Law? Three 
which they were training. · · . . years. It leads up to the B.C.L. degree; which 

53,337. Could you tell us approximately if? an Honours degree·. . 
what num be! of I?robationers you have attac~ed · ?3,34~. W}lat facilities does your Uni
to your Umvers1ty?-None .. I do not ~h1~k vel's1ty gtve for the study of. claRsical and 
we have.eYer.had p~obationers. On .the•\vhole vern~cular. Orienta~ lan'guages ?:..:_The only 
th8 feehng m Edmburgh ·has been that a classical Oriental language which is taught in 
student who has been through his whole course the University is Sanskrit. · ·There is no 
in Edinburgh, and has co:rppeted successfully teac~ing at. the present time of the Indian 

. from Edinburgh, would be well advised to 'Vernaculars. That is one ;reason why we 
spend his year of probation in another univer- 'cannot take probationers. ··' · 
sity, in order to gain a wirler experience' 53,345. In order to have probationers you 
and possibly more advantageo.us social sur- would have to increase your teaching staff ?
roundings. :More intercourse with his fellow- Yes, under the present system that would be 
students and with other probationers would necessary: · 
be obtained by going to Oxford or Cambridge. · 53,346 .. Have you a residential system at 
I do not believe we have encouraged them to Edinburgh ?-There is none provided by the 
spend their probationary year in :Edinburgh... ·University; ... There· are Halls of Hesidence, 

53,338. What facilities do you give for the which are managed by a· company, on which 
study of law in the University ?.-I should say the University is represented very largely, 
they were admirable. We have a very well and which· have been always on the best of 
equipped Faculty of Law, with either· Chairs terms with .the.University, but they are in no 
or Lectureships in all the main departments sense controlled by the University. 
of legal education. vVe have in Edinburgh · 53,347. Groups ·of ~tudents residing in a 
the further advantage o£. having a Court of hall,, but detached from the University?-Yes, 
Session in the immediate neighbourhood of . voluntarily residing in these ·halls. They 
the University, which enables the student to have all their 'own arrangements, which are 

·supplement his study in. theoretical law by not submitted to· or controlled by · the 
·attending to hear cases. I do not think there University. · 
would be any difficulty in providing, if it 53,348. I see that you· deprecate the possi
were desired, a special training in Law which bility of low,e:dng the age, but I take it you 
would be advantageous to the Indian civilian. 1·ealise the objection, which .has been put 

53,339. Is your Law School a large one? b13fore us, to.the present one. year's: course, as 
-Yes it is the largest in Scotland. being iEsufficient for the training of student!3 in 

53,340. So that students studying law the particular subjects Tequired in an.Indian 
would' not necessarily be isolated : they would career?-Yes. I think that in my letter I 
be brought into contact with a co~siderable did, as was to pe · expect~d, repres~nt what I 
number of their fellow-studt;)nts ?-1' es, except may call the academ~c view, the view of the 
that on the whole the law students by them- University, so far as it has been ascertained .. 
selves are rather an isolated body, because the I d.o n~t come ~ith any mandate from the 
majority of them are attending o~ces as well Umv~rs1ty, ):mt s1mp,ly a~ one who knows the 
as classes in law. The classes m law are working o£ 1t, and who knows pretty ~enerally 
arranged either early in the morning . or the views o£ people engaged·. m t~achm~, and 
late in the afternoon so as to fit in With I can .say that from the Umversity pomt o£ 
attendance at offices, and the result is t~1at, view we deprecate a chap.ge o£ ag~. I think, 
with their classes and offiees, they have little however, we fully real,1se that, 1n the first 
time to mix with the other students. There- place,, we are not. qualified to spea.k on ~e 
fore, with some notable exceptions, the studen.ts quest.wn o£ what IS advantageo:us for India, 
in the Faculty o£ Law do not bulk largely:tm and. ~n the se.cond pla~~ that, 1f there be .a 
the life of the University. 90ll1~10D, betwe~n the. mteres~s o£ t~e Um-

53,3±1. Then you think that some m~asure venuty an~l the. mterests of India, the mter~sts 
of isolation is i:IJ.evitable in that partiCular o£ the Umvers1ty must ~o to ~he wall. Tnat 
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does not seem to me to be disputable. There
fore on the question of the interests of India 
I do not think the University has any right or 
power to speak with authority, and all that 
the University can do is to say that such a 
change as is proposed would not be ad·van-. 
tageous to the University; but that, if it were 
made, we should be ready to see what the 
University could "do to meet it. 

53,3±9. You probably remember men who 
passed in the earlier years, between 1~78 and 
1891 ?-Yes. 

53,350. Looking broadly at the matter, 
would you say that they were less satisfactory 
than the present men ?....:_From the University 
'point b£ view I should say that the majority 
of them were on the whole less able and less 
thoroughly trained than the people yvho have 
been elected under the present system. As 
far as my judgment goes, I think the present 
system, on the whole, has drawn an abler lot 
·of men, though I do 'not say that the older 
system did not produce a number o£ ex
ceptional men. The average of ability I 
believe to be higher to-day than it was in 
those days. 
. 53,351. Vlith the two years' probation?-
Yes .. 

53,352. IN ould you say that India was 
getting the picked men of the University to
day ?-1 will not ~::~ay. the very picked men, 
but a very high average, in ability and train
ing, of the University graduates of the present 
day. 

53,353. Is India getti;ng men who are 
Fellows, or what is the equivalent of Fellows, 
in Scotch universities ?-Yes. My connection 
with Scotland is not so long as that of some 
.others. I have been in Scotland now for 
nearly twenty years, but before that I was at 
Oxford, and I have kept in close touch with 
Oxford, so that when I speak of my experience 
it represents both Scotland and Oxford. My 
impressions are based upon both. 

!53,354. Why are so many of the successful 
candidates preferring the Home Civil Service 
to-day to the Iudian Ci vii Service ?-I have 
been very much surprised and rather disap
pointed at it in many ways. There Reems to 
me to be a growth o£ stay-at-homeness, which 
is certainly unusual in Scotland, which has 
always had the reputation of sending people 
. ail over the world, and which does so still in 
other classes. Undoubtedly I think the ten-

. dency of a university Bducatiou, and perhaps 
the raising of the age, has been to strengthen 
the home ties and the desire to stay at home. 
I do not know any other grounds than those. 

53,355. Assuming that inore law has to be 
taught, and more Oriental languages, classic~l 
and vernacular, would you say that a one years 
})robation is sufficient ?-I do not think I 
could speak with any authority on that 
subject. I have not had sufficient to do with 
probationers to know the amount o£ work they 
have to do. 

53,356. Would you agree with those who 
say that, if there is to be a change of age, the 
change that would make the least disturbance 
w.ouid b.e that to the s?houl-leaving age, as 
d1stmgmsbed :from any mtermediate age ?-I 
have not had the opportunity of consultincr 
my .co~e~gues on this point, but speaking~ a~ 
an md1vrdual I should say that from the Uni
versity point of view the change to the school
leaving age would be the best change, and 
that nothing could be woi·se from the point of 
view of the University than taking men, so to 
speak, in the middle of their course. 

53,357. Would you say that a three years' 
probation with a degree is academically pre
ferable to a two or one year's probation with
out a degree ?-Certainly. 

53,358. I should like to ask your opinion 
on certain suggestions that have been made to 
us by witnesses in India in regard to the 
establishment of a separate institution for the 
training of Indian Civil Servants ?-On that 
point I have a very strong opinion which is 
wholly adverse to that proposal. I remember 
the time when Indian engineering students· 
were trained at Coopers Hill, and that has 
been abandoned, and the Engineering Service 
n9w seeks its probationers from the Univer
sities. I remember when the Forest Service 
was trained at Coopers Hill, and that has 
been abandoned. Then they were ·grouped 
together at Oxford, and that was abandoned, 
and Cambridge and Edinburgh were put on 
the same level. I think the whole tendency 
in past history has been against separate and 
isolated education, and in favour of mixing 
the future Civil Servants of India with the 
ordinary youth of the country. 

53,359. Do you know the reasons why the 
institutions you mention were abandoned 
I do not know them authoritatively. 

53,360. What should you say were the 
weaknesses that brought about their down
fall ?-There may have been financial or other 
reasons at the bottom of some of the changes, 
but what I think has been gained has been 
the wider experience aud the wider inter
course in the larger institutions, as compared 
with the cramped and isolated training pro
vided in the special institution. 

53,361. You regard that wider atmosphere 
as an integral part of the training of an Indian 
Civil Service probationer ?-I do. I regard it 
as of vital importance. 

53,362. Have you any system at your 
University of scholarships for young men from 
the Secondary Schools?-Yes. In Scotland 
they are called bursaries, and we have a large 
number of them, so large a number that very 
few students of really noteworthy ability who 
need pecuniary assistance at the University 
fail to obtain them. They are not so large in 
amount as a rule as the Scholarships at Oxford 
or Cambridge, but then of course the expenses 
of University life are smaller in Scotland. 

53,363. I£ an examination framed on the 
lines o£ the examinations for scholarships or 
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bursaries were introduced for the Indian Civil 
Service would not that meet some of the diffi
culties ?-As I ·said in my written answers I 
think it is quite possible to frame an examin'a
tion on the lines either of Scholarships in the 
South, or of Bursaries in the North, which 
would be a fairly satisfactory examination, but 
I am bound to say I think there are defects 
in it. The point I would like to make is this, 
that as long as the Secondary Schools almost 
necessarily make their main subjects Classics 
and Mathematics there are always a number 
of boys, with real ability, btit whose ability 
does not lie specially along those lines, who 
come to the front afterwards in the University. 
Such boys are more successful in the end 
by specialising on such subjects as history, 
economics, and so on, which enter into the 
University, hut not into the school curriculum. 
They now have a chance of getting into the 
Service, but they would have comparatively 
little chance of doing so by an examination 
moulded upon the ordinary school curriculum, 
which is mainly classical and mathematical. 

53,364. \V ould that difficulty be avoided 
by options ?-If you avoid it by options, unless 
you can accompany such an arrangement by 
some safeguards of an artificial character, I 
am afraid that these would play into the 
hands of special preparation as opposed to the 
ordinary school preparat.ion. If you introduce 
options for some of these subjects, like history, 
which are not taught to the same extent at 
school, you· would find that boys were with
drawn from school to undergo a special prepara
tion, and that I think is to be deprecated. That 
is the defect. Apart from that defect I think 
you could obtain very good material by such 
an examination, and of course at that age, 19 
or ~:o, the prospect of obtaining pecuniary 
assistance rather larger perhaps than that 
otherwise open to them would attract boys, 
and possibly attract parents still more. 

53,365. Are the classes of subjects, 
especially those to which you have· referred, 
the same in the Secondary Schools as they are 
in the larger Public Schools, or is there a 
different range of subjects as between the two 
groups of schools ?-I should think they were 
very much the same. Of course there are 
certain differences betwe~n Scottish Secondary 
Schools and the majority of the English Public 

' Schools, in that the :Mathematics are rather 
better and the Classics not quite so good. 

53,366. So that a boy coming up from one 
of tho bigger schools, and a boy coming up 
from the Secondary Schools, would be on 
much the same ground ?-\Ve do not get boys 
:from the bigger Public Schools. They go 
mostly to the English Universities. We do 
get them, but not the best. 

53,367. Do they succeed when they ~orne? 
-1 should not say they did so well m the 
main as the boys from the big Secondary 
Schools like George \Vatson's College and 
Daniel Stewart's College, the large Day Schools 
of Scotland. 
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53,368. Is this due to the fact that the 
Bursary Examinations are framed to suit the 
courses· in vogue in the big Secondary Schools 
and are not so appropriate for the Publi~ 
Schools ?-I should say that the schools which 
Jlre in the habit of sending up their best boys 
for the Scotch Bursaries do make their 
training suit this particular e~amination, 
wherea!::l the big Public Schools, whose main 
aim is to get scholarships at Oxford or 
Cambridge, rather direct their attention t.o 
that purpose, which is not so suitable for 
success ·in the wider examination which is 
held for Bursaries. The BursariesExamina
tion is a wider examination than that for 
Oxford and Cambridge Scholarships, which 
are mostly specialised competitions, either in 
classics, mathematics, or science. They do 
not cover nearly so much ground. 

53,369. But it would not be beyond the 
wisdom of man to devise an examination 
which would get over these difficulties ?-I 
think there would be this dilemma. If you 
had a narrow and restricted systeJU of options · 
-and I suppose there would be some options ....... 
which would suit the schools, you would get 
the best boys from the schools ; if you had a 
wider system of options which would suit the 
coaches it would not s~1it the schools. But the 
narrower system which would suit the schools 
would have the effect of excluding those 'boys 
whose interest lies in the subjects which are 
less prominent in the school curriculum than 
others, and who get their chance at the 
Universities, a chance which they have not for 
the most part had at schools. I would not 
like to say that the wisdom of a body 'vhich 
took the matter up might not devise a 
suitable examination, but I do think there are 
very great difficulties in the way, and that it 
would not be at all an easy thing to do. 
· 53,370. (Sir Murray Ha.mmick.) At what 

age do the boys generally go to the Univer
sities in Scotland and at what age do they take 
their degrees ?-I should say that the average 
age of entering Edinburgh is about 18, 
and a young man if he took the ordinary Pass 
Degree would take it at 21 or 22 ·and the 
Honours Degree not earlier than 22. The 
Honours curricuhup ·in the great majority of 
cases is a four years' business. 

53,371. Suppose the age for the open 
competition was fixed at from 21 to 22, 
would the students have an opportunity of 
taking their degree at the University of 
Edinburgh and then going in for the ex
amination ?-:-I can only speak ·of the present 
examination. If the examination were altered 
I cannot say what would happen. Given an 
examination like the present one their chances 
of success would be very much smaller than 
they are now, and the temptation to neglect 
their sper.ial University curriculum in order to 
prepare for this outside examination would be 
enormously increased. This matter of a slight 
diminution of age has . been considered by 
the University in conjunction with the Civil 
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Service Commission; and· th~ '£eei'ing in. the a~d.. several of· the Indian students take the 
University was tmanimous and strong against Law Rubjects for Arts. 
the age of 21 or 22. . · 53,380. You have no facilities at all for 

5:1,372. Thirty or 35 years ago, when I teaching Hindu or :Muhammadan Law ?-No. 
~ntere~ the Service, numbers ?f fl:len came up 53,381. Is. the Scottish Faculty of Ad-
from Scotland and the exa.m~l!-a~I?n t~en ~as '. vacates a special. F~culty of your _own ?-yes. 
at tl1€\ .age of 21. The con~1t10~s of Sco~t1sh ·.. 5~,38?. AdmJS_BIOn to that IS by special 
educatiOn must have altered considerably smce. exammabon held m Scotland ?__,..yes. 
'tlien'?___.:_The average age of entry has gone up '53,383. Is that an examination held in 
considerably s~nce. thefl:. 1'he. great ;ch,aJ?:'ge Edi!!-hurgl~ ?: Yes. . . 
has ~een. ~he .mt~oductwn o~ a prehmml}ry . o3,3~4. Do _you. know h~w it COlnpares 
exammatwn. In the old. days there · was w1th ,the exammatwn here m the Inns of 
ptactically no, preliniinary ex~mina~io~l, i so Cotl.rt ?-No1· but I should think it was very 
that anybody could. come to the Umvers1ty, n'luch about the same. 
hqt :rimv there is what is .admitted to be the . : · 53,385. Have you in Scotland a system of 
stiffest· preliminary ·examination of any Uni- s~udying in Barristers' chambers ?-No. I 

. versity system; ·and the result is that .a ~onge:r think the majority of budding Ad vacates go 
time is spent in· the Secondary Schools and the to Solicitors' oilices for a time. There are 
entryinto th.e Uniy~rsiti~~ is l.atei':. The position ;eally no BarristerR' chambers in Edinburgh 
of the Scottish Umvers1t1es m this matter has m the sense that there are Barristers' chambers 
completely changed since your day. · in London, because the old tradition in Scot-

. 53,373.' You.,haye a fair know~edge, I la1~d is that every Ad?o~ate's chamber is his 
suppose, of men w'Q.o have. passed ?-1 es. prn~ate house, and It 1s there he has his 

·53,374. I1i talking to a candidate a few consultations and so on. 
days ago he told me t4at the effect of the 53,386. Has he no pupils ?.,-I would not 
present examination was so exhau~ting that' like to say. I am not familiar with the details 
practically for; six ·months of the:· ;year ._of of the legal system. There may be something 
probation he could do nothing. B;ave ,you o£. the sort, .but I do not think it is so 
a~y lmowl~dge of. that as regards the cal!- syste~~tic as in England. . 
d1dates you have known, as to :whether this .. 53,.~87. I understand the advoc<ites go to 
eximii_natioil does·take it out of them.· so that Solicito~·s' chambers to learn such things as 
they are· unable to put to. good use the one conveyancing and drafting?-Yes. 
year's probation which they·haye.?-I think • 53,388. Are ,the, students required to 
the. hardy Scottish. student, who is capable of . attend courts and take notes o£ cases ?-Not 
a·· great amop.nt. of work, has'· not suffe1~ed ·in 1\:ithin ·the University, but it would be possible 
tiiis way, but I am bound to say that i£ the tQ 'make such an arrangement if that were 
age were put at. the· school age one ,of the desii·ed. · I really speak under correction with 
arguments against it would.· be. that at that regard to the Law, as I am not a member of 
age the"competitive'exami'nation would be of the Facblty o£ Law, nor £ainiliar '\Yith all its 
a very e:itlausting character, and probably 'the workjngs. 
first year· o£ probation would be spent in the 53,389. Do the Indian 'students find any 
process. of recovery. : . . . . . ' special· 'difficulty in getting on with their 

·· 53,375. -The' gentleman who spoke to me fellow Scottish students ?-That is a very 
was· a Scotsman who came, T think, from difficult question to answer. I do not know 
youiUniversity?-We must have ·been :ratlier that I should like to have what I should say 
hard on him. · · · on this subject reported, because this is rather 
· 53,376. (Sir Valentine Ohi1•ol.) You say au intimate. academic question. I do not like 

that your School of Law at Edinburgh affords to speak abo'llt the internal arrangements of 
abundant .. opportunities far legal studies, and my University 'in public. . 
I presume· that l!1eans with refere:J?.ce . 'to . 53,390. In t!lat case I do _not ;r~nt to 
Scottish and Enghsh Law a1Hl not Indian press .the questiOn ?-1 am qmte wrllmg to 
Law?-,Ve have no special arrangement with answei~thequestion, butihavesomereluctance, 
regard to Indian Law. · . . · • . so to speak, to a~swering it i~ a public wa~:· · 

53,377. ·(Mr. Abdur Ralum.) Are ~here 53,391. (Ohawman.) I thmk the questiOn 
many Indian students in your ~Diversity,?:-- m!ght '?e aske.d in pl:ivat~ at the end of the 
A large number. · · · ·. · · witness s pubhc exammatwn ?-I should be 

· 53 378. What degrees do they· go in for? pleased to deal with the matter in that way. 
-'.rh~ great majority are medical students, . 53,~~iJ:.>. (Mr. Madge.) Some of th~ opinions 
but. there are now a considerable number of you have been good enough to giYe us are 
students taking the Arts Degree and the hased on the probability tha~ there may he a 
Science Degree. · · strong preference for redncmg the age to a 

53,379. Do any Indian students take lower one,. and I .gather from what you ha~·e 
your Law Degree?-Very fe':, ~ut a ~nunber told us this mot;Img that ~'ou would do ~ha_t m 
cif them take Law· classeH w1thm their Arts deference to Indian expenence. But elnnma
Degree. There are options within the Arts ting that fact?r .from tl~e equation, would ~:our 
Degree, and Law subjects such as Homan Law own frank ?PilliOn be m favour of or ag_a1!1st 
and P1.1blic Law ente:r into the .Arts De~·ee, any reductwn to a lower age ?-The opuuon 
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of the University·from the point of vi~,~r~{the st~d~nts who rise to th~--top- amongst their 
University i::; opposed to. a reduction in aO'e. fellows. 'fhe Students' Union and' the Stu
Our opinion is that the ·present. system l~as ·dents: Representative Council have done a 
b1;ought the Indian Civil Service Examination good ·deal to minimise the disadvantaO'es 
and _the Unive1:sity system into the: greatest arising £rom .. a non-residential system. ·, 0 

, 

possible harmony, a:nd produced no conflict . 5:1,997. 1~ there )J.ot.~. so~ot .of embryoni,c 
between them in Scotland, and we regard.that umo~.m. Echnb11:rgh·U:~;nversit;y- ,which. might 
as a very great advantage. . . . ])~ scp:~wed up tp greater ,~fhCI~ncy .m. the 

53,393. You think that they have ·had a d1rectwn <;>£ the Oxford Umon ?..:_We have a 
better class of civilians in recent.years than union whic~ is. v.ery;much; ~igge1;: )h~piAhe 
formerly, and you also think that at.' a lower Oxford. DIH?n·and. far.mpre_lughly o~·gani~e~. 
age a young man is not qualified to judge of The I,Jm~er::nty pmo,n, u;t Edmbm:gh, Is,Jv~n
what. his future career should be ?-:-That is so. t~~e to say, _far a~d away tp.e largest,:.Ill.Ost 

5.3,394. As regards the alleged .defects of highly orgarnsed, and the most efficient uni
the classical and mathematical education,. are versity union ,in any university in the· United 
not some of those defects considerably miti- .K~ngdon:;t. . It- has .done ,a great deal .to ~in.i.rii
gated hy the comparatively recent introduc- .nnse the alleged defeots arising :£rom 1 the 
tion into the George Watson School and.oth,er non-residential system. , . . . , · . ,· 
academies of a Science course ?-Yes. !.think . . .53,,3.98, (M1·.·. Sly.:) .. Do the stuqents; iTt; the 
in the big Scottish .schooJs the.' spec~a1isation ,,E,dmburgh, Umv~sity who at:·the, present 
in .classics and mathematics is not so: great as .. tim,e g~, l!P for' t~e 'J1.1dian Oi vilService·: ope,n. 
in English public schools,. but s.~ill, .there .competitiveexap111lllt1an, go up as a rule direct 
remains my origi:ria4 objec~ion $at even .ih fro~ .• ~h~ Pn?vers.ft:V pr do t4ey pave . any 
these schools there · is not, from iny point . of · , special .. coachmg. or crall111P,ng elsl:)wher:e ?:-:
view, and I think, cannot. be, the stt,ess laid The. great :rp.ajority go. direct from· the 
upon these subjects,. which; are ofgreat value · Unive~f;li~y. JI~.is ~ ye:J;y,exceptional·thing.£~r 
for people such as Indian civilians,. supj~cts any speCial,prep::tratwn. to be resorted to, · 
like history and economics; and the: people 53,3D9. We have had ·a certain anionnt-~£ 
who may excel in those .subjects do not ge~: a . evidence that. the~ curriculum .of the .examina
chance of '?howing. their excellence ~ven in. the tion at th~ present time is designed, •ul:iduly 
curricul urn of such schools as George. W atson~s favourably ·perhaps, for the Honours 'Oour'se· in 
and Daniel Stewart's. : . . .. . : ·. Oxford. and. 9~ml;nidge rather than !or: th~t 

53,395. The dis.advantage under. w,hich -of other umvers1ties. .Has· the E9,mburgh 
they laboured fol'J1lerly has. riot been entirely University any opinion on· that,' subject ?-In 
removed ?-I do not say it ~13 . a disa<\vantage. view!()£ the facts I.have stated, namely, that of 
1 say that from the. point of. view of the I:n~i~n the students vvho are) sent up a comparatively 
Civil Service, by taking the, boys frorq.f?chool .negligible p,roportio11 fail· in the examination, 
you would. lose a certain :riumber of peop~e . it: ·is. impossible .foz: ·tna' to support that --con
who would get iri under the present system tention. I am bound to say that .I think ·the 
on their academic course, ·butwho~'you)c~ not .. pJ:'esent :system.~with its: widerl options; has 
get in on their school course.. I • • . ' . suited ~~e J.hliVGJl'~ity .of ,Edinburgh: extre~nely 

53,396. As regards the. ad~a)ltages :<?f W(}ll..,: '·. ,-. ,. :. ' f'. '' '", ,. cl :", 
residential universities,. how. far.'. do yop. think , : : { 53,400 .. : Then we ha v~ had a~other crjticis:r;n 
the present arrangen1ent .Of ·a coin,nion, hall .levelled ~gain.s~ the present examination, .to: the 
such as you have mentioned makes. up for, the f(ffect that it ,is muc4 nio.re a tes.~·of mem0ry 
advantages o£ reside1ice in.· Oxford or Cam- th_an of real think~ng powE)rs as .co.mpar~d with 
bridge, having regard to the fact that, you. say, the Final Honours E4amination. at. the univer- • 
some of the Scottish Universities have sent E?ities;. ·, Can.J;Qu .tell ;u.s from yot~r ·expe:de~ce 
some most successful civilians into In d) a of . whether that is the case. or· not? , , It. is said 
recent years ?.:_I do not think that _these,resi- that. it is more_(m t4e lines-,of,a .High.School 
dences of .which -I .spoke, which are. pure~y ,Leaying .. Examination than o~ th.e .. lines .of 
optional residences, have done ; as' .nmch for a Final Honours School, Examm&tion · of :the 
the Unh·ersity as the institution o£ the Uni- University ?-So far ·as that. can ~e said:-:-1 
versity Union, a large club which is open ~o would· not like to say whether. it· COlJ.ld· or 
all students, and which is an extremely well- could not-:-it aeems. to me an inevitable result 
managed institution, to which the · great oL~ system of mimerical.~ar!':ing. I~i .the 
majority of students belong, including India,n Honoui;s School in. the Umvers1ty marks are 
stt1dents. I think that· that Union, which ~given by genei·al. impression of merit rather 
touches a wider number of students than the than by numbers,· and undoubtedly the 
halls of residence, has largely mitigated smrie tendency of numerieal marking is to exaggerate 
of the disadvantages caused by living . in the irupmota:Qce of knowledge ·as compared 
lodO'in O'S and not meeting sufficiently with with style or arrangement or an.y other gre~t 
theh f~1low-students. The Scottish student nierit in the examination. Whereas if you 
has also anoth<rr organisation . called . tl~e mark, as in the Honours School you do,. br 
Students' Representativ.e ·CounciL · ~t Is .. a dasses, A, B, 9, &c., with various symbols, 
statutory body, and considers .all questi~ns ,t;n plus ·and minus, yqu; ma1~k on general style 
which students' interests are mvolved, and ,1t· .and general ability to a larger .extent than you 
also provides a valuable traini~g for .t;hose . d?_ in, ~~eric!ll maz:kirtg. ': ) -~ , 1 • , • •• , , • 
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53,401. So far as the question papers 
are concerned you see no great difference ?
I should say the questions set are practically 
identical in character with those which are 
set .in the Honours Examination in the Univer
sity, and as a rule the examiners are men of 
experience in Honours Examination and there
fore naturally adopt the same style of question. 

53,402. You have given us an opinion to 
the effect that intellectually the candidates 
that succeed in the Indian Civil Service at the 
present time are in· your opinion superior to 
those that succeeded under the younger age 
period. In order to be quite clear about 
your opinion, I wish to know whether, in 
making that comparison, you have taken into· 
full consideration the difference of age between 
the candidates. You cannot expect a boy of 
17 to reach the same intellectual standard as 
a man o£ 22 ?-You must understand that my 
opportunities of forming this opinion are based 
upon a comparatively small number of in
dividuals, people with whom I have come in 
contact in their training, but so far as I have 
made that comparison, which I adhere to, I 
have taken fully into account the diffetence 

. in the conditions under which they were 
chosen. 

53,403. Did you have experience at Oxford 
of the successful candidates for· the Indian 
Civil Service at the younger .age, at the time 
they left the University as well as at the time 
they went into it ?-Yes. 

53,404. And when they left the University 
you still adhere to the opinion that they were 
not equal to the men of the present day? 
-Yes, ··On the average. I can remember 
exceptions. 

53,405. One of the criticisms that we have 
heard against the present system is that it 
results in sending to India a certain number 
of men with no real desire to make their life 
career in that country, men who have gone up 
for 'the examination for the. main purpose of 
getting into th~ · Home Oivil Service, but not 
succeeding in getting such an appointment, 
go to India simply as a means of livelihood. 
From your experience could you say whether 
that is really the case or not ?-I should think 
it was the case with some, but I should not 
think it was the case with all. I have known 
candidat~s who have put India above the 
Home appointment. 

53,406. You have told us about the three 
years' Honours Degree in Law at the University. 
Does that course occupy the full time o£ the 
student, or could he combine with that Honours 
course a course of special instruction in Indian 
subjects which it might be desirable for pro
bationers to learn ?-I£ I answer that question 
you must a)low for the fact that I am not a 
member of the Faculty of Law, and am there
fore not so familiar with the education in 
those subjects as I am with the Arts Faculty. 
Speaking without any real authority I should 
be inclined to say there was time, simply 
because so many of these students are engaged 

in office work, and the students who are not 
engaged in office work would have time to 
devote to other subjects to a limited extent. 

53,407. Perhaps more particularly the 
Indian Civil Service probationers, who would 
be presumably more or less picked men 
intellectually when they started ?-I should 
think so. 

53,408. If it is decided that Indian Civil 
Service probationers should undergo a three 
years' course o£ probation at approved Uni
versities, I do not think you, on behalf of 
the Edinburgh University, expressed any 
opinion as to "·hether it would he possible 
for the University to eonfer au Honours 
Degree upon the results o£ an examina
tion held at the end o£ that three years' 
course by the Civil Service Commissioners, or 
whether it would be possible to frame any 
Joint Examination Board that would be 
acceptable to the University ?-That is a 
.point which I have not had the opportunitv 
o£ submitting to any representative body O'f 
the University, and therefore I can only state 
what my opinion is. My opinion is that the 
University of Edinbmgh would not object to 
the organisation of an Honoms School in Indian 
studies in which the examination was com
mon to all the approved Universities; but I 
am inclined to think that such an examination 
should be conducted by a Joint Board repre
senting the approved Universities rather than 
by a wholly outside body such as the Civil 
Service Commissioners. I think if such a 
Board were created the University of Edin
burgh would be willing to confer its Honours 
Degree on the result of an examination not 
conducted solely by the University of Edin
burgh. 

53,409. (Mr. Gokhale.) Do you get any 
Indian students at Edinburgh who read for 
the Indian Civil Service ?-1 do not think we 
have had any within my knowledge. 

53,410. You haYe ~old us you have had 
experience of both Oxford and Edinburgh; 
can you express any opinion as to which 
system of education, that at Oxford or that at 
Edinburgh, provides the better training ground 
for men who have to serve in the Indian Civil 
Service ?-That i!:l a very difficult question. 
On the whole I should be inclined to say that 
there are differences, but that the advantage 
is not wholly on either side, that Oxford has 
advantages and that Edinburgh has advan
tages. Looking at them on the whole I should 
be reluctant to give an unmixed and un
qualified superiority to either University .for 
the purpose. I think I should be disloyal to 
both of them to put one above' the other. I 
will put it in this way. Oxford has the 
advantage of a collegiate system, and the 
collegiate system, with which I am very 
familiar, has, I think, very great advantages, 
but undoubtedly it tends in modern times to 
diminish independence. The system of college 
tutoring tends to put an undergraduate under 
rather . excessive guidance. The Scottish 
University system has the very great merit o£ 
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encouraging greater _independence on the part 
o£ students. There IS not the same individual 
attention given to each student; there is not . 
the machinery for giving it. The absence of 
~hat ind.ividual attention, while it may result 
m possibly less :pro&ress towards the given 
end of the exammat10n, yet on the whole is 
advantageous from the point of view of 
character. I think that is the compensation 
in the Scottish system, in a large measure, 
combined with these other institutions which 
tend to bring the whole University together, 
like the Union and the Students' Representa
tive Couneil, as against the _College system, 
which tends to break the University up into 
self-sufficient .groups. On those grounds, 
which I could develop, I am inclined to think 
that although there are disadvantages in the 
Scottish system there are, on the otper hand, 
compensating advantages. If the system 
sketched out in the letter from the Royal 
Commission were adopted, namely a three 
years' probationary course at an approved 
University, and if the University of Edinburgh 
were an approved University, I think it would 
be possible to prganise within the University 
of Edinburgh something of the nature of a 
collegiate institution. Although we have not 
a residential system now, there is no reason 
why we should do without it for all time, and 
it might be possible for us to have for such 
probationers, and other students willing to 
take advantage of it, a residential system 
under University supervision side by side 

· with the non-residential system, which is the .. 
normal system of the Scottish Universities. 
It is not impossible to ·develop that, in which 
case you might increase the advantages of 
Edinburgh by adding some of those of the 
collegiate system. 

53,411. (Mr. Ohaubal.) In giving your 
grounds for not approving of a special insti
tution for probationers, you instanced the 
abolition of Cooper's Hill College and the 
Forest Institution attached to it, and you 
seemed to be of the opinion that the change 
has been for the good. Do you say that from 
your experience of the men who have been 
serving in India under the two different 
systems ?-From my experience of the men 
before they went out to India in both cases. 

53,412. But supposing the Indian Civil 
Servants have their three years' course at a 
University after an examination for such 
special subjects as. are required in India, and 
they all live in a special institution where 
they get instruction in subjects which are 
required for India, what would be the possible 
objection to an institution at that stage where 
all the future servants who have to serve in 
the same country would live together and 
come to know each other and study subjects 
which are only of peculiar inter~st in respect 
to the Service in India, they havmg had pre
viously all the advantages of a University?-
1 believe in the educational advantage of 
mixing at that impressionable age with men 

who are looking forward to other occupations 
in life, and there is a narrowing effect in 
being associated only with people who a:re 
engaged in precisely the same studies and 
have the same future before them. It is 
really because I believe that a student gets a 
greater training from his fellows than he does 
solely from his teachers. . 

"53,413. (Si1· TheodoTeMorison.) Canaman 
take the Indian Civil Service examination on a 
single honours course at Edinburgh, or does 
he ~ave to take two ?-He generally takes two, 
or .If he only takes one he generally takes a 
number of other classes afterwards. That is 
why the later age is of so great an advantage. 

53,414. Does he read for those privately, or 
is he able to get the teaching from the Uni
versity ?-He can get the teaching for all he 
wants in the University. 

53,415. Even though he does not attend 
another course ?-Even though he does not 
take an honours school he can go to classes 
without necessarily taking. the examination. 
The student ~has . a perfectly free choice· of 
classes within the University. 

53,416. Because they a1:e University lec
tures and not college lectures ?-Yes. 

53,417. You said you thought it would be 
possible to devise an examination at the lower 
age which would be closely related to the 
normal work of the schools. Could you 
indicate to· us what sort of examination that 
would be for Scotland ?-The examination to 
which I alluded as suiting the schools is ~n 
examination like our bursary examination, for 
which anybody can get the regulations in the 
calendar. 

53,418. Your bursary examination is not 
so specialised as the scholarship examination? 
-No. 

53,419 .. For a bursary a man offers two or 
three subjects ?-Three or four subjects. I 
will undertake to send you the· regulations. 

53,420. An examination similar to your 
bursary examination probably would not suit 
the normal work of an English school ?-Not 
so well. . 

53,421. Would it suit it at all ?-As I say, 
we ,have no experience, because the best 
English schoolboys -do not come for our 
bursary examination. They are prepared for 
the more specialised examination for a scholar
ship at the English Universities. But apart 
from that special examination for scholarships, 
there is nothing in the bursary examination 
which should disqualify an English schoolboy, 
and there is nothing in the. subjects there 
which could not be adequately taught in an 
English school i£ that examination were 
'regarded as the object for which the boys 
were being trained. 

53,422. That would mean a dislocation of 
the normal work of the English schools, would 
it not ?-It is quite obvious to me that if you 
had such a geneml examination you could not 
train on just the same lines the boys who were 
going in for specialised. schol~rships and the 
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boyf;l g9i:ng in £or a. wider .examinatior~:o , . T4e there would ))e '.difficulty in keeping these 
schQoJs•:wou~d have the niachinery for training people up to the mark. . 
both, but it.· woul~ require. an .adjustment·of . :. 53,~27. Anothe_r argument Y?U advanced is 
the~:rq.aghi;nery. ..• :· · , . . . . .. th1s: The selection of probatiOners at such 
.. 53,423.· 11 you based yotu ·:examination; " an age as 19 would tend to narrow the 
upon the· Oxford and Cai;ribridge scholarships " classes from which they could be taken." 
yo\l wo1;dd· interfere ~with the· working o£ the We have had a good deal of evidence which 
Scottish schools. ?-Certainly. . I \think to 1 a points to an opposite conclusion. It has been 
greater: extent than you would .interfere with suggested t~ us that parents uniler the present 
the EnglisJli schools· by ~dopting. ·the examina-: system, ~n many instances cannot afford to pay 
tiori·on onr1ines .. · · for so long an education as is required when 

· 53,424. (Lord Ronald'shay.') There are ju:st the exam~nation is held at so late an ~ge as 22 
two points·I want 'to clear up with ·regard to to 24,. as IS the case at the present time, and 
the arguments you adva!lce<l ·against reducing ·therefore, if the examination is at a consider
the age limit for the examination.' One' 'o£ the ably younger age you will have a much larO'er 
a:rgwilent~' you suggest i~ ihat.'probati<:>n~l;f:! · field., to draw from ... · Had you considered that 
selected .. at tJle age o£ 19 and conn·onted by partiyulnr a~pect when you suggdsted this?
ari: eiamirratioif restricted· to· theniselves · ·and I . a~ ;speaking for a Scottish university and 
without external competitioh;. 'would; . have ~or a, Scottish university that . argument I does 
<ioinparatively .few of,. the indticenients to not.: apply .. at all .. As I say, thq pecuniary 
strenl!<ms exertion whi:eh; ·are' -supplied' ·under assistance 1~ . a ~cottish university is ample. 
the~preElent,·system.-' Are ybu'referiing there T~e ~xpend1ture Is small, and the tradition of 
to' what is tiow ·known as the Final exami11ation sending proJ?ising boys to the university is 
whicktakes·place· a~ the:en:d of't~e·peri6d of yery st.rong m Scotland, and nobody, I think, 
propati9n ?-:-No.·· I a~:I•e£errihg·to.any _sys- 1:s: kept· out of the UniYersities of Scotland 
tem.t of' examihation whit:h might be cl-eated if 011 P~~uniary grounds. Then there· is the 
the change 'sketched:·ou.t·:Jn· the: letter to :us Ca~negi~'Tr?st ·by which· poorer boys can get 
wer~harried out. ... :·, ', .~ ·, ... '·' .'01' :, the;trfees paid, and. a number of them live at 
· - ' · · · ·· ..... . - ... ·· · - - ~orne.- Id<?:notthinkthatargumentastothe 
·,· .... 15?,,,4~~.-~ they'·l,>~ss~d· tp:eiL coil).pe~ittve mcreas~~ cost of education under the present 
examm~tioJ:rat the' age o~·~9 ·~_o·yo~mean th~t · ~ystem applies to the Scottish Universities at 
then t];le;f would .have littl.f·'in·du~~m:ent. to all, .,w,hereas I do think that .if you want a 
make·. an .effort after 19,, dql-irig the periqd of highly. specialised secondary education or its 
probation r7That is- my pqint.' 'Y Oli '\\;Ould su])stitl;lte ycm can only get it at institutions 
have t]ios~ :three ye·ars· spent ·_very'much less , which a:re rather. expensive, and that the · 
str€muously.at: tlie universiti than·those years ~ean~. o£ ge~ting assistance at. such institutions 
·at ·th~·u:nive~·~ity ari:h~perrtun'der th:e prt;J~e,nt are .very much smaller. · · 
s_ystem. : : . . . . , .. r - · . . . • · . , 53,_42~ .. The probationers would receive pay
~',· ,53A~6.' :,~ut~ ·sup:H~sing .tlfat the. examjna~ men~ from . the. Government ?-Undoubtedly. 

tion at the end o£ the period o£ probation .were I qmte see the attraction to the boy and his 
mad.~, ;VeJ,Y mucl:J. :stri.ctel' -~h.a~ ~t )§. at the parents .. 
pre~.e.!l};;Jim~,·, "'.a,nd .. ,sup~o~~ng t~at .. :a .. m~:~,n's 
pos~tw:g.:p;r _t~e Indian, Civi~ .~ervwe:depended ·(The following evidence of the w-itness was 
V:yfY· ~1:\~gely ~~~n .tl?-~; po~~tl<?,U whic~. he ·oc.cu- · taken in camera .. ) 
P!ed ~n2~h,a~ Fma1:exam~D;atwn, doy9u thmk . 53,429. (flh·. A.bditr Rahim.) What I asked 
yqu;r argum;entwou~~ t~en;be_ met ?-:-I think Y?u·.~~!ng my exai?-ination was whether any 
you might make art1fie1al mducements which ddficiilt1es had ansen between the Indian 
rr:dgh~ .. cpunt~~act : .th!3- n_at?l'fll :.ten?e~cy to students at the' Universities and the Scottish 
which.l alluded, but my·pomt is .tliat.rf you students ?-I£ the 'vhite students at the Uni
have elected boys at 19,,a£ter a stiff.' and rather versity. of ~dinpiugh were purely Scottish I 
e_Flau~~~ng:~onipetitlve ex~~inaHon~: ~u~athen do not think there would be any serious 
send them. up to the. umvers1ty w1th an difficulty at all; .but the University of Edin
examination in prospect three years. hence- burgh draws its students from all parts of the 
1 d<;>: not,c~re how stiff ·it i~,' whether_ itis an Empire, and especially from. the Colonies o£ 
Honours. examination, or even, what depends Australia and South Africa, and the difficulties 
upon it,' or even i£ it is· competitive~what I which have arisen in the Unh·ersity of Edin
say is that. for the nrst year pr so there will burgh have been 'largely the result of the 
be a great slackeiting o£ effort. on the part' of a hostility on colour ground of the white Colonial 
number o£ them. They will not,· ~t, tha~ age, students, and not of the ·native Scottish students. 
realise perhaps all the importance o£ this. final· The ·white Colonial students are rather an 
examination. So £ar as you wish to counter- influential body; they are rather athletic, and 
balance that you would 'have to Introduce some of them are well-to-do as compared with 
safeguards which, I admit; can be introduced. the other students, and they have tended in this 
You would almost certainly. 1?-ave to have some matter to in'fluence the Scottish students in a 
sort of examination before the final one. But way in which I think they would not have 
withotJ_t those sa~eguards I do think. there been influenced otherwise. The ·result has 
would be a v~ry great r~Jaxation and that been that there haYe been difficulties between 
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white students. and Indian . students and ·I · 53! 433 .. Do you m~a'n. by u difficulty .~ th~t 
attribute that, as I say' mainly to the ~fluence there IS a general aymdanee of.• the Indians on 
of the students from Colonies where the colour the part of th~ Europeans, ari.d th~t. $e,y: group 
prejudice is strong, and not . to the natural themselves mto 1sol:~.ted sectiOns ? - Un
impulse of the Scottish student ··who 1 thirik doubtedly on the part of. the South A£ncan 
is perfectly· friendly to the Indian student if and ·Australian stUdents. there is a strong 
left to himself. ~ntagonis~. . !'n .the· !SI?aller reading rooins 

53,430. These difficulties are of recent of the Umon if an ,Indian student comes in 
growth; are they not?---,Partly, because· .I yori may 'see'certain other students walk out 
think the number of Indian students has con- . 53,434. Apparently the Colonial influen~e 
siderably increased of late years. .The. result in the Uniyersity of ~dinburgh ·is. a very 
has been that the Indian students now have powerful one ?'-.Quite .a powerful one. They 
what they call a Habitation or Club of their· have undoubtedly a very considerable.infiuence 
own, apart from the Students' Union, and in the University. They stick together. · 
I think that may be. a bad thing for the 53,435. They dominate the Scottish in
University, because it may tend to isolate the flnenc~ ?-To some extent. They are promi
Indian students from the other students nent m games,,. and, ·as a rule, have a good 
whereas membership of the Union tended· t.6 deal of money, and those things have given 
bring them together. I am bound to say that· them a considerable amount of influence. · -

. this prejudice fluctuates,. because from time tO . 53,~36. Is any effort being made in the 
time in the University Union we have had aD. umversity to reduce this difficulty?-Yes not 
Indian student elected on to the Committee of officially, because it is not easy to de31 with it 
the Union, and he has always. been very well offidal_ly, · "J:>ut socially there is a body called 
received by his colleagues. . As one of ·the t~e VICtona League, which organises recap
senior staff I am a member of the Committee, t10:qs ·and s~ on. There has been a ' good 
and I have been struck by the ·fact that· these deal of effort, rather sporadic and p.ot alto
occasional Indian students elected to the com- g~ther successful, tO try an~ bridge over the 
Inittee of management .have been .thoroughly dlff~rences amon~t students and to bring the 
well receh·ed by their colleagues. Outside the I~dian stu~?nts mto cl?ser intercourse socially 
Committee there have been difficulties which With the Citizens of Edinburgh as well as with 
have mainly arisen within the Union, which the other students. I£ that is done well and 
is where students associate mo~t. : · with sufficient tact it is very successful, but 

53,431. They are freely admitted into the occasionally it inay have conveyed the impres-
~ion o~ pa?"onage. It all depends on the way 

'Cnion ?-They are perfectly freely admitted 1n.which 1t has been done. Some people have 
to the Union, and the majority of them belong clone it well and some people have not done it 
to it. I think, on the whole, possibly the well. -
difficulties are diminishing, but I cannot deny . 53,437. (Sir Tlalentine Chirol.) I take ·it 
that they ha,·e existed. I do not think the )rou attribute the growth of this feeling almost 
Scottish students · haT"e any . but friendly exclusively to the influence of . a cert~in sec
feelings. tion of white students: You do not hold the 

53,432. (Chairman.) How- many Indians Indians. themselves in any way responsible for 
haYe you among your students on the ::].verage the feelmg ?-No, not at all. · · : · 
each year?--From 200 to 250. (The witness withdrew.) · · 

DR. T. HERBERT WARREN, n.c.L.,* President, Magdalen Coll~ge, Orl{)I;d, 
called and examined .in camera. . . · · · . . I - . • • 

5:3,"138. (Chairman.) ·we ha-re been hear
ing from the preYious witness in private what 
he haK obsern•d to lJe the relations between 
European and Indian students in the Uni
versity of Edinbmgh, and to save having to 
rlear the room a second time, I will ask you your 
opinion on the same subject, in so far as it affects 
the rniversity of Oxford,'before we take your 
evidence in public. It is an important matter, 
and we should like to have a frank opinion 
from you on th~ subjE.ct ?-1 have not had any 
personal expenence 111 my own college on 
this question because we have never had a 
student from India in my college. I have 
never had what I should call a really very 
stron ~ application, the Yast majority of appli
catio;s to me having been applications of men 

• For the written evidence of Dr. Warren, vide 
Appendix No. III. 

coming at the last moment, sometimes . after 
the term had begun, Btnd. with no very special 
credentials, or with credentials of. which I 
could riot assess the value, or they have been 
persons wishing to migrate .from the non
collegiate body or Cambridge. A very large 
number join the non-collegiate body, and. then 
want to go on to a college, and we do not take 
members from a: non-collegiate body unless · 
they are elected to some Scholarship or Exhi
bition, ·or unless there is some very special 
reason. We do not, too, as a rule, take persons 
who have already been at Cambridge,. espe
cially if they have been a long time at Cam
bridge, 'because we do. not think it really is 
quite ·a fair representation to the world that 
when a man has been two years at Cambridge 
and comes and finishes off at Oxford he should 
be called an Oxford Irian. Of course.we l1ave 
nothing against Cambridge. ·From what I 
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heard when I was Vice-Chancellor, which I was not so good as it was 30 years ago when it 
from 1906 to 1910, and from what I have been was a much more amateur affair. · 
told by friends in other coJleges, there has been 53,444. There is a very ·large number 
some trouble. Two cases in particular came now ?-Th~re is not a large number now, 
beforemeasVicE}"Chancellor, one averytrouble- but they have increased. 
some case and the other a somewhat absurd one. 53,445. How many would there be at the 
My impression is that nowadays the Indian University?-I should think about 70 or 80; 
students very s.elP.o:m. take high honours. In but I have not looked up the statistics. 
all my experience I can hardly recollect any 53,446. (Sir Theodore Morison.) Do you 
Indian student standing out as conspicuous in think that Oxford would be prepared to take 
the. honours li<st, or as a man of very dis- any larger number of Indian students than 
tinet intellect, since perhaps quite early times. they have at present ?-Do you mean in the 
My impression is that, if they succeed at colleges, or as non-collegiate students? It 
Oxford, they are rather disappointed when makes a very considerable difference. A non
they go away, but the majority of them do not coJlegiate body is really not limited. 
succeerl.socially; .and then they think they are · · 53,447. I mean particularly in colleges. 
being cold-shouldered, and they bec:pme rather I understand that the colleges have a certain 
unhappy and congregate togethervery much. percentage in many of them, and they say 
A distinguished and able man, Mr. Burrows, they do not think it advisable they should 
has been recently appointed to act as a sort have more than a certain percentage of Indian 
of patron of the Indian students, and he is students to the English students ?-That is so. 
go~ng to sift the evidence with regard to ere- I think very few colleges would take more 
dentials and supply them to the colleges,•and than a small number. 
I believe already sop.1ething has been achieved 53,448. Therefore a considerable increase 
in that way. .Another difficulty brought to in the colleges is unlikely ?-Quite unlikely. 
my notice as Vice-Chancellor was their'pe- 53,449. Speaking generally for the Univer
cuniary relations with. their colleges, and with sit)', do you thiri.k that ·oxford would welcome 
their lodging-housA keepers. They were very or be adverse to a considerable increase of 
frequently unable to pay their bills, and Indians among the non-collegiate students? 
defaulted arid created difficulties. That I I should not assume to speak with great au tho
should imagine is perhaps one o£ the easiest rity, but my impression is that if the number 
things to deal with. · · o£ non-collegiate students was very largely 

53,439. To what colleges do the Indians increased the University would take alarm. 
chiefly go ?-Chiefly to two or three colleges. They might become used to it and find their 
When I was Vice-Chancellor there were not alarm was not well founded, but I think they 
a very great number altogether, some 70. would view it with apprehension if they came 
The majority of them were ·non-collegiate on rapidly. 
students, I think over 30. There were some 53,450. (Mr. Ohaubal.) How many of the 
six or seven in Worcester College, a fair 90 or 100 students would there be contem
number in vVadham College, a moderate plating to appear for the Indian Civil Service ? 
number in Balliol College, a number in Jesus -Very few. 
College, and on,e or two at some of the other 53,451. What are the rest reading for?
colleges. There were several colleges in which Most o£ them are going to the Bar. A few are 
there were none.· . . going into Medicine. 

53,440. In those colleges in which the 53,·152. (Mr. Gokhale.) Do you anticipate 
Indians are in· numbers, do they take part in that the difficulties you have been speaking of 
the social life of the colleges and the clubs? will grow or tend to diminish ?-I think they 
-Occasionally they play games, and play might be somewhat diminished by the opera
them well, and then they are brought into the tions of Mr. Burrows or anybody who succeeds 
general life of the undergraduates as far as him. I think, if the Indian students were 
games go. They also join a certain number more sifted, that would certainly tend to 
of the clubs, and there are a good number of diminish the difficulties, especially if more 
them in the·union Society~ was known about them, and only those came 

53,441. They have to be elected to the who could certainly pay their way and had a 
Union ?-It is a mere form. A man gets a definite object. . 
.proposer and a seconder. and his name is put 53,453. Do you think the proportion of 
up and the list is read out. those who are in financial embarrassment is 

53,442. Do they become members of the very considerable, or is it only an exceptional 
nhie£ clubs in the University ?-They would case here and there ?-I should not say it is 
not often be members of a fashionable club like very considerable, but it is higher than it 
Vincent's, or Bullingdon, ·or the "Grid." ought to be. It is higher than it would be 

53,443. Speaking generally, w9uld you amongst any other class. 
say the relationship as between the Indian 53.,454. (M1·. Abdw· Hahim.) 'What wou1cl 
and European element in the University is be the objection to increasing the number 
worse or better to-day than it was a few years o£ non-collegiate Indian students ?-:-The non
hack?-- I should say it is a little better now colleaiate students are not so .much looked 
than it was t.wo or three years ago, but it is after~ they never come into college, they live in 
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lpdgings, and. they need not necessarily get to 
·know anyone. Consequently, the Indian non
collegiate students to a large extent congregate 
together,, and do not make acquaintance with 
the English. If the number were increased 
I think that drawback would increase · they 
would be more of a class apart; ' 

53,455. But if they are not admitted into 
the college, and there is this objection to the 
non-collegiate students, because they cannot 
benefit by the life of the University, to the 
same extent-- ?-:-That, I think, is a real 
difficulty, and 1 do not see how it is to be 
overcome. There is now a v_ery considerable 
pressure on the accommodation in the colleges. 
Oxford and Cambridge have both become 
Imperial Universities, and further they are 
becoming· cosmopolitan Universities. The 
Rhodes scholars at Oxford amount to about 
170, and they all expect to be given rooms 
in college when they come up, and in order 
to take them it is necessary to refuse some 
other students: English, Scotch, Irish, or 
Welsh. A large number of Germans now 
come, and I constantly get applications from 
Frenchmen. The Rhodes scholars bring their 
friends in their train, and we have a very large 
number o£ Colonial students. A Russian 
student is wanting to come just now, ~nd I 
could have had a number of them. They all 
want to come into college, partly because their 
parents wish them to have the advantage of 
the college discipline, as they think it is much 
better for the son to be in the college and in 
bed by a certain hour every night, than be 
in lodgings where he is quite free, and also 
they want to be in college in order that they 
may be in the thick o£ t.he University life. 

53,456. I thought you . suggested that 
some o£ the Indian students had no definite 
object. Do not they read for their degrees?
Most of them profess to read for a degree, but 
it is only a pass degree, and I understand the 
object is merely to have a degree and not to 
have honours. There is a constant and laud
able attempt in Oxford to raise the standard, 
and only to admit persons who are going to 
take high degrees. Many colleges only take 
those who are reading for an honours degree. 

53,457. (Sir Valentine Ohirol.) What are 
the reasons why you say that alarm would be 
manifested by the colleges at any increase in 
the non-collegiates ? What are the precise 
dangers ?-One of the dangers, I think, is 
supposed to be that they are older for their 
age and more " mannish " than European 
students. 

53,458. I take it that this alarm is really 
created by individual cases that have occurred 
amoncrst individual students rather than by 
any :;eneral tendencies displayed by Indian 
stude~1ts ?-I think so. 

The examination of the witness was then 
p1•oceeded with in public. 

53,459. (Chairman.) You are President of 
:Magdalen College, Oxford ?-I am. 

53,460. We have before us your answer'l1 to 
the letter which we sent to you, and the 
Memoraudum o£ the Committee o£ your 
Hebdomadal Council. The questions which I 
shall put to you to-day will deal with the 
point whether the age for recruitment for the 
Indian Civil Service is to be lowered, and, 1£ 
so, what ·the effect of that will .be on your 
Un'iversity. I will also ask you to what extent 
further facilities can be offered in your 
University for the teaching of law and o£ the 
classical and vernacular Oriental languages. 
I see· that you and your colleagues on the 
Committee deprecate generally the lowering 
of the age?-Yes. · 

53,461. But I gather £rom what you say 
that you realise the objection to the present 
system of a single year's probation ?-Yes. 

53,462. You suggest an enlargement of 
the present course, but would keep it to a 
single year. Would you be prepared to say 
that a full course could be got through in 
that time ?--I think we say that a year is a 
very short time. We certainly recognise that, 
and of course it is not a full year, because it 
begins .oin October and practically ends in 
July, and the men are hardly drafted into 
their proper work even by the beginning of 
October. In the ·Memorandum you will find 
that we thought some of the subjects might 
be dropped and more attention might be paid 
to the rest. We do, however, admit that one 
year is a very short time. 

53,463. I suppose it really is a good deal 
less than a year?-Yes, it must be regarded 
as less than a year. 

53,464. Is· it your experience that the 
strain of the examination makes it necessary 
for the probationers to take it easy for the first 
three or four months ?-I think young fellows 
are rather exhausted at tlJ.e end of August, but 
I cannot say that they are very much exhausted 
when they come back in October. Of course 
they £eel that they have attained their object, 
that the strain o£ the race, so to speak, is over, 
and that other people have got on, and that 
they undoubtedly will get on, unless they do 
something very foolish, and therefore I do not 
think they work as hard in that year as they 
have done in the years previous, when they 
were endeavouring to attain their object. 

53,465. So that, even if you omitted certain 
subjects, a year as it stands would still be in
sufficient for an adequate training ?-I do not 
know India, and do not know exactly what you 
want, but a year is a very short time to give a 

· complete education of the kind you suggest. 
53,466. Assuming that India wants the 

civilian to arrive in India not late1· than he 
now does, and that a year is inadequate for 
the preliminary training required, a younger 
age for the examination will be necessary. I 
notice that you deprecate anything in the 
nature of an age between that at which a 
student leaves school, and that at which he 
leaves a University ?-Yes. We do not think, 

• Vide Appendix :No:-nt. 
0 • 
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as things are at pref;;ent, arranged, that that 
would .be practicabl~. . 

53,4..67. So tha.t . it really comea to this, 
that if a year's probation is insufficient, there 
is nothing in yciur judgmt;lnt between the 
present age and .the school-leaving ag~.?---,No. 
I am inclined to the view that i£ you want to 
get a long time ap.d a really specialised 
training you will .have to .go back to. the 
school-leaving age. 

. 53,468. Would you say. that the men . who 
got in at the school-leaving age, from 1878 .to 
18911 were as go·od as the inen who are getting 
in to-day ?-My impression is that the rank 
and file were not so good. I think the best 
were as good; but I do not .think 1 the rank. and· 
file we:re,. and there were more failures : there 
were · more who failed altogether in the final 

,exanlination~ ; ,· ,. · - ... ,.. · · 
53,469. Would you say· that under the 

present system India was getting the picked 
men £rom the University ?_:_I should certainly 
say that. under' the present system India was 
getting :from· Oxford, and · I believe · it is the 
same with Cambridge; a v'ety able, industrious, 
:moral,· vigorou¥ ldt of men.' · When I ~as Vice
Chancellor I got Lord Morley·to come dbwn 
and see the students; as I thought it would be 
.an inspiration to them, and Lord ·Morley 
came down and made a very interesting and 
excellent speech: at ·a· dinner. · Both the 
teachers and students were delighted to see 
him and he appeared to be much· pleased to 
1s'ee them~· I felt very' !happy iri being able to 
call his· attention to a num her· of stud·ents who 
were quite among the cream of the University. 
To be . quite honest, I may say'tha;IJ I have 
noticed . some ·deterioration ·in· . the last few 
years. Persons I should 'not· .have expected 1o 
;get· 'in · 10 years· ago have recently got: !in. 
They ·are really·. good fellows, only not· so 
clever in the gift o£ excelling in exa1'llinations. 
I do not know any really ibad candidate wlio 
has got in. " , · 

53,470. How many men' have you passed 
in on an average from the University ?-I am 
not an expert · and ·have no· figures. The 
Master· of Balliol would tell you ·that in a 
moment. My impression is that it is about 
30 to 40 a: year; · · · · · 

53,471. we have I ·had a great deal of 
evidence.poin~in~ to the 'necessitY.:.of. tea~hing 
the general prm01ples o£ Law·as d1st.mgu1shed 
from th~ Indian Codes. Have you facilities 
in the University for that ? -We certainly 

'have ample facilities for teaching the general 
principle's. of Law; no· place has· more: That 
is, as distinguished from the practice of Law 
in the Courts. The Law School has very 
much improved of late. The Hhodes scholars 
have done a great deal to improve it. 

53,472. Would you say that a full Law 
course could be taken satisfactorily in a year? 
-A good deal could be done. I should say the 
principles of law could be acquired, especially 
by tho class of men who .. get in now. The 

O~for,d training is very largely a training in 
prmCiples. · . 

53,~ 73. What is the length of your Honours 
course m Law- ?-The usual length is t-\vo or 
two and a quarter years, but an able man 
who has taken the Classical School before will 
take Law in a year~ 
·. 53,474. AB regards the classical Oriental 
languages, could you tell us what facilities 
you have,in the University now for teachinO'? 
-We have a very distinguished and learn~d 
Professor of Sanskrit, and a similar Professor 
o£ Arabic, and also a native Sheikh who teaches 
Arabic to the .Egyptian probationers. . 

53,475. Have you a teacher of Persian?-
y~ . 
. 53,476. H,it were. decided to have a period 

o£ three .years probatwn, and the probationers 
were put thJ;"ough an .. honours course, and got 
ar~:. P,onours degree, would not that be pre
ferable to having a course which would extend 
over only one or two years ?---I am .not. sure 
.whether yoi1 mean preferable from an educa
t~onal point of view, . or preferable as a 
preparation for India. I do not think I am 

. very . well .qualifi~d to judge about the 
pr~paration for India. .. . . 

53,477. Putting it educationally,. would 
not a three years' course bl:l better than a one 
year's course?-We must look at it all round. 
If, you established a three years' course it 
·would have the effect of taking men fl'om the 
·oth,er ;courses o£ .. the University;,, from the 
cla~si«?al, or history, or th~ natural science, or 
the . mathematical course, and I do not think 
it would be as good as some o£ those. 

. 53,478. But, looking at it from the, point 
of view .of India, other considerations would 
apply?-Yes, that is for you to say. That is 
ju~t one of the things we feel very much, that 
if .this special course is established these men 
who, ei hypothesi, will be some of the ablest 
p.nd most capable men will lose a general liberal 
training between the years of 19 and 22 or 
23. They will be put into the special course 
and. cut off from the studies of their corn,peers, 
who come up. from school, .and to a certain 
extent cut off from their intellectual life, and 
to. some ext{lnt from the social life, by the 
fact that they .. are pmsuing a very special 
course. 

53,479. ·would the law course cut them 
off?, 'N ould not there be a number of other 
s~ude:rits going through . the same course with 
them ?--As I understand, they would not take 
honours in law, but only certain portions of 
law as part of their course. 

53,480. That would not necessariTv· drive 
them into isolation ?-It would not dri ,;e them 
so much into isolation. 'Ve should not select 
the law course as giving the most liberal or 
the most general education. 'Ve prefer, if we 
get a really able man-and I think the 
lawyers themselves prefer it-that he should 
go through the classical course first of all. 
The present Prime .Minister and Sir Edward 
Grey went through the classical course. 
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53,481. ·would it not be possible to frame 
an examination for the Indian Civil Service 
on lines similar to those of the Scholarship 
Examinations at your University ?-Scholar
ships are given in a variety of subjects, and 
at Oxford, although an attempt is being made 
to broaden the basis, on the whole they are 
given for excellence in classics or mathematics, 
or history or natural science, and not for a 
combination of those subjects. 

53,482. Do you. think there would be 
difficulty in framing an examination which 
would be suitable for the various kinds of 
schools ?-I think there would, because· the 
different schools would all claim to compete, 
and be Yery anxious that their students should 
have the same chance, and they would wish to 
have the marks ananged so as. to give their 
students the same chance. Our experience is 
that the kind of fellows we would most like; to 
see in India are the scholars fron1 Public 
Schools, more particularly the classical scholars 
and the scholars in History. . . ' 

53,483. I suppose it would be possible to 
have an examination with certain options ?
I think it would be possible, but very difficult. 
You would have many competing interests, 
You would have the interests of a variety of 
schools, and the interests of the crammers 
or private teachers who would certainly 
rise up. 

53,484. But it is possible to frame an 
examination which makes it much more 
difficult for· the crammer to succeed?- I 
doubt if it is possible at that age. It is 
possible at the present age. Cramming at 
that age is much more effective. 

53,485. Supposing there were a three 
years' probation, it has been suggested to us 
that it would lead to slackness on the part of 
the probationer. Could not that be avoided 
by periodical tests ?--I think it would be 
necessary to have tests during the period to 
deald slackness. That used to happen a good 
deal. I seem to recollect one or two very sad . 
cases of persons who were called upon to 
refund the amount which Government had 
paid, they having failed, and it was a very 

· great hardship to their friend~. 
5:-},486. I£ their position in the Service 

depended on the result of the examination I 
suppose that wo1:lid be of assistance?-Yes, 
but would that rlepencl on the Intermediate as 
well as the Final ? 

5:3,487. W auld it not be practicable to 
calculate a certain number of marks for the 
Intermediate with the Final ?-I should think 
that could. be done. 

5:3,488. So that that would ensure industry 
throughout the time?-Yes. I think some
thing could be done, but I rather share what 
I overheard my old friend Professor Lodge 
saying, that human nature being what it· is, 
and these young fellows having got in, they 
would be inclined to take it easier at the :fi:rst 
at any rate. 

53,489. You say in your written statement 
that "it is possible that a University might be 
" willing to grant an ordinary Degree to all 
" who passed through such a course, but we 
" believe that the proposal that they should 
" be entitled to an Honours Degree on ·the 
" basis of classes assigned by an external 
" authority would raise formidable opposition 
" 'in Oxford." Do you 'think that opposition 
could be overcome ? We understood one 
suggestion was that there should be a Final 
Examination for the candidates from a variety 
of Universities, and that the award would be 
made either by·representatives of those Uni
versities or some external Board. I certainlv 
think Oxford would very much ·dislike th~ 
idea of accepting a class list from ontside and 
giving a Degree upon it. 

. 53,490. vVould Oxford modify its opinion 
if the suggestion made· by l'rofessor Lodge 
was adopted, namely, that there should be a 
Joint Board?-We foresee that that would lJe 
exceedingly difficult when you get . beyond 
Cambridge',. or 'possibly Cambridge and 
L?ndon. . We hav~; been always very good 
friends with Cambridge, and we have fotmd 
no difficulty in working with them. The 
more you increase. the· bodies represented 
the more difficult it becomes. 

53,491. It would not be so difficult. if ~he 
examination were confined to two or three?
No, but it.would not b~ easy then. 

53,492. {Lord Ronaldshay.) Is. the tend
ency at the present day :for men to come up 
to the University at a .later age than was the 
case 15 or 20 years ago ?-No. I think ithas 
remained very much the same during that 
pe,riod. 

53,41)3 .. Do men ·come up now about 19? 
-:-Yes, as a rule. 

53,494. ~~d your honours course is· a four 
years' one?-Yes, the classical course, or 
mathematical course, with two examinations, 
is a four years' one, but three-fourths of the 
students only take three years now. · They do 
not go in for this course ; they. go in for 
history or law. 

53,495. Generally speaking, · does a man 
graduate in honours about the age of 22 or 
23 ?--Yes. 

53,496 .. That would be about the average? 
-Yes. Medical students take rather longer, 
but we need not regard them here. 

53,497. Supposing that a. change ·was 
recommended, and that the· competitive exam
ination was placed at the school-leaving age, 
you would be rather opposed to the proba
tioners being collected at one college, and 
would much rather that they were distributee' 
in small numbers O\'el' different colleges 
throughout the University ?--1 am s~·e it 
would be much more in their interest, but 
whether it would lJe in our interest is a 
different question. I'think it would be to our 
interest also, because what is healthy is 
~enerally i:p the interes~ of ev~rybody, 
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53,498. I asked that question because it 
has been suggested to us that supposing the 
examination did take place at the younger 
age, and that there was a larger percentage of 
natives of India among the probationers than 
there are to-day, it w~mld be very much easier 
to bring tllese men together, Indians and 
Englishmen, if they were brought together in 
one college or institution. In your opinion if 
that were done they would lose a great deal in 
other directions ?--I have not thought of that 
aspect of it, I am bound to say, but I think it 
would be so. · 

53,499. I suppose it would be very much 
easie1· to exercise effective supervision and 
control over them if they were all in one 
place ?-It depends on what you mean by 
effective supervision and controL It is almo8t 
impossible for one college to impose a system 
of discipline which another college does not. 
My college, for instance, could not say it 
would shut its gates every night at 10 when 
others kept open to 12. Naturally, under
graduates would not stand it. I do not say 
there are not certain things that might be 
done, but I think you would find the general 
tendency was very strong for equality. . 

53,500. On the whole you would stick to 
the position you take up here ?-Yes. I have. 
not thought of the problem of the Indian 
student, and I should not like to offer any 
opinion about ~hat. 

53,501. Just to clear my mind about this 
possibility of the final examination taking a 
competitive form, I understand that that 
would rE>ally be extremely difficult if the 
probationers were distributed over different 
Universities ?--I think it would be quite 
impossible to award places on a separate 
examination held, one at Oxford, one at Cam
bridge, one at Dublin, and one at Edinburgh. 
Supposing Oxford produced in one year 20 first
class men and Cambridge only produced 15, 
there would be a great feeling that perhaps 
the 15 Cambridge men were of a higher 
standard, or something of that kind, and that 
they could easily, by lowering the standard, 
have produced 20. If you are to have a 
competitive examination it must be conducted 
by some external and impartial body, ancl 
then comes the difficulty o£ the degree. 

53,502. So that t.here are really almost 
insuperable difficulties, if a degree is to be 
included, in having a competitive examination 

. at the end of the period of probation, unless 
the probationers were confined to one univer
sity r-Yes. lthink to combine the two is a 
very difficult thing. 

53,503. (Sir Theodore Morison.) Do I 
understand that the opinion of Oxford is that 
they would be unwilling to give, or you think 
it is improbable they would give, a degree on 
Indian ~tudies even if Oxford managed the 
examination itself ?-I think possibly Oxford 
might establish a school in 1·ebus lndicis, 
and might give a degree upon it, but I ought 
to point (IUt that there was a very considerable 

opposition to that proposal for the Forest 
students. It was proposed, and the proposal 
was lost, and lost on the ground that it was a 
c?mbination of technical qualifications, and. 
chcl not afford a liberal education, that the 
candidates were expected to acquire a technical 
knowledge of a var-iety of subjects, and.that 
those put together constituted the school, and 
it did not compare with the liberal school in 
scientific principles thoroughly carried out. 

53,504. Do you think the same objections 
would apply ?-They might be got over, but 
they would be raised. 

53,505. The subjects are not so technical, 
.because they are all represented in the Uni
versity ?-That is quite true, and I think the 
opposition might be got over. 

53,506. It is a combination of rather un
allied subjects, but if the conduct of the 
examination by an external authority were not 
insisted upon would Oxford be more likely to 
consider the question of conferring an Honours 
degree ?-I think so. 

53,507. That removes one of the great 
difficulties?-Yes, only it brings in the other· 
difficulty. 

53,508. You spoke of the danger of 
crammers. Are boys crammed .for scholarship 
examinations ?..:.,_Yes, to a certain extent, but 
not nearly as much as they were. They are 
specially taught at school. 

53,509. But the scholarship examination is 
rather closely related to the normal school 
course ?-Yes. 

53,510. Is there any difficulty in having an 
examination which closely colTesponded to 
that, so that the allowances which they would 
receive for study at the University would be 
looked upon more as a very fine scholarship, 
and we should get the same class for the 
Indian Civil Service probationers as now get 
scholarships ?-I think the difficulty would be 
that boys could hardly get enough marks in 
the sort of examination I should expect you 
would be obliged to arrange on the subjects 
in which they get scholarships. They get 
scholarships on a few subjects, and it is 
almost impossible to give so many marks to a 
few subjects. 

53,511. Can you advise us how to frame 
an examination so that we could secure the 
scholarship men ?-I think if you had the 
courage, and if public opinion would allow 
you to give high marks for a comparatively 
few subjects, you could do it. That is really 
the gist of the matter in my view, and I think 
that of the Master of Balliol. 

53,512. That is to say that clas8 of men 
can be obtained by public examination if you 
will arrange the examination with that end in 
view?-Yes. 

53,513. With regard to the relative mark
ing of the subjects, you say, "If they are to 
'' have a .fair chance in the competitive 
" examination, the marks should be assigned 
" in proportion to the difficulty of the sub
" jects, a result by no mE>ans easy to secure." 
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Do you know how the Civil Service Commis- 53,522. I mean advantageously ?-I think 
sion at present determines the. relative value it would be running a considerable risk. It 
of particular subjects ?-I think what was said would be a help to the students to have some 
at the beginning of the memorandum bears on intermediate examination, but I would not 
that. It bas been gradually arrived at. There have more than one. If they failed once that 
have· been several very strenuous discussions would frighten them. 
in· which Oxford and Cambridge and the 53,523. Youwould not give up the final? 
Scotch Universities took part, and the present · _;_No. 
scale really represents the original scale very 53,n24. In the evidence which we had in 
much modified as a result of those discus- India the Indian witnesses complained that 
sions. there was disproportionate marking with 

53,514. Are you in Oxford fairly satisfied reference to certain subjects, and we had a 
with the valuation ?--I think we are very well considerable. body of evidence that Sanskrit 
satisfied. Some people say that we have and Arabic should be put upon the same level 
reason to be too well satisfied. · as the classics. Have you any opinion on 

53,515. If it is possible so to value the that subject ?-I do not think I could offer 
subjects as to fairly represent the difficulty o£ any opinion because I do not know how 
n University career, do you think it cannot be difficult it is Ior an Indian to acquire . the 
done with regard to the school career ?-I same sort o£ knowledge of· Sanskrit which 
think the difficulty is the competition of an Englishman acquires o£ Greek or Latin. 
nunlber and variety o£ schools. Universities, 53,525. Do not you think that for a good 
after all, are limited, and Universities have general education for the Indian eiv~li?-n it 
much more ;power of fixing their· studies on would be best to have an exaniination with 
principle and not on grounds of advantage. certain compulsory 'subjects, hut with more 
The parent cannot in£1.uence the University so optional subjects, giving them th€5 complete 
much as he can the school. option of taking up any subjects they like ? 

53,516. The Civil Service Commissioners -There again I find it very difficult to 
have been able to disregard the protests o£ answer because I do not quite know what 
some Universities. After all, there are 17 you are aiming at, whether you are· aiming 
UniYersities in the United Kingdom, and they at getting the ablest and most generally 
have paid much more deference to some than educated man or at getting a specialist. 
to others. Do you think it would be possible . 53,526. Take, for instance, specialisation 
so to fashion the examination as to relate it in classics; that is not of so much importance 
closely with the normal working of the par- to the Civil Servant in India; but History, 
ticular type of school that they consider best ? Economics, Political Economy, and certain 
-I think you would find there would be con- other subjects are valuable and might be 
siderable popular discussion and outcry. made compulsory, the other subjects 'being 

· 53-,517. But it can be done i£ you face left optional ?-I can imagine there are certain 
that?-Yes, it could be done then. subjects which might be made compulsory. 

53,518. So that the difficulties you antici- That is the old question o£ the technical as. 
pate are rather of popular outcry and not against the liberal education. 
educational difficulties ?-The two to a certain 53,527. I do not want to do away with a 
extent go together. It is very difficult for liberal education, but would not you secure that 
certain schools to teach certain subjects; there liberal education by making certain subjects 
are a large number o£ schools which would compulsory, leaving other subjects optional? 
find it verv difficult to teach Greek, and yet ~I think that might be done. It would be 
they woulci say they ought to have a fair something like the Foreign Office system, 
chance for their scholars. which works well. In the Foreign Office 

53,519. (1\fr. Chaubal.) I think you said in the' general subjects, History, Political 
answer to the Chairman that in order to safe- Economy, and Classics count for marks, but 
guard against any slackness in the probationary any candidate who wishes to enter the 
course there might be examinations during Foreign Office must take Modem Languages. 
the three years ?--1 think that would be one 53,528. Have you formed any opinion as 
of the most effective safeguards. to whether residence in or about London 

53,520. In that case do not you think would be better for candidates who are study
there would be too many examinations? First ing Law or who are preparing for the judicial 
there would be the competitive examination. branch of the service than residence in 
Then the three examinations during the pro- Oxford ?-It is clear that if you want a candi
bationary course, and then there are two_ date to frequent the courts and hear cases 
Departmental examinations in India ?-I think actually tried residence in London bas .an 
half a dozen examinations would be a very advantage. As regards teaching the prin
large number and a most intolerable burden. ciples of Law, probably Oxford would have an 

53,521. But at the same time you think it advantage. 
woulcl not be possil)le to have only one 53,529. CAl?·. Gokhale.) Have you l1ad any 
examination at the end of three years ?-I experience o£ any Government of India 
would not say impossible. scholars at Oxford ?-I have. heard of them, 

0 20028 c 
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but I really ·know nothi:p.g about them; They 
have not come under. my notice. , · · 

· 53,530. _(Mr. $ly.) Y.,T e have had a certaip. 
· amount of evidence: to the effect that 'the 
quality. ·of the candidates accepting the 
Indian Civil Service during recent years has 

"deteriorated,· that there• is a· much stronger 
preference for · the Home Civil Service 
than for. the· Indian Civil Service. Is. that· 
eVidence beirne out· -by ·your experience in 
Oxford ?.-:-My strong impression is that in the 
last few years the· award has gone lower down 
.the list ; men who 'stood lower on the list have 
got in because tl?-e ·pl~ces were not filled ,by 
men higher on the list. A ·very Jew y-ears: ago· 
r should.· have said that the ·Indian Civil 
Service• ·was- secw:ing quite as good men as 
ever, and I think the men. at the . top are still 
very good. 

53,531. C~n you tell us any special .reasons 
why th~ Indian Civil Service is' not so popular 
as it was ?-My belief is that there are two or 
three causes which might conduce to it. The 
-Home Civil Service has become more attractive ; 
there are'·more official·appointments at home 
and men ·from. the Civil Service get drafted 
into them. Also I think the Indian Civil 
Service· has been more criticised 'both at home 
and abroad. 

, 53,532. Is the ··question . of monetary 
prospects a factor in the consideration ?-I do 
not think I could speak with. much precision 
. on that. For instance, I do not know anything 
about the standard of living or the variation 
of priqes in _India, hnt I think men come home 
more, and l a~ inclined to think more of 
them marry, · 

53,533. I wanted· to . know ·whether you 
could tell ~s from your experience what were 
the considerations :which actually entered into 
the mind of the candidate in refraining from 
going out to India?-It is the same list for 
the Hq¥1e Service and the. Indian Service, and 
I think the larger nuniber of persons put down 
their names for both, but there al·e fewer who 
put India fir,st. . The reason of that I- believe 
·is piu'tly that t.lie Home Civil Service is more 
:attractive; there al·e more openings in it and 
from it; :and partly that the Indian Civil 
Service has, .been more criticised and has also 
become rather expensive. There are a large 
number of. persons who cannot get into the 
Home Civil Seryice and are. very glad indeed 
to go to India. The persons who go in for the 
Oivil Service are genei'ally_persons who go in 
·to find a living. . Every now and then we still 
have person~ w~:o prefer India. 

53,534. We have had a certain amount of 
evidence to. the effect that the academical 

-qualifications of the· successful. candidates are 
perhaps lower than they used to be, that there 
are not so many first-class men or men who 

·who· have earned university. prizes. Is that 
the case or not ?-~fy impression is that that 
is so, taking them all down the list. You still 

·get ver~ good and b.rilliant men, but you get 
more without such distinctions. ·. 

53,535. We have also heard the criticis-ms 
t~a~ the ~resjj_nt examination for the Indian 
Civil Service Is rather run on the lines 0 £. a 
test. of me!llory than of the thinking powers 
of a candidate, that as a test of intellectual 
ability it is not of the same standard as the 
e;x:amination foi· the Final Honours of a Univer
sity ?-I have never examined and I cart only 
go b:y what I have heard and observed o£ the 
·candidates who succeed. I think it is so to 
some extent, but my opinion is not of much 
v11h1e on that point. 

1 
53,536. (Mr, M~d~e.) You have practically 

accepted all the opmwns of the Joint Memo
an dum of yom Committee, but I should like to 
have it plainly whether you individually think 
the present system is better than any Dther 
likely to be devised, for each and all of the 
reasons you have given in your Memorandum. 
Do you accept those reasons in youx Memo-
randum ?-Yes. · 

· 53,537. (Mr; ~4bdur Rahim.) Your.Honours 
Degree in Law is B.C.L., is it not?-Yes. 
The system at Oxford is that everyone takes a 
degree in Arts. First of all the B.A., and 
then if he likes the M.A. After that he may 
take further degrees in Theology Law or 
Medicine. The degrees in Law ar~ Bachelor 
.of .Law and Doctor. o£ Law-:-::-B.C.L .. and 
D.C.L. . . 

53,53·8. In the B.C.L. I think you assign 
very large importance to Roman Civil Law? 
-Although I have the. Honorary Degree of 
Doctor of Law I am rather a fraud in that 
respect. 

53,539. It is different .frpm the education 
given by the . Council o£ Legal Education at 
the Inns of dourt ; they teach more of the 
principles o~ English Law than you do at 
Oxford,· you at Oxford proceeding more on 
Roman Law ?-There are two different things. 
There is the ordinary Law School, the School 
of Jurisprudence, which is crowned by the 
B.A. 'fhe candidate for the ordinary School 
of Law has first of all to pass Responsions 
in which he' takes Greek, Latin, and Mathe~ 
matics; then .he has to pass what is called 
Pass Moderations, which is a fm'ther Classical 
examination, .or ' go in for' a preliminary 
examination in Law, in which he takes some 
History, some Roman Law, and some Logic ; 
and then he takes tbe Final examination in 
Law, in which, I think, he again takes some 
Roman Law. He certainly takes the princi
ples of English Law. On the strength of 
that he gets a Fii'st, Second, Third, or Fourth 
Class, and the B.A. Degree. He specialises 
if he wishes to take the B.C.L. examination 
and takes the Examination in Law only. 

53,540. Can you tell us what place is 
assigned to the study of Equity or Common 
Law ?-L should not like to attempt to tell 
you exactly what place is taken, but you would 
certainly find a very considerable place is taken 
by these. Books again like Maine's Ancient 
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Daw and Constitutional Law and International 
Law· are l"equired.' . 

53,541. (Sir Valentine Ohi1·ol.) The sug
gestions you have very kindly placed_ befo_re 
us are mainly based, I take it, upon the .value 
of different forms of examination for English 
candidates for the Indian Civil. Service ?~ 
Yes. 

53,542. You have not taken into considera
tion the question of their effect on natives of 
India who are candidates ?-No. 

53,543. Have you yourself come in contact 
much with Indians in Oxford who have com
peted at the ·examination ?:-rrhere are very 
few, I think, and I have not come across 
them. . ,· 

53,544. (Sir },furrg,y Hamrnick.) Dtiring 
the period when candidates came up_ at the 
young age, froin 1878 to 1891, do you know 
whether the proportion~ of candidates who 
came from crammers was larger .thari it is 
now ? -I should think the proportion of those 
who' spent a considerable time at cranriners 
and did not merely take the cramme:J; side 
by side with or in addition to another training' 
was undoubtedly larger. . 

53,545·: That is to say the number of 
candidates who spend a whole year or perhaps 
more at a crammer's exclusively was larger 
during that young age than it is· now ?-That 
would be my impression. . 

53,546. (Ohairmart.) I may take it gene
rally from your answers that, if it is found 
in the interest of Indi.1 that the age of recruit
ment should be reduced, and that· there should 
be a longer probationary period, the Unher-: 
sity of Oxford would. be lik:ely to do what 
they could to assist in' affording the necessary 
facilities?-Yes, I think so .. I£ I may offer 
a very general expression. of opinion at 'the 
end I would say this. I silppose your object 
is to get · the best men !or. yom; purpose .. :· · It 
is largely a question of the selection of men 
-\vith natiual gifts. · · ·. . . . . 

53,547. rrhe best men, and men best 
trained in particular subjects?-You . want 
first of all the best natui·al material, ~nd then 
you want to get them' out at the right age, 
and you want .. to get them· out . properly 
prepared for the life they find there. · 

53,548. And for that life and career thiy 
m-i1st be particularly well trained in, particular 
subject& ?-0£ comse I do not feel able to 
judge exactly what the training· should. be, or 

what the age shoW.d be .. I .have no opinion as 
to whether a young man going out at 25 would 
command~more respect and hold his own better, 
or whether his health would be likely to be 
better, or whether, generally, he would be 
more suited than a younger man, but what I 
thirik .I cari inform you about is as to yom· 
getting the best natural material. I think if 
you selected your candidates at 19 from schools 
it would be more of a lottery-what Sydney 
Smi_th called, in. connec~ion.,, with ·the English 
Church, " prizes and blanks·" ; you will get 
one boy who is exceedingly brilliant; and who, 
perhaps, has not found out how: clever he is, 
and who .is permitted, .without. a .very great 
deal of knowledge of the Indian Civil Service, 
to.go into that Service, or·whofie ·parents send 
him into it ; but, on the other hand, you will 
lose a con~iderable number of boys of very 
good ability who will say, "I am not going to 
" make np. my 1nind to go out to India; I 
" want to go to Oxford or Cambridge because 
"'I may -become. 'L'ord Qhancell6r or Prime 
" Minister." A great :n;:ianJ' wo:rild not choose 
at once, and there!ore as they stand out you 
will get a considerable nuinbei:-o£ less· able 
boys. After these boys have· gone to Oxford 
or Cambriqge and :gone. · throvgh , the mill 
there, ~nd.·compared ~hemselves not only with 
their own :immediate· 'friends· from their own 
s~hool, but ~ith all, the boy~ .. from ;Enghi:n·~, 
Sco~1an.d, an,d the .Ji:mpir~, then they sy~ what 
t~ey can do .a:u_d wha~ t~~y ca:r;tnot :do;.·.~nd, y'Oli 
~Ill get a better average a:q.d a:lso men· mo:re 
tried,· men who. ~~e n;ot going to'break dPWA jr~ 
the. -yvay unti:ie.~. sc}l~r?l?oys .may: of~en ·break 
dc;nv:J?.. Therefore; I t4ink OIJ. the w~10le~.Y()ti 
get a be~ter and m()re qerta:in_ average .. .'1iqu 
may miss a _'ninnb~r of bi'illia~t "bqys, _btit,_pn 
the 6ther .hand, ·you' .will miss a n:uinber .-9~ 
f~ilures. The1~ js gr~at. 4J~qu1ty_i~. 1~j:;ran@,ng 
tlie e~aminatiOJ?. .. , If. y<)u: _fiD;d .. it ,Ii~c·ess~ry, 
although w~ think it difficult, ~-e h~ve, I hope; 
a·stro~g. sense of p~'tbli~.Auty an,d, .we .. s~all;d.<? 
<;>ur best. .· Vfe shall, however, b~ hampere¢1.· by 
a var~ety of coriside~~tio!HV~n_d: ~~ w;ill ,ii6t_ be 
possible for' tis to do ' 1m6re .. than . a .d~i'ta~:q. 
a!llOli:D.t, bu,t we will do' all.:We. <ran. In'' C<;J:il
<;lusi'on, I :wish to say ~at I 3;ffi.really n<:>t ap: 
expe:rt. in the matter. in,. tll~. sense" tha~ 'th~ 
Master of Balliol_ i~. f . : .'. .. . . .,' , ,- , . . :. . 

(The witness,withdrew.) : · ;! · 
(Adjourned to: to-~ot~~~ ·~(ro·~so ,a.ni) ·-.: 

,. 
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At 12, ·Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W. 
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FIFTY-SEVENTH "DAY. 

PitESENT: 

. 'fHE RIGHT HoN. THE LoRD ISLINGTON, G.G.M.G., n.s.o. (Chairman). 

TnE EARL oF RoNALDSHA.Y, M.P. 
SIR MuRRAY HAMMIOK, K;.o.s.I., c.I.E. 
Sm THEODORE MoRISON, K.c~I.E. 

" SIR vALENTiNE CHIROL. 
MAH.ADEV BHASKAR CiiA.uBAL, EsQ., ·o.s.I. 

Annun RAHIM, EsQ. 
GoPAL KRISHNA GoKHALE, EsQ., o.I.E. 
·wALTER CuLLEY MADGE, EsQ., o.I.E. 
Fn.rnK GEORGE SLY, EsQ., o.s.r. 

· HERBERT ALBERT LAuRENs FISHER, EsQ. 

M. S. D. BuTLER, EsQ., o.v.o., c. I.E. (Joint Sec1•eta?·y). 
\ 

ST.ANLE~ LEATHES, Esq., O.B., called and examined. 

53,549. (Chairman.) We have asked you guide. There was a period, from 1878 to 
to come before us this morning to give u~ the 1892, when the age limits were 17 to 19, and 
be11efit of your advice with regard to certain then you got for a somewhat smaller nmnber 
evidence which we have received in India. of vacancies a field very similar to the field at 
You have had a list sent to you of the questions present so far as numbers are concerned. As 
which we wish to put to yon. They range to quality, I have not endeavoured to examine 
themselves under three heads, and relate to that, but as far as numbers go the fielcl was 
the appropriate age limits for the competitive quite adequate, ranging from 230 to 66, but 
examination, the advantages of an extended in the latter case there were only 13 vacancies 
period of probation, with alterations in the offered.· There were always four or five times 
curriculum ; and matters of a general charaCter: as many· candidates. as there were vacancies. 
CoUld you first tell us what your opinion is Then, supposing you nre going to choose your 
regarding the suggestion that the age for candidates at the age o£ 18 or 19, at the time 
appearing in the open competitive examination when they leave school, I should like to say 
for the Indian Civil Service should be lowered, first that I should be averse from making the 
so as to secure boys at the school-leaving age? maximum age much more than 19. It is 
.-First of all, it appears to me that the reasons undesirable, I think, that candidates should 
for making such a change are such that you be encouraged to compete after they would 
would be better judges o£ them than I am. naturally have left school. That makes it 
If the Commission finally come to the conclusion almost inevj table that they should go to special 
that itis highly desirable men should go out places o£ preparation, and that will introduce 
earlier to India than they do at present, and the element of cramming all through the 
that they should have a more protracted competition and will affect other candidates 
training before they go out, then I think that as well as the older ones; they will all feel 
the school-leaving age is the. best age that can that, unless they are specially crammed, they 
he chosen. 0£ course, it is a leap in the will not have any chance, and that would tend 
dark to a large extent to ""tower the age!or to make them leave school. 
e'ii:'iij. It is difficult to form any certain 53,552. You consider 17 to 19 preferable 
opinion as to whether the competition at the to 18 to 20 ?-I should be inclined to say 18 to 
school-leaving age for the Indian Civil Service 19 if you could have it. I would rather have 
would be attractive to schoolboys. On the two competitions in the year than spread it 
whole I should think it would be, that you over two whole years. I£ you only give them 
ought to get a good field, but of course one one chance it makes it a little hazardous, but 
cannot speak positively about that, and I feel a if you have two competitions, one at the 
certain doubt. beginning of the year and one in the middle 

53,550. You are putting in, are you not, a of the year, I think you could give them all 
Returnli! showing the number o£ candidates two chances. Otherwise I think I should 
who now appear in England, and who make it 17tto 19t, if you want one competition 
appeared during the years prior to 1892 ?- only in the vear. 
Yes. I have £gures for all the years. 53,553. Seventeen and a hal£ to 19i with 

53,551. So that you have that to work upon one competition and 18 to 19 with two 
as a precedent?__:_ Yes. Of course, the con- Yes. 
ditions have changed very much since that 53,554. Of the two you prefer the 18 to 19 
tim~, but still they are to a ·certain extent a with two competitions ?--Slightly. I do not 

think there is very much in it. It might not 
• Vide Appendix No. IV. be convenient, especially if you are going to 
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hold concurrent competitions in India, to have Public Schools is that a boy who is ~orking 
two competitions in the year. for a Scholarship is allowed to drop other 

53,555. Would it add gt·eatly to the subjects in order to spend ·most o£ his.time 
expense ?-I suppose it would very nearly on the subject he is going to present for the 
double that part of the expense. I ought to Scholarship Examination. .All that would be 
say that it is obviously more difficult to decide ·necessary is that he should· not be allowed to 
between the merits o£ candidates by open give up .the other subjects thought desirable 
competitive tests at the earlier rather than the for his general training. . 
maturer age. At 22 or 23 the man is more 53,559. So that I take it you would agree 
formed, and I fancy the results of. the open to model the Indian Civil Service Examination 
competition are more certain at the later age on :the Scholarship Examinations. of .Oxford 
than at the earlier one. That is an objection and Cambridge with certain modifications?
which you have to weigh. · Yes, with changes which I think might very 

53,556. The fact that all the candidates properly be introduced into their Scholarship 
would be in the same position and of the same Examinations, but that is of course a matter 
~tge would to a certain extent modify that?- for the colleges. 
To a certain extent, but some boys develop 53,560. Should the Examination contain 
more rapidly than others and do not go on so a number of subjects all optional, the only 
fast afterwards. You might get a few brilliant limitation to the candidate's freedom of choice 
boys who did not turn out t<? be such brilliant being contained in the provision that the 
men: By the time the age of 22 or 23 is maximum number of marks which can be 
reached the intellectual capacities can be obtained from the subjects chosen shall not 
regarded as in a sense complete, fully deve- exceed a specified amount ?-That would of 

, loped. ·course be an Examination very much like the 
53,557. Can you tell ns what you think present one. It is practically the principle on 

should be the character of an open competitive which the present Examination is held. All . 
examination designed for boys of schoolleav- the subjects are optional, even English is not 
ing age? You will see our questions are compulsory, although all the candidates take 
ranged under (a), (b); and (e), and we will English, and there. is a maximum number 
take (a.) first. Should the examination approxi- which they can obtain. I do not think that is a 
'mate to the Scholarship Exa].ninations of proper examination {or school boys, and! do 
Oxford and Cambridge ?-I do not quite like not know that I think it is very good for 
the Scholarship Examinations of Oxford and University candidates. It is not in my opinion 
Cambridge for this purpose, because they are desirable when making a fresh start to adopt 
so pnrely specialised. The Scholarship Exami- that plan. 
nations of Oxford and Cambridge, so far as I 53,561. You would prefer, perhaps, that 
know them, include an examination in English, the Examination should be one in which the 
and sometime::! an examination ·in general options are classified in groups, according to 
knowledge, and just one University subject, their affinities, and the candidate's liberty of 
either the classical languages, with a little choice is confined to selecting a certain group? 
history and literature, or mathematics, or -Subject to what I have said already, that 
science. It seems desirable that, if you are there should be certain subjects which every
going to get these boys as thoroughly trained . body should take, I think that would be a 
as you can, there should be some element in the very good plan. You could have a group for 
test beyond the subject iri. which the boys have the classical languages, their history and 
specialised. I should like, for instance, to s0e literature ; modern languages with their 
English compulsory on all candidates, and made history and literature ; and another for mathe- · 
more elaborate than it is in the Scholarship matics and science. I think possibly it w:ould 
Examinations of Oxford and Cambridge. I be necessary to allow a little more latitude. 
think they all ought to do a little mathematics, You migh~ find a boy who was good at both 
not necessarily to qualify, but so that the people modern languages and mathematics, and you 
who could not do mathematics would be at a should provide for that if possible. 
disadvantage. I should also like all candi- 53,562. I understand you would.like to 
elates, whether they present mathematics, or see a modern language made compulsory on 
science, or history, to present at least one all ?-A foreign language; ·I see no reason 
foreign language for examination ; they wonld why it should not be Latin. · 
not necessarily have to qualify in it, but they . 53,563. A foreign language, not modern? 
would lose marks i£ they did not show a -Not necessarily modern. I think a foreign 
certain amount of proficiency. language is part of the desirable mental train-

53 558. Would your proposal run counter ing at sch0ol. It is not only a useful thing in 
in any way to the re~ular curriculum of the itself, but it also assi~ts training in the nath·e 
Puhlie Schools ?-I thmk you would have to language of the candidate. 
ask the schoolmasters about that, and you 53,564. vVould you be able to go a stage 
will probably get very various o:pinions,. On further and gi\:e us the bez:tefit ?£ your advice 
the whole I think it could qmte eas1ly be as to the partwular classdicatwn of groups 
adapted to the curriculum .of t~1e Public which you would recomm~ncr?-That is ~bout 
Schools. What happens, as I unngme, at the as near as I could get It. I should hke to 
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have the chissica.I languages with their his- inspected by the Board of Education. 
torY and literature 'as one group, two modern 53,567: D? many candidates conie up for 
languages with their' ·history and literature· as the exammat10n now, who have had theii· 
another grou:p, mathematics and science as a education in places other than in England?
'third group, and then perhaps a some,vhat I should rather doubt it. There would be 
1niscelhineous group inclu.ding some math~- n? great injustice· in neglecting such can
matics arid one or two· options, perhaps another d1dates. · 
language ·and English 'history or European 53,568. So that such a scheme as you out
history or something of that kind. It is a line would not substantially limit the field of 
·mattel' which wciuld require very ·careful selection ?-I do riot thirik so. There would 
thought ·and adjustment, and I cannot do be some little difficulty, no doubt, when you 
more than ou.t1ine what I have in m'ind.' I got outside England, when you·weut to Scot
think yoU. could do with four grou:ps, one of land or· vVales or Ireland, and . you would . 
which would be' a little more miscellaneous probably have to apply tests slightly different. 
than :the.' others. ·It is important that all the. There might be a school, which was just on 
studies 1 shou1d have a bearing on each other, the border line, and you were in doubt whether 
that all the subjects in any one group should it should be on the list of recognised schools 
have' a bearing on. each other. · · · · · · · or not, but I think in such a c'ase one would 
· · 53,565. Would such an ~xamination,.framed give the school as far as possible the bene'fit 
.on the lines you: indicate, be equally apprO'- of the doubt. If it appeared to be suitable 
priate to bojrs coming up from the Seconda:i·y for preparing candidates up to the end of the 
Sch6o1s as to ·boys coming up from the Public full Secondary School course, then put it 
.Schools?~! think so, but of comse there is a on the list rather than leave it out. I see 
great de·al of variety in the ·Secondary Schools. difficulties, and this of course is merely ten
Judging froiu: ·our ~'experience, I think the tative at present, and I naturally have not 
Secondary Schools· which keep boys up to worked it out to see if it could actually be 
18 or' 19 could verv well fall in with that put .in practice, but I believe it could1 and I 
.syllabus .. · • think it w.onld be very desirable. Y ott have 

53,566. Coi1ld you suggest any regulations the great advantage in starting afresh that 
to ensme that the candidates had followed a you would not be injuring anybody's private 
school course and'had not be(m prepared by a . interest; you would not be shutting up a 
crammer ?-I almost think we are prepared to cramming establishment, which had been 
do that now. If 'the question had been put maintaining anum ber of people for many years 
to me 10 years ago I should have said that past; you would be simply preventing such 
it was probably impossible, but now I am establishments from arising in the future. 
inclined to think that you might . require a Q.;3,569. You think that would effectually 
certificate, in the case of each candidate, stopcramming?-I do not say that you would 
from his schoolmaster that he had· attended a not get a little cramming in the schools, but I 
Secondary Sc;:hciol course, that he had attended t~ink that is very much less deleterious than 
the regular school course of the school, and the regular cramming establishments, which 
that he· had. ·:not· been following a speci::tl devote themselves entirely to intellectual 
course of preparation for this examination. preparation, and pay little attention to the 
If would · oe an ~nnovation t~ require any- general behaviour and life of the boy. . 
thing of that sort, but I think it is a very 53,570. I suppose the cramming in the 
desirable innbvation. I do not see why you schools would not be .any greater than the 
should not require that they should stay at cramming there might be for the Scholarship 
school until they come up· for the examination, · Examinati.ons ?~No.. I should think the 
actually b~ing in the school. That of course examination would have to be carefUlly 
woUld hnply that ·you l1acl a list of schools ·adjusted so as not to encourage cramming. 
from which you could take such a certificate, Some subjects do encourage cramming, while 
a list of recognised schools. The first test in others dd not, and I should try and bring the 
fanning such a list ofrecognised schools would latter more to the front. 
be that they had been inspected by the 53,571. To what extent should a rigorous 
Board o£ Education and recognised as efficient test of character and ·a scrutiny o£ the school 

·Secondary Schools suitable for training can- i·ecord be combined with the competitive 
didates up to the· higher ,Secondary Sch9ol examination ? ·we have had a great deal of 
age. Any school which 'satisfied that test rather· theoretical evidence on this, but we 
should be put on the list. Then there might· should like to know whether anything coul<l 
be a certain n~mber of schools o£ high repute be done o£ a practical character?-! have l~ad 
which are not inspected by the Board of to think a good deal about that m ronnectwn 
Education. It would be pretty easy to make with the otl1er Commission on the !fame 
out a list of.such schools, such as Eton. It is Civil Service, and after thinking o£ 1t !or 
rather difficult to remember which schools have nearly a year I have come to the concluswn 
been inspected by the Board of Education, that it really cannot be done. The only way 
but Harrow and Rugby have been, and l such a record could be brought into a com
daresay a good many others. I should not petititiye examination would be by as~igni?g 
be surprised if all o£ them ·by and by were a certmp. number of marks for good or mferwr 
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m' bad conduct, not so bad as to require 
t•ejection. .Now,· that'· in 'the first place is 
subject to the. objection that schoolmasters 
vary very much in the tests which they apply. 
Some of the schoolmasters would give their 
boys very good characters unless there was 
something very grave against · tliem. ; others 
would tot~l up every s~ight offence and ded,uct 
marks accordingly. 'l think you .would get a 
great · diversity· of standards. Then I £eel 
a ve11y great deal of difficulty in publishing 
any such marks. If you give a boy. ·full 
marks for conduct· there is ·no harm in it, but 
supposing you only give him 20 per cent.; 
and publish that in an ·official table, it may 
damage his prospeCts for quite a time and'he 
will have to live it down. · That notion does 
not commenditsel£ to me at all. It is· a very 
plalisible, and at :first· sight a ·very attractive, 
idea, but the more you think about it; the 
niore i'rilpossible it seems. ' · 

53,572 . .So that you have . come to the 
conclusion that, as applied to this or any other 
Service',·however'good it is in theory, it is more 
than difficult td put into practice ?-I think so. 
· · 53,573. Are · you of opinion that the 

accurac'y ·of the result o£ an examtnation· as 
a test of intellectual promise is affected by the 
number of candidates who appear for it? If 
so, do you anticipate tb:at an examination at 
the age suggested will be exposed to a danger 

·o£ this kind, and how would you obviate it 
should the' case arise ?-No doubt the smaller 
the examination the more accurate it can be 
imtde. I£. the Jiuniber' of cartdidates were ·very 
small, and the number of places·- very Small, 
you might do without ·marks altogether, and 
ju:st put the:tn in order, but I think the public 
requires· marks. . I· do not think 'the public 
would be satisfied if· we merely put 'the men 
in order of merit, and s'aid that· the ·first 50 
were successful. When you get to a largish 
mimber, anything over 20, marks, are no 
doubt necessary in: order to bring them out 'in 
a· definite order: ·The larger the numbers the 
more mechanical the examination is ·likely to 
be. I do not know that I can- exactly give 
figui·es, but I should say anything above 200 
was getting cumbrous, and that no examiner 
could be expected to preserve a ·yery lively 
appreciation of the varying 'merits o£ · his 
different candidates, if he was looking forward 
to examining anything like 500 candidates. 

53,57 4. What is the 1argest number you 
have ever had in a Civil Service examination? 
-We have had nearly 2,000 in the Second Divi
sion. 'rhe Class I. examination is about 200..to 
250, and that is fully big, and may account for 
some of the occasional results, which do not 
really correspond, so far as one can ascertain, 
with the merits of the candidates. Sometimes 
you :find a really brilliant man who comes out 
quite low down; either he has been fatigued 
by the length of the examination, or the 
examiners have been fatigued by the· number 
of papers they have had to look over. · 

53,575. Looking at it broadly, do you 

regard it as important to ensure the effective
ness of the examination that there should be a 
limit as against an unreasonable number or 
an extensive number ?:_I think it is .desirable. 
It is rather difficult to suggest ·any plan by 
which the number could be ·Jiinited, and I 
suppose that is what you are really working 
towards. · I do not think a p1;elimit1ary ·exam
ination would have a good eff.ect .. There used 
to be a preliminary examination: for the Army. 
By .thinning out candidates'. in ·that way ,you 
would often leave ·out som:e o£ the best.-·· There 
a:re one or two· things which have ·occurred'to · 

·me which might, perhaps, make the examina-
tion ·a rather more exhaustive 'test. It has 
often been suggested and seriously considered 
whether some .sort 6f · P,hysical· test ·should ·not 
be applied. Although ·I have never 'tl'iecl to 
draw· 11p rriles fol' · a physical examination 
1 should have thought· it ·would be quite 
p'ossible to hold a physical' examination and 
give each ··'candidate 111arks ·for· · physical 
excellence~ I was reading a proposal a day or 
two ago· for competitions in 'ridirig, running-, 
walking, swimming; and so forth, b'llt 'those 
seemed to me rather undesirable.· Then· I saw 
the late Dr. Sir Andrew Clark had drawn: up 
a table of marks that he was going to give for 
various ·physical qualities. I' put ·aside· that· 
table as worthless when I saw·h.e was going to 
give more marks to the ·man who was 6 ·ft. 
4 ins. than to the· man who was·· 5 ft; 10· iris. 
You might have to take off a few marks fot a 
mim:·who was- excessively tall· or a n1an who • 
'vas excessively small. :what you·wouldTeally 
have tQ go for would be· good proportions and 
good development throughout. ··I should think 
a good' board ·of· doctorS' ought td be able to 
mark the ca;ndiclates from the point of view of 
physical' excellence, and also from the point of 
view of accuracy of correlation ·of the limbs 
with' the senses: · It should· be possible · :to 
devise .tests 'for that purpose;' ··If you gave 
some of· the marks in that ·way .it would to' a 
certain exterit iniprove the results.· A man 
with a good body ae well' j as ·a good mind is 
'better for this' purpose than the. man who has 
only a good mind. Moreover, there' is a 
danger,· if 'you· are opening ·up co1npetition to 

. the· Whole. W0rld in this' way, of getting·in ·a 
certain· number o£ people who have not been 
brought u:p in' a really good environment, arid 
therefore are not reaUy·-vei'Y well·developed, 
and ·are likely, possibly, to break dow~ later, 
or not to retain their full. physical vigour 
through the whole course o£ their time~ · · 

53,576. What you have been indicating 
with regard to the physical examination is 
quite distinct from the medical examination? 
-Yes, but it might be combined with it. 

53,577. But they are two quite distinct 
things?-Yes. 

5~~,578. A man might pass all the medical 
tests?-Yes, and still get rather· few marks. 
He m,ay be sound, but not a :fine physical . 
being.· Then I -think a 'Vi-vt£ voce exami-

. nation is desirable, and · I should assign 
04 
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a certain proportion of marks to that. I 
should have the boy examined partly in a 
subject which he chose to be examined in
one of his school subjects. 

53,579. How much viva voce ha,·e you now 
in the examination ?-Nothing except in 'the 
foreign languages. You may say that the 
practical tests in science are in effect viva voce 
examinations. 

53,580. What subjects would you suggest 
might profitably be dealt with in that way?
I should say that a candidate might ask to 
have a viva voce examination .in such subjects 
as he was presenting for the examination. He 
might like to be. examined in classical litera-· 
ture or French or German literature or in 
mathematics or science or history, and we 
would make arrangements accordingljr. About 
half the time might be spent iri cross-examining 
him on things of ordinary knowledge that 
~very schoolboy ought to know, in generally 
ascertaining his alertnee::s and mental efficiency. 

.. . 53,581. An examination such as they have 
in the Navy, only on a wider scale ?-Yes, but 
I should give definite marks. The examina
tionfor the Navy is intended to exclude people 
who are. thought to be unfit. That I should 
not aspire to do. I think you might give the 

,people, who made a good show, an advantage, 
and those who made a bad show a dis!itdvan
tage. . 
. 53,582. A certain number of marks ?-
Yes. 

53,583. I.E you introduced that into the 
examination it would make it more or less 
essential to have a certain limit to the 
numbers ?-It wquld, certainly. I thought 
if these things were . introduced, and the 
numbers turned out to be very large, one 
might have the. written examination of the 
candidates first, and bring them out in order 
of merit, and say that the first 200 or the 
.first 150 should be subjected to the physical 
examination and the viva voce examination. 

53,584. And cast the rest?-Yes. Suppos
ing you have 50 places to :fill, and 150 were 
subjected to these tests, I think practical 
jul::!tice would be done. 

53_,585. I gather from what you have said 
that you suggest there should . be a general 
vi~'a voce examination . on common sense and 
powers of observation, and that there should 
be compulsory on all candidates a viva voce 
examination on optional subjects?-Yes, some-

. thing which the candidate chooses. The 
· difficulty would be that you would have to 
have somebody there all the time to regulate 
the examination and to see that the different 
subjects were treated in similarways, someone 
representing the Civil Service Commissioners, 
probably two people. The other examiners 
would come on different days, a~d the exami
nation would be conducted accordingly. 

53,586. Would that necessitate more 
examiners ?-You would have to increase the 
amount o£ work of the examiners. Possibly 
the same examiner could do the viva voce who 

did tho written papers. It would certainly 
increase the cost, but not, I should say, by a 
very great sum. 

53,587. That practically exhausts all the 
questions I want to ask you on the open com
petitive examination, and I will go on to the 
probationary period. Supposing the age for 
the competitive examination is reduced, would 
it be possible to frame a curriculum for 
Indian Civil Service probationers, extending 
over three years and calculated to give them 
a good general knowledge of law, a ground
ing in one classical and in one vernacular 
language, and some knowledge of Political 
Economy; Indian .History, and Indian Soci
ology ?-I should think it ought certainly to 
be possible. The difficulty would be to give 
the course any unity. I should be inclined to 
think you would group all your subjects 
round Indian history, making that the back
bone of the whole thing and making the 
languages and law and sociology to fit into 
that. . It would have to be very carefully 
framed, but I see no reason why it should not 
be made a good educational course. You 
might have some European history also, 
because it is not desirable to concentrate 
entirely upon India; it is desirable to have 
some standards for comparison. 0£ course, 
that would require extremely careful considera
tion, but I do not see why it should not be 
made a good course. With regard to law, I 
do not know how you thought of treating that. 
I should have thought th~t there again Indian 
law, if there is any single Indian system of law 
or mass of Indian law, might be made the sub
ject matter for a general theoretical teaching 
of law, and that European law and Roman law 
and so forth should only be brought in as 
illustrative material : that Indian law should 
really be the basis of the whole instruction. 
That, of cour-se, is only a suggestion. . 

53,588. Do you think it probable .that the 
approved Universities, or a certain number of 
them, would establish a school of Indian 
studies upon the lines indicated and confer an 
Honours Degree upon results of an examina
tion on that cun:iculum ?-I really do not 
know. 

53,589. It is for 11s to find out from the 
Universities, you think ?-I think it is. They 
might or they might not. It would be very 
difficult to get an authoritative opinion from 
anybody about that. The only body at Cam
bridge that can decide that is the Senate, and 
you can never tell how they will vote. . 

53,590. Vvould it be possible to get the 
Universities, which make provision for teach
ing this curriculum of Indian studies, to 
conduct an examination in common tluough 
the agency of a Joint Board? If so, could 
the results of this examination be accepted 
by the Civil Service Commiss~on as . deter
mining the place of the candidates 111 the 
Service, and as a substitute for the Final 
examination ?-Are you contemplating any 
change in the Government of India Act ? 
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53,591. It might necessitate a change?
I think it very likely would. If you are going 
to change the Government o£ India Act that 
would make a difference. As the Act now 
runs, I believe it would ge necessary that the 
results o£ such an examination should be the 
results o£ the Civil Service Commission. We 
should have to be represented on it in such a 
manner that we could regard such an exami
nation as our examination. · · 

53,592. I suppose that would be the diffi
culty in regard to the Universities ?--I think 
it would be. I think that if we retained 
our present functions, it would be necessary 
that the Civil Service Commission should be 
effectively represented on such a Board, that 
there should be somebody there who could 
say with authority that whatever was suggested 
either did or did not suit our purposes. vVe 
should have to have a veto or deciding voice to a 
certain extent. But apart from that, no doubt 
we should be able to accept the actual marking 
o£ the papers, provided we thought all the 
anangements were such as we could approve. 
As the Act at present stands I doubt whether 
we could accept the results o£ such a Joint 
Board. . 

53,593. The Act lays it down that the 
examination must be dealt with exclusively 
by the Civil Service Commissioners ?~That 
is what it practically comes to at present. If 
you are thinking of legislation it ought to be 
easy enough to frame legislation so as to make 
that a little more elastic. 

53,594. Are you satisfied with the present 
list of approved Universities? Do you think 
the Indian Civil Service probationers should 

· be confined to residential Universities ?-The 
present list o£ approved Universities includes 
London, Oxford, Cambridge, DubUn, and four 
others, but as far as I can see no candidate 
has ever been prepared, at any rate since 1895, 
at any o£ the four others, which include the 
:four Scotch Universities. I imagine they 
have no subsidy from the India Council, and 
_that they have no teachers in the languages 
and so forth, and therefore that nobody com
pletes his probation at Glasgow, Edinburgh, 
St. Andrews, or Aberdeen. So far as the 
other Universities go they seem to perform 
their duties very satis:factorily. 

53,595. The candidates start their educa
tion at these Universities, but do not ~omplete 
it there?-Yes. They have their preliminary 
education at the Scotch Universities, but do 
not go to them for their year's probation. 
They go to the four Universities, which have 
the staff and the facilities for carrying out the 
special courses in languages, history, law, and 
so forth. 

53,596. So that really for probationary 
purposes the candidates are confined to the 
four Universities, Oxford, Cambridge, London, 
and Dublin ?--Yes, and in London it is all in 
University College. 

53,597. Do you include Manchester ?
Manchester appears in my list, but I had 

overlooked it. Manchester is recognised, but 
nobody has qeen there. With regard to the 
second part o£ the question, I think it is 
highly desirable that these young men, sup
posing you selected them at the age of about 
19, and submitted them to .a. probationary 
c.ourse, ·should go to· a residential University 
to complete their social training. I doubt 
whether they can get the same kind o£ social 
training in London ; they can get all the 
instruction, o£ course, but they do not. get 
the · life o£ the place and the moulding that 
young men exercise one on .. the other. I 
should think a resid~ntial University of very 
great advantage from that point of view. 

53,598. vVould you think it desirable to 
establish in England a . separate institution 
apart from the existing Universities ?--I am 
rather against that on the whole, but I see 
advantages in it. The members of the Service 
would get to know each other much more 
intimately and thoroughly than they do at 
present. The disadvantage I· see is that it 
might be rather narrowing. The probationers 
would not get the wide outlook that they 
would get if they went to Oxford or Cam
bridge. Another disadvantage, it may be an 
unreal one, but seems rather real to me, might 
be the falling into cliques : some people 
might be regarded as outsiders and cold
shouldered a good deal. It is very difficult to 
avoid that, I think. 
. .:.53,599. I suppose a really efficient institu~ 
tion of this character would involve great 
expense ? Very consideral;ile . expense, no 
doubt.. You will want buildings and good 
grounds and an extremely good head, the best 
head you can possibly get, ,and you would 
have to have a considerable staff o£ teachers of 
all kinds. I have not tried to estimate the 
expense,· but it would not be very small. A 
longer period of probation would be expensive 
anyhow .. If you are going tQ send 50 young 
men every year to the University for three 
years you have to give them a good deal of 
sustentatiou money, and you have to subsidise 
the Universities as to staff and so forth. It 
wi}l be expensive, but I should .think a 
separate institution would be.more expensive. 

53,600. Will it entail a considerable in
crease of staff at Universities like Oxford and 
Cambridge ?-I think it w.ould. The men 
only go now for one year, and if they went for 
three years it would mean that three times as 
much work would fall on many of the teachers: 
the langnage teachers, for instance~ 0£ course 
·in some of the subjects it ought to be possible 
to find people in the University to act as 
lecturers to the body of probationers. It 
would necessitate an increase o£ staff, but 
perhaps not a very great one. 

53,601. So that, regarded from that point 
of view, it would be much less expensive than 
the establishment of a separate institution?
I think so. You would have to think of all 
sorts o£ things, pensions atld so on, for a 
Gove1;nment institution. 
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·53, 602. Coming ,to general matters, dp you 

consider .that the combinati01~ of the .Open 
Competitive Examinat.ion for the ·llome and 
Colonial Civil Service with that of the Indian 
Civil Service is to the advantage of India?-
U:Q.der presen~ conditions I sho1;1\d say it was 
advantageous· to India. You have a joint 
co~pe.tition for three {:?ervices at present. ,A 
man who is consideri:q.g whether he will go, in 
for the competition has three .~trings to his' 
bow, and he feels that i£ he cannot get India 
he may get the Home Civil Service, or he may 
get an, Eastern cadetship. The three competi
tions working together I should say attract a 
much la:rger· field than woul(j. ·be attra:cted if 
they were. all separate, .and to that ext.ent. I. 
think it is. advantageous ~o India. · Qn the 
other hand; ,there is. no doubt that a good 
mi:l;n.t9.f ·th~, best men p~efer the.Hom~ Civil 
ServiCe~ :but· I am not sure that there y«;m do 
not get a, natural selection, :~hich is rather 
~dvaxitag~ous' tq India. The wore ~nterprising 
and '~gorous · type of .inind wou~d select the 
Wider sphere 'of work and 'go to India ~a:ther 
tha:q: stay '~';Lt home in a Government office. A 
great.niany of the men w4o come out first go 

· to the Home Civil Service, but· on the whole- I 
should say you get O'!!t of the first, 30 those 
who were most ~nxious fo~ wide. opportunith;s, 
andth~t:is the kh:td ofmen you want. If you 
a1:e; ·going to• alter· the ages, ; then y;ou' are 
run.ning on. your qwn lines, and J thin~ you 
are strong ·enough. ·You are much the strongest 
pad.of·the competition.· Youh:we rhanymore 
places to· offer than, the Hon;te Civ,iJ Service 
and the Qolonial Civil Service together~ You 
ate quite st:rong e~ough to stand alone, unless 
the· en,terpris~ of the·. b,oys .. of Engl11n,d has 
eompletely. departed. . · · · · ·. · 
· · .: 53,603. Do yo:u think it would b_13 practic-. 
able to hold the medical examination . before 
instead of after the open competitive examina
tion ?~I-thi:Q.k it.wo,uld be possible. · I ·have 
bee.n suggesting tJ~at it should be held in a 
certain way, but apart from that, i£ you keep 
the competition as, it is at present, you .could 
hold the med~cal· examination before., TJ::te 
objection is that you have to examin~ so mahy 
more people; At present yo:u only ~Xf!,lD.ine 
those who actually ;:tre suc~essful, but if you 
·held it b,efore the open corp.petition you 'Yould 
have to exami:ne everybody. 

53,604. lt has been pu,t to us that, if a 
·candidate of doubtful fitness is examined 
medically after the literary examination, 'there 
is , a possibility that he may be let through 
without quite such a strict ·scrutiny as he 
wotild have got had 'he been.' teste"d physically 
beforehand ?-I should not have said that that 
was so. If a candidate bas any doubt as 
to his fitness for this Service we allow him 
to go to our Medical Referee, who then 
reports to us anything that he may be 
anxious about, and we tell the candidate that 
we cannot pledge ourselves· as to what will 
happen in the final medical examination, but 
thflt at the time when· this report was sent in 

it appeared that his 'health was such that we 
could or could, not pass him. The candidates 
can thus find out beforehan(j. whether they are 
likely to pas·s by paying a guinea. . . 

53,6.05~ Can you tell us why it is the 
practice of the ·Civil Service Commissioners to 
employ a private medical practitioner instead 
of the ordi~1ary Board of the India Office to 
test recruits for the lndian Civil Service? 
Th~ Medical Board consists o£ two doctors 
with Indian experience. rrhey . are .officers 
who have served in India, and their duties are 
to inspect Cftndidates for the other Services, 
and they also, as you know, in,spect the Indian 
Civil Service officers when they are in England 
~n1 sick leave ?_,_There was a longish corres
pondence abotit that in the ye~u- 1883, ~nd the 
Civil Service Commissioners at that tithe came 

. to· the conclusion that to hand over their 
functions to. the Medical BoarJ at the India 
Offi,ce was. not con'sistent wl.th. the Act. I do 
not k;now, \vhether they took a very narrow 
vi'ew of the Act, but ·that was the view they 
took. Dr~ Seymour Taylor·, who does the 
work for us, and Sir Andrew Clark before 
him, and ·Dr. Orr, aU had private practice, but 
th,ey were also.tbe.recognised medical referees 
of O'Qr Board; They a:cted in all kind of ways 
for . JIS ,besides· examining th~ · lirdian Civil 
Se'l'vice men; · : · · 
· ·. 53,606. Had they In-dia~ experieiice ?~No. 
Dr. Seymour Taylor, at least, has il;ot. 

53,607. Would you say it would be an 
advantag~ to the . officer inspecting ~hese 
r!3cruits to have Indian experience ?-I could 
not 'say. I tl;link it· is an ,advantage that he 
sho11ld have priyate practice, because it keeps 
hip111p: to ,the m,ark. . A medical officer shut 
up iii the office WO\ll.cl tend, I believe, to get 
behii\d the times, but if he has private prac
tice, and hospital practice, he is bound to hear 
what is 'gqing on and to be kept acquainted 
'\vith the: 'progr11ss of medical science. The 
~·eason why the. Comm_issiqners in 1~83 did 
i10t accept the suggestiOn of the India Office 
te- . employ the Medical Board of the Ind.ia 
Office was . that they felt it was not consistent 
with the Act. . · .. 

53,608. Apart f:t·9m having to alter ~he 
Act,· did they· advance any arguments. in 
favo:ur or against it ?-No. They ~ere quite 
willing up to a certain point, but when they 
found they would. really have to give up their 
own powe~ of <;lecidipg whether a.candidate 
was meJically fit or not to the Med:tcal Board 
o£ the India Office, they came to the conclusion 
that they were not at libei'ty to' do it. . . 
· · 53,609. Could you tell us what standa~d ~s 
in force for this medical test, whether It IS 

uniform ?-It is kept uniform by always 
having the same examiner, and by the decisions 
being really the decisions of our Board. :r"he 
medical examiner reports to us and we consider 
any defects that he may have discovered in 
any of these young men, and we either :reject 
them or pass them accordingly. They reach 
a very high standard of medical fitness on the 
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whole at· that time, however they m,ay turn 
out afterwards. I can put in, if you like, the 
points;;~ on which the Medical Examiner has 
to report if you have not yet had that iu 
evidence. It is a very. thorough examinatio:q.. 
The only pointT am a little doubtful about is 
with regard to eyesight; I see in some of 
your examinations your standard of eyesight 
is. certainly more severe than ours. Ot1t view 
is that any ordinary degree of short'-sight, 
which can be fully corrected by glasses,- is not 
a disqualification unless there. is any disease 
of the eyes. I£ there is any doubt as to the 
condition of the eyes the candidate· is sent to 
an oculist, and we have ·a thoroughly .fq.ll 
report from him. Short of any disease of' the 
eye, a moderate degree of short-sight or astig
matism, whichcanbefully corrected by glasses, 
we do not consider to be a disqualification. 

53,610. Can you say why you have always 
refrained from publishing this test in. th~ 
way the Medical Board at the India Office 
publish theirs ?-The reason that we do not 
publish any test is because w·e think it is 
better not to tie our hands. We prefer to 
decide each case upon jts merits wHh the 
advice of our medical referees .. If t.he medical 
referee recommends the rejection of a. man, 
that man has .a right to go before a Board 
of three distinguished medical men chosen by 
us who report to us again, and we act .:up9n 
their opin.ion. I£ they are in doubt wegener
ally reject. We have this pape.r also which 
points. o'llt the kind of things to which we have 
regai·d.t .. It _is very difficult. to :im~ $1own on, 
paper anything which should be regarde~ as 
a fixed medical ~tandar.d~ . , . 

53,611. Apart from what you have said 
about the eye.test,. we should like to hear if 
you min, suggest any other. steps which might 
be' taken to stiffen the exi.uninatiori ?:-I really 
do not know what else .we could do unless we 
had· always two. or three persons concerned in 
it. It is a very thorough examinati,on, and 
lasts for a long time. . · . 

· 53,612. Yours is. an examin~tion. by an 
individual 'r ...:._ Yes.. He generally has an 
assistant thel'e who I· suppose is. really quite 
a subordinate. . · · .. · · 

53,613. Would you be prepareq to give 
any opinion as to the merits of an examination 
by an individual as distinguished .:froni. a 
Boarcl of two ?-There is an advantage. un
doubtedly in having more than one; one may 
see ~omething the other does not. · 

53,614. Would you say it would he an 
advantage in connection with these particular 
recruits if you had a Board of members, one 
of whom had had Indian experience ?-I should 
think it would be quite good. I do not see 
why we should not employ some. officer of 
Indian experience, and that would ge~ over 
the difficulty of the Act, . If he was no~mated 
to advise us we should not be delegatmg our 
functions at all. 

'* Vide Appendix No. V. 
t Vide Appendix No. VI. 

53,615. Do you think that wo~d be an 
improvement on .the present practice·?~ Yes. 
It has riever been suggested to me before, anq 
I think it certainly· m'ight be· 'advantageous; 
I see that the number rejected during the last 
10 years is ,;.ery small, in fact alniost negligible. 

53,616. What is . the number rejected?.:...... 
The n'\lmber rejected.since 1900 is two,~1~ and 
.the second case appears not yet to have been 
decided. 

· · 53,617. Have you any return to show over 
a period .of 10 years how many of those that 
are passed and go 'out to India becoine 
medically unfit ?~I have not. · · ' ' '· 

53,618. It would be an interesting return? 
-It would. In 1883 · or thereabouts the 
question was raised by the Province of~ Bombay, 
which seemed to think that the candidates, 
who went out there, did not stand the climate 
as they ought to, and there was .an. inquiry 
held over the whole of India. The other 
provinces did not .. support Bombay. The 
Indian Government. seemed to be on the whole 
satisfied at that time with the medical fitness 
of the men who went out. We never get any 
reports from the Government of India as to 
the medical history of the people who go out 
after having been passed by us. · It would be 
be very useful to know, at any rate, during 
the first five years. After that all kinds o£ 
accidents come in. . 

53,619. After you have passed them you 
see . nothing more o£ them?-We. see them 
twice.·. .They are examined at the beginning 
and ·at the end o£ their probationary cours~, 
but after that we see no more of them. · · : 

, 53,620. Do you see any disadvantage in 
examining them in the first, instance and .. then . 
another ,body having snpervision of them ,in 
SJ.:!.bsequent .y~ar~?- It is a disadvantage 
clearly. . . · . . , · · ... · .. 

53,62~. You are able 'to tell by the :r:eturns 
the1 kind. of illnesses to which an officet: is 
susceptible in India?-Yes. ' . . 

53,622. And you would.: be . able to take 
particular note of that in the origimil examina
tion which you are not able to do. under, tlie 
presen,t practice ?:-That is so. . ' 

53,623. You have put in these compara
tive statisti'cal statenients~1~ we asked you for. 
Have you been able to give us the return of 
the number ·of candidates, European and 
Indian, who have appeared during the last 
ten years at the combined examination ?~I 
have given you that .for a long way bac~. . 

53 62·1. And the number of candidates, 
European and Indian, who ·appeared at the 
examinations £or the Indian Civil Service 
pefore 1892 for a period of ten years· ?-I have 
given you that £or all the years, from the 
beginning to the end. 

53,625. Can you supply us with a return 
showing us in what order of merit the suc
cessful candidates at the combined examina
tion during the last ten years have been 

· * Vide Appendix No.. IV. 
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selected for the Home, Indian, and Colonial 
Services ?-I have given you that return in a 
somewhat different form which I think will 
give you the information which you desire. 
I have given you, since 1895, when the com
bined examination began, the number of can- . 
didates out of the first ten who. were assigned 
to the Indian Civil Service, the number of 
candidates out of the first 20, and the number 
of candidates out .o£ the first 30 who went 

- to· India. It shows a slightly increasing 
reluctance to go to India. Out o£ the first 
30 in 1901 21 went to India ; in 1912 only 
13: 1911 was the worst year. 

· 53,626~ Is there any particular reason for 
the substantial falling off in 1911 ?-I think 
there· were a good many Home Civil Service 
appointments offered. 

53,627. (Mr. Gokhale.) Was that., on 
account of the Insurance Act ?-No, that 
would have.been in 1912. 

53,628. (Si·r Theodore. Morison.) . This 
includes. tlie number of Indians successful? 
-It does. I do not remember an Indian ever 
taking the Hon1e Civil Service except one, 
and he did not like it and gave it up. There 
is no reason why the Indian should not take 
the Home Ci vii Service. · 

53,629. (Chairman.) Yon put these re
turns;;; in to us officially now ?--:-Yes. 

53,630. Do you think it would be possible 
:for the Civi.l Service Commissioners to conduct 
satisfactorily a competitive examination in 
India for the Indian Civil Service based upon 
the curricula of the Indian Universities ?-It 
would be difficult, but l suppose ,it could be 
done, It might be expensive. · V{e should 
have to send out people from here to take 
charge of the printed papers and the written 
papers from first to last. \V e should also 
have to send out inspectors from this country 
if we were to be really responsible for it. 
Have you any opinion of how many would 
compete? . · 

· 53,631. Assu1ning it is a limited number? 
-The smaller the numbers the less the ex
pense. If you could in any way limit the 
number it would make it much easier. If we 
had to deal with 1,000 or 2,000 it would be a 
big job. . · 

53,632. Supposing you had to deal with 
200 ?-We ought to be able to do that. 

53,633. W auld you as time proceeded 
employ people in India ?-I should not like to 
say that beforehand. vV e should have to take 
advice in the matter. We should do it as far 
as possible, no doubt, but we should _have to 
find out what. we could do by experience. I 
do not think we could say anything before
hand. vV e should certainly have to begin lJy 
sending out three or. four people of our own. 

53,634. Could you, with your knowledge 
of the whole subject, work out an approximate 
estimate of what the cost would he of an 
examination for 200 candidates ?-I could do 
that in a very conjectural way. 

~~~-~-

• Vide Appendix No. IV. 

53,635. Whether it was held in one centre 
or several centres would make a great 
difference in the cost ?-Yes. 

53,636. If it was held in one centre it 
would be much less?-Yes. I do not know 
very much about the curricula of the Indian 
Universities, but I think they resemble each 
other very much, and there would be no 
difficulty about that. As to setting the papers 
there ought to be really no great difficulty. 
The value of the examination would be a 
different question. 

53,637. I take it you would send out one 
or two representatjves to conduct the examina
tion, and in addition to that a certain number 
of. examiners ?-I do not know whether the 
examiners would have to go out. vV e should 
employ examiners either in India or here 
whichever proved the most convenient. Th~ 
great thing we would have to look after would 
be the proper conduct of the examination and 
secrecy of the printed and written papers. 

53,638. (Mr. Chaubal.) There would have 
to be a viva voce examination ?-There might. 
If we have a viva voce out there it would add 
very much to the expense, because you would 
have to have a good many viva voce examiners 
in the various subjects. · 

53,639. (Chairman.) Would it cost more 
to institute a viva 1:oce examination in India 
than it would to have a more extended ·rit,a 
voce examination in England ?-Unless one 
could find people thoroughly qualified to hold 
a viva ·voce examination who were resident in 
India there would be all the travelling ex
penses to and fro, and the waste of time and 
so forth. It would be very much more expen
sive. I£ you have a viva voce examination in 
London all you have to pay is a: man's fare to 
and from some neighbouring town and the 
day's expenses and his fee. But if he has to 
travel all the way to India and back you have 
to add something like forty days' travelling 
and expenses. 

53,640. (Mr. Ohaubal.) A viva voce exami
nation may be confined to those who succeed 
in getting through the written examination? 
-You could keep it down to that. 

53,641. (Chairman.) It would be useful to 
us if you put down an approximate estimate''; 
of what the cost would be to conduct an 
examination in India in one centre for 200 
students, with and without viva voce exami
nation ?-I will do that. 

53,642. (Lotd Ronaldshay.) On the ques
tion of the cost o£ conducting an examination 
in India, supposing you ~were asked to conduct 
examinations at two centres instead o£ at one, 
presumably the examination papers would be 
different at each centre ?-They would be the 
same, or they ought to be the same. 

53,643. I do not see there would be much 
point, then, in having it at more than one 
centre ?-vVe can make them different if 
desired, but then yon will have to have two 
competitions. 
------ --~~----~----

"" Vide Appendix No. IV . 
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53,644. (Chai-rman.) I think we must 
assume that there will be one examination at 
one centre ?-Then I need not consider the 
possibility of holding it at two centres. I£ 
you have a single competition all the papers 
must be the same, otherwise the candidates 
have different conditions. 

53,645. (Lord Ronaldshay.) You have 
suggested that if we were to lower the age 

. you would prefer to see it from 18 to 19 
with two examinations in the course of the 
year? -I expressed a slight preference for that. 

53,646. My only objection to ,that is that 
it would give the men who are going up 
for their second shot a very short time to 
recover from the first examination and pre
pare for the second ?-I was thinking of 
having them at intervals of six months. 

53,647. What time of year do you suggest? 
-I suppose one would naturally be held 
somewhere about June, and the other perhaps 
in December ; December would be the first 
and June the second. You would have to 
have the examination about .June, so that 
they should be ready to go up to the Univer
sitv in October. You would have to allot a 
ce;tain number of vacancies to each competi
tion; supposing you had 60 vacancies to 
deal with, you would allow 30 to one and 
30 to the other. I am not at all sure whether 
the better plan is not to have two annual 
examinations. 

53,648. When you speak of allotting 30 
to one and 30 to the other, that is not done 
at the present time, is it ?-No, there is only 
one competition now. 

53,649. But a man has two shots ?-Yes. 
There are vacancies allotted to each exami
nation. 

53,650. Under your suggested plan would 
not you be very much reducing a man's 
chances ?-I do not think so. 

53,651. At present, supposing there are 
60 vacancies, a man who goes up for his first 
shot has 60 chances, but supposing he fails ? 
-Then he goes up again and has another 
chance for another 60 vacancies, but he has 
twice as many people to compete with. He 
has the product of two years instead o£ one. 

53,652. It comes to the same thing?
Practically. 

53,653. Then my only objection is that 
before the man has his second shot you are 
really not going to give him very much 
chance of recovery and working up again. 
Presumably he has been working pretty hard 
for his first examination in December, and 
if he fails and wants to have another try it 
means he ha~ to go straight away and work 
up again:?-That is so, but I do not know 
that he ought to be very much exhausted. 

53,654. Could you tell me roughly about 
how many recognised schools there would be 
likely to be if this suggestion was carried 
out of getting certificates from headmasters? 
-I am afraid I could not. There are, I think, 
about250schools belonging to the Headmasters' 

Association, and all· those I imagine would 
come in. I might possibly get the number 
from the Board o£ Education. · · 

53,655. It would be a very large number? 
-Yes. · . 

53,656. There 'was also a point with regard 
to the physical examination which you thought 
might be combined with the mental examina
tion. ·'Ve have ·had medical: evidence that 
it would be very difficult to assign marks for 
physical qualification, or even to put candi
dates together in different classes, and when 
you suggested that some men who now got 
through were men whose physique was such 
that they might conceivably break down verv 
early in their career, and that those me it 
should be assigned a lesser number of marks 
than other candidates, should not those men 
be rejected altogether ?.---It is a question o~ 
degree. I£ a person is really in such a 
physical condition that you can say his 
defects are likely to interfere with the course 
of his career, then you reject. him, but it 
seems to me there are people . stronger or 
weaker, and you might mark them. . · 

53,657. What sort o£ things would you give 
marks for ?-Such things as good muscular 
development, good action of the heart, circula
tion, and hmga, good teeth, good eyesight, and 
so on. 

53,658. Take the case of good action of 
the heart and lungs, ought a man whose heart 
and lungs were not good to pass for the Indian 
Service ?-Not if he was bad, but it might be 
better or worse. • 

53,659. Assuming that a man is sufficiently 
good to pass, and that the action o£ his heart 
and lungs is ·good, is it possible when you 
have a man of that stage to say that the action 
of another man's heart and lungs is so much 
better that he deserves SO many illO!'e marks? 
-You are pressing me rather further than my 
medical knowledge goes, but I do recognise 
great differences in apparent constitutional 
vigour between people who certainly ought to 
pass, and I should have thought those could 
be recognised in the examination. It may 
turn out that no proper system of marking can 
be invented, but at present I am inclined to 
think it is possible. I should not like to give 
a conclusive opinion. · 

53,660 .. With regard to the viva voce 
examination, would you say that the results 
of such an examination vary very much with 
the individuality of the examiners? If you 
have several different examiners carrying on 
the viva voee examination. is their standard 
likely to differ much one from another?-! 
think if you had completely different exami-. 
nations the standards would vary very much, 
but my notion is that there should be people 
present throughout the examination acting 
for us in regulating the · examination and 
keeping the standards even. I think. if that 
were done it would be quite possible, especially 
as there would be in the examination 6£ everv 
candidate a part directed to matters of com· 
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mbli kilo"'ledge; o;rr· 1vhich the · s~andard pre
sumably' w01:lid he the sa1i~e. You could test 
them as to their me':ptal alertness ·and vigour 
on ordinary 'subjects, as' well as on their 
subject~. of special study. 'rhe . shifting 

· ~xami;ners would' de.al with tl~e special sul)
jects; ariqthe"pcrri:lanent examiiiers with the 

·general subjects. Under those circumstanqes 
i~ (lught ·tO·. be 'p'6ssi ble ·to ' keep the . standard 
even.· ·It is essential that there should be at 

·least· one person ttr:esent all · thl'ough · so as to 
keep the standard e'ven. ~-.. · 
:· . 53,66i: You~ told us th~t there· are liine 
Urt~v<;i~it~es altog~th~r r~c6gni~ed, but from 
th,e po~11t of P,J;act19e only fo~lr ~~e made 1.1se 
of by. probatw:t;J.ers.. Could you tell us· on 
~~ljtt g:r;oun,d~ 'the li wvet~it~~~ 'a!;e r~upgnised.'? 

.. :·, ·~·,re~~ly,d'qn,<?t ~~<:)W.i .it: !~s 'done
1
pefore .I 

!;a~e ·mto. t~~;~~ce .. :ve~y; 1Ilt~l:Y ~otne, !?£ the 
6tlier Utilversities d~d not exist wlien the 
:fecogiiit~Qii was'' given.. ':['lie recogni'tion 'has 
not bb&n.'; canv~sse'd:' at . all' within tlie last '10 
.Yeats, ,a!\d iJ,' is. )omewh:~.t anoi~nt history. 
So ·far as· }he. ~ecogri.itio:n <;>£ :five '.'o£ those 
1Jniv;~rsities ·goes: it,. appears . to, have no 
jr.nport~nce at all. .. ·. . · •. · · . , ·. . . 
." .. ;. :s3,£?62~ .. W~th,.reg~r~·uo tl:J.~. ined,ic~L~~~!P{
riat.ion, am I :right i:ri understanding ··you .to 
say that the actual decision does riot rest with 
~l1e.,1;Iledic~l man, b11.t '\Vith . a ,Boar~ of lay
rhe~:?'~Yes; ,acting upoJ;t ~is report. , .. . ... 
:·

1

•

1 

<53;~6!3 .. :Yo~' r~~eive the; !~ports' o£ :the 
J+le~ical,. .ll}an, ... ai}d . upqi:i'. thqse .. rep9rts: . you 
d~cide whether a candidate should be .. r,ejec~ed 
or.not?-:-That.isso. If necessary we see"him 
~P:~)a]k _to ,ii~~; .a~~ g~~ his ;opir1;iqn ~y. wor:d 
of. mouth. . . · . . . , . . .· .. 
:-: ,"·53,()p4 .• B.v.t. the;re .is.·n~ ~ed.icaL.man. ~n 
that Bonrd !':-:-:No. ; . . r .• -· • . • , 

·, .· ~ 53,665; Ymaaid something!ahout·a Medical 
J?oard of ·iihree men:i£ the candidate appealed; 
Is that. a regular Board?~ We· get an a:dverse 
report from our local man and we write to: the 
cand~date . and say . we·.· are . not satisfied at 
present that·he'.is fit;: ·but i£ he likes. he can 
:;tppear. before a Board .of thTee, whi,gh for a 
post.of this importance· he generally elects to 
do.i Oiu" medical referee is on :that Board, 
because~he.knows' what. the policy of the Board 
is, and two others are selected · by 'US from the 
highest members of the profession. ·.Normally 
they ·would .be· physicians, 'but if it··:Were a 
siugioal matt~r ·.they might be two ·surgeons, 
ortwo obulists,.·or twO' auri~?tS~ or whatever 
type of specialists seemed .most suitable. 

· 53',666: :when this Medical Board .has 
examined the candidate, they report· to you, 
and the decision again rests entirely with you ? 
~Yes.' We should generally-accept it, but it 
has happenecl that they have recommended 
acceptance, and we have rejected, because we 
did not'wishto takethe risk. They have said 
they did 1lot see much risk, but ·we have 
rejected,. be·cause we thought .. there· was a 
doubt. ·It· is a• written report. They do not 
merely-saythat they recommend .a· person as 

fit; but they say that they find so and so· and 
ori the· whole they think ·such and such things 
likely to occur in the future. 

53;667. Is.· the medical examination the 
same for the .Home Civil Service candidates as 
for the Indian Civil Service ?-It is conducted 
in the same way, but we should certainlJ; be 
much. more strict with the .candidates for the 
Indian ~e1~vice. · It does happen'that 1ve reject 
for India, but not for Home, when we are 
advised that .there are constitutional indica
tions which render it inadvisable to send such 
a person' out to India. · 

· 53,668. The same doctor examines the 
candidates ·:for .bo.th Servic·es ?-'-Yes. · 'i'h:e 
examination is the· same and it: is ·conducted 

· generally 'before the candidates· have decided 
w~ether .they. ivish to go. to India cu~ t~ke ·a 
l_);ome . Service . appointment. The ·1;eport 
might be that the, candidate was regarded . as 
fit for the Home Oiyil SerVice hut not for 
India. I remember a case not very long ago 
wher~ a candi'date took our opinion before the 
examination and we told him that :we did not 
regard· him a~ fit for India, but .he ·could 
t::>robably pass forth~ Home Civil Service . 
. ;,_ i5.a,Q69, Ag~in the· decisi9n rests _entirely 
wjth the· Board -of laymen ?-Yes, acting 
upon recognised principles and iia,tuially 
swayed by the advice of the experts. 

53;670.· Supposing a candidate ,comes up 
for the Indiai;J. Civil Seryice and yoo decide 
.that he is. not medically fit for that Service, 
would you inform him that, althougb,.you.did 
not consider him fit for the Indian SerVice, 
you would ·.be prepared to pas~ hirii for the 
Home Servic~ ?-That is possible. . · 

· 53,671. Would.that be your usual practice? 
~I cap.nbt say it haE? ~ver. happened, but 
theoretically· jt niight happen.. The c.ase 
which comes nearest is the one I hav~ quoted 
where we gave a prospective opinion that he 
might not be fit for India, but might be fit for 
the·. Home Service. · . . . 

' 53,672. (Sir Theodo1•e Morison.) 'Vith 
regard to .the open examination as it is con~ 
ducted now, we have received a good deal of 
evif].ence about it in India, especially Indian. 
0pinion upon. the subject. On what principle 
do you assign a certain number of marks to 
one subject or· a. less or greater mimb.er to 
another:? For instance, why do you giv£\ 
Latin and Greek so much more than Arabic 
and . Sanskdt? .:__Arabic and Sanskrit are 
languages that I do not know very much 
about We increased the marks for Arabic 
and. Sanskrit not long ago.· 

53,673. Why is Roman Law 500? 'Vhat 
is the just valuation of different subjects ?-I 
think absolutely just valuation is impossible, 
but the main considerations no doubt are the 
difficulty· of the subject and its educationa] 
importan·ce. I daresay if you were to cross
examine me on the relative value , of an 
English essay and Roman Law I might find 
it:: difficult to give good reasons why they 
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should be mark~d .to the same standard .. It 
is a rule of thumb to a large extent. · .. 

. . -53,674. Do you make· it as far as possible 
correspond with the values which are assigned 
by the University ?-I do not think that 
would be possible, because the University 
gives a .degree, for instance, in law or 
dassics. . It does not say which is the more 
valuable degree. . · 

53,675. It is known: that it is easier to get 
a First· in certain things than in· others~ and 
there are a certain number of schools more 
highly esteemed than others. Do you follow 
that. opinion which is prevalent at the 
Universities ?-It is always ·changing at the 
Universities and we have not changed for te1~ 
years .. \Ye endeavour to estimate it as best 
we cau; \Ve cannot change· every year. · -I 
think,: however, it is quite time that a change' 
was made ; in fact. at the instance .of · the 
Commission. on the Home Civil Service we 
hav~ proinised to go .in~o th~t very.~horou~hly} 
· : · a3,676. We ·received evidence m India to 

1the . effect·. that although they had very. ~·eat 
'confidence in the Civil Service Commissionei's 
they did think the subjects were not fair tcr 
Indi.an education, and they pleaded particu
larly, for tbe ·addition of 'Indian History, 
Indian Philosophy, ·Persian, and r.he Indian· 
vernaculars, the lfitter to· balance. French,· 
Gernian, and Italian? - I think that the 
exailli:r;J.ation at present is ·TI.ot intended in the 
main to fit Indian education, hut to fit English 
edttcation. · · 

53,677. I should like to know how you 
would value things like Indian philosophy and 
Indian vernaculars and possibly Indian history, 
the difficulties of which you have no experience 
of in ·English Univer~ities?- It would' be 
extremely difficult. I have always thought it 
would be very much better to have a separate 
examination for the fndian students and let 
them co~pete ~or a proportion of the posts, 
but that 1s agamst the Act as it at present 
stands. · 

· 53,678. The way rn which you would value 
these particular Indian subjects as against the 
subjects you have in England would be very 
arbitrary ?-It would he difficult. Of course 
there are many people in England, eminent in 
these subjects, who would put all their infor
mation at our disposal. But I would much 
rather have a separate examination for 
India. · 

53,679. I suppose there is a possibility 
that there would be constant friction with 
regard to the va1uation between the different 
subjects ?-I am sure there would. It exists 
now. 

53,680. I think you contemplate that the 
probationers, if they have a three years' course, 
will require some sustentation allowance ?-I 
feel sure they will. 
. 53,681. 'Ve had a good deal o£ complaint 

that 150l. is not enough ?-I hav~ often heard 
that myself. 

· . 53,682; Do you think: tb,at $Ometh.ing liket 
200~ would ~oJ·, ...... 2QOZ~.ought,·.to.do. ·, , : . ; .. · .. ~ 

. o3,683. You are .of .opinion .that it· can.not . 
be less than: 150l. nnd iniglit haye to. be 2,00l .. ?, 
-That is so.. If you include books aric( 
everything it could riot he inuchless than 200l., 

53,684. Th~~t will ·mak~ 'y<;>ur .eXpE)nditure 
upon sustentatiOJ?- .a:Ione pet;ween 22,000l.' a:tvl 
3Q,OOOl. ?~omethn!-g o£ that sort. . . . . · · 
. 53,685. And there is a' certa1~ .amo;u,nt to. 

be paid to Universities?:._ Yes. · , ... · · :. . . · : ' 
.·53,686. In addition· ~'9Tl would have I to· 

increase what you ·pa:y·now ?--:-Yes, yoli would 
have to,P;ay.t~e l!ni':'er~iti~s mor~.: You.mig}it', 
save a little, n~t. very much, by only liavin~. 
two centres or.one .ceritre. ··· · · ·· 

0
C: 

. 53,687. 'Vith.regard to the special instiiu~· 
tioii, I· see that Coopers 'Hill cost on an a:vera:O.e: 
22/lOOr. to;· 2?,~0o~ ... ~'. y;~a~.inchiding tw~r~:::' 
thing, even wmes, spmts, and soda water~· ]f 
was designed for 150 strid~ntsl but, there wei·e· 
usually 120 to· 130. h'hey had a me.chanical 
lahorato~·y, whieh is a yery' expensive· thing' 
and whiCh you wotlld not need. Law and· 
Iridian histor;fwould be cheaper. to' teach?~ 
Yes. You might like to have a ·course iii 
Hygiene arid that sort o£ thing. · . · ' · ·. .. 
·. ,53,~88. _I~ face o£ ,those figures ·do' you 

still think rt 1s· necessarily sO much 'dearer ?-=-~ 
It looks as i£ ·it was not, but naturally I h,ave 
not thought much about it yet.. · .. · · .~.·,. · 

. 53,689:. Yon thought it wduld be desirable 
to confine it i£ possible to residential Unive:i·:.. 
sities ?-:---Yes. · · · 

5.3,690. Do yo~ thiJ?.k it would: be possible 
to say that they shouid only go'to Oxford and· 
Cambridge?.- I think I had in iny mind 
Oxford and· Cambridge, but I clo. not think 1 
definitelv .excluded'Dnblb:i. · · · · · · --

53,691. Anyhow· you· had in your· mind 
?illY two or possibly · three'?:-That was ~Y 
Idea.. · · ·· · , • · ·.• .· .... 

.5~,692. Do you think that· is practical 
po!ItiCS ?-I do not·. see "\Vhy .not.' !£you are 
gomg to pay I do not see 'why you should not· , 
send them .where you like. You give them 
the advantage o£ ·free 'training for well..:paid 
work and you reserve to yourself the · niost 
appropriate spots -to put your teaching· staff; 
You· cannot have a ·teaching staff :in all tlie 
Universities; that would be frittering invay· 
your resources. ·.You must. concentrate. 

53,693. So that ·the ·ground· would be the 
assistance which you gave to the Universities: 
not the allowances to the probationets ?~Both: 
I should think i£ you give an alJ.oivance to the 
probationers you surely can tell them :where to 
go t0. Are you thinking of tho jealousies of 
the Universities? . ' 

53,694. I am thinking of the. qutcry . o± 
the other Universities,· Scotlatid for "histance? 
-I think they might protest, but I do not 
think there would be very considerable 
ground. Your policy, if this is yohr ·ulti
mate ·policy, can only be effectively ·carried 
out · in at most two· centres, . and them ·the 
question is where those two centres must 
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be. I do not see why your choice should belongs to the older period ?-Yes it was a 
not be capable of complete justification. mistake of mine. ' 

53,695. If it can be done there are very 53,!04. Roughly the n~mber has been 
strong arguments for it

1 
but can it be done and averagmg about 200 ?-That is so. 

is it probable that Secretaries o£ State, liable ?3,705. Wi!h regard to these guarantees 
to pressure, would support it ?-I think it agamst crammmg, do not you think that when 
depends very much on the Secretary of State. you allow a candidate a second chance the · 
The pressure ought to be bearable. second year is almost certain to be dev0 ted to 

53,696. (Mr. Ohaubal.) What are the cramming whatever you. do ?-It may be. 

\

•reasons which led .to the abandonment of the 5?,706. '!~e first year you may insist on 
earlier and the increase to the higher age?- certam conditiOns?-You mean that cramming 
There was discussion at the time; one object cannot be eliminated? • 
!was to give the Indian competitor a chance; 53,707. Whatever you do, if a man has two 
~utI think the main idea was the notion of chances in two years an~ fails in the first year, 
getting the completed product o£ education. the second year he Will devote entirely to 
f\hat is putting it as shortly as one can. The cramming ?-If you make him stav at school 
fdea was that you ought to carry on eduoation .• he may he working very hard, but ~that is not 
~II a normal way up to the time that it is the kind o£ cramming I object to so much. 
!naturally completed and select people at that I. object to the special preparation purely. 
point, and that you would thereby probably directed to. the ends o£ the examination. As 
get the best men, men who had lasted tlu:ough long as he is following a normal school course 
a long course and were stil~ leading at the I do not mind his working hard, but I do 
end. I think there is something in that, but object to the instruction which is devoted 
there are other practical considerations which, purely to the examination. I think you might 
no doubt, move your Commission. get rid o£ some of that, not perhaps the whole 

53,697. Would it be possible to keep up of it. 
the same idea of finished education and make 53,708. Could you compel him to remain 
the age 21 to 23 or 20 to 22 ?-No, I think at school after he has completed his school 
that cuts at the root of the idea. There is no studies and has appeared for the Indian Civil 
course which finishes between 20 and 22. Service once and then wants to work for that 
Twenty-one to 23 is less objectionable, but 20 examination a second year ?-"1 should like that 
to 22 cuts right across the university scheme question to be asked of some schoolmasttrs. 
in this country. · If you made the regulation it could be en-

53,698. But with 21 to 23 you can have a forced, but the effect of it might be that you 
two years' probationary course?-Yes. That would so far reduce your field that you would 
would affect the Universities that have a four suffer in another way. Whether the school
or five years' course, but it would not affect masters would be willing to keep the boys for 
the Universities that have only a three years' . a second year is a question, and whether the 
course. we were told, when we visited the boys would be willing to stay is another. 
S h 53,709. In the scholarship examinations at 

cote Universities, that 21 to 23 was objec- Oxford and Cambridge do they llave two 
tionable to them. Cambridge was prepared chances or one chance ?-They have, in 
to accept it, and Dublin was prepared to 
accept it. There was one Scotch University fact, two chances, but the second chance is, 

hi h f d 21 b I no doubt, the most important. Some boys 
w c pre erre to 23, ut forget whether will get a scholarship before they a.re 18, and 
it was Aberdeen or St. Andrews. Glasgow some o£ them before they are 19, but the 
and Edinburgh were very conclusive against chance before 19 is the more important one. 
21 to 23. 53,710. You told us that you had in this 

53,fl99. You said something about its country about 2,000 candidates in the Second 
being against the Act to have a separate Division Examination. Are the results, on 
examination .for a proportionate nnm ber ?-We the whole, fairly satisfactory? l\Iy point is 
have never had an authoritative opinion about that you have a yery large number o£ candi
it, but looking at the Act it seems to me quite dates, and I want to know how far a very 
doubtful whether it is legitimate to have a large number of candidates constitutes ·a 
separate competition for India. · serious difficulty in arriving at satisfactory 

53,700. Was aiiy definite opinion taken on results ?-'I:he Second Division Examination is 
the question ?-We never had the opinion of a intended to produce a class of highly efficient 
lawyer. clerks, and for testing the qualities requisite 

53,701. (Mr. Gokhale.) You said the lowest in that class I do not think the very large 
figure to which the number o£ candidates fell, numbers are a great disadvantage. At any 
when the age limits were 17 to 19, was 66 in rate the people who come out at the top are 
1878 ?-Yes. quhit

1
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53,702. \Vere there not two examinations Division Examination has a very bad educa-

iu that year?-Very likely you are right. tional effect, because it is extended over too 
53,703. That was the time when the new many years and embraces a miscellany of 

age came into force, 17 to 19, and the 66 thus subjects which have no particular relation to 
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each other, and it does not correspond to any ties, with subsidies to the Universities, and at 
proper educational standard. With regard to a separate institution ?-I do not think my 
the accuracy of the test,'for the purposes £or opinion would be of very great value, bu,t I 
which it is constructed it is a good examina- could prepare an estimate. I could not go 
tion, but I should not like to employ it for beyond what common sense would suggest to 
such a delicate operation as the one you have me. I am not an expert in such matters. 

·in mind. 53,719. Who would be best qualified to 
53,711. With regard to your opinion that frame sp.ch an estimate ?-I will try my himd 

it is preferable that probationers should stay if the Chairman wishes it. · · 
at residential Universities, Professor Lodge 53,720. (Chairman.) We should be grateful 
said yesterday that the non-residential Uni- to have it ?-I will put something down wbjch 
versi'ty developed a greater degree of indepen- you c<;mld possibly get ·somebody else to 
dence in the candidates ?-I think that is quite . correct. 
likely. 53,721. (Lord Ronaldshay.) You would 

53,712. So that the advantages would be have to take into consideration the interest on 
fairly balanced between the two systems ?-I. the capital which would be necessary to 
should still say that the advantage. was in purchase the site ?-I thought of that. . . 
favour o£ the older residential Universities for 53,722. (Ohai1·man.) You would have to go 

, your purposes. into the whole initial expenditure, purchase of 
53,713. I believe you have heard that there land and construction of buildings?-Yes. 

is a consiclei'able amount of feeling against ·53, 723. · (Sir Valentine Ohirol.) That would 
Indian students at these residential Universi- depend very much upon'where the institution 
ties, especially at Oxford and Cambridge. If is located ?-Jt would have to be within easy 
the number o£ Indian probationers tends to reach of London. I know what I prepare will 
increase, on account of any scheme that is not be o£ much value ; I am under no illusions 
adopted, and this larger number has to go to in that respect. 
Oxford or Cambridge, how will that affect the ... · · 53,724. (Mr. Gokhale.) I only wanted an 
character of the Indian section of the Indian estimate, but I do not want to press it ?__,.I do 
Civil Service owing to the prejudice that not see how you can even guess at the cost 
exists at the Universities and is growing?- of the· site and hardly at the· cost of the 
That is a very great difficulty. building. 

'-·53,714. It almost makes one feel that a 53,725. (Sir Theodore Morison.) '£hat is 
special institution would be preferable from not going to be a large part of the expendi
that standpoint ?-I see the point, and I should ture, is it? Coopers Hill cost 55,000Z., and 
think it would have great importance. I even if you put it at 100,000Z., say 4,000l. a 
should not like to say it was decisive, but it year, it is not going to be a large part of your 
is undoubtedly a thing you will have to total expenditure ?-No, but you must add the 
consider very carefully. You might not be upkeep. 
able to exclude race prejudice from a special 53,726. (Mr. Gokhale.) As regards the 
institution. holding of a competitive examination in 

53,715. In any case, you think it a very India for admission into the Indian Civil 
serious' matter that a considerable number o:f Service, you have expressed the opinion that 
Indians who are to discharge the duties o£ Civil it would be feasible ?-I think we should have 
Servants in India should spend three years in to do it, i£ desired. 
an atmosphere of such feelings about them as 53,727. You are aware, I believe, that 
there are to-day at Oxford and Cambridge? in 1861 the Civil Service Commissioners 
.. --It is ten years since I lived at Cambridge expressed the opinion that it was feasible 
and I am not fully aware o£ the conditions of to hold such an examination ?-Yes. 
which you speak now, but I believe there is a 53,728. 'rhey were asked by a Committee of 
great deal in what you say, and it is likely the'India Office and they said it was feasible? 
to create a feeling of discontent and injustice -Yes. What I think would not be possible 
and discomfort generally. would be to have a concurrent competitive 

53,716. Have you anything to do with the examination; it would not be possible to have. 
·Indian Civil Service men after they have people examined over there on the same 
passed the open competition and while they subjects and .the same papers as here. It 
are undergoing probation?-We examine them would have to be two examinations. But the 
at the encl. We have a little administrative one concurrent examination is what my 
work in connection with them, but we have no ptedecessors have said was impossible, and I 
tutorial relations with them. still hold it to be impossible. 

53;717. You do not know how the Indian 53,729. Your predecessors in 1861 said 
· section of the probationers fare at present, that a concurrent examination was possible in 
whether they complain o£ the way in which the two countries ?-The opposite opinion 
they are treated ?-No complaints have reached has often been expressed. They had not 
us, and they would not appeal to us f~r that. much experience in 1861. . 

53,718. Could you prepare an estimate as 53,730. With regard to the difficulty about 
to the relative costs of the two cases, the pro- the vit•a voce, in the first place, as yon have 
lJationers spending their time at the Universi- pointed out, you have & viva '(loee examination 
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n,ow only in for~ign languages, and a practical 
examination in science, so that if tha't remains 
as'it is the difficulty,would:not be very great? 
-No. · . 

53,731. I£ you accept the responsibility for 
the Indian examination you could certainly 
select some of the more eminent professors in 
the Iridian Universities for the vivd vo·ice and 
the practical, especially as the examination is 
to be based on Indian standards ?-I think it 
ought to be possible. 
. 53~732. You'. ~ould ·acc~pt responsibility 

for that ?-I think so. · · 
53) 733. Then :you expressed the opinion 

:that a competitive· examination for a. pa1:t of 
·the ··vacancies i:o. In;'dia would be against the 
Act ?--l think it is; but 11llay be wrong: · 
· 53,734. If an exa:r;nination was held at the 

same time, I believe you. are right, because 
under the .Act you have to place the candidates 
in the same list in order ohnerit ; but you can 
hold two examinations in one year at different 
times of the year?.,..,-W. o_uld it not be. necessary 

.then to make b~th ~xaminations theoretically 
open to all cand~datE;Js ? . 
· 53,735. I accept that, but if they were 
theoretically open to all candidates, candidates 
of · all races, and if. they were held at two 
separ~te .time~, so. that there were really two 
exa~matwns .m.a:yeal,', there 'w9uld be n?thing 
agamst the Act m that ?-I thmk that IS very 
likely right.. . . , . 

53,736. It :w:ouldbe .similar to what 
happened , in . 1878 when they held two 
examinations here, 13 ·bei:o.g offered at one 

· and 13 at the other?-Yes. 
53,737. ~ow I co:r;ne to some information 

that I would like to have from you. Will you 
kindly tell us . how many yacancies on an 
avera~e are off~red for Ho~e an~ how n:any 
for the Coloma} branch : m this .combmed 
e.xa1nination ?---,.I· am sorry I have not the 
figures here, put I cap. tell you from memory 
that, taking something 'lik~ the last 15 years, 
the smallest m.tmb.er of vacancies that have been 
given. to the ;Home Civil Service was, I think, 
10, and the .la:r:geEJt ,44. My recollection is 
not very cl~ar with regard to the Eastern 
Cadetships, b:ut I sho1.1lcl think the numbers 
would rmi from 8 to 20. Of course I could 
give you the tables\!! if you care to have them. 

· 53,738. I should like to have them 
They are in print in the Appendix to the 
B.eport of the other Commission. 

53,739. We have heard a good deal about 
the Home Service being rendered more 

· ~ttractive in :recent years; can you give us any 
reasons for that ?----The salaries have been 
raised in several offices, such as the Board of 
Trade and the Local Government Board, and 

. there have been more appointments, and there 

.. has been more dojng generally. I should 
. think the S!'l1~vlce was more interesting. 

53,7 40. There have been more appoint
ments altogether?-Yes. 

* Vide Appendix IV. 

53,7 ~1. Has there been a general revision 
of salane~ ?-No, only in one or two offices. 
The . salanes have also been raised in the 
f\.dm1ralty. . 

53,7 42. O.rily that they might be brought up 
to the rpr~asury standard ?-Yes, more nearly. 

53, 14.:>. Is the number of Home appoint
m~nts offered at the competitive ·examination 
fmrly constant ?-No; it varies enormously. 

.53,744. ~n· 1911, I find from a report 
which was g1ven to me the other day there 
was an exceptionally large number ?~There 
was. 

53,7 45 .. And that was responsible for such 
a SI~al). numb~r out of the first 30 electing for 
India m that year ?-=-Partly, no doubt. 
· 53,7 46. Do you think that the higher age 

at ~vhich h1dian Civil Servants go out to 
Indm now makes for more home ties'? If a 
man .had to go out at 21 or 22 he would 
probably not be thinlcing of marrying at that 
t~me a~d would go ,:vithout any other con
sideratiOn ; but at 2o a man is likely to be 
thinking of those things. Does that encourage 
what, was c~lled yesterday " stay-at-home
ness ?-I thmk the longer you keep them in 
England the less likely they are to want to 
move. · 
. 53,74}. The higher age is partly respon

sible also for the Home Service proving more 
attractive ?-I think that is so. On the other 
hand, of course you will get other influences 
at the age of 18 or 19 ; the influence of the 
mothers may be very much more important at 
that age. 

53,7 48. The Eastern Cadetships are not so 
attractive as the Indian Civil Service?--No. 
I have only known one case in which a man 
has taken an Eastern Cadetship in preference 
to the Indian Civil Service, and there must 
have been some special reason for that. 

53,7 49. I find more than one during the 
last seven years. They are the last on the 
list ~enerall;y: ?-Y ~s. When I say we have 
no difficulty m fillmg the Eastern vacancies 
we have sometimes to go down rather lowe: 
than I consider altogether desirable. 

53,750. Taking the last five men who 
elect for India and the first five men who 
elect for Eastern Cadetships, is the difference 
between these two batehes as great or nearly 
as gTeat as between the first fiye who elect 
for I11dia and the last five who elect for India? 
-I should say that the difference would be 
much greater in the latter case. 

53,751. That is what I find from my 
examination of the returns. So that of the 
men who go out to India and who have all the 
same prospects, a good number are nearer to 
those who take up the Eastern Cadetships, 
and if they had not got the Indian appoint
ments t-hey would probably have taken the 
Eastern Cadetships ?-Very likely . 

53,752. I want now to ask you a question 
on the comparative pay and prospects of the 
three Services. As regards the Home Service, .. 
they begi11 at 1!50l. or 200Z. ?-Yes. 
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53,753. Then there is an arinual incre
ment o£ l5l. or 20Z. ?-Yes. 

53,7 54. They rise to 500l. and 600l. ?-Yes, 
certain. . 

53,755. It· takes about 15 years ?-Yes; 
sometimes a good deal more. 

53,756. Then nominally selection comes 
in, but really it is seniority to the next higher 
grade ?-There are some who never get beyond 
their 500Z. or 600l. 

53,757. But most of them rise by seniority 
above that level, do they not ?-Yes, promotion 
is by seniority, merit being more or less taken 
into consideration. 

53,758. And that is up to 800l. or 900l. ?
In my office nobody can go above 70Ql.· in the 
ordinary course. 

53,759. You have Hths of the .pay as 
pension after • 40 years' service ? - That is 
practically true, but there is a new Act which 
allows you to take less pension and a sort of 
endowment life assurance policy .. 

53,760. See how this compares with India. 
They start at 340Z. now, and according to the 
rules that exist on the. subject, although they 
may not be fully canied out, after eight years 
they expect to earn 800l. a year, and I think 
the normal expectation of an Indian Civil 
Servant is to rise to about 2,000l. a year 
by mere seniority ?-Yes. You may say that 
they get nearly twice as much. 

53,761. They get twice as much; ·and the 
higher appointments, .which ·may be called 
prize appointments, are more numerous in 
India?-Yes. 

53,762. Do you think that the difference is 
enough to constitute what may reasonably be 
demanded as an exile allowance by those who 
go out to India ?~'l'hat is rather a difficult 
question to answer. · 

· 53,763. I want to know, b~cause . this 
question is coming before us, that the Indian 
Civil Service is growing financially less 
attractive, and· I want to know whethe:r you, 
as Civil Service Commissioner, hav~ anything 
to say on that ·point. You put before 
candidates what the prospects are for tbe 
Home, Indian, and Colonial Services r-Yes. 
I do not think we go much into it, ·but we 
have to do so. 

53,764. (Chairman.) In doing so, have you 
become acquainted with the conditions of 
India ?-No; not so that we could speak with 
confidence. · 

53,765. (Mr. Golihale.) As regards the 
Colonies and the Colonial Service, can you 
tell us anything similar to what you have told 
us al)out the Home Service ?-I have not got 
the facts in my head, but will send you later 
some information on the subject.!i! 

53,766. (M1'. Sly.) I think you gave the 
opinion just now that in the Home Civil 
Service men rise to 500Z. or 600l. a year at the 
end of 15 years' service. Are you speaking 

"" Vide Appendix VII. 

from a knowledge·· of facts .qr ·simply from 
information contained in papers showing the 
conditions of service ?-I ·know what it is. in 

. I . 
my office. · . 

53,767. Is it not the case that, although 
there is au incremental ·scale in the. Home 
Civil Service, promotions can, and :do~· ordi-. 
narily occur long· before a man has ·finished 
his grade ?..;_I should say the latter frequently 
occurred, but those incremental scales· take 
effect unless there is any ·promotion: In my 
office it ·goes up' to 500l. without' break a:n(l 
without haste, unless the ~an happens t~ be 
prOJ?loted to the class above. . ·It certamly 
wou,ld often happen that a man was·proriibteQ. 
to the class above -before he reached the 
maximum of his lower scale. · 
. . 53,768; . So £~1: .· ~'s ·the .prospe'cts ·attraCt 
candidates into. the Home .Civil Service and 
the-Tndian 'Civil Service, we have 1~~6eived a 
substantial atnount ., of evidence to the effect 
that of receiit years candidates have been: less 
willing to accept an Indian appohitment· as . 
compared with a Home appointment?_:_ I think 
there is·some indication of that, hti.t ifTs"liot ·. 
wr)rjj;Th:t]fed . -·-··~-~-------- .. . 

53,769. vVe have also 'received a certain 
amount o£ ·evidence to the effect that thE') 
.University records of the candidate,_ his posi
tion in the schools and his University prizes, 
are· substantially less than they were a few 
years ago ?...-I have not gml.e into that. · 
· 53,770. That a few years backtt'required 

a good Second-class Final Ho:rim:trs man to 
succeed il1 the examination, but now there. is 
a substantial proportion· of Third-class men? 
-There :is a substantial proportion;;, of Third·· 
class men, men ·who get Third-class in Greats; 
but I think that is aGcounted for by the :fact 
that people neglect their Greats. w6rk ip. order 
to work for the: cqmpetition. · Still, there. ar~ 
1m.doubted1y a fair .number· o£ nie:q. wl;10 get 
Third-class in Greats who' are successful in the 
Indian· competition. ' · · 
· 53,771. In . regard to the proposal £or. a 

reduction of the age for the open competitive 
examination, yop. have· .informed us that 
probably it would secure a. good field of 
candidates, and you have based that opinion 
to a certain extent on the I statistical results of 
the examiriation held' when 'the age was 
younger ?~Yes, to .~ certain extent. . 

· 5?,,772. Can yo'\1 .. support that opinion by 
statistics re~arding othE)r similar ~xaminations 
at. that age conducted either by yourself or 
other bodies ?-For instance,. are you respon
sible £or the Police examination ?-Yes. 

53,773. \Vhat are the age limitsfor that? 
-Between 19 and 21. 

53,77 4. Does that attract a suitable class 
of candidates ?-Quite ; so :far as we can tell. 

53,775. Do you con1:1ider that age limit has 
any bearing, on the ·opinion you have already 
expressed that the age for·· the Indian Civil 
Service examination should be :from 17 t ·to 
19t ?~I£ you take th~m from 19 to 21 it is 

"" Vide-Appendix IV. 
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. .,ineVitable that they should be specially pre-
pared~ because this age does not correspond with 
any school or University course. I should 
prefer to fit in this examination, if I could, 
with some recognised school course or some 
University course. The Indiat:t Police is 
outside the ordinary education. A boy ean 
go in immediately he leaves school, but i£ 
he is not successful then he can go in another 
year. 

53,776. With regard to this question of 
attracting a suitable field of candidates, we 
have had the opinion expressed before us that 
the result of the higher age is that a certain 
number of good candidates of poor means are 
unable to go up, because they cannot afford the 
cost of the University edu9ation, and that such . 
lads are precluded :from appearing for the 
present examination. So that whilst one might 
lose a certain number of men that would prefer 
the University, one would gain a certain number 

·Of men who are unable to go to the University. 
Have you any opinion on tha:t aspect of the 
question ?-I think it is very easy ri.ow to get 

. scholarships to go to the University, but no 
doubt there may be some who for one reason 
or other are unable to continue their education 
at the University, who might be attracted. 

53,777. From what date in the year should 
the age be counted? It has been varied from 
the 1st January to the 1st August and other 
dates for specific reasons. Can you tell us at 
the. present time whether there is any par
ticular date of the year from which the age
lin:llt should be counted ?-At present the 
date ·at which the age is reckoned is the 1st 
August. It was altered from the 1st January 
to the 1st August in order to bring it into 
line with the Home Civil Service. The 
examination is held on the 1st August or 
thereabouts, and the age of the candidates is 
now their actual age when they enter for 
the examination .. If you want people to go 
up' to the University in October the 1st August 
is a very good date to. take. It is desirable to 
have a .fixed date, so that people should have 
no doubt as to whether they will actually be 
eligible or not, and I think the date you 
choose should be as nearly as possible the 
date when you want to hold the examination 
or when the examination will be completed, 
whichever you prefer. The 1st August is a 
very good date having regard .to the time 
when the University term commences. 

,53,778. Can you carry any further yom· 
opinion on the age question, in regard to the 
desirability o£ a second chance? Is it neces
sary or desirable to give two chances for this 
examination ?-It is certainly not necessary, 
and I think its desirability might be exag
gerated. There is a certain hardship and 
possibly a certain loss to the Service if a boy 
is unable to compete at the only chance which 
he has. If you fit in your competition as 
nearly as may be to school studies, there is 
no great sacrifice in preparing for this com
petition at all. He might l)e preparing for 
the University or the other alternatively. If 

that is so the more nearly you get the exami
nation to correspond with actuaL education 
the less necessary it seems to me to give him 
a second chance. You do not want him to 
sp.end a great deal of time and money which 
might be wasted by an attack of influenza 
but if hA is not wasting money or time I d~ 
not see why you should pay much attention to 
it. It mig~t. be quite possible to have only 
one competitiOn. 

53,779. \Vith regard to the character of 
the examination, you have expressed the 
opinion that the ordinary University scholar
ship is perhaps of too specialised a type for 
the examination test yott would desire for the 
Indian Civil Service, and you have given us 
your opinion as to how far that would influence 
the school curriculum. I should like to put 
another aspect of it before you. Would it not 
result in bringing the Preliminary examina
tion for the Indian Civil Service into compe
tition with that of the University Scholarship 
if you have a different course for each?-Yo~ 
mean that a boy will have to select which he 
is going in for ? I think the difference should 
be made as little as possib~e with the view to 
avoiding that, so that the boy should have 
both opportunities as far as possible. 

53,780. If the examination was practically 
similar it would not need any different pre
paration, and a boy could go in for the Indian 
Civil Service, and if he failed could try for 
a University Scholarship without any deti·i
mental effect ?-I think it would be desirable 
to make as little difference as possible. 
Perhaps the scholarships might be a little 
altered. 

53,781. We have had an opinion expressed 
to us that it would be extremely difficult to 
produce a syllabus for such an examination 
which would be suitable not only for the 
Scholarship of the English Universities but 
also for the Scotch Bursaries. Have you any 
practical knowledge or experience thaL would 
enable you to give us an opinion on that 
point ?-It would have to be carefully studied. 
You might possibly arrange it so that they 
would have their own special opportunities. 

53,782. We have heard some evidence in 
India to the effect that the character of 
the present examination is directed more 
as a test of the memory powers of a student 
rather than his thinking powers, as com
pared with the Final Schools examinations 
of the Universities, that it is more on the 
lines of a very high schoolboy examination 
than on the lines ·of an Honours School 
Examination at a University. Can you tell 
ns whether there is any justification for that 
criticism ?~I think it depends a good deal 
upon what subjects the candidate takes. If 
he takes certain subjects he can rely to a 
large extent upon his memory; but there are 
others which I should say are a very good 
test of intellect. I think it is undoubtedly 
likely that where an examination contains so 
many subjects and is conducted purely by 
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marks, memory would have more importance 
than it has in a University examination, where 
all you have to do is to put the candidates 
into three classes. It is a very much simpler 
operation examining where you have to put 
the candidates into three classes, as you can 
considei· each case definitely on its merits. 
When you have to put them in order you have 
to· add up the marks and you cannot very 
accurately estimate one subject against another. 

53,783. It has been also suggested to us 
that the system of marking might be brought 
into closer relation with that followed in the 
University system, which would bring out a 
more satisfactory result . than the actual 
numerical marking of the candidates.. Is that 
possible, and if possible is it desirable ?-I 
think you would have to bring the Alphas 
and Betas to a numerical standard sooner or 
later. 

53,784. A common numerical standard ?
yes, I do not see how you can add them up 
otherwise. 

53,785. But do you know whether that is 
done ?-I think it is quite ·possible some 
examiners start marking in the way they are 
most familar with, and then translate it into 
a numerical figure, and send us the numerical 
figure and keep the Alpha and Beta to them
selves. rrhey do not send us the Alpha, Beta, 
and we should not know what to do with them. 

53,786. In regard to the course for pro
bationers, we have received a good deal of 
evidence .jn India to the effect that the present 
system of one year is practically useless, that 
it is not long enough to give a candidate any 
really valuable knowledge of the su"Qjects 
which are supposed to be learned during that 
period, and that the only feasible alternative 
is either to increase it or abolish it altogether. 
Can you tell us from your own experience of 
the Final examination whether that is justified 
or not ?-I should say that the one year is 
certainly inadequate. Some candidates get a 
considerable benefit £.rom it, but they do not 
reach a very high standard in anything at the 
·end of that time. They cannot know very 
much of the languages and very little of 
history. I think they know their Codes very 
well. 

53,787. Can you give us statistics showing 
the Universities at which the probationers 
during the last 10 years have spent their 
probation ?-I have put those in. 

53,788. With regard to the combination of 
the examination with that of the Home and 
Colonial Service,:;, you haYe given us an 
opinion as to the comparative advantages 
and disadvantages. 01ie point that was 
strongly brought out before us in India was 
that the combination resulted in a certain 
proportion of the men accepting appointments 
in the Indian CiYil Service, after failing to 
get into the Home Civil Service, men who had 
no desire whatenn· to go to India and who 
did not wish to make their life career in India, 
but simply accepted it because they could not 
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get anything else. Can you say whether 'that · 
is so?-It seerris to me qu~te possible there 
are some, but I cannot give you any fa.cts on 
the matter. 

53,789. Can you tell us whether. that is the 
case or not from your interviews with the 
candidates when they select ?-I hear remarks 
which rather tend in that direction. A man 
will say, ''Is there a Government office with 
200l. a year available?"· and you say "No," 
and then he says, " Oh, well, I suppose I must 
go to India." ·It does not carry you very far, 
but it shows an attitude of mind. · 

·53, 790. Is it the case at all that the medical 
examination o£ a candidate is conducted with 
sole reference to the interest of the Service for 
which that candidate is proposed, ·or is the 
p~ivate welfare of the candidate taken into 
consideration at all ? Is it the case, for 
instance, that a man who may be diseased 
would be allowed to go to India if the doctor 
considered that the Indian climate would be 
no worse for his disease than the English 
climate ?-There is absolutely no justification 
for that. · 

53,791. It bas been alleged before us that 
certain candidates suffering from tuberculosis 
have been allowed to join the· Service because 
the doctors considered they·ivould be just as 
well off in India as they would be in England ? 

do not know who, made that suggestion, 
but there is no foundation for it at all. \Ve 
should not admit a "candidate with active 
tuberculosis to either service, and we believe 
that India is a very bad place for anyone who 
has a tendency to tuberculosis. 

53,792. Just now you gave us certain 
statistics regarding the number of vacancies 
in the Home Civil Service, and I should like 
to know whether such vacancies were those 
advertised before the examination or whether 
they also included the vacancies that are given 
to a substantial number after the results have 
been declared ?-They include the latter; 
they are the total number of vacancies :filled 
during the year; 

53,793. I understand the opinion of the 
Civil Service Commissioners at the present 
time is that it would be wholly impracticable 
to·-conduct what is ordinarily termed a simul
taneous examination in England and in India ? 
-Yes. 

53,7B4: (Mr. Fisher.) The ordinary value 
o£ a scholarship at the Universities is about 
80l., is it not ?-Yes. 

53,795. And if a proposal be adopted to 
give the probationer 200l. a-year, or anything· 
like that, the pecuniary inducement would be 
very much greater than that of a scholarship? 
-Yes. 

53,796. I suppose also that one might 
reckon upon candidates being attracted by the 
prospect of three years at a residential 
University?-Yes. rrhey would be glad to 
think that if they got this they would go for 
three years to a university and then go tn 
India. 

D a 
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~ "53;797, '.A.ridth~t would heip tberri ?-:-Un- . 53,808. Is not one 'of the difficulties of 
doubtedly: • ·, , . , . ·. . . · suc11 a sche~e that t~~ classical languages 

53,798. Thatwould i·eally be to som~ extent and ma:thematws and science are mnch harder 
:a;rt arg]..tment i:q.• ~ayour of the 1Jniversity as than modern languages ?..:_That is undoubtedlv 

. ,the place for the probationer as against,the so. It is very difficult to make the moderii 
special pqlleg~ ?--:-:-1~at certainly is a point. l,anguages sufficiently hard. I£ you could O'et 'in 

.. 53,799. -Do you think it would. help the enough history and literature with the m~dern 
recruitment at· all if the coUl'se du;ring the languag~~ you <;!Ould mak.e ·the standard very 
period of vrobation was a University Honours ~mwh. more equal, ·butt~e classical languages 
course?. • Would .the schoolmasters, for:.in.,. are undo:ubt~dly mo;·e .difficult. I think, per
dtance, regard .that .as , an· additional. induce- ~ap~, you might ":e!ght the m()dern la11guage 
ment for urging their boys·· to go.c in for. the sectwp. by the add1t10n of some other subjects. 
Civil. Service ?-:-1 do not exactly. see . what : ·. 5.~.~09. I gathei.· ym~ ar~ very c~early of 
value University Honours have unless you .are op1~10n ,that f~r: an exammatwn of a 'htgh class 
going into, some profession· in. this cou,ntry. I wluch IS designed to test real intellectual 
do. not think it wo:uld be a great. attraction, . j;>romiue~ce ~t is bet.ter to keep , do\vn' the 
-though-· no doubt it ·would have. a certain number 1£ you <;an ?-I thil)k it is. 

·value. . ·. . · · . 53,810." Do you thi1ik it would be possible 
53,800 .. It.woulcl have a certain value for to c~nfine the num?er of youi candidates by 

the schoolmaster who reckons up his list of :tnakmg the possessiOn of a school certificate a 
h · ? Th · · necessary condition?-You mean· a certificate ·• onours -,- . at 1s true. · · · · · f h 

. • , 153,801. · 'And · , might· make· him more d aving attended a school? 
lenient to . India ?:_;There )s soinetbing In . . 53,811.· I ·mean a certificate- granted by 
th · the · J oirit' Board ?..:..._:I suppose that would be 

a~3l"802. I suppose also to some" extent it possible·.· . · . 
would help• the probationer's position at .the .... 53,812. That IS a certificate which may be 
Uni,·ersitv ?-,-:-I think it would. . . .. · granted on a p~·etty wide examination taken 

·, 53,803.. :j:I~ \vould be more a part·of the by ,a great number of schools ?-The school 
Uni.versity, an.d 1 his college would be likP.Jy. certificate is only granted, I think, to boys 

who. come from schools which have in some 
tO'. take.uiore interest in hitn. if he,was a reguJar ·t?erise. be(')n ·mspected. It is a practical ques-
Honours. student than if h~ . was·. doing the t.iori, and l 'am,. not qu,ite . sufficiently familiar 
examination simply· for. the Civil 'Service?~ · with th~:conditions to give an answer. . . 
I should say it would be a gh3at adv~ntage if . . 53,813. Ther.e is a school-leaving certificate 
you coilld 'get the Universities· to make this in Scotlan.d ?-The:r:e is. . 
cot1rse an HonoUl's course, but whether 'they 53 8 4· I · d · v 
would 'do )'t or 1not is uncertain. · ., o~d.' .l · · t Is a goq . exammation ·-Quite 

·. · 53,804. It would t b~ · an. advantage to g 53,815. I take it there is a possibility of a 
recruitment, . ~nd also' an· advantage ; to the silliilar school-leaving certificate being estab
position oE the student who was, at Oxford o1· lished in England ?-There is. 
OaD,'lbridge ?-l..Oeitainly. ', · . '. . ' 

1
" 53:&16. I£ ' s~ch an 'examination ".'el;e 

· 53;8()5. ·A £ear has been expressed that if established in England I !!!tlppose one 'might 
~he e.xamination.~be held 'at the age o£ 10 ~ltl( ;make that a preli:iniiiary examination with the 
pubhc school boy would have no chance, that view of red\1cing the nuVlber of candidatt;Js ?~ 
his'chances would be' obliterated by the great Yes. I ·am not quite sure that i£ you had yom· 
mass of candidates from the County Council UJ;livershl school-lea~ing certificate y~:m wo'uld 
Schools that have. sprU.ng up since the . age h~ . really. reducing- ver)r much' the potential 
wa~altered. Do you think there is anything :number of candidates. :· , · 
'in that ?_;A great many of the new Secondary 53,81i. I s~ppose that· such a certificate, 
:Schools do not keep boys beyond 16. I have if it were established, would have the further 
'no reas0li 'to suppose tbat the teaching in the :advantage that it would be a certificate of 
modern Secondary'Schools is so much 'better .general \ educati'0n, and t~en you might 
than in the oldei;ones that the older ones would 'approximate your Civil Service· Examination 
hot have their fair share. · more closely. to the scholarship conditions at 
. 53,806. Would it. be.'true to say that i£ Oxford m~ Cambridge ?-That would be a 
you; framed the ·examination on ·· the . old great advantage. ·· · · 
classical lines that would give an undue .. 53,818. It would very much reduce the 
advantage to. the older Public Schools, :whereas danger of cramming?-Exactly. The danger of 
if you framed it 6n modern· lines it would cramming and of over-speCialisation or speciali
give an undue advantage to the new schools? sation beginning too early. , 

._:_I think one must try mid equate one against 53,819. So that so far as you are concerned 
the other if possible. you would be prepared to welcome the 

53,807. Your suggestion· is that there establishment of a SC'hool-leaving certificate? 
should be three groups or, possibly, four : -Yes, it would be of the greatest possibl0 
modern languages, classical language!:l, advantage to us in all our depal,'tments. 
mathematics and Acience, and a miscellaneous 53,820. And for working in -with the 
~fJ'OUp ?--Yes. . exarilination ?-Yes. 
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53,821. Do you think it would be possible had their own society;, it would not ·mean · 
to mark n:wre extensively for promise as that they 'had a wide. and .. varied Ui1~versity 
distinct from marking for· performance than.· society. , 
has been. done hitherto? ·In the scholarship ·· , 53,832. It would be· much 'less desirable 
examination at ··oxford or Cambridge the than a college at the .old .Univ~rsities ?-Much 

. ea:udiclates are selected for intellectual promise less. . . 
and . vel'y little account -really : is .taken of , 53,833. You ·· thi.qk it would. be· . quite 
actual performance. Would it be possible,:in possible to devise a course of probation at. tHe 
. an examination of this kind, to giye a gener~l . Univei'Sities which wnnld be educa~ionally em 
instruction to the examiners that t.heir business the level of some of the · Honours· schools 
is to look out for men of promise ?-I think it which are at present established ·there ?'-'+-I 
would. be certainly possible to. give such an think so: · . · · . . .i 

instruction, and it would be .very desirable. to 53,834. There has been some. impressiqu 
rlo so, but it would be. rather difficult to .. ensure a,niori.g our University witnesses that such. a 
that it wpuld be judiciously .carried ou;t all course would be professional rather than 
through. One would' have. to take considerable educational, but yop. do not think that that 
chances, I think.· Exaininers, as .you· know, . need necessarily: be so ?--I do' not think' it 
are rather gifficult to regulate. . need necessarily be so. There .may be·· ,a 

53,822. Do you permit a conference dangers of its be·coming S,o. It should be well 
between examiners 11nd~r the present· system devised and there s~ould be somebody' to look 
when there are two examii~ers in. one subject.? after it and see jt was really kept on pl'oper 
-I. believe it has been discouraged· in the lip.es and infl.uence it throughout. IL that 

1 
past, and I do not think· we- actua1ly en,cot,rage were ,done I do n,ot: see why it should. n,ot be 
it now. 'rhere -is no objection to it anyhow. made quite a good. educational course. 

53,823. Is it not rather desirable ?.:..,..I thillk · .. . 53,835. Could you· explain a 'little m6I'e 
it is myself. If you are going to 'mark for fully why it is you would prefer' to' see the 
promise it is most desirable. .· Indian candidates ehosen 'on, a separate 
· 53,R24. It is ·absolutely essential then ?.- examination rather than on the jo~rit examina-

Yes. · · .. · ·· tion with the English ?--I • think ·.the Indian 
53,825. I take· it that. your . viv4 voce ' candidates .ought to be· . examined in .. the 

examination will really t~st certain moral education which .bas been devised specially 
qualities ?-T think it would have that effect. for their needs, which.are different from thuse 

53,826. Have you got any· general opinion : o£ the English people1 and if that is done then · 
as to. what percentage of marks you will be it becomes p.J.niost impossible ~o equate··tliosE 
willing to assign to such al'1 examination ?~I . ·results with the results 'Of . ah. examination 

should think .about one-sixth, which, oi"co'tnse, 'framed. to meet. a ·different course .. Anothe1 
. 'vould make a great. difference in the result. : reason why I object to concurrent examin:atioJJ 
. . 53,827. With regai·d to a list of .approyed is that it will take such a long time before you 
Universities; !'presume 'that if there were• a get y0ur results into. focus. · You wouJ.dhave to 
ve~-y extended course of probation y<;m w-oUXP, waste weeks in sending •the papers to and fro, 
require a considerable equipment for teaching? and· the examination would be almost for:.. 
-Yes. , . . .·.. - · gotten by the. time• the results are out, ·That 

53,828. And that . req1,1irement in . itself is only a practical difficulty, but it is -.a 
would act as an automatic .limitation .in the ''difficulty. . I think the main · difficulty is 
number pf Universities to whicli. 'the students equating an examination which is fal.r' to 
_should go ?-It· would. Yo.u. could hardly Indians .with an· examination which is fair to 
allow 'them· to go to a University where there Englishmen., · · · · · · . ·· · · · 
was· no equipment. . . . . - . , " . · 53,836: With regard ·to the medical 
. · 53,829 .. I suppose· at. the present .moment examination, you allow candidates to consult 

if a three )~ears' probation were emicted your medical referee -before their intellectual 
Oxford and Cambridge would 'bE~. the oi:tly ·examination?-Yes, but it has rarely happened. 
Universities capable of providing the necessary vVe only introduced it two or three years ago, 
equipment ?--It would task even their re- ·and I should think about ten or a dozen times 
SOUrCeS Vel'Y much now.. . is as often as it has.been Used. : ·.!'• ': . 1 

53,830. But I suppose London would not (Adjourned for a short time~) : 
he likely to be able to provide the equipment . 53,837. (Mr. Fisher.) We have been told 
at once ?--1 should think not, but I should that there is a very great difficulty in adjust
not care to speak too positively on that ing claims of. different types o£ scP,ool i~ we 
because London Univei·sity has the great conduct an examination at the, school-leaving 
ach·antage of being able to draw anybody who age. Do you think that difficulty would. be 
happens to be in London. greater than the difficulty of.. adjusting the 

53,831. Do you think that the non- claims of. the different types of .a University 
residential Universities should be approved if under the present system ?·-I do not think it 
they are willing .to establish hostels for the would. ·It .~Youlcl p.ot be 'perhaps so. grefJ.t, 
probationers ?-That would he rather artificial, lJecal~se it must be admitted tha~ some of. the 
I think. It would only mean that the few newer Univ~rsities are at presf:)nt not satisfied,· 
students who went to these local Universities with t\le succ~sses they get in. ~he opfim co~nr 

1 , , • • , ~ • ~ , . I , • 
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petition. It would be of course very great, 53,841. You hav:e al~o gi v:en .us the opinion 
but not greater than the· existing difficulty. t~at separate exa~mn~twns m · India are pos-

53;838. (l'ylr. Madge.) You have told us s1ble. The exanunatwns are to fill ·vacancies 
that the lowering of the age would be a leap. whiel~ .ha~·e been announcec•, and the English· 
in the dark about which you have . ce1'tain · exammatwns would be .for candidates in 
doubts, but in giving cer.tain .answers about London, and the Indian examinations for 

.. details you have practically ·deferred to ·the candidates in India ; and one of the 1·esults 
. ·opinion. of the Commission. · .Now the fact that of ·a separate examination wo1.1.ld almost in
the lowering of the age has been suggested to evitably be that men would get very different 
the Royal Commission does not at all mean marks, and there would be a differentiation of 
that a very strong, and what I may call' an the estimates .of what they were worth, and it 
au1lhoritative, opinion to the contrary has not might happen that a man . who had obtained 
been suggested to the C.ommission, and I· very much lower marks either in India or in 
think you will help us i£ you state more fully Englat~d would be put above someone who 
than you have doria all· the real objections .to had higher marks either in India or in 
tbe lowering of the age, on the· ground that it . Engl~nd ?-l should have thought that the 
would be injurious rather than beneficial?- exammatwns would ··l)e so far different that it 
It was_ not quite ·so 'much that I deferred to would be almost impossible . to compare the 
what I believed to~ "be the considered' opinion mar!~s. 
of the Commission as- that I thought it was a3,842. You would have different standards 
possible the Commission had received such of worth?-Different subjects. 
evidence in India as rendered it desirable in · 83,843. I notice what you said about the 
a very high degree to send tlie candidates out di:ffe!ent standarqs of Indian education, but 
t'O India earlier, and also before sendin a them considering what is ' genera1ly believed, and 
out to give them a fuller training tha~ they what we have evidence to· support, that the 
have at present. In~ifln standard is ve:y much lower th~:~-n the 

53,839. When I said "deferred to the Bnti~h, do not !ou ~lunk th.e resul~ 'Y~uld ~e 
Commission" I did not mean that you did not to /Pve us an mfenor q}lahty of c1nhans m 
give. yow . own· opinion :frankly, defen-ed to lnd1a ?-The two race~ are s? ·different that it 
what we thought India might need ?--I had to · :h.::s t:f me .almost .Impossible ~ compare 
make some .assumption, and I preswned for the · hat IS why I rather obJeCt to !he 
moment, fol' the purposes of my answer,. that p:esent system. The fac~. that an Ind1~n 
.it was, oi· might be, decided that the advan- either do~s o~ does not obtam more marks m · 
tages of sending candidates out earlier and the exammati~n ~oes uot seem to m~ to be a 
giving them a fuller training were such as to very g??d . Cl'ltel'l_on. . The hypothesis of . a 
counterbalance any possible disadvantages. ?ompetitive exammation, as I understand lt, 
Supposing that the question were absolutely IS that. the people. are all mbre or l~s~· of the 
free, that is to say, that you could choose sa;me kmd, possessmq; the same q~alit.1es1 and 
either the present age or an early a e, then I t~ose who do her:;~ 1~ the e.xallllnatiOn are 
should prefer the .older age. I£ l h!d simply likely to be better m .tho~e respects that 
the one set of facts. to deal with I should say can be. tested ~y exammatwn.. But wh~n 
it was better to choose them at 22 23 or 24 comparmg Englishmen and !ndmns the d1f-

h . th b ' '. ' ferences are so great that 1t seems to me 
as you· ave en a etter opportumty of rather mi 1 ad' t th t b th 
judgina what they are worth. If you elect I d' s e mg 0 say . a ecause e 
them at. 18 or 19 . you are to a ·large extent n 13:n gets more marks he IS. better than th~ 

t . 'b'l't' · th th b Englishman, or that the Englishman, because ac mg upon poss1 1 1 1es ra er an pro a.- h t k · b t h h I d' bTt' Th t f th b · t e ge s more mar s, IS e ter t ant e n Ian; 
111es. . e na .ure 0 e 0Y or man 1s no the unknowns are so very much greater in 

~o ~asy to ascertam at the age of 18 °~ 19 as such a case. I would rather compare Indians 
~t 1s at the mature age. I w~s. trymg to with Indians ·and Englishmen with English
Isolate one set of fa~ts for the moment, ~nd men than compare the two races. That was 
my ~nswers wer~ g1ven on the assumptiOn the basis of my suggestion. 
tha~ It w~~ very I~po~tant to get them out. to . 53,844. One of the tests is that of character, 
~nd1a ea1her and to giVe them a mll.er tram- and many witnesses have admitted that com
mg. I hav~ had a great deal of evidence to petitive examination is a test rather of literary 
that effect ' I hav~ seen the lette~'S of the capacity than of characte1·. You have almost 
Government of India. · told us that as regards character the thing. 

- 53,840. You.have also doubtless in mind cannot lJe done, but if a mere competiti,re 
what we have evidence to support, that both examination, as is feared by people in India, 
satisfaction and disappointment have resulted will be preceded by a large amount of 
from acceptiD:g the promise of the earlier age. cramming, more so perhaps than at . home, 
Some who promised to turn out. well have then the consequence might -be to let in a 
turned out badly, and some who promised number of persons whose character had been 
indifferently have turned out very well?- tested in no way and whose intellectual capacity 
That would be the case with the age of 22 was of a standard inferior to the Home one?
and 23, and stillmore the case, !-think, at the There is of course that danger, but now yon 
P-arlier age; there would be more surprises. are going outside my sphere of knowledge. 
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You are asking me questions about India what disadvantageous to Indian candidates? 
which I am not really competent to answer. -It must be very difficult. for an Indian can-

53,845. vVe have heard irom other wit- diclate to succeed in one of our "examinations. 
\ nesses that there ii an endeavour being made First o£ all he has to learn English. 

to provide resident~al quarters where students · 53,852. Apart from English, there are the 
may live together, and that there would be no modern· foreign la~gu~ges, and the ID.arks 
difficulty in screwing up the Scottish Uni- · assigned to Gree]r and Latin.subjects which are 
varsities to the Oxford and Cambridge level. not studied in India. You suggested four 
In that case would your preference for resi- . groups; and I suppose they are all optional, but 

· dential Universities in England be modified? why could not there be a group which would 
-I think the Scottish Universities are very more especially fit in with the Indian course o£ 
good, but if you have a hundred and'fifty or stu:dy?-Isuggested£ourgroups£oranexamin
so o£ these men under training at a University . ati'on to be held in England at the school age. 
you will not be able to· send them to all I£ y6u are going to hold an examination in 
the Universities, because that wi.ll mean dis- England at school age SUl'ely' that ·would 

. sipating yoUl' teaching staff. You willhave practically exclude the Indians altogether? 
to · concentrate, and if you concentrate, th~ 53,853. Apart from the question' of age, 
advantages of Oxford and Cambridge would could not there be a gronp~which would fit in 
be greater than those o£ Edinbw·gh and with the· educational system of India, for 
Glasgow, whatever you did to them. instance Indian history and Persian and sub-

53,846. No doubt~ great many Edinburgh jects like. that ?-No doubt there could be such 
and Aberdeen students do go to Oxford or a group, but you could not bring fudian boys 
Cambridge, but ·men have passed into the at 18 or 19 over to England to be examined.· 
Service without going to 'these Universities or 53,854. There might . be difficulties, but 
even to crammers ?-I know that. consider it apart from the question of age?.....,-

53)847. Without going to Qxford or Cam- You mean to leave the examination as it is 
bridge, I mean ?-Undoubtedly, and then -they now and introduce more subjects which would 
go for their year of probation generally to suit ,Indian students? I suppose that would 
Oxford or Cambridge and sometimes London. .be possible. That would be a reconst1:uction 
The"Scottish Universities, when I ·was there, on a different hypothesis. My reconstruction 
said that their students received great benefit was on the hypothesis that you' are going to 
through spending a year at Oxford or Cam- . have a:o. examination at the schoo~boy age. 
bridge. . 53,855. W auld you group the subjects as 

53,848 .. The object of my question is not they are now, supposing you retained the 
to select any particular University that .would present age ?-The idea was to reconstruct 
have an exclusive effect as regards other • the examination a good deal, but I have not 
places o£ education where the education is· as laid down any principles. Supposing the 
good as it may possibly be ?-It was only with examination is reconstructed, it would give an. 
that view that I gave any preference to Oxford opportunity for the introduction of subjects 
or Cambridge for the probationary training o£ suitable to Indian students. 
students previously selected. I was assuming 53,856. Would there be any difficulty· in 
that the students were to spend three years at having an examination if there were some 
some place or places, and I assumed tha,.t it greater recognition of Indian subjects ?·-No, 
would be impossible to provide for the I see no difficulty from the examination point 
requisite facilities i:q. more than two places at of view. 
niost, and I was trying to select those places 53,857. And it would be fairer to Indian 
which seemed to me to offer the greatest students, would it not ?-'-It would be fairer tc 
advantages. I£ you make those assumptions Indian students on the hypothesis that what 
it appears to me that Oxford and Cambridge you want to test in them is an education of 
possess the balance of advantages. It was that kind. !suppose the theory of the present 
purely for the probationary course. competition is that the Indians have pursued 

52,849. (Mr. AbdU'r Rahim.) You said the an English education in this country, which 
advantage of a competitive examination lies in is generally the fact. . 
the fact that the people are homogeneous, and 53,858. But a knowledge of Indiari history, 
therefore it ensures a proper selection. I£ you I suppose, would be valuable ?-Clearly. We 
·pursue that logically there cannot be any have proposed to put Indian history into that 
separate competitive examination for India, competition, and I fancy the proposal met with 
because in India there are various races with. favour in India. 
various histories and traditions ?-No doubt 53,859. How long ago was that ?-Quite 
there is that difficulty, but I imagine that all recently. It has not yet received all the 
the people in India are more like each· other requisite assents, but. I have heard that it· 
than they are like English people. was favourably received by . the Viceroy's 

53,850. But the difficulties are very great Council. 
in holding a competitive examination there? 53,860. Persian is a language which con-
-They are very great. tains a very valuable literatw·e, does it not?-

53,851. You have said that the grouping Yes. I do not see why Persian should not be 
o£ the marks in the different subjects is some- included in the examin~tion. 
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53,861. · Vve have that fot about the aclvisel'R· to advise us in that. sense, and we 
last 10 years nobody has presented Arab~c at should act upon their advice i£ there seeiued 
the examination ?-Arabic is very rarely taken. · to be any good grounds. · 
I do not know. that I can give you· an explan~- 53,871. Yo).!. would not leave the de'cision 
tion of it. . o£ such a quest!orito the Board ?-Not under 

53,862. It :has been suggested to us 'that existing circumstances. · 
the standard o£ exa'rnination ·.has been placed · 53,872. There has ileYer been a tlm:-e yeai·s' 
impossibly high, I know one candidate 'who probation; has there .?-I think not. • 
at first took .A.rabic ·and gave it up after, having . . 53,8,73. Was it e'·er suggested before this · 
pursu.ed it ·£or .some· time simp~y because he to ha:ve tlll'ee years ?-Certainly not in my 
found the standard had been ra1s~d ?-I. was time until quite recently in eonnection with 
not aware that the standard had been raised these: proposals·. There has been an idea of 

· to that exte'nt,. and I will look into that. a;· three years' probation before this Oommis-
53,863. But the fact is. no. candidate has sion ·s~t, but it was only an unofficial 

taken· up . Arabic. in the last. 10 years?-::- suggest~on ;· it never came to ·us from any 
Certainly very £ew, but I cann.at say .whether responsibl~ source. Although we have con
there '.have been none~ siqered it, it has really not been what I might 

53,864. As regai;ds the raising of the age, call practically discussed. · 
I suppose the .Civil Setvice Commil:lsiop.eis . 53,87 4. \¥ ould not that be on the whole 
were :consulted when th.e age was raised £rom too long a period of probation ?-Not if it 
17-19 ?.-;-Yes> rny·predecessoxs were eorisb:ltecl, }Vere g<;>ing to cover the whole further educa
no doubt, bttt ·they took no responsibility for .. tion,of .the .man. I do not see that the three 
the change: · · · · . · years is in: itself objectionable. . 

·53;8615. And experience so. far has justified · . 53)~~5. I£. you have to cover. general 
the .chang~ ?-:-:Well, I haye· se'Em gra,re· otate::: · education no doubt three years will not be too 
meiits to·'the corHrary. · But it. is a: qnestion on long?.,.-,-,~ think there should be some subjects 
""hich two opinions migh~ exist. · . o£ gep.eral educ11#on in it. . · · 
: .. 53,866. You take .into account the J.fedical · · -53;87 6. Three years for general educa- · 
Report·and decide £or yourselves whethe'f' .the tion. wo..Ud not.· be a probationary period, 
tnan ought to b'e rejected or accepted?~ Yes. · strictly E?peaking ?-No; it would. be ftn;ther 

· · · · · · · education and training. . 
'·: 53,867~ I t~ke it the :rej~ction 'or accept\t'nce 53,~77. And only part o£ it is to be used 
according to th~· Act Diust l~e with. yqu'1L £or special training ?-I should imagine only 
That is so. . · · · · · · · · ·· · .· a pa:t;t of· it. It would make it rather narrow 

• •• c 53,,86S .. It WOL~;ld 
1

llOt be. C~nsis~eJit ~i,th i,£ you con:fined · ~t to . the purely technicnl 
~he A.~t · to ,leave the . powe1: t? at~y medipal i. trl:'loilling., . . . . . . 

, autho:r1ty ?_;_It would not be .COI~SIS~en,t WJ.th 53.878. I think there has been evidence 
the Act so far as I remember .it, and·.anyliow hefoi·:. us that it would be rather difficult 
it ,se~:u.1s 'bett.~r, ·that you · f?h;?uld h~ve the ~o give 'a .g~nerai ed~1cation ~is well as a 
f?rmal authority c~nsentratecl m o~e .respo~- special training ?-It . would. be difficult, no 
sible: Boa~d ; othe.r'!I~e. you, .~ould )lOt bww doubt, hut. I think it might be done. 
~her~ t~e re~~o:Q.Sl~~hty lay.:: As th~n,gsst~;nd ~, .53,87!:). (Si1<Murray Hammiek.) As regards 
lf an:y-~hiD:g-·IS :wron{S we .are ·responsib~e, and t)lis. ide~: of a half-yearly examination, if it 
th~t .Is hcnv tJie :thin,g ought :t~ be, lll my We"re varied Dy a three years' probationary 
opmnm. · . course would it not be verv difficult to fit in 

1 53,869 .. W ol!ld it b~ ,pos~ibl!=l under:-the ;Act the st~dents afterwards? l:U three ~'ears you 
to 1eave a m.argm o£ discretiOn :to any Medical would have six lots of students instead of 
:?oard, apart fro!TI t~e questio~' o£ .de9~dif1g thref3 ?-J meant them all to go up at the 
whether the .candidate. is suffermg from any same time. The two batclies . of one year 
physical disability ?_:_The Civil S~iv1~e Com- wqulc1 be mei;gedf()r t4e purpose of insti·uc
missioners un~er the .Act have to c~rtify .that tion. Supposing you were su~cessful in 
t~1e ?andidate,ls ~ee.fr9m at;y physwal.~efe9t Decembersou would have some time to put 
or disease which IS hkely to mterfere with the in: before you :we~1t up to college. . 
disQ~arge of his duty. I do !J.Ot think un~er , 53,880. As regards. this insistence on 
th~ present circumstances .. our ]3oard cou_ld certifl,cates from Masters, which you rather 
reject· a. person simply bec_ause . they mis-:- incline to as a possible way of guaranteeing a 
trusted his appearance or something. o£ that school course, are there not a good many 
kind. I think we would' have to find d,efinitely candidates who come up for the open competi
that he had a poor.constittition or was too weak; . tion. who ·have. had their education on the 
we should have to find dear grounds for our Continent ?-I should not have. said there 
rejection. . . . ; · . · . were many. No doubt there w~uld be some. 

53,870. W quld you leave it to any medical 53,881. How would you fit m those men? 
officer or Board to say that, although there is -I think those who ha~l not. had a regular 
no physical defect observable in a candidate, school course wo:1~d be di~quahfied. 
still .in the opiniou of the Board. the man was 53,882. And 1t would mterfere very muc}1 
not fitted. to gq out to India ?--:-I thirik it with Indian students who come up for th1s 
is quite within the power of our medical examination. T._hey have not .been to a regular 
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school, and they come ·up now and go .to really. of any use ? It 1s a very extravagant 
college, and I . suppose the Indian students and expensive thing ?-You mean that the 
who would come up i£ we reduced the. age, · inc~Ittive to do .their best would not be great 
would probably go to some special establish..: · enough? 'You do not think they value their 
mentfor a year, and they would.be excluded? seniority very highly? . · . . · 
--I was assuming that no Indians came to be 53,889. They qid not in my day?-They 
examined in England ; that they had their would know they wquld have to pass. . 
own examination iri India.' . ·. . 53,890.· In ·the old days they knew they 

53,883. It would be v~ry difficult to fit it would be fined if they, did. not· do well, but: 
in to meet the wants of those educated either even with the fining the , incentive. to work 
abroad or_in India ?-It would.. '·. . was extremely small. .I .sufferecl.':fiom fining · 

53,884. Supposing the age was continu.ed consi~erably, but I do not·, think it 'acted as 
as· it is now, do you think :the .present · any inoentive to ine to work, or ·very little ... · It 
examination. would be improved by more v_iva seems•to me that it does not matter so much 
voce examination ?-I should·rather like to- see if the man is 23 or 24 ar;td his education is . 
a viva voce in the present examination ori the finished, but if you. admit students at 19 and 
lines I indicated for the earlier examination. give 1them a ·three Y!?ars'·.course you must 
I put my_views on that before the:Comni.ission give some incentive to them to complete their 
on the Home Civil Service only a day or ·~wo education and make themselves efficient ?-It 
ago~ I think it would be a valuable· a:cldition would be nec'essa~y clearly to devise proper 
to that examination to have.a viva v9ce: .· : incentives, and ·it· might even· be .found 

53,885. When I appeared for J4i:;> exami: · difficult to do so. . 
nation in 1875 we had a viva voce in every · · 53,891. I£·· the Incl).an Ci~f Service is 
subject~ Latin, Greek, History,·. English, . separated from the Home Civil Service do you 
Science, Philosophy, &.;,u. Why, was that imagine the ColoniaL Cadets would go on with 
d1·opped? I cannot tell .you why. it w~s the Home Civil Service ?-I do· not ·know at 
dropped; I could suggest one o~· ·two: reasons,· all. .That ·would depend 6£ pourse 't~p~:n: the 
but they might not be the right ones. Tl;le Colonial Office, .which, would . have to come to 

.~ examination must have lasted a long while.. · its own conclusion on the matter. . . 
53,886: It lasted nearly a inonth. · Do not . ' 53,892.: Before the . hidian . Civil Serv1ce 

you think those viva voces are very valuable? was joined to the Home was the· examination 
Certainly. The more vivas, the inore for the. Cadets a separate examination ?-I 

practical difficulties you. have . to . deal·. with suppose it must haye been; but I really do' not· 
with regard to correlating the marks; and that kiiow.' . .· . ' 
may have been an argument in the minds of 53,893. 1n · the Police Examination, what 
my predecessors., But .it is a long while ago, .is about the proportion o£ candidates to the 
and I have· not tried to: find out what "their number of successful men? The last 
reasons were for dropping them,.or why they examination for which I have the figures was 
were chopped. . . in 1912, when 145 candidates · presented 

53,887. If you had· a three years' proba- themselves for 26 places. 
tionary course, and the men were passed in· as 53,894. Is it- a perfectly. free and open 
l:luccess£ul candidates, and you had ri.o'furtJi€)r competition with no sort of selection ?.:_They 
competition, is it not exceeding likelithat the are nomi])ated by the India Office, the India 
men during those three years' course· ·would. Office satisfying itself that tb:ey are English 
take life very easily ?-I do not think I have born, among other things. 
definitely expressed any opinion as to whether '. 53;895 . .And their character ?-No doubt 
there ought to be any intermediate examhiation they go into questions of that kind. I cannot 
during that course, but I should be rather say how they exercise their power of nomina-

. inclined to have . examinations, not too fre- tion,~ because that .is th~ir own domestic affair. 
quent]y, but now . and again, during · the 53,896.' You do not know how that is dona 
period, and then J should make the final in the India Office ?-No. 
examination.a very real affair, and let it decide 53,897. Do you· know out. of those men 
their seniority. who conie up .from: the police whether most of 

53,888. 'fhe one proposal put forward by them are from Public Schools, or. do a· great 
:Mr. FiRher was to join np this ~ourse with the many of them go through special training?
HonourH courl:le at Oxford. A man works I think a great many of them J:UUSt have· gone 
very hard for the Greats School at Oxford or through a special training, but I have no 
Cambridge because he knows the whole of. his figmes in the matter. These candidates being 
life depends very much on how his reputation nominated do not si1pply us with. particulars 
comes out in that school, but if you have a set o£ their previous training. , 
of men who have passed the competitive, ex- 53,89.8. Would the Indian examination of 
amination and who know there is going to be boys of 19 be very similar to the Police 
no competition at the final, they may tak~ it for Examination ?-It would have points of simi
granted that if they keep ·up to a ce1;tain larity .. In the Indian Police there are ahout 
moderate standard they are bound to go out six subjects. They are obligecl.to take Eng·· 
to India. W oulcl not that feeling very much lish and two or three others. They haYe .a 
militate against the three years' course being very complete option -except• in regard to 
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English. . It gives great freedom to the can
didate and great freedom to the schoolmaster, 
and they rather like it. 

53,899. The examination is· popular in the 
schools ?-Yes: 

53, 900; It is not supposed to tend to 
nrafinning ? --No, not pa.rticularly, except of 
~ourse that, as the examination takes place 
after school age, it is almost inevitable that 
some candidates should be specially prepared. 

5i3,901. Taking the Public Schools in the 
r:;ense of 10 or 11 big schools, durin~ the last 
two or three years has the number of success
f-,tl candidates in the Indian Civil Service from 
those schools fallen. off .very much ? Not 
perhaps in such a short period, but speaking. 
generally over the last 20 years the successes 
outside the great Public Schools are certainly 
more numerous. .We have.some figures;:: about 
that which were· prepared for the other Com
mission, and ·you might like to see them. 

53,902. I think we had better see them. 
You expressed · great dislike to these special 
training establishments. I. suppose you do 
so not so much from the results that come out 
~s from the fact that in those establishments 
the moral training of the students is not so 
well looked after ?-I have really no quarrel 
with the crammers--.::they are very good people' 
according to their purposes-but' it seems to 

. me contrary to educational principles that, 
when you have thoroughly good and well
managed schools where evei·ything is looked 
'after, including conduct and behaviour and 
manners, you should discard the schools 

* Vide Appen~ IV. 

which ~ave been built up . for the purpose of 
<lducatmg ~he boys, and allow a lot of privately 
run establishments to direct the training of 
the students. 

53,903. From the point of view of the 
efficiency of the person whom the crammer 
turns out, certainly during the 15 years 
between 1865 and 1880 a large proportion of 
the civilians who went to India had a con
siderable training by crammers for one or two 
years, and there is no very great reason to 
suppose that the efficiency of the Government 
of India suffered in consequence ?-No. 

53,904. (Mr. Fisher.) Apropos of the cost 
o£ a separate examination in India, I suppose 
the examination would have to be held in4 
a place where there are laboratories ? -It 
would. . . 

53,905. And as it would take place in the 
summer it would have to be in a hill station? 
-Yes. 

53,906: And it is desirable also it should 
take place not far from the sea?·-Yes. 

53,907. Poona seems to be the only place 
that combines all those possibilities, so that 
you could make your calculation on that basis? 
-I will. 

53,908. In estimating the cost of the sep,ar 
rate examination you could take into aceot'int 
the fact that you will probably be .able to-get 
help in India itself from the teach~iig staff?~
If that were so it would be desirable· to.have 
the examination at a time when the Univer
sities as such were not sitting. 

(The witness withdrew.) ~·· 

(Adjourned to to-morrow at 10.30 a.ni.) 

At 12, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W. 

Friday, 11th July 1913. 

FIFTY-EIGHTH DAY. 

PRESENT: 
rrHE RIGHT HoN. THE LORD ISLINGTON, G.C.M.G., D.S.O. (Chairman). 

Srn MuRRAY HAMMICK, ·K.c.s.r., o.I.E. GoPAL KRISHNA GoKHALE, EsQ., c.I.E. 
SIR THEODORE MoRisoN, K.c.r.E. ·wALTER CuLLEY MADGE, EsQ., c. I.E. 
MiHADEV BHASKAR CHAUBAL, EsQ., o.s.r. FRANK GEORGE SLY, EsQ., o.s.I. 
ABDUR RAHIM, EsQ. HERBERT ALBERT LAUllENS FISHER, EsQ. 

:M. S. D. BuTLER, EsQ., c.v.o., o.r.E. (Joint Secretary) . 

. Sir ALFRED HoPKINSON, K.c., LL.D., Vice-Chancellor of the Victoria University of Manchester. 

Written answers on behalf of the Victoria with regard to a view, which was given in 
University of Manchester by Mr. Edward evidence in India, to the effect that Indian 

Fiddes, M.A., Senior Tutor for Men civilians now come out to India too old, and 
Students and Registrar; and by with an insufficient knowledge of law and 

MT. S. J. Chapman, M.A., Professor of other specialised subjects, 1·equired for the, 
Political Economy and Dean of the performance of their duties, and that, in 

Faculty of Commerce. consequence, the competitive examination for 
· 53,909 .. What .is the opinion held by admission to the Service should be held at an 

the authorities of the Manchester University age between 18 and 20, and that this should 
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be followed by a period o£ probation of three 
years, to be spent at one or more Universities, 
or at a special institution established for that 
purpose .?-(.A.nswe1· by M1•. Fiddes.) The 
earlier age suggested, viz., between 18 and 
20 years, appears to be too low. Many of the 
candidates would be still at school or would 
have just left, and the questions would be 
regulated by the standard of a school exami
nation. In such . a test and at such an age 
few candidates would be likely to show much 
originality, and their real intellectual! quality 
could be only ascertained with difficulty. 
It is common experience that candidates 
who do brilliantly in Entrance Scholarship 

~ Examinations after a careful school training 
in many instances fail to fulfil their promise 
in their university career when they must 
rely more on the powers of self-direction. 

On the other hand, it is very desirable to 
institute a lower age than at present, and the 
period between 20 and 22 as the lower and 
upper limits is suggested. The majority of 
our best Honours students graduate before 
they are 22 years o£ age ; a considerable 
number a year or so earlier. By that time 
they should have attained sufficient maturity 
of intellect to enter on a definite preparation 
£or their life's work, while there are consider
able disadvantages in allowing the interval 
betwe~n graduation and the competition to 
be very long. Dlli'ing such a period the 
candidates may become stale, or . at any rate 
may work less from real intellectual interest 
than from a desire to cram £acts against the 
time of examination. 

The earlier age would bring with it 
another advantage of great importance to our 
student&. In most cases their parents are not 
wealthy, and every year added to their 
education means an additional, and sometimes 
a serious strain, though this may be mitigated 
to some extent by scholarships and other 
forms of aid. 

53,910. (Answe·r by lll1·. ·Chapman.) I 
am strongly of opinion that it would be a 
mistake to make selections for the Indian 
Civil Service before candidates have normally 
had 'time to complete the course of study 
required for a University Degree. From 
younger candidates who are undeveloped, and 
haYe had little chance of displaying initiative, 
it is impossible to pick out the best men with 
any degree of certainty. Early promise is 
not an infallible indication of capacity. At 
the same time, I am almost equally strongly 
of opinion that any scheme which prevented 
the special "coaching" of men for the Civil 
Service Examination for a year or more after 
graduating would be an improvement on the 
present arrangement. At best thjs special 
preparation does ilo more harm than to 

' waste valuable time; hut not infrequently it 
degenerates into cramming, which undoes 
some of the benefit of a University training. 
A slight lowering of the upper age limit for 
entering the examination for the Indian Civil 
Service would largely stop special preparation. 

I incline to the view that candidates should 
only be admitted between the ages of 20 
and 22. The ideal, as it presents itself to me, 
is for a candidate to take the Civil Service 
Examinations some weeks after graduating 
(say about August). But in "this event .some 
further modification of the examination, with 
a view to bringing it more closely into accord 
with University Honours Schools, would be 
requisite. 

53,911. In the event of any changes in 
the direction of lowering the age-limits for 
the Indian Civil Service Examination being 
adopted, is it probable that Manchester Uni
versity would be willing to devise an Honours. 
Course of Indian studies suitable .for such · 
probationers, and carrying with it the Uni.: 
versity degree? The course of instruction: 
would, under any such system, it is antici
pated, include :-(i) Law, (ii) the elements of 
one classical and one vernacular language, 
and (iii) Indian history, sociology~ and · econo
mics ?-(Answer by Mr. Fiddes.) It has been 
assumed in the· answer to .the preceding 
question that most candidates would graduate 
before entering the competition, and this woUld 
of course render it impossible to· arrange for 
the Special Honours (undergraduate) Com·ses 
in Indian subjects which have been suggested. 
But it is unlikely that there would be any 
difficulty in instituting in this University a 
post-graduate com·se in these subjects, which 
could, if found desirable, be recognised by a 
Diploma or Certificate to be awarded by the 
University. · 

I understand that the points connected 
with the details of the course of professional 
training will be dealt with in another 
answer from this University, but it may be 
here suggested that the training should cover 
two years. This seems sufficient if the age 
for competition proposed in this answer is 
adopted. ·while shorter than the period of 
three years that has been proposed, it is longer 
than the time spent on professional training 
under the present regulations. It would thus 
enable a successful candidate who had gradu
ated in one University before the competition 
to spend afterwards a substantial period of 
training in another University, which in some 
cases would be of great value from the change 
of intellectual atmosphere and the consequent 
widening of his outlook. 

53,912. (Answer by Mr. Chapman.) As 
far as I can judge from my limited 
experience of candidates for the Indian Civil 
Service, and from what I have heard of tl1e 
need for Civil Servants to reach India as early 
as possible, it would seem that a year, or at 
most two years, should be fixed as the pro-. 
bationa1-y period. This time can be profitablv 
spent at Universities o:t;t studies bearing oil 
the future work of the probationers, and to 
some extent specialised -with reference to 
Indian conditions. The provisiop. of suitable 
teaching in languages, ough~ not to be a 
difficult matter ; anq the same may be Raid as 
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regards ~History, 
administration of India, Geography, and 
the broad· aspects of Indian Law. Specialised 
studies,· however; in· History, Geog.L'aphy, 
Economics; AQ.min~stration. and :t;.aw, ought 
naturally to 'arise out o£mor~ generalinstruc
tion (some part of which may have .been 
received :f:>revipusly) and .be kept ·in relation 
with· it.· '·The Economics of India calmot 
be satisfactorily treated apart from general 
economic principles and· the realistic Ec.ono
mies of, otb.er places ; the. History of India 
obviously.lleeds· to be ,kept in touch with the 
general history !of the period which is import
an.t i:o.: .Indian History:; :the · geographical 
aspects o£ lridian .. trade .and production. must 
ba presented .as'linked up.with .those o£ other 
parts of the: world, and a backing 0£ g~nerallaw 
is ,e(:lsential. fo.r a propt:~:r appreciation o£ legal 
problems. 'in·,;India. As regards. Economics 
and Law the .aim. should be, .not so much to 
equip.r the' pr()bationer ,with a knowledge of 
l:p.dia before: he. arrived there, as to, train his 
mind to interpr.et his .after experience .and 
prep:;tre him for it. .On the .more· 1-p.echanical 
side o£ 1-:the .Indian civilian's .. equipment some..,. 
thing.mayjn.addition .he gained from.attend.,. 
ance at CE)rtain semi-technicaLbusiness .courses 
furl)ished · in. Faculties o£ · Comn:i.~rce,: such. as 
tll.ose :on Accounting a1id Banking .. , 
.: 53,9Ut·. What provision· is at p~esent 

afforded in· Manchester Univ.ersity for. teach'" 
ing:-~-{i) · ~aw; '(ii). Classical Languages,· (iii) 
Indian history, <'sociology 1 ·aj1d econoinios ; and 
is there any system of tuition and supervision 
designed forJndian CivilService probationers ? 
~(Answer by Mt· ... E'iddes.). As Tegards ,the 
general effect oLthe present . regulations. it is 
difficult. for a Ma:p.cih.ester, student to :obtain .a 
high position · under . the conditions now· in 
force .. Ther~l are ·undoubtedly, among. ouT 

students many who are of hicrh intellectual 
capacity, . and. "Y~o are well q~alified to. be 
s~~cess:ful a~lmnustrators. More recognition 
of su_ch subJects: as Mode~·n Languages and 
certam of. the Smences whwh have now been 
fully organise.d as instruments of education 
appears· desirable. Certain subjects i~ the 
competi~ion might remain practically obliga
tory to all candidates, but it might be. so 
arranged· that it would be possible for a 
sU:c.cessful candidate to have gained his place 
on the subjects of a suitable Honours School 
in addition to the compulsory subjects. Such 
a scheme would not onlv be a benefit to the 
ne,\•et Universities, but a:1so add to the number 
ofgood candidates from whom the :selection · 
would be made. It would ;also be. a safeguard 
against the. hasty acquisition of· a superficial 
~now ledge of alarge number of subjects .. 

53,914. (Answ~r .by Mr. Ohapm~n.) . The 
University o£ Manchester is largely equipped 
already for undertaking the requisite in
struction. Sanskrit . is· taught, and one 
member of the staff is a distinguished· Pali 
scholar.·· Th~re is .. a 'Professor of Modern 
~istory. !lnd another· of Economic History, 
111 ·add1tion to the Professors of Mediroval 
and Ancient History. Economics, Economic 
Geography;. and allied cominercial subjects 
are adequately provided for,. and there is a 
lecturer on Political Science. Som13 years ago 
the demands . for trained 1nen for business 
were met by the organisation. of. a Faculty of 
Conimei·ce. To the teaching which exists 
something· would need to be added to com
plete the specialised courses and provide for 
requirements in Indian Languages .. In adqi
tiori a. member of the staff has recently been 
appointed to devote part of his time to super
vising students preparing for Civil Service · 
Examinations. 

. Sir .A.r.FRED HoPKJ:NSON~ K.C., LL.D., calle~ and examined. 

53,915. (Chairman.) You· come ·before us 
as the Vice-Chancellor bf Manchestet Univer
sity?......:..Yes. I •· : • . ' ' ; . . 

: . , 5S,91C. I take, it that you are prepared tq 
exphiiri the 'Yritten answers sent in on .behalf 
of your' University by Mr .. Edward :fiddes, the 
Registrar ·of the University, and Senior Tuto~· 
for men students, and Mr. Chapman, Professor 
ofPoliticalEconomy and Dean of the Faculty 
of Commerce ?-:-Yes. It was suggested that 
I · should send two names, and selected the 
two that s!3emed to be those who would give 
the fullest information. I think I may say 
with reference to those answers that, though 
they were prepared on the i:r;itiative ~£ the two 
gentlen,leri named, as havmg speCial know
ledge, I pe1:aonally entirely concur with' every
thing that is there said with the exception of 
one very small • detail. l may also say 
that, since t.hey were prepared, the effect of 
them· has heen mentioned to the Senate and 
Council o£ the University, and they meet ·with 

the general approval of the University. There 
may be small details on which there are 
differences, but in the main I think they meet 
with practically unanimous approval. 

53,917.' Durihg our inquiry in India we 
have received a substantial amount of evidence 
pointing to ~he advisability of reducing the 
present age for recruitment, so as to enable 
the civilian to enter upon his dt1ties in India 
at an earlier age than he now does, viz., 25,· 
and it has also been represented that the 
present system of probation of one year does 
not give an adequate training in those special 
sulJjects which are essential factors in the 
administrative w01·k of India. We should be 
glad to know, if any change is· made on these 
two points, how it would affect your Univer
sity, and also to what extent your University 
wo·uld be able to meet the new de1i1and. I 
notice that both Professor Chapman and l\fr. 
Fiddes suggest a compromise in regard to the 
lowering of the age and advise that instead of 
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going back to the school-le11ving age, 17-1~, fo1' a man to go to a :rp.odern U~iversity some
the age should be fixed at 20-22 ?-Yes. . where about 18, or even a little under: ' Our 

. 53,918. Is this age suggested because it average age is rising, no doubt. ' · · ' 
fits in with your degree course ?-That is not 53,D23. Rising up to .. 19 ?_:_Yes, or some..: 
the only reason. There are equally important times even more than that; bl.1t I think it ls a 
reasons affecting the general scheme of educa- bad thing from the point o£ .view o£ the sphools 
tion apart from its effect on our own Univer- and from the point of view. o£ training, . A 
sity. We are looking at it from the point o£ little over 18 is a suitable age for those who 
view of what is ideally best,. and not merely have been to a. certain. type of , school, and 
from: the point of view of how it would affect about 18 for those from· other types o£ $chool. 
our degree course. The economic question·. comes ip., and the 

53,919. You are looking at it from the adoption of a slightly e~n·lier age would open:· 
point of view of how it will affect the othe1~ the door to the Service ·more ,widel;;;. . Opening. 
Universities too ?-I do not know what they the door more widely does not ti1ean that an 
say; we have not communicated with them, enormou~ number of men would come. in; -it 
l)ut as far as I can judge from my knowledge merely means that yol.t have a wider field o~ 
of other Universities of the same type, very choice of rriE:ln who have the personal character:..· 
likely what fits us would fit them, and 'lvhat istics which is animportant el~mentin the case, 
we think best they may do. But I cannot not merely the, academic training· or the school 
say as to that. You have them represented tdtining. · ' . · . 
here, or one of them at least. ·· · · 53,924.. Have you any rett'tl'll showing to 

53,tl20. Do you know how it woUld affect, what. extent your University has supplied 
for instance, the Universities of ·Oxford· and mempers to the Indian CiVil Service ?-The 
Cambridge ?-I can' judge to some extent 0£ mimber is very small indeed. It ought to be 
that, being an Oxford man: myself, though I substantially· large.~,-:·· · I doubt. whether we 
have ilot resided there lately. I do go. up shall eyer have a very large ,mnnber, bU:t 
from time to time. My impression is that we. ought, from time to time, to be able to find 
what we suggest would notbe bad, but might very suitable men .. At present we·have only 
if properly worked, be good for Oxford _and ~om~. ~tu~l.ents 'vorldiJ.g. ~Qr .. .:th.e. Indian. Civil 
Cambridge. Our main obJect is what, as far Service. 'Ve could' do' much more if the 
as we can judge, would be go?d from the systein. '~ere better fitted to. our curricula' 6£ 
public point of view. ' subjects and examinations, mid, also if th~re 

53,921. Speaking now as an Oxford man, . was npt the great sti·ain .~n. th<3 :fbiancial 
would not the age that' you suggest cut right . resources 9£ s01ne of the students. · On 'the 
across the Oxford University course ?-I think average our students · are · financially less . 
that Oxford has not been altogether wise· in flourishing than they are at . Ox:for(l ·or 
raising the age of entrance and of taking Cambridge. . . · . . . 
the degree. 1 do not think it is at all a bad . 53,925. Will you tell us 'generally what 
thing for men to take a three years'. course. facilities you have in you1~ U niv~rsi ty for 
Our scheme would be this : We assume teaching' the particular subjects necessary for 
that it is thought desirable, from the point Indian · civjlians; especially Law and,. t:Q.e 
of view of India, to bring clown the present Classical . and Oriental languages ? ~·Yes. 
age for . going out there from 25 to ~ay 23. Those are rather the special Sl,lbjects o£. a 
Going back from that, we suggest that ab.out post-graduate nature .. As. regards Law, we 
two years should be taken up with some have· pe1;fectly satisfactory classes for a · twp 
special kind of ~tucly ~tted £or the sort of ye~~·s' training in Law. I do not mean to say 
work to be clone m India. For example, the we have advanced 'research classes,. bttt we 
specialised training for officers destined for the have · sound · instruction ·· for two years in 
administrative side might have an economic Constitutional Law, Roman Law,· Juri.Spru
beal'ing, whilst for judicial officers it should de:g.ce, English Law o(Contra.cts, lnter.IIational 
have a legal bearing. Probably about two Law, and Commercial Law. Speaking now 
years would suffice for this. Prior to that we as an· old ·Law teaqher, what is l'equired could 
think the best course would be the regular be well done by thoroughly competent teachers 
degree course, with possibly some special in about two years, which would give students 
subjects included, but not such as would a knowledge of the practice of handling legal 
interfere with the regular course. That cases. It would give themthe habit of getting 
course wonld take three years, and cover the to know the point of a case ; an,d a!:$ regards ~egal 
period from 18 to 21 or rather over.· Many of principles, I think we could do wP,at is necessary 
our students come up between 17 and 18, as very soundly in this two years' course. It would 
they do, or used to do, in Scotland, and I think include some specific knowledge of commercial 
that is a yery good thing. law, also law of contracts, criminal law, and 

53,H22. rrhat would take then~ out to India so on, and I think the knowledge they would 
at 21 ?-A little over 23. They would start obtain in that way of handling legal questions 
at the University at about 18, spend thl'ee would· be invaluable afterwards to those 
years there, and then have two years o£ students who are taking up the judicial 
specialised study, and then go out to India. branch. I do not mean to say theywould be 
I do not mean that to be a rigid suggestion at learned lawyers, bnt they would be men who 
~ll, but I do not. t.hiu'k it. is at. all fl. bad thing understood how to look· at ·a. lega~ prohle1n 
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and how to go about and read and handle 
cases of that class; and that is what you 
want. Then as regards economics, economic 
geography and economic history, we are well 
furnished. We have a Professor who devotes 
himself entirely to Economic History in
cluding Industrial History ; and of course 
although that may not be specific Indian 
knowledge it enables a man to deal with 
problems that arise .. In Economics we have 
a Professor of tlie subject and several lecturers 
dealmg with branches of the subject. With 
regard to men taking administrative work, I 
do not know what the work exactly is, but 
I fancy that some sound knowledge of currency 
and accounting-! do not mean mere book
keeping but the principles of keeping accounts 

. -would be valuable. We have some lectures 
by a practical accountant. I think some 
knowledge of banking and the principles of 
banking is probably desirable, and we have 
an experienced banker ·lecturing on this. I 
do not know whether railway work comes into 
consideration at all, but we have specific 
lec.turers on railway economics and raihvay 
management by practical men. This is under 
the direction of the Dean of the Faculty of 
Commerce, who is the Professor of Economics 
and who co-ordinates the whole course.. I 
will leave with you the prospectus of two of 
our Faculties-Law and Commerce, because 
they show the syllabus of classes and how the 
ground is covered. As ·1·egards languages we 
ar13 not at present in so strong a position. As 
regards Indian vernacular languages, if we 
were to cover the whole ground we should 
have to make a special appointment or appoint-: 
ments to deal with Indian languages. We 
have a competent Professor, who could deal 
with Sanskrit. Professor Rhys Davies has 
special knowledge of Pali. Of course we have 
Professors in European languages such as 
French and German. 

53,926. And Arabic ?-Only recently we 
have made some provision for Arabic. 

53,927. Have you a Professor of Arabic? 
-Not a separate Professor, but we have some 
provis~on for instruction in Arabic. 

53,928. Persian ?-No, nothing directly in 
Persian. The Bishop of Salford holds a 
Lectureship in Ancient Persian Literature, 
and occasionally has had pupils, but we have 
not yet provided instruction in the vernacular, 
and that might have to be pro~·ided if we 
were to complete the scheme. 
. 53,929. Would the University be prepared 
to undertake that additional charge itl:lelf ?
I cannot say, and I speak with more hesitation 
under the special circumstances under which 
I am speaking to'-day, but I should think it is 
highly probable. We usually find that our 
University, where there is a real need, 
meets it. 

53,930. Passing from that subject, have 
you any residential system at your University? 
--Yes. \Ve have two halls of residence for 
the men. One· is managed l)y the Society 

of Friends, but it is not confined to them. 
There are some Indian students there at 
the present time. That is called Dalton 
Hall and the other is Hume Hall with about 
50 men. It is practically like 'an Oxford 
College, with ,rather more supervision. Being 
rather smaller, the ·warden of the College 
is in closer touch with his students than the 
Head of a College can be. To that we attach 
great impol'tance. 

53,931. So that assuming a group of 
students were to come to you, you have 
facilities for their supervision?-Yes. Then 
also we have appointed Mr. Waugh, who is 
Assistant. Lecturer on our History staff, to 

. look speCially after those who are proposing 
to go into the Civil Service; and then pro
bably, if a man had been selected, and was 
coming to us for post-graduate work, or 
special work, the Professor of Economics 
would give him personal attention. 

53,932. Do Indians come to the University 
of Manchester ?-Yes, we have a substantial 
number attached to the School of Technology. 
There they learn different branches of technical 
work, engineering, textiles, and so on. Then 
in the Faculty of Science we have a small 
:o.umber of engineering students. The 
engineering students are sometimes very good, 
and sometimes not. 

53,933. Have you any system of super
vision for the Indians in your University?
yes ; i£ they come U:p under the auspices 
in any way of the Indian Government. 
We have recently, at the instigation of the 
India Office, appointed two people to have 
some oversight of the Indian students. One 
is at the School of Technology, the Secretary 
of the Principal, Mr. Garnett ; and for the 
other students, who are fewer in number, 
in science or medicine, we have a member of 
the University staff, who was appointed last. 
year to look after their well-being, see what 
they are doing, and report upon them. 

53,934. Do you find they get satisfactorily 
into the social atmosphere of the University? 

tl~ink very fairly. They vary so very 
much. I could name some who get on 
splendidly with their fellow-students, who do 
really good work, and who turn out to be 
good fellows in every way. But there are 
other men who ought not to have been trans
planted, who, when they come here, really get 
lost, and do not know what to do. 

53,935. I suppose, speaking broadly, and 
not as a representative of Manchester, you 
would admit that, if Oxford and Cambridge 
showed that there were insuperable difficulties 
in the way of adopting the age you mentioned, 
it would hardly be possible for us to recom· 
mend it ?-I do not think Oxford and 
Cambridge, if they took an enlightened view 
of the Public Services and of their own 
interests, could take such a line. 

53,936. I am thinking of the normal age 
at which students in those Unh·ersities now 
take their degrees?-You might have to 
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consider that, I allow. What we are against, should have passed a matriculation or school
from the public point of view, is any idea o£ leaving examination, then he would enter 
selection at the time o£ leaving school. You on an ordinary University course for Honours, 
cannot tell what a poy is worth at that age. possibly with.some adjustment, if he thop.ght 
'l'he boys who get scholarships often prove ultimately of going into the Civil Service, 
unfit afterwards. It is the wrong age to·select. but he need not necessarily then decide. Let 

53,937. I suppose young men fall off at all him take a three years' course at the Univer
ages ?-Yes, but a young man ought to ~e sity, some suitabl~ Honours course, and then 
tested to find out his worth. At school he 1s soon after he takes his degree in J une-I do not 
under discipline.. After three years on his say immediately after, but two or three months 
own initiative you have a much better chance after that, let him take his special examination. 
o£ selecting the right article. I do not believe, 53,944 .. About the age of 21 ?-Yes. 
having seen a good deal of young men, that it 53,945. (Sir Murray Hammick.) I should 
is usually possible to come to a right con- like to ask your opinion on one or two points. 
elusion earlier. · You have said that it is much better to choose 

53,938. Do you not find that young men a boy at 22 after his University training than 
disappoint you even at the older age ?-I at the school-leaving age. The suggestion has 
should put it in this way : Look at the thing been put before us that . the three · years' 
from a broad public point of view. My belie£ training probation in England would be quite 
is that 18 is quite late enough to leave school sufficient to eliminate those who turn out 
in nine cases out of ten, and that the plan of badly after the examination at 18 or 19. Do 
keeping boys longer has two bad effects... you not think that after you had chosen a boy 
One o£ them is that it is bad for the young of 18 or 19, aud given him the stamp of an 
man himself, as a rule, and also it shuts the · approved candidate for the In(lian Civil Ser- . 
door to drawing candidates for the Civil Service vice, it would be extremely difficult, unless he 
from a large portion of the population who, was guilty of very serious moral offences, or 
for reasons of expense, cannot remain so late unless he showed very grave idleness, to get 
at school. I think you will usually draw the rid of him at the end of three· years?-Yes, 
Civil ServiGe from what you may call the certainly I think it would be extremely difficult, 
well-to-do classes, but there is a large number and I think you really do not have the free 
of people, who come from quite cultivated choice that you have at a later age. If you 
homes, who cannot afford to remain at school choose him at 18 you cannot very well tu:rn·out 
till over 18 .or 19. A boy does. not know the person so chosen unless he is a thorough 
what he is going to do. My· view is, send slacker or has committed some moral offence. 
him to college for three years. Let him go to In the other case you are not committed until 
the University with his scholarship, take up a man has taken his degree; and in the same 
some suitable degree course-and that applies way the man himself does not know what he 
to Oxford and Cambridge just as well as to is going to do. Perhaps during his University 
Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, or Sheffield, or course the Civil Seryice attracts him; .India· 
nearly as much-and then let him take his may attract him. It is an unknown region to 
degree. Let him take three years for his degree, him before, and it may appeal to him as a 
and then let him take his special training. great career. It may appeal to a young man's 

53,939. I understand you to say that there imagination to go to India and help to take 
are many desirable boys whose parents cannot part in the government of it. 
afford to keep them at school till they are 18 ? 53,946. We know that Oxford and Cam-
-:-Over 18 and up to 19. bridge are distinctly against this age of 21-22. 

53,940. You suggest that there are boys, On the other hand you would agree that most 
suited to the Service, who, in the ordinary probably the Scotch U;niversities, except Edin
way, would be leaving school at an age prior burgh-which we have heard is siding with 
to 18 ?-It might be over 17. Practically all Oxford and Cambridge-that the other. Uni
that is in dispute is a year. versities, Glasgow, Aberdeen, St. Andrews, 

53,941. Barely a year ?--Yes, about a and probably Dublin, would side with · the 
year. view that you take in Manchester·?-! can 

53,942. I take it that, if a parent can keep only speak a priori from the reasonableness o£ 
his boy at school up to 17t, the probabilities the view appealing to them, and also from the 
are he could keep him until he was 18 ?- ages of the students in Scotlan.d. 
Generally, 18 is better than 19, and you tap a 53,947. It is rather important for us to my 
larger and a useful portion of the population mind to try and gauge the mass o£ intelligent 
at that age. opinion in England, Scotland, and· Ireland, 

53,943. The examination which you would which would be in favour o£ the reducing 
recommend, if it were held at the school- of the age £or the Unh·ersity degree, because 
leaving age, would be of the ordinary Univer- that is really what it amounts to-that if we 
sity scholarship type ?-I would not have any make the examination from 21-22 it would be 
competitive examination for the Service then. under the idea that at all events the majority 
I would let the boy go through his ordinary of people would think that that fitted in with 
school course till about 18. At that age he the University course accordi!lg to their ideas. 

0 • ' 
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Do you. think that, taking educated opinion 53,952. You say you are in favour of 
.throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland, making the· selection after the University 
there is. a large proportion of people who do course ?-The selection. can be made soon 
agree with .you that the University cdur~:~e of after the University COl;lrse. Let any test 
Oxford and Cambridge is now too late ?-My of what a man can do take place about or 
iu:i.pression is Yes, and that there is a little soon after the time that he takes his degree. 
swing of the pendulum back from. the idea of You have a much better chance then. · 
leaving things so late. I have quoted one case 53,953. I understand from you also that at 
to you of many years ago. I do not see the age of 18 or thereabouts it would be 
why a man should not take a degree at Oxford difficult to tell whether a boy is able to think 
at 2L I took it under 21, and I have not for himself ?-Either to think or to act for 
regretted_it. . himself. He has never been free from the 

53,948. I suppose the Universities of discipline and the kind of pressure that must 
Scotland have been a.ffeot'ed lately towards necessarily and ought to be present in school. 
incteasing the age of matriculation £or the 53,1:)54. 0£ course you are aware that soon 
University course, and have rat~er tended for after they go to India they are vested with 
some years to fall in more with the Oxford and · very large judicial and administrative powers? 
Carribridgecourse?:-Ibelieve theage of entry -We feel that the more they live in the 
has risen; certainly the age in the Universities University a life amongst their fellow-students 
of England, Manchester and the like, has risen and take part in the Unions and the Club~ 
very considerably. It has risen very much and things of that sort, the better .it is for 
since I can remember. them ; we feel that that in itself is an admir-

53,949. But you· think it is as likely as not ·able training. The Degree course might also 
that there will be a movement of the pendulum . be followed up by a post-graduate course, not 
back again in the other direction ?-Yes, but necessarily in the same University. I think 
not so far. I hope it will not go back to the many of our men who have taken a degree 
old state of things. It used to be 15. My might very well go to Oxford and Cambridge 
idea is over 17 normally ; 15 is too young. £or two years and vice versa. I should like 

53,950. (Mr. Abdur Rahim.) I think you to see many boys who go to Oxford and 
told iis that after the school-leaving examina- Cambridge for three years go to a modern 
tion some of the most brilliant boys break. University in an industrial and commercial 
down. . I do not know whether you can give centre for a couple of years for a special 
us an idea as to the nature of the breakdown. purpose. . 
Is it intellectual, moral, or physical ?-I am 531955. I quite see that. As regards Law, 
speaking now rather from my experience of I think you said that you have facilities for 
many yeats ago at Oxford. . Some of the boys teaching Law and for training students to find 
get Scholarships and do brilliantly when they out the point of a case. I should like to know 
~nter the- University. · Some of them break what sort of facilities you have. You could 
down physically ; others are what you call not have the system of studying in barristers' 
rather intellectually jaded, having been forced chambers in the University ?-No, we have not 
and having come to their full period of in our University, but I can tell you more or lel:1s 
development rather too young. Others when the sort of thing that we do in Manchester. I 
they are no longer under the stimulus of used to lecture to Indian students and others 
school discipline become rather slack. So at the Inns of Court. The kind of thing we 
that it is partly physical and partly mental. do is this : we tell them that such and such 
One boy very likely when he is pressed and are the facts, ask the student what is the point 
being coached up for a scholarship will do to be decided, how ought it to be decided, .and 
very well·; then when he is no longer under how would it come before the Courts. It does 
that kind of discipline ur pressure he becomes not very much matter what you do as long 
slack. I could quote cases of one's own as their minds are addressed to picking up 
College days.' and dealing with the point. 

53,951. Are .those cases rather frequent? 53,956. But that sort o£ training is not the 
-They were then. I cannot speak now from same as studying in barristers' chambers?-
knowledge of what goes on at Oxford and No, but a practical teacher who has been 
Cambridge, but we do see from time to time through the work can put simple cases before 
people who have not done so well at entrance the students. I do not say that will make 
who do well afterwards. Some men develop them first-rate highly-trained lawyers, but it 
w:ell at 'one period and others .at another. will enable men to handle legal questions, to 
Then, o£ course, in positions like those in the pick out the point from the case that is put 
Civil Service, it is not merely a question of the before them, and the mind easily develops 
power of passing examinations by any ~m~ans, afterwards if the right habit is onceformed. 
but it is the type o£ character which develops 53,957. But it is not the same thing as the 
in the life of a University-the life amongst trah1ing of a lawyer to find out the point of 
fellow-students, the life of freedom and respon- an actual case. You put an abstract proposi
sibility-which is important. Men develop tion, I su.ppose, before . the ~tudent ?-I. used 
their character as well as their intellect during to put cases that had arisen m my practiCe, a 
the University period. goGd deal &implifiecl, and then say, " What 
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" would you do. How would you handle 
" this ? " 

53,958. Can you tell me what is the 
number of Indian students in vour Univer
sity ?-I cannot at the. moment~; I have not 
the papers with me; but except in the 
Technological Department it is small with us. 
Very few law students come to us and very 
few medical students. The number of 
engineers in our Faculty o:f Science-the 
classes meet in the University buildings-is 
more substantial, and the quality sometimes 
distinctly good. They often become civil 
engineers. But the total number, except· in 
th~ Faculty of Technology,· is small. 

53,959. Is the number on the increase'?
I cannot tell you that, but I do not think 
there is any marked increase except in that 
one Faculty. 

53,960. Technology ?-Yes. There the 
appliances in the School of Technology attract 
them, and there is not the same competition as 
in other subjects. Th~ medical student very 
often goes to the London or a Scotch Univer
sity; the law student goes to London-there are 
numbers of them there, and that will always 
keep up. I do not think our number o£ 
Indian students will ever be very large except 
in technology. But we shall have a few, and 
every now and then good ones. 

53,961. I want to ask you one more ques
tion in reference to that, and that is, Is the 
proportion of those who do not quite profit by. 
their study in your University very large?
That is an extremely difficult thing to judge. 
You would have to go to each individual 
prJfessor that the students have been to, to get 
a correct answer. But I have come across 
cases myself in which it was clearly an un.,. 
:fortunate thing that the man had come. He 
felt homesick ; he felt that he was in wrong 
surroundings; and I have seen one or two 
rather sad cases in which it was clearly a pity 
that they had come. On the other hand I 
have seen some men who have gone through 
their course with enjoyment and great profit. 

53,962. You would not like to generalise 
on that question '?-That is quite impossible. 
They differ so enormously, perhaps almost 
more than English students. 

53,963. There must be some cases in 
which a young man makes a mistake in 
coming to a strange country?-I have seen it 
at the· Inns oi Court, where I have had far 
larger numbers of Indian students to deal 
with. \Ve have some brilliant men at the 
top, and some men who had much better 
never have come. 

53,964. Perhaps they would have been 
worse oir in India itself. That i8 my 
experience ?--I cannot say. 

53,1:)65. (Mr. Madge.) Your suggestion of 
an intermediate age between the school
leaving age and the present one seems to me 
to strike the Commission between wind and 
water, for this reason. I believe the pre
ference that has been expressed for an early 

age has arisen £rom the belief th~t it would 
be better to get hold of a boy before he has 
been touched by .the Universities, so as to 
give him, instead of the general training that 
he gets in Universities, the special training 
that the young mind would need for India. 
That is not my view at all, but I just give it 
because that view has been expressed. Then 
the preference for the later age· depends upon 
the development of character and runer know
ledge of life and its obligations and all that 
class of fact. I have no objection to your 
intermediate. age .being adopted i£ that were 
thought fit.. But · supposing it were ·not 
adopted I would . like your £rank opinion 
between the two'--the. eatly school·leaving age· 
and the existing .limit of age ?-I confess that 
is an extremely difficult question, but my· own 
impression is that I would rather lean towards 
the existing one of the two. It is a very 
difficult question , to answer offhand, but I 
would rather lean towards the present state of 
things than change. I feel very great doubt· 
on the question. . · 

53,966. But as a choice of alternatives 
you must have a decided opinion one way ol' 
the other ?~I might have, but I am sony to 
say I have not. My inclination is a little in 
favour of the existing state· o£ things, but 1 
would like to think it over and get the 
opinions of others. On some of these matters 
I have had the opportunity of having some 
conversation with teachers on the points· I 
have been dealing with. 

53,967. Then you have re£ened to the 
course of law. Before I put my next question 
I should like to tell you :frankly why I ·put it; 
Experienced civilians in India have told us 
that the practical experience gained . in the 
administration of law in the early portion of 
a civilian's experience is really ·more valuable 
to him later in life than any amount of theo· 
retical training in a college. With that view 
in mind, whether you accept it or not, I would' 
like to ask you whether you think English 
law and Indian law are based on the same 
principles, having regard to the :fact that in 
India our laws are codified and we have no 
common law. A class of crime which here 
can· only be the subject o:f civil suits is there 
criminally actionable; acquittals are open to 
appeal, and. the powers entrusted to the police 
are very different for political reasons. 
Having those facts in view, do you think that. 
Indian and English law are based on the same 
elementary principles ; and I ask the question 
with a view to the suggested instruction in one 
or other of the Universities here ?-I think 
when a man is trained to look at a legal 
problem in th~ right way, that training will 
suit whatever place he goes to. He may have 
learnt one system of law and he is told he 
will have to administer another, and he is :far 
better :for having learnt one system of law 
when he has to deal with another system. I 
think therfi) is an enormous difference between 
the man who has been" trainesl in legal prin-

E2 
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ciples and . .the man who has. ~ot, prov~ded he 
has got reasonable adaptability of mmd and 
that he has not learnt. certain legal details 
which he will insist on app!ying whatever the 
conditions be. A man who does so is not fit 
for the work. 
. 53,968. You think ther~ are no local con
ditions i;n any country so drfferent from those 
of another as to affect the judicial frame of 
:mind ?--No. The frame of mind is the same 
in any case. 

53 969. One more question. There is a 
sugge~tion here that the economics of India 
cannot be satisfactorily treated apart from 
general economic principles and the realisa
tion of the economics of other places. I ask 
the question because the:re is a proposal to 
teach economics. I do not think any book 
has ever been written upon Indian economics 
which has suggested that economic problems 
in India are largely affected by th~ transport 
question in a way that economics here are not 
affected at all. For instance, we have seen 
commercial bodies in two parts of the Empire 
almost quarrelling over the rates of transport 
on commercial and political grounds. Then 
there are a number o£ other points which I need 
not go into in detail, which seem to me, rightly 
or wrongly, to base Indian economi?s on 
principles entirely distinct from economics as 
they are understood here. ~ do not know 
whether yon will accept that.v1ew, but do you 
think that much the same remark that you 
made about law applies to economics-that 
the principles learnt in one place apply 
everywhere ?-Exactly the same kind o£ frame 
of mind and in some cases I should have 
thought ~ven the specific lmowle~ge might 'J;>e 
useful, but that I cannot speak of. I speak m 
regard to law as having taught law. for many 
years both to Indian and English students. 
As regards economics, I am not acquainted 
the subject in the same way, but 1 cannot see 
any reason why exactly the same thing should 
not apply. 

53,970. (Mr. Fisher.) .Can you tell me wh~t 
js the averaO'e age at wlnch young men matn
culate at y~ur Universi.ty ?-I .cann~t from 
rocollection; I have no mformatwn w1th me. 
l believe it is about 18. We have Heveral 
c0me a great deal later and that brings up the 
aYerage, but the ideal age is 18 or a shade 
under, in my opinion. 

53,971. I gather from Professor Chap
man's answers that he thinks the pro
bationary period ought not certainly to 
exceed two years .. Can you tell me on what 
grounds he thinks it ought not to exceed two 
years ?--My impression is it waul~ mean 
either that yon would have them talnng up 
their appointments, too late or el~e !ou wo1;1ld 
cut short their proper degree trammg, whwh 
they would take on the same lines as other 
students and of course the financial question 

I • • 

comes in too. I have a strong nnpresswn 

tliat a two years' training is sutlicient: Speak
ing of law, a very good course can be done in 
two years. 

53,972. That is assuming that the two 
years were almost entirely devoted to law, I 
suppose ?-No, hardly that. . · 

53,973. Do you. think it would be possible 
to have a really good two years' training in 
law, combined with an Indian classical lan
guage, a vernacular, and some knowledge 
o£ Indian history ?-I believe so, in two 
years. . I have known clever men, really 
clever men, from Oxford and Cambridge; who 
have passed their Bar examination in a very 
short time, in a year. Lots of men are called 

, to the Bar in a year after passing their degree 
examination at Oxford and_ Cambridge. 

53,97 4. We had in India two theories of 
legal education suggested to us. One was 
the theory that you expounded to Mr. Madge 
just now, that the legal education should be of 
a general. kind ; it should be the kind of educa
tion which is given to a young man who is 
going in for the Bar here ; and the other 
theory was that it should be specially directed 
towards the study of the Jndian codes. I 
gather that you prefer the former ?-I prefer 
the general one. I£ you could have some 
introduction to the Indian codes, well and 
good. I do not know how it is in India, but 
I know English lawyers who, if they have a 
case on Statute Law, do not say anything till 
they have the book before them. 

·53,975. Has your Professor of Sanskrit at 
Manchester given any opinion as to the 
amount of time which would be requisite for 
that study ?-No, we have not considered 
that at all. He does not devote himself by 
any means entirely to Sanskrit ; he has other 
work to do as well, and at present the classes 
in Sanskrit are practically negligible for this 
purpose. All I mean is that we have a 
person competent to teach the subject. The 
subject might be developed. 

53,976. (Mr. Sly.) Would not the recom
mendation of your University that the age 
should be fixed at between 20 and 22 
cut off from the Indian Service practically 
the best of the graduates at Oxford and 
Cambridge and certain other Universities?
I should have thought not. I do not know 
at what age men take their degree now at 
Oxford, but if it is generally over 22 I ani 
sorry for it: 20 would be too young, but 
given to 22 there would be a reasonable 
margin. 

53,977. Perhaps I put. it rather t~o 
strongly, bnt we have been mfonned that It 
would cut off the best of the undergraduates 
who take the Greats course ?-Twenty-two? 

53 978. More or less, yes, and there have 
been ~trong opinions expressed . against it ?
I do not think we need be partlrular to three 
or six months. If you like to ~ut it at 22 and 
six months I do not much mmd, hut I do 
think it is an unfortunate thing if men do not 
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take their Bachelo.r's Degree till an age con- presume a good deal would have to be .done . 
siderably later than 22. Their Bachelor's after arrival in India. · 
Degree does not fit them for any walk of life, 53,982. Is there any minimum. age' pre
and if it is postponed they may be too late in scribed for admission to . the Manchester 
life to take up their work. University ?-Yes, the minimum age is· 16, 

53,979: lt may be unfortunate, but· we. but as a matter·of :fact there are practically 
have to deal with facts. Do you think that none under 17. I once illegally admitted a 
the fixing of 31 younger age for the Indian Civil · man under 16, and he eventually became 
Service would have any practical effect in Senior Wrangler. I£ he· had. been sent. back 
lowering the age of admission to the larger to; school it would have done a great deal of 
Universities ?-I hope they· will put their harm to him. He was quite capable of taking 
house in order on that matter. I have had· the best University instruction at that. age.~ 
three or ·four sons· at· Oxford, so that I think He became Senior Wrangler and he now occu
one can judge both from one's own experience pies one of the leading· Professorships at 
and the experience. of a younger generation. Cambridge. . 
I should like my sons to take their Degrees at 53,983. There is· an opinion· expressed J.n: 
Oxford before they are 22, and I should be the written evidence that · the· open coni
sorry if they remain mach later. petitive examination for the Indian· Civil· 

53,980. You have objected to the school- Service should take place as· soon as possible· 
leaving age mainly on the ground that it is after· the completion of: the RA. Degree'?.:...--' 
not a good intellectual test and will lead to a Yes. ' 
larger percentage of failures ?.:_Intellectual 53,984. We have received a certain amount 
and test of character as well. I mean general of evidence to the effect that this places· a11 
suitability. unduly great strain upon candidates, a strain 

53,981. We have to regard the problem from which they· do not recover for some' 
also from the Indian. standpoint. Under the substantial' period' afterwards. Do you know· 
existing conditions the successful candidate . whether that objection. is strong at all or 
goes out to India at the age of about 25t years not ?-I should think. it is· not very si;i·ong, 
after having gone through only one year's There· is one point in the written evidence 
course of probation, about which .. we have· that I am not in complete agreemen:t with .. 
received strong evidence . that it is too· short One sugges~s August for the examination 
to be of any value whatever. After arrival in . after taking · the Degree. My suggestion 
India, no matter what his probation in would be two months' good holiday without 
England may have been, he must have about any work at all, an:d that the examination' 
two years' practical training in India, so that l:!hould take place about December. That is 
he does not become a useful member of speaking off-hand. 'rhat, however, is a detail. 
the Government of India until he . is 27 t The examination should be held soon after, 
years old, when he starts his work in life ; but a man should have· some chance after.· 
and that has other disadvantages which taking ·his Degree of · doing nothing· for at · 
perhaps it is not necessary for me to men- least a month. . 
tion. To rectify those disadvantages, much 53,98~: 'rhep. there is .a separate subject. 
evidence has been received in India to the about whiCh I should 1ike to ask one or two 
effect, first, that the man should come out to questions. You have gh•en us certain in£orma· 
India substantially younger; secondly, that tionregarding special post-graduate courses at 
he should come out substantially better your University. A 'proposal has been made. 
pi·epared by the study of particular Indian to us that the Indian Civil Servant, after he 
subjects, Oriental languages and the .like. has had some years ·o£ experience in India, 
We have to balance those two considerationR, should come home to England on -wh~t is 
and even if the intellectual test at the younger termed study leave, and go through partiqular 
age may not be so good, may it not be the case courses of training that it would be. desirable 
that, although the students will be younger, for him to undergo for the purpose· o£ his 
by going through a longer course of probation duties, for instance, training in commercial law, 
they will prove the better for the purpose o£ accounts and banking, municipal government,. · 
the Government of India ?-I cannot speak taxation, and similar subjects of that sort. 
from Indian experience, but men of experience 'rhe question I wish to ask you is, .Would 
have .told me that it would be a: good.thing if the courses provided by your. University .. pe 
those in the Civil Service could take up their suitable for men of mature age and of Indi~n 
actual work in India at a little over 23. Very experience ?-I think some of them would be·. 
often when the work is spread over a very perfectly suitable, but I think you would 
long period mAn do their work slowly. · I probably have to do this; Men of that sort 
believe that work done under high pressure would want to study some particular problem, 
or a good deal of pressure is very often the and if they were really good and experienced 
best work. I am not speaking now of the inen their proper cour.se would be to go to tl!.~. 
learning of Indian vernacular languages, Professor and get h1m to arrange for, their · 
because that is a subject of which I know lines of instruction, and have guided 'study,. 
nothing . or how long it takes. There I rather than specific attendance at LectU).·es. · 
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Could they get at your University 
that guided study ?-In some subjects, not in 
all. In ·some subjects they could get it, and 
get it good, I believe. In fact, men do that 
kind of thing occasionally. But we could· not 
cover the whole ground, nor· could any Uni-
versity at prese1l.t. .. · 

53,987. But you could cover a portion of 
the ground?-Yes. · For instance in branches 
of economics/. I think we could give him 
very useful instruction as regards English 
experience, but it would very likely be of a 
directive nature rather than special courses 
of Lectures. · 

53,988. Vvould that apply also to such 
subjects as the principles of municipal govern-. 
ment and taxation?-Yes,· I think we might 
do well in that way. The Professor would 
say, "You should read so and so ai).d attend 
" such and such Lectures rather than go in 
" for long courses." I do not believe in too 
many lectures for mature men of the. best 
type.. . · ' . 

53,989. (Chairman.) Have'you any number 
6£ m::~.ture men, say men :froni 28 to 30, who 
are taking ,that advice now?-Not iri what 
you call Indiansubjects. · 

53,990. I did not mean. in Indian subjects, 
but in any subject ?.,--!.Yes; men· come, for 
example, for physics. For instance, a man 
who has been a Professor in America will come 
and study, it may be for three• months, in 
some special subject in the laboratories under 
direction. That sort of thing is quite common, 
but mainly in science. We had one the other 
day for one subject in classics. 

53,991. (Mr. Gokhale.) Your University 
recommends 20..:.22 as the age limit, but your 
own proposal really seems to nie to come to 
21-22 ; · is that right ?-I think that would be 
the more usual thing. I think 21 is. about 
the time, but the written answers s&y 20 as a 
:ininimum. ' ' · · . 

53,992. I£ it was 21-22 ·would that -mean 
one chance or two chances to candidates ?~ 
That you would. have to arrange the examina-. 
tiona to meet .. I think it would be well to 
a:rrange £or.two chances i£ you.can, but that is 
a detail that would depend on the adminis
trative· work of those who we~·e ·conducting 
the examinations. · · . 

53,993. I£ you wish these men to go out at 
24, if· they are to .have two years' probation, 
and i£ 21 .·is to be .the: age for graduation, it 
really leaves th.em one' chance, . unless you 
have two six-monthly chances ? -Yes. I 

· think the thing is elastic enough .and that you 
coUld, get it in if you have the rriinimum at 
20, though the normal. thing would probably 
be,· as you say, betweeen 21 and 22. 

63,994. I only put this question because I 
want to know if you think that i£, instead of 
two chances there was orily one, that would 
disqourage some good young men from 
e:q.tering for the Indian Civil Service. Vvould 
they think it too much. of. a risk ?--Yes, 
probably th~y WoUld like to have two chanees 

rathe~ than on~. You might perhaps have a 
selectiOn made m some cases before taking the 
degree, at the end of the second or the middle 
of the third year.· 

.5~,995. T~e ~election has to be by a com
petltive exammat10n, so that you could not do 
that ?-It is difficult. 

53,996. I do not think it would be very 
easy if you wish the young man to go out at 
24. I fear, according to your view, you will 
hav~ to. keep the a~e of going out very nearly 
as It Is now-242 ?-Supposing after con
sideration· of all the views of the different 
Universities you said, instead of 22 as a rigid 
maximum age 22t, that might be a com-
prorrrise. · 

53,997. It would be best to give two 
chances ? -Yes. If you had 21-22t I think 
possibly you might do that. I have not gone 
into the dates. I prefer the two chances to one. 

53,998 (Mr. Ohaubal.) You told us that 
very few Indian students have studied for the 
Indian C~vil Service at your Unive1·sity, and 
that most of them study at . the School of 
Technology. You must have had conversa
tions with those Indians. · I am rather curious 
to know whether they said anytiling to you 
about having .very good prospects when they 
went to India in the lines in which they were 
studying here ?-=-The School of 1'echnology 
has been so recently established in connection 
With the University that it is difficult for me 
to say. On that the Principal of the School 
of 11echnology, either the late Principal, · 
Mr. Reynolds, or the present one, Mr. Garnett, 
will tell you much better than 1 can. · It is 
a difficult question. I had a conversation 
with one .of the Indian students only yester
day who had come from one of the Native 
States. He was going out as an engineer 
with what appeared to be quite good prospects. 

53,999. Good prospects in his Native State? 
-Yes. His prospects as an1 engineer seemed 
good. He told me the work he was going to 
undertake. I asked him what he had learned, 
and he· seemed happy about it, and to have 
good piospects. He was probably a good 
stLtdent. I am only mentioning one single case. 
· 54,000. Can you say anything about the 

prospects of these young men when they get 
to British India after they have taken a course 
of Engineering in your school of Technology ? 
-I cannot say very much on that, but they 
come in considerable numbers, .My impression 
is that they come because they know it is 
useful. We had one young man the other 
day who was not at the school of Technology 
but in the Faculty of Science, the Engineering 
Department. vVe have an Engineering 
Department in the University buildings. One 
of them recently got an appointment in the 
Public W arks Department, which is good, of 
course. . 

54,001. Can you tell me the age of those 
who study engineering in your Bchool o£ 
Technology ?-I cannot tell you. At a rough 
guess I should say they enter about 18, but I 
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cannot say accurately. They may be much 
older. I have no statistics, and I cannot tell 
by sight what the age of an Indian student is 
so well as I can with. an Englishman. Th~y 
may be considerably older so far as I know. 

54,002. (Sir Theodore Morison.) Generally 
speaking, from what schools do the under
graduates .at Manchester University come?
A large proportion come from schools rather 
of the type of the Manchester Grammar School 
or the Secondary Schools which are now 
increasing in, numbers and improving in 
quality all over the North of England. 

54,003. Under the charge of the county 
councils ?-I mean schools like the Manchester 
Grammar School, Oldham Gi-amma1· School, 
the Bury Grammar School. . The number from 
the Public Schools is not large, although there 
are some. The . number of Eton boys or 
Harrow boys would be very small. · . 

54,004. You are referring to the ·old 
Grammar Schools or schools provided by the 
county council ?-Yes, both.. Many are aided 
by the county councils. · · · ' . 
. · 54,005. At what age do they generally 

come to you ?-17 to 18 now. It used to be 
earlier. I was rather surprised to see how 
much the age had gone up. 

54,006. They come, in fact, at what you 
consider about the ideal age for the University? 
--Yes. 

54,007. Are the masters of Grammar 
Schools showing the same tendency as 
masters of Public Schools in wishing to keep 
the boys longer ?-There is a good deal of 
that. They like to keep the boys sometimes 
till19 at some of the schools. · 

54,008. At the Grammar Schools ?-Yes, 
and it is a bad .thing. The boys.would be 
much better away, except in rare cases. 
· 54,009. But the tendency exists among 
those schools ?-Yes, just as it does in· the 
Primary Schools. They want ·to keep the 
children at Primary Schools when they ought 
to be going to Secondary Schools. The idea 
operates all along the line, and it is a heresy. 

54,010. It is, as you say, " all along the 
line." How do you propose to stop it? How 
can we realise your ideal ?-By ·letting the 
pendulum swing back a little. I think public 
bodies are beginning to see that this tendency 
to keep boys at local schools till they are 
19 is wrong, and that what is possible without 
great harm for well--to-do boys at Public 
Schools is much worse in the case of these 
local schools. 
· 54,011. I quite see the evil of it, but I do 

not know how it is to be arrested. We have 
to legislate for the present conditions ?-In 
the same way that we have made them under
stand a great many other things-for example, 
that they must not spend all their money on 
equipment, but on masters. They have realised 
a great many things, and they will realise 
this too. 

~ ·- ~ ' -

54,012. The Scotch Universities have gone 
with the ordinary tide and have raised the age 
enormously?-Yes. The tide was right when 
it began .. Boys used to leave school too 
young. But the pendulum will swing. back a 
little i£ it is assisted by' judiciously expressed 
opinions. · · · 
. 54,013 .. It is not swinging back. at .the old 
Universities at all ?-·-Not to the.old limit ... 
. 54,014. Oxford and .Cambridge do not 
show any tendency to swing back to anything 
like 17 or 18 ?-Not 17 certainly. What was 
an . enlightened view at one time .has been 
car.ried too far.: 

54,015. It is a thing one would like to see, 
I agree, but how are we to realise it?' Until 
the P'!lblic is more enlightened must not we, 
when·we are making proposals for the Indian 
Civil Service, accept the facts? ·How can we 
correct them ? ·What do you propose we should 
do ?.:_They wou.J.d realise it and· fall into line·. 
very soon, I think, provided you do not make 
the change too strong, or too rapid. · A com
p:wmise as suggested might probably be. a 
reasonable one. · · 

· 54,016. You realise that your proposal for 
a three years' course at the University would 
knock out the Greats men, even on your own 
figures-the men ·who take the four years' 
course ?-I suppose it would knock out some 
of the men, but it need not knock them all out~ 
I took Greats in three years myself. It does 
not much matter whether they get li'irsts or 
Seconds as long as they do the work properly. 

54,017. One o£ your objections to keeping 
them was the financial strain put upon the 
parents ?-That is one objection. 
.. 54,018. And you think that c~uses a certain 
number of valuable men to be lost ?-I. think 
it does. At present we ha:ve hardly tapped a 
large portion of the population. · . 

54,019. Are not a good many: men frightened 
off by. the expense of a University career 
'Yhlch, according to you,r proposal, would be 
thrown -upon the ·parent ?-8ome are; bu.to;n 
the other hand, the provision nowadays is very 
substantial in the way of scholarships. We 
could do with :more. We have now not. only 
the' old endowed scholarships of the Univer
sities, but the County authorities have given 
a good many s~holarships. . · 

54,020. -Do you think the endowment is 
sufficiently large to make a man think it worth 
while going to the University if he is feeling 
the financial strain o£ staying .a year at school? 
-Supposing he gets a County scholarship of 
60l. at'17, that helps him a long way to the 
University course, and he will probably pick · 
up something else on the way. I have known 
students who actually did something in the 
way of assisting themselves by taking some · 

. remunerated work, as they do in the United 
States. 

54,021. (Chairman.) Just one question in 
relation to the question asked you by Sir 

' • E 4 
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Theodore Morison. Do you con~ider the boys 
who come from the Secondary Schools are in 
a position to compete,. from an educational 
point o£ view, on equal terms with the boys 
who com~ from the· larger Public Schools ?
To· compete for scholarships at that age ? 

54,022. Yes ?-Take a school of the inter
mediate type, such as Manchester Grammar 
School, which is a day school, there they 
compete for open scholarships at Oxford and 
Cambridge with very great success. At one 
time they stood second or even first on the 
whole list. The clever boy at a well-conducted 
school will come in and get his scholarship. 

54,023. So that the well-conducted Sec·on
dary ~chool C?mpares ~avoura.bly, from an 
educatiOnal pomt of v1ew, w1th a Public 
School ?-Quite, from the point of view of 
certain subjects. 

54,024. And those the subjects which it is 
neces~ary _tc> be efficient in .for the Scholarship 
Exammatwns ?-Excellent mathematical boys 
come from those schools. I£ a boy has the 
mathematical gift and good teaching in a 
school o.f that sort he will do admirably and 
may go to any extent afterwards. 

{The :witness withdrew.) 

T):le, Rev. J. P: MAHAFFY, D.D., o.v.o., Senior Lecturer, Trinity College, Dublin. 

. Written answers on behalf of Dublin add, on the Service of India, which can count 
University by (i) t"fte Rev. J .. P: Mahaffy, D.D.; among its most distinguished members men 
(ii) John Van Someren Pope, Esq., Professor from this Universitywho competed on a liberal 

in Modern Oriental Languages,. Trinity allowance of age. 
' College, Duplin (late of the Indian The creation of a special institution, at 

Educational S(jlrviee); and (iii) Lucas White which candidates (it is proposed). are t0 spend 
· · King, Esq., o.s.I.,,LL.D., Professor of. three years, seems to us equally unsound. 

Arabie, Persian, and Hindustani, University The experience of such a college (Coopers 
of Dublin (late of the Indian Civil Service). Hill) in the case of Engineering for. India 

. · 54,025. What is, the opinion held .·by turned out a disastrous failure, and was aban
the authorities of the Dublin University with doned, not till it had done great harm to 
regard to .a view, which was given in .evidence University Engineering Schools. 
in,lndia, that Indian civilians now come out Irish students, who~:~e schooling is not so 
to India too old, and with an insufficient long and so complete as that given in English 
knowledge of.. law .and other specialised public schools, require in consequence a good 
subjects required for the performance of their University training in Arts before they 
duties, and that, in consequence, the com- specialise ·in the subjects of their profession. 
petitive examination for admission to the It is our business to furnish this kind of 
Ser;vice should be held at an age between: education. 
18 and 20, and that. this sho;uld be followed 54,026. (Answe1' by Mr. Pope.) I <.:con
by a period of probation of three years, to sider 18-20 a very unsuitable and undesirable 
be spent at one or more Universities, or at a"' limit of age. If adopted, it would driv~ boys 
special institution established fot that pur- from the age of 16 to cra~m~rs. and deprive 
pose ?-(Answer by D1•. Mahaffy.) Regarding them of the culture and d1sc1phne of school 
the age at which candidates should be examined life.; and would drive those between 18 and 20 
for admission to the Indian Civil Service the likewise to crammers, and deprive them of 
suggestions made are complex, and not ~ery University education till they. were proba
consistent, viz. :: (a). the present candidates tioners. 
come out too old-; (b) they come out with I am strongly of opinion that 20-22 
insufficient knowledge of the special subjects· should be the limit, followed by a two years' 
required.· course of probation, in Law, Indian Languages 

With :r:egard to (a), if we regard 'physical (two of the ~poken languages of the Province 
health, we .have always been told that there chosen, as compulsory, and one of the Classical, 
is great danger in sending out mere lads to as optional or compulsory; I prefer the latter), 
the hot climates, and that both soldiers and and Indian History, Sociology, and Economics. 

' civilians los.e, a grave percentage of their What India wants is not men forced through 
numbers whenever this . consideration is by cramming and then brought up in the hot
neglected. From that point of view, there- house air of a special seminary, but men who 
.fore, they regard the present age limits a have had a good edu,cation gradually and 
wiser arrangement than that proposed. . soundly acquired in school and at a Univer-

But if the present candidates come out sity, followed by a two years' thorough training 
insufficiently trained in special work, then the at a University. Men going to. India should 
natural ·conclusion .would be that they still be graduates in Arts, .who spend their prO.:. 
corp.e out too soon. bationary course at a University. The Uni-

Looking back on the history of the open versities of the British Isles are well equipped 
competition for this Service and the contribu-... for the purpose, they have done the work well, 
tions made to it by this University, we find. in spite of the period of probation having been 
that the reduction of tlJ.e age for competition cut down to a year, and they can easily afford 
ha:s always acted .most injuriously on the . facilities for a probationer taking a degree in 
prospects of our students, and hence we may Oriental Languagef3 during his period of two 
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years' probation. University life, with its 
breadth and culture, bes.t fits a man for the 
Indian Services. I am strongly opposed ~o the 
establishing of a special institution for the 
purpose ; it is too narrowing, is apt to produce 
prigs and drive men into a narrow groove .. I 
consider it undesirable to grant a University 
degree for " Indian Studies" generally. Such 
a degree should be for Oriental Languages 
only, and be a degree o£ a special kind, added 
on to a degree in Arts previously obtained. 
Twenty-four is a good age for a man to go to 
India i£ he has had the education I have 
outlined. He goes out then fairly well 
matured in intellect, in character, in health, 
and in the experience o£ dealing with other 
men, and in teaching him to be what is so 
highly and justly valued in India. 

54,027. (Answe?' by Mr. White-King.) 
I quite agree (and I think this is the general 
impression in India) that civilians under 
present conditions are too old when· they 
go out to India ; that is, old in the sense 
that they are not sufficiently plastic and· find 
it difficult to adapt themselves to a new 
environment. The main objection to lowering . 
the age o£ admission is that it would interfere· 
with a sound University education (which in 
my opinion is absolutely essential) and en
courage cranuning. I think a compromise 
between the two contending views ·is possible, 
and I would recommend that the age o£ 
admission be reduced from 22-24 to 19-21, 
and .that the term 'of probation be extended 
from one to two years. All candidates for 
the Indian Civil Service should be members 
of certain selected Universities, which they 
would enter at ages between 17 and 19. · Up 
to the " Little-go" (or corresponding examina
tions) they would devote themselves to the 
ordinary University curriculum. After the 
"Little-go'' they would go up £or the Indian 
Civil Service examination at an age between 
19 and 21, and on passing this, return to 
their University and specialise in Indian 
subjects, taking a degree in (a) Indian 
History and Economics, (b) Law, or (c) Oriental 
Languages. Under this system the term o£ 
two years' probation would be spent by the 
candidates at the University to which they 
belong. I£ this proposal is not approved, I 
think the present age of admission must be 
retained. 

I may point out that if a candidate passes 
the examination at the age of 20, and spends 
the next three years on probation, he would 
practically be as old as the majority of 
candidates are at present when they go out to 
India. 

I consider that a period of three years' 
probation is too long, and that a two years' 
course of study in special subjects would be 
sufficient. I may remark in this connection 
that all civilians are obliged to put in what 
amounts to a year's probation in India, when 
they are preparing for their vernacular and 
Law (Departmental) Tests. · 

I am strongly opposed to the suggestion 
that the period of probation should be spent 
in a " Special Institution in England or 
India." The reasons against this were set 
forth in detail in the UniYersity Memorandum 
of the !:lth March 1911, and I need not repeat 
them, except to add' that I .could not imagine 
anything that would be more conducive to 
narrow-mindedness. 

54,028. In the event of any changes 
in the direction of lowering .the age-limits for 
the Indian Civil Service Examination being 
adopted, is it probable that Dublin University 
would be willing to devise an Honours Course 
of Indian studies, suitable for such pro
bationers, and carrying with it the University 
degree ? The course of instruction. would, 
under any such system, it is anticipated, 
include-(i) Law ; (ii) the elements' of .one 
classical and one vernacular language ; and 
(iii) Indian history, sociology, and economics. 
What provision is at . present afforded in 
Dublin University for teaching these subjects, 
and is there any system of tuit~on and super
vision designed for Indian Civil Service 
probationers? (Answer by D1•. Mahaffy~) 
There are; of course, large variations in our 
Honour Degree Examination, and there may 
be some good reason for giving an honour · 
degree in Indian Law and Languages,. but 
not till the student has satisfied the .ordinary 
requirements of our Arts Course. As regards 
Law, we have at present an honour.Degree in 
that subject together with Political Economy. 
There would be no difficulty in making 
Indian Law one of the subjects of that 
examination. The case of general against 
special education is one of vast importance to 
the nation generally, and would require . a 
longer discussion than is here possible. · 

54,029. (A.nswer by Mr. Pope.) As stated 
in answer to the preceding question, I 
consider it undesirable to grant a University 
Degree for "Indian Studies ". generally; 
Such a degree should be for Oriental Lan
guages only, and be a degree of a special 
kind, added on to a degree in Arts previously 
obtained. 

54,030. (Answer by Mr. White-King.) 
I presume that Intermediate and Final 
Examinations would be held by the Civil 
Service Commission in London. The subjects 
would, however, be the same as for the 
proposed Honour Course in Oriental Subjects 
at the selected Universities, so that this 
would not entail any additional work on the 
candidates. · 

There would be no difficulty in arranging 
an Honours Course o£ Indian Studies. Indian 
Civil Service candidates are at present 
instructed in (a) Classical Oriental Languages; 
(b) The Vernacular Languages of . India ; 
(e) History and Ethnology; (d) Law (India~). 
Prizes are offered annually £or proficieney in 
Arabic, Sanskrit, and Hindustani, and a 
scheme is under consideration £or establish .. 
ing an Honour Degree in Oriental Languages. 
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The Rev. J. P. MAHAFFY, D.D., called and examined. 

.. 54,031. (Chairman.) Dr. Mahaffy,youhave . 54,042 .. So that that age would correspond 
be.en. good enough to com~ before th~ Com- ,exactly w1th the alternative age that is 
missron. to-day as representmg the Umversity .presented to us for the school-leaving age as 
of Dubhn ?-Yes. between 17 and 19 ?-Yes. 

54,032. I .take it th~t you are in gener~l 54,043. What is your objection to extend 
agreement wrth the. wntten answers put m the examination for the Civil Service t th t 
by Professor Pope and Professor White-King? .age in the same way as vou have it n ° fa. 
-Yes: We have also s~;n.t f?r your perusal your University ?-The age at presen~is ~~ 

, ~he prmted men:orandur~r· wh~ch.we drew up for the open competition. . 
m 1911, and which, I thmk, wrllmterest you. 54 044 It is 22 to 24 d · 

54 033 W h · d b · 1 ' · now, an you express. 
. , . . e av~ rec~~ve a su stantra great objection to reducing it down to the 
.amo~t. ~£ eVIdence m Indra to the effect that school-leaving age?-Yes I would . d 
the CIVIlian goea out to that country too late, it to that . · · ' not re uce 
.and that he does not receive sufficient prelim- 54 045 vVh b' · 
inary training in the particular subjects that h . ' th. . at 0 Jectrons do. you. see. to 
are necessary for his administrative work in t'avrfg tht igd'for CJ" S?fOsol-l~avmg ~xamma
.fudia, especially in the vernacular and IOn or e n ~an . 1~ erviCe, seemg that 
Oriental languages, and • in Law·. Your you. do not obJect ~0 rt. for .tho.se who· are 
suggestion to meet the . age difficulty is I comm~ up to the U !11versrt;r ?-It rs a question 
.understand, a reduction of the limits £rom'22 ·oh£ takhmg a ~egree m ~~s JUSt .about the time 
to 24 down to 20 to 22?-Yes but I nnd that t at t .ey go mto the Orvil Service, as l under-

. ' ·stand rt 
there are many of us who think that age too low. · 

· 54,034. In giving that age did you .con- . 54,046. ·H the ,PYOJ?Osal were to be that, 
sider ·what effect it would have on other added to the exammatwn b~tween 1_7 and 19, 
Universities ?-No. _ the:e sh.ould be a three years probatiOn at the 

54,035. You gave that answer solely with _Dmversity! would n?t that meet the cla~m that 
a view to its being the. most suitable and you have JUSt ,mentw~ed ?-I am afraid t~1at 

· c.onvenient age for the University of Dublin? the three years probation would be too special. 
-Yes . . It would not be a general Arts course. That 
. 54:036. We have . had evidence already I t~in~~ ~s ~he great ~sc.hief. I thinl~ 

from Oxford and shall have further evidence spemalisatwn rs a great mischref. 
from Oxford-and Cambridge representatives, 54,047. Do you not thi~ it is essential 
vrhich goes to show that that age would run tha~ the offic~rs who. are gomg to do adminis
right across the Degree Course for those ~ratlve work. m Ind~a should be fully trained 
Universities ?----,With us a good student gets ~u those subJe?ts w~wh bulk most prominently. 
his Ho~ours Degree about 21 ; that is the . m the admrmstr~t10n of th~ country ?-I do 
usual thing. We think it very important he . n~t say fully ~rame?. I ~h~nk a. clever man 
should have two tries for the open examination .With two years spec1a~ trammg. Will be worth 
for India after his degree. more than ten years. with a stupid man. 

54,037. You would regard it as a thing to .. 54!048. Would three years' ti·aining be an 
be aYoided that the Indian civilian should be obJectiOn?-- Yes, because they get slack. 
prevented from taking his degree ?-I think Our boys get slack if they have three years to 
it would be a disastrous thing. work. 

54,038. So that, whatever age we take, it 54,049. With regard to getting slack, could 
.omst be one that will fit in generally with the not that be avoided if the probationer had to 
clegrees in those Universities which provide go in for an Honours Degree, and if there was 
facilities for the Indian Civil Service?-Yes. a further test hal£-~ay through the course ?
With us we have a number of scholarships for Yes. I think two years' training is enough in 
entrance that must be competed for under 19, the principles. With regard to Law, there 
and we have a great number of . our best men was something said here about mere theoretical 
coming up for those various scholarships- Law not being sufficient. I beg leave to point 
there are 30 or 40 places. We have a 3t .out to your Lordship that in Dublin we have 
years' course, so that they would not get their the Four Courts; we have the great system of 
degree till the middle o£ age :tl. Courts-Chancery, Exchequer, Common Law 

54,039. They come up at about age 19, always goin~ ~n, and we send our ~tudents 
.and pass the scholarship examination·~- who are trammg for the Law to listen to 
Under 19. · Col!-ns~l's arguments and how the Judges 

54,040. They come up then from school? decide cas~s. So .they ?ave that practical 
-Yes. We ha.ve no minor limit. They adYantage m Dublm which they would not 
might come up at the age o£ 6 if they liked, have elsewhere. . . 
prt>vided they know their business. . 54,050. ! ou thin~ that a tho~ough training 

54,041. They come up at about 19 ?-Yes. m Law and man Onental classical language, 
Some come at 18, and 17-!. and a vernacular one, can be given within the 

compass o£ two years?-Yes, as far as they 
• Appendix No. vm. want them for going out there. 0£ course 
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they would improve rapidly when they got 
there, in the spoken language especially. · 

54,051. Can you supply us with a return 
showing how many officers you have passed 
into the Indian Civil Service from Dublin?
From our Calendar it appears that up to the 
present year we have obtained 205 such 
appointments. Ever since I was an under
graduate men have been getting in with 
\Tery high places. It was only by an accident 
that I did not go in for the Indian Civil 
Service. I had my choice, and I very nearly 
went in for the Indian Civil Service in 1862 
or 1863, when we were getting very high 
places indeed-the highest places~ 

. 54,052. So that Dublin has been contri
buting its share up to. date ?-Most certainly. 

54,053. Can you tell us what facilities you 
have for learning Law in the University?
W e have a complete school of Law, a 
faculty of Law with four Professors and 
other teachers. There are capable men who 
give special training in Indian Law, and 
who give general training to the other people 
in the Law School. 

54,054. ·what facilities have you for 
teaching classical, vernacular, and Oriental 
languages?-We have several Professors who 
do that. Professor Pope teaches .a great many 
of them, and Professor White-King teaches 
them. We have a Professor of Sansk;rit 
besides, Professor Collins. We have a full 
staff of teachers. . . 

54,055. So that a student has the oppor
tunity of learning Arabic, Persian, and 
Sanskrit ?-Yes, and Hindustani, Hindi, Tamil, . 
and Telugu. . 

54,056. So that you are fully equipped 
Yes, and if we got as much as is allowed to 
Oxford and Cambridge for that purpose we 
would make it even more perfect. Oxford 
and Cambridge have had for years an allowance 
from the India Office, and we get a small 
allowance, but not nearly enough. 

54,057. Any increase in that direction 
would have to he by means of outside State 
assistance ?-Yes. 

· 54,058. \Vhat is the length of your Univer
sity Honours Course in Law ?-Three years, 
I think. It is done partly by the Benchers 
and partly by us. They have to eat dinners, 
and they have to go to lectures at the King's 
Inns, in addition to our teaching. 

54,059. (Sir Theodore Morison.) Are there 
any Indian students at Trinity College, 
Dublin?---:-Very few. 

54,060. There are some ?-Yes. They are 
at Oxford and Cambridge, and they come over 
to . pass examinations in Law particularly. 
We allow them standing, just as Oxford and 
Cambridge allow ns standing, but we have 
very few. 

54,061. How many Undergraduates are 
there at Trir1ity College, generally ?-All told 
there are 1,300. They are not all. Under
graduates. I believe we have 1,100 Under
.graduates. 

54,062. I see that in your written answers 
different ages are recommended. Mr. Pope 
says that the age should be between 20 and 
22, and Mr. White-King says between 19 and 
21. Which do you prefer ?--I prefer the 
older age, certainly, even up to 23. . . 

54,063. I understood that in answer to the 
Chairman you said the objection to choosing 
t:P,em at schoolboy age and then sending them to 
a special course was that they would not get 
a University education; is that so ?-Cer- · 
tainly. 

54,064. One of the things that was sug
gested to us and that we are following up was 
th.at the probationers should take a Degree 
Course only, and that the course of studv 
should be upon subjects which would parti
cularly well fit them for India; only that it 
should be .as much as possible a liberal 
education ?-That we could, I think, manage 
easily, that is to say, giving an Arts Course 
up to the last year. We give Honour Degrees 
in eight or nine subjects, and I think it would 
be quite easy to give an Honours Degree in 
Law and Indian languages. ·We could do 
that. 

54,065. • What we were contemplating is a 
sort of literCE humaniores school which would 
centre round India rather than round Latin . 
and Greek; . that is really the· idea ?-My 
private opinion is that, if you do not start 
with a.proper knowledge of Latin and Greek, 
the rest is naught. . • 

54,066. That is a doctrine which ·is losing 
popularity nowadays, is it not ?-That does 
not prevent it from being thoroughly true. 

54,067 .. Do you think we should be in 
a position to make a ·recommendation founded 
upon that doctrine ; could you exclude the 
science and mathematical man?-The mathe-

. matical man is part of our education in Arts; 
Our Arts Course is not the sort of thin:g they 
have. at Oxford and Cambridge. He has to 
pass in. Logic, he has to pass in Mathematics · 
he has to pass in Ethics, besides two Ian: 
guages. Our Arts Course is very much wider · 
our subjects are much wider than theirs. ' 

54,068. I was referring especia1ly to what 
you said with regard to Latin and Greek. You 
do ·not mean that as a universal doctrine ?
No. We allow a· great many o£ them now to 
take up French and German. 

. 54,069. And you think that as so much 
latitude has been allowed you can extend that 
to having an Arts Course which was parti
cularly centred round Indian subjects ?-Not 
until the last year. I should require general 
Art subjects from every student as we do now 
after his " Little Go.~· 

54,070 .. At what period do the students 
·take the" Little Go" in Dublin ?-At the end 
of the second year-at the end of six terms. 
He need ~t keep more than four out of six. 
There are three terms in a year, and he must 
keep two out of the three. Then we have our 
"Little Go," and for that "Little Go" we do 
not specialise. The candidate has to answer ' . 
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in Mechanics, in Algebra, in Euclid, in 
Common Logic-a most important thing.:_in 
two languages, and in English composition. 

54,07~. Therefore you have one year left 
for specialised · study ?-,-Or one anrl ·a half 
years. ManY. of· them stay four years. The 
Honours men all· stay four years. · · 

54,072. Could you cqnstitute ;your Honours 
Course with. Indian subjects ,vithin those two. 
years?.;_ Yes, we could .. 

54,0,73~ Do you think the University would 
be prepared to give a Degree upon that and 
include it as one of your Honours Degrees?
I think so. We have not done it yet, but I 
think if ·you recoi:nmend it to us we would .;lo 
it. I understand it would be Indian Law and. 
Indian languages ? 

54,07 4. Law-we do not want to confine it 
tp. Indian Law-and Indian languages?-. 
Classical languages' or vernacuJar:-but that is 
a matter of detail. ' 

. 54,075. That is a ~atter on which I shquld 
like to· have your opinion. Perhaps you would. 
like to consult Mr. White-King ?-I think my 
general answer is clear enough on those two 
subjects. 

54,076. And then if possible, Indian 
History,· Sociology, and Economics ?--:Yes. 

. 54;077. You think that possibly Trinity 
College, Dublin, would be prepared upon a 
course like that ~o. 'give an Honours Degree? 
. ..:.....I think so. · · · 

54,0]8. But only on condition that they 
had passed the "Little Go" first ?-'fhat 
stands firm. · 

54,079. And it would be a two years' 
course after the "Little Go " ?-Yes, this other 
would be. 

. 54,080: Therefore if it were for proba
tioners the· period of probation would extend 
over four years ?-:-Yes. · · 

54,081. ·You cannot make it any less ?-lt 
could be done in 3t years. They can enter at 
the end of the first year. 

54,082. I do not quite understand what 
you mean by ·saying they can enter at the 
end of the first year ?_;_As I have already said, . 
there are three terms every year. I£ they 
wanted to put· in those three terms as junior 
freshmen, ·they would enter before October, 
but they can go up late in the year. They 
can go up when the year has hal£ elapsed and 
take the examinati0n and get standing, and 
go up into the second class. · 

· 54,083. In otherwords you e4cuse them so 
much attendance?-Yes. 

· · 54,084. I£ they ean pass the examina
tions you do not insist on their attendance ? 
-=-No. 

54,085. And you say that means 3t years? 
-Yes. · 

54,086. Only it would necessarily mean 
they would have to enter in the mi~dle o£ an 
academic year?-Yes. 

54,087. They would come up in January? 
-No, the middle o£ the academic year would 

·be in June. 

54,088. Your academic year ends in June ? 
.....,...Yes. 

54,089. Up to what time can they join?
Up t? t~e 20th June.- They can pass the 
exam~natwn ~hen, and then they will get their 
standmg as 1f they had entered the previous 
October. • 

54,090. They can come up we will say on 
the 1st June and pass an examination on the 
25th J ~ne,. and that counts as if they had 
accomplished one year ?-Not quite, because 
they must put in an extra term· in the fol
lowing year. They must put in four terms 
for the "Little Go "-two and two, or one 
and three. 

54,091. So that if they go up after Easter 
they can do it ?-Yes, then they can go up 
for two examinations in the fu·st year, and two 
in the second. 

54,092. It means three years, and one 
term; that is what ·it comes to ?-You must 
put in four terms for the." Little Go." 

54,0!-'13. (Mr. Sly.) Can you tell us what 
is the ordinary school-leaving age in Irish 
schools ?-It is rather late, because the Irish 
parents send their boys to school too late. 
That is one of the vices of Irish parents. It 
is later than it need be. 

54,094. What age would you say was 
the normal school-leaving age in Ireland?
Eighteen, I suppose. 

54,095. Can you tell us whether the 
standard of education given in the Irish 
schools is comparable with that at the English 
Public Schools ?-In some respects it is; in 
others it is not. In Mathematics it is much 
better than the English . Public Schools ; in 
Classics it is not so good. 

54,096. Would the boys h·om the Irish 
schools have an equal chance with the 
boys from the English schools in an open 
competitive examination at that age?-
We :find that is so in our own case. We 
have a great many from the English Public 
Schools, and a great many from the Irish 
Public Schools. I except Latin prose where 
the English boy has an advantage. 

54,097. Is the Dublin University Scholar
ship Examination comparable with that o£ 
the· English Universities-Oxford and Cam
bridge ?-I suppose so. There are certain 
differences. We require a special knowledge 
of a number of books, and we put 'stress on 
viva voce in classics. 

54,098. W mud it be easy to frame a com
petitive examination upon scholarship lines 
which would do equal justice to the Irish 
and the English school boy? . Certainly. 
We do very well at the present open com
petitive examinations with. the number we 
send up from all parts o£ Ireland. 

· 54,099. With regard to the successes Dublin 
University has achieved in the Indian Civil 
Service Examination, can you tell us whether 
the successful students went up :for the exami
nation direct :from Dublin University, or 
whether the Dublin University course was 
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supplemented by a period at a special institu
tion, at a cramri:J.er's ?-The great majority went 
straight up, especially the older ones, when I 
think the age limit was higher, I mean people 
like my class-fellows, Sir Dennis FitzPatrick 
and :f:leople like that ; they went straight up. 
• 54,100. And the modern men o£ the 

present day?-They used to go a few years 
ago to the crammer, but now we have 
organised a training for the Indian Examina
tion, and very few go to the crammer. They 
go straight up from us. 

54,101. Can you tell us how many, if any, 
probationers are studying at Dublin University 
for their one year probation under the present 
system ?-At present we have six who have 
passed the competitiYe examination who are 
learning languages; and that sort of thing. 

54,102. After they have passed the com
petitive examination there is a one . year'~ 
period of training which can be passed at an 
approved University, o£ which Dublin is 
among the number ?-Yes,. we have six of 
them at the present moment. 

54,103. (11!1-. Fisher.) I am in somewhat 
of a difficulty in coming to a conclusion with 
regard to the educational evidence that has 
been submitted to us in respect to the con
sequences that wonld ensue upon lowering 
the age. vV e are told .from Scotland that . if 
the age of the competitive examination be 
lowered to 19 no Scotch candidate wm get 
in ; we are told from the English Public 
Schools that no English Public School boy 
would get in ; we are told from the Coun.ty 
Council Schools that no county scholar would 
get in ; we are told from Ireland that no 
Irishman would get in, and we are told from 
India that no Indian would get in. It seems 
to me that somebody will have to get. in, and 
I want particularly to know whether you 
think it will really be very unfavourable to 
Ireland ?-Yes, for the special reason alrearly 
mentioned, that the boys go to school too late 
in Ireland, and that they are not decently 
e·duca.ted in Arts until they come to us. 

54,104. But they are in Mathematics, are 
they not?-Y e8, they are taught well enough 
in Mathematics. 

54,105. And English ?-No, indifferently. 
54,106. Do they learn any French or 

German at their schools ?-Very badly. 
54,107. Any Science ?-Yes, I think badly 

-too many subjects. 
54,108. Is there any reason to suppose 

that there will be a considerable improvement 
in Irish education in the future ?-8peaking 
as one of the Commissioners of Secondary 
Education I can say that we are always 
striving to improve the Intermediate educa
tion, and we meet with the resistance of special 
schools-schools under monks, schools under 
nuns, and other Ecclesiastical schools--which 
makes it enormously difficult. I do not say 
that we will be able to improve it, but we are 
always,ttrying. 

54,109. Your view, therefore, is that the 
first opportunity an Irish boy has of really 
good education in Classics is when he comes 
up to the University?-Yes. . 

54,110 .. And he generally comes up to the 
University at what age ?-They compete for 
scholarships at entrance under 19-17!, IS, 
and the beginning o£ 19. 

. 54,111. would the very clever boys go to 
you at 17 t ?-Yes, or earlier, at 16t. 

54,112. Supposing that the examination 
were from 18t to 19t, the cleverest Iri!j!h boys 
would already have had a certain· amount 
of University education ?-Not much; .not 
enough. . 

54,113. Would you not agree that a clever 
boy who has had one year at a . University 
competing against a clever boy who. has not 
had a year at the Unive:rSity at all 'is at .a 
great advantage ?-He is, but I am not think
ing so much of competition as of educating 
the boy. _ 

54,113A. I ani taking the case of a clever 
Irish boy who, let us say, has been somewhat 
inadequately educated in Classics at school, 
and who has had a year, or· a year and a half, 
at Trinity College. Taking the case 6£ such 
a boy pitted against a good Eton or Harrow 
boy who has not been at the University at all, 
and who goes into the examination straight 
from school. would there not really be an 
equality of chance between them ?-I think so. 

54,114. (Mr. Madge.) In Mr. ' Pope's 
answers the statement is made, · " I am 
" strongly of opinion. that 20-22 should be 
'' the limit " o£ age for admission. Is. this 
opinion giv.en because some lowering of the 
present age is thought desirable, or because a 
lower age having been suggested you want to 
give a lower age by one year than the present? 
-That opinion was expressed without con
sidering any of the proposals as to lowering 
the age. That age was considered ·by Mr. 
Pope to be the fittest age for a boy to get into 
the Indian Civil Service with some good 
erlucation. 

54,115. Supposing that the alternatives 
were limited to the lower age proposed and 
the existing age, would your preference be for 
the- former or the latter ?-What do you mean 
by the former? Which are the two you are 
referring to ? . 

54,116. Leaving aside your intermediate 
age, suppose the Commission were Hmited to 
choosing between the lower age proposed and 
the existing age, which would you prefer?
vVe should prefer the higher, ·decidedly. 

54,117. You say, '·If the present candi- · 
" dates come out insufficiently trained in 
" special work, then the natural conclusion 
" would be that they still come out too soon." 
That is a conditioned statement. Do you 
yourself think that they are insufficiently 
trained and should be kept still later there 
now, or are you just answering a condition 
put to you ?-I was only answering a condition 
put to me. 
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54,118. You strongly. object.· in para
graph (3) to the creation of a special institu
tion, . and ~ay .·that the experience of such a 
college-,-Coopers Hill, .in the case of en
gineering for India-:-turned out a disastrous 
failure. It has been thought in some quarters 
th.at Coopers Hill was .closed mainly' on 
:financial grounds. There are others who 
think differently, and I agree. with them. 
What is your opinion.? Was it a disastrou~ 
failure simply from the :fin'ancial point of view 
or from the general educative point of view ?-:
The general education ·point of view. Our 
best engineering students were . excluded 
practically from the Indian appointments ; 
the.re was a preference given to the Coopers 
Hill men. We had not· really open com-
petition. · 

54,1191 That is an objection from a college 
point of -view.. Do you think your best students 
are. every whit as good as or even better 
than the Coopers Hill men ?-I think a great 
deal better. · 

. 54,120. (MT. Abdu·r .Rahim.) Is there any 
limitation to the number of Indian students 
admitted to Trinity College ?-No, there is 
no limitation. They are obliged to answer in 
our languag~s. They constantly apply to me 
to be allowed to answer at their entrance in 

· Hindustani· .or Sanskrit as a language. We 
only take the . four languaQ;es of Europe--:
Latin; Greek, French, and German. 

54,121. And English ? And English 
.·composition . besides. But that . does not 
count as a language. That is ow· native 
language. 

54,122. Besides the English you require 
two languages?-:---Yes, and of them Latin 
necessarily. 

.54,123 .. Bu~ apart from that there is no 
limitation 'to the Indian student ?-None. 

54,124. As regards your legal system in 
Ireland, I am· not quite familiar with that to 
the same extent as I am with the English 
system. I suppose you ·appoint your judges 
from practising lawyers ?-Yes, and I am 
sorry to say very often from politicians. 

54,125. (SiT Mtt1'1'ay Hammick.) I should 
like to ask you whether in your opinion the 
man who specially prepares by the aid of 
what is commonly. called. a crammer would 
not have a much better chance if you lowered 
your age to 18:-19 than he would under the 
present condition,. or even 22 ?-Certainly. 
It would be playing into his hands. 

54,126. Qan you say whether in the last 
10 years, when the age of the candidates has 
been much increased-it has been brought up 
to 23-your University in Dublin has passed 
as many candidates as it did in the old days 
of 30 years ago when the age was 21 ?--1 
think so. I think we do better with the 
higher age. 

54,127. I remember when I passed I 
think there were five Trinity College, Dublin, 
men who took very high places. I wondered 
whether the numbers were as great now as in 

those days ?-At the very beginning we sent 
up a great number of good men but then the 
age limit was high. The age ~as lowered to 
21, and that did us great harm, but now we 
are better again. 

54,128. Looking at. your Irish students in 
Dublin, do not you think that i£ a man got an 
appointment in the Indian Civil Service und 
was then put through an Honours Course his 
work would be likely to be very much· less 
efficient than if he studied fol' his Honours 
Course, with the Indian examination after it. 
I mean that the man who has already.gqt his 
apJ?ointme~t. in India is likely to be quite 
satisfied with .that and to scrape through his 
Honours Course with the· least effort he can 
give to it ?........:That ·is so. 

54,129. Yo-q think that would be so?
Yes. 

' 54,130. And therefore the Honours Course 
after an examination for the Indian Civil 
Service would not be really half such an 
efficient educational training as it is now?- . 
That is so.· · 
. 54,131. (Chairman.) vVhy do you say it 

would · he a premium on cramming? A 
young boy is better than anybody else at 
memory. The younger you get them the 
niore you· :find that. The crammer does the 
thing by working his memory only and not by 
imparting essential principles. Therefore if 
you lower the age you increase the chance of 
a man who works on the memory only. 

'54,132. Do boys have to cram for the 
University scholarships ?-No, I do not say 
they do. It is a very wide examination. 

54,133. But if you had an examination 
framed' on those lines why should there be 
more cramming in one than in the other ?
My experience with the intermediate is very 
strong on that. There is a tremendous 
amount of cramming done to young children, 
young boys. 

54,134. Would it not be conceivable to 
protect the boy against cramming by imposing 
certain conditions, suqh as residence at a 
schoe>l) prior to the examination ?-I do not 
think we have succeeded in putting a stop on 
that. It is very hard to succeed in that-very 
hard. 

54,135. But if he had to be at a school he 
could not get the cramming, could he ?-No; 
but if you had him at a young age at a great 
many of the lower ·schools, he would be as 
much crammed there as he would at the 
crrunmer's. 

54,136. He would be crammed at the Irish 
school. as much as at the crammer's ?---Yes, 
terribly. 

. 54,137. That is what is taking place now 
when he comes up for the University scholar
ship, is it not?-Yes, certainly, to an extent 
that is so. 

54,138. It is inevitable ? - vVe have to 
liberate him when he comes to us. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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J. M. IRVINE, Esq., K:o.; Professor of Law,· University of Aberdeen. 
Written answe1·s relating to the India~· . Members ,of the. Com:~1ittee . of.· Senatus, to. 

Civil Service. . whom this matter was remitted for considel;a-
54,139: \Vhat. is the opinion· held . by tion, it .. would· be very difficult to anange.in 

the authorities of Abe.rdeen Univers~ty With S.cottish ~chools, as at ~resent finance(t and 
regard to a view, which w~s ~venin evide:pce staffed, for sucli trahiing m. the various depart
in India, tb.at Indian Civilians now come out ;o:i,ents of .study prescribed for. the Indian Civil 
to India· too old, and with ·an insufficient Service Examination as would.give. candidates 
knowledge of law and other specialised sub- any rea~onable prospect of. success in. that 
jects required for the perforinarice of . their examination. . Such .a training could probably 
duties, and that, in consequence, the-·competi- be underta~en by the wealthier and freer 
tive examination for admission to the SerVice English public schools; out a lowering of the 
should be held at an age between18 · and 20, age limit for the competitive entrance examina
and that this should be followed by a period tion to the extent proposed . (18-20) would 
of probation of three years, to be spent at one inevitably have the effect of excluding all 
or more Universities, or at a special institu- candidates who pass ·through the ordinary 
tion established for that purpose ?---'The school curriculum prescribed in the secondary · 
North-east of Scotland has ·in the past pro- schools in this part of Scotland. 
duced, in proportion to its · population, an V\7 e venture to suggest that some means 
exceptionally large number of Indian Civil should be sought between the two ext1·emes 
Servants of distinction. Any regulations that which have hitherto been adopted in the 
excluded such candidates as this district and matter of t)le age limit, each of which extremes 
this University have sent forward from time has admittedly been attended with serious dis
to time would not b.e in the interest of the advantages. Such a viamed.iainight be found, 
Indian Civil Service. and the disadvantages attendant alike O!!- the 

In former years when the age of entrance higher and on the lower age limits as hitherto 
for the Indian Civil Service Examination was :fixed might be lessened 'by fixing the limit of 
19 ·or 19!- years, a larger number of students age for the Open Competitive Examinat~on at · 
of this University entered that Service than .from 20 to 22 years. · · 
has been the case since the age was raised to 54,140. ·In the everit of any changes ·in 
23 or 24 years. But at that time the . general the direction of lowering the age~lilnits for 
age for !3ntering the University was from 16 the Indian· Civil Service Exarilination being 
to 17 years; and many clever boys, such as adopted, is it probable that your University 
are now in question, entered the University would be willing to devise an Honours Course 
at an even lower age. Unde:t...these conditions of Indian studies suitable for such proba~ 
it was therefore practicable and usual for a tioners, and carrying with it the University 
prospective candidate for the Indian Civil degree? The course o£ instruction wo~ 
Service Examination to study at the Univer- under any· such system, it is anticipated, 
sity for two or more years in preparation for. include (i) Law; · (ii) the elemeD;tS of. on:e 
that examination, while, at the same time, if classical ·and one: vernacular language; and 
he failed to gain admission, his subsequent (iii} Indian History, Sociology, and Economics.: 
career at the University and elsewhere was What provision 'is at present afforded in your 
unaffected. It is obviously a greater risk for University for teaching these subjects, and ·is 
a young man of limited means to postpone there any system of tuition and sup!3rvisi:on 
everything else to the chance of success in a designed for Indian Civil Service probationers? 
competitive examination at the age of 23 than· -We think that, along with a .change in the 
at an earlier age. age-limits to 20 to 22 years, there should 

In the interval, however, that has elapsed be a rearranging of the ·subjects of the Open 
since the age of entrance to the Indian Civil Competitive ·Examination, and o£ the· marks 
Service was raised, a great change has been a8signed to the several subjects of examina-
effected in the organisation of the curricula in tion, so- as to lay greater ·relative stress in 
the secondary schools in Scotland, and in· the that examination on a knowledge of, and a 
relation between these schools and the Scottish capacity for understanding, such subjects .as 
Universities. The average age o£ entrance to the History of Institutions, Economic· and 
the Universities is now as high .as 19 years. Legal History, General Jurisprudence, Roman 
In consequence, such a lowering of the age of Law and other departments o£ study (includ
entrance for the Indian Civil Service Examina- ing ·possibly an Oriental· language), which 
tion as is now proposed would have the effect tend to equip candidates for the special work 
of throwing the preparation for that ·examina- o£ the Civil Service in India. Under an age 
tion entirely on the schools. But Scottish limit of 20-22 years, the Open Competitive 
schools depend, to a very much larger extent Examination would :eome some years after 
than English public schools, on Government the candidate's school education had ended, 
grants rather than on either endowments or but before he had completed his University 
fees, and the school curricula in Scotland. eourse. This would preserve that combina
accorclingly are arranged with a view to tion -o£ school and University training which 
fulfilling certain conditi.Qns £or the earning of has pr<Hluced the best results in Scotland, and 
such grants. In the unanimous opinion -of the would reader pr.eparatiop. £or the Civil Service ' 
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Competitive Examination least disturbing to tutional Law £orm part of the curriculum 
an unsuccessful candidate's subsequent career. both for a Degree in Arts (M.A.) and for a 
A modification and adaptation of the subjects Degree in Law (LL.B.). This arrangement 
of the Entrance Examination on the lines has been found to work . admirably, and 
suggested would obviate· some of the disadvan- enables men who are preparmg for the legal 
tages of . the arrangement' suggested in the profession or for administrative work to take 
question~ A candidate would begin betimes a Degree both in Arts and in Law without an 
to prepare himself for whaf-if he is success- undue expenditure of time. 
ful-is to be his special work. Such a modi- · . Some encourage!llent of the study of 
:fication in the lines of the Open Competitive Oriental languages m the Scottish Universi
Examination would also he valuable in aiding ties is much to be desired; and if an Oriental 
the selection of candidates who have prove¢!. language (or languages) was made a subject 
themselves to possess~ in some measure, the of examination in the Open Competition for 
faculty o£ . understanding ·and sympathising the Indian Civil Service, it would be an induce
with alien institutions and civilizations, and ment to our Universities to make adequate 
diverse social-and economic conditions. Such . provision for the study of these languages by 
studies,· too, can be readily and amply justi- founding Lectureships, &c., which would also 

, fied on general educational grounds. In the be available for the training of successful 
· .. Scottish Universities such subjects a!? Econo- candidates in their year, or years, of proba

mics, Roman Law; Juris prudence and Consti- tion. 

Professor J. M. IRVINE, K.c., called and examined. 

54,141. (Ohai?·man.) You have come here is a fact of very great importance from the 
to speak on behalf of the University of Aber- point of view of our Scotch students. 
deen ?-Yes. · · 54,146. What is the youngest age that 

55,142. May I take it that you agree with students can go to your University ?-There 
J .the· views that Dr. John Han·ower has ex- is no legal minimum, but under this system 

pressed in his written answers ?-Not entirely. more than four-fifths of Scotch students (I am 
We sent in separate replies. leaving out of account at the moment English 

54,143. But you . will be prepared to students. and students from abroad) certainly 
answer questions put·· on the two, because four-fifths of the students who come from 
;they do not correspond ?-Yes. Scotland to the Scotch Universities undergo 

54,144. Taking your own replies, you the course of instruction in the secondary 
have considerable sympathy, I gather, for the schools prescribed by the Scotch Education 
lower age· if it were not that the conditions Department, and that makes the youngest 
.,have . altered in your Universities ?-As is possible age about 17 t. . 
,pointed out in my answers, when the _age was 54,147. You say the average age now is 
as formerly, 19 or 19!-, the Aberdeen candi- as high as 19 ?-Yes, the average is verv 
dates did very well, but it is also pointed out nearly 19, but I am taking the clever. boy, 
that ·since that time the whole of the condi- who is the kind of boy that is in question for 
tions o£ secondary education in Scotland have the Indian Civil Service Examination. He 
altered, and we are of opinion that now, under may conceivably do it under 18. 
existing conditions, the lowering of the age to 54,148. Does that mean that he stays at 
19 woUld practically exclude Scotch candidates. the secondary school until 18!- ?-Seventeen 

54,145. By that youmean.thatthe training and a ha:If. Under the regulations for the 
in the Scotch schools would not be adequate issue of intermediate and leaving certificates, 
£ot the kind of examination necessary ?-No, that is under this national system of examina
not as things .are. I may explain that when tion introduced by the Scotch Education 
the age for the open competitive examination Department, to put it shortly you have to pass 
for the Indian Civil· Service was 19, • that is what is called the Qualifying Examination, the 
. about the eighties, the Scotch system of minimum age for that Qualifying Exam ina
secondary. education was entirely unor- tion being 12. Then you have got to take a 
ganised; in fact, the Universities in Scotland minimum of three years of what is called the 
then did the work now done by the secondary Intermediate Curriculum, after which the boy 
.schools. Clever boys came up to the Univer- goes up for what is called the Intermediate 
sities in Scptland in those years when they Certificate. That makes the absolute mini
were about 15 or 16 years of age. The result mum of age for the Intermediate Certificate 
was that they had ,three years in the Uni- 15. Then, following on that, comes what is· 
versity before going up for the open competi- called the Post Intermediate Course, that is the 
tive examination, and they did exceedingly course for the leaving certificate. The absolute 
well. That has now been entirel:v altered minimum required by the regulations for that 
under the regulations of the Scotch Education course is two years, so that that makes the 
.Department and under the system of the absolute minimum of age for the leaving 
"intermediate" and "leaving" certificates, certificate 17. That is the absolute minimum. 
which is now a national system of examina- By saying 171 I am giving a margin of six 
tion in secondary education in Scotland. That months. 
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54,149. Can you tell us to what extent the 
subjects for that certificate follow upon the 
subjects of an English public school ?-I have 
got here the subjects for the leaving certifi
cate. They are very much on the lines o£ 
ordinary general education. I am glad to 
say that the Department now allow consider
able latitude of choice. 

54,150. Were they framed with a view of 
coming into line as near as possible with the 
other public schools ?_:_I take it they were 
framed on the lines of affording a good 
general education. The subject15 are English, 
Latin, G!'eek, French, German, Italian, 
Spanish, Mathematics, History, and so on, 
and there is a considerable area of choice 
among these subjects. Further, the Depart
ment have power to consider special depar
tures frora the normal course by way of giving 
greater elasticity. 

54,151. That being the case, and saying 
as you do that the subjects to a great extent 
coincide with the Public School subjects, 
why do you say that an examination framed 
upon that training would exclude the Scotch 
boys at the age of 17 to 19 ?-I should say 
that the great mass of our Scotch schools are 
comparatively poorly provided financially as 
compared with the rich English Public 
Schools; and aR at present staffed and 
financed our normal Scotch Secondary School 
could not give the kind of special training 
which the wealthier Public Schools of England 
could give. · 

54,152. The subjects being the same but 
the standard of training not being so good 
I do not wish to be misunderstood. I think 
the general level of training is probably as 
good in our Scotch Secondary Schools as in 
the English Public Schools; but I am having 
in view the suggestion about reducing the 
age of the open competitive examination, and 
one sees that in English Public Schools with 
their larger staff they might specialise in the 
training of the boy for the open competitive 
examination to a degree which we could not 
do in Scotland. I£ I may say so, it does seem 
to me that to throw a boy loose from the normal 
curriculum of the Secondary School is rather 
unfortunate. 

54,153. But cannot you conceive an 
examination being framed that need not 
necessarily throw him out of that curriculum. 
I£ you say the subjects very much coinci~e 
with the subjects of the English Pu:blic 
Schools, you could get an examination 
common to both. Could not an examination 
be framed as a test of that normal training ? 
-I can conceive that as possible, but, as a 
practical matter, all boys going up with any 
chance of success for the open competitive 
examination for the Indian Civil Service 
would require to be specially trained for that 
examination. 

54,154. The same remark applies to boys 
going up from di:ITerent schools. It is simply 
a question, is it not, of the degree of training 

0 2002~ 

in the respective schools ?-I think a boy 
going up £:rom any school would require to a. 
very considerable degree special training for 
that examination. . 

54,155. But I suppose no greater degree 
of special training than the boy who goes up 
for aU niversity scholarship; would he? ·why 
should it be more ?-As a matter of fact, boys 
going up for our University scholarships, or, 
as we call them, Bursaries, ·go throug:q this 
leaving-certificate course-practically all o£ 
them-so that there is not much in the way of 
special training for these Bursaries. I should 
say that in this leaving-certificate course the . 
Department, very wisely, I think, lay stress on 
the authenticated record of the boy's education 
-his record in the schools as furnished by 
the headmaster. It prevents cramming · to ~:f. 
certain extent. It was· designed to prevent·· 
cramming. · · 

54,156. Could not that be extended to an 
examination such as that we have been 
speaking 9£ ?-It could, I think, and if so it 
would to some extent diminish the objection I 
have suggested. ·I understand your Lordship's 
suggestion is that the. record of the boy at 
school be considered in determining his 
qualifications for the Indian Civil Service. • 

54,157. I was not so much going into the 
details o£ what makes up that examination as 
trying to elicit from you that the examination 
is carried through by the boys without any 
undue amount of cramming. I£ you could 
approximate to that examination for the 
Indian Civil Service would you not be able to 
avoid any undue or unreasonable amount of 
cramming or specialisation on the part of the 
bov ?-I£ the examiners for the Indian Civil 
Se~vice took into consideration as an important 
element the curriculum o.£ the boy at school 
and how he had done his work at school, to 
that extent the importance of cramming would 
be diminished. · . 

54,158. We have had a considerable 
amount of evidence to the effect that the 
civilian gets out to India too late, and although 
he goes out late he is not properly trained in 
the particular subjects necessary for Indian 
administration ?-I fully appreciate the diffi
culty. 

54,159. We are faced with the problem o£ 
what the age is to be for recruitment. It is 
now 22 to 24. Witnesses have come before 
us from certain Universities and suggested 20 
to 22. But, as you know, i£ that was carried 
out, it would cut across the Degree CoUl'se o£ 
the older Universities. Therefore we want to 
hear from you what: objections there are o£ a 
practical cha.racter to the school-leaving age, 
and whether it is as feasible and practical as 
the other alternative ?-The suggestion I 
have come here to support, as stated in the 
written answers, is the suggestion· o£ from 
20 to 22, say 21, as the age for the open com
petitive examination. That from our Scotch 
point of view has very many advantages. In 
the first place it allows ~he boy to go through 

}!' 
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the· ordinary ~::mrriculum: ·of the Public School important Bursary Examinations a boy might 
which I Have described; then it gives him at ~o exceedingly well in some one paper show
least two, i£ not three, years at the University, mg that J:e had a real g~nius in that subject, 
which would practically enable :him in most but he ro1ght do. exceedmgly badly in others, 
cas€\s to take his Degree in Arts. in the Univer- and yet ~ understand you would give him a 
sity. Further, it seems to me you have this scholarslup ?-Yes, in very special circum-
very important · advantage; that failme 'to stances it might be done. . · . 
succeed in the open ·competitive examination 5~,17~. Alt~ough in a public competitive 
would not result in such prejudice to the exammatwn yo~ would be compelled by the 
youn~ man's, later ca~eer as now when. the rules to value h1s bad papers against his good 
age '1s 23 to 24.. It· 1s a much more serwus one, and probably the· good one would not 
thing for a man to· stake everything on the be sufficient to counterbalance the bad ones ? 
result of a competitive examination at 23 than -Yes. Of course, in the Bursary competition 
at 21. not onlyis each paper taken as a whole, but 

54,160. Have you a retmn . showing how all the papers are regarded together, and i£ a 
many .young men have got ·into 'the 'Indian . boy 'did particularly badly in one subject it 
Civil Service from Aberdeen?---'-! ,have got might prevent him getting the Bursary. 

· the , figures. , As 'I have said 1 already, the . 54,171. The examiners in the Bursary 
:Q.umbers were larger in. former yea:r:s when examination if they saw a boy with distinct 
the age was low. . promise might say, "This boy has not 

54,161. You mean ·at. the .. younger age in " .received ·the amount of education which he 
the. old days?-;-Yes. For instance, in. 1883 as · ":·,should have received, but he is exceedingly 
many as six of' our. students actually; got· in. " likely -to do us great honour if we admit 

54,16.2. 'Vhat number have· ·you ,,been ~' him'.into the University, and we will do so 
passing in the last five.. years ?"'7'I think about "' on the ground that he has shown in one 
two annually or thereapouts; . ., . " of.his papers distinct signs of great genius." 

54,163. What facilities .do you · gi•ve 'in Bursary. examiners ·could. do that ?-In Aber
.your University for the probationary' period-. deen ·that would be competent and properly 
for the teaching· of Law and the; teMhing of do:rie: • It could be reported on and dealt with 
languages ?-:-We have .. got a .full cmricUlurn as an exceptional case. 
in .Law in the. University. . That is the curri- : · 54;172. · By that means, of course, you 
culum required. £or the Scotch ' Degree· of get rid· of. the: cramming. The boy who has 
l3achelor·of Laws.: W.e have· ·at present in been crammed and gives a fair average pro
the University o£. Aberdeen no . teaching of ficiency in every paper might not ·get· the 
Indian . vernacular languages. or. · ev:en o£ scholarship against a boy who had gone 
Sanskrit or -Persian, . thrdugh a Scottish school, and although he 

54,164. You are not· equipped Jor that at showed a lower efficient standard of education 
all ?.,--Not at present., . . ' ,. · ' right through, showed .very distinctive ability 

.54,165. Have you had any probationers in two or three subjects?-Yes. The last case 
with you after they have passed their examina- you put. is quite .an exceptional one, and it 
tion; do they ever come. tp Aberdeen?- would be met by the University in a somewhat 
P,ractically not .. Some have. come back .. to exceptional way-the case of the boy being 
complete their degree, to take . their degree, specially distinguished in certain departments 
but only to that extent. , . and specially undistinguished in others. 

54,166. Do you have many Indians in the 54,173. You think that it would be possible 
University, of Aberdeen ?-Very few. 'Ve perhaps to introduce this element of the record 
have got a good. many Chinese in our Law of the school training into a competition of 
Faculty at present. They are sent by the this kind. Do you think from what you know 
Chinese Embassy. that, .so far as Scotland goes, you would be 

54,167. But you do not have many Indians? able to do that now?-Yes, that is now done 
-We do not. . . in Scotland in the system o£ examination of 

54,168. (Sir Mu1:ray Hammiek) I should the Scotch Education Department-the Leav
just like to ask one or two questions. as to the ing Certificate system of education. There is 
Bursary Examinations, as to whether it would an authenticated record of the boy's career. 
be possible to avoid the crammer for the The Regulation says : " To assist the Depart
Indian Civil Service open ~xaniination in the " ment in coming to a decision the Headmaster 

· same way as. it is possible for the University " will be asked to record his deliberate 
authorities to take precautions against cram- " judgment on the merits of each pupil's 
ming for these Bmsary scholarships. I suppose " work as a whole, that judgment to be based 
in the Bursary scholarships the yal'uation of the " on a careful collation o£ the opinions o£ the 
papers is not numerical-:-! mean the students " various .teachers." That is part of the 
do not get so many. marks. for each ques- Department's Regulations. 
tion ?--'-The paper is judged as a whole. . 54,174. Do yo'\1 give a 'certain number of 

54,169. In the Indian Civil Service Ex- marks for that ?-I cannot say with knowledge 
amination each question i!3 valued at .su,ch and precisely how it is brought in, but I know 
such a figure, and the total is mftde up at the they .do regard. that as a very· important 
bottom of. the paper. · I understand that in element in determining whether a boy 
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succeeds in obtaining the certificate' 'or fails 
in obtaining the c~rtificate. I do not know 
whether it is done by means ·of marks or 
otherwise. · · · · 

· 54,175. I suppose .you get a .good many 
boys coming to your University fro~ Ireland, 
from the North of Ireland particularly ?-We 
get a certain number. '· 1 • 

54,176 .• Those Irish boys have not got' this 
school training record to go upon ?-No. They 
enter the University by what is called the 
Preliminary Examination. It is a purely 
University Examination. · 

54,177. There is. nc(system of recor'cl like 
this at present in Ireland brought 'up to 
the level of the Scotch system:?---:-Not so far as 
I know. It is quite a new thing iri Scotland. 
We owe it to Sir John Struthers. · 

54,178. (Mr. Madge.). In three pla~~~ in 
the joint answers sent up :fr<;>m your University 
the fact is emphasised . that any lowei;~ng of 
the age wou~d practically leave Scotch schools 
out in the cold. _The impression might be 
taken from this accordingly that you .were 
thinking I;Uore o£, the effeqt on Scotch institu~ 
tions than. viewing the ,matter. on general 
public_grounds.. I would. like your opinion on 
general public grounds wheth~r, if the choice 
of the Commission were limited t9 the loweripg 
of the age proposed or the prl;)sent age, whwh 
you woul¢1 decidedly prefer ?-I£ I were put 
on my choice between the two I think.~- s)+ould 
say. I would prefer the present age, l?ut I 
regard the .present age, as~ have said, as too 
high. It does not allow enough . time for 
special training for the work o£ the Indian 
Civil Service. 

than 18. It is that change which has . mad~ 
such an essential difference in this matter. 

54,181. Th~n · i_n the third· :place you· have 
referred to the comparative i;n.£eriority, or at 
least; inferior position, of Scottish schools in 
comparison with' English schools because of 
their. not being so .. well ·placed financially. 
But. that inferiority would depend entirely 
upon any English' public $Chools preparing to 
give 'the special training needed, otherwise 
how do matters stand at present ?_._It would 
depend on what you have suggested. 

54,182. Entirely ?-Mainly, I think. 
54,183. Not entirely? Is there any other 

ground that qould.be taken into account ?·-It 
might be that the wealthier school could get a 
better and more highly-trained teacher. ·That 
would prevent.:m.y say;ing entirely. 

54,1_84. That is financial, because as long 
as you pay for the man · yo-g can get him· from 
anywb,ere ?-:I agre_e, but if you pay a .man 
batter you probably get a better man. . 
. 54,185. (Mr. Fisher.) At what age does a 

clever boy go up to the Aberdeen University 
generally?-Not less than 18, · 
. 54,186. Having taken his school-leaving 
certificate at about 17! ?-:-Yes. 

54,187: I£ it were comp~tent for a boy to 
pass -through the Indian Civil Service by 19! 
he would have had a year of University 
training ?-Yes, he w:ould, have had . ·about 
a year. 
. 54,188. Added·to the training that he has 

already received at school ?-You are taking 
the age at 19~yes. -· 

54,189. ·I gather that your general objection 
to the lowering of the ; age to 18i-19i is 
grounded ·upon· two arguments ; :first of all 

54,179. You have given us your preference that the normal Scottish secondary school is 
£9r th.e !ntermecliate age. Suppo~ing they inferior to ~he English public school in equip
were limited to those two, your chowe would · ment.and m resources; and, secondly, that it 
be .for the higher ?--I thinlc on the whole it is somewhat restricted. by the obligations of 
would, though I do nqt support the high~r. the Scottish school-leaving .certificate; those 

54,180. But if, as you have told us to-day, are the two chi~£ objections?-Yes. · · 
when the age was lower you got more sue- .• 54, L90. Is: lt 'really fair to I comp~re the 
cessful candidates than yon do from the normal .Scottish secondary school With the 
higher· there seems to be' some little in<1on- English ·public school'? Surely the schools 
sistency between the two?- 'rhere . is an which would compare with the English public 
apparent inconsistency, but I 'have already schools. are schools ·like Fettes, Loretto, an.d 
give_n au explanation o~ it in replr to the the. Edmburgh'. A?a~emy, ~ll. of which are 
Chairman, namely, that m the e1ght1es there obvwusl~ equalm pomt of mtellec~ual pow~r 
was no system of secondary schools in Scotland and equrpment to the best Enghsh public 
to speak of, and that consequently at that time schools; Is not that S? ?-I agree that the 
the Universities of Scotland did the work o£ schools you have mentwned, Fettes, Loretto, 
the secondary schools. The boys came up to and Edinbur~~ Academy, are- vei"Y: much ~n 
the University at 15, and they had a full Arts the same position as the best Enghsh- public 
curriculum in the University before they were schools. 
19. I have got the list here of the successful 54,191. Therefore the students from those 
candidates from Aberdeen at that tin1e, and schools which correspond with the English 
c1uite a numb~r of· them are Masters of Arts, public schools would be really on an equality 
which shows they had completed their Arts withtheEnglishpublic schools?-Yes. What 
Course by 19. Now, as I have expla:iiied, that I have said would not apply to those schools, 
is en~irely altered. We have a fully ·organised though, as a matter of fact, in Scotland the 
system of secondary education in Scotland, Leaving Certificate has now got sucP, a 
and the Universities no longer do the work recognised position as a test and guarantee o£ 

· of the secondary schools. The entrance age fitness and education that I understand that 
to the Universities of Scotland is now riot less even Fettes and E~linburgh" Academy more 
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or less adapt their curriculum to that of the 
Leaving Certificate. The Leaving Certificate 
is now the recognised entrance to the 
University and the professions. , 

54,192. ·But so far as the argument for 
educational inefficiency or educational draw
back goes, the norma:t Sr.ottish secondary 
school is in no worse a case than the normal 
·English secondary school. Your normal 
·Scottish secondary school is no worse off than, 
let us say, a school like St. Olave's ?-It 
happens that in Scotland we have only got 
practically these three or perhaps one or two 
others----,-but not more than five schools Of the 
class of the ordinary English public ~:~chool. 
There is no such school in the North of . 
Scotland or the North East o£ Scotland. 

54,193. But . the proportion of public 
schools in Scotland to schools which are 
not of that type is surely not less than the 
proportion of public schools in England
the proportion of sch()ols under the Public 
Schools Act in England and the schools 
which ·are ·not under the Public Schools Act 
which are inspected by the Board ?-1 rather 
think it is. There are only Fettes, Loretto, 
and Edinburgh Academy and perhaps Mer
chiston to some extent, but they are very few 
in .number, and·they do not exist in the North 
of Scotland or the North East of Scotland. 

· · 54,194. On the o.ther hand you have to 
remember .that the number o£ County Council 
schools and secondary schools in England is 
very great ?-In Scotland we have got a very 
large class of schools, partially endowed 
schools-that is schools which depend partially 
on endowments and partially on Government 
grants. That is a very ·common kind of 
school in Scotland. At these schools the 
curriculum of the Leaving Certificate applies 
just as absolutely and entirely in practice as 
to the ordinary school. 

54,195. I was going to deal with the 
question of Leaving Certificates in a moment. 
. I am simply putting the question of the 
educational efficiency of your schools, and the 
point I wish to get at is this. I .submit to 
you that your public schools in Scotland, such 
as Fettes, Loretto, and Edinburgh Academy, 
are as educationally efficient as our public 
schools in England ?-Yes, these schools are 
practically equivalent, 1 thinlc, to the English 
public schools. · 
· 5-:1:,196. And there is no reason to suppose 

that your . schools of a lower grade are less 
. efficient than analogous schools in England? 
-No. My point is that these highly efficient 
schools, like Fettes, Loretto, and Edinburgh 
Academy, are relatively very much fewer in 
Scotland than in England. 

54,197. I have not the figures before me, 
but I think one would have to have the figures 
to say that ?-I am speaking just from my 
impression with regard to the matter. They 
represent a very small section really of Scotch 
boys who can afford to go to those Achools. 
They are very expensive schools, all of them. 

54,198. So are the English?-Yes. 
54,199. (Chairman.) I£ I may intervene 

for a moment, can you tell us, as regards the 
boys that have passed into the Indian Civil 
Service from Aberdeen, whether they have 
come from the secondary schools or the public 
schools ?--I should not like to speak confi
dently about that at the moment. 

54,200. (Mr. Fisher.) Now let me come to 
another point. You have exiJerience o£ 
examining for Bursaries at Aberdeen Uni
versity to some extent ?-Not for Arts. I am 
Professor of Law at Aberdeen-the Dean of 
the Faculty of Law. . 

54,201. You admit, do you not, that a boy 
after a year at the University makes very 
great strides intellectually ?-He does. 

54,202. He is brought into contact with a 
great deal of thought, of active speculation, 
which is quite foreign to his school life, and 
in such a subject as an English essay he 
gains enormously after a year at a University? 
-Yes, I think especially in such a subject as 
an English essay, a year at the University 
would make a great difference. 

54,203. Assuming that your clever boys 
come from these schools-which let us admit 
are inferior in their equipment to the English 
schools-to the Scottish Universities and have 
a year's training, surely they would be fully 
on a level with the English public school boys 
who have not had the advantage of a year's 
training at a University ?-I do not really 
think that a single year at a University would 
be o£ very much advantage from the point of 
view of the open competitive examination. It 
might help in the English essay. 

54,204. I· submit that is a consideration 
which has to be taken into account ; you 
admit that ?-I quite appreciate that. As I 
have ventured to suggest, two or three years 
at the University would be of so much greater 
advantage from every point of view. 

54,205. I would rather like to know 
whether these subjects which were prescribed 
for the competitive examination when it was 
held at the school-leaving age would represent 
the subjects repesented in the School Leaving 
Examination in Scotland : English Composi
tion, English Literature and History ; Lan
guage, Literature, and History of Greece; 
Language, Literature, and History of Rome, of 
France, of Germany ; Mathematics pure and 
mixed; Natural Science, that is chemistry, 
electricity, and magnetism; Natural History, 
Geology, and Mineralogy ?--All the subjects 
you have mentioned except the last are 
included in the Leaving Certificate. 

54,206. Is there any Natural Science?
No. There is only "Experimental Science," 
which, I suppose, probably m~ans chemistry 
and physical science. 

54,207. Moral Science ?-No Moral Science. 
54 208. So that, as a matter of fact, I 

presu~e your School Leaving Certificate 
Examination represents the subjects which 
are taught in all secondary schools in Great 
Britain ?-Roughly, more or less, that is so. 
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54,209. Is there any mark o£ distinction 
granted in your School Leaving Certificate? 
Is it possible for a boy to pass with distinc
tion ?-No. There are two grades of pass, 
the higher and lower. The boy does not take 
all these subjects, he only takes a certain 
selection of them. Three o£ the subjects must 
be studied on what is called the higher grade 
level, one of these being English, and then a 
certain number of the others mB,y be passed 
on the lower grade level. Those are the 
regulations. . 

54,210. One more question. Can you tell 
me. whether the result ·of the school record 
is apt to agree or apt to disagree with the 
result o£ the competitive examination ?-I 
take it as a general rule it more or less agrees. 
There are exceptional cases where it does not. 

54,211. I have heard that the cases in 
which it disagrees are so very rare that it is 
hardly worth the trouble to take it Is that 
your general experience ?-I think the cases 
are exceptional, but I should not like to say 
they are very rare. I understand, it is rather 
more or less when a boy is on the· margin 
between success and failure that the examiners 
lay great stress on the school record. 

54,212. How long has the system been in 
operation ?-The Leaving Certificate system? 

54,213. 'fhe Leaving Certificate system 
coupled with the school record ?-I should not 
like to answer that definitely. Of course the 
Leaving Certificate system is itself, as I. have 
explained, comparatively new, but it has been 
exceedingly successful. It has been found to 
be very efficient and the numbers that are 
taking it are increasing year by year. I have 
the figures here ; there are now up to about 
2,000 who take the Leaving Certificate every 
year. It has become a recognised avenue 
not only for entrance into the Universities, 
but to all the professions-for example, the 
profession o£ Law Agent-as a guarantee o£ 
the general education of the candidates. 

54,214. Supposing the Commission were 
to.recommend that the possession of the Scot
tish Leaving Certific~te was to count for a 
certain number of marks in the examination, 
would that at all modify your opposition to 
the reduction of the age, or modify the oppo
sition in Scotland ?-I think that would be an 
element towards modifying the objection in 
Scotland to the reduction of the age, not a 
very important element, but still an element. 

54,215. You think Scotland would still 
object ?-Yes, I think in Scotland we should 
very greatly prefer to have an age like 21. 

54,216. Not so much, I take it, because 
you think you will get more Scottish candi
dates in, as because you wish your Scottish 
candidates to get the advantage of a Scottish 
University education befor.e they get in, that 
is your chief ground ?-I should put it on 
the ground that has to be considered by this 
Commission--the efficiency of the public ser
vice. It is more for the advantage of the 
public service that the age should bQ 21, 
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54,217. v\"'hy?-In that way (o£ course I 
am speaking of Scottish candidates) you have 
a boy going through the regular school cur
riculum. Then he has tw,o or three years at 
the University, which practically means he 
would take his Degree in Arts. You . can . 
protect and provide against cramming much 
more effectually at the age of 21 than you can 
at.19. You will see that in my written answer 
with regard to Law and the special work to 
be done by Indian Civilia~s I quite appreciate 
the necessity of greater training in Law, but 
I think if the age were raised to 21 you could 
examine the candidates in the open competi-. 
tive examination· in certain subjects which 

'might be called preliminaty to a lawier:s 
work. 

54,218. How far is that last argument an. 
argument to . which Scottish academic opinion 

·in general would attach weight ?-I think 
among Scotch lawyers and among men who 
have got knowledge of our system of legal 
education in Scotland it would· carry very 
great weight. . 

54,219. You appreciate that there is a 
difficulty in introducing into your competitive 
examination into the Service a subject of· so 
technical a character as Law ?-I entirely 
appreciate that you could not ·introduce into 
the open competitive examination any technical 
law. On the other hand it would seem to me 
to be of the very greatest possible advantage 
to the Public Services of India if you intro
duce into that examination (as indeed has 
already been done to some extent) certain 
departments of knowledge which would more 
or less tend to equip a man for his work in 
India-! mean the history of institutions, 
economic history, the general .principles of 
jurisprudence, a subject like Roman Law. To 
some extent these are at present subjects in 
the open competitive examination. 'l'hese are 
not only general educational subjects o£ great 
value, but they are of essential importance in 
·preparing for .a legal or administrative career 
in India, or, indeed, elsewhere. 

54,220. So essential that you would make 
them a necessary part of the examination; or 
would you make them optional ?-I should 
not like to go so far as to say that I should 
make them compulsory or essential. ·what I 
would like to see would be the marks so ad
justed as to give very much greater importance 
to these subjects, so as to make it desirable 
from the point of view of a candidate that he 
should equip himself in those subjects. 

54,221. And the opportunity of having an 
examination in those subjects is one o£ the 
reasons which leads you to prefer' the inter
mediate age ?-That is so, and also on this 
ground, that one fully recognises that at 
present one year's probation is not sufficient 
time to equip a selected candidate in Law and 
in Oriental languages. It is an absurdly 
short time for both. Even two years I should 
Tegard as somewhat inadequate, assuming the 
{:~:Q.d,icla.te had had no "·previqus preparation 

F 3 
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£or legal study., But .if a oandida~e :on pass- ~o s~me ·extent !speci~l. I find for. example 
ing ·the open· competitive examinat,ion had Arabrc; I finq Sanskrit; I find Enghsh Law. 
this preliminary traini11g which. I have sug- I should 1;1ot regard these as part of a general 
gested ·~-history o£ ··institutions, Homan Law, education. 
general Jurisprudence, and so on-then in niy 54,224 .. Not as part. of. a general lib~ral 
e.;li:perience in the two years' probation .. he ~ducatiop. ?-:-English Law I should. not, nor 
.could quite equip himself in technical. law. Sanskrit, nor .Arabic. I think those three 
ln otl1er ,words my suggestion .would be that subjects ate . of, the' nature of special equip-
. the. open competitiye examination should h~ve ment for Ind1a. · · . 
. some relation to the career to he followe.d by 54,::!25. Arabic and Sanskrit were admitted 
the candidates i£ successfuL ·On that point it with considerabl~ hesitation more or less in 
ml;ty be o£ interest if I state that out ~X::perience favour o£ the claims o£ Indian candidates 
jn Scotland.has shown the advantages o£.: that to have a' classical language recognised in 

.line o£ preparatory training. Di rega~·d·to our the examination ?-That is as it occurs to. me 
Scottish .. Law Degree; Bachelor of Laws, more .-that Arabic, Sanskrit, and English Law are 
than. half the subjActs for :that Degree; are. special-very much more special than history 
included in the Arts Curriculum; that is, •a o£ institutions, fol' example, or general juris
atudent can take, them as part· of ;his. Degree prv,denpe, which are part of the regular Arts 
o£ Arts. Tl:I~t. applies • to Roman Law, to curric:nlum in. the University. Mayl say·with 

.. General J~.tispr1;1de.I;~.ce, to Constitutional Law ;regard to th~t, that• I have been .very. much 
and so. on.- ·The, l'esult is that .when he has struck with: the· importance which many 
taken .his Degree in Arts • he. ,has, as it were, distinguished civilians. have laid on the 
already . a~tained a · g~neral preparation and necessity,. or at least the value, o£ a training in 
equipment tl}.e study of for Law, and..it.only those g~n,eral subjects o£ jurisprudence. It is 

:remains .. for him; to . acquire thE~ special very.remarkable that many of the most useful 
technicalLaw, .Scottish Law or English Law, .and: important bopks we have on that depatt
as th~ case may be .. That, system. has p;~;Qved ment of Law .. have been ·written by Anglo
exceedingly Sl.lccessfuL It · may be worth Indians-,Sir William Rattigan, Sir William 
mentioning, to this· Commis~?ion~ as a.: tribut.e Markby, Sir .Hemy, Maine, Qhie£ Justice. Perry, 

1to .the success of the syste;m, that th~,.Americap. and· others. ·· They all lay the. very greatest 
. Bar : Association, .in formulatipg ·the pro- stress on, the importance o£ that kind of 
gramme of studies .for the. Law Schools .in training in order to. enable a student to 
.America, practically, adopted the course .of understand, the technical Indian Law. I 
study pret;;cribed . for the LL.B. Deg~·ee in should like. to ·.read a· single sentence n·om 
Scotland ; and the .• Committee of. the· Asso- Sir William. Rattigan's Preface to " The 
ciation in. their report' set· forth the. success Science of Jurisprudence," which I should 
0£ t.h€lScottish system as the l;llain J;"eason for like to adopt fre>m my own experience. He 
recommending the adoption o£ a. similar scheme writes. this : " What I . wisP, particu1a:dy ·to 
·of studies in America. It is a very. 1remark- \' impress.upon them ''-,that is .upon students 
able tribute, I think, to the success of our -~'is that without a knowledge of the general 
1,5ysteili in Scotland ... I m,ay say the· effect of '.~. principles on which the ~science a£ Law. is 
that in America has. been very remarkable in .,':· constructed, and which. it is my object to 
1·egard . to the . number o£ American lawyers ", teach them at the outset 'of . their legal 
who ;now e;nter. the .profession ·through 'th,e " education, their·reading.of the codified laws 
Law Schools. It has completely revolutionised " of India will lose hal£ 'its value, and they 
the proportion of ;men who 'enter .the pro- ", '"ill find themselves iri constant difficulties 
£ession o£ Law in America through the ·Law " -in the application of these laws to the 
·Schools. " recurring events of everyday life." I 

· 54,222 . . (Mr,. Sly.) To· pmsue;your sugges- should also like, i.f I may, to refer the Com
tiori in regard to a .certain amount of sp.eciali- mission on that matter to what Sir William 
sation in the open competitive examination; Markby says, in view o£. his experience as 
ever since that examination was started in Reader· of Indian Law at Oxford. In his 
1854 the .fundamental principle laid clown by "Elements of Law." he lays great stress on 
Lord Maca1.uay was that the examination that point. 
should be directed towards securing that the .54,226. Then there is one other point I 
student. should have a liberal education. and should like 'to be,quite clear. about. You told 
·not in any way specialise for his future career us that the cleYer scholar enters the Univer-
in India ?-Yes, that has been the general sity of Aberdeen at. about 18} ?_:.Yes, even as 
principle hitherto. adopted. , , voung as 18.. . · · , , · 

54,223. By that means you . get a wider ~ , 54,227. 1St you said was about the average 
field of selection, and the men who fail .have age ?-Yes. ··' :. '· . 
no reason to regret their preparation for it. . 54,228. What is the length of your Arts 
Does not this scheme of yours cut athwart Course ?-It can be done in three years. 
this principle ?-With deference, I think the 54,229. Then he .would he at the end of 
system .laid down by Lord Macaulay has not his Degree in Arts at 21! ?-Entering at 18 he 
l)ee:Q. adopted in its entirety. As a matter o£ would be 21 at the end of his Arts Course, 
fact th~ existing subjects. of examip.ation ~r~ ap.d fl11WJ'ing at 18! he would be 21 i. 
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54,230. So that; under the age limits.that 
you give, he would practically have. only one 
chance for the Indian Civil ·Service, because 
22 is your maximum ?~Taking .it at· 21 he 
would only have one chq,nce. . 

54,231. Do you think that. is desirable.?:
! do not see any very great disadvantage 
in that. . . , . · 

· 54,232. '.fhe desirability or possibility of 
a second· chance is. not in · yqur · opinion a 
very great factor in the consideration o£ candi
dates. who have worked for the Indian Civil 
Service ?...::.·! should not regard that as au: 
important factor. · · ·. . . . . . . 

54,233. You do not thinkjt wouldlargely 
reduce the field i£ there was 6i1ly one chance.? 
-No.. . .. . . 

54,234. (Mr. Gokhale.) There is. only one 
question I want to ask you. . You have·. some 
Indian students at Aberdeen, I understand ?-:·· 
Very few-not in Law. · : 
. 54,235. Have · yo\l any Colonial students 
also?-Yes, and a great number of our students 
go to the Colonies. · ·: :; · . . 

. 54,236. Have you any· foreign students ?-
Yes. · .· '· 

54,237. Have you heard of any difficulties 
arising owing to .these students· having'td 
meet toge~her at the University ?-'Absohftely 
none. 

54,238. (Sit· Theodore M6rison.) I 'under
stand you contemplate· that the lncli&n Civil 
Service Examination shoiud fall very often in 
the middle of the student's University career? 
.:_No.· It would come at the end of·hisDni
versity career. 

54,239. You say: "The open cornpe.titive 
" examination would come some years after 
" the candidate's school education had ended, 
" but before he had completed· his University 
" ·course." That is rather iirq)ortant, because 
most of the.University evidence .we have hatl 
is to the effect that if you have the examination 
in the middle of the University course the stu
dents will not follow the I University course, 
but they will specially prepare the:rnselves for 

· this examination. Y au ·seem to contemplate 
something different ?.:_I think· in :Scotland. if 
the age· were as high as :2lt, say, it would 
permit a student to complete the Arts course 
in the University. 

54,240. You say, "before he had com
pleted his University course :'_?-That I think 
is with reference to what I stated was the 
average age of entry, but of ·com·se you are 
dealing here with rather a special class of 
dever boys who would .enter at 18 and :who 
would have three years' study at the Uni
versity. 

. · 54,241.. Then you would agree with most 
o£ the University witnesses we have. had before 
us, that it is undesirable that these examina
tions .:should .. cut.· across .. the middle :of·· the 
University career ?-I should agree that that 
is undesirable. · 

. 54,242. Now I· want to ask one or ·two 
questi0.ns with.· regard to ·boys who conie to 
what may be called, the Scotch. public schools., 
arid from the more popular 'schools. Do you 
know what sort o£ proportion of' those success
ful. £or. th~ Indian Civil Service examination 
has c.ome £rom the public schools?--:-You mean 
schools like Fettes,, corre:;;ponding to the Eng .. 
lish public schools ? .. · . : 

54;243. Yes ?:-1 sl;wuld· not• ·like to. •state 
that n;om' memory. ' '. ·. .• 

54,244. Do ·you, know whether the secori"' 
dary schools, the ordinary more popular 
sc:hools, have· been ·successful., in getting·men 
into :,the .Indian Civil Service?'--Yes, ·in the 
past, particularly our· Aberdeen candidates. 

. 154,245. I want to ask you , about· that. 
There is one school in Aberdeen that has sent 
a large: : number. o£ ·.distinguished . men into 
the Indian Civil Service. They held ·a clinner 
at Simla a Uttle time ago of-old Aberdeen-ians ? 
-Yes, quite a large number. 

54,246. It is called the Aberdeen Academy? 
-There are two school~. equally good, .the 
Aberdeen Grammar School and what is ralled 
Gordon's College. . 

54,247. Jn, which class .do you· p1.1t. them? 
:---:1 think I aro. : right in saying that . · the 
Grammar School depends entirely for its 
maintenance on .Government grants .and the 
.school1·ates. Gordon's College· depends .pa.r,. 
tially for. its maintenance on endowments ·and 
partially on Gov:!3rnment grants ; but in both, 
in one as much as the other, this Leaving Certi"' 
;ficate system dominates .the curriculum.··They 
.are· quite in. a different position from Fettes. 

54,248. Therefore. they; do ·not corresportd 
with our~ English public,~ schools -.like· :Eton 
and Harrow and schools o£.that sort ?-'No. : 

54,249; They . ar~ · .independent. of' the 
national curricula.?~Entirely different ird.m. 
schools like Eton and Harrow. · The curricu
lum is regulated by the Department's scheme: 

· §4,250:. Does yout Leaving· ·Certificate, 
which allows· a certain number· .o£. options, 
give : the opt.ion to the· .school or to the boy? 
--:-I am not certain at the moment a's · to the 
precise terms o£ the regulations on t_h31t point. 

. 54,251. Perhaps I had bettel~ ask Sir John 
Struthers that question?.-Yes. · · · : 

· · · (The witnes~ withdrew.) 
(Adjour~ed £or~ ~hort' thne.) 

SEYMOUR TAYLOR, Esq., M.D.,: l~.R.o.P;, &c:, Consulting'Physician to•the '\tV est London Hospital, 
formerly Lectmer on Practical Medicine in its Post~Graduate .School; Physician to the 

. Old Equitable Life Assurance Society. · . . · 
W1·itten anBwe1'S1'elating to the Indian candidates· £or". the Indian Civil Service ?--I 

Civil S~rrice. · have exami1,1ed for · th~ last .10 yeats the 
54,252. Will you give an accom:).t . o£ succ~ssful C*1:p.didates for :the I:p.dian Oi:vil 

·your experirnce. as examiner of successful .Service. ~ formerly assisted the latE) Dr. Ord, 
' • F 4 
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who held this post up to the time of his 
death. 

~ach year there are on the average 192 
cand1dates for 53 (about) appointments· so 
that there is one successful candidate to'3 · 6 
unsuccessful. These are examined in the 
-order of the places which they have obtained . 
in :the competition .. I know. them as the 
" pass 'in " men. About 13 are examined each 

. day at the rate of about four an hour. 
This examination is very carefully.caiTied 

out, as I consider that it is best to reject a 
candidate at his first examination if there 
is any reasonable doubt as to his physical 
fitness. 

Any slight blemish or ailment is reported 
by the ·Commit:~sioners to the candidate, so · 
that he .may take steps . to get c:ured during 
the ensumg 12 months ; and he· IS careful to 

·observe this admonition in order that he may 
appear sound and well on the date of his 
second examination ("pass o1,1t.''). 

This second examination is conducted with 
the same car~ as the first, but does not occupy 
so long a time, as my notes · of the first 
examination: are before ~e. If the ·candidate 
passes this second test, the Commissioners 
issue their ~ertificate, and the candidate goes 
out to India, or to some post in the East 
during the following November or December.' 

I am assisted by . a colleague who is a 
·hospital physician, highly qualified, and with 
great clinical experience. But I, alone, am 
responsible ·for the medical opinion and 
reports. 

I_ntending candidates appear to ·have 
o?tamed lmo~ledg~ of their liability to rejec.:. 
twn for certam bodily defects, and often seek 
expert medical advice before commencing 
their studies. Not a . few are overhauled 
before or during their studies by their own 
doctors with a view to ascertaining whether 
there is· any defect ·or disease o£ which they 
are ignorant; but which might, if it existed 
cause .their rejection. ' 
· An analysis of my figures shows con
clusively that the best . physical types come 
from the large Public Schools, and. the older 
Universities (Oxford and Cambridge). 'l'hese 
combined careers of education produce a fine 
class o£ healthy young men. 

The youths educated at the schools of lower 
rank, including Board schools, are not such 
good physical specimens; but gaining 
scholarships at Oxford or at Cambridge, they 
develop wonderfully in physique, and so the 
-balance against those minor schools is nearly 
adjusted, but not quite, in the long run .. In 

p;oof of thi~ I find that 62 · 7 per cent. of can
didates commg from the minor schools have 
some physical blemish, though not sufficient 
to cause theirrejection. 

On the other hand, the larger public 
schools show only 48 · 5 per cent. of similar 
defects. 

5~,253. Is the fo~ of reportli! at present 
supplied to the medwal examiners by the 
Civil Service Commission satisfactory ; or 
are there any other particulars which would 
strengthen the hands of the examiners in 
rejecting men of doubtful physique ?-The 
present ~~ me~ical !orm" has only recently 
been revised, and IS a good one thouah in . f , 0 
view o extended experience some further 
alterations might be made with some slight 
advantage. 

54,254 .. Would you welcome the asso
ciation with yourself of a colleague or col
leagues in conducting the test, and if so, how 
would you recommend that such a Board 
of Medical Examiners should be constituted? 
Should one or more of the members have had 
Indian experience ?--Though I should not be 
opposed to the help and co-operation of a 
colleague wh0 had had Indian experience 
I am of opinion that it would not be necessary: 
I£ one. or more such examiners were appointed, 
he or they should be possessed of skill and 
experience in making physical examinations, 
rather lhan of administrative ability, however 
eminent. 
. 54,255. \Vould it be practicable to hold 
the medical examination before, instead of 
after, the open competitive examination, 
and to pass all the candidates, successful 
and unsuccessful, through the test. ?-If all 
candidates were medically examined in the 
earlier days of their studies (say at 18), many 
"rould probably be rejected, or would be 
deterred from continuing their studies at a 
University, a step which would be detrimental 
probably to their future careers and to their 
future health, as the " life " at Oxford or 

·Cambridge is as great a factor in strengthen
ing a man's frame as it is in forming his 
character and in polishing his education. It 
would, howeYer, be quite possible to conduct 
this preliminary test, but in view of the 
number of competitors and their widely
scattered homes, there would probably have 
to be at least three centres for this examina
tion, say at London, Edinburgh, and Dublin. 

The physical excellence o£ candidates 
varies from year to year, as does probably 
the intellectual. 

Dr. SEYMOUR TAYLOR. called and examined. 

54,256 (Ohai1'man.) You have been ap
pointed for the past 10 years by the Civil 
Service Commissioners to examine candidates 
for the Indian Civil.Service ?-Yes. 
· 54,257. And I understand that you have, 

as a responsible officer, done that work exclu-

sively by yourself during that period ?-I 
have. 

55,2p8. You have had an assistant with 
you, but as regards the responsibility of the 
examination it has rested. with you ?-Quite 

* Vide Appendix No. V. 
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so, and I believe that all my predecessors, Sir 
"William Gull, Sir Andrew Clark, and Dr. Ord, 
always took with them a man of experience to 
help them. 

54,259. The work that the Civil Service 
Commissioners ask you to carry out, I under
stand, is to examine the candidate and give a 
medical report upon him to the Commis
sioners?-Yes. 

54,260. The ultimate decision as to whether 
the candidate shall. be passed as medically 
sound or not rests with the Civil Service 
Commissioners ?-Yes, on my report. 
· 54,261. " 7hP.n they are deciding on your 

report are you present ?-No. 
54,262. On the .average you have to 

examine somathing under 200 candidates a 
year, I believe ?-The pass-in and pass-out 
men would be about that number. Men who 
have obtained a position in the examination 
and have to pass the doctor I call " pass-ins." 
Then they go to Oxford or Cambridge or 
London for a further year's study in law and 
some of the vernaculars of the country, and 
they appear before mP. again a year later, and 
I call those men the "pass-outs." They are 
my own terms ; not used in the Civil Service. 

54,263. How many candidates have you 
had whom you passed after they had succeeded 
in the competitive examination and whom you 
have had to reject at the expiration of their 
probationary year ?-A bout .1 or 2 per cent. 
I have gone over the last three or four years, 
and in one year it was 2 and in another 
year 1. The average possibility would be 
about It per cent. of the candidates. I must 
qualify that by saying that frequently a man 
would have an ailment which may be cured, 
and I write a special report to the Civil 
Service Commissioners to say that he has a 
hydrocele or varicocele or hernia or a trace of 
albumen in his m·ine, and that I would like to 
postpone him for a month or three month.c:~ 
according to the condition, so that he might 
be cured. The actual rejections of men who 
are not physically fit to do work in India 
would be covered by 2 per cent. certainly. 

54,264. You get, then, several candidate~:! 
before you in whom you discover ailments 
which you consider to be susceptible to im
provement during the year's probation?-Yes. 
One of the principal ones is albuminuria. 
Twenty years ago that would have been 
thought to be a serious condition demanding 
a man's immediate rejection, but now we know 
better. A young man of 19 tq 25 frequently 
suffers from temporary albuminuria and I do 
not reject him. I£ a microscopical examina
tion shows that there is organic disease of the 
kidneys I should reject him. The evidence 
obtained by a professor in Edinburgh shows 
that albuminuria may be merely temporary, 
especially in young men. 

54,265. What is the percentage that you 
reject on first examination ?-I should think 
1 per cent., but there might be 5 or 6 per cent. 
whom I held back without actually rejecting. 

54,266. So that you definitely reject 1 per 
cent. in practice on the first examination, and 
it comes to about 1 or It per cent. on the final? 
-Yes. · 

54,267. Do you have many instances of 
candidates coming to you privately, unoffi
cially, prior to the examination ?-Not manl· 
Perhaps I have four or five in the year, but 
I never examine them Without obtaining the 
sanction o£ the Civil Service Commissioners, 
because I feel that I am in the position of a 
judge, and that therefore I ought not to be the 
advocate beforehand. 

54,268. Do the Civil . Service Commis
sioners give you that sanction when you apply 
for it?--' I do not apply; the candidate applies, 
and then the Civil Service Commissioners 
write to say that it is not the rule, but they 
will grant it in his case; that Dr. Taylor will 
not divulge the nature of his report; that they 
will tell him what my report is afterwards, 
and that he will be examined exactly as though 
he had already obtained a position by examina
tion, and was being examined medically for 
the appointment. If I find anything wrong 
with the candidate I report on the same form 
that I report upon finally, and the Commis
sioners keep that report, and they say it is not 
binding on my examination twelve months or 
two years afterwards, because a man by that 
time may acquire other complaints. I have 
perhaps five or six a year that I examine in 
this way, so that they can go on with their 
studies. They" want to know i£ they are likely 
to be plucked when they come up in two years' 
time. A large number go before their own 
private medical examiner. 

54,269. Would you say the majority get 
an unofficial report from a doctor prior to 
their going into the examination ?-Yes. 
They say, "I have . been ' vetted ' by my own 
doctor." . It is a term I do not like, but they 
use it. You have seen, I think, the form;:~ on 
which I work. 

54,270. Does that give the st~ndard by 
which you work ?-No, it is a medical form. 
The men have to fill in their previous history 
and the history of their fathers and mothers 
and brothers and sisters. They also have to 
state whether they have been Yaccinated. 
Their weight, and their chest measurement, 
and height, are correctly taken by a skilled 
observer accustomed to measurements. 

54,271. Have you any medical standard to 
guide you in your examination ?-I have no 
written medical standard, but i£ I saw a man 
who was frail in physique I .should say that 
although he was healthy, with no disease, I 
did not think he had the physical stamina fit 
to bear the trial o£ a climate like India. 

54,272. Is the form drawn up by the Civil 
Service Commissioners?-Yes. It has recently 
been altered on my suggestion. 

54,273. So that it now constitutes a medical 
standard ?-Yes. 

• Vide .Appendix No. V. 
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' 54,27 4. It is rflgarded as private?-yes, it 
is entirely· private.· Tlie ' last · question is : 
'''Is; there anything in the health or condition 
'.' o£the caD:didate which in your opinion will 
'! •not · allqw him ·efficiently to discharge .. his 
" duties as 'a:n Indian Civil Servant? "· . · · · · · 
"" 54,275. Have you ever· had Indian experi-

cnce?.:._No. · ': •' ·· · · .. · ... 

s~condary ~chools than there are from the 
larger pubhc schools ?-'-That is so. 

· . 5'!,276: I.~ r:;!J-ppose in t~e course of your 
long pract:Lce you have acqliued a considerable 
knowledge of. the particular ailments which 
Inight develop seriously in I1.1.dia ?....;... Yes. The. 

. wl;lole of my lifetime, since. 16 years ·of age, 
has been spent ~in· the hospitals. When I was 
apprenticed. I was also apprenticed to· the· local 
hospital; I came to •London and was a student 
and thep._I ,vent through the Scottish .Schools · 

· and · then I came back to 'London and wa~ 
appoint'~d physician to a chest hospital ·and' a 
gen'eraJ · :J;lospital. The: hospital· to which I 
have ·.~evot~d m~st of· my: time' is, a ·post-

54,282. Sixty-two per cent. in the former 
case and. 48 per cent. in the latter. What do 
you attpbute · ~hat to ?-A man's physical 
development w1,U depend upon his environ
ment.ln early bfe, other things being equal. 
Abo~ educated at a board school or some of , 
the mmcr schools would not have the advan
tages of a boy educated at Rugby, f'or 
example. He would not get the healthy food 
nor the healthy 01.itdoor exercise . 
, 54,283~ In.his home ?-That is so. 

54,284. Are you alluding more to the earl v 
years or to th~ actual conditions of his school.? 
-I am alludmg to his home and school as 
well. I do not want to be personal, but take 
su.ch a school as the Lattimer Foundation at 

. graduate school where we have : qualified 
students who have· come' bar.k from .Jn'dia or 
the Coloiiie~ . to ru} up tl1eir knowledge or to 
see i;IUY spemal tr.eat.ment whic~ they wished 
td be. well versed m. · 

54,2.77. I ·suppose you have cases of can
didates who could scrape through-on aU the 
organic points, 'but who might be' regarded by
you as not physically efficient ?-Yes. • .· 

. 54;278. What do you do in that sort o£ 
instances ?---:-'I ao not recpll1Il1end the. candi~ 
elate. · The type of man I want is not only the 
man who is. healthy. but the man who would 
als? pass an examination ~nto a good regiment, 
as It .were. It may be often· said that a man is 
perfectly healthy but is' not quite up to the 
standfi.rd for the -regiment. : · . 
·· ' . J54,279., Do you reject a certain number on 
that ground ?-One man he:re and there may 
be rejeqted and th€m~ he' demands a Board. 
There are three oii the Board and their decision 
is. final. The ,Board 'is·appointed by the Civil 
S~;rvice .Commissioner.s, who select two' men o£ 
high. position. I£ he, is rejected on. a surgical · 
grou~d a man of a: positio11like Sir Frederick 
Treves might be selected or Sir Watson Cheyne. 
They are men of eminence as surgeons or they 
are men of eminence as physicians ; :and I am 
the third .. · I sit at the head of the. Board arid 
relate to them. the circumstances under which 
the Irian wasrejected. Sometimes the question· 

·is, ." \Vho has rejected him ? " and I tell him 
they mu~t i;lot ask. that · I never let them 
know who has rejected the' candidate until the 
decision i~ given, and ,then when' the decision 
is made. I say he is . appealing against :iny 
decision. · · · · '' 

·54,280. Js there anybne on that Board with 
Indian experience ?-No; . , , 

54;281. You mention· an.interesting point 
in your written answers With regard to the 
physical condition of boys coming froni various 
schools. I suppose you have a considerable 
body of statistics upon which to form that 
estimate ? You show that there are more 
candidates with physical blemishes from the 

Hammersmith, a first-class educational centre 
for poor boys, but there is not a large playing· 
field there such as they have at St. Paul's 
Schoo~ close by, and there is not the river as 
there IS at Shrewsbury, and not the bier foot
ball field as at Rugby. A father has n~t the 
means to send the boy to Rugby or to Shrews~ 
bury ~nd he must give the boy the best 
education he can, and it is surprising how 
t~ey do work ,to give their boys a good educa~ 
tlon. 

54,285. I suppose they do not have the 
same physical advantages in urban schools that 
they have in schools situated in countrv 

·districts ?-That is so. I will give the Con{
mission an idea of what I call the first-class 

, scf.ools: Marlborough, Eton, Rugby, \Vest
rnmster, Mahrern, Dulwich, Merchant Taylors, 
Shrewsbury, ·winchester, St. Paul's, Charter
ho~lse, Harrow~ Bedford, Fettes, Uppingham, 
Chfton, Tonbndge, Repton, King's (Canter~ 
bury), Epsom College, Haileybury, &c. Thev 
are schools of the first rank. • 

· 54,286. It is from those schools that you 
make up your average of 48 per cent. ?-Yes. 
The lesser schools are Lattimer Plymouth 
Eltham, ··watson's College, Neuchatel Leeds' 
Natal, Liverpool, Dewsbury, Isle ~£ Man' 
Stourhridge, illdey, Blair Lodge, Maneheste; 
Grammar School, Edinburgh Academy, City 
of London, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Glasgow 
Academy, and so on. In selecting a school 
for my own boy I should say that they were 
second,.rank schools as compared with Rucrby 
or Westminster or Harrow. e · 

54,287. But apart from any opinion you 
may fonn of .it, am I to take it that the 
average percentage you have put down in 
:your written answers is based on those two 
lists ?-Yes. 

54,288. Over how many years does that 
range ?-I have taken 160 candidates, three 
years. 0£ course, there are other candidates 
who have gone into a Home office, but I have 
eliminated them. Very often the first man 
will take a position in the Foreign Offire or 
become Secretary to the Prime Minister or 
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and those 
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posts, from what I can gather, are·apparently 
the plums. 

54,289. Looking at it broadly from your 
experience of 10 years, are there any sugges~ 
tions you can make to us for stiffening up the 
standard? You have, of course, a perfectly 
clear standard as regards definite disease and 
physical defects of that character, but is there 
any suggestion you can )llake by whiqh the, 
standatd mig~t be raised sp . that wP,at one 
might term the physically .inefficient, .. if there 
are any, that :find their way out.to Indi3t, might 
in future be rejected before going, but whom, 
under the present stan~a;rq, you . might not 
feel justified in rejecting ?~Tb,~ d.i:fficulty 
would be that . a young mi].n. coming .. from .. a 
lesser school or a smaller Universi~y In,igh~· 
complain,· and there would be no . end . pf 
appeals, 12 or 15 appeals annually, at leas~. 

54,290. I can .understand tha~ in the :first, 
examination, .but you say 'that ther~ ar~ mari.y 
of these defects whi~h ar.e SllSCeptible to. 
improvement and qan be improved. during 
probation?-Yes, but I Q.oubt if. they are 
defects in physique. A. small man ~ight be 
perfectly healthy. ; . . , .. . . .... 

54,291. But that IS not a defect, IS. It?::
No, but if he has not a large chest he woUld 
not.mend it in 12 months. · 

54,292. Would' .he mend it in three' years? 
-:-Probably he woUld. · · · ' · · 

54,293. Would you say you could . get a 
more careful scrutiny of your candidates 'if 
you had a three years' probation . instead of 
one ? - Yes. I would like the men to be 
examined before they went · to Oxford or 
Camb1:idge or Dublin 'or Edinburgh. But 
there is the drawback that possibly· coni .... 
plaints which would be quite cmable in three 
years might be notified and cause the can
didate's rejection. Supposing he goes up 
with a poor chest, it may be said the candidate 
is not good enough, whereas if he goes to 
Oxford or Cambridge that chest is wonder
fully improved. 

. 54,294. Supposing there is nothing organi
cally unsound, but he is a little deficient in 
chest measurement, do you think by careful 
living for a period of three years he could be 
materially improved?-Yes, my :figures show 
that. · 

54,~95. There would be more chance of 
his att::Lining that improvement in a period of 
three years than in a period of one ?-Cer
tainly. I shoukl like him to go to Oxford or 
Cambridge. 

54,296. Do you confine it to· those two 
Y el:l. I see a great ad vantage in a career at 
Oxford or Cambridge, not in the teaching of 
Latin or Greek, but in the purely physical 
aspect. I will give you some figures to prove 
it. In the large public schools the average 
height is 5 feet lOt inches ; in the minor 
schools, board schools and private schools, it 
iH 5 feet 8! inches. The weight is 11 stone 
3 lbs. against 9 stone lllbs. ; the nipple girth 
is 3G inche':! against . 35 inches. When the 

minor schoolboys go to Oxford or Ca:r;n~ridge 
the average is· nearly adjusted,. hut 'not 
quite. ·. · .· . · . . ·. · .· · ... ·: 
· 54,297. Do you not ·trunk that coUld be' 
done at any other University· except Oxford 
arid Cambridge ?-No.· .·. · : · · · 
· .54,2~8. A~ 'Du~lin, I sTLJ?p6se, which 'is .. a 

residential Umversity ?-I do not know Dubbn, 
but I know the Scottish' Uniyersities and I 
know· Oxford an~d Cambridge very well~ ,' . 
. 54,299. You want a residential University? 

-Yes, and at Oxford and Oab:J.bridg€{ ther~' 
are the river and the playing fiel<;l~ an,d goqd". 
food. There'is noriver at Edinburgh.·'· ·, · ' 

. 5f,300. Still, .I suppo~e· there· ~re. :PAenty, 
o£ opportunities for: sport' and various kinds of 
games?-Yes, but· it is not like. Oxford ·aD.<i . 
Cambridge. · . · · · · · ' : · · . '· ' , ~· 

54,301. W ~.,have had it. :sugge~t~d to: 'us 
that there might be advantages m having 
a . Board to examine; as . 'distinct from · 'ari 
individual exammation ; that it would be 'use~ 
£ul from· the point o£ ·view .of the· peculiarities 
of India to have on' that Boardsomebod~ with 
Indimi experience.?. - Personally I should 
welcome such a colleague, . provided . he was· 
a skilled. RliysiCian or surgeo:q, but I 'sho,uld 
not value. the. qpinion of . a man who. has heei). 
merely an administrator: 'I want the physiCian 
to help ine, not ·the. maii who has been accus::. 
tamed to get out statistics an~l to' prder things 
to be clone. · · · · · · ' ' · · · · · 

· 54,302: Yot~ would value. a· man· who had 
active practice ?:_Quite so. . . '. . 
. . 54,303 ... Looking at it n·om the! :point ·<;>f 
view of an individual examination as against 
a :Boar'd,. do ycm see an{ advantage'?-I do. 
not see .any ad vantages. The dis ad vantage 
woUJ.d be that it WOUld take su9h a 'Jong . time 
to examine the 70 Sl1ccessful candidates. ·I£ 
three men had to. ex'ainine them we shou1cl not 
do nibre than two, or' at the outside tllree, ~n 
hour ... · · ' ··.' ... ·, · · · 

: .· 54,304. W oul~ two men take ~ueh l,<?;n~er 
than one ?-Yes. · · · 

54,305. ,~understand the practice. at present 
is that you examine all the Indian Civil.S¢rvic.~ 
candidates' and they go to India and you never 
see or;hear of thein again ?~I do:_sometimes. 
hear- o£ them. · 

54,306. But not officially ?.:_No. . . 
· 54,307. I£ they come hack on sick leave or 

for any other rea'son, and they have to see 
a doctor with regard to.·:the Iridia Office, 
they come before the India 'Office Boa1;d ?::..:.:. 
Yes. · · ·· ·. ' · 

54,308. And y(m have no returns · sent to 
you as to them ?--:No. I think the India Board 
may ask the Civil Service Commissioners for 
my report. · . , , . , 

. 54,309. ·would you see ari.y. .advantage or 
otherwise in having those particular. oflic~rs 
that, you are responsible for 011 their inti·o
duction to the Service coming under .thy 
C\vil 1::5ervice Oommissionets again when 'ih~y; 
come back and I;equire medica} e'Xainination; 
instead of going before a separate ~o~r~ ar the 
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· India Office ?-I think it would be better that you think there is anything in that ?-Not as 
, .they should come back to the Civil Service far as my examination goes, because I bear in 
.. .Commissioners again. Our notes should be mind the instructions that if there is any doubt 
compared. I also have private notes of every about the candidate the Service must have the 
candidate. Sometimes I defer a man for benefit of the doubt, not the candidate. I 
24 hours with a trace of albumen and when have a reputation o£ being rather hard on the 
he comes the next day it may be all gone. · A candidates. At a Medical Board it was once 
long railway journey frequently brings on a said that I had no heart, and would pluck 
tra(e o£ album.lnuria, which ia only a cyclical a man as soon as look a't him. 0£ course I 
condition. A note of that condition would not w~uld not do that, but if I find there is any
necessarily be put on the £onn, but it would thing wrong my first duty is to the Civil 
be on my private notes, so that it would be an Service Commission. 
advantage i£ he came back to me. 54,318. So that what was said in India 
·. 54,310. The Civil Service Commissioners, about the doctor not being so severe on the 
as the authoritative body at present, l1ave no ~a~ who had· passed is not in your opinion 
opportunity of knowing how many o£. the JUStifiable ?-I£ I pluck a man I pluck him. 

· candidates that they are responsible for fall · I£ the Board reverses my decision I still hold 
. out o£ the Service as physically unsound after the opinion I gave in my report. 
they have been in India a ·few years ?-I do 54,319. The suggestion was made to us in 

· not think they have, but I cannot speak with India that the test of physical fitness might 
certainty. It is true that sometimes the be considerably heightened, that a larger 
Minister for Foreign Affairs writes to say that number of persons might be rejected not on 
some people have been out in China and £allen the ground of any complaint, but because they 
sick, and asking how it is and whether . the were weaklings ?-I should be inclined to say, 
medical examination is very strict. During if I had my own way, that I would raise the 
r11y time we have had one such inquiry. standard, just as you ·raise the standard for a 

54,311. You see an advantage in having man in the Guards as compared with a man 
continuity of policy ?-Yes, if we have made in the Line. 
a mistake we should like to know where the 54,320. You think that the standard o£ 
mistake· is, so that we can rectify it in future. physical fitness might be certainly raised 
· 54,312. It would furnish you with usetul Yes, not in height but in chest and good 
information which you might apply in your development. 
future examinations ?....:..:.Certainly. The older 54,321. Could you suggest to us what form 
we get the more we see that we are not our recommendation should take if we wanted 
infallible. to recommend that ?-That there should be no 

54,313. (Sir Theodm·e Morison.) It was. one under a certain height or a certain weight 
suggested to us when we were taking evidence or a certain chest measurement. The stronger 
in ·India that there might be advantages ib the man is physically, the less liable he is to 
conducting the medical examination o£ the succumb to disease should it attack him; or, 

· candidates before they appeared for a com- putting it in the other way, the stronger a 
petitive examination, instead of confining the man physically, the better chance he has to 
medical examination to those who have been recover i£ disease should attack him. 
successful ?-There would be an advantage, 54,322. So that you think the physical 
except that the examiner would take a long test might be strengthened with advantage ? 
time to do it. -Yes. I look upon it that you want a man 

54,314. What advantage would there be? for the Guards rather than for the Line. I 
-'-The advantage would be that a man's father would not reject a'manonheight. I have in my 
would be spared the· expense o£ sending him mind's eye now one o£ the most perfect speci
to a University and the anguish and distress mens of humanity I ever saw, an Oriental, 
o£ a rejection afterwards. who stripped like a pocket Hercules. He had 

54,315. Could the examination be made perfect vision and no blemish in his teeth, 
with any certainty two or three years before- and his muscles stood out as though he had 
hand?-Yes. I£ a man had a lung that was been trained for a prize-fighter. He was 
not quite sound I could tell him that he would about 5 feet 4 inches or 5 feet 5 inches. 
not pass in three years'. time, even if he obtained 54,323. Are the men when they go out 
a place. He might be sent to a station in physically a good lot?-Yes. I think perhaps 
India which would be unhealthy for a man of late years they have rather come down in 
with a tuberculous deposit, and I should not standal'd. 
advise him to go to India. 54,324. Compal'ing them with the average 

54,316. But you would still have to have of men of the class in England, do you think 
another medical examination ?-Yes, when he they are physicaUy as good ?-:-I do. 
obtained his place. 54,325. Do you think they are above the 

54,317. In India it was suggested that a average ?-I think they are a little above the 
doctor might be a little more tender to a man average. The only defect I find, and it is a 
who had passed successfully in the very very frequent one, is myopic vision. A number 
difficult examination than to a man who had of them are short-sighted. I attribute that to 
not yet appeared for the examination. Do the fact that many have come from a race 
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which has been accustomed to look at things 
at a distance, and then some of them being 
more clever than their fellows take to study 
and get distortion of the eye. 

54,326. What is the race that is in the 
habit of looking at a distance ?-His father 
might have been a soldier, a sailor, a boot
maker or a warehouseman and unaccustomed 
to study, but the son happens to have more 
brains than the average, and the boy reads 
for the Civil Service, and his eye becomes 
short-sighted, because he comes o£ a stock 
accustomed to look at things across the road 
instead of looking at a book. 

54,327. Amongst the boys -who came from 
the public schools in your list, did you :find 
there were frequent examples of the abuse of 
athletics, athletes' heart, and that kind of 
thing?- Sometimes. I have not told the 
candidate, because I am not allowed to divulge 
anything, but I have written a special report 
to the Commissioners and then the candidate 
is told not to row, for instance. 

54,328. During his year's probation?
Yes, and then the heart will probably come 
down to its proper normal limits. 

54,329. Is there . anything else besides 
rowing and running which tends to leave 
permanent traces?-Football or any vigorous 
exercises. A youth has come to me in the 
last fortnight or three weeks, who had had au 
operation on the belly. I had to report to the 
Commissioners that he had had this operation 
on the abdominal wall, and therefore that he 
should be told not to row during the next 
li months, because the strain on the belly 
muscles is very great in rowing. He could golf, 
which is a very :fine exercise, but not row. 

54,330. I gather from your· evidence that 
the instances of abuses of this kind are not 
as numerous as the examples of insufficient 
development on the part of the people who 
have had next to no athletics at all in the 
second-rate schools ?-That is so. 

54,331. I understand that in public schools 
there is the danger of abuse of athletics and in 
the other schools there is the evil that comes 
from having none. Which is the worse?
The school that has none. I£ a man . abuses 
athletics ·he is thrown out o£ the team or the 
boat before he gets to the dangerous stage. 
There are symptoms of breaking down and he 
has to go. 

54,332. Yon think he is still a good life 
for India?-Y e'd, he is told beforehand. 

54,333. He has not strained his constitution 
in such a way as to be a bad life ?-Certainly 
not. 

54,334. (Mr. Ohaubal.) You have no means 
of knowing whether complaints that civilians 
who have serV-ed for any period in India, and 
have come back and been examined by the 
Medical Board of the India 0 ffice, may be 
suffering from have been in the system from 
the commencement, or have been acquired 
after they went out to India ?-I do not see 
the man again when he has gone out to India. 

. 54,335. I£ there are instances of men bein~ 
found with any defects after six or seven or• 
eight years' service in India, those defects .. 
would have supervened since they passed 
you ?-Certainly. The rule in life assura:o.ce 
practice obtains, that you .cannot see w1th 
certainty more than five or six years ahead .... 

54,336. How does tuberculosis stand in 
your examination ?-If I found any symptom. 
of tuberculosis I should have the ll.Lan' s 
expectoration stained and investigated, and if 
I found the bacillus it would be positive 
evidence that he had tuberculosis, and I should 
not recommend him under ·any consideration, 
neither for his own sake nor for the Service's. 

· 54,337. It cannot be said that on your 
examination you let in any men who appear 
to be suffering :from tuberculosis ?-If I find.a 
man with anything like a suspicion of tuber
culosis I should ·reject him~ especially if it is 
proved by microscopical examination to be 
tuberculosis. ... , · 

54,338. With regard to the standard, which 
you say can be stiffened to a certain degree, do 
you make any allowance for the kind of duties 
which the civilian has to perform in India? 
Say a man is put· on the judicial side, staying 
in one place, mainly in towns, not going about 
in the jungle but doing sedentary work, would 
the same standard apply ?--I do not know. 
what a man is going to do when he gets out 
there, whether he is going into ·an office in 
'Agra or to be a magistrate in the Hills. 

54,339. 1£ you adopt a severe standard, is 
it not likely that men who might be inclined 
to adopt the ·judicial branch for their service 
in India might be thrown out? You do not 
want the same physique for judicial work as 
you do for active executive work. I£ you 
adopted a higher standard of medical 
examination, is not there the danger that you 
might be rejecting a man who would be of 
value to the judicial branch ?-There might 
be that, but if I :find a man was not of extra
ordinary g~od physique I should inquire pro
bably what part of India he was going to, 
because all the appointments are noted. If he 
is (say) 37th on the list they may say l1e will 
have-to put up with so-and-so, or if he is lOth 
on the list he will probably go to the North
West Provinces or something o£ that sort. 

54,340. It is no part o£ your duty to 
recommend the provinces in the case o£ any 
particular individual ?-No. If I had to do 
that it would acknowledge a certain weakness 
on the ·part of the candidate. 

54,341. Do you recommend that persons 
whom you do not :find fit for service in India 
may hold posts at home ?-Yes. Now and 
then I have to say that a candidate is not fit 
for Indian Service, but that I recommend him 
for a home appointment. 

· 54,342. In giving that opinion, do you 
think that your not being acquainted with 
the climate and the different ailments peculiar 
to India puts you at .fl disadvantage ?-It 
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~night do, but' I have mostly ·in .my· mind's 
• eye that a inaJ?. has ~om~ phys1~al ~efect, 
· varicocele or rupture .. · Agam, a skm disease, 

which. might get worse in hot climates. 
· 54 343. On the whole, may I· take. it that 

the p;esent medica~ exa~nati?:r;t to w~ic~.the 
candidates are subJected IS cnt'lcal ~noug?- ·to 
ensure that ordinarily. the men who are passed 
will be fit. for service in India ?:-'-Yes. · I£ I 
make a mistake. it is on the side of. severity 
rather than leniency; · · · 

54,34'.1. (Mr. Gokhale.).· .You e~aniine for 
the Home and the Colomal SerVIce also ?"'
yes. There is the examination- in September 
for the Home, Indian, and Colonial Services. 
. 54,345.· Is ther.e any ~iffer~nq~ in ~S.t~_ndard 

in the' three cases ?-No. I. .think· the men 
who would take the Eastern. Ca.detships,,a;re 
not quite, so :strong as. the men who: gq t<;> 
India. · .There is a little .difference there. · 

54,346. Do. yo:u ke~P: .hi touch ~~h phose 
who elect for Home or for the Colonie!:!. a£~+ 
they pass out ?-:-No. · , · 

· 54 34 7. You .lose ·touch :with them as yp1;1. 
do with th~ · Indi~n. Ci~q S~~a:t;tts}-;-.-:Y es. I 
sop1etimes . n~~et , them . w.:hen. :I. go., to _the: a 
Governm~nt office. · A . m~:p. nngh~ 1 ask me 
whethe~ ~- r!=Jni~tmbere_d pas.sii:tg, l~iJ? 1 .. • . . . . ... 

., 54 348. ·You do not,know ,how th~y "fOuld 
'co~p;r:e 'as r~gai·ds tP,eirh~al~h subsequent~y? 
-,-No, . . . 1 . '· 1 ·• • • •· . ' 

: · 51:,349. You~ sa:i9: jy.st nq~ tl1.at there :W:a~ 
some clet.erioratwn . of ~ate .m the , ~ype yo1,1 
get for India ?~I thi~ ip.' the l~~t . ~v~. o~ s~x 
years ~he 'sta~da!d ~as, come d9w:a a httle, 1~ 
theH.lC. exa!umatwn. · . . . . 

54.350~ 'To what .do you attribute that?,..
To· th~.lqw· cla~s schoolS.; to. the Board School 
boy q6inirig.ili. . .. · . . . · . . . · .. 

.· .. 54,35L T~ey go to the Vm.versi_t;v, do t~ey 
not?.--:. Yes but that does not qmte adJust 
the j)al~nce.' ' I~ is rathe;r. a hard s~atement !9r 
mi to . mak~, ))~caiise I am t~e so~ of a .Poor 
professio,nal ~1an m~~ I e?ul~. not go to O:d?rd 
or Cambridge,, but th~rlfliS;~~ f~c~ that 1 thmk 
the Board School boy commg. m has lowered 
the physical, sainj?le.' · -~e has not had the 
environrri.E;~nt of the Rugby poy or Eto:q. boy pr 
Harrow boy.. . ·. . . · ·. . . ·h 

·54 352. Has that occurred only durmg t e 
h1st f~w :years ?.;_;_That w,as iny idea fi:r:st ~fall, 
and then J looked at the figures, and I thmk I 
do see 'a little ,coming . clo'W'U in the scale, not 
very l:narke~,. but 'it is' t~~~~·. Just. as yo~ do 
not see the c~ock-han.d movmg, but after te;t 
h1inute~ you'.note that· it hasg~ne .on. So 1t 

· is in this caF~e~ . . . . · . . 
' · 54 353. And this probably will grow more 
and rdore ?_:_Possibly ; but, on the other hand, 
we must remember that .i,n one iear YO:'- may 
have an extraordii;~ary good list of candHlates 
physically and another year they may not be 
up to the standard. .. You may have an extra
ordinary Derby winner one year and another 
year the winner is a very common horse. . 

. · 54,354. You- take the average over a senes 
of years ?_:_Yes. · · 

54,355. (Mr. Sly.) One of the reasons that 
has been given to us for suggesting that the 
medical examination should be taken by a 
Board instead of by an individual doctor is that 
it would probably lead to a more severe physical 

. test, that two or more doctors would probably 
have a higher standard than a single doctor ?. 
-It might be, but I do not think it is the 
case. You might have amongst the two or 
three men one doctor who might be rather 
soft-hearted and say, as has been suggested, 
that a man had passed a stiff examination and 
he had better be let through. I think we had 
better have a hardened examiner who plucks 
without remorse. 

54,356. Are you as likely to get him in the 
individual as you are in the Board ?-I think so. 
· 54,357. Is there any difference of standard 
between the medical examination for the 
candidates for the Home Civil Service and 
those. for India ?-No, it is all the same, but 
taking them ·all round I think the men who 
go out to India are of better physique than 
the men who stop at home. . 

54,358. Are there cases in which you would 
aGcept _a candidate for service at home whom 
you would reject for service in India ?-Yes. 
It a man has a skin disease I should recom
:¢end his rejection. I have clone so and the 
man had a Board. I£ a man had a hernia I 
should rejE;Jct him for India, but I should say 
he· would· be all right. £or London. A .man 
who had a ·Varicocele USed to. be plucked, but 
now we tell him to get cured. If it is very 
bad I tell him he will not do for India but he 
will do for home. The man in India has to ride 
a· good deal, and I should think 5 per cent. only 
are horsemen. There are lots o£ men you see 
ridingin the Row who are not horsemen, and 
I make a difference between the man who can 
ride and the ·man who is a horseman. If \1 
horse stumbled or shied and the man was not 
a good rider he might bruise a varicocele in 
recovering his balance and then he might be 
laid up three or four months. In cases like 
that I have said a man will not do for India 
but will do ~or a home appointment. 

54,359. The suggestion has been.made to 
us that in the .open competitive examina
tion there. l::lhould be definite marks assigned 
to the candidates for physical condition, that 
not only should it be an intellectual test but. 
that the physique, the health and the consti
tution o£ the candidates should be definitely 
jud o-ecl with marks assigned for exceUencE's 
.ancf defect~, which marks should be taken 
into account in the total marks of the 
examination ?-I think that is a Yery good 
suggestion. . 

54,360. Do you think that could be done ? 
--I do. 

54 361. Do you think a doctor could take 
a cert~in number o£ candidates and instead of· 
passing them by an absolute .standar~ cm~ld 
place them in order o£ physical mer1 t., w1 th 
definite marks assigned to each ?-A doctor 
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could do so approximately,· but medicine is 
not an exact science. A doctor might say 
that a man has something for which he 
would give him a minus mark while another 
man had a good physique ·or splendid eye
sight for which he could be given a plus marK. 

54,362. Do you know any instance of such 
marking for· physical excellence ?-,.I think 
they do it in the Indian Medical Service. 
One o£ the examin.ers said that in selecting a 
man for the Indian Medical Service he would 
rather have a man who had done fairly well 
in his professional examination, who could 
run 120 yards over the hurdles, than a man 
who had come out top and taken a gold 
medal lmt had a stoop and a poor physique. 

54,363. One witness told us that it would 
be very difficult to carry such a physical 
examination beyond the standard 'ordinarily 
taken by a life assurance . office for a first or 
second-class life. You think. it could be 
carried further than that, ·and 'th~t you could· 
give definite marks to each candidate ?--I 
shoulcl_put so many marks for a man coming 
up to a certain standard of height, so many 
marks for a standard of weight, · so many 
marks for nipple girth, so many marks for 
eyesight, and so many marks for general 
healthiness of his organs. Likewise he would 
have so many marks taken off for defects .in 
expansion of lungs, for varicocele, and for 
traces of albumen or other defects. . 

54,364. (Mr. Fisher.) I£ you had such a 
physical examination would· you prefer that 'it 
should be taken at 19 years of age or .later?
At 19 the candidate. is -already studying at the 
University. . i • . • 

54,365. Assuming that the candidate is 
examined at 19, do you think it wo:qld be 
possible to have a satisfactory examination at 
that. stage of his life?--:-Yes. . . . · . 

54,366. With marks assigned ?-No. The 
marks sh<;mld be assignee) at the last examina
tion. He is not fully developed at 19 and· has 
not had the advantage' o£ rowing in a boat or 
playing his games. · .· · · ·. ' · · • • 

54,367. I£ you had the medical examina
tion before the competitive examination 
instead of after it, .do you think the percentage 
of rejections would be greater ?._:_I think so. 

54,368. Is it possible to ' ascertain by 
medical examination whether a candidate is 
likely to develop weaknesses which will be 
further aggravated under a tropical climate? 
-It is not possible to say with certainty, but 
supposing a man has a badly developed chest 
and his family history show:s that his father 
or his mother or his brother died of phthisis, 
then I Rhould say the man must be very, very 
carefully watched and examined. 

54,369. Are the family records of candi
uates before you when you make your medical 
examination?-Yes, it is all written down. 

54,370. (Mr. Abclwr Rahim.)' I should like 
to know something about your experience of 
the Indian candidate:.; of the Civil Service ? 
-I think, perhaps, every year· out of the 70 

successful candidates there may be five' or six 
Indians. , . 1 • ; 

· 54,-371. Have you to reject.many on medical 
grounds?-No. . · .. 

54,372. With regard to the chest measure
ment, do Indian candidates compare favourably 
with .Eur9peans ?---;-No.. . • / : . .... 

54,37.3. Or eyesight ?:-:-No;. very nften a 
l~rg~ num.be:r: of the~n are defective in eye-
Sight. ' . . ' .. 

54;374;, You mean shorirsighted ?--Yes: 
: · 54,375. Curable·?:-Not curable; but to be 
remedied 1 by glasses~ ·They· can get nearly 
perfect vision by glasses. · . . . 

54,376. I)oes that sta;nd in the . way 'of 
administrative work ?-No. ' I£ the' amount of 
myopia is very extreme.! should say the can
didate would not do, because after a time the 
back of the eye alters to try to accommodate 
itself to the near vision, and then. there may 
pe a· si:n·ious defect of .the j:lye which may lead 
to blindness or incapacity, and of· course he 
would then com:e on to the pension fund. 

54,3i7. The defects you have ordinarily 
l 'noticed 'are not o£ that extreme character ? __: 
No. I£ there is any doubt about his eyes I 
send ·a special report to the Commissioners 
that~ t~~ ~andid~te's eyes are not satisfactory, 
and that I des1re the opinion of an oculist 
and he is sent to a skilled oculist.' ' 
.. 54,378. Do you notice any cases of albumi-

·'nuria in Indian students?-Yes, .temporary. 
If:i,t)i;~,p~r:m~n~~~ J ·do ;n~t p~ss him. I do 
not restnct my exami.riation to the albumen., 
I take the urine and'exami:J;te it microscopically. 
If there is evidence of- kidney disease the 
candidate is rejected. But albuminuria in a 
young man is 'very 'Very common, and is 
brought out by exertion' or.l'ailway travelling. 

._ . S4,37.9~ Is it common ?-Quite common; 
it is only temporary, and it is not a. dis
ease. We take them now in life assurance. 
\Ve did not know ab'out··;this 15· or' 20 years 
ago, but · an ·experiment ·was ·carried out at 
Edinburgh· :by ·a well-known medical man 
who obtained permission from the command~ 
ing officer to march 100 .lllghlanders 8, 10, 
or 15 miles. The men had no albuminuria 
whel'!: they started, b~t when they got home 
8 or 10 per cent. had 1t. I£ a man comes :to 
me on. Thursday with albuminuria l tell him 
to come to me again on Friday, and if L still 
find any, I tell him to come again in a· fort
night or .three weeks.. .I£ it is. a·. condition 
which ought to be reported I report it .to the 
Commissioners, who on my advice tell him to 
seek his private doctor and get it· cured, so 
that he shall not be rejected 12 months hence. 
He knows the danger he is in and gets. himself 
cured. . . : . ; . . · 

54,380. There is an appeal at present?-:-
Yes. · ·· · · ·' · · 

54,381. We have had some' evidence that 
there ought to be no appeal, that: one examina
tion ought to be final ?..:.....l do not agree with 
that. I do· not think I am ·infallible.~ . . , . 
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54,382. You think there is a possibility that 
it might be rectified by further examination? 
-YeH. I do not think a doctor, whoever he 
may be, can be infallible, and therefore if 
there is a possibility that we have made a 
mistake there ought to be a court o£ appeal. 

54,383. Supposing there is a Board o£ two 
or three medical men and no appeal, would 
you prefer that to the system which obtains at 
present, examination by one doctor and an 
appeal ?-I would rather have it as it is. I 
examine the man and give a verdict that he is 
not good enough and he goes to the court o£ 
appeal. 

54,384. You prefer that to any scheme of 

a Board whose decision would be final ?-I 
would like to have on the court o£ appeal 
a gentlema.n w:ho had had Indian experience. 

54,385. (S~r Murray Hammick.) Are you 
awa;e of the standard for eyesight that the 
India Office use for their examinations ?-No 

~4,836. You ~o not know wheth~r yor:r 
eyesight standard Is less severe than theirs?-.!!.. 
~ o. I£ a man's eyesight is so bad that th~re 
IS ~ore than a doubt I tell him to go to an 
oculist, and I tell the Commissioners I would 
rather h!l've an o~ulist's opinion because I am 
not quah:fied to g1ve such an exact opinion. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
(Adjourned to Tuesday next at 10.30 a.m.) 
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1'V ritten Answers 'relating to the Indian 
· Civil Service. 

54,387 .. What is your opinion on the sug
gestion which has been made to the Royal 
Commission that the age for appearing in the 
open competitive examination for the Indian 
Civil Service should be lowered, so as to 
secure boys at the school-leaving age ?-The 
official experience of the witnesses does not 
qualify them to give an opinion as to the 

·special needs o£ the covenanted Civil Service 
of India. It has, however, convinced them 
that high administrative posts demand the 
best and most prolonged education available 
in this country. · 

I£ the competitive examination is to be the 
sole test, it should come at a stage when the 
facultie~::> of the candidate have had the oppor
tunity of development to the point at which 
they disclose their true bent. This stage is 

frequently reached after the school-leaving 
age. I£ it is not to be the sole test, but to be 
supplemented by considerations o.f character, 
these also can be more surely estimated at a 
later age. 

I£ it is proper to assume that the successful 
candida.te would pUl'sue his education in this 
country for a longer period than the present 
year o£ probation, there may be considerable 
difficulty in getting the bestout of him when 
thE;) great effort and crisis o£ the competitive 
examination are followed by a period in which 
the prospect o£ starting for India and entering 
on his duties is too remote to be a very 
powerful stimulus. 

It is not suggested that a "Gniversity Educa
tion gives the power of commanding men. 
That characteristic, which is not confined to 
any class in the community, :p1ay indeed be 
weakened by a University Education. But a 
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University training does enable a man to 
understand that there are other points of view 
than his -own, and to sympathise with them. 
It encourages imaginative sympathy, and this 
is a quality of high value for any service 
which has to carry out . a policy formulated 
by other people, and should also be valuable 
in dealing with people of other races and 
other religions and civilisations. · 

54,388. I£ it is decided to lower the age 
for appearing for the Indian Civil Service 
Examination, what limits of age would you 
suggest as the best ?-The examination should 
be based on the curriculum of the VIth Form 
in the more advanced Secondary Schools, i.e., 
suited to a Fonn the average age of the pupils 
in which is about 18. , 

54,389. What should be the charac.ter of 
an open competitive examination designed for 
boys of school-leaving age ? In particular, 
(ct) Should the examination approximate to · 
the scholarship examinations of Oxford and . 
Cambridge ? (b) Should the examination 
contain a number of subjects, al!.optional, the 
only limitation to the candidate's freedom of 
choice being contained in ·the provision that 
the maximum number of marks which can be 
obtained from the subjects chosen shall not 
exceed a specified amount; (c) Should the 
examination consist of some compulsory and 
some optional subjects? (d) Should the 
examination be one in which the options are 
classified in groups according to their affinities, 
and the candidate's liberty of choice is confined 
to selecting a certain group ?-The examina
tions should recognise the principle which, 
in our opinion, should determine the curriru
hun of the tops of Secondary Schools, v"iz., 
a modified specialisation in three main direc
tions- (i) Classics, including Ancient History ; 
(ii) Modern Languages and History; (iii) 
Mathematics and Science. 

Pupils should, however, be encouraged to 
pursue or take up the study of some subsidiary 
subject not included in their particular group, 
e:g., German, or a branch of Science in (i), 
Latin in (ii), English or German in (iii). But 
these subsidiary subjects would be studied in 
a different way from that suitable for those 
who take the group to which these subjects 
properly belong, and would, therefore, require 
different treatment in the examination. 

The answer to (a), (b), (c), (d) is, therefore, 
that the candidate should be required to 
submit himself for examination in a definite 
group of subjectR formed on some intelligible 
educational principle, and that he should have 
the option of adding some one or two subjects 
selected from some other · group, but not 
necessarilv to be studied with the same 
thorouglu~ess or to lie tested by the same 
standard as that required in the group 
subjects. 

The witnesses would like to add with 
reference to (b) that an examination offering 
nothing hut optional subjects, or a large pre
ponderance of options must have a destructive 
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effect upon Secondary Education, particularly 
if it is a competitive test upon which appoint
ments or other money prizes depend, for it 
will encourage specialisation in those djrec
tions which are found to yield tre highest 
marks. 

54,390. What regulati0us are suggested 
so as to ensure that the candidates have 
followed a school course, and hav'e not 
been prepared by a crammer ?-It is very 
doubtful whether it is practicable at present 
to attempt to exclude from competition .candi
dates .who have ·not been through a proper 
course at a 'Secondary School recognised as 
efficient, or, indeed, at any Secondary School. 
I£ the Board succeed in establishing a general. 
Secondary School Examination at . about the 
age of 16, it would be possible either to 
require that the candidate should already 
have passed that examination, or to give him 
some advantage on account of his having done 
so. But it must be noted that this in itself 
would not prevent candidates from being 
prepared by crammers. . 

54,391. 'To what extent could. a rigorous 
test of character and scrutiny of the school 
record. be combin.ed with a competitive 
examination ?-The headmaster · might be 
asked to submit in respect of each candidate 
from his school, a statement covering length 
of school·life, course followed, progress-in
tellectual and physical-part taken in games 
and school societies ; opinion as to certain 
characteristics, leadership, power o:£ applica
tion. These would be comlidercd togethei 
with the .results of the examination by a com
mittee consisting of representatives of the 
India Office, Civil Service Commission, Board 
o£ Education, Teachers' Registration Council. 
This body would consider whether there was 
any case for modifying the order of merit as 
drawn up by the examiners, and for this · 
purpose would interview as many of the 
candidates as they thought fit, and would 
finally settle the list o£ accepted candidates. 
This procedure would involve the abandon
ment of the practice ·Of publishing the marks 
obtained by the unsuccessful. 

5_4,392. Is it considered that the accuracy 
of the result of an examination, as a test of 
intellectual promise, is affected by the number 
of candidates who appear for it? If so, is it 
anticipatPd that an examination at the age 
suggested, will be exposed to a danger of this 
kind, and how could this be obviated, if the 
case arose ?·-A test of intell~ctual promise is 
of the nature of a scholarship examination, 
and almost necessarily involves an order of 
merit. . • 

Selection for a scholarship or an order of 
merit cannot be guaranteed to be just unless 
every candidate comes under the personal 
judgment of not more than two oxaminers in 
each subject, these two being the same for all 
candidates. 

The University of London, after its re
constitution in 1900, abandoned the award of 
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scholarships- and p#zes· t{pon its Matriculation" 
Examination : i.t thpuglit an exam~nation . con- . 
ducted · for thousand~. of candidates was 
un,suit~ble. for t.ho . pt1rpoee .. - The ~oard of 
Education aband<;>ned J3Qll;le years smce an. 
order of merit for its examination for entry to· 
T:raining Col\eges,. , . , · · 

I ' '1. 1 '·· 

T~e witnesses. ar~ un~~le to offer any sug
gestiOns for obv1atmg tms danaer should it 
arise ; and in the absence of inf~m'ation as to 
the ~:Scope of the proJ>osed examination they 
can form no forecast as to the probability of 
the dangeT arising. -

'Dr. H .. ~; HEA'l'~,' O.B., and the Han. yv. N. BRUCE, O.B., ,called an,d examined . 

. ·.(Mr. Bruce.) May. ·I ask your. Lordship's, they do not represent our conviction. Our 
permission to .state that in giving our evidence conviction is to be found in answer to the 
to-day we must be: taken to be giving our own first written question (54,387). 
opinions and not those of the Board of Educa- · 54,399. Perhaps you do not fully realise 
tion. We are asked by! our official superiors for . what we· are probing. We have hnd 
to.make that clear to the Commission. . evidence in India that the pr~sent age at 

54,393. (Chairman.) ·Does that hold good which the Civilian arrives in the country is 
for the written answers, too?:...-Yes. too .late, and it bas been suggested that 

54,394. They ate your own opinions as' he . should arrive there some years earlier. 
distinct fi·om the opinions of the Department?. Another objection taken is that the Civilian, 
-That is so. -when .he does reach India, is not sufficiently 
· 54,395. But it d~es not ri.ecessariljr follow trained in those particular subjects which are 

that· they in any w·ay ·conflict ?-Not ne'ces- of importance to .him in the ordinary course 
sarily. · · · of his work ; especially such. subjects as 

· · .. : 54,396.' I lln,d_ er,stan_d th_at. you come here Oriental languages a;nd Law. This is attributed 
to the fact that one year's probation after the 

tp-day to answ:er 9-~estions · which. apply to open examination is not sufficient. We can 
your own _partiCular Departments, and somo hardly advise that Civilians should go out 
o! the question~? may need an answer on behalf later than they 'do now. Therefore, if the 
of both Departments. 

1 

From the questions to period. of probation is to be increased, the 
which you have ;Bent "WTitten a~sw.er~ Y.Oil will present age for the open competition will 
haYe .seen that there al'e tvvo roam po~nts .on have to be- reduced .from 22 to 24 to a lower 

·. w:hich we wis~1 for' your' opinions. ·The fir_st age. But. serious objections· are raised by 
deals with the p'ropal,>le effects of a change i;n certain Universities to what is known·as the 
the direction of a reduced age limit forth~ intermediate age, as this would cut across 
ex~mination col;llbined ·with a longer per~od o£ their degree courses. \Ve come, therefore, to 
probation· at. a Univer_sity sub~equent to the a consideration of the school-leaving age, and 
examination .. Are ,yo:u ~atis:fied that on. the we ·waut to know exactly what objections to it 

. whole a boy at !he school-leaving age shows occur to you ?-(Mr. Bruce.) I think it would 
his bent, sufficiently ?.,-(Dr~ Heath.). I do not be· a matter· of regret to those interested in 
think we should saythat ... · . . , the Secondary Schools in England, if a new 

· . · · .. 54,397·. ( Ohair.1nan,). ,Yqu ~;~ay : " If the examination of a competitive character were 
" competitive e~amin.ation ).s to 'be the .sole imposed upon the schools with the prestige 
~' 1 te.st, it· should cpm,e at, a: ~Stage :when the and attraction that would attach to an exami-
1.' faculties · of . tllEl. ea:q.didate .have had the nation, for a great public service. The only 
-" .opportUnity of development to the point at conditions, I think, on which that could be 
" which they. disclose thiir true bent. This other than harmful to Secondary Schools would 
" stage is frequently re;:1ched after tht;l school- be to have securities taken that the examina
~.~ .leaving age"?-): .. do .. not think -\ve are tion should have full regard to what are con
satisfied that. the school-leaving .. age would sidered the right kind of studies for the upper 
necessarily reveal the tn,le bent. parts of Secondary Schools, and also to tltE' 

54,:J98. You lay· stress on the word right methods of examining in those studies. 
" after"?-Yes. :·I .think perhaps it might Both those questions are at present occupying 
be convenient if I were to say in respect to the very serious consideration of the Board. 
these printed answers that the_ principles At present we are unable to give you the 

. which have guided ns ar.e really brought out conclnRions to which the Board are likely to 
in om· answer to: the' first, ancl that the other come, hecause we are in the middle of a series 
questions s~1ggest an alternath·e mP.thorl. W c of important conferences with the lr niYcrsities 
desired to be of what assistance we could in and other bodies on the subject, but, broadly 
making suggestions wl1ich would deal with speaking, we think that the curricula in the 
tl1e problems connected with your later ques- upper parts a£ Secondary Schools require a 
tions, but ,we are not convinced ·that the good deal of 1·eorganising on quite definite 
suggestions there made really offer a solution fines, and there is also need for an examina
to. those problems. These suggestions are put tion which. will closely follow these lines. 
forward to be as helpful as possible, on the Consequently, i£ an examination with the 
assnmption for the . moment that the Com- attractions that this examination would have 
mission desire that way y£ ·proceeding, but is suddenly put forward without reference to 
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the principles upon which the Board are at is the .type which we ·hope ·will 'develop in 
present tackling these problems, it might have most great towns. ' · . · . · . · 

. very unfortunate results. The principles are 54:,404. You suggest t;hat. 'we should: airn. 
perhaps best dealt with under the answer to at a:n examination ofthe University Schol*rship 
the third ques.tion (54,389). type,''with possibly one ol:'two'Rubjects added? 

54,400. Can you tell me what is the differ- ...:...:..ye~. · I should notlike you to r~stdct your
ence in standard at present as between the top selves tO a Univ'ersity Schotarship examination, 
forms of the Secondary Schools and 'the top l)U.t to reconiinen:d. a: t:yn~ ·o£: examination 
forms of the Public Schools ?-The two classes wP.icll 'vould presuppose'sometbiri.g l~ke tv\ro 
run very much into one another: A Secondary years' work after' the' 'matriculation standard. 
School is a general term which really inc~udes, had been I'eached, It· · should· be'·· fitted· 'for 
from the purely technical point of view, the forms in \vhich the average age was 'something 
Public Schouls as well as those which are not like 18.' In :settling 'the' principles· of a:n 
generally recognised by that title. , It is not a examination we attach 'great importance to 
very convenient phrase, because it covers so taking the form as the {mit, and 'not the 
much, but all the Public Schools, .we should pupil. · · · ··. . : 
say, are secondary schools, though they are · 54,405. You would say that an exatnimition, 
doing higher kind o£ work. The . broad line. based on the lines Y:6u ·describe, would give a 
to be dra""'ll between . different classes of fair chance to an increasing mi:thber of . candi
secondary schools in this· country, from the dates £roin· the. Secondary· Schools ?_:__:Yes. I 
educational point of view~ putting aside 'social have no doubt that; wheJ.+ provision·' ·has been 
and other considerations, is based on the normal made for first grade Secondary Schools, there 
leaving age of the pupils, Taking that ·as a will, be a 'large numbor o£ candidates, and.'a 

.principle of division you have a great mass of growing.num.ber, who\would be fitted to enter 
schools·where the average leaving age is som.e- for 'examination~ such as. apparently:you ha:ve 
where about 16 or very little ·over, and :a in mind. . But I' wish: . to repeat. at. :this stage 
higher type of secondary school where. a con- v. e should consider it a nrisfortune that a new 
siderable proportion of , the pupils continue examination should be <imposed,. especially 
their education for a period something like under the authority of the 'State; which. did 
two years beyond that point. . not recognise the principles upon which . w.e 

54,401. That you may .say is. universal are proceeding.· , 
amongst what are known .as Public .Schools · 54,406. You :.do not suggest. that. we .shall 
That is unive;rsal amongst the .Pl,lb.lic ,Schools, have any great difficulty 'in ·carrying ::out 
but the,re are a great many schools, which do your. princip,les ?7There is always. a· certain 
not rank as Public Schools, which. are . also amount . of difficulty in using fo~· competitive 
doing that work, and. that .number is likely ~o purposes a:r;t ex;:tmination .which,, 'is .not de
increase. • At presep.t it .is the policy o£ the signed for \hf!t purpose,. but . I· do. ;not ~hink 
Board that in all great towns iu ;England J:>oth those difficulties a:r~ ins-qperable. · ..... , . , 
these types of schools should be r~presentecl, .. 94,407. Yo11 .deprec~ate,_ ()ffering too many 
and the local education authoritie$. are rea~ising optipnal.,subjeqts?-:-;-: Yes,. 9ur theory. ,<;>£.the 
the necessity for making that provision. , 'rhe c!l;t:ri01;tlum is . that, a£1;e,r the Matriculation 
whole system o£ the local ~duoa.tion authorities, stage, whJch rep~·l3,sj:lnts. tlw e~cl'o£ ;what ~ight 
as you are aware, is only .aoout 10 or 12 years be caU~a .the ge:rie~·al cou1.:~e . of. edumition, the 
old, and consequently there has not been time pupil should be encouraged to begin some 
fully to develop a system on these principles, modified form of specialisation, not specialisa
but very considerable progress has already tion in the sense in which the Universities 
been made. Towns like Sheffield, Bradford, {mderstand it, not that the b9y should give 
Manchester, Leeds, and towns further south himself up wholly to History 'or· wholly to 
such as Bristol, have this prov'ision. already Classics or wholly to one branch· o£ Scie1ic~, 
made and working satisfactorily; although but tllat he 'should ,· definitely' choo_~e· · from 
the schools would not claim to rank ::tmong8t among certain. grou;es of slib~ects *at which 
what are popularly called the· great public he will follow, arid that · the 'school' should be 
schools, ' • • • • ' '. I . organised, SO far as it is large and rich' ~~ob.gh 

54,402. Are the larger Secondary Schools to supply such an 'oi·gauisation, upori those 
now adapting their curriculum· to conform to principles. Broadly speaking, 'We think the sub
a Ur1iversity Scholarship standard ?-Yes. jects would fall into three .divisions,' Classics 

54,403. Are the Secondary Sehools making with Ancient History, Modern Languages 
up on the Public Schools in the matter o£ win- and History, Science and' ·Mathematics. 'But 
ning University Scholarships?--Yes, the list of we also attach ve:r:y great importance even 'to 
scholarships of the Universities is becoming a modifying further that degree o£ specialisa-

' very interesting study in that way. The first tion. We think it is desirable that, whatever 
appearance of new names of schools is a group a boy takes up, he .should combine with 
striking feature now in the list. There are that the study of some supplementary subject, 
certain day schools, like the ~ranchester either one which he. has already done some
Grammar School, which has always made a thing with in his previous schoo~ lif~, or 
very strong appearance in the scholarship list, one that he takes up anew, but whiCh 1s not 
and that is almost entirely a day school. That · connected with his maip grou.!J. · 
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54,408. You consider that the study of one 
of the groups of subjects which you have 
enumerated would be quite compatible with 
what is understood as a sound general educa
tion ?-Yes,. because in OUl' schools it pre
supposes a sound general education in the 
school subjects up to the age of about ·16, 
and we should like a boy, before he goes 
forward-this ma.y be rather an ideal at present 
-to his special course to have passed an 
examination at the end o£ what we call the 
general cotirse. You would have in the certi
ficate of his having passed such an examina
tion f.t. fair guarantee that his special work 
was in the modified form which I have 
suggested, based upon a sound course o£ four 
years in the subjects of general education. · 
All. the pupils up to about 16 we think might 
safely take the same course. 

54,409. You hope the Board will' succeed 
in establishing a· general Secondary School 
examination at about the age of 16, and Y'?U 
lav great stress on that point ?-Yes, and we 
are hopeful of its coming to pass in the 
near. future. The bodies, w.ith whom we have 
conferred, have met us with every desire to 
work out some plan upon the general lines 
which I have indicated. The suggestions we 
have made to them are based on the recom
mendations contained in a very important 
report by the Consultative Committee of the 
Board . on the proper way of examining 
Secondary Schools. 
· · 54,410. You suggest the formation of a 

Committee by which a test of character might 
be carried out. Would you approve of such a 
scheme being introduced into an examination 
for the Indian Civil Service ?-·(Dr. Heath.) 
I think such a list. would make it surer that 
the number of candidates, who were taken 
with unsuita"ble general characteristics, would 
be less. I think a Committee would help to 
weed out candidates who might not be suited 
•for a particular Pnblic Service. 

· 54 411. "r ould you have the test prior to 
the C~mpetitive Examination ?-No. We are 
suggesting that the Committee should meet 
after the Competitive Examination, but before 
the result was published. It would be part of 
the examination, and the ·results of the 
Competitive Examination would be before the 
Committee. 

54 412. Would you give marks for 
chara~ter ?--That is one of the difficulties. I 
think we do suggest that the Committee 

·should allot marks. Another way of doing it 
would be to give the Committee the power to 
alter the order of the Competitive Examination 
for the purposes of appointment. The Com
mittee might, for instanc~, hav~ b~fore them a 
list of names, and after mterv1ewmg the first 
candidate they might come to the decision that, 
although he was the first on the written part 
of the examinatio:o., he wa1:1 not the first 
candidate on the whole, and that the second 
or the third candidate should be the first. 

You ca~ do that, of course, by means of a 
formal )udgment. You can say you will give 
to candidate No. 3 so many marks which will 
put him first. 

54,413. Looking at it from a practieal 
point of view, do you con,~ider such a scheme 
co~ld . not be carried out successfully ?-I 
think It could be carried out without ab11se ·· 
but I am not at all sure it could be carried out 
without criticism, or without the fear of abuse 
which is sometimes as bad as abuse. ' 

54,414. You think that such a scheme 
would result in weeding out more unsuitable 
candidate~ than candidates who might become 
suitable aftenvards ?-That of courae is a veiT 
difficult question to answer because no con{
mittee can deal with more than the facts th~t 
are in front of them. One of om· reasons for 
taking the view we do in anl::lwer to your first 
question is that, if you have a young man of 
18, it is obvious that there is room in the next 
three or four years for very considerable 
changes of character and even of power of 
sustained work. I£ you have. to judge of a 
man of 18 you are always liable to be wrong 
in your forecast. 

54,415. Does not the existing certificate, 
which a candidate has to produce before the 
Competitive Examination, prevent really 
unsuitable candidates from entering ?-I have 
not seen one of those certificates, and I do not 
know the nature of them. 

54,416. It is a certificate which, if honestly 
given, and not in a perfunctory manner, would 
prevent any candidate coming up for examina-· 
tion, whose character was thoroughly 
unsuitable ?-These things are all matters of 
degree. I have no doubt that you could 
arrange for a certificate which would keep out 
a boy who was not reliable or was untruthful 
or lazy. 

54,417. Who had not a good character 
from the masters he had been under ?-Yes ; 
but that is not exactly the kind of judgment, 
which the proposed Committee would pass. 

54,418. The judgment of the Committee 
will have to be of a speculative character, will 
it not ?-No. There must be a large hypo
thetical factor in it because the age of the 
candidate makes that inevitable, but the 
judgment will be a judgment upon the kind 
of qualities that one can judge at an interview; 
resource, intelligence, &c. 

54,419. Do you apply this scheme to any 
of the examinations conducted by the Board 
of Ed.ucation ?--We have no examination of 
the kind that you are contemplating, no Com
petitive Examination. The nearest approach 
to an examination of that kind is the Training 
College Examination, and there the Board have 
no interview test at all, but they allow the 
Training Colleges to have one. All the 
candidates above a certain point are declared 
by the Board to be fit for ad¥llssion to a 
Training College, and the authorities at the 
Training College may interview the candidates 
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and very frequently do, and judge whether 
thev will take the candidate or refuse him. 
But we make no test of that sort. 

54,420. I£ you were formulating a scheme 
for a Competitive J1~xamination yourself, would 
you introduce a scheme of this character at the 
age of 18 ? -I think I should. Mr. Bruce 
reminds me that he understands there is 
something of this kind in the selections for the 
Navy. (Mr. Bruce.) And in the selections for 
Sandhurst. 

54,421. (Chairman.) Can you explain the 
system at Sandhurst ?-(Mr. B1•uce.) I must not 
be taken as speaking officially for the. War 
Office, but the War Office have power under 
their Regulations, and exercise the power, to ask 
headmasters of certain schools to recommend 
boys to them for cadetships at Sandhurst, and 
they award a certain number of places after 
considering those recommendations without 
requiring the candidate to submit himself to 
the ·usual test of examination. 

54,422. He does not go through an exami
nation ?-No. (Dr. Heath.) In the Navy it is 
the other way round, as you know. 
. 54,423. (Lord Ronaldshay.) Do I ltnder

stancl that Secondary Schools are really in two 
main divisions, schools where the normal 
leaving age is 16, and schools where the normal 
leaving age is 18 ?-(Mr. Bruce.) Where at any 
rate a considerable number of pupils stay till 
1R. I could not say that the normal leaving 
age at Eton or Harrow was as high as 18. 

54,424. Are there a very large number of 
Secondary Schools where pupils are not kept 
after 16 ?-There are a considerable number 
where pupils will not stay after 1(), though 
they could if they wished. . 

54,4~5. 'rhose schools really would not be 
interested in this question at all, would they? 
-I think not. 

54,4~6. It would be only the schools where 
a com:;iderable proportion of the pupils stayed 
untill8 who would be really interested in the 
Indian Civil Service ?-That is so. 

54,427. Is the examination which your 
Board intends setting up to be of the nature 
of a School Leaving Examination with a view 
to giving a school leaving certificate ?-Yes, 
that would be one of the objects. I suppose, 
i£ the certificate was endorsed by the Board of 
Education, as some people have proposed
and it will very likely be part of the plan
the Board vrould only give such an endorsement 
in the case of schools about which they had 
personal knowledge, schools which were under 
their own system of inspection. There is no 
intention on the part of the Board, in dis
cussing these proposals with other bodies, to 
limit the examination to schools in connection 
with the Board. 

54,428. Do you think that these Secondary 
Schools, apart from the Public Schools, were 
interested in the Indian Civil Service Exam
ination, when that examination was held at 
the school leaYing age, 20 years ago ? - I 
should say to a very small extent indeed. 
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54,429. But you think they would be more 
lat·gely interested now?-Very much more. 
If the examination was one which suited the 
curriculum of the school, and the general 
practice o£ Secondary Schools, many Secondary 
Schools which have not hitherto sent pupi~ to 
the Indian Civil Service would be encouraged 
to do so. 

.54,430·. How do you think the examina
tion, which your Board is trying to get insti
t~ted for the higher forms of the Secondary 
Schools, w011ld compare with the University 
Scholarship Examination at the present time? 
-I think it would assume something like the 
same standard. No doubt the winner of the 
University Scholarship. would have to do a 
great deal better in· the subjects than the 
ordinary boy in the class to which he be·· 
longed, but the gener~l conception of the 
course on which the examination was to be 
founded I think would be much the same, 
except that at present some of the University 
Examination Scholarships are, from the Second
ary School point of view, unduly specialised. 
We are not satisfied from the Secondary School 
point of view with the existing methods in all 
cases o£ examination for University Scholar
ships. 

54,431. You think it probable that if w~ 
were to recommend a Competitive Examina
tion for the Indian Civil Service at a school
leaving age, corresponding as far as possible 
to the University Scholarship Examination, 
our Examination would be even more special
ised than the Scholarship Examination, and you 
deprecate it on those grounds ?-Yes. I do 
not think it woulrl bear sufficient relation to 
the curriculum of the schools, as we think it 
ought to do. We do not attach so much im
portance to this particular examination, which 
we hope to institute, being adopted as the 
examination for the Civil Service, as to the 
principle ~.hat any examination the Civil 
Service Commissioners require for the Indian 
Oivil Service should have regard to the 
ordinary course o£ studies in Secondary · 
Schools, and not be a· system o£ individual 
options. 

54,432. With regard to Dr. Heath's sug
gestions for modifying the .result of the Com
petitive Examination in· accordance with a 
character test, have you at all contemplated 
that a man, who was successful in the 
Competitive Examination, might fail to get a 
post in the Indian Civil Service as a I'estdt of 
an alteration in the order after consideration 
of the character certificates ?-(Dr.· Heath.) 
I imagine that a· Committee such as is sug
gested, which had before it the opinions of 
headmasters and other evidence, and its own 
judgment, might find certain border line cases 
would have to be transferred in one· direction 
or the other. It might be decided that they 
could not lift a boy -who had failed in the 
Competitive Examination above the border 
line. . I certainly con~emplate that a boy, 
who 1s not ontstand~ngly .strong in the 

•G 3 
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Oompetit.iY:e · Ex~mi.natjon, .. an.<l wlm. fails what an examination on those lines would 
.to. satis£y. ,the Committee, .Q.1lght fail to get mean. . 

.above the bqr<ler line. lthink tha~ is inevit- . 54,437. ·we have examiU:ed Mr. Leathes 
.able.,. Otherwi~.e the ~.ffect of the. Committee's and I was not quite certain that his recom~ 
work .Jlp.On· ,th.e" whole b.atch .of. .candidates in mendations and yours were identical ?..:_I have 
.front of th,em wol.Jld be gre!lt.e~ the higher the not seen .his evidence.· ·. · · . 
,caJ;t.did~te. If it iF;~ to be fair to all t;he candi- · .54A38. I -\vas not satisne<l that youwere 
dates, there must be the possibility of ,the l:;a.yi_ng ,exa~tly the ~r~1e. thing~ Hitherto the 
.we~kest c~n:did .. ate falling .. outalto~~th.er. . Civil S,ery!ce. Commi~SI~ners h.ave chiefly 
-. 54,433 .. ,(8-ir .Th.eodo.1•e Mqrison.) .Qould yqp. d.evoted. t~emselves ~o .lJp.i~ersity; educ11tion 
tell u,s,•·,Mi:.~.B:ruc~,,· whep. t~e :deliperl:!otions and not to school educat10n?-Some of.the 
:\vhich .YOii tQlcl u,s, about in. cpnne.ction wi.th ex,aminati~!lS. ;vhich they ar~ now eond~1cting 
~he., E;xaminatiqi,I. ·.qf. .Seqon,d;ary 8clwo1s ·are are ex~rrnpat10ps £or pupils of Secondary 
Jjkely. t.o .be. ,pl~blished ?--:-.(111-r, Bruc.e . .) L 11~1der- f?chool, ~g,e. .Your Secretary forwarded to us 
·S.t~nd: at :Pre~?entth~t. the U:ni:ver,sity E;x~ining it sch,eme, !=If; ·examina:tion. for pupils about the 
BQclies,· whose c.o~op1,3ration ,i$ ~lmost :et?sential age of 18.. . . · 
.t.O.i op.:(.proposp,.le. are' cop~idering them, and ._54,439. I should. very much like to hear 
.ar.e likely to COIDf, to some .ltind of ,conclu~iciQ. yp):!.r opinion upon that sch'eme ?-Our criti
~upon them .1n. their Qptober 1neetjng, 1:1nd we pistp.· qf that schenie was' tliat it ·allo~ed a 
,ean hard.ly ~Xl)E:ct' t.o ·hear • £:ron} then1 be:fqre . sy~ten: of. options· far :-. b.eyoncl anything \ve 
, the middle of Octobe1\ On .re~,ei}ring their ,t~unk '1S wholesome for :::lecondary Schools. It 
a:qggestion~;l think the .Board wpuld probably did. not reccign~~e cleady the group system. 
-be able .. to :c.om.13 to a cp:o.elu.siontJpOQ. ~he s:up- Jt 1s left pract~cally to the mmdidate to say 
.jept ·without very muGh delay. There might what he will take up, and he wi1l make the 
1be S'0)11,6,9ther conf~rence. necessa1J' to CO!fsider selection whicl1 is n:iost likely to get hi'in 
'the. prcir:Qsa.ls, but I do' not· anticipa~e J4er~ .the most marks ... He will seek advice upon 
-JY.o:uld be .. very long delay. , . :, th!;tt subject and get much better advice from 

5!,434. The question is whether you,r con- tP,e crammer than f1;om the Secondary Sehool 
elusions, :are. :likely to be pu blio p·roperty :before masters. ~ _ . 

. we have ·to: report ?:-Personally I ~:Q.ould be . 54,440. I understand that was the schel:ne 
·i'athe.1~ disappointetl i.f the Board are not able which ¥r. Leathes. approved of, and that is 
.w.,mal5.e: .. some. p:ubli~. ~nnatwce~1en.t .·by the why I asked you this question?-If so, it does 
.Nf:lw Y~ar, but it. .depe:x;tds. very Pl,uch :on the not at all correspond with the principles laid 
~other Stlbjects which oQcupy the ~ttention of dow;n in the remarkable letters to which I have 
'the Board. : . . · . . : · . . . . referred. . 
. . .54,435. -Laying stress as ypu do, and we do 54,441. The difficulty of interpreting these 

also, :"Q.pon the .necessity .of th.e examination general principles in terms of an examination 
taking the school Clll'riculum into. a;ccount, makes me ask you that question. I quite 
·~Ould yOl.l,·US U,n,expert,sketch f01: l)..s.tpe kind .ag;ree that,, on the" letters published and also 
.:of . .examin~tio:u,;wh.ich you think would doth~ .on the general evidence, you and 'Mr. Leathes 
.}e;,tst .. harm to seQQndary .ed:ucation in this think absolutely the same, but when I see 
·Go;untry? JJould yoil put boforec usa .tentative that interpreted in terms of an examination 
.. $cheme o£ examinatiop. dra)wn lJP by ·you, with it does not seem t.o me that they do corres
rthe JSlll)jects.. and the ~narks?..,.- The Board pond ?~We would definitely restrict the can-· 
.have never ~mdertakeu. the functions of .an didate to a choice amongst groups. . . 
· E~amining body of S.econ,dary Schools. . 54,442. Do I undersea:rld, from the grouping 
:.:. ,54,4:36. You . Wl;lrned · uj:i not to injure you give in your memorandum, that a boy 
secondary education in this country, and my ,trained in one of the Scottish Schools, possibly 

.. d,iffictt.lty is that we are not ~·.body· competent a University, whose Mathematics and Classics 

. t.o .. draw, u.p this examination, and therefore I were about the same, would not be able to 

. ask :for your assistanc~ in the matter ?-I p~esent both as.of .equal value ?-(pr. Heath.) 
think the body that would be m,ost competent We are not tlunkmg of the Scottish Schools. 

• to help .you in: that way would be the Civil ·.(Mr. B1'uee.) I have no knowledge of Scottish 
Service Commissioners, if they WO'!llcl sketch Schools. 
out what. ~n e:s;:amination. upbn the lines we 54,442a. We have to get 1mder one cover 
ha:Y.e-.indicated ·would meall.; They have an ·the different types of education, and that is 
expert staff for this purpose:. No doubt some one of our difficulties ?·-Ullr. Bntce.) On our 
members· of the C.ommission have read the Yiew of· the curriculum, we should think it 
l'emarkable series of letters which the Chief very desirable that a boy who took tlw classieal 
Givil ·Serrice·. Comn1issioner addressed t.o the conrse should, if he was interesfed in j[athe-

. "Times " and which were published in the matics, pursue his study in .Mathematies as 

. Educational Supplement; , Those principles his supplementar,v subject. 
·are in verycloF.>e·agreementwith the prinGiplPs 51,443. When you allo.w a ~1an ~o take a 
. which I liave indicated this morning, and con- supplementary subject outside lns mam group, 
sequently I should think .it ·would be quite fair I understand it would be marked and valued 
to ask the.Civil Service Commissioners, who ~re differentlv ?-Yes, it would be examined upon 
the expe:rt body for thia purrose, to work out a different standard. 
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54,444. Take the boy who waR in the Sixth 
Form of a Publi-c School; which is Olassiral, 
and was also a good mathematician, and who 
would very likely purHue Mathematics aftel~
wards at the University ?--Those are excep
tional cases. \Ve ha·ve to deal '\rith the schools· 
as a whole, and. it is. bettet for the schools as 
a. whole to adopt a really intelligent system of 
grouping; which will suit the bulk of the 
pupils, than to provide foi' the'se rather· excep-
tional y'oung people. · · · ·' · 

54,445. · Sttpposing some test of general 
knowledge was passed at 16, yoti wottld ·ex
pect the boy to elect . for either one group or 
the other.?-Yes, but I 1~ay say that, if your 
examination is to be· an exami'nati'orr for the 
purpose of testing intellectual promise, and 
not merely attainmel'it, att€nitioti · wo·uld_' · be 
given t0'the choice of the :supplementary sub
jects. It would be a very vahui.ble means 'of 
obtaining light upon~ tHe candidate's intellectual 
promise.. ·· · 

54,446. How do you introduce the supple-' 
mentary subjects withoi.tt .. giving an· opening 
for the crammer ? ·· What encoi:tra1ges the 
crammer is that he can go all · over the "pas-· 
sibles ''and' see the subjects··upon'which the 
man can: get the highest number o~ marks· arid 
train him in those. Therefoi'e the marking"of 
the supplementary questions· is of very· great 
import!ince ?-It wottld be. ' ,. ': 

54,44 7. Let us take; :as ~t' sample, Classics 
and Ancient History·. · ·Supposing you allowed 
a total of 5,000 niarks · f01•·that group, wotild 
you · allow him to take· anythi'rig in addition- to 
that; or would he have to' drop a cei·tairi1mi:nber 
of classical subjects and bring·in others" and 
still keep within the total of 5,000 marks?___..: 
I think that is a m~tter for the expert Examining 
Body rather than for tis, butT should be ·quite 
ready to see the marks··given in addition. . 

54,448. Without a litnit?~Alimit of sub- · 
jects, certainly, because at school he · wou:ld 
not be allowed to take more than a certain 
number· of supplementary subjects,· .. 

· 54,449. He may take; we will s·ay, two?~ 
Possibly. · · 

54,450. How wmtld. you mark ·those relar 
ti\·ely to· his· mairr group ?:.::_I· suppose they 
would be marked upon a: lower scale.' 

54,451. But what proportion ?_;_;_That I do 
not think I am justified in giving an opinion 
upon. I am an administrative officer, riot al1 
examining expert. · · · 

54,452. Do I understand, Dr. Heath, that 
one of your objections to· the lowei·ing of the 
age is your fear that the Oi vil servant will·riot 
have as complete an education as you desire? 
I am referring rather to the paragraph in 
which you say that the Board are convinced 
that high administrative posts demand the best 
and most prolonged education available in this 
countr~ ?-(Dr. Heath.) H~ obvious~y: w,il_l not 
have had as complete an education: 'If a 
man begins work two years earlier· than 
another man, the man who begins younger 
ni.ust haYe had less education. · ; · ! • ' ' 

., 54,45::t vVe we1;e very i'rrliob: ~ impr~ssed 
with the evidence in India as. t6' the 'desiiability 
of meli going out earlier, and the.in1p'ortai1ee. 
of their getting a University ~'dil;eatiori. The · 
idea was: that \Ve shou~d·· try. t'o. secure them·. 
the·. hPst University· ·education· we could~ .but.' 
one th~t should have· a· de.finite hearing up'ori. · 
their lncli!ln career, a~d · :w~ thought' that; i£ 
,v-e· could institute· at the Urrivei:sity Eiohiething 
like t n.n · Indian· Gieats, · we. should be able to 
get for them the benefit:of a Universityedti.ca..:: 
tibn, ariel at the' same tiirie· "turri theirilti:hds-
toward India. · I 'gatherfrom· ce·rtain wi tliesses, 
from: the Universities ·that the instittl.tion 6£ a 
school of Indian Studies is·not· brily" ndt out· of! 
the question hdt 1opens ·up'vei·y'·great pos~i-: 1 

bilies ?~(Dr; 'Hei:tth.) I:'do ribt want to suggest 
at all.that a University cburse1which has.t~; 
profes~i:onal outloolqis·not a tr~e Uiiiver~ity 
education. · · . · · · · · ·· · · · · · , ~ -. 
· 54,454'. The subjects -\vhich · we wish. 'to1 

lay' str~ss uporl are subj'ect:!:( which areali·eady1 

recdgnised···· as···· Untversity· ·subjects,:. :Law, 
Oi·iental'Languages,' anu History. ·.'The· point 
is that .the · patticuhir gtbuping \vhich·:·we· 
suggest has not hitherto been· made,' a grouping 
that I 'is ar0tl.nd India, ahd ·we· ~should like 'tO 
know whether yon· thiitk it · i's a bad p1tuciple' 
of groupili€r?-Not ·at alL I was n6t 'aware 
wliat you had · in ·mind'.:: It was·. ·only the· 
general point thatH you shortened'the highet 
education'' of any man', h:e·- ··has 'les's edu:cdti<!>n 
tb'r.n if it is'inad~ 1on~er. I did h:otde~ite"to 
express any ·opinion ·at ·au· de.ti'in1ental: to the 
organisation .:of a Univei•sity ·courseinclu~i~·g: 
Law and Oriental F.hibjects::: I'shotlld be.tlie 
last tb do that. . · · ·' ,. · "'; ·:. · ,.::.: ... 

54,455: To that extent, therefore, yo·u.: "tlb1 

:il:ot ·critieise·'nur ·prop·o~al·from>'tlie 'poiJit of 
view. 'that· it·: would p1·esent im'pei'fectly'··eduL 
eat~d ·p€5rsons'?.2...;.No. Tf yoi1 ·can g'et tbetigb:t 
:frien·hit6 that colirse·,·and i£ 'you· can· get a~go'od 
University cburse eX:tei1dilfg over three 'di: fbtlt 
years.i..:.:four Years· for ·ari''·Uonoi:ii's man~in:
Cludiilg these subjects~ those men .. \vill have 
had a;. University: ·education/ whlch· is· ,:vhat I 
wa:s appealing for. ';. ·. . . . . . ! ' . : 

54,456. Our scheme does contemplate .. a 
Uniyersity educati9il, bitt'ol a· diffe1;enf kind 
from the o~e at p't'eseuf giv€m'?'-'-9ne w~'i.Clds 
i1iore. do'sel;Y' relatEl'd to their after •life. , · 'i 

· 54,457; And it· creates -a~ ·very definite ·set 
of· interests 1u' another 'direction: ·' Theh3fore, 
your main! objection remains as to 'tll'e' diffi
culty of choice, that it is more ·difficult to 
choose, the earlier ybU: exercis~ yo-ur' choibe · in 
life, and easier t.o choose the later you· exer
cise i~ ?--\Vithin limits. It is certainly true 
~hat the younger you choose the m~re difficult 
the clio ice; is, and l think the 'ex'periell'c~ of th'e 
award of ·Junior· Exhibitions for 1 school 'pui·
pbses bears that out. ''rhe numb~r of:boys who 
do not justify an: earlier·choice is much greater. 
The older .the boys among whom the choice 
is rri~de the smal~ler-'the' perbentage· of Jaifures. 
' 54,458.' How large is· the nu,mber. of ·set-

-tices or ·professidns whi{)h ch:oo~e· at'· the :.early 
G4 
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age rather tha.n at the late University age? ~ented on the qonunittee ?-(D1•. Heath.) .That 
Th(:j Royal Engineers at Woolwich strike me IS a new Council recently established by order 
as an example of a very distinguished 1Jody of the Privy Council under one of the Board 
o£ men being chosen at the younger age. Do o£ E~ucation J\cts for the purpose of con
you know whether they have a large per- structmg a .reg1s~er of all kinds and grades 
centage o£ failures ?-I do not know. · The of teachers m this country. It is a Council 
Navy is a more extreme case. representative of the teaching profession. 

54,459. I was thinking of the Engineers 54,468. Why do you want these four 
as a verv distinguished body of men, and I do bodies to be represented on the Committee 
not know that complaints are received ?-I do for testing character and school record: the 
not know anything. about \Voolwich. India Office, the Civil Service Conunissiori the 

· 54,460. You think that the difficulty of Board of Education, and the Teachers' H~gis-
choice is a drawback to our system ?-Yes. trati0n Council ?-We thought that the India 
· 54,461. But you would not be prepared to Otlice would be naturally represented as the 

say that it outweighs the difficulties on the Departm~nt of Stat.e most intimately con
other side ?-I have no opinion at all. . cerned with the recrmtment of officers for India . 

. 54,462. It is in each case a balance of 54,469. They have nothing to do at present 
disadvantages ?--Exactly. with ~~~ exa~ination, :W~ich is managed by 

54,463. The disadvantage on which you the C1v11 ServiCe CommissiOners ?-The notion 
still lay emphasis is that it will be more behind this Committee is not an examination 
difficult for us to be. sure of the men if we in the ordinary sense, but an interview and 
choose them between 18 and· 20 ?-Especially a judgment of the man as a man. The India 
because. we do not see how any examination Office is represented upon the Selection Com
o£ this kind can be confined to boys from mittee that deals with recruitment for the 
schools. We do not think it is practicable Indian Educational Service in this country, 
to confine the examination to boys who come .and that was the reason why it was suggested. 
up fmm the schools which keep their pupils I need say nothing witb regard to the Civil 
till18 ?--(Mr. Bruce.) I agree with that. Service Commissioners. With regard to the 

54,464. Mr. Leathes told us that he did Board of Education., that is the Department 
not see any particular difficulty in insisting of State which is responsible for the general 
on boys not having left recognised schools supervision of secondary schools in this 
until a short time before the examination, the country, the institutions which would supply 
school being one recognised by. the Board of the major number of candidates even if the 
Education, or by the Civil Service Commis- examination were open to other persons. The 
sioners ?-(Mr. B-ruce.) I can imagine that Board of Education would be responsible, 
might be so if there were in this country a probably, for the institutions :from which they 
national'. system of education which really came if they were public ones, and therefore 
covered·the whole ground and was well estab- we suggested the Board of Education. 
lished in public confidence. But at present 54,470. I should haYe tho.,.ght that the Civil 
we are a very long way off that, and until we Service Commissioners and the Teachers' Regis
get some system of that kind we are satisfied tration Council between them might have 
that in any reforms we ourselves are likely to · sufficed. You want some men who are in the 
propose in the examination system we should habit of assessing, so to say, these certifi
not assume·that examinations established with cates, who will be able to say exactly what 
the approval of the State shm.ud be restricted value to attach to a certificate coming from 
to those who were attending schools .which teachers of a certain standard, and you have 
had been inspected and approved by the the Civil Service Commissioners who are re
State. sponsible for the conduct of the whole exami-

54,465. Approved meaning the same as nation. Would not that suffice ?-I think it 
recoguised as efficient?-Yes. would be less satisfactory. I think a variety 
. 54,466. Do you kno~ at all what p:ropor-. or attitude towards the different factors of the 
tion o£ the schools whiCh keep boys up to problem is important, that the Board of Educa-
18 are recognised as efficient by the Board ?-- tion would naturally be represented by one of 
We have so little information at present about its inspectors, that the opinion of that inspector 
the private schools in the country that it as to the value of a certificate from a particular 
would be impossible to give accurate figures school would be of great importance. The 

·upon that point. Taking schools of a public Civil Service Commissioners could not tell 
nature, a large and increasing proportion are whether a certificate of character from a parti
now taking advantage of State inspection. I cular school was completely reliable ; the only 
should think about 60 per cent. of the schools body that could tell that would be the Board 
represented on the Headmasters' Conference, of Education who, through their inspectors, 
a body which represents the higher Secondary · know the teachers and can appraise their 
Schools, have subjected themselves to State opinions. 
inspection. 54,471. I should have feared that the more 

54,467. (Mr. Gokhale.) I should like to elements you have represented on a Committee 
know what is this Teachers' Registration like this the greater was the likelihood of 
Council which you would like to see repre- difficulties arising, and that a body like the 
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India Office might have been kept out because 
then other considerations might come in. It 
would cease to be an examination from the 
academic standpoint pure and simple. If 
your suggestion is adopted, and if a similar 
Board is constituted for Indian students in 
India, other considerations are almost certain 
to be brought in by representatives of the 
administration and the examination would 
cease to be purely academic ?-Of that I know 
nothing, but I can speak with some experience 
of the working o£ a Committee constituted in 
exactly this way. It is really sm-prising how 
rapidly that Committee reaches unanimity. 
I have been Chairman of ·a Committee of 
Selection o£ that kind for four or five years, 
and I cannot remember a single instance in 
which the Committee broke up without a 
unanimous decision. Sometimes it was a 
decision to postpone a decision, but the va1·iety 
of experience does not really cause any diffi
culty of that sort when the Committee has 
practical work to do. It helps. 

54 472. Will the candidates. be assigned 
marks' for character ?-I must not be taken as 
expressing an opinion as to how their judg
ment shall be brought to bear upon the total 
result · I think that will need very careful ' . consideration. There ·are many pomts, some 
of them not of a strictly educational kind, 
which must be borne in mind if tills were 
really seriously considered. I should be sorry 
to be thought to express definitely the best 
way of rendering the opinion of the CoiD.I?-itt~e 
effective. Marks would be one way of domg 1t. 

54 473. You would not give the Committee 
unlimited power to.alter the or~er of merit <?n 
grounds which they would not disclose ?-I did 
not contemplate that at all. They must act 
within clearly defined limits which must be 
placed upon them by the authority responsible. 

54,474. In the last resort that must come 
to some system of m~ks. Suppose there are 
10 candidates and the first has 3,000 marks, 
the second 2,500 and so on. How are the 
Committee going to put the first man third, 
and the second man fourth, and the third man 
above both ?-That would be one way of 
doing it. 

54,475. Is there any other way by which 
they can do it ?-They could do it without 
assigning marks. 

54 4 7 6. That means unlimited power. How 
would you put down on paper the principl~s 
on which they are to proceed ?-No doubt It 
would be easier to do it by marks. 

54,477. If you give marks where is the 
objection to the marks of the unsuccessful 
candidates being published? You say the 
system does inv?lv~ the abandonmen~ of the 
practice of pubhshmg the marks obtamed by 
the unsuccessful. If marks are given for 
character you could publish the total marks, 
could you not ?--Perhaps you could, but I do 
not know. 

54,478. Otherwise how is the thing to 
work ?-All those are points which would 

want very careful consideration in the light of 
many factors. 

54,479. You spoke of the Training Colleges 
interviewing successful candidates : are there 
many rejections in their case ?-I could not 
say, ·because there are certain limits within 
which Training Colleges may act in selecting. 
They m,ay not reject candidates :for certain 
reasons ; in fact they may only select and 
reject candidates upon the likelihood of their 
doing well or not doing well . in the '£raining 
College, and not on purely personal grounds. 
But . we have no record of the action of the 
Training College with regard to the selection 
of candidates. 

54,480. (Mr. Sly.)· One of .the objections 
that has been raised to the competitive exami
nation at the school-leaving age is that it would 
be extremely difficult to frame an examination 
that would give equal chances to different 
classes of schools, for instance to the so-called 
Public Schools and the Government Secondary 
Schools. It has been stated before us that the 
inevitable tendency would be. to ·assign too 
small a number of marks for Classics by reason 
of the great pressure that would be brought 
upon the examining body by the large body of 
Secondary Schools. Do you think that diffi
culty would be great in framing a scheme for 
such a competitive examination ?-(Mr. Bruce.) 
I should have said not. Our Yiew o£ the cmTi
culum and of the examination· based upon it 
is that these groups would be as far as possible 
equalised in value. I know that that is a diffi
cult examiner's problem, but we think that is 
the only possible way of getting a fairly equal 
balance in school studies. 

54,481. Can you tell us whether the school
leaving examination in England will include 
any examination of the school record or other 
test of character ?-The Consultative Com
mittee upon whose report the Board are trying 
to frame some new regulations for examination 
attach very great importance to taking the school 
record-the educational record, not the moral 
record-of the pupils into account in the award 
of a certificate. The Board of Education, and 
the bodies with whom they are now in con
ference, see great practical difficulties in at 
once starting a system of that character as 
part of an o.bligatory scheme, but they are very 
anxious to leave the door open for experiments 
in that direction. Some examining bodies 
already place upon the certificate certain 
elements of a school record. 

54,482. Do I understand that the school 
record would deal only with the intellectual 
work of the boys at school and not with their 
moral character?-We should be quite pre.:. 
pared to see it include statements as to the 
boy's tastes out of school or as to his success 
in school sports or even as to his development 
of the qualities of leadership, but we do not 
think it is possible at present to prescribe 
that as part o£ the system of a school certifi~ 
cate. 
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-. . 54:483., If t,his.:Scho.ohleaving examination 
i~ held at the age of 16 and a. competitive 
exallcination for the. :Indian Civil .Serviqe were 
fixed sou1ewhere' about' the age of 18, would 
tl~ Goyermuent Secondary: Schools be· in a 
position to, provide edttcation, for ·the.students 
for ·tl;tos~, ,two years,, between 16,. aug 18 ?~ 
Some of ~hetu would an<l .. some' of then~ WO~lld 
nqt. · ,The proporti01i that 'Y9uld. is g~·owing 

. slow~y h1,1t steadily.,. · . • . ,.,''. · ' . · . . • i < ; 
,. ··54~48.4_. During.th~. past i{~neration,, there 
has been a" tendency J,n. Eng~1sh .eP,ucatwn to 
l~ave scho~ at ·.a spm~.what o;lder age and also 
to.le~-v~ tP.~ U,niyersity.at .. a .. so~ewhat .older 
age. vV e we~·e told the other .. Q.ay by .• 1 an 
ed11ca~ipnal ,w1t11ess that ,at the ,:r;>r~se:nt: t~me, . 
there was apparently a.tenden(}y to retrace that 
ste:P.-~t6 'so~f ex~ent,)o· re4U.ce· ~t' to a'slight 
eX:te!:J.t,· a~d. that, lt ~n~ght .be pOSSiple ~Or: .Uf3 , to 
~x. ~'V.e~l, Y?unger' ag~s, th~,~~ atf ;~xed a~ pre~~;n t 
an.a·ye~. s~cur~ ,the 1advanta~e~:~.·o~ .Un~yers1ty candidates.' ' Can you .. tell ' us from ' YO\U' 

~xperi~nce .~he~her there :~s· such. a t~nden?y 
a~ .the yresell:t t1me ?-I s!],oul<;l not h~ve sa1<;l 
'tliere were signs o£ such a ten,dency. As far 
~~;~· .'Ye· see signs o.f a. t~endenc~. it. i~ in tile other 
direction,.·· the. duect10n . of: ra1smg the . age 
in 'the' Dniversities, .. othel; than the Umver
sitiE~.s o{ Oxford and· Dambri4ge.: So far as I 
am: .Pe~sonally: • aware; • I ·~<t .not know: .that 
ther~ · is ariy ·te:nde.:qcy to lower the age . ~t 
·oXford or ·Cambridge: ·(I)-I;. Heath.) There 
ru·e. fig'utes ·published 'as to the age of euttance 
to.the modern Uriivei'Sities ir;t .theBl:ueBook of 
'the Bo~ud o£ Educ.itibn .... · ' : · : · · . · ·· 1 

, • :.54:,485~'(Mr~.:Fi~he7;:t(Jould 1 yo~ give us 
'anjrldea as to' the' sort. of field we shquld ~et 
in an examination held ·at· the schbbl.:.le~vmg 
age? ~. 'Wbuld that e;x:amination attract a ~eat 
·nuin:ber'of.clever boys ?:........~Mr:Brue.e.) I·thmk 
·,if ·it we1'e based ·npon the school'euri'iculum 
it· WOUld' attract a· :considerable ')1Unibef',' of 

.. bqys' from ~h~ ~ SeoC?ndary ~cho~ls . which~ are 
doi.ng the h1glier· work, but It. w1ll. ~e :pa~·t of 

;the· system o£ ·the Board, I 1magme,• ~£ they 
'introd-uce 'examinatibns.o~ the character I have 
indicated:· 'to~ 'forbid schqols ·. to ·give· special 
)_)reparatibn' £or any .. extern~~tl· exaJ;ni,nati~ns 
other: tlian those ·approved· hy the Board. So 
. thai, ·unless· ·the 'exanrinatiorr 'for- the· Indian 
· Civil' .Service· · were· based upon· ~he · sch~ol 
'ciirriculu·t"ll~ the tonly 'Yay.' of getting spemal 

'':l:>i·eplitation. would· probably be to leave the 
s::!hMl and· go to a craiill1l~r's, or to 'So~e other 

•'!3chool, which; was not subJect to the power of 
the Board in that respect; · · · 
· . 54,486. I 'suppose that the attractions of 
the . exan:iination would be increased ·by the 

· prbspect o£ a subsidised University career?
Undoubtedly, that woul~ be so. . · 

· . 54 487. I see one difficulty m regard to 
, ymrr ~uggestio:o. · to ·specialise in three n;tain 

directions Classics Modern La:o.guages, Mathe
~atics a~d · Scie~ce; and · that is that the 
Classical and Mathematical gt·oup would 

. snrely alway~ be harder than th~ .Modern 
Languages and History group ?-Our msp!'lctors 

are inclined to think that tue ::\lodern Language 
and History grqup has never received a fair 
·chance, and tJmt there is no reason, if it is 
properly .handled, why there should be such a 
very marked difference. 
. , 54,488. I· assume you agree that at the 
pre.'3ent moment the ablest boys in England 
are being trained on Classics and Mathematics? 
....,.... Yes. That is _partly accounted for by the 
fact .. that they· get much better. chances of 
emoluments and . prizes by following that 
course, and also by the fact that the organi
sation of that branch of Secondary School 
studies is far. ahead of the organisation. of 
other ~branches of school studies. The great 
defect in· the modern sides of schools, and 
the .. reason why they have· not made the 
progress ·that was . expected of them at one 
time, is that they· confused in one oi·ganisation, 
the modern side, aU the subjects which were 
not Classics, and C011sequently the modern side 
has broken down ti1~der the weight of the 
number of different subjects and different 
objects which it had to reconcile. If you 
could. get a real distinction drawn between a 
·oourse• o£ .modern studies, and a course of 
Science and ·J\Iathematics__;...and, they do form 
qUite dis.ti11ct groups, and point to quite 
distinct vocations ultimately--you would get 
a new life put into those studies. you would 
·have more me"n of ability teaching them and 
atttact 'much abler pupils to the course. · 

54,489~ Will there not be a danger that, 
if ·we· accept this' 'principle of examination, 
for. the first few years, until. the mqdern sides 
become'organised efficiently and their teaching 
reaches the same level as' the . teaching in 
. Classics and Mathematics in our Pi1blic Schools, 
1you. m'ay have boys of soinewhat inferior 
quaHty beati'n~ Classical . and 1~1athematical 
boys ?--:-That might be so m some of the. older 

'Public Schools. On the other band, you do 
c tap quite ·a hew souroe by giving . an equal 
·chance to·. those other groups, ·because you 
bring in the more popular Secondary. Schools 
whiqh are doing higher work. . In. tho~e you 

, very. ofteri find that th~ orgarnsati?n m ·the 
teaching of modern subJeCts and Science and 
Mathematics is .~xtremely good. They have 

'very able teachers and the best opportunities 
in those subjects. Yott would' l)e t:apping 
q1.1ite a new reservoir of ability. . 
. . 54 490. But . \;o~lci' not. that resenoir of 
abilit~ be tapped by :Math.ematics and Sc~ence? 
-Yes, but alt?o by modern studies of a literary 
kind. · 

54 491. It appears to me that, however you 
arrange your examination, :Mathe~atics and 
Science will always be a harder subJect, and I 
should have thought a more edncati?nal sub-

. ject, than :Modern Languages and History for 
school-boys ?-I do not lmow that I should be 
prepared to accept that view. I think it is 
rash to assume that a course of education in 
science is harder than a course of education in 
modern civilisation.; 
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54,492. I . rather gather, !;Dr, . Heath, that 
you would .favour the idE:[a o£ i).ccepting ~s part 
of the. ~xamination sqme record.o~ ch~racter ?-
(Dr,. Heath.) Yes, undoubtedly.· · ·- ; · . 

f)4,493. Can you. tell ro.e what th.e Scottish 
experience is as to the results of .tho~;~e: !)chool 
records ?-I am afraid I cannot with regard to 
cha:racter. . 

54,494 .. That i~ an integraJ p~rt ,of th,E?ir 
school-leavmg certrficate ?-Y ef?. , . . .. 

54,495. You do J;l.Ot happen to know 
whether th~ result of the schooL record tends 
on the .whole to confirm :the . result .of the 
competitive examination or to correct it?-; 
No. . 

54,49fJ. I. suppose that ·i£ you have; an 
examination at 19 it would· be desirable. to 
have a viva voce in any case?-l·thinl~ ·sp ...... : 

54,497. More desirable thani£ yoU: had a'ri 
examination at 23 or 24 ?-'-:-Perhaps. ·'(Mr. 
Bruce.) I do not think I could offer an:· opinion 
on the comparative importance. 

54,Ml8. I suppose the considerations·· to 
which you attach value, 'which you '.think 
might be assessed by this Board, might be 
represented as so many marks given ·on, the 
viDa voce examination ?-(Dr. Heath,). They 
mightbe. ·-, ,;. '· 

!54,490. Do you happen· to know whether 
that is the method of' procedure·in the case o£ 
the Navy ?-I do not. The viva voce for. the 
Navy precedes the examination; it is 'really 
an interview. I have never .served. on ·that 
Committee. 

5<1,500. (Mr. Madge.) You have agreed to 
tell us broadly that the , school-leaving age 
does not disclose the bent of· mind ,as well·as 
it is disclosed afterwards. · ·w auld it be ,a ·fair 
in£erence .. £rom that opinion that it is a .fatal 
objection to the lowering of :the age, .. ap.art 
from anything we could tell you abqut India
looking at it pmely fr0n1 the British educa
tional point of. view ?__._(Dr. He1.th:) I think 
the wot·,l "fatal" is difficuH tq COI!lply .with .. 
H is always a question o£ balancing,objections, 
but it <;~ertainly is a serious difficulty. . (Mr.. 
Bruce.) I agree. . . _, :. 

. 54,501. In the course of your· answers you 
record the evidence f01; the . safest late age. 
There were three points. put. to · you,, .the 
evidence for the safest late age, special 
training, and objection to the .school-leaving 
age, in deciding the age men should be chosen 
for the competition. Snppose the question 
were raised as to what would be the safest 
evidence to accept for the latest age fm; selec
tion for the Civil Service, and supposing the 
heads of schools and colleges were all of orie 
or other opinion, would you consider them the 
safest authority you could accept on 'that 
point ?-(Dr. Heath.) I£ I were in a judicial 
capacity on that problem, I do riot think I 
would accept any one opinion as exactly 
decisive. I should have to weigh the eYiclence. 
The teacher, the head of the school, or the 
heau of the college, sees the problem from 

. . 
pp.e .end; the administrator , sees it. from 
another. · · · 

542p02 .. )3ut ·th~ ~~atement th~t · has be~Ii 
made tq you, that there is a great body o~ 
evidence in favour q( low;ering the age, does 
not at all. mean that ,there is not also a. very 
decided opinion against it. With these facts 
in mind, from whom could you accept, if from 
anybodyJ the opinion. aE! to the safest age ?-I 
should find it :very diffi:cult to suggest a.dass 
of. persons whose opinion I should take as 
deCisive' on a matter of this sort . . ·. 
; ~ . :;54,503 .. y our:f?uggestion o:f. allotting marks 
for character is not the first that has·. been 
made to us. It was also made in India. ·One 
objectiontaken to it you have almost guessed 
by saying that if not open to :abuse it' :was 
open to suspiciont of abuse. You .have pro~ 
bably in mind the Privy Council decisipn that 
Courts have to maintain not only puritJ~'but 
p11blic confidence in their purity, ari.¢1. one of the 
elements we have to c<;msider is public confi~ 
d,ence .in, any met1odyou !Acommend. ·~Do you 
no~ think that is .rather an objection 'to any 
in~t~qcl ·o~ : selectiop. ? ~I cannot express ap. 
oplp,!O_l} upt;m that, b:ecause I am not sufficiently 
?-<fqu~:~>mted witl?- th~ body of opini.on ~hat might 
or might not have confiden~e. . , · 

54,504. Would there ·be no .other method· 
. o£. character testing but that 'of assig.p.l.ng 
marks ?-I expressly said that I did not think 
the assigning of marks was necessarily the 
right way of doing it. ' .. 
·· · 54,505. But doe's a!1y other 1Vay occur to 
you ?--:-I should imagine that the Committee, 
having interviewed the candidates an:d' formed 
certain judgments with regard to the e.Vide:nce§l 
.o£ character, from. their o~n 'impre~sions, ,and 
having: before .them the order of.merit on the 
examination, · rp.ight 'make a repor~.' to' · th~ 
Secretary oL State, and· not .theniselv,eE?· make 
any alteration in the order at all. ·, . , ., . -

.· 54,506.· \Vould that be in any •SEmse con~ 
ficlential?:....:...rt might oi··· might· 1iot· be. Tam 
only. sttg~es.ti;ng that that _is . anothei way o£ 
dealing with It · · ' · ~.r ·: · ' 

54,507: (MT. Abclur Rahirn:.) You say in 
your written answers : '~It. has, however; con
" vinced them'that high administi;atiye· posts 
" demand . the best . and most . prolonged 
" education available in this country." Do I 
understand that you incline to the opinion 
that Englishmen at the age of 25, as at present, 
would be better fitted educat~onally to dis
charge · the responsible duties· which will be 
entrusted to them in India· than at the age 
o£'22 ?_:_(D1·. Heath.) I expressly said that we 
cannot express an opinion about 'the needs o£ 
the Indian Civil Sei·vice. · · · 

54,508. I mean as regards the educational 
:fitness?-With regard to administrative work 
in general, I should certainly say that a man 
who had been educated up to the age o£ · 25: 
is better :fitted for administrative work than a 
man of 22, but it does not follow that 
particular kinds o£ a<;lminis!J·ative work may 
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not need a . younger age. On that I can 
express no opinion at all. 

54,509. Supposing I told you that one 
class of work, which a civilian has to do very 
soon after his arrival in India, is to exercise 
magisterial powers of. a very extensive ord~r, 

· sentencing people to hard labour for two years 
for instance. I suppose you would consider 
that very responsible work ?-Undoubtedly. 

54,510. And having regard to tlie educa
tion in this country .you would consider a man 
of 25 better fitted to discharge these duties 
than a man of 22 ?_:_It would be very difficult 
for me to say whether it was so or not in 
India. It is not a point upon which I am 
competent to express an opinion. I was 
thinking rather of administrative work of 
which I have some knowledge. 

54,511. I take it that a man of maturer 
judgment, even . in India, is better able to 
discharge his duties than a man of less mature 
judgment.?--I think so. 

54,512. As regards what you have sug
ges.ted, Mr. Bruce, about the examination, I 
think you insisted that the subjects of the 
examination, i£ the age wel'e reduced, must 

. conform to the curriculum of the schools 
here ?-(Mr. Bruce.) Yes, if injury to the 

· schools is to be avoided. 
54,513. And you would allow very few 

options?-Very ~ew. 
54,514. So far as I am aware, Indian 

subjects, for instance Indian history, Arabic, 
Sanskrit, and Persian, do not form part of the 
curriculum of any schooL here ?-That is 
probably.so. 

54,51'5. Vvould you exclude them as a 
group of subjects, supposing an examination 
was held at the school-leaving. age ?-I have 
no doubt that a good many schools give a 
gene~al gro~nding in th~ ~story of ~ritish 
rule· m India and of India Itself, sufficient to 
lead up to a deeper study of the subject ; but I 
should have thought that the special study of 
Indian history, in the sense which you con
template, would be a subject for the years of 
study which, I understand, are proposed after 
·the competitive examination is passed. 

54 516. But taking subjects of Oriental 
cultur~, like Arabic and Persian and Sanskrit, 
would you have any objection to having a 
group of that sort for examination at the 
school-leaving age ?-I think it would probably 
be better to postpone studies o£ that sort until 
after the school-leaving age. 'rhe student 
would be better prepared for them if he had 
had a regular training with pupils of his own 
age in the ordinary subjects of European 
culture. 

54 517. Supposing the age was reduced to 
18 w'ould you allow. any Indian schools to 
se~d up boys for that examination ?-At present 
we do" not contemplate the exclusion of any 
candidates of school age from the examination. 
\Ve do not even contemplate that they should 

have attended a school at all. Before the 
certificate is awarded, or at any rate a certifi
cate e~dorsed by the Board, we may require 
somethmg further, but it would be permissible 
for any candidate of school age to enter for 
the examination and be told whether he had 
passed or not. 

?4,518. If there was no group o£ Indian 
subJects such as I have suggested, Indian 
students would be at a great disadvantage ?
I£ it is desirable to make provision for Indian· 
candidates in England, I think it might be 
quite possible for the Civil Service Commis
sioners to have a group of that sort for their 
benefit. 

54,519. If this London examination wer~ 
to be made practically open, then you ought to 
recognise some group of subjects like that?
Yes. I£ it is desirable to examine Indian 
candidates in England I think that would be 
so, but I do not think that would be contrary 
to the principle I have laid down that there 
should be groups based upon some definite 
and intelligible educatio:p.al principle. 

54,520. Do I understand that you '"auld 
not object to a group such as the o'ne I have 
suggested as an optional group ?-I should 
not object to it as an optional group for an 
examination of this sort, but I should object 
to it as a group which it was desirable to 
provide for in the ordinary English Secondary 
Schools. 

54,521. I mean for the Civil Service 
examination ?-I have no objection to raise to 
that. 

54,522. I understood Dr. Heath to say that 
he would consider this a part of a liberal 
University education ?-The examination we 
were talking about was to come before the 
U ni versi ty course. 

54,523. Yes, but that wou]d lead to that 
conclusion ?-Certainly. 

54,524. I understand Dr. Heath to say 
that he has had experience on sub-committees 
of selection of this kind ?-(Dr. Heath.) Not 
working exactly in the way suggested here, 
because the Committee of which I have had 
experience is a committee of selection which 
makes recommendations to the Secretary of 
State and is not a Committee which is attached 
to an examination. 

54,525. You want to invest a margin of 
discretion in the Committee?-Yes. 

54,526. It is not a rigid system with 
marking of answers to particular questions or 
anything of that sort ?-No. 

54,527. You would have the Committee 
interview the candidate and form certain 
opinions upon his previous history and by 
talking to him to find out whether he was a 
proper man for the Civil Ser,rice ?-Yes. 

54,528. So that after the examination you 
1·eally do want a certain amount of selection 
to be gone through?-Yes. 

54,529. I understood .from the answer you 
gave to Lord Ronaldshay ~hat there is the 
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possibility o£ the rejection of some men who 
secure places in the competitive examination? 
-Yes. 

54,530. It follows that supposing there are 
50 places for competition you must take into 
account a larger number than 50 in order to 
provide for the possibility of rejection ?
Yes. 

54,531. So that, theoretically speaking, it 
would not be a ·strictly competitive examina
tio11, but a qualifying examination ?-It is 
competitive in the sense in which the Home 
Civil Service is competitive now. Men fall 
out or do not accept appointments, and 
then the next man on the list receives the 
appointment. 

54,532. But you leave it to the choice of 
the man or to some definite examination like 
the medical examination. If 50 men are 
wanted yon would not take .merely the first 50 ; 
you will have to include say, five more to 
provide against the possibility of rejection? 
:-Yes. · 

54,533. As regards the order in which 
they are arranged, you will allow the Com
mittee discretion to alter that arrangement? 
-Yes. 

54,534-5. So that it would be very con-: 
siderably different from the p1·esent system 
of Civil: Service examination ?-Certainly. 

54,536. (Sir Murray Flammick.) I suppose 
most of these Secondary Schools which would 
send up candidates under the system proposed 
are day schools ?-(Mr. Bruce.) Day schools 
and sometimes mixed day and boarding. 
The new schools that would be brought in 
would be mostly day schools. 

54,537. \Ve have had some medical evi
dence to the effect that the standard of 
physical excellence in the successful candi
dates who come from the older public schools 
is distinctly higher than that of those candi;. 
dates who come up from the ne\V modern 
Secondary Schools, and we have also had some 
evidence in India that although failures of 
successfq.l candidates who come out in the 
Civil Service ai·e not frequent there is a 
certain proportion who come out who, both 
physically and in point of character, had 
much better have never come out to India, 
and that therefore the competitive examina
tion has not been successful in weeding out 
those failures. Do you 11ot think that if we 
lower the age of the examination to 18 or 19 
and then bring in candidates from all these 
Secondary Schools, day schools, giving the 
Public Schools a much less number of the 
candidates than they have now, the mere 
competitive examination would be a much 
less certain method of selecting the men who 
are really suitable for an Indian career than a 
method in which selection played a great 
part ?-That is my personal opinion. I think 
it would be to the advantage of the Public 
Service that a pnrely competitive examination 
should be in some way checked and modified 

by the observation of other qualities and 
characteristics. 

54,538. \Ve' are reasonably certain, from 
the places of education from which these boy~ 
come,. that purely intellectual selection will 
produce a boy who has the character·necessary 
for the Service that he is going into, hut if 
you widen the schools from which . yotJ. are 
going to bring up the boys, as wo.uld be done 
by reducing the age to 17 and 18 and making 
the course fit .in with the curriculum of these. 
Secondary Schools, which are increasing ·so 
enormously in all our big towns, a method of 
selection by pure competition becomes much 
more dangerous ? - I suppose the medical 
examination, if it is a thorough one,. would 
save you from some· of the dangers you 
anticipate. 

54,539. It might to a certain extent, but· 
taking the moral and character features, do 
not you think the traditions of the older 
schools from which the boys come up now 
play a great part in producing men who are 
likely to be successful in India ?-I do, but. 
I would also say that the new schools that are 
growing up are establishing the same tradi
tions, and that you have in many o£ these 
schools quite as high a standard of . what· a 
boy owes to his school and to his country and 
to his family and to himself as yot1 have in 
the older schools. 

54,540. But taking any big day school, do 
you not think the influence of the personality 
of the masters and the superiors in that school 
cam1ot.have the same effect on the boys as it 
has in .the large boarding schools such .as our 
great Public Schools ?-There are a good many 
large public schools·which are already sending 
candidates to the Civil Service that are day 
schools. Take St. J>aul's and Dulwich; I have 
no doubt that both those schools contribute a 
certain number of candidates. l agree that· 
for some purposes the boarding school. system 
offers facilities for the training of character in 
c~rtain directions, but it also neglects the 
formation of character in other directions. The 
day school has its own methods and its own 
facilities for training character. One of the most 
interesting developments of Secondary Schools 
in this country is to be seen in the steps that are 
being taken by the staffs of the day schools 
to supplement their deficiencies as compared 
with the boarding schools. They cultivate 
esprit de corps by forming the boys into 
houses or associations, so that they have all 
the inspiriting influences of competitions in 
games and other things. They also form 
societies, and join the Officers' Training Corps 
movement and the Scout movement. All 
these things are doing a great deal to re~ 
dress the balance in the direction you point 
out. 

54,541. (M-r. Macdonald.) Have these ques
tions which you put in been answered with 
experience of the men who have gone up £or 
the Indian Civil Service and the results of 
their work in India ?-(M1•, Bruce.) No. .Both 
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my colleague and I have said that we have no 
i:lpecial experien~e ~f Indian CQD.ditions. · 
. 54,542. · · Conseq\1ently you have not 
answered them: '~ith any idea in your mind 
of what ·the p1;6per relation between the age 
o£ a pandidate; his education; and his .work on: 
.the Indian· .Civil S~rvice, entails ?-No. . 
.• ', .54,o43::,Do you definitely, suggest to .the 
Commissi,on that .we should recoJ.D.;mend the 
establishment of: this Board of, Selection, !or 
do you just .throw it out as something passing 
in your own mind ?-:-\Ve.:are giving evidence 
here. nok as repre8enting the Board, but:.as 
officials o£ the Board who .have had certain 
kinds of experience ... We have indicated that 
we, a~·. not. entirely in sympathy with this 
proposal to lower the age. · But ·supposing 
that, is the. system; ,\rbich. _we .are asked to 
·a'd vise you. upon,, we .have 'Suggested ~that. it 
woUld be of. ad vantage to · ha!V~ sqme , kind · of 
collill1ittee of seleetion to consider other points 
in· the selec.tion of ·candidates tb.an those which 
c~ui be teste~ by a· ·pmely written examina-
tiOn .. : · · - · · ·.. , 
· '· 54~544: Aild , you think ·it is a practicable 
proposal ?...:..:..I· believe-it is: ·r believe there is 
a growing feell.ng in this count:ry of dissatis
faction. ·with thl:( pu'rely ·'w#ttem '•examination 
test, arid if. it :ocolild•be shown that there was 

· an opportunity of having an e;xperimeilt' tried 
the country woUld be glad to see it tried. 
~~: . . P~,5415,. ·fp~'' ~Ci~lq:· ~.1a~. ·'only ·selec~. · ~h,e 
~nchVld\(al c.a;nd'td;tt~, but also select a tra1mng 
~that: ~!\.candidates .would have, to go through'? 
~Q~ · i;nst~:tic~~: )~oW;., ;could ·y~ru: ' a~c'ert~iu ~he 
<character aud school edU.catwnal attamments 
'(){ a. candidate who· "came from a German 
school fot' the' pu,rpose o£ 'passing this exami
hatidn ?.::..:.:lJndoubtedly the adoption ·of this 
system. ·o£ m:ddifyirig · the 'examination·· would 
·t·end· to ·t~e' advantage ·ot schools which forin 
·part'of olll''(nvnnational system.· · · ·· · 
:.·.· ,'54','546 .. And'also schools of.a 'certain class 
. arid certain grade ?--Of a certain . ed-uca
tional grade; but not of a.· certain class 'in the 
~i:mse of social' distinction. . . . ' .. 

. '·· 54,541. Take· t.he .. value that must oe 
pl_ape~l ~Y. any Selecting Board UPC?~ c~rti
.ficates; .would they or would they not, m your 
.opinion, :pl~ce a h~gher value 'upon a certifi
.ea~e· c_oming; from a .boarding_ school, say 
Eton, . Harrow, or Winchester, than upon a 
. c,e7ti~cate _coming fron:t some sort of. more or 

less _obscure. secondaty school, say, in Scot
land ?-I beheve· that a committee constructed 
on these lines might be trusted to do its ut
mos! to hold the hala~ce even in that respect. 
· o4,54~. And to g1ve confidence to every
body that they were doing so ?-I believe so. 
If pe~ple are ready to place confidence in 
any.thmg ot~er tha.n a purely written exami
natiOn, I beheve this is the kind of body that 
might secure public confidence. · 
· 54,5-49. :You have referred to the moral 
i:nflue~ce of boatdin~ schools, but I suppose 
fOU Will agree there IS also a very great moral 
mfluence in· family upbringing ?-I do very 
strongly. · · · 

54,550. If I take the view that it is far 
better for my children to remain at home,· and 
I am very much opposed to. boarding; schools · 
yo;t ~rill admit, 1: think, some reason for my 
o:puuon' ?-I -have ,much ·sympathy with that 
view myself. 

54,551. Under those circumstances; you 
would also agree that if you are really going 
to value .the potential character of a boy of 19 
or a youth .o£ 21. or 22, his family training 
ought to be very important, and co~sequently 
this Board must take into account the certifi
cates given by the children's parents ?--That 
is au ideal state of things. One would like,_ 
to know everything about the boy from his 
birth upwards, and a student of eugenics 
wo~d. ;requir~ that you should know a great 
de.ai about hun even before, but I doubt if 
that is practicable in the present conditions of 
society. The adoption of this system would 
. be _to the disadvantage of those who were not 
educated in a system under State supervision. 
: . 54,552. Those who are not educated under 
what you would call the ;normal system or 
':national.system would be severely handicapped 
by the adoption of this proposal ?-I think 
. they would be. ' 

54,553. (M1·. Fisher.) Al·e you disposed to 
attach much importance to a viva voee exami
nation?- (M1·. Bruce.) Yes, I am myself, 
especially if the examination is to be a test of 
intellectual promise. . 

54,554. You would certainly recommend 
the inclusion ·of a t~iva voce examination 
in a competitive examination at the school
leaving age for· the Indian Civil Service? 
·-Yes, personally, 1 should. (Dr. Heath.) I 
should also. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

· Professor DuDLEY J. 'MEDLEY, M.A., Chairman of Appointments Committe~, Glasgow University. 

Written answe·rs ?'elating to the 1 nd-ian Civil 
Serviee. 

54,555: What is · the opinion held by 
the authorities of the Glasgow University with 
regard to a view, which was given in evidence 
in India, that Iudian Civilians now come out 
to India too old~ and with an insufficient 

·knowledge of Law and other specialised sub
jects 1·equired for· the performance of their 

duties, and that, in consequence, the competi
tive examination for· admission to the Service 
should be held at an age between 18 and 20, 
and that this should be followed by a period 
of pl'obation of three yeal's, to be spent at one 
or more Universities, or at a special institution 
established for that purpose ?-The University 
of Glasgow is asked by the Royal Commission 
on the Public Sel'vices in India to give an 
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opinion regarding the methods of recruitment 
and system of probation most suitable for the 
Indian Civil Service. On the latter of these 
t'vo points the experience o£ this University as 
such is naturally limited. There _is no ·systeni 
of tuition or supervision designed for Indian 
Civil Service probationers, nor is the University 
in a position to devise an Honours course in 
Indian studies, although provision already 
exists for a course in Semitic languages.· . On 
the question of the methods of recruitment, 
howe~er, there are certain considerations 
which it appears to us most important that 
the Commissioners should take account. Most 
of the students who enter froin ·this- Uni
versity for Civil Service Class i. appointments 
select the Indian Service. So far we have 
not s'upplied a large number, but the public 
services ar~ attracting in increasing numbers 
Rome of m1r very best · material. Very :rarely 
indeed do any of these candidates com,e to the 
University with the intention o£ competing foi· 
such appointments; the suggestion is made 
to them in the course of , their University 
career. It is to be borne in mind that the 
situation in Scotland is quite different t'o the 
situation in · England~ The students· of · · a 
Scottish University are for the most part of a 
different social type to' the English Public 
School. bov who is founCl at Oxford. or Cam
bridge ; moreover they have undergone a 
different type of training. The 'Scottish 
schoolmaster seldom springs from the ·pro
fessional classes. Unlike the English school
master, he is not necessarily familiar thro1.1gh 
his relatives and friends with the conditions of 
public service. This question of the choice of 
careers is so largely a matter of knowledge or 
lack o£ knowledge that caution. is necessary in 
interfering with the existing sources of supply. 
Such an alteration of the age as would make 
it impossible for the University candidate: to 
compete would, so far as the vVest of Scotland 
is concerned (and we believe the same woul,d 
be true of. the whole of Scotland), ·entirely 
ex~inguish the Scottish system of education as 
a source of supply. It is true that Scottish 
candidates offered themselves for the Indian 
Civil Service when the limit of age was at 19, 
but it must be remembered that the age of 
entrance to the Universities in Scotland has 
risen considerably within recent years. rrhe 
return to an age limit intended to suit the 
schoolboy would act only less disastrously in 
Scotland than in England, in excluding the 
candidate with some tincture of University 
training. 

But' in the intere~ts of Scottish eandidates 
we would urge a further consideration. The 
ambitious Scottish student· is very adaptable, 
but he needs opportunities which his home 
!:lnrromHlings only too often cannot· give him. 
Boarding schools of the English type with 
their monitorial system give opportunities for 
the development of practical faculties, which, 
despite attempts to supply them, are possible 
only to a limited degree in the . great day 

schools of Scotland. At the Universities such 
opportunities are far more, numerous. In 
addition to the Officei·s' Training Corps, 
which i13 the most ;powerful organisation in 
the University, there are the Smdents' Repre~ 
sentati:ve Council, th~ Students' Union, and 
numberless societies, literary, social, political~ 
athletic. Office in .any of these' bodies brings 
with it the opportunity for· acquiFing know
ledge of men . and affairs which is an 
invaluable training for the responsible work o£~ 
life.-- Most i£ not all of . this .. would, b~ 
lost to the Scottish boy if· the age .of .entrance 
to th¥· public. services were. substantially 
lowered. · · 

' F-lll'ther, we: venture to thinlc' that the 
practical·· exclusion.- of the Scottish student 
would be· a ,Joss: to the public service. Th;e 
pre~alent type· of Indian,Civilianhas no doubt 
been -the English public schdol . boy. . Coil,.. 
sidering the social class. fron:'l which t.he public 
services are drawn, that is natura]. But room 
has always been found for the student of a 
diffetent type; and_ there is need of both in the. 
Service, · They represent d,iffen3nt; qualities 
o£ mind . and·. character .as well as._. differeut 
methods, of ~-training. ,The professions dn 
Scotland are far more democratic in their 
clientele than . in England, . and the~·e· .is 
scarcely any class tr!:!-dition to maint~in. them. 
The loss or .the diminution o£ the Scottish 
element which . has played so conspicuous -a 
part in .the buiW.ing up_ of our administrl:J.tio~ 
in India would be a serious damage t<;>. ~hy 
w~ole. Empire. 

· As ·an educational body we naturally 
believe that the full effiCiency ·of the ·public 
services requires a reg-Ular supply of' nien: of the 
highest education. Where these ate' to come 
from except ·from the Universities it- is difficult 
to see. 'Evidently the Commissioners are face 
to face with the important question: which is 
being discussed on,. all sides :of the relation 
between' general and specialised or professional 
trainhig. Speaking •as a body :charged with 
the conduct of 'higher education· :and· in view 
of the variety and character of' the wol'k put 
on a young civilian, it seems to-us very unwise 
to take any step that. -would interfere seriously 
with his ehance cif obtaining the best mental 
t:!quiprnent which the educational resources of 
the country ran give him. Natura1ly, how
evel', we fully ·sympathise with the desire that 
the young civilian should also have ·an efficient 
professional training, and we _think it not im
possible .that the Universities oould o-ffe1.· 1note 
:;;mbstantial help than hitherto in this direction. 
Most UniYersities haYe some facilities for the 
study of the Classical Oriental languages,. and 
could perhaps giYe help to' -candidatAs in 
Indian His ton' arid even ·some branches. of 
Indian Law. 'As matters stand · at· present: 
praetically eYery candidate for the Indian 
Civil Service is under the necessity of studying 
certain subjects in addition to those which he 
offers for his degree examination. The allot-
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ment of a substantial number of marks to the 
semi-professional subjects in the examination 
would guide candidates in the choice of these 
extra subjects and thereby increase the special 
attainment of a large number of the successful 
competitors. Experience alone could show. 
the effect of such a course, but the niethod 
seems to us worthy of consideration. 

If, however, the Commissioners come to 
. the conclusion that the public interest demands 
a substantial lowering of the age of entrance, 
we would offer one or two short criticisms on 
the methods .of procedure suggested in the 
question.· · • 

It would seem to us inadvisable to segr~
gate the probationers into a separate college. 
'l'he outlook of boys just fresh from sehool 
needs widening by contact with ~s large a 
circle as possible. This is especially the case 
with boys likely· to come from the Scottish 

-------~=-----------

schools. Such boys would not get a fair 
chance in a col~ege .where they would probably 
~orm a small m~nonty of the members. Again, 
1f so long a penod as three years is considered . 
nec~ssary for a special preparation of the pro
~atwners, surely a considerable portion of this 
time should be spent in India itself under 
the most favom~able surroundings for' special 
~tudy. Moreover, unless a considerable part, 
1f not the whole, of the expense of this proba
tionary period is borne by the Government 
the Civil Service of India will become as clos~ 
a. service socially as is the al'l1ly at the present 
time. T:qe expenses of Scottish education are 
remarkably'small. No boy, however poor, is 
deterred from the fullest possible course of 
higher instruction. But comparatively few 
parents in Scotland could afford to find an 
allowance of anything like 100l. ( tG mention a 
very possible sum as a parents' contribution) 
for several years. -

Professor. DuDLEY J. MEDLEY called and examined. 

54,556'. (Chairman.) You have been good for a fact that I had one or more students as 
enough to send us a written answer, which, I young as 15 in my own class. I should have 
take it, represents the opinion of the Univer- said, if I had been asked without any reference 
sity of Glasgow ?-I think I may say so. I to our office, that the· average age of entrance 
spoke as Chairman of our Appointments now was 17, but the office tells m:e that it is 18 
Ooinrnittee, and the answer . was circulated whi~h shows how very greatly the whole thing 
amongst the members of the committee. has mcreased. 
Unfortunately it came after our Session had 54,561. Is the process continuing? I 
closed. They were requested to make any suppose the process will not go any further . 
. criticisms on it, ·but I have received no It has been the deliberate policy of the Scottish 
criticisms, so that I think on the whole you Education Department to try· and keep the 
may take it that it represents, as near as one boys at school~ as late as possible by post
can get at the opinion of so diverse a body, poning the granting of the leaving certificate 
the opinion of those who know, that is to say, until a certain age, and that policy is appa-
those who are interested in these things. rently now beginning to have effect. . 

54,557. In Glasgow you have had, and 54,562. The school-leaving certificate is 
have, no system of supervision designed for granted at the age of 16, is it not ?--I do not 
the InJian Civil Service probationers in the think it is granted until the age of 17. A boy 
University ?-No. ~ . may take the examination any time after 16, 

54,558. You have liad no probationers but before the certificate is actually granted he 
who have passed . through the University has to be under two years continuous study at 
after having passed the examination ?-No, the .same school after the intermediate state, 

.. not in Glasgow. Of course I remember the which would bring the age up to 18 before he 
system when I was at Oxford. comes to the University. 

54,559. Have you any return to show the 54,563~ How young have you got students 
number of Glasgow University students who now in the University? --I suppose the 
have succeeded in passing into the Indian youngest may be 16, but I do not think there 
Civil Service o£ recent years ?-I had one are very many o£ them. Seventeen is a 
made up for the other Commission on the fairly common age for the cleverer boys. 
Horne Civil Service, and I can give you the 54,564. Have you a regular organised 
statistics, which are perhaps all that you equipment for giving appropriate teaching to 
really need. Our average, I think, for the Jast boys of that age ?-They come into the 
15 years bas been two, but it has Yaried a good ordinary-classes. The junior classes, as they 
deal. In one year we had as many as .five or were called in certain subjects, which were 
six, and in one or two years. we have had no originally held because so many came not 
candidate. The ordinary average of those who from secondary schools but of rather older 
pass and go out to India, I thi:ok, is two. age, died out soon after the time when my 

54,560. For how many years has the new acquaintance with the Scottish UniversWes 
system been. in practice by which students began. In some slight directions I understand 
enter Glasgow University later than they there is a movement to reintroduce some of 
fol'l1lerly did?- The matter has been of them for the sake of the older students. 
gradual growth. I have been in Glasgow for 54,565. How ·would tl1e teaching of those 
14 years. During my first year or two I know schools, in which a boy of 16 would be, 
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compare with th~ teaching -in the hi,.gher 
forms of the Secondary Schools in Scotland?--, 
I think the true thing to say is that the boy 
who comes :from a Scottish day school, the 
ordinary academy or higher grade school or 
high school, which is the prevalent type in 
Scotland, begins his classical work later than 
the English boy. Perhaps on the whole he· 
develops somewhat later, and gets what in 
England would be called the Sixth Form 
teaching at the University. I do not· think I 
am doing an injustice to the Scottish schools 
in saying that. The numbe1: of boys pro-· 
ceeding to the University£rom any individual 
school in Scotland and remaining until the 
end of their course is comparatiyely small. 

54,566. The boy who remained at a Public 
School now until 18 I suppose _would enjoy 
the full teaching o£ a boy at the corresponding 
age in an English Public .School ?-He is not 
so advanced in his Classics. He gets rather 

·more systematic teaching in his English 
subjects, and his Mathematics -perhaps are 
rather more advanced, but his classical work 
is not nearly so advanced. 

54,567. Which should you say on the 
whole would give him the best education, 
remaining at the school until 18 or coming to 
you at 16 ?--A few years ago I should have 
said the boy 'leaving school and coming to 
ns. He would probably be marking time in 
his' last year or so at school, but when he 

'comes to the University, if he is .capable of 
taking the classes, he is getting the best 
teaching the country can give him. The 
Scottish Universities lay themselves out for 
definite teaching far more than the English 
Universities. The teaching in great dasses 
has developed to a high art in Scotland, and 
the clever boy gets, as far as actual. definite 
lecture teaching goes, a very much better 
training than anything my Oxford experience 
leads me to remember there. · 

54,568. ·without asking you to 'ma,ke an 
invidious c:list.inction, you would say there is 
not much difference betwe.en the teaching of 
the Public School and that of the University~ 
-I doubt whether the boy in the top .fotm in 
a Scottish school gets quite the Hame kind of 
teaching as he would get, for example, in 
any of the real ,big Public Schools, . which 
attract first-rate men. who otherwise might 
w'ork at Oxford. You very seldom get a man, 
who is .a Univen;ity assistant, going to school 
work unless it is to a headmastership. 

54,569. As you know, we are inquiring 
into the possibilities of reducing the age for 
the competitive examination for the Indian 
Civil Service. I notice in your written answer 
you Hay : " Such an alteration of the age as 
'' would make it impossible for the University 
'' candidate to compete, would, so far as the 
" West of Scotland is concerned (and we 
" believe the same would be true of the whole 
" of Scotland), entirely extinguish the Scottish 
" system of education as a source of supply." 
In vie"· of the answers you ha\'e been giving 
to qnestions I have put to you, do you say it 
would extinguish it, if the age were reduced 

o 2vo2s 

to the school-leaving age?-Yes ; for the 
reason 1 have given somewhere else in my 
written answer, namely. that the Scottish 
schoolmasters do not kno"' iu the same way 
as the English schoolmasters do about the. 
public services. Tlwy do not suggest i.t to 
boys in .the way the. English schoolmasters do., 
The boy gets his fi.rst suggestion from the· 
University, · 

54,570. That is a defect veTy easily reme
died, is it not ?-:1 think 1iot. I think it is 
the crux of the whole question. You have 
got to get tbe type of master who knows about 
the public serv~ices. 

. 54,571. You would not put that as a per
manent obstacle, would· you ?-Yes, as :far as 
Scotland is concerned. Xou have to get ~· 
man of quite a different training to be -a 
schoolmaster before you get that altered. · 

54,572. You are offering full educational 
facilities in Scotland at your Public Schools to 

-those who remain until 18, and in your Uni
versity to those who come at 16, to enable 
candidates to compete in the University 
Scholarship Examinat~ons ?-Yes, l think so .. 

54,573. So that from the educational point 
of view an examination carefully based upon 
school subjects would not present any serious 
difficulties in Scotland ?-None whatever. As 
things are just now, in the Entrance Examina
tion the heavy premium set upon Classics on· 
the one side, and Mathematics on the other 
side, tell in favour o£ Oxford and Cambridge 
as against the Scottish Universities. Our 
Scottish students score in the more general 
subjects, philosophical and historical subjects 
and English, in which it is much more difficult 
to make marks than it is in classical and 
mathematical subjects. The marking is lower 
for on,e thing. · . 
. 54,574. Do you have many students vvho 

take Oxford and Cambridge Scholarships?_: 
Some of our best Classics go. on to Ox:forcl, two 
or three a year, and do extremely well. · 

54,575. I take it that your real objection 
to the lowering of the age is the· fact that the 

. Indian Civil S.ervice will not be sufficiently 
recommended to the boys at the Public Schools, 
as there is nobody there at. present to do this?___: 
That is my first objection to the lowering· of 
the age. My second objection is that the boys 
will miss what seems to me a very important 
portion of their training, which Scottish 
schools can only slightly give, but which the 
University gives, 1vhich will enable them. to 
hold their own in the management of men and 
alYairs, a thing which comes much· more 
easily to the boy under the English system of 
boarding schools. · "' 

54,576. That is clue to 1he country not 
having the boarding school system ?-No 
doubt it is partly that. Partly, I think the 
Scot. is· a stronger individualist than the 
Englishman, and there is no doubt that the 
family pull is tremendous. The school can
not get the same influence over the boy. 

54,577. In spite oC those· disabilities the 
students :from variOt1s schools. and colleges o£ 

H ... 
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Scotla~d have done pretty . well throughout 
the~ world ?-They art;l very ambitious, and 
they work very hard. . They have plenty of 
grit. Tam not a Scot, so that I can speak 
ql}.ite openly on that ~:~ubject. 
· · , 54,578. You are opposed to any idea· of 

allowing Indian Civil Service probationer's to 
be congregated in a separate college '?.-I think 
it would be very mu~h to the disadvantage of 
oiir ,type 'o£ man. · He would not have ~the 
same chance. . ' . 
: 54,579. He gets· a broader and wider train-

ing all i·ourid at· a University ?--I think so~ 
· He has a 'larger choice o£ companions~· . He 

might very e&.sily feel h,hnsel£ ov.t of it arnong 
a number of rneri most o£ whotn ·had 'had a. 
different type o£ training. 

54,580. Can you conceive an examination 
l?eing ·framed for the school-leaving age':which 
wou~d give ,;:tn equally £air chance· io:'boys 
trained ·· in Scottish ·· establishments and to 
boys trained in English establishments?-! 
have not really thought over the·qnestiou; and 
I do not think l could· say anything .of value 
at ~ mome*t's notice: The subjects are ·taken 
in different proportions. 'l'he English 'boy · 
specialises a good deal, whereas the Scotch 
system of · educat_ion, wbich .is v_ery ·stoutly 
de£ende~ by large n1unbers against any 
attempt to. specialise; consists o£ bringing: up 
four:subjects pretty much to the same standard 
for entrance to the Univei'sit.y. . · · 
' .: 54;581. So that there is ·a considerable 

difference now' 'between Scotland and Eng
land ·?-I think there is qt~ite an. appreciable 
differeJ}ce. · . . ., . 
:· .' 54,[582:· (M1:: N~clge.)~ r_r.he .statement the 
Qh.~irnutti has put to you ,regatqing th~ exClu
sion of Scottish candidates is qualified very 
much, is it not, hy your statement that· you 
think· it would be a loss· rather ·to the public 
arid to· the Empire generally than to schools 
iri'j)articnlar''if ·the'Scottjsh schools were e:i
cluueq from the com'petitiori ?-1 do not' see 
ho_w. it .qualifies my fi'rst statetnent. 
· .. ':54",583. Itrnight be: open 'tO the charge 
that you '~ere thiuking mor~ o£ the interests 
of"Sccitti~h Universit,ies and schools than o£ 
the·. 'public : Mn;ices, but .you go on to 'say; 
't.'We · v~b.tui·~ to think that· the practical 
r' ·exclusion o£ the' Scottish' student would be 
,•,~,a.rloss t6 the Pnblic Service," and at the end 
ol th~t paragraph yori. ·say·: n The loss or· the 
,;, 'di)n'in:U:tion· of 'the Scottish element· which 
' 1' has played so'. conspicuous a part in the 
('. bu'ilclink up:. of our administratimi in India 
'"·'would~ b'e a'· serious damage· to· the whole 
,•, · Enipire."' ·I simply want to rescue the first 
statement from the .criticism·· that you ·were 
tHinking· more of' the schools· than o£ the 
public 'service generally ?-'-I wrote the first 
sentence under the natural inipression that I 
w'a.s asked here to represent the opinion in 
Scotland. The second paragraph·: I wrote, I 
hope, as· a cit.izen of Great Britain, and as orie 
who is interested in seeing that the public 
services do· get 'the best material, and good 
all.:.round material ; ·' '· . ' ;.: . ,: 

54,58~ .. As to t~e_relation between general 
and specmhsed trammg, we haYe bad opinions 
from experienc~d men in Imlia that the best 
professional training is to be obtained in actual 
work, somewhat 011 the principle of solvittt1' 
arnbulando, and that it is so different £rom 
teaching in schools and colleges that you can 
learn milc4 more in actual practice of what you 
have ~o ~o t~an in any school training. Would 
you be mchned to accept thatview ?_:_I think 
so;certainly. · . : l ~ · :. . . · . 

54,585. You also ·say: ~·I£, however the 
" Ctnnmissioners come to• ·the conclusion' that 
" the· public interest demands a substantial 
11 lowering of the age' of entrance, we would 
" offer · one or two short criticisms on the 
'' methods o£ procedure suggested in ·the 
" letter." I gather from· that that you rather 
object to any lowering of the· age considered 
on' its merits ?--I object to any substantial 
lowering of the age on its merits for the 
reason that you mentioned just· n:ow in regard 
to the training· in India. , · · 
· · §4,586. (Mr. Fishe1'.) How c;lo you account 

for the remarkable and sustained successes of 
Scots in Oxford atid ·Cambridge Scholarship 
examinations, i£ the educational standard in 
Scotland is so much lower than the educational 
standard in an English Public School ?-I did 
not· mean it is lower all romid. I simply 
me~n that; .owing to the fact that ·they begin 
their classical work late1·, when they leave 
school and come to the Scottish University, 
they are not so advanced as the Englit>h 
bby going to an English University.-· A 
Scottish boy claes not. begin his Classics much 
before he is 12 years old. . . 
. 54,587. ·How do yoti· aceount for the fact 
that the Balliol Scbola'l:ships in Classics have 
been carried off year after year by Scotsmen ? 
-The boys have had three or four · years of 
University training. · 

54,588. The age of the scholarship ·can
didates in Oxford being limited to 19, surely 
the Scottish boy who comes to the 'Cniversity 
at 17 and has two· years of· classi~al training, 
is able to beat the .-English boy of 19, very 
largely owing· to the £act. that· he has bad a 
wider training at the University. Has not 
the Scotsman· a great advantage owing to the 
fact that he generally does leave school earlier 
than Englishman ?-I think the Scottish boy, 
in leaving his school somewhat younger, and 
going -up ~o the University, bas a· great 
advantage over ·any except· the very best 
English Public Schools. 

54,589. Are we not justified in iuferring that 
the cleverest Scottish boys do a8 a rule come 
up to the University earlier than the cleverest • 
English boys?--Yes, I think that is possible. 

. 54;590. The .cleverest English boys, I take 
it, come • up between 19 and 19!, while the 
cleverest Scottish boys come up between 17 t 
and 18! ?--:--1 expect so. 

·54,591.· Therefore if you are considering 
the .equality o£ opportunity as between· the 
Scotsman and the Englishman, the Scotsman 
has had a year of University training super
imposed perhaps on a slightly deficient school 
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training as against the English, boy's exclusive 
school training ?-Yes, but looking hack· on 
our successfuL candidates, !'think .I s}:u:~uld be 
disposed to say that that would' not work quite 
evenly all round. Many of om; c~e:ver .. bqys
who . have got. in are. boys w~l() . '?~e ~ ~heir 
development chiefly to the O.;r;uversity; they 
were not discovered, ;until they carri8.. to the 

• • ,. ..)· ,1 . • '! 

Umvers1ty. :, / ~ . . . .. , , .·. . : • .. , 
. . ;54,5!;}2. You. alluded to, a certain number 
of boys coming to:the.Univers_it~rat.l7 Qr17t.; 
would . those. tend pn . the whole to be the 
clev~rer boys ?::-Certainly.' · .,. · ·· .. · ; .· · 

54,593. Are we justified in assuming_ that 
the picl~ o£ Scottish . inteH~ct , still , comes to 
the University at 17f?:...:_f do 'not thii\.k I 
could answer that, because I have ·never 

> I ' . I ' ' l 

.tested· It. · · . · · . . , 
' J' ,· • '• '• lj I : •' \ 

54;594. , On Jthe w.lwle you:. would say the 
cleverer boys .. Gam~ . young ?.\'A~ fat ·as l. can 
remember individuals ·I thmk. I would say 
tqat. : · · · ·· · · 

. '· 51:~5~5. Therefore i£ · the· examinatiol.1 -werF3 
at lQ! they would have had two.; yeai·s of 
University tra:iniiig? ~Stich ·boys· -would. 
Clever- ;boys from _·the school poi~1t of tvie\v 
would probab~y. have had a . couple o£ :years 
training. Many . of ·our boy-s',l who : u.nder 
present circumstances are 8UCCess£ul, are bO)~S 
who have not bee:d clevet · from the · school 
point of :view; they: hav~ :.not-~ been::goocl 
Classic~ or :M-athematicians, but.· they .. have 
develope~ as Philosophers or ~ist~:riaJ?.S along 
lines for ·which ~he. sehqol- offers practic?--llY 
little or·Iio outletJ They haV'e·bee_n discovered 
at the University and disco.vet&d ·tHemselves 
.at the Univei:sity, and s·ometimes even rather 
late in thei'r University ,career. · · .. · t· 

. . , .. 
' 54,596. Is not that very' often lai;gef:fthe 

ca~e ~it~ Engli~h boys 'al~o ?._.l...Not sci· often; ;r 
think. · 

I ' I \ ' 

54,597. Doesyo'ur criticism of the sta~dard 
of. teachh1g In, Scottish schools apply to .schools 
like Fettes and the Edin. burgh Academy, or 
is it'siniply confined to the State-aided schooht? 
-It ~s not confined to the St~te-aided sphools. 
My experience· in Glasgow ··is· of the two 
academies; 'the Glasgow. and· the Kelvinsid13 
Academy, which are proprietary schools, ,not 
State-ai.de'd, . and the Glasgow High School, 
which is a State-aided secondary school,· and 
four higher grade schools in Glasgo,v. I 
know something of· the work o£ them first 
hand. · 

54,5v8. Is it the case· that tJ1e masters of 
Fettes and Glenalmond and the Edinburgh 
Academy are of very much the same type as 
the masters of English ·schools ?----:-They ;are 
not Scottish schools, atall, hut English.sphools 
in. Scotl.and. Tlwir type is ·q_ujte. different 
and· they. are sta.ffed .. almost , entii;ely froin 
Oxfor'd and Cambridge, ~1ot from the .Scottish 

•. • • ' . I ' 
Umvers1tles. . ,.. . ·'•;·, . 

. 54,590. So ·that yonrr observationS• would 
not apply to those schools ?-:-No,: mY' ol;>se:rva-
tions would not apply to them. . ; ·,·;; r : ·' · 

54,600. (M1•. Macdonald.) Do. you: still get . 
boys . direct from the Board sqhools . .in the 
Glasgow University?-:-Y~s. Most oio\If; boys 
have 'come :f:rom . elemep. tary ·schpols, through· 
the higher grade and Secondary Schools.: · . 

·54,601. I mean dh·ect from the Board 
schools, as used to be the. common practic~ ? 
-A. boy, .cannot ·eom~ fron;:t ,an .elementary 
school at14. : , . ·. · 

54,602. That ufjed to be the 'charaote:i·istic · 
feature of Scottish education, that a· boy· went 
to· the. U ni versi ty straight from a Board school, 
or what you qall a:q.. eleme~~tary scho(Dl.. Has 
that now ce~sed in Scotland ?-:4Th~ higher 
age of entry makes it impossible fo.:r :him ~P 
some .. from the: elementary· .:schoo~ ·:without 
come .f1,1rther help. . . ... ·.· i . , ·.. . 

. · 54,603. So that nQw you· only get:Pniver
sity stud~nts thro.ugh some ltin~l of, Seconda;ry 
School hke the Glasgow High School-?,-Yes, 
or ,highe1• .grade .schpols. .· , · ·. · · 1 : • • •• 

54,604. One of the, county ~chools sub
sidised by .county councils?-Yes; .. or, to speak 
more, correctly,· . by: t4e ScotcP:, Edu:cation 
Departn,1ent. .. ·. ., . . ·, · ... : .. 

54;605. That l~as now become, the ·~-wdinary 
cha:rrne~ for th,e supply. o£ ·~tuqe~ts to;,the 
Scot.?h ;Unjversities ?-'-That.is so:~, . "fheJ;e is-':a 
considerablE\. amount: o~ .dissatisfaction at .the 
presen.t. ,!llome.n~ .in ·scotland pwl.ng,,.to .t}le 
at~empt. of ·the·. Dep.artm,en~ t9· :,.11:!'tke: the 
chi}dx(:}n: flfo~ rat~~r chst~nrd1strwts trav~l by 
tram some httl~ du~tance;tq,seconchti'Y .centr<;ll;l. 
· · -5~,699· /l,.,l;te ag~, _·at 'Y4tcP. .you get your 

st:uclen.ts has,· b.een stt)acljly 'risi;pg.(-'-Y:es; 1, .•. 

.54,607 .. And theref.ore .the.,lm.v ,<age .at 
whi.ch,:Scottlsh·stt'ldeats:used 'to. appear £or the 
Indian: Civil Service and pass into it.no· longer 
holds go?d:?:--It :can no longer. hold:. good' ·in 
the way 1t d1d ..•.. ::; .. ·: 

; 54;608. The figures ·we havehad before us 
showing the successes o£ · Scottish 'students 
when the age was sub':!tantially lower·tnandt 
is· now ~wi:ll not apply to. present circumstances 
in Seotland ?..:._I believe that to be the case; · 

. 54,609, I :y 0U get your studenis' at 'aboutt.he 
a-verage age co£' 18 'years ? -The Office t~ns·' m,e 
the·av(:lfage age is 18: · ' . · ·· ., : 

54,610. 'Do you still ':lnaintain the ~ld 
system o£ dividing your-' curriculum into~ i{vo 
blocks of two· year~,1 a1i Arts ctii'l'i?tliUii~~}~i· 
the first two years "a:t:~:d a Mathematical cuiTI

culum for :the next two years ?-:-That has aJl 
gone. · ' · · · · · ·. ' , · · 
·.·. .54,611. I£ we drew 'a line at tl;ie end' btthe 

second year it would not nowrepi·eseilt' 'as- it 
used .to represent a . defil~it€)' stage in t;a 
student's education ?-Not necessarily.'' The 
subjects are all on an equality for an ordinary 
degree,' bt'tt ybtt bave·'ari adviser in the·Faculty 
of ~·ts whose business is to try and Illake the 
students take the curricuhm,1 in some ol'demd 
method. · · · 

· -.54,612 .. ·Do you ~till. keep the. st:u.dents for 
four years ?-Three years for the, ordinary 
degree, but numbers of my students. take ,far 
mo~~ ·;than the. ordtnary munber of. elasses 
:re<;ltu.Sl.te. ''' • j l 0; ; : , • , : i : . , . 1 I. ; j_; ., " ;. 

l-!2 
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. 54,613. Is it your opmwn that' we 'could England would be called a Classical or Mathe
' not draw any line between the ago of 18 and matical Scholarship. In Glasgow we have 

• 21 conveniently for the present Scottish been 3:ble to deal with comparatively few 011 
University curriculum ?-I do not think you those lines. For most of the bursaries it is a 
could. general all-round examination. · 
' 54,614. Once a boy is under yom hands at 54,621. Not so specialised as the English? 
-the average of 18 we ought to disallow· any Not so specialised. · 
·age for the competition until he re~ches 21 ?- · 54 622 (~.1 G 1 h z 
T think at least 21. The Honours students ' ·. · -.1.r. 0'~ a e.) Have vou any 
titke more thanth.ree years. Indian students at Glasgow?-Yes. · 

54,615. The age of ~1 does represent on 54,623. How do they get on with the ot.her 
the average a distinct stage in your University students on the whole ?-They do not come 
curriculum ?-For the students who take the into the Arts with which I am concerned so 

·ordinary · degree, but not for our better that I am afraid I eann0t give you any valudble 
stri.dents. answer. 

54,616. Would you say that we have no, 54,624.' You have 110 personal experience.? 
altern.ative b~tween the ages of 1R to 21 so -No. 

·fai· as· Scottish Universities are concerned?- 54,625. Have you heard any complaints 
· It. depends. on what material you wi~h. to get about difficulties arising ?-Nothing· official·· 
·from us. nothing I should be justified in quoting.: ' 

54,.617. So far as· Glasgow University is 54,626. (Si1•' Theodore Morison.) Do ·I 
·eoncerned, if we fix the age. at.19, that \vould . understand you to say that Glasgow University 
mean tha:t either students would not go to you would not be able to make any provision for 
at all, if they wanted to sit for the Indian ~stablishing a school of India11 studies suppos
Civil Service, o~· they would only take a year mg the age were reduced to the school-leaving 

·at your ·classes, and then break with the age ?-I think it would be much more difficult 
'University studies for the purpose of sitting for us· to do so than for any of the other 
'for the· examination ?-I believe that in those Scottish ·Universities. We should have to 
'circumstances theywould certainly not come call in specialised aid, retired Indian civilians 
·.near us. The ambitious parent who could or retired judges or people who had been in 
rs<;:rape the money together would send his boy India and knew the language. Glasgow is a 
''to a' coach where' he would get a highly concen;. lesser residential city than any other city in 
·trated teaching· during that year. · · ·the United Kingdom, and unless we were able 
·, ·. · 54,618. ··(Mr. Sly.) \Vhat is the age for t4e to offer much more substantial salaries than 
Scottish , Bursary· ·examination ?-I believe we are in the least likely to be able to offer, 
. there·-is no limit of age. I do not see that it would be a matter of 

· .. 54,619. Do the clever boys who go up to practical politics. 
·the Un,iversity at 17 or 17 t usually get 54,627. The idea in our mind is something 
bursaries atthatage?-Yes, Ithinkinvariably, very much better than the teaching for the 
the clever boys from the sclwol point of view. Civil Service probationers has been in any 
I want td distinguish carefully between the University. It is something like the esta
two· categories. That tells more, I think, in blishment of an Indian· Greats grouped around 
Scotland than it does in England. Indian Law, Indian language, and Indian 

54,620 .. Can you tell us whether the exa- · History. You do not think it is probable that 
mination for the Scottish Bursaries is much of Glasgow would undertake a11ything of that 

. the same claE?J3, from an educational point o£ kind ?-There would be two difficulties for 

. view, as the English scholarship examination? the mnment, first o£ all the money difficulty
No, it is not, and for this reason. A good many we cannot find money now to develop our 
of our bursaries are tied up by certain deeds so existing departments -and, secondly, the 
that we are unable to devote them to special question of getting specialists. Edinburgh is 

· aubjects. Some o£ us have been trying to a city where a certain number of retireJ. 
alter the ·bursaries. First of all we have Indian civilians live who are Yei-y glad to give 
separated the Bursary Examination from the the kind of help, and very efficient help too. 
ordinary Entrance Examination with which it 54,628., Glasgow does not offer the same 
.was tied up for a great.number of years, and, amenities for a man to ·retire to ?-I am afraid 
secondly, we· have be~n trying to· allow boys not. 
who are specially strong in cer~ain subjects 
to she>w their strength and to get ""hat in 

(The witness withdrew.) 
(Adjourned for ashort time.) 

Sir JoHN .STRUTHERs,' K.o.n., LL.D., Secretary of the Scotch Education Department. 

.lVritten answers 1•clating to the Indian 
Oivil8e?'Vice. 

· [NoTE.-The following questions were sent 
to Sir John Struthers, who, however, desires 
his reply to he read as a continuous memo
randum, as it does not cover quite the same 
ground as that indicated in the questions.] 

54;629. What is your opinion on the 
suggestion that the age for appearing in the 
open competitive examination for the Indian 
Civil Service should be lowered, so as to 
secure boys at the school-leaving age? 

54,630. Supposing the suggestion to reduce 
the age-limits is aceepted, what limits would 
you prefer? 
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54,631. \Vhat should be the character of 
an open competitive examination designed 
for boys of school-leaving age? In particular, 
(a) Should the examination approximate to 
the scholarship examinations of Oxford and 
Cambridge ? (b) Should the examination. 
contain a number of subjects all optional, the 
only limitation to the candidate's fTeedom of 
choice being contained in the provision that 
the maximum number of marks which can be 
obtained from the subjects chosen shall not 
exceed a specified amount? (c) Should the 
examination consist of some compulsory and 
some optional subjects? (d) Should the ex
amination be one in which the options are 
classified in groups according to their affinities, 
and the candidate's liberty of choice is con
fined to selecting a certain group? 

54,632. ·what regulations would you 
suggest so as to ensure that the candidates 
had followed a school course, and had not 
been prepared by a crammer ? 

54,633. To what extent could a rigorou~ 
test of character and a scrutiny of the school 
record be combined with a competitive exami
nation? 

54,634. Are you of opinion that the 
accuracy of the result of an examination, as a 
test of intellectual promise, is affected by the 
number of candidates who appear for it ? I£ 
so, do you anticipate that an examination, at 
the age suggested, will be exposed to a danger 
of this kind, and how would you obviate this, 
should the case arise ? 

54,629--34. The question of the suitable age 
for entrance upon active work as a Civil Servant 
in India, and of the necessary preliminary 
preparation o£ a strictly professional or 
technical kind which is to be given in this 
country, is naturally one which can be 
determined only on actual experience of the 
Service and the working of the present regula
tions. It is consequently a matter on which 
I cannot venture to offer any opinion. 

I understand, however, that among those 
who have knowledge of the Service there is a 
considerable body of opinion that the Indian 
Civil. Servant comes to his work too late, that 
he comes to it staled by a prolonged course of 
previous study of subjects which have no im
mediate bearing upon his future work, and 
with a certain loss of elal:iticity and freshness 
of mind on taking up duties which make a 
complete break with his preYious course of 
life and general range of interest.s. 

(a) Though I cannot express any opinion 
on the particular question, there are certain 
general considerations which make such a. 
conclusion prima .facie probable. The ques
tion is at bottom a physiological or psycho
loaical one. By the age of :23 or ~4 a man 
te~ds to become set, and his range of intel
lectual interests tends to become permanent. 
A man who has pursued his general studies 
up to that age, if he is any good, has. prohabl~ 
h~~come a specialist (and under tlus term I 
include specialists in subjects of general edu
cation, such as Classics and Mathematics). 

0 2002!! 

Not only will the further study of his special 
subjects bring no corresponding enhancement 
of his efficiency for general administrative 
work, but because of narrowing of interest • 
make him less adaptable when he takes to 
other occupations. He may become a special 
University teacher or researcher, or a distin
guished ·student of his subject, but his further 
study of the subject is, to put it a.t the lowest: 
not 'likely to enhance his efliciency as an ad
ministrator. The case is still more serious 
when he is pursuing these advanced studies, not 
from love of the subject or from disinterested 
motives, but mainly· in order that he may 
score marks in examination, and have done 
with the subject. Staleness in such a case 
is inevitable, and I may illustrate the point 
by a remark of an Oxford tutor of my time 
who asked how it was (speaking from his 
personal experience, which might be, of 
course, limited) that students who came up to 
Oxford to take up again subjects which they 
had already taken up in their University 
Course in a Scotch University, came up, as he 
said, "with their springs broken.'·' · 

(b) There is another argument on general 
grounds in favour of lowering the age. It is 
a social or economic one. I think it would 
be generally admitted that entrance to Civil 
Service posts of whatever grade should be 
made acqessible to every class of the com
munity provided they show the necessary 
.ability along with the necessary qualities of 
character and initiative. You handicap the 
poorer classes of the community, and tend to 
preserve these appointments for the more 
well-to-do classes, i£ you prolong their course 
of general education· beyond the point which 
is necessary to test their relative capacity, 
while at the same time giving them a good 
all-round preparation for their future work. 
In Scotland, it is true, there is a considerable 
provision o£ money for assisting students of 
insufficient means in their career at the Uni
versities, but even there there can be little 
doubt, I think, that the field o£ selection of 
able candidates is unnecessarily narrowed by 
the late age at which the ~election iF! made. 

(c) On consideration of the whole matter, 
I am, not disposed to put the blame for the 
want of elasticity and adaptability that is 
complained of entirely upon the late age of 
select.ion. I think the method of ~:~election 
has even more to do with it. The prolonged 
and severe course of subjects which are taken 
up primarily for examination purposes, and in 
which the student may or may not have a real 
living interest, leaves the student pumpe~ out. 
The method of selection leaves out of account, 
very largely if not wholly, certain considera~ 
tions of character and practical qualities '"hich 
are scarcely, if ·at all, less important than 
intellectual ability. But even as regards intel~ 
lectual ability, a competitive examination, 
however carefully arranged-and I think the 
present examination is a very good one of. its 
kind-is a very rough-and-ready measure of 
comparative merit. ., • 

. H 3 
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. It has been: suggested that the selection 
should be made at an .age corresponding to 
the usual age of leaving the typical Secondary 

· School. 'rhis is a suggestion which for 
various reasons I was inclined to look at 
favourably, . and though I am not even ·now 
prepared to rule it out as a possible alternative 
"'-it may even be· the bes_t practically ·possible 
-,-I must say that on consideration I see con ... 
siderable difficulties and disadvantages .. 

(a) The :first is again the psychological 
one. The'mind (I am speaking of boys) as 
18 to 19 is immature .. ·Taking the age at 
£rom 18 to 19, itis not a ·safe age at which to 
test the comparative intellectual· abilities o£ 
candidates. The average boy has by no means 
completed his intellectual development, and it 
is quite certain that many of those who prove 
the better m€m in later life are relatively back
ward at this age, a:q.d would show up badly in 
a written examination if that were to be taken as 
the sole or the·main test of-individual capacity. 
~ . (b) But there is another argum~nt of :even 
greater importance. ·School discipline and 
instruction js one thing; University study is 
quite a diff~rent thing, and tends· to develop 
quite different qualities. The' ·condition~· 6£ 
life are mucli freer.· The student lias' a· per::.· 
~o:b.al l;esponsibilityand initiative' which are 
not possible in school, arid· which tend to 
develop qualities which the school· from ·its 
very nature tends to repress rather than en:. 
courage: I think there is no · dolibt that . a: 
general· education is incomplete;· and uns~tis
~actory unless it has its culmination in a period 
longer or shorter of University stuc1y. · 

(e) Thirdly, there a:r;e certain subjects 
~hich are scarcely -suitable .for schoo.l study, 
~:J.nd which, aF .all .events: in point· of fact, are 
not an integral part of. the course of study 
in practically an,y existing schoot I refe.r 
specially to the. group o£. philosophical studies 
which have been long a distip.guishing feature 
of the Scottish Univerf;!ities, which used to be 
a necessary part of every degree course, and 
which undoubted1y in the hands of a capable 
teacher had a great effect in lJroadening men's 
minds and.stimulating intellectual interest in 
the case of the general student to an extent, 
in my opinion, appertaining to no other sub~ 
jept of .. the curriculum. I think, therefore, 
that a certain period of University study; say 
two years, ought to be· considere~l an integral 
part of that absolutely general and non-pro~ 
~essional education ·by . which the relative 
intellectual abilities of students ~re to be 

. tested, and that any selection of candidates 
made before this stage on grounds of general 
ability will. fall far short of being satisfactory 
if we .take the examination test as decisive. 

I ought to say that what I have ·said under 
this head is expounded with great clearness 
and ability by Professor Burnet, of St. Andrew's, 
in a. pamphlet on "The. Task of the Secondary 
School," and I am not a little indebted to this 
pamphlet for a clearing up of my ideas on 
this subject. 

.' Assu~in~ that the com~arative. examina
tion test m Its present form Is to be retained. 
and that the selection of candidates ,is to b~ 
made on the ground o£ 'attainment in subjects 
of .. general e~ucation- ~xcluding subjects 
whmh have a dtrect professwnal significance_:_ 
at an· age when that general education may 
be . as~umed to. be reasonably complete-the 
questiOn remams, In ·what manner is the 
selection .to be. made ? Two steps seem to me 
to be indispensable- ' . 

(1 ). We must guard the school· against 
premature specialisation, and particularly 
against the :study of professional' subjects and 
even against the premature study of 'such 
subjects, .e.g.; philosophical st~.bjects; as should 
properly form part of the University course. 
In Scotland this end will be easily secured by 
l'naking the obtaining of the 'leaving certi
ficate by a certain age a necessary preliminary 
to consideration for· selection at a later ·stage 
after the completion of· a certain . course of 
University education . 
. · . There is not at present any general leaving 
certificate in England, but I understand that 
the institution of such a certificate is under 
cohsideration, and till such a certificate is in
stituted, a qualifiying examination -in certain 
pres<;jri bed.· subjects; which should .. correspond 
as closely as possible with the normal course 
of the . various . types o£ · ;Secondary Schools, 
might serve the purpose. ' ' 

(2) The precise supjects on which the com
petition will take place will have to be carefully 
studied, and probably for' this purpose the 
~ppointment o£ a small committee on which 
both schools and Universities are represented 
would be desirable. ·All the . school ·subjects 
admissible for the leaving certificate would 
have to be included, and certain University 
subj'ects-:hon-professional-might possibly be 
ni:aa.e· compulsory, but the range of selection 
of subjects \Vill in any case be very much 
narrower than that of the present competition. 
The question of the equivalence of subjects 
as :regards marks would also have to be care-
fully considered. . . 

The primary object 6£ requiring the leaving 
c~rtificate at a certain age as a preliminary to 
admissibility £or selection is to guard against 
the possibility of the Secondary .Schools being 
qepleted by premature entrance to the Univer-

, sity, or by resort to crammers. .On this point 
I ought to add that it is an essel}~ial part of my 
proposal that an attendance at University 
classes in certain of the subjects selected for 
examination £or a certain length o£ time woulcl 
be essential. 

One obvious difficulty of the foregoing plan 
would be the leaving of sufficient time for 
special Indian studies, for which, I under
stand, the present probationary year is con
sidered to be insufficient. If two years were 
required for this purpose, then the selection 
of subjects of general education would have 
to be made by the age of 21 (re~lwning 
£rom August 1st) at latest; and, m that 
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case, the latest age of taking the leaving 
certificate would have to he 19. . This is 
the. lowest age at which, having regard to 
the present position in Scottish schools, it 
would be reasonable to make the leaving 
certificate an absolute requirement. Having 
regard to the conditions of the award of the 
leaving certificate, there is no great need, I 
think, to :fix a lower as well as a maximum 
liluit of age, and I think it is not improbable 
that in process of time it might be pos::;ible. to 
lower the age at which the leaving certifica~e 
would be required to 18. But if the practical 
difficulties in the way of following out such a 
course as I have suggested were found to be 
too ·great,.and i£ no other suitable alternative 
for the competitive written test can .be found, 
then, notwithstanding the objections which I 
have already urged, the next best expedient
in the meantime, at all events-might be to 
fall back upon selection at the school-leaving 
age, accompanied by a definite University 
course for those selected, extending over three 
or four years, which should be in part pre
scribed with reference to the candidate's future 
work, i.e., study o£ Law, Indian' vernaculars, 
&c .. , but which would still leave the student a 
considerable freedom of choice as regards other 
subjects of University study, which would 
enable him to qualify for the ordinary degree. 
"'While leaving considerable freedom of choice 
to the student as regards these additional 
subjects, it might be reasonable to require 
that the student should submit his proposed 
subjects of study to some authority for 
approval, and I take it. that means would 
be taken to secure that his study of the various 
subjects, both professional and non-professional; 
was genuine and fruitful. For this :purpose 
again, a small committee, representative both 
of the India Office and of the Universities~ 
would be useful. 

I have discussed the. matter, hitherto on 
the supposition that the general competitive 
test is to be retained. I need not recapitulate 
the· objections, to that test as a sole or main 
ground of, selection or as to its comparative 
unreliability for its professed purpose, ~namely 
the determination of comparative intellectual 
ability. In our experience of the leaving f 

certificate examination-though this examina
tion is a non-competitive one-we have become 
very much alive to these defects, and in so far 
as the mea::;Ul'e of intellectual ability goes, we 
have had free recourse to the school record of 
the candidate, and to .the masters' classification 
of the students as i·egards ability in particular 
subjects, in determining pass or failure. \Ve 
have derived great aiel from this source, and I 
think there is little doubt that, with this aid, 
our classification of the students is much more 
accurate than if we had depended upon the 
written papers alone. There are some subjects 
of ordinary school work which really cannot 
be adequately tested by means of written 
papers, and certainly not by five or 10 minutes' 
oral examination. If you leave these subjects 

out o£ account altogether you undoubtedly 
tend to disturb the balance or the school 
curriculum. Inevitably, in the ordinary school, 
attention will be concentrated upon the sub
jects which count in the examination and 
others which. do not. so count will tend to be 
neglected. I am speaking of ordinary school 
subjects, but there are other matters which 
every true teacher regards as of supreme im
portance which cannot. be represented by 
examination marks, but which are a. necessary 
element in forming· a judgment as to the 
character or capacity of the pupil, ,and his 
usefulness for the work o£ life. These a good 
teacher knows perfectly .well,. and if ·you. ask 
him· which o£ his boys leaving school a;re 
likely to do best in a particular occupation he 
will, as a rule, have no 'hesitation as to his 
decision. I do not know how far it would ever 
be possible to take account of the teacher's 
judgment as to the more elusive elements o£ 
character in selecting candidates for a public 
post, but .from our experience it is quite certain 
that we can safely do as regards relative 
proficiency in the ordinary school. subjects, 
and if a selection o£ candidates is to be made 
at school-leaving age, I certainly think the 
teacher's opinion as to the proficiency o£ the 
pupil in the various subjects should be taken 
into account as it i!3 now in the leaving certifi
cate, probably even to a greater extent than 
we at present see our way to do. . I£ that were 
done; it is worth while considering whether 
there is any necessity for setting a separate 
competitive test from that of the leaving cer:
ti:ficate. It is true that that examination is a 
non-competitive one, but its. results would 
guarantee that a candidate who. had obtained 
the certifi,cate was at least worth considering. 
In· view of the. claims of other professions and 
other openings in life, . I doubt whether the 
number of candidates who would declare for ' 
the Indian Civil would be excessive.· The total 
number of successful candidates last year wa;;; 
1711, and I ·doubt if. more than a small pro
portion of those-say 100-150-were likely 
to think o£ the Indian Civil Service. If the 
number were not too large, then I think a much 
more .satisfactory selection could be made than 
could be done by a separate competitive 
examination by appointing ·a committee who 
would summon the candidates before them. at 
suitable centres, study their school record an1 
their work at the leaving certificate beforehand, 
obtain a full confidential report from the teacher 
as to the candidate, and. after a thorough-going 
oral examination make the selection. . 

If. the plan in sections numbered (1) and {i~) 
of the foregoing precis, for which, on the whole, 
I have expressed a pref~rence, were followed, 
then I certainly think that an important con'
sideration in the selection of candidates .would 
be a consideration of the report of. professors 
(whose classes those students will have neces
sarily attended) as· to the relative capacity of 
the competitors attending their class~ There 
W"luld be several reports on eacll student from 

• H 4 
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d.iffererit professors which would tend to correct 
the bias or idiosyncrasy of any individual 
professor. 
· I make another suggestion which may 
not be practical politics for the moment 
but which I think deserving of more con
sideration than I l1ave been able to· give 
it. The . educational system of Scotland, 
including the University system,· runs on quite 
different lines from that of England, and any 
general competitive examination of the im
portance of that for the Indian Civil Service 
tends to exercise . a restricting effect upon 
educational development in one or other, or it 
may be in both countries. There are, I under
stand, taking one year with another, about pO 
appointments made each year, for which there 
are ahout 200 candidates. Might it not be 
possible to assign a fair proportiop. of those 
vacancies to Scotland? Further, to assign to 
each University in Scotland a number of ap
pointments corresponding to the number of 
Indian Civil Service· candidates who (having 

obtained the leaving certificate) elect that 
centre for their _furt~er cours~ of study, and 
leave the selectiOn m each University to be 
made on the report of the professors who have 
taken part in the instruction of those students 
accordifi:g to a syllab~s of classes prescribed 
or permitted _for cand1date8. It is quite true 
that a candidate who was rejected in one 
University (as being beyond the number 
allotted t.o _it) ~1ight have be~n accepted in 
another Umvers1ty, but the ultimate selection 
would be at least as fair between candidates 
and much more satisfactory on general grounds 
than the present selection by general com
petitive examination. It is possible that there 

·may be an objection in Scotland to A.n arrange
ment of this sort on the ground that Scotland 
was likely to do better in a free competition as 
between the two countries, but, ardent Scots
man as I am, I am not· prepared to maintain 
that intellectual ability is a perquisite of 
Scotsmen in a greater degree than of English
men. 

Sir JOHN STJWTIIERS, K.C.B., LL.D., called and examined. 

5·!,635. (Ohai1·man.) You are the Secretary which I call a physiological, or rather a psycho
of the Scotch Education Department ?·-:-Yes. logical one, is that at that age boys are imma
May I just say a ~ord in ex;planati?n of the ture. Some boys are very slow in development, 
written answer which I sent m ? First of all and many boys, who would be put aside at an 
I do not pretend to have thought out this examination at 18 or 19, may develop very 
subject very thoroughly, and I should not have useful qualities, and may be mnch better men 
volunteered evidence; but I am very willing later ou. But the point which impresses itself 
to give all the assistance I can. I have no most on me about this is that some experience 
cut-and-dried scheme to put before you as a of University life and University methods of 
solution of your difficulties. Secondly, since study is of overwhelming 'importance .from the 
drafting my answers my opinion on a few point of view of general education. It is a 
points.has been somewhat modified. thing which no school qua school can give, 

54,636. You will deal with that, perhaps, and I think it is really indispensable to the 
as we go through your evidence. Is what you complete general education of every man who 
have written your own personal opinion, or is going to enter the public services. 
may it be regarded ·as representing the opinion 54,640. Regarded from the point of view 
of your Department ?-It is absolutely my own of the efficiency of the Service, provided there 
'-personal opinion, but so far as I know it is is a University course, it does not much matter 
iit ent1.re consistency with the policy of my whether it comes before or after the exarnina
Department. . tion ?-That is so. 'Vhat really affects my 

54,637. 1 see you express the opinion that opinion that selection should be made after a 
lowering the age may tend to make the Service University course is my belief that it is nut 
accessible to a larger number o£ candidates ?-· I easy to make a good choice from amongst boys 
That is so. I am speak~ng especially of Scotland. of 18 or 19. 

54,638. Is that on account o£ the slender 54,641. But you lay it down as an essential 
means o£ the candidates?-Yes. If you oblige condition that, if the age is reduced to the 
a man to stay at the University till he is 23 school-lea~.<"i.ng age, there should be a protracted 
or 2·:1: before he becomes eligible or has ~ period at the University ?--Certainly. There 
good ~hance for an Indian Civil Service or a is another consicleratiou against absolute 
Home Civil Service appointment, he is very selection at the sehool··leaving age, which 
often driven to seek some other occupation has occurred to me since I dictated my 
which brings him in a living sooner. answer. It is that there is at present, under 

54 639. You see difficulties, however, in Civil Service regulations, an intermediate 
having a lower age?-It is .not .so much in exami~atio~, of which . the age is 18 to 19 ~-, 
having a lower age, as lowermg It to an ~ge and of whwh the subJect;:; are very l~rgely 
which corresponds to the usual school-leavmg those of the Secondary School i and 1f you 
time in Scotland. _The difficulties I have make the age 18 to 19~ or thereabouts, then 
pointed out refer to any pro.posal ~o select yo?- d;aw upo? yreciselY: the clas~ w~o are 
candidates at about 18 or 19, Immediately on gomg m for th1s mtermedtate exammatwn for 
their leaving l:lchool or towards the completion appointment to the Home Civil Service, and 
of their school curriculum. The first difficulty, which is regarded rather as equivalent with 
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the Second Division clerk than with the First 
Division clerk ; that is to say, you have no 
longer the broad line o£ distinction in general 
education between your First Class in the Civil 
Service and your Second Class. I think that 
is a practical point which must not be over
looked. 

54,642. You mean the examination for the 
Second Class is practically the same as the 
Certificate examination ?-It is on the level of 
a school-leaving certificate, and the age corre
sponds to the school-leaving age. 

54,643. May the school-leaving certificate 
examination be regarded as the highest 
standard that can be expected of a boy at 
that age ?-The school-leaving examination is 
a non-competitive examination. It is an QXa
mination to test reasonable efficiency on the 
whole school course, and ought· to be, on the 
whole, on the level of the average pupil. 
There are many boys in the school who, of 
course, can show a much higher level o£ attain
ment, in particular subjects at all events, than 

· we demand in our examination. 
54,644. Would you· say that an examina

tion for the Indian Civil Service at the school
leaving age could be framed on a higher 
standard than that in force for the sehool
leaving certificate examination without going 
outside the curriculum of what the boy has 
been taught ?-I very much doubt it. I think 
in that case the examination would have a 
bad. influence on the school. It would tend 
to boys being crammed in the department in 
which they showed special promise, to the 
neglect of their general all-round education. 

54,645. We have been told that there are 
boys who leave the Secondary Schools in Scot
land and go the University at about the age 
of 17 ?-That is comparatively rare. The 
average is certainly over 18. 

54,646. But they range from 17 up to 18!-? 
-The great bulk are from 17 to 19. There 
are stragglers coming in at ages after that. 

54,647. I suppose those boys who elect to 
go to the University at that age, 17 to 19, go 
through a course similar to the final.stages of 
education in the ordinary public school ?-To 
a certain extent they continue their study of 
their school subjects, but only to a moderate 
extent. They begin to take up subjects which 
have never been touched on in school-such 
as Yarious branches of philosophy, mental and 
moral pl::.ilosophy, and history. History has 
been taken in the school undoubtedly ; it is a 
necessary part of the school curriculum, but it 
is studied in a different wav and with a 
different outlook in the Uni'ven;ity. .Also 
subjeets like politica.l economy and. vari~ms 
others of what you mtght call the socwlogiCal 
group, are taken up _quite fre.sh. at the Uni
versity without any d1rect prehmmary prepa
ration in the Secondary School. 

54,648. Which type of boy would you say 
hml got the best educational equipment at the 
arrp of 1 !H- in Scotland to-day-the boy who 
h~1l remained at a Public Hehool until he was 

19, or the boy who had left school ·at 17, and 
gone to a University ?-I should have very 
little hesitation in saying that the boy who 
had left school early-not too early-to go to 
the University was the better equipped. He 
will have got an experience of two q·uite 
different methods of study. He is no longer 
a pupil f()llowing his master, taking in his 
instructions in the form in which his master 
chooses to give it him, but he is an inde
pendent inquirer, so to speak, up to a point. 

54,649. You also suggest that in the event 
of the examination being at the school-leaving 
age, a small Committee might be appointed 
on which both schools and Universities could 
be represented, with a :view to working out its 
most suitable form ?-That was meant to meet 
the case o£ an examination for the Indian Civil 
Service at an age like 21. If you have your 
examination at the school-leaving age, so far 
as Scotland is concerned, I think you must do 
one of two things ; either you must conform 
to the present standard of the leaving certi..: 
ficate examination, or ,YOU must convince 
public opinion, and particulary school opinion, 
in Scotland, that a modification o£ th:e present 
leaving certificate standard is necessary. 

54,650. Your Committee would still, I sup
pose, be capable of framing a suitable examina
tion for the Indian Civil Service for the school
leaving age ?-Yes; except that it would be 
difficult to reconcile the existing standard of 
the 'leaving certificate examination with the' 
standard which you would wish to set up for 
the examination for the Indian Civil Service. 
The one examination will be competitive, and 
the other non-competitive, but both would 
cover the same field of work, and neither 
ought to allow the omission of s'libjects, which 
are now considered necessary in the school 
curriculum, nor on the other hand should they 
impose subjects which opinion in Scotland has 
not thought a necessary part of the school 
curriculum. 

54,651. Assuming that the age fixed for 
the Indian Civil Service Examination was 19, · 
would candidates be dra,vn both from the 
schools and the Universities ?-No, I think 

1 not. At 19 there would be very few candi
dates from the Universities. If vou want men 
from the Universities the lowe'st age would 
be 21. 

54,652. vVould not a Scotch boy have an 
advantage over an English boy by having had 
a year's training at a University prior to his 
entering for the Indian Civil Service Examina
tion ?-I should think on the·whole be would,. 
but if you are going to have a competition at 
the school-leaving age, unless there is an actual 
difference in this respect as between England 
and Scotland, I do not see why either should 
attend a University. 

54,653. ·But, if the examination is held at 
19, would not the Scotch candidate ordinarily 
be leaving his school a year before so as to 
have a year'R training at the Universitv ?
Yes, that is so. But pould pot the English 
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candidate do the same? If it paid.him better 
to1 go up to the University at 18, there is 
nothing tO pi·event him·. · · . 

'.· 54,654. That raises the question, does it 
not, of the relative efficiency of the schools in 
the two countries ?-.-If you had an examination 
for both countries, whicll>insured. that the boy 
was being examined just as he left school, and 
that he could.not appear, .if he had been to a 
University, that would. be a fair arrangement 
as between the· two countries, in spite ·of the 
fact that'there is a pro!ound'difference-between 
the ·organisation of the schools in Scotland 
and in England. .But such a solution would 
necessitate the appointment of a Collllilittea to 
consider mirefully what should be the subjects 
for th¢ •examination, and how 'they suited the 
curriculum of the respective countries. 

····54,655. Yo11-suggest hi the latter part of 
you!· ansWel'a· . that -certain vacancies might 
possibly· be assigned definitely to Scotland ? 
-..:...I put in that point for e.onsideratio:i:.l, not 
that I .am pressing it in any way. I cannot 
say that I regard it myself as a very practicable 
proposition, •but the '·point is this, ·that: the 
whole'• of '::the 'educational arrangements in 
Scotland; ~·both of the· Secondary· Schools ·.'and 
of, the Universities, proceed on very different 
lines to what they do in England, ap,d it is 
sca1·c~ly ·possible to devise an' examination 
wlllqh •,will do justice. to the 'schools . and 
Universities of both countries, whereas ;if -we 
had a certain number of places assigned to 
Scotland·, to be competed for-· by men who had 
gone through a precisely, or at least an approx
imately similar training, the maotter~ would be 
a very' simple one. 
'; • .54,656. In. spite 9f. the differences you 

mention, · de,· not numerous Scotch students 
dbtain scholarships at Oxford and Cambridge? 
....,..;.I have no accurate· information as to that: 
A certain number of Scotchmen come up from 
the Scotch Universities at one stage or another; 
but I do not know that the proportion is. very · 
large, .and I rather . tllink it is :riot growing, 
but rather diminishing, if anything. · 

· r 54;657. To what. do you attribute that ?
It is difficult to say. I should say probably 
to a! rising standard in the· Scotch Universities. 

~ 54,658. They can get ·.all they want in 
Scotland without coming to England ?-Yes, 
and secondly, that a great inducement in old 
times, in my own time for example; to come 
to Oxford or Cambridge, after having had a 
certain course at a Scotch University, was 
that that was by · far the easiest way of 
obtaining ce1·tain appointments. That was a 
very practical reason. . . 
· · 54,659. But as a matter of -fact a great 

many Scotch· students have· won scholarships 
at Oxford and Cambridge, have they not~-
Undoubtedly. · 

54,660: And they have done that in spite 
of the differences in the systems of education 
between Scotland and England ?-That is so. 

54,661. So that, assuming au examination 
vtere. -framed ·somewhat on the lines of the 

1 • 
Oxford. and Cambridge Scholarships, Scotch 
students would ~ave a fair chance of passi:i:tg? 

wol;1ld put -It ~he other way, if I might. 
Supposmg theinchan Civil Service Examina
tion were- .framed on the lines .of the leaving 
certificate examination of Scotland would 
the candidate from the English Publi~ School 
for a University Scholarship have a'. fair 
chance? .. · .· · 

54,6u2. I am only putting the question to 
yon UJ?Oll the basis of your own experience? 
-I thmk the Scotch ·student would be handi-
capped, but not insuperably.. . . . . 

. 54,663.; Have you anything further to say 
With. regard to your suggestions for a pro
bationary period extending over· tln·ee or four 
years, and for a certain freedom 'of 'choice as 
regards subjects at the UniYersity ?-Perhaps 
1 can make my position ·a little clearer. 
There are three altematives. First, boys 
may be selected at the ·school-leaving age. 
This we have already discussed. Secondlv 
-what I favour-young men •may be· takeh 
after a school education, vouched for by the 
possession of a leaving · certificate, · and 
followed by a ciuefully-considerecl course of 
University study. Thirdly, students who have 
satisfactorily completed a. Secondary School 
course in Scotland, and who have obtained 
leaving certificates, may be ·admitted to ·a 
University course specially designed· for the 
Indian Civil Service, and selection made from 
amongst them at the end of that course. · 

54,664. Do you think. the Scotch Univer
sities would be able to give adequate training 
in. :Oriental classical languages and in the 
Oriental vernaculars ? - Yes, I think they 
would be able to do that. . I think most of 
them now give instruction in Sanskrit and 
Hebrew and Arabic-Hebrew, of course, ·not 
being a subject of special- importance from 
your point of view. All that would be re
quired would be teachers of certain vernacu
lars. ·whether they would all think it worth 
while to go in for; this I do not know. 

54,665. Do successful candidates at the 
Indian Civil Service Examination actually 
pass their year's probation at the Scotch 
Universities ?-I have not made any personal 
study of the Indian Civil Service and its 
arrangements, and I have very little per;sonal 
knowledge of where the probationers go. 

54,666. Do you think that anything in the 
nature of a character test can be introduced 
into 'a competitive examination on practical 
lines ?-I think so. There\ are two rather 
diffei·ent things which I think one has· to 
consider. · There is, first or all, character in 
the sense in which you are probably using 
the word. This it would be hard to include. 
But there is another thing which presents less 
difficulties, namely, the teacher's opinion as 
to the proficiency of the student in a par
ticular subject. This could he· used to modify 
the results of the written examination. We 

. constantly do this in the leaving-certificate 
examination. 
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54,667. That.is an opinion with regard to 
educational proficiency, not as to character? 
.....-That is so. ·what happens is that, notwith
standing the fact that AB does less well in 
Latin in the written examination than CD, if 
our inspector is satisfied, on the evidence put 
before him, and of supplementary tests, that 
as a matter of fact AB is the more proficient 
in Latin of the two, he makes allowance 
accordingly, quite apart £rom character. 

54,668. Have you pu,t that system into 
practice ? -Yes, a great deal. As .a matter of 
fact; I do not think there is any doubt in ·the 
minds of any of us, who have had practical 
experience of the wm:king 0£. examinations, 
that what we should aim· at is not so ri:iuch to 
test the teacher's judgment by the written 
examination as to test the written examination 
by theteacher's judgment. Thus, if there is 
any difference of opinion as to whether a boy 
should pass or notin Latin, we have two tests. 
There is first, the actual results of the written 
examination, and secondly, the school record 
of the boy. If the school record. corresponds 
generally with the results of the· written 
examination, well and good, but where there 
is a divergence we prefer the school record 
as a guide. 

54,669. To what examinations do you apply 
this scheme ?-To all individual· subjects in 
the leaving-school examination where there 
is any question of doubt. I ought to say that 
in the majority of cases there is no divergence. 
Very often the actual order of merit is the 
same by both tests. But suppose we found in 
a particular examination, say French, that the 
order of merit of the candidates, as l)rought 
out by the written examination, differed 
widely from that given by the school records 
of a number of schools, then the conclusion 
would be that the examination had not been 
satisfactory. 

54,670. Yoti. are able to apply that testto 
a qualifying examination such' as the school
leaving certificate, but do you think you can 
use it equally for a competitive examination ? 
-I think so. We could make .out by this 
system a comparative order of merit in any 
subject of school work, which would give more 
accurate results than any single examination 
paper. 
. 54,671. Do you think you could do it 
effectively without causing a· feeling of dis
satisfaction ! It would mean, I suppo'se, that 
a hoy who passed well on paper might be 
superseded by a hoy who hafl not? Un
doubtedly, and there would he tlifficulty in 
England, I think. But in Scotland the people 
interested-the schools and the scholars-have 
become so accm;tomed to it that it is very 
seldom that any question is raised. Now and 
again we have a protest. \Ve have pushed the 
procedure to this extent, that sometimes a boy 
who has pa.'>sed in the written examination in 
a particular suhjeet, hut who has a bad school 
reeonl, is actually rl:'jecteci. · 

. 54,~72.·. You suggest, I think, .a qualifying 
as distmgutshed :from a competitive ·exan:iina-> 
tioli for the Indian Civil Service?-Yes: H 
selection could be made at. a later: age' than 19 
say· at 21, I should like· to. E!ee1 candidate~ 
complete their Secondary School course,. and 
then pass through the University before being 
finally selected, and at the selection. I 'shoulrl., 
like to take . count of the, opinions ·of . the 
individual professors, who had had experience 
of the actual work ·of the various students. , · .... ; 

· 54,673. You think such a schE)me would, on 
the whole, produce a better lot of.. candidates 
than a competitive examination ?-'-I .think so; 
b~t it would only be relatively better. ,I do 
thmk the whole syste.m o£ selection by ,iJom,.. 
petition on a single paper ~is·very haphazard'. 
In actual experience the~ relative order o£ merit 
in an examination has very little reference to 
the capability o£ a man for doing·his .work 

. afterwards, . Supposing you have, a sufficiently 
high qualifying test, I· do not kliow that com.,. 
petition gives you a much better selection than 
what you would get· by taking men· almost· at 
tandom. In. point of fact, taking the second 
division men in my office, I shoul:d say that o;Q. 
the whole the better workis done by. men· who 
were relatively low down when: they come j in. 
The high standard you can get should be. :fixed, 
but having got that standard, I do riot think it 
is easy by a mere examination test to put men 
in anything like their actual order o£ merit. 
· ·54,674. You would like, in, fact, to lay 

down a high qualifying standard; and from the 
men qualified to allow those who had been in 
contact with the students to select?-Yes. To 
put it quite bluntly, I think,·, if you· had a 
high qualifying test, and admitted more men 
to a particular - service than you actually 
required, and then tested them further. in the 
actual· discharge of their duties, and so 
eliminatecL the weaker after a time, that , that 
would· be by far. the most satisfactory way of 
settling the ·question. But 1 do not put :that 
forward as a practical proposal; because. I am 
afraid that public opinion at .the present day 
would not accept it. Short of that, however; 
I do thh1k that, having fixed a ·high qrialify:
ing test; the order of merit of these men 
should not he determined wholly by their place 
in the written examination, but that it should 
also be tested by taking into account the 
opinion of the teachers on their work. I am 
not speaking of character at · tne present 
moment, though I think something could be 
done in that direction also by the appointment 
of.a small Committee of properly qualified men 
·who would take the ''-"l>itten. examination 
results and collate theni with other sources. o£ 
evidence as to the candidate's merit, and from 
that arrive at a decision. It would not be a 
perfect decision, but I think it would be a great 
improvement on a mere selection by an 
examination on a set of papers. 

54,675. Although the competitive system 
undoubtedly presents difficulties; I take it the 
scheme you put forw!l;,rd als~ has some draw-
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backs ?-I think it has. It presents very 
considerable difficulty as to acceptance by the 
public. 

54,676. It might lead to certain misunder~ 
Atandings, might it not?-Yes, they would 
have to be faced. 

54,677. Do you think you wou~d . get 
appreciably better results.?-! do thmk so. 
},rankly I do thi;nk ~hat trusti~g to p~rely 
competitive exammatwns on written subJe~ts 
is almost a sort of subterfuge. No one w11l 
fa~e the responsibility of selection. T.hey 
want to put it on to an anonymous exammer 
or a chance selection of subjects. · 
, . 54,678. You said you distinguished this 
particular education~! test from the charac~er 
test. Is there anything you want to say with· 
regard· to introducing a .character test ?-I 
should like such a Committee as I have 
suggested, who a;e ~oing over t~e results of 
the written exammatwn, and taking account 
of other evidence as to the candidates' com
petitive ability qr merit, also to take account 
of evidence as to character. 

54,679. Do you mean that marks should be 
given for character, or whatever corresponds 
to marks ?-It is a very difficult thing to reduce 
to marks, I think. But supposing I were in a 
responsible position, such as my present one, 
and had the selection of candidates, I should 
like to have them examined, and I should like 
to have positive evidence on paper of what 
they knew about certain things. I would also 
like to have as I have at present, testimonials 
a:o.d accounts of work from their teachers, a~d 
also from men with whom they have come m 
.contact. As a matter of fact, I take all that 
into account when appointing a man to such 
a position, for example, as Inspector of 
Schools. . 

54,680. (Lord Ronaldshay.) Can you give· 
me a rough idea as to how. ~any men ":'ho 
are educated in Scotland, get mto the Indian 
Civil Service at the present time, on . the 
average ?-I am afraid I ~ave not gm;e mto 
that, and I cannot say defimtely. It m1ght be 
rather difficult to find out, because some men 
pass into a Scotch U~versity an~ then go o;t 
to Oxford or Cambndge. In this l~st. ye~r s 
list I think there are only two d1stmctive 
Scdtch candidates whom I can trace. There 
is one from Edinburgh Univers~ty, from the 
school at Oban in the W estem H1ghlands, and 
the other is from Aberdeen University from a 
school· in 1\.berdeenshire. 

54 681. I take it from your written answer, 
that y~u hold the view that ~f ~he age o£ the 
examination wer~:reduced It IS probable We 
might get more Scotch candidates than there 
are now ?-I certainly think so. . 

54,682. More successful Sc?tch ~andi
dates ?-More good Scotch ca.ndidates-men 
of general ability with capaCity for further 
work, although at that particular moment of 
selection they might ~ot have reache?- a very 
high stage of profiCiency. They might not 
be First Class Honours men. 

54,683. You think ort the whole it is 
probable that it would be na disadvantage-
in fact it would be rather an advantage to 
Scotland-to have the age limit lowered ?-I 
am inclined to think so, but on that point, I 
think you had better consult University 
professors who will come before ~'on. Thf'y 
can speak from direct experience. 

54,684. With regard to what you were 
saying to the Chairman towards the end of 
his examination of you, I am not quite clear 
whether your suggestion is that the taking 
into consideration of the past proficiency of a 
candidate in particular subjects should apply 
in the case of all candidates who came up for 
the Indian Civil Service, or only to Scotland? 
-It would apply all round, I think. It must 
apply all round. In England there is no 
leaving certificate at the present moment. 
But l understand the matte1· is under consi
deration, and one may be established. Until 
it is established, in order to secure justice 
between the students of the two countries, one 
would need to have a qualifying examination 
which would be more or less equivalent to 
the leaving certificate examination in Scot
land. 

54,685. vVould it not be very difficult, in 
the case of Indians for instance, to take into 
account their past records in different subjects. 
Would not the judgment of the teacher in 
that case be liable to vary very widely indeed ? 
I mean to say, would not the respective 
judgments of an Indian teacher in India, a 
Scotch teacher in Scotland, and an English 
teacher ii1 England be likely to vary very 
widely ?-I am only speaking of Scotland and 
England. In the one country we can do it 
quite well, and I should think it is possible in 
the other country, if something of the nature 
of the systematic leaving certificate accom
panied by inspection, were introduced. 
Remember, there is a written examination 
with which this teacher's opinion is to be 
corrected. 

54,686. What are the particular subjects 
which you had in your mind when you wrote, 
" There are some subjects of ordinary school 
" work which really cannot be adequately 
" tested by means of written papers" ?-To 
take a well-known subject straight away, 
Science. I do not think Science can be tested 
by a general paper set for all the schools, 
say, in Scotland or England, still less for 
both countries. 

54,687. But in the case of Science is there 
not a practical examination ?-There is a 
practical examination held at the s?hool by a 
commission of men whom we appomt for the 
purpose and who go to the school, see the 
school records, see the work of the students so 
far as there is any record of it, and put 
additional tests at the sehools when they 
think it proper, and on that they tell us 
whether or not a candidate has reached a 
sufficient standard in that subject. 
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54,688. But apart from Science, were you 
thinking of ::>ther subjects as well ?-There 
are some indefinite subjects which we consider 
every proper Secondary School ought to have 
in its curriculum-for example, Music, on 
which we consider it is not necessary to 
require a test ; but we make sure that that 
is part of the school discipline, so to speak; 
arid Drawing in the same way. . . 

54,689. (Sir Theodore Morison.) In your 
written answer, I see you promise us a little 
more information about the school-leaving 
certificate and the working. of the leaving 
certificate system. Is the examination con
ducted upon the curriculum of the school, or 
i~ it a curriculum which, is imposed by your 
:Qepartment ?-It is partly imposed and partly 
a matter of choice. I have here the regula
tions.;''·. There are two stages in the examnation. 
'rhere is first the intermediate certificate of. 
about 15 or 16, and then the leaving certificate 
after two years of a post-intermediate curri: 
culum. For the intermediate certificate we do 
prescribe fairly firmly a cm-riculum. 
. 54,690. You prescribe it ?-Yes. 

54,691. You do not leave it to the choice 
of the schools ?-No, except within certain 
limits. What '\Ve do prescribe is that the 
curriculum must include English, one or two 
languages other than English, Mathematics, 
Science, and Drawing, and there must be a 
reasonable teaching o£ Music in the school, 
for :which we do not examine. At. this stage 
what we ask is, that the pupil ~hall.satis£y us 
on . examination and by a school record that 
he has had a sufficient discipline in each of 
those subjects, and not that he shall neces
sarily pass. 

54,692. By a school record ?-By a school 
record and an examination. 

54,693. Who conducts that examination? 
-The Department. 

54,694. Without the assistance. of the 
master?- Without the assistance of the 
master. 

· 54,695. It is entirely an· outside examina
tion ? - Yes. It is entirely an· outside 
examination in that sense. 

54,696. W'hat about. the leaving certifi
cate ? - When you come to the leaving 
certificate, when a boy bas obtained an 
intermediate certificate, then he bas a 
larger choice of lines of study. He must 
continue English, but he can drop his Science 
and his Drawing and various other things. 
He can concentrate m.ore on languages, or on 
mathematical and scientific subjects. 'rhere, 
again, there is a cert·,tin examination in each 
subject. · · 

54: 697. Is his right of option confined to 
the subjects which are taught in his school't
Yes that is to say, a boy could not present a 
subject which he had got up by home study 
unless it was provided for in the school curri
culum. 

• Appendix No. IX. 

54,698: With regard to that, do·you also 
provide exalniners ?-Yes. 

54,699. And you give the certificate?-vVe 
give the certificate, but the headmaster of the 
school must be· a consenting party, s6 to 
speak. It is signed by the headmaster o£ the 
school as well as by myself as secretary o£. 
the department. · 

.54,70CJ. Does his endorsement show his 
consent, or only that he was present ?-No, he 
can refuse it. For example, if he thought a 
boy, on the ground of bad character, was an 
uil.suitable subject to· be awarded the certifi~ 
cate, he could withhold it. I ought to say at 
once that that very· rarely· happens. 

54,701. But it does actually· happen. It 
is riot only a theoretical possibility ?-I have 
no recollection of any particular case, but I do 
think it does happen.· 

54,702. As far as Scotch education is con
cerned, would the possession of · a school
leaving certificate being a condition o£ 
appearing in the competitive examination for 
the Indian Civil Service satisfy your Tequire-.. 
mtimt ; · that is to say, your reqtii}:e,rnent that 
we should not interfere with the normal 
working of sec~:mdary education in Scotland? 
-=-Yes. As far as the schools are concerned 
that will, be quite satisfactory. The ori.Iy, 
point to be clear about is this.. It is very 
desirable to have the school-leaving certificate 
in Scotland as a protection to a proper, well-. 
balanced and broad enough curriculum for the 
schools. If you introduce a qompetitive 
examination on the back of that, then the 
subjects of that competitive examin,ation 
would have to be in a line with those of the 
leaving certificate, and they would have to be: 
somewhat the same for England. I mean to 
say there would either have to be a leaving 
certificate in· England, or an examination 
which more or less .senred the same pirrpose. 
Otherwise you can see the typical difference 
between the Scotch school . and English school 
of the Secondary School type, namely, that the 
Scotch school works on a fairly broad basis. ·o£ 
education and only begins to allow a certain 
amount of specialisatioD: by 16, whereas the 
English school, as I understand, begins · 
specialisation much sooner. A boy is sorted 
out as a probable Classic or as a probable 
mathematician at a pretty early age, and the 
other subjects are thrown off as so many 
encumbering weights. l£ our· schools are to 
go on with a fairly broad C'!J.rric.ulu:in, it W?"?-ld 
scarcely be fair to put them m competition 
with schools of a narrower cu.rrkulum and a 
greater intensity in certain subjects, unless 
you make the examination sufficiently broad. 

54,703. You could do that by increasing the 
number o£ subjects and saying that the man, 
if he only took up one subject, would not get 
a sufficient number of marks unless he took up 
other subjects ?-That might be done. It 
would be rather a. drastic way of doing it, 
because it would be interfering with the school 
to a certain extent. · 
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· 54,704. ·With regard to. the point you were clear as to wh~t it is we are discussing. How 
j~st m~king, -w:hi9h is i~teresting to me parti-· long would th1s course be supposed to last? .. · 
cularly, you sa1d you thought· the two· systems 54,712. ~uch that . a person could get .. a 
of education in Scotland and in England. are degree o,n It-:-three or. four years ?-That 
so dl.ffere:rit that it is very" difficult :to hold one would h~'confined to purely Indian subjects? 
examination whicJi is fair . to both. systems .qf. 54; ~13. That is so:_ J:aw, Indian languages, 
education?...,:.,... Yes, 'if each country is to be a certa1.n amount of h1story, sociology, ·and 
allowed to develop freely- on the· lines whicih• economiCs ?-I£ such a course were continued 
are~ best. in· its educational: system.·' ·Because for three or f~u1·. years then there would be 
the moment you: introduce ·an ·~;~xamination mfl toon:i for doing a certain I amount of ;work in 
the ·type we are 'discussing, :that of itself •has· a' other subjects !~hich. wer:e not absolutely 
great .influence upon· the' line of teaching· at necessaty f9r~~ncban purposes. . . · · ·. 
the schools. It also drives· tlie>sch6ols ·into 54;7~4. 'Veil, it would. be like an Indian: 
certa-in' lines of teaching~ · ··What ··xeally is· Grea:ts. 'It would be a Greats not correlated 
necessary, i£. these examinations. are: to remain, td the classical world ~ut cotrelatecl to India ? . 
is~. that· they shOtild he framed aftEn' ·.very ..:_I think tllat would 'be' a V:ery good schooi i£ 
careful-consideration o.£ what is actually being· th~ specifically Indian subject~ were not made 
taught·at schools, and ·that if certain things too·prominent; ,,· · · 
ought to be taught in schools that' are not 54,715. You would not like to see .India~ 
being ·taught ·at: the. present time .there. should la .. ngtiages . D:Ot .· mad.e P. romine.nt,, would von? 
be 'll.Il. agreement between the authorities, the w ld h " 
Civil :Service· Commissioners, or whoever. ·it. · ou Y()U. teac;. Aristotle solely hi English? 

· --:-I think t4ere is a good deal more to be said 
may 'he,:and' the schools; that there shall be £or teaching Roman and Greel} literature, ·~uid 
that change in the school curriculum. · ·: · ' history in ~:rJ.glis~ than there is at the present 

· : '54',705. Otherwise it'is· harmful> to the time ... Still, I think oil the. whole jt' is 'not 
ed,ucatiolfal system of the colint:ry ?.:_!'think so.- Proba:?le that ~or some time to pon1e at any, rate 
, ··_5'4,706. Eithe~ tl?.e'exaJlliriatio,n i~ dese~tea ---:1£ ever--there would be· a demand for more 
o~~ you de~eCt the· normal 'develop1j:u~nt of· ih13 than one school 'of that sort in Scotland. 
schooF, teaching. ' from i.ts proper . line ?- ' .•.. 54, 7J6: . ( 1\:h\., . (Jl~aubal} Is .. there .~riy 
Qlrite.so.' · ·. ·. ' .;,., ' . · ,_ · · ··· 'I_ · • · • • • f d f · :h 
.. .-:··5.4:167. ))0' iordilGik'tnat tiie'twb ·ssfJ-aws,- r!:~l~it:t~i-trt6:i~n~il~inaii~~·?' q:N~, .t!1~i:: ~~ 
wh1cp. jtre. in vogue in .E.ngland and Scotland,: no .minhnum or maXimum. That' is. a p,oirit 
aresl,lffi.ciently· differen't t<:) ·make i~ diffictiit t6 I am ,rathergl&cl to have an opportunity of 
hold one examination.forthetwo ?-It makesit explaining.· It is som~tiines said that a pt1pil 
difficuit. It makes 'it moi:e of an artifiCiialtlling:' may nqt b~gin his Secondary Schoot St':J.dy or 

.54,708 .. That 'is,what·;tn,~!fe yoli: sugge~(~ be presented' for the intermediate certifiGate 
sepi].~ate' e:taminatioJ;t ·~or'. ~cotlan<:l.? ---:.X~!?,· before a certain age. That is not. at 'all the 
l;>ec:;~ouse .then we coul~ h~Y~ our schpols WPI:ked case. There Js no lower limit as to ,wli~n·: a 
0n lines which ar~ . appr,oved. by, th~ ·p·~ap.le of boy may begin his S~condary School '\vork, 
Scotland, .and a perfectly £a,ir selectio.n.P'+adt?· or the age at which he. may. take' ehher-' the 
as between t~e pandidates. . . intermediate or the leaving certificate. I He 
: . . 54; 709. ~r ·want.'.to ask yo:u .one. question might conceivably take the' leaving c~r,tificate 
about the: Scotch Universities. . Do .you think · at 16. I say "ponceivably," but. as an ~chJal 
it· p~ebable that· ,they would .be. willing, to' fact it' does not work out so; it is extremely 
establish; a school o£,.. Indian studies: and .give improbable any pupil ever would. · · 
a ;degree upon itr o~·. do I underst~:tid ;yott to 54,717. What about the exan.iinati~n ·you 
~ay it was probable only at one Umv.ersitY . alluded to as one which is held after· the school-
! think it is more immediately possible·in one leaving age or at the school-leaving age; mid 
University, an~ I. think. the. ot~ers1. if. ~hat ,,~hich you. sai.d corresponded to: ·the se.cond 
were·resolved -upon, ·might follow .oy.and by. Class·?--The intermediate examination of the 
Still, I do, not .know ~hat the~e would be •any Civil Sei·vice? The age for that is 18 to 19t. 
enthusiasm to do it. . '\Ve have no fixed age ; . there is no. upper or 

54,710. It.would'be an:advailltage to India no lower limit ... There ·is. a certain length of 
ifthe·number "vas .restricted; becauSe·.then it study required. . , . . . 
is p0ssible that .there would·. be very much 54,718.. There is no.age limit .like the pre
better teaching .concentrated •. in· those few sent limit for the Indian Civil Serv.ice---:22 to 
Universities rather than if it·were .diffused. oyer 24 ?--:N~ .. , . . . , : · . 
the 17 Universities o£ the. United-Kingdom·?,....... 54,719. Am I right in supposing that in 
I quite agree.: . : . . I.: ! .• ·• ' i '' your opinion 'a. three 'years' course . at the 

54,711.- I wanted to know if you could give University, .after .the competitive exruuination, 
us any estimate:: as· to· ·what would ·be the and o£ t4e type sketched out by Si1: Theodore 
strength a£ the demand on the part of Glasgow Morison,. from . an educational point of view, 
and Aberdeen, for 'instance, ·for , the establish• be so profitable to a young iuan as a three or 
l.ldent·: ; o£ a . school :.! o£ , Indian studies, and four years' regular course taken before: . .the 
probably a C0nsequentiat demand for ·a grant examination on the .regular lines ?-I should 
from the India. Office ?-Olfe wQulq ~v~ tQ be :prefer the latter. ·. 
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·. '54,720. Could you put into- such·a course 
&nskt·it or Arabic, and Persian and Indian 
histmy; and econo1hics, particularly \'vith refer
ence to;In:dia,1 and the: study'of some of-the 
\rernaculars~ without encroaching unduly 'on 
the time ·at the disposal o£ the candidate for 
the·ordinary su.bjects. of• the normal course·?
Cdrtainly not: You would be ·getting into a 
professional course o£ study and· leaving• a 
proper University. course. 

54,721. One question with respect to the 
last portion of your observations·with regard 
to having an• examination of character. The 
school record you are ·speaking o£. is· not ·.a, 
school· record which can be of any use 'to test 
the qualities o£ character which are considered 
to be necessary in a high administrative 
officer ?_:.No. 

54,722. And so far as t4e virtues of 
originality, initiation and· driving pow<;Jr are 
concerned, it is not a very useful guide which 
the school record can furnish, is it ?-Not as 
it stands at present. ·I think more informa
tion on that subject might be obtained. I 
only put that as a possibility. ·· 
' · 54,723. (Mr. Gokhale.) I think you said 
that among men o£ high qualifications the 
competitive examination is really not better as 
a test of the relative merits of candidates than 
the drawing of lots ?-1 put it in an extreme 
form. My opinion tends that way, always 
supposing you have a high qualifying test. 

54,724. Among men whose qualifications 
have been ascertained to be high at first ?-
Yes. · · 

, · 54,725. I£ ·candidates are men o£ that type, 
then you · attach no value to a competitive 
examination ?_:_I do'noti attach so much value 
as is attached at present. I do nbt want to be 
too positive on: this subject .. 
·' · 54,726. I think you said later that in your 
own experience yon ha~ found that n;H'in who 
had stood relatively lowe!' down had done 
better ~han tli€l men who had stood highet' up'? 
-Quite so, that there is no connection between 
the qrd~r of merit in their examination o£ the 
mim in my office, and their actual efficiency in 
their workin th_c office. 

54,727. What I wanted·to know was, has 
that experience been fairly general, or' has it 
been in regard to exceptiOnal cases ?-I have 
not made an exhaustive and minute inquiry 
into the subject. I am giving you my im
pression based on specific· cases which have 
come to my notice. . 

54,728. You think the number of cases 
whei'e men haYe stood relatively lower down 
and have· done better than those who have 
stood above them is large ?-I go so far as to 
say that I do not think there is any- necessary 
connection between the order of merit in the 
examip.ation by which they came in and the 
efficiency with· which they discharge their 
duties after they have come in-always 
asstl.ming that they ha,'e attained a· -good 
high qualifying standard. 

• 1 54, 729~ But if that is really the case, that 
men who haye stood lower, down have done 
better than those who. have been above' them, 
it 'almost .seems as though we might hold>a 
competitive .examination, and take the ·men in 
the reverse· order ?-.Noi. I do ~not • think so~ 
I do not think it would be of. any use having 
a competitive. test under• those ,circu.mstanc;es: 

.. 54,730;· You.are 'impressed with the draw
backs ()£:competition: but-are not there similar 
or even worse drawbacks in a system of selec
tion ?..,-There ru:e many difficulties in. the way, 
and the· tremendous, difficulty is ·to get people 
to exercise the necessary responsibility. · -~ 
· 54,731. There .is always.· the chance o£ 
'abuse and very serious: abuse. o£ this large 
power, is there not?-Ido not know. I£ you 
pnt the selection o£ .men for a. particular 
piece· of work in the hands of a man whose 
credit and reputation depend . upon the effi:- · 
ciency o£ thatwork which is done 1.mder his 
direction, .he will be very careful as to the·man 
he selects. · 

. 54;732. But you may get men occasionally 
who may not take so high a view ?-Then I 
think their reputation will suffer, and possibly 
their continuance in office ,will not go on. 

· ·54,733~: ·Have not·there· been cases in this 
country in the past where the power o£ selec
tion has been abused ?-There is no question 

·· about it. In the old days the whole .system 
was a patronage one, in which a man took 
a.dvantage of his rights as patron to appoint 
people for whom he wished to find occupation 
or a job. The competitive examination system 
was introduced ~because of the abuse of that 
power; .but it does not follow. that the com
petitive examination is a perfect cure, nor does 
it follow that you cannot develop a system: of 
selection.' on personal responsibility which. is 
free ,from' the abuses .o£ the. old patronage 
system; " •· · . · . _ 1 

54;734.: What safeguard . is there • that~ the 
old abuses. Will- nbt return ?..:,.,-I. have . just 
mentioried'them..--;-that irthe selection is made 
in a resl?onsible way by men wlio are interested 
in ·the' efficiency, of ·the work for which the 
men are. selected,- it :will be done in quite a 
different spirit to that in which it was done in 
the' old patronage days. 

54,735. That is putting it in only general 
terms ?;....... It is, yes. \ · . 

54,736. I want to ask you one ques.tion 
about the . consideration to b'e given to, the 
sehoul· record ··to . modifying the results o£ a 
competitive examination, assuming a com
petitive examinatiori is held. -l can under
stand its being ·. takeh · into consideration 
where the candidates all come· from one 
school; I can understand: how' tlie'method can 
work· then, but where candidates come 'from a 
number of schools, and you have to take these 
records from different schools, how will you 
estimate their·· relative· value one against 
another, and how will you use that for deter
mining the place of a candidate in the . final 
list ?-'-'-As regards indiv~dual ~chools7 I have 
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explained th~t. the t~acher pre~ents a Jist. of 
his students m a partwular subJect, say Latm, 
in order of merit. There is an order of merit 
obtained in the · written examination. Our 
inspector visits a school and sees. w_here the 
.variations m·e in that order of ment. Now 
yott have hal£ .a dozen sc~ools. You have an 
inspector going to the other hal£ dozen and 
doincr exactly the same thing. The teacher's 
·orde~ of merit contains what he considers the 
relative standing of his students. marked to a 
maximum of 100. That is adjusted by the 
inspector on the result of the written examina
tion. It is adjusted by the same man for a 
fair number :of schools, and as between all 
those schools at all events you have a common 
atandard of judgment. 
· . 54,737 . .That will not be strictly accurate, 
but still there is some common staJ?.dar&-the 
judgment of the inspector. But how is the 
method to work where you liave a large 
.number of schools under different inspectors? 
-·There io the judgnient of the inspector, and 
he has the teacher's report, and the results of 
the written examination. 

54 738. But take Scotland or England and 
Irelan~l how . will you estimate the relative 
value df those school records in determining 
tlus . question?-- A bout 47 students were 
·selected for the Indian Civil Servi.ce last year. 

54,739. :Drawn from a number of schools
throughoutGreat Britain an~ Ireland ?:--:-There 
is only a small number of those who would 
.come from Scotland. 'rhe candidates, I under
'Stand, were something under. :!00, a,nd there 
agaiti a small numller. only would come from 
·Scotland .. , The.re · would not be the least 
difficultv in sending. a Committee. to each 
school fi·om which there :was a candidate, with 
the results o£ the written examination .in their 
hands, with~ an opportunity . of studying ·the 
teacher's ·records, with an opportunity of cross-:
examiriing the cl!mdidate, and on·that coming 
to a decision as 'to the relative value. 
· 54,7 40. Do you think that would be feasi-
ble ?-I think it would. . . . 

54,741. .(Mr. Sly:) Does this school-leavi~g 
certificate examinatiOn apply to all schools m 
Scotland, including. the schools tha;t are mo~·e 
or less on the lines of the English Pubhc 
School such as Fettes ?-It is . compulsory as 
regard~ all schools which receive Government 
aid. As regards other schools it is a matter of 
voluntary acceptance, and yre make it a co~di:
tion if the school goes 1n for. the leavmg 
certificate that it shall be inspected by people 
whom we appoint. But we i~spect certain 
schools £or example Fettes, winch do not go ' . . 
in for an exammatwn. . . 

54 7 42""'"3. Then. your proposal would be to 
exclude all boys st1;1dying at Fettes , unless 
there is this examination ?-I daresay there 
would have .to be some alternative for schools 
which do uot go in for the school-leaving 
certificate. . 

54 7 44. Can you tell me how this school
leaving certificate examination will compare 

with the examination for University Bursaries 
in Scotland? It has been suggested to us that 
we should take the latter as the type of examina
tion to which our proposals should conform. I 
wit3h to know whether there is any real 
difference between the two standards ?-The 
difference is that the University Bursary Com
petition is narrower, and what happens is that 
a pupil in a Secondary School takes the leaving 
certificate, say about the age of 18, and Yery 
often stays another year at the school to 
prepare for the Bursary Competition, which, I 
think, we and most people in Scotland are 
inclined to regard as a serious evil. Y011 have 
what I may call a year of cramming for a 
special examination, neglecting the general 
breadth of school work which has been 
followed up till the 'leaving examination is 
passed. 

54,7 45. Then we have been told that the 
English University Scholarship Examination 
is still narrower than the Scotch Bursary 
Examination 'r-From what I know of it, I 
should say it was. 

54,746. In that case it would be still more 
di:flicult to get one examination that would 
conform to these three types of examination?
I think so. 

54,747.' I should like to be ciear about qne 
point with regard to this .school record which 
is taken ·into consideration in the school
leaving examination. It takes. into con:
sicleration the master's opinion upon the studies · 
of the student?-'-Yes. . 

64,7 48. Does it take into consideration 
.anything about tl~e moral ·character of the 
student at all, or not?-What I_ ha\'e been 
speaking o£ in my examination has been the 
master's opinion on proficiency in an indivi
dual subject where moral character is not a 
matter for consideration. But there is a 
genera} certificate. f1;0m. the headmaster of the 
school- to the effect that there is nothing 
abnormal about . the boy, and that he ·is 
a boy who may be awarded the leaving 
ce1·tificate. · ·· 

54,749.· That is, a boy known to the head
master to be a bad character cannot get a 
school-leaving certificate ?-No, he wonld 
not get one in that case. . . . 

54,750. Is any special consideration given 
to athletics or to capacity for controlling men, 
such as being captain of the scho?l cricket 
team ?-No, I am sorry to say there IS not. . 

54 751. That is not taken into considera
tion ?-~·That is not taken into consideration. 
I am speaking purely of attainments in what 
I might call examination subjects. I hav.e 
suggested it wo.uld be J?Ossible .an_d ~'ery 
desirable t.o take m these w1der cons1deratwns 
you speak of, but I have no practical proposal 
to make for doing so. , 

54,752. (Mr. Fwher.) Would you be in 
favour of assigning marks for physical 
qualities ?-I should, if it were practicable to 
do it. 
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54,753. Have you any opinion as to 
that? Do you think it would be practicable? 

very much doubt whether it wo:ulcl. 
54,754. Hal:i the question come up for the 

eonsideration of yom Office ?-No, it bas not, 
hut every pupil who is put forwartl for our 
certificate is supposed to have had a proper 
course of physical exercise in the school. We 
might refuse to issue leaving certificates to a 
Hchool which did not provide a proper course 
of physical exercise, but we cannot take 
account of the capacity or the efficiency of t.he 
boys in physical exercise. 

54,7 55. But you regard a certain physical 
minimum to be implied in yonr leaving cer
tificate ?-We do in that sense. 

54,756. Suppose a competitive examination 
at the school-leaving age were instituted on 
the following lines :-first, an English essay ; 
secondly, a paper of general questions to test 
general intelligence; thirdly, an option be
tween three groups of subjects, (1) a clas
sical group, Latin and Greek and ancient 
history; (2) a modern language .and modern 
history group; and (3) a science and mathe
matical group (I am excluding a special 
group for the benefit of Indians); assuming 
such an examination were established, would 
that suit your ~cotch candidates?-You see, 
to the end of our school course the boy must 
study the whole of those three groups in one 
form or another. He must study English 
right through, which means a good deal more 
than writing an English essay. . 

54,757. But English, I presume, would 
also help him in his general paper ?-Of 
course. I am not quite sure what the general 
paper would be, but the English essay ·of 
itself I would not regard a8 any sufficient 
test of the boy's study or attainments i:n. 
English. Secondly, he must take a language, 
and he must take, except in very exceptional 
circumstances, mathematics or science ' right 
through ; so that he has to take three of your 
groups, and if he were to have a choice of 
two of them I do not think it would work 
quite well, that is to say, it would be an in
ducement for him to concentrate on two 
groups instead of three, which we consider 
rather undesirable at the present time. I think 
it'makes for undue reduction of the breadth 
of study. 

54,7 58. vVould your standard, for instance, 
of mathematics be very much higher than the 
standard required for Responsions ?-A good 
deal higher. 

· 54,759. And you·wou}d not grant a certi
cate unless a hoy obtained that higher 
standard ?-\Ve allow compensation to a cer
tain extent. He must have studied hia 
mathematics right through to the end of the 
eourse. We do not demand that he shall 
have obtaineu a higher grade certificate if he 
has taken up a couple of languages in addi
tion to English, that is to say, if he has three 
higher grades, we do not insist that one of 
them shall be mathematics, but we insist that 
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he shall have studied mathematics to the end 
of his course, and we expect hhn, as a rule, 
to get what we call the lower grade. But we 
consider the thing as a whole at the end of 
the course and say whether thi~ hoy has or 
has not decently completed his school curri-
~fum. · 

54,760. Would a boy, who is a really good 
Clqssic, up to a good scholarship .at Oxford or 
Cambridge, and who was good ·at English, 
and ·who knew enough mathematics to pass 
Responsions, get your certificate ?-I think 
the probability is that he would. · 

54,761. That is to say, you allow a fail'ly 
liberal amount of compensation· for excellence 
in . c~rtain departments? - Quite so, hut 
whereas in an English school he may 
deliberately throw out his mathematics and 
give the extra time, as well as interest, to his 
other studies ; in Scotland he would, at least, 
have to keep up his study of ·m.athematics to 
a moderate degree. 

54,762. I gather the · course ·which you 
would really prefer us to adopt . would be to 
take your Scottish leaving certificate as a 
qualifying examination, and then. to say to 
Scotch candidates so qualified,·" I£ you choose 
" to come up' to a Scottish University and to 
'' go through a course of Indian studies, you 
" may, at the end of that course, be -selecteCl 
" for the Indian Civil Service" ?--'No, that. is 
not quite the course I would prefer. The 
course I would prefer is that the leaving 
certificate, or an equivalent examination, one 
that could be reasonably accepted as equi
valent, shall be a sine qua non for . considerl:l-
tion later on ; that then there must be the 
attendance at University classes, such as the 
ordinary Degree classes, till 21, two years at 
least j then 'a selection of candidates on 
general work at that stage; then two years of 
special study for India, as the1;e is at present, 
except it would be two years instead of one
the selection w:ould be. not on the whole four 
years of work, but on two years' work out of 
four ; and then two years of special prepara
tion. The other I suggested as a possible 
alternative, but that is not the one I favour. 

54,763: The selection would be by the 
Civil Service Commissioners·?-Yes. 

54,764. By examination; ':vith some con
sideration of professors' opinions and so on, 
and that would be a competitive examination? 
-Yes. 

54,765. Am I right in thinking that the 
r(jsults of your inquiry into the school records 
generally confirm the results· of the competi
tive examination?-Yes, on the whole they do 
in individual schools. vVe have no reason to 
compare school with school. 
· 54, 7R6. So that, on the whole, it would 
appear that the competitive examination is a 
good test of academic ability, at ai1y' rate?-· 
First of all, the examination I ani speaking of 
is not a competitiYe one; and, secondly, it is 
set deliberately with a view to the actual 
work of the schools. 

1 
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54,767, You are bringing me to what I 
am wanting to get at. Is the order in , which 
the candidates are arranged in your competi~ 
tive examinations-because I suppose there is 
an order, ~lthough it is a standard examiri.a
tto:a. ?~There is an order for each school and 
each subject. 

. 54,768. Is that order very frequently re
versed?.-We do not prepare· it. 

54,769. But is that order, as a mat.ter of 
fact, very frequently upset by an inquiry' into 
the school records, or ie it on the whole' apt 
to be confirmed· by the school record ?-Un-· 
dou.btedly, · on the whole, it i~:~ apt · to be 
confirmed. There are individual divergencies 
which. are sufficiently explained. . 

54,770. (Mr. Madge.) So far as any opinion 
of yours can. be quoted in favour of a reduction 
of the age,· would it not be subject to con
siderable reservations ?-Of what nature? 

54,771. Taking two points that seem to 
make for a reduction o£ age., you say in your 
written answer, " There is a, ·considerable body 
" of . opinion that · the Indian Civil Servant 
" comes to his work too late,'~ and a few lines; 
further: on you say, "By ·the age of 23 or 24 
'' a man tends to become se~ ·and his range 
" of . intellectual interests tends to become 
" permanent." On the other hand i£ character 

. depends on environme11t as. well as on here
. dity, do you not think tha.t he has a far better 
de:v:elopment in this countl·y in the existing 
environments than in· goitlJ.g out to a. country 
like India, from. a nwntal, m.oral and physical 
standpoint ? ........ I should say, as mental develop-. 
ment goes, it ·was favoured by a t:ransportation 
at a suitable age to, an entirely new environ~ 
ment. 

· 54,172 .. At a sui_t~ble age, bu.t the question 
is at. an. earlien or a lat.ell' ?~I think au earlier 
one. · 

54,773. Tlien on the next page you say 
that yoll handicap the. poorer classes of the 
commuillty and tend to preserv~ these appoint~ 
ments for the more welL-to-do. classes by the 
pres~nt age. But do not bursaries in Scotland 
go a long way to remove that. handicap ?~ 
Undoubtedly, but they do not go the whole 
way as one: would wish. · 

54,774. Would it be an exaggeration to. 
say ·that the majority of students who are 
worth much do: secure bursaries ? I do not 
mealll all students,. but. those. who make their 
mark in life afterwards. Do not the majority 
of such st.udents secure bursaries ?-I would 
not like to tie myself to. a. precise expression 

·1ike "the majority," but a very considerable· 
number do. 

54,775. And to that e+tent these bursaries 
~o away with the handicap you refer to ?-That 
lS so. 

54,776. Then on the other hand you say, 
" The mind of boys at 18 to 19 is immature " ? 
-I am speaking of our own country. 

54,77'7. Do you think the remark does not 
apply. to, England ?-I should not like to, 
express an opinion. 

54,_778. So far as it is immature anywhere, 
and w1th reference also to what you have said 
of the necessity of Universitv education do 
you not think that the later the choice is ~ade 
the more chances there are of its bein cr made 
correctly?-For practical purposes ~ man 
must get to his life's work at a reasonably 
early age. He cannot go on preparing for 
the future indefinitely. 

54,779. But bearing in mind as regards 
young people in Scotland that they are helped 
by bursaries, and that a man is better qualified 
to make a choice say at 23 than at 18 or 19 
do you not think a boy would be handicapped 
by making his choice at the earlier age ?-I 
do not think so. Besides, I look at the question 
from another point o£ view. Your object is 
to get the best material £or your Indian Civil 
Service .. I am speaking of possible candidates 
from Scotland. My view is very definite that 
you get better candidates and a wider choice 
of capable candidates at the age of 21 than 
at the · age of 23. I am speaking of the 
advantage to the Indian Civil Service of 
taking a wider range of capable candidates to 
draw from. 

54,780. But we have had cases of promise 
in early life not only not being fulfilled but 
being departed from altogether ?-Quite so . 

54,781. And we have heard in India some 
proposals fo1• removing inefficients partly on 
that account. To those who have somewhat 
lost faith in the fetish of competition, £or 
EJOme of the reasons you have mentioned here 
to-day, this difficulty arises about the selection 
of people by any o£ the methods mentioned 
by you on account o£ character. I think you 
said that any such system would be received 
in Scotland better than in England because 
they are accustomed to that kind of selection 
in the leaving certificate ?-I said that the 
public mind in Scotland would be better 
prepared £or taking some account of the judg
ment of teachers as to the relative proficiency 
o£ the pupils than it is in England at the 
present moment. I do not say that Scotland 
would accept the abolition o£ competitive 
examination, or any large modification of it. 

54,7 82. You do not think that they accept 
the existing state of things because this 
selection is not a competitive one at ali £or 
appointments, as t.be other would be ?-I am 
not sure I follow your point. 

54,783. The Scotch public are accustomed 
to this system because the selection is not a 
competitive one ?-That is so. 1'hat is :where 
the teacher's judgment is applied to a non
competitive examination, and it is admittedly 
a step in advance. It might he dangerous to 
apply it to a competitive examination. 

54,784. But if anyone was of the opinion 
that really you would select a better class o£ 

. men by enforcing that ·selection, do· you not 
think it ought to be publicly advocated, no 
matter how it might be received in the first 
instance ?-Yes. 0£ course any proposal o£ 
that kind which is new would have to be very· 
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carefully considered and thought out prac~ 
tically to see how it would work out before 
one was in a position to put. it before the 
general public as a panacea. I am only 
suggesting an idea which . I think requires a 
great deal of further investigation and con-
sideration. . 

(Mr. Madge.) I have heard the opinion 
expressed-although you would not go so far 
as to accept it-that the successes of the Civil 
Service, which. have been very great indeed, 
have not been because of the competitive 
system but rather in spite of it. 

54,785. '(Mr. Abdur Rahim.) It has been 
suggested to us that there is a growing opinion 
amongst educational authorities in favour of a 
considerable modification of the· competitive 
system, or rather against competitive exami-. 
nation. Do you endorse that statement?
I think there is a growing uneasiness as to 
the results of a purely competitive selection of 
candidates on written examination. 

54,786. You yourself are very sceptical 
about its advisability?--Yes. Given a high 
standard of attainment I do not think you get 
much further by a competitive 'written test. 

54,787. You cite some cases in your 
experience of secondary civil servants ?-Yes. 

54, 7~8 Their woi·k is of a more or less 
limited character compared with the work 
that Indian 'Civil Servants have to do?
Undoubtedly. 

54,789. The Indian Civil· Servants have 
very large administ.rative powers and they 
have to initiate and carry out large policies, 
so I suppose your opinion would be that the 
system of competitive examination has prac
tically no advantage, apart from whatever 
qualifying test which may apply, in selecting 
men for such service?-You have just pointed 
out that there is an important difference 
between the Indian Civil Servant and the 
man whose work I was speaking of. It may 
be that while the relative order of merit in 
the examination has no real significance in the 
narrower sphere of a Second Division man, 
it might have in the case of an Indian Civil 
Servant. I do not know. I do not say so. 

54,790. I was suggesting the other way? 
do not know, but what you say about the 

Indian Civil Servant suggests to me that what 
you really want is a distinctly higher standard 
of general education, such as can only be 
obtained at the University, as compared with 
what you require for a Second Division clerk. 

54,791. With regard to patronage, do you 
suggest that it is practical to devise a proper 
method of selection?-I think it ought· to 
be tried. 

54,792. Do you know o£ any such selection 
or any method of selection, which has been 
devised and worked in this country ?-At the 
present moment I cannot say. I shotlld think 
it must exist in practice in most Government 
offices in regard to the appointment of officers 
who do not enter the office through a com
petitive examination: There are still certain 

offices to which men are appointed without a 
competitive examination. 

54,793. Do you think this abuse of 
patronage has been in any way accentuated 
by the system of party gov~rnment that we 
have in this country ?--I do not think so. 
I can say in the most emphatic way, as ·far 
as my own experience goes-and I think it is 
a general one-that as far as apppintments in 
Government offices are concerned there is no 
political infl.uence brought to bear whatever. 
~ 54,794. But nobody, apparently, according 
to you., has devised any proper method of 
selection. The only alternative, as it struck 
people, was to have a sort o£ automatic method 
of selection by competition?--,... That is so.· 
That system was. adopted many years ago as 
a reaction from the effects of the previous 
system. Apparently it has worked satisfac
torily since, to the extent that I do not 
think there is any great, if any at all, public 
discontent. At the same time, those who have 
enquired into the merits of competitive exami
nations are very doubtful as to the real merits 
of that method of selecting candidates. 

54,795. As regards teachers controlling the 
results of competitive examinations by their 
experience of the students' work, I am still 
unable to :follow how the difficulty could be 
got over where you have a number o£ school~ 
sending candidates for the same examination. 
you have to compare the merits ; you have to 
place them in order. A teacher in his own 
school or an inspector in his own· circle would 
be able to judge of the relative merits of the 
different candidates in his own school or in 
his own circle, but surely two teachers or two 
inspectors of different schools or groups would 
not be in a position to compare the relative 
merits from the records ?-Just in the same 
way as under the present arrangement the 
papers in a particular subject of a competitive 
examination, if they are numerous, are revised 
by many revisers, and while one man is a 
fair judge o£ the relative merit between the 
papers he revises, it if;) not so easy to say that 
his order of merit takes its place correctly 

• along with the order of merit of other revisers. 
54,796. But as regards papers, the marks 

assigned are with reference to knowledge dis
played by the candidate in that subject?
yes, but if. you get hal£ a dozen men to revise 
the same paper you will get very different 
results, or at least results materially differing ; 
I do not say they are different. . 

54,797. I quite see the uncertai'nty of all 
examitJ.ations like that, but surely your other 
method would be much more difficult ?-I 
think it would be, but I think it is worth 
consideration. · 

54,798. You also said that a teacher some
times fails a boy who has passed the examina
tion but whose school record is not good? 
-There are cases in which a boy whose 
school record is very unsatisfactory has 
managed to pass· the written test, and on 
consideration of his work, putting the two 

'· • I 2 
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things· together, the inspector comes to the 
opinion that that boy ought not to pas~. 

54,799. Why should a boy like that be 
allowed to appear at all at the examination? 
-I think every pupil in the school can claim 
a right to be presented, if he thinks he is of 
sufficient merit. You cannot leave it to the 
teacher to absolutely bar out .candidates. He 
~an exercise his influence or dissuade him. 

54,800. (Sir Murray Hammiek.) Do you 
know whether during the period when the 
age ·was very much lower than it is now; 
18 or 19~that is, between the years 1878 
and 1891-the competition was any wider 
than it is now?-Do you mean the number 
of candidates? 

54;801. Yes ?-That 1 really cannot say. 
I daresay that witnesses from the Universities will be able to give you some information on 
that point. ' 
. 54,802. Is there not a chance, especially 
if the crammer comes up· smiling, as he is 
most probably likely to do, at the age of. 18 
or 19, that instead of enlarging your field of 
candidates 'you may reduce it by the necessary 
expense of the crammer which does not come 
in. now_?-Unless you require attendance at 
University classes. Then you cut out the 
crammer, and that is· the plan I recommend, 
namely; that there should be a certain necessary 
attendance at the University before a man js 
eligible: 

54,803. Bnt without any test of that sort 
· you do not see much chance of getting rid o:f 

the crammer at that age of 18 or 19, unless 
you have some absolute check by means of a 

certificate that a boy has come from a certain 
sch?ol or has been at a certain University?
Qmte. You must have the two things-proof 
that ~e has been at the school, going through 
a satisfactory course of instruction until he 
gets that certificate, and then attendance at a 
University at classes which .are accepted for 
your purpose. 

54,804. (Chairman.) In your written answer 
you say. that last year there were 1, 711 success
ful candidates for the leaving certificate. Can 
you tell us what was the total number that 
entered ?-No, but I can send you a note of 
that. (The following statement was put in by 
the witness) .•-

Statement showing the Number of Pupils 
presented for and au;a1•ded the 

Leaving and Intermediate Certificates in 
Scotland du1•ing a number of years :-

Leaving Certificates. Intermediate Certificates. 

Year. 't3~ 
'ti • i ~..; • 'ti ·I~-<0<1) 

~as 3~ ~.a ~~ .$~ c: a) 

§.i· ·~ <ll ..., $ • 0 Q.~ il3 <II • 0 Q.(il g.~ il3 ci'! o.= 
zo ="' oll-c o.= t>"' 

.... ~ ll-c Q. i:J":l :j Z£ ...,., 
P-4 ~ i ~ lW rn "' .... :, Q. ·------- • I jd:o 

1908 163 !1,586 9041 57· :1 31615,649 !3,7271 66 
1909 15911,887 979 : 52 I 289 ,5,880 :3,540 < GO 
1910 163 1,982 1,080 i 54 :, 274 15,955 14,093/ 69 
1911 78 153 12,092 1,248 ! 60 li 276 16,178 4,797. 
1912 160 12,202 1, 711 ! 78 .1 267 !6,0::l5 1 4,765 79 

II t 1913 
1

162 
1

2,29o 
1

1,739
1 

76 :i 277 
1

6,327 .s.ossJ so 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Dr. JoHN HARROWER, M.A., LJ..D., Professor of Greek, Aberdeen University. 

lV·ritten answe1•s relating to the Indian 
. Civil Se1•viee. · 

54,805. What is the opinion held by the 
authorities of the University of Aberdeen 
with regard to a view, which was given in 
evidence h~ India, that Indian Civilians now 
come out to India too old, and with an in-· 
sufficient knowledge of Law and other 
specialised subjects required for the per
formance of their duties; and that, in con
sequenc,e, the competitive examination for 
admission to the Se1·vice Rhould be held at an 
age between 18 and 20, and that this should 
be followed by a period of probation of three 
years to be spent at one or more Universities, 

·or at a special institution established for that 
purpose?--;-'Vi th :r~gard to the . q~estion sub
mitted by the Royal Comnusswn on the 
Public Services in fndia as to the methods 
of recruitment most suitable for the Indian 
Civil Service, it ia assumed that, although 
changes might.-be introduced in the values 
attached to the various subjects of examina
tion, and possibly an extension made in the 
list of optional subjects open to candidates, 

there is· no serious proposal to depart from 
the principle of competitive examination at 
present in existence. At the same time, in 
view of complaints that are often heard 
regarding the unsuitability of a written 
examination for testing the practical qualities 
required in the work of administration, and 
in view also of the assertion that hook-learned 
C'andidates often prove failures ·when con
fronted with problems of government, it is 
w<:~rth while considering whether the present 
examination might not be supplemented by 
an estimate formed after a v·iva voee examina
tion. It would, of course, be unsafe to leave 
this further test to the subjective view of an 
individual, but the suggestion is made that 
it might be possible to submit the 80 or 
100 candidates to an oral examination by a 
Committee. This might have the effect of 
weeding out the few who show prima facie 
evidence, of being unfit for practical work. 
This suggestion, however, is advanced with 
ditlidence as there are undoubted examples 
of apparently unpromising su hjects developing 
late into capable men of affairs in practical 
spheres of life. 
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To the proposal sometimes made that the 
opinion of schoolmasters or tutors might be 
taken to supplement the written test, there 
appears to be an insuperable objection. Even 
if one could count on the impartiality o£ such 
judges the system is one that could never 
command the confidence of the country. 

As to the point on which the opinion oE 
the University is specially requested, the age 
limit for the examination, it appears to be 
the general opinion that the reduction from 
the present limit to one of 18-20 would in the 
present state of things be fatal to Scotch 
candidates whether from the schools or the 
Universities. Only those who could afford 
special preparation would have any chance 
with this lowered age. The mass of possible 
competitors would fall between: two stools. 
The requirements o£ the leaving certificate 
and preliminary examination keep most pupils 
at school till the age of 18 or. lU, and the 
standard of work in most of the Scotch 
schools is very much below that o£ an exami
nation like that for the Indian Civil Service. 
On the other hancl, one year at the University 
would be insufficient to bring them up to the 
required level. No doubt in former years 
with an upper limit of 19 or 19i very capable 
men were sent out to India, but so far as the 
Scottish Universities were concerned, such an 
age limit was not then prohibitory, as the 
average age of leaving school 30 years ago 
was between 16 and 17. Candidates there
fore were able to enter from Scotland who 
had completed three years of University study, 
and they professed subjects like Philosophy 
and Economics which are outside of the school 
curriculmn at any time: I£, therefore, the 
statistics from Aberdeen show that the low 
age limit between 18719 and 1891 was favour
,able to Scotch candidates, the radical diffe
rence of the school arrangements then and now 
must be borne in mind. 

In view of the drawbacks of the present 
system mentioned in the letter of the Royal 
Commission some alteration seems necessary, 
and it is suggested that they might be re
moved and at the same time a real examina
tion test of adult intelligence made possible if 
the present age limit were reduced to 20-22. 
Such an age would open the examination to 
University candidates well developed intellec
tually . and leave two years clear for the 

candidates' special preparation. Considerable 
experience in connection with the examination 
warrants the opinion that one year is too short 
a time to master· the subjects of the second 

. examination in anything like ·a satisfactory 
manner. The successful candidates, moreover, 
are very often. quite exhausted with the great 
efforts they have made in preparing for the 
first .examination ancl require a ponsiderable 
period of rest before they are fit to resume 
work. This further reduces the time available 
for the special preparation, and often leads 
to compressing study into a few months for 
which ·a whole year is barely sufficient, the 
knowledge gained in this way being usually 
evanescent. , 

54,806. In the event o£ any changes in 
the direction of lowering the age-limits for 
the Indian Civil Service Examination being 
adopt~d, is it probable that Aberdeen Univer
sity would be willing to devise an Honours 
Course of Indian ·studies suitable for such 
probationers, and carrying with it the Univer
sity degree ? The course o£ instruction would, 
under any such system, it is· anticipated; 
include :-(i) Law; (ii) the elements of.· one 
classical and one .vernacular language ; and 
(iii) Indian history, sociology and economics. 
What provision is at present afforded in Aber
deen University for teaching these subjects; 
and is there any question of tuition and super
vision designed for ·Indian Civil Service pro
bationers?-·with the lowering o£ · the age 
limit to 20-22 it would be possible to lengthen 
the period of probation so that the selected 
candidates would proceed to India at 24 
instead of 25 as at present, and the suggestion 
may perhaps be made that with a view of 
solidifying the practical knowledge required 
of candidates before leaving for India· they 
should. be subjected to more frequent quali
fying tests than at present in tbA period of 
probation. It is believed that this would 
secure the de~ired end. better than the device 
of including subjects like Law and Eastern 
languages among the compulsory subjects of 
the :first examination. The .latter change 
would alter for the worse the character of the 
examination which is at present a test of 

· general capacity and in no way professional, 
and moreover froni the nature of the case 
would help .the candidate in his special pre
paration to an inappreciable degree. 

Dr. JOHN HARROWER called and examined. 

54,807. (Ohairman.) \Ve have already 
heard one representative from the University 
of Aberdeen. I notice that in certain points 
you and he slightly differ in your opinions ?
Yes. The Committee was divided on some 
points and also Mr. Irving really represents 
the L~w School. I am representative of the 
Arts Faculty and I have been Convener of 
the Indian Civil Service Committee in Aber
deen for 25 years, so I know more about the 
uetails than he would know. 

0 20028 

54,808. Have you any returns showing 
the number of Aberdeen students in recent 
years who have entered the Indian Civil 
Service?-Yes. In the calendar of the Uni
versity there is a complete list of the students 
who have been successful. In recent years 
we had something like an average o£. two 
successful candidates. Sometimes· we have 
bad more and sometimes less, and sometimes 
none at all. 

54,809. What is the, most 7ou have had .in 
I 3 
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the last 10 years ?-I think three is the largest 54,817. What age is that?- -I think a clever 
number we have had. boy usually gets his leaving certificate or preli-

54,810. It is as a rule two every year?- minary examination a year before he goes in 
Yes. Of course, under the old regulations for the Bursary co:npetition. 
when the upper age limit was low, we were· 54,818. At what age does he go in for the 
more successful. "In 1883 we had six can- Bursary competition ?--The age when he comes 
didates successful, in 1888 we had four, and to college is on the average 18i to 19. He 
so on. comes to college almost immediately after his 

54 811. Do you ever have candidates who Bursary competition. The situation is this
have been successful in the examination, that a boy in. the Bursary competition has to 
coming for their year's probation to t~e come up to a high standard in so many sub
University ?-I remember only one case m jects, a fairly high standard, that is to say, 
my experience in the last 30 years. One but he cannot get up to the highest standard. 
man came for his second _year of probation. He becomes a fair classic and a fair mathema-

54,812. You hold the opinion that, if the tician, but he never could face the examination 
exari:Unation were reduced to the school- which was set in 1882 for the Civil Service of 
leaving age, it would be bad for Scotch can- India. His classics would be much below that 
didates, whether they came from the schools standard and his mathematics would be much 
or the Universities ?-Yes, that is my view. below it. In the English school, so far as 
The age of entrance has been forced . up in I remember from my own recollections of 
the most extraordinary way in the last 18 Oxford, a man came up from school knowing 
years or so. In 1880-81,.£or example, there far more classics than a Scotch boy did when 
were actually nearly 60 entrants o£ the age he entered a Scotch University, but that was 
of 16. or under. In 1910 there is not a single because he had not been bothered with mathe
student so young as 16 who has entered the matics. Similarly a mathematical man had 
University. · · been allowed to go on doing mathematics in 
. 54,813. How many have entered at 17 an English School, but he had not been 
and 18 ?-In the year 1880~81 there were· 32 bothered with classics. and his mathematics 
who entered at 17 last birthday, 23 at 18 last were much above a S~otch boy's on ente1·ing 
birthday, and 10 at Hi last birthday. Coming a Scottish University. The situation in Scot
down to 30 years later, we have none at the land is that a boy has to get up to a . 
age of 16 last birthday, 17 at 17 last birthday, certain level in classics, mathematics, English, 
52 at 18 last birthday, and 4 7 at 19 last and a modern language ; that is in five 
birthday. I ought to mention that there are subjects altogether, and that makes him 
·women included among these, and they rather unable to face an examination of this descrip-
send up the age a little. tion which needs a much higher standard of 

54,814. So that whereas by that list you teaching than he could get in any Scotch 
have noue entering at age 16, you have a not school o£ the ordinary secondary type. I am 
inconsl.derable number entering at the ages not spealdng of Fette~ School, which is of t~e 
of 17 and 18 ?-The m1mber at 17 is only 17, English type, and which pus~es a man up ~n 
and there is a bi~ number at 18 last birthday. classics. A Fettes boy, I think, would go 111. 

Of course the eighties are synchronous with for that examination at 19, but what we pro
the big successes in Aberdeen. The largest duce in Scotland is rather a level in a lot of 
number of our successes in the Indian Civil subjects, and I am perfectly certain that the 
Service were gained at that period, but the boys I have had through my hands for the last 
men came to co~ege at the ag~ of .16 and 30 years-the kind of boy we get coming up 
had three years mth us at the Umvers1ty. to the University from the Scotch schools---

54,815. Now assuming the examination could not look at that examination between 18 
was at between 18 and 19 ?-We should have and 19. They could not do it from a purely 
no candidates from the University, or hardly · Scotch training. 
any would be able to go· up. An occasi.~:mal 54,819. From the Secondary Schools?-
candidate who had entered at 17 ~ast btrth- From the Secondary Schools. 
day \Vould have been a year With us or h h d d d 1 f · 

ossibl a little more but then he would have 54,820. We ave a a goo ea 0 evi-
~o maJks of the U~iversity training about den~e as regardfs dSecolndary tSchooltsh. Thet~ 
him · are m process o ~ve op~en , are . ey n? . 

54 816 But he would I suppose be iu a They are gradually 1mproymg and mcreasmg 
ositi~n t~ com ete in the examidation ?- their standard ~or the higher age ?-I h~ve I should doubt that very much. It is rather not heard anyth~ng ~bou.t that. The leavmg 

a curious situation. The leaving certificate ?ertific~te .exammat10n Improved them when 
examination sends up the age to a large It was mstltuted. . . . . 
extent because the men have to qualify in so 54,821: I suppo~e the Ind1an C.1vil Service 
many ~ubjects. They have to qualify in Latin Examination of thuty years ago did not c~te: 
or Greek generally, and in mathematics of for boys ~om the Secondary ~chools ?:-I t~I.nk 
a higher standard. Then again the Bur- the ~and1dates then came fr~m the Ene.lish 
sary competition comes in also in the same Pubhc Schools, and not nom the Scotch 
direction. schools. 
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54,822. I suppose they came froin the 
secondary Scotch schools too, did they not? 
-The majority of those who came from Scot
land came from the Universities. 

54,823. But you are not suggesting, are 
you, that when the Indian Civil Service 
examination was at· the school-leaving age no 
Scotch candidates were successful ?-They 
all came from the Universities. They had 
all been from two to three years at a Univer
sitv. They came to us at about 16-men like 
Si; Benjamin Robertson and Sir John 0. 
Miller and Sir Harvey Adamson. 1'hey all 
came at an early age. / 

54,824. The Universities in those days 
were in a sense public schools as well, were 
they not ?-I disagree with a great many 
statements to that effect. It has been. said 
the Universities were doing the work of the 
secondary schools. That is a statement which 
requires to be received with a good deal of 
caution. The Universities were doing the 
work o£ the secondary schools in classes out
side the curriculum, but we were doing very 
high work as well. 

54,825. But I suppose, when boys went 
up at 16, they were given the appropriate 
training for that age, which would be what 
we should regard as a public school training? 
-Possibly, but only in the lower sections the 
first year, and you must remember that we had 
men like J ebb and Butcher and Sellar doing 
very much higher work with the graduation 
course and honours course. The statement is 
misleading. It should always be understood 
that it only refers to lower class work. · 

5~,826. Y ot;t say a boy in Scotland would 
have no chance of passing the Indian Civil 
Service examination. Have you any returns 
to show the successes from Scotland in the 
scholarship examinations of Oxford and 
Cambridge ?-I could easily get them froni 
Aberdeen. I have a publication of my own 
showing a complete list of these, but I have 
not got it with me. That is, for Aberdeen 
only. 

54,827. Assuming the school - leaving 
examination for the Indian Civil Service 
was framed on the lines of an Oxford or 
Cambridge scholarship examination, would 
you still feel that it would be bad for the 
Scotch candidates? - The Scotch schools 
cannot send up successful candidates for the 
Oxford and Cambridge scholarship examina~ 
tions. They do not do it, from Aberdeen at 
any rate, or anywhere in the north. 

54,828. (Mr. Fisher.) If you were con
stnwting an examination for the Indian Civil 
Service for boys of 19, which would he 
suitable for Scotch candidates, and which 
would give them a chance, how would you 
frame it ?-I would suggest our Bursary 
competition examination, the scheme for 
Aberdeen which is coming into existence 
vory · soo~. It has Latin, Mathematics and 
English as compulsory subjects. Five sub
jects are required to be taken in all. You 

choose your other two £rom French, German; 
Greek, Natural Philosophy, and Gaelic. 
These are on what is called the highest 
standards, or will be when the examination 
is held, but they will be nothing like as hard 
as the examination for the Indian Civil Service 
in those subjects of about 1882. The mathe
matics, for example, .in 1882, went up to the 
Differential and Integral Calculus. Our 
examination goes only to Algebra and 
Trigonometry. That examination wonld suit 
us very well, but what would happen to the 
candidates coming from other quarters? . A 
low standard o£ age inevitably means forcing 
up the standard. We have found that con
stantly. The candidates themselves, force up 
the standard. You woUld have a dozen men 
coming in equal for the first place if you had 
a low standard of examination, and in a very 
few years, iE you started with that, you would 
be compelled, with the standard which we 
have at present in Aberdeen, to hav~. a very 
much higher standard. : · · 

54,829. Are your . optional subjects of 
French, German, Greek, Natural Philosophy 
and Gaelic on a higher standard than the 
compulsory .subjects ?-No, thei ·are on the 
same standard. 

54,830. Would the Greek and Latin papers, 
for instance, be equivalent to the papers that 
are set for the Balliol scholarship ?-No, 
nothing like it at present. 

54,831. How far do they go in mathematics? 
-You mean for the Bursaries? 

54,832. Yes ?-I think the prescription is 
Algebra an<;l Trigonometry. 

54,833. What is the Bursary age 
Between 18 and 19. 

54,834. (Mr. Sly.) You have told us that 
the undergraduate of the Aberdeen University· 
enters at the age o£ 18 or.19. How many 
years does it take him to get an honours 
course ?-Four years. In some cases five, but 
very rarely. They cannot afford to stay for 
five years. · · 

. 54,835. It is a four years' com·se ?-:.Yes. . 
54,836. Then he would be from 22 to 24 ? 

-He is about 23 on an. average when he takes 
his degree. 

54,837. The suggestion made in your 
mitten answer is that the examination should 
be put at the age of about 20 to 22 ?-Yes. 

54,838. That would CLtt right across the 
middle of his University course ?-He would 
be three years at the University, and we found 
three years did with us spendid~y in the eighties. 
Three years was the ideal time to be at the 
University. 

54,839. But would it not be a serious 
drawback from the University point of view 
that a man should be taken away in the middle 
of his honours course to go up for a competitive 
examination like the Indian Civil Service ?
The numbers are so very small. Probably you 
would have two in a year, and I thinlt we 
would reconcile it to our consciences i£ we got 

I 4 
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those. men embarked on a splendid career like 
the Indian Civil Service. 

54,840. We have had strong evidence froni 
the English Universities that they wholly 
disapproved of any age limit that will interfere 
with the University course. It must occur 
either before the Pniversity course or after the 
University course is completed. You do not 
think that feeling is so strong in Aberdeen as in 
Oxford ?-I do not think it exists at all 
because· the circumstance are so different. 
Iri. Oxford you have a very large number of 
candidates going in, and it would be a serious 
matter for the Oxford colleges, if the men were 
coming up with scholarships, only to run away 
before they 'have ~nis~1ed their career. They 
would' not get the1r Fusts in Greats and the 
Colleges would lose in that way. That is the 
explanation of the Oxford attitude., I think. 
Of course they may call it something different. 
W'ith the number is small. · 

54,841. Would your stU: dents, if the exami
nation .were at the 20 to 22 age, go through 
the ordinary honours course and then go up 
~()~' · tp.e Indian Civil Service examination, or 
woulq they nee(J. to have a special com:se·?
At present they have something of a special 
cou_.rse, in the sense that they have to take up 
subjects which are not included in their 
honours, and very probably they would have 
to 'do that under my system as well. They 
may have to tal~e up, for instance, political 
science, political economy, and sometimes a 
modern language in addition to their ordinary 
honours. We think a man must take honours 
in philosophy and classics if .he is going to 
have any chance under the present system. 

54,842. In the three years ?-In the four 
·years. He must do that if he is going tq 
have ·any chance, but in addition to that he 
has to have these extra subjects, and it would 
bo no great change if we did have them under 
the 20 to :22 scheme. · 

54,843. (Sir Theodore Morison.) Did I 
unders~ar,J.d you to speak rather as if there 
were too many subjects now offered in the 
. school-leaving examination? Did you indicate 
that you felt from an educational point of view 
that the students were kept too long ?-I think 
not ; just the opposite. I believe it. might be 
very good educationally, .but I was trying to 
explain, strictly in reference to this exami
nation, why it was that Scotch schools are 
apparently so much inferior to· English schools. 
They do not reach the same standard in 

· classics or mathematics taken separately. It 
was simply a patriotic desire to r{eep the 

Commission right on the matter, because it 
does sound dreadful that the Scotch schools 
Rhoulcl be so inferior. 

54,844. But you are satisfied ?-Educa
tionally I think it is quite good. 

54,845. vVould it. meet your point of view 
if, amongst the alternative groups which could 
be offered in this examination, there was one 
group which adequately represented the Scotch 
system o£ education as represented in the 
school-leaving examinations?- It would be 
very difficult to distinguish l)etween that and 
the ordinary course at an English public 
school. How would you distinguish between 
them? · 

54,846. It has been suggested to us that 
we should have a group for classics with 
history; modern langtlages with history for a 
second group ; and mathematics and science 
for a third group. Those are particularly for 
England. In all thoRe the standard would be 
highe1; than that which has obtained in 
Scotland ?-Yes. 

54,847.. But surely your case would be .met 
by the addition of a fourth group, the total 
o£ which would not carry more marks than 
any of those separate groups, and therefore 
couJd be classed with them, but in which a 
much larger number of subjects than is pos
sible under the English system of education, 
would all be offered together ?-I do not know 
how that would ·work. It is possible it might 
do, 

· 54,R48. All I am putting to you is that 
this group, which would repreBent Scotch 
education, might be marked as high as the 
group of classics with history which repre
sents the type of public school of Eton, 
Harrow, and Winchester ?-I do not know. 
One would require to see the papers and see 
how it could be worked out. It seems to me 
a little bit difficult to equate things like that. 
I am rather opposed to options altogether in 
competitive examinations, because of the great 
difficulty in putting subjects on a leYel. 

54,84!:}. That problem is before you at the 
present moment. You haYe to equate French 
and Botany ?-I lmow . 

54,850. And Chemistry and Greek?-But 
you are going out of your way Yery much 
more if you are going to introduce it in your 
scheme. 

54,851. I was not contemplating so many 
options as there are at present. There are 
four?-When you look at the combinations 
there are not so many after all. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
(Adjourned to to-morrow at 10.30 a.m.) 
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Written answe1'8 1•el,ating to the Indian 
Civil Se1·vice. 

54,852. ·what is the opinion held by the 
authorities of the St. Andrews University 
with regard to a view, which was given in 
evidence in India, that Indian Civilians now 
come out to India too old and with an in
sufficient knowledge of Law and other spe
cialised subjects required for the performance 
of their duties, and that, in consequence, the 
competitive examination for admission to the 
Service should be held at an age between 
18 and 20, and that this should be followed 
by a period of probation of three years, to be 
spent at one or· more Universities or at a 
special institution established for that purpose? 
-If the examination for the Indian Civil 
Service were held between the ages of 18 and 
20 it would, in our opinion, be impossible 
for any candidates from Scotland to compete 
successfully, except the few who could afford 
to go to a. crammer's on leaving school. 

54,853. In the event of any changes 
in the direction of lowering the age-limits 

· for the Indian Civil Service Examination 
being adopted, is it possible that St. Andrews 

University would be willing to devise an 
Honours Course of Indian studies suitable 
for such probationers, and canying with it 
the University degree? The course of in
struction would, _under any such system, it 
is anticipated, include (i) Law; (ii) The ele
ments of one classical and one vernacular 
language ; and (iii) Indian history, sociology, 
and econo~ics ?-'Vhile there is no objection 
in· principle to an Honours· Course o£ Indian 
studies leading to a degree, it is improbable 
that . any University in Scotland (with the 
possible except.ion o£ Edinburgh) could provide 
the staff necessary for the purpose. 

54,854. What provision is at present 
afforded in St. Andrews University for teach
ing the subjects mentioned in the last question, 
and is there any system of tuition and super
vision designed for Indian Civil Service pro'" 
bationers ?-We make no special provision 
for teaching Indian subjects. A fair number 
of candidates from this University go into 
the Indian Civil Service at present, but they 
go els!3where for their probation. If the age 
were lowered we .should have no candidates, 
and' therefore we should be still less likely 
to have probationers. 

Professor BuRNET called and examined. 

54,855. (Oha·irman.) You come before us 
to-clay to represent the views of St. Andrews 
University?-Yes. . 

54,856 .. Will your answers represent the 
views of the University or only your own 
personal views ?-I think, on the whole, I may 
say they are representative of the views of the 
University, in this respect, that ~e have talked 
it over a little, and 1 was asked to appear 
before this Commission by the University 
Court, which is the governing body of the 
University, and I represent them. 

54,857. Have you any return you could 
give us showing how many of your students 
at St. Andrews haYe passed "into the Indian 
Civil Service in recent years ?-I can say from 
memory that there were two last year, and 
generally speaking, every three years or so, 
we have one or two. That is about the 
average. 

54,858. Do they ever return to you as 
probationers to take their year's course prior 
to going to India?-- No, that has never 
happened. 
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54,859. Have you any facilities 'in your 
University for the probationary course ?-No, 
not at present; we had once :for Sanskrit, but 
that is the nearest we have ever come to 
having special facilities. We are a small 
University, and :for the number it would be 
impossible for us to keep a staff of that kind. 

54,860. Your first answer reads : " I£ the 
" examination :for tbe Indian Civil Service 
" were held between the ages of 18-20 it 
" would be ,impossible :for any candidates 
" from Scotland to compete successfully, 
" except the few who could afford to go to a 
" crammer's on. leaving school." Could you: 
elaborate that a little for us ?-The reason for 

· that is that our schools in Scotland, with the 
exception of one or two, are not · able to carry 
education so far as to make it possible for the 
pupils at the end of their course to become 
candidates in a severe competitive examination 
of this kind. It is always necessary for them 
to have some further instruction than the 
schools can possibly. give· them. With the 
age as it is at present they get such instruction 
at the University. I£ it were reduced, then of 
course it might still be possible, as ·it was 
:formerly when the age was lower, :for boys 
whose parents had means to get preparation 
by sending them to some institution which 
prepares :for the examinations, but they would 

· not come to the University at all in all proba
bility. They generally did not when the age 
was lower-I forget how many years ago, 
more than 20 years ago. I had friends o£ my 
own at school who desired to go into the 
Indian .Civil Service, and they were able to do 
it because, as I say, their parents were able to 
afford it; otherwise it would have been quite 
impossible. They did not go to the Scotch 
Universities at all. 

54,861. In those days the average age for 
leaving school was 16, was it not?-Yes. It 
is rather higher now, o£ course. 

54,862. It is now 18 ?-Yes. The statistics 
are a little misleading, i£ one takes the average, 
because the average includes women students 
·who on the whole are older ; and consequently 
I think a good many o£ .the average ages that 
have been given in various statements on this 
and other subjects are a little misleading in 
that way. The average is not quite so high 
as it would appear to be. I have brought 
here with me the ages in years and months of 
first year students at the University who have 
been taking Greek for the last two years, and 
I find that there is a considerable variety of 
age. For instance, in the present year, the 

'highest age entered is 24, whereas there is 
one actually as low in this year as 16; but 
that is most exceptional nowadays. 

54,863. Have you many of 17 ?-Only two, 
one of 17 years 8 months, and another of 
17 years 11 months. Those are the only 
students under 18, except the one of 16 that 
I have just referred to. 

54,864. I suppose the majority of them 
come up to about 18 ?-Yes; there are several 

19, and the number over 20 is nine, but some 
of those ,are women. 

54,865. As the tendency to remain at 
school has developed, has the standard o£ 
those in the upper part of the school risen 
correspondingly ? - To a certain extent 
undoubtedly, but not sufficiently. And I do 
not think it is likely to rise sufficiently for 
this reason, that the schools are not adequ~tely 
staffed for teaching up to the nece~:>sary 
standard, and until there is a complete 
alteration in .the condition of the schools, and 
in the financial inducement :for good men to 
become schoolmasters--that is a very impor
tant point.....:....! do not think it is likely to 
improve. 

54,866. Do you say that of the old schools 
in Scotland, eYen the older public schools 
There are very few that would come under 
that head. The only school which is at ·all 
comparable to an English public ~:>chool is 
Fettes College. I do not suppose they would 
have any difficulty whatever, in fact, I am 
sure they would not. But I am talking of the 
average Secondary School, as we call it, of 
Scotland. There may be one or two excep
tions in the large towns. For instance, Edin
burgh Academy, I have no doubt, would be 
able to work up to that point, but they are 
extremely few, very few, certainly not more 
than three or four such schools, and I see no 
near prospect of their being able to do much 
more because of the difficulty of getting an 
adequate staff for higher work upon such 
small salaries as are paid to the schoolmasters. 

54,867. So that tl1e secondary schools, as 
they stand at present, could hardly compete i£ 
the Indian Civil Service Examination were 
held at the school-leaving age ?-Nol they 
could not, except a very few, such as Edinburgh 
Academy, and one or two others, certainly less 
than half-a-dozen. 

54,868. If an examination were established 
at the school-leaving age, and framed in such 
a way as to be suitable for Scotch teaching as 
well as for English, do you think that boys 
would come up from school, say at 17, and 
have a year's training at the University prior 
to going in for the examination ?-That is the 
sort of thing they used to do, but I do not 
think it would be a very effective means of 
preparing for the examination, because the 
work we do at the University is not of the 
same nature as school work. We do not give 
them the sort of drilling which would be 
necessary for an examination held at the age 
o£ 18, and I should think that any boy who 
did that would stand rather a poor chance in 
the examination. We can hardly-I do not 
like to use the word "cram "-but we could 
hardly give the proper drill which is required 
and which a school can give. \V e can hardly 
do it under the conditions of a University, and 
it would not be desirable. 

54,869. We have had evidence before us 
in the last two or three days on the comparative 
merits of a teaching such as you describe, and 
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that of a public school, and the opinions have 
been rather in favour of a year at the 
University, but I understand you would not 
take that view ?-··No, I do not think I should, 
not so far as my experience has gone. I think 
one year at a University is very little use. 
'Vhat I mean is that I think if a boy is not 
going to take a complete University Course, 
he had much better not take any, because it 
is a very incomplete and fragmentary thing. 
It is intended to lead on to something else 
which never comes. 

54,870. Of course it might be col}.templated 
that if the age for the examination were 
reduced to the sch9ol-leaving age those who 
succeeded would have a full University Course 
after the examination ?-No doubt they would 
have a probationary course; that I can quite 
understand, but for obvious reasons it would 
not affect us ; they would not come to us. 

54,871. Because you have not the provision 
for them ?-Ber.ause we have not the provision 
for them. They would not come to any 
Scotch University. . 

54,872. You say in one of your written 
answers that it is improbable that any Uni
versity "in Scotland could provide the staff 
necessary for the purpose of an Honours 
Course of Indian studies leading to a Degree. 
Is that the case ?.-I made a possible exception 
in favour of Edinburgh, but I think I was 
wrong there. I have been speaking to some of 
my friends in Edinburgh since, and they are of 
opinion that they could not do it. I thought 
possibly they might, as they have a much 
larger staff, but it appears that they do not 
think so. 

54,873. Are there any further points that 
you would like to put before us ?-There is 
one thing which is a rather general considera
tion, which perhaps has not so closely to do 
with the University of St. Andrews as with 
the general question, which I may perhaps be 
allowed to mention as a thing that occurred 
to. me. I was at Oxford myself at the time 
when there were Indian Civil Service proba
tioners there under the old system ; when they 
came after passing an examination at the 
earlier age and took a considerable period of 
probation there, doing Indian subjects. At 
that time it was undoubtedly the case that 
they went to different Colleges, and to the 
best Colleges in Oxford, but there was a 
slight tendency for them to become segregated 
from the others. That was my impression. 
They seemed to keep together very much, and 
did not get, in my opinion, quite the same 
advantage from the University, as is got from 
the University of Oxford by those who go in 
at the later age at present through the regular 
Degree Course. As far as my experience of 
Oxford has gone, such men get a very much 
greater advantage from being at Oxford, than 
those who go there for purely professional 
purposes. That is an impression which I 
obtained in Oxford, both as a Graduate and 

an Undergraduate, for a good many years, and 
I have that impression very strongly. 

54,87 4. Is that due to the fact that they 
have to be trained in special subjects for the 
Indian Civil Service ?~I think it is.· 

54,87 5. But take for instance Law, a very 
important subject; that need not necessarily 
isolate them ?·-Oh dear no. · 

5.4,876. 'They can mix freely with tbei:r 
colleagues in the University whilst going 
through a Law Course?-Yes, certainly, but 
in a large College-it might be different in a 
small one _:_they seemed to keep together 
somehow ; there seemed to be a sort o£ bond 
.between them. They had their own societies, 
and kept together in a .way which I do not 
t~nk was quite the best thing for them in the 
circumstances. 

54,877. Holding that view, have you any 
comments to make about the suggested estab
lishment of a separate institution?-·what I 
have said would apply even more strongly in 
that case. On the other hand, supposing that 
a later age were imposed, and the candidates 
previously had a normal University education, 
then, o£ course, the probation might "be very 
much more technical and more special than it 
is at present. There would be no objection to 
that whatever. 

54,878. Have you many Indians at 
St. Andrews? -- vV e have none at all at 
St. Andrews itself, but the greater part of 
our Medical School is at Dundee, and there 
are two or three there, three, I think, at 
present. 

54,879. Do they miX freely with the other 
students ?-I am afraid I could not say any
thing about that ; I have not come across 
them at all. 

54,880. (Sir Murray Ham1nick.) Putting 
aside altogether what we want in India, are 
you quite satisfied with the present age?
The present age is extremely .satisfactory for 
us for our conditions in Scotland. There is 
no doubt that it is extremely satisfactory. 
We could cope with a reduction of one year 
possibly, but I think any. further reduction 
would cut us out completely. 

5_4,881. The age of 21 as a maximmn you 
would not like ?-I do not think we could 
do Vel-y much with it. I think it would 
practically exclude us. . 

54,882. Do you know at all when you first 
began to pass candidates for the Indian Civil 
Service ? -Very shortly after the age was 
raised. There had been some _in earlier days. 

54,883. But going back again before the 
age was raised,. the time when I came out. 
35 years ago, were you passing men then ?-I 
do not know of my own knowledge, but we 
certainly were. At that time there were one 
or two. 

54,884. The age then was 21, and the 
school-leaving age was 16 ?-Yes. 

54,8S5. So that the age probably suited 
you then ?-Exactly. 
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54,886. And it would not suit younow?
That is so. We get very few at 16. I have 
only one, and that is quite exceptional, on the 
list which I have here. · 

54,887. We have been told by some 
evidence that we have had that, quite contrary 
to what you say, the age of 18 and 19 would 
suit Scottish boys extraordinarily well, and 

. would widen the field for the Indian Civil 
Service examination very much by bring
ing in a great number of boys from the 
Secondary Schools of Scotland, provided it 
was made necessary that all boys should get 
a certificate that they had come straight from 
some kind of school, which satisfied either the 
English Board of Education, or the Scottish, 
Board of Education. I£ that were done do 
you think Scottish schools would have a look 
iu?-I do not think so. I. do not think they 
would be able to compete in· any sort of way 
with the English schools at that age. 

54,888. Even supposing the examination 
was framed. very much on the lines of the 
School-leaving Certificate examination in 
Scotland ?-'l'hat, of course, is only a Pass 
examination, and I think at that age such 
ali examination would probably be much more 
easy for English boys, for . the -simple reason 
that, rightly or wrongly-I am inclined to 
think wrongly-they begin certain subjects, 
Latin and Greek, for example, at a very much 
earlier age in England, and that is one of the 
fundamental points. · · 
. .. 54,889. (Chairman.) I understand you to 
say that that applies to England?--"-Yes. Latin 
and especially Greek are begun at a very 
Jnuch earlier age in England than in Scotland. 
In the. Scottish Secondary Schools it is unheard 
of almost for anyone to take Latin till he is 
10 or Greek till he is 14. Consequently it 
takes some time before the Scotch boy can 
catch up the English boy. I believe it can 
be done, but it takes a certain amount of 
time. I think it is perfectly possible to make 
up the handicap. But it is the real reason 
why the Scottish schools cannot face it at the 
earlier. age. 

54 890. (Sir Murray Hammick.) Only one 
other 'question. Looking to your experience 
do you think there would be qonsiderably 
more danger in choosing the candidate at 18 
and 19 than as now at 24; I mean as regards 
the certainty of selecting by an examination 
a man who is suitable for the career in front 
o£ him? Do you think it is more difficult to 
decide on the promise of a candidate at 18 or 

. 19 than at 24 ?-As far as examinations go I 
think it is so. I think when a man is more 
mature you can judge better whether he has 
merely superficial cleverness or whether he 
has anything mor~ i~ him. ~e.ither tha;t .nor 
any kind of exammat10n test Is, m my opmwn, 
an adequat.e test f?r a thin~ like the. Indian 
Civil Semce, whiCh reqmres all kmds of 
qualities that no examination can test. I feel 
the weakness ·of the method of selection, I 
mean to say. 

. 54,891; Ha~e you any views about bringing 
lll some ~md. of wa;y ~£ marking character in 
an examma.tw~ ?-'-It 1s extremely difficult to 
do so, but It IS extremely desirable. I have 
a littl~ experien?e of the way in which the 
SelectiOn Committee for the Egyptian and 
Soudan Civil Service does that. We have had 
one or two-two at present-·who l1ave been 
selected by them, and they practically dis
regarded examination tests. altogether. They 
took that from my opinion of the man's 
work. They simply took my word as suffi
oient. and did not examine them further, and 
then formed their own opinion of the men as 
men. 

54,802. It is possible to do that with an 
examination where you have only two or three 
candidates, but it is hardly possible with 
50 candidates, is it ?-It is quite a different 
thing, I agree, when you have a smaller 
number. They simply got a report from me. 

54,893. (Chairman.) To what extent do 
they disregard papers ?-They do not have 
any papers at all. It is pure. selection, but it 
is on the basis to some extent of a report from 
the candidates' teachers, a confidential report 
upon th~ir '!ark and character and everything 
·else, whwh m the case of all applicants I have 
to supply. . 

54,894. (Mr. Abdur Rahim.) I understood 
you to say that there is a Board of Selection 
for Soudan candidates ?-For the Soudan and 
Egypt. . 

54,895. What is the composition of the 
Board ?-That I hardly know. I have only 
communicated with the Secretary, and I cannot 
therefore say how it is composed. 

54,896. Do you know how long it has been 
working?-I have known about it for the last 
three or four years only, because there have 
never been any other applicants from our 
U nhrersity before that time. The first I heard 
of it was when one of our men applied and 
·asked me to communicate with the Secretary 
of the Board and answer the questions which 
he asked. 

54,897. Have you heard any criticisms as 
to the way the Board works ?-No. Certainly 
they succeeded in picking out two very good 
men. One of the men that I sent up had 
only got Second Class Honours, but they were 
certainly right to take him, and they were 
perfectly satisfied. 

54,898. Do you know if there is a quali· 
fying standard; must they be Honours men? 
-They require an Honours degree, but they 
interpret that very liberally . 

54,899. (Mr. Madge.) Yon have told us 
that the lowering of the age would practically 
exclude Scottish students, and I do not at all 
under-estimate the serious nature of that 
exclusion. You have ah·eacly told Sir Murray 
Hammick that at a younger age a man is less 
qualified to judge of his future career than 
later on. Do you think the risks that would 
be run by compelling people to select at a 
younger age would form a strong argument 
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against the reduction of the age"?-:-! do not 
quite understand what you mean by the risks. 

54,900. Suppose the age were lo'\vered and 
sti1dents were then practically compelled to 
decide at an early age, do you think the risks 
would be so grave as to act as a strong 
argument against the lowering of the age ?
I do not think that is a strong argument at 
all. The argument which I have in view is 
simply our own local argument in Scotland, so 
to say. I£ the conditions in Scotland were 
different from what they are, I do not know 
that one would look at it in the same way, 
but I look at it first of all naturally from the 
point of view of the Scottish schools and 
Universities, and then from the general point 
of view that it is not desirable that any part 
of the Kingdom should be excluded if it is at 
all possible to avoid it. 

54,901. I want to ask you whether, apart 
from Scottish students, considering that early 
promise is often belied by later performance,. 
you think· or do not think that there is any 
serious risk of mistakes being made· in regard 
to students generally all over Britain i£ that 
system is adopted ?--I think there is con
siderable risk of mistakes, very considerable 
risk. As far as my own experience goes it is 
an exceedingly common thing for students to 
come to us, say at the age of 18, or just under 
that age, with great brilliancy, apparently 
great promise, but we never hear of them 
again after the first six months they have been 
in College ; they fall into the ranlcs: On the 
other hand, there are others who show their 
gifts only after they have been with us about 
two years. That happens often, so that there 
is a very considerable risk of missing some of 
the best men. I have no doubt at all about 
that. And that applies not only to Scotland 
but all over the Kingdom. I think some of 
the men whom it is most desirable to secure 
for a Service like the Indian Civil Service are 
men that develop slowly, but who in the end 
are much better than the brilliant school 
boys. 

54,902. At whatever rate that risk may be 
estimated it tells against the lowering of the 
~ge ?-Y ~s, it does, so far as it goes, htl.t it 
IS very difficult to estimate of course. 

54,903. Then you have refenecl to the 
character test that you furnish in regard, I 
suppose, to the School-leaving Certificate. 
Yot~ have spoken of judging· by reports and 
havmg no competitive examination?-It is 
not the School-leaving Certificate that is in 
question for the Egyptian Service. All the 
men who go in for the Egyptian and Soudan 
Civil Service are graduates. · The Committee 
of Selection ask a number of rather searching 
questions about the candidates, and at the 
same time I give my opinion as to the work 
they have done, not only in the examinations 
for the degree but the work they have done 
throughout the whole of their course. 

54,9U4. That is as regards the Soudan 
only; but I understand that as regards the 

Le~ving qertifica.tes, Scotland generally is 
~at1sfiecl w1th certificates of character supplied 
m other ways?-You mean for the U niver
sities? 
· 54,905. Yes?-We receive no reports on 
character. There is no public test of that. 

54,906. And the country is satisfied with 
that state of things ?-I cannot say. · · · 

54,907. -As far as you know ?-I have 
heard no objection to' it. · 

54,908. Then there is this point, that the 
.~est not b~in~ a competiti-y~ one perhaps if 
It were applied to competitive examh;tations 
there would be a. difference of opinion ?-No 
doubt. It is an extremely difficult thing 
because there are possibilities that certain 
teachers might ·form too. high an estimate of 
their own pupils. Thatdoes occur. . I 

54,909. ·The grouping together of candi
dates for th~ CiVil Service that you have 
spoken of referred to British students not to 
Indians ?-Yes, I admit.that. · ' 

54,910. (Mr. Fisher.) Would. you be in 
favour of the institution of a vivil voee 
examination for the Indian Civil' Service?
So far as my experie.nce of viva voce examina-
tions goes I should very strongly indeed. . 

54,911. ·would you explain to the Com
mission briefly the grounds on which you 
would recommend that ?-In the first place 
there is. always the possibility in an examina
tion that some of . the very best men may not 
do themselves justice, and it may always be· 
possible by means of a viva voce examination 
conducted on sound lines to enable those 
men to do more justice to themselves, and in 
that way it may be possible to secure some 
very good men for the Public Service who may 
not otherwise be obtained. Then .of course 
l.here is no doubt that a ·viva voce examination 
assun;ing that it was conducted by the prope; 
exammers, would ensure that very obvious 
disqualifications for the Public Service would 
he dealt with. There are men-we have all 
known such cases I suppose-who could pile 
up marks in an examination to almost any 
extent, but who would have been rejected at 
once by any selection· Board as quite unfit for 
posit!ons of responsibility. 

54,912. W oulcl your recommendation be 
that we should have an Examining Board 
with power to reject a candidate who appeared 
to he unsuitable for the Public Service ?-,-I do 
not know about an Examining Board. It 
would have t9 be something rather more than 
a Board of Examiners if it was to have the 
power to reject. It would be necessary to 
include certain responsible officials, I take it. 

54,913. Certainly; but would you give to 
such a Board the power to reject, or simply 
the power of marking for certain character
istics ?-I do not like to put it exactly as the 
power to reject, but I think they should have 
the power to select from a larger number than 
are actually required. I think if a larg0r 
number were discovered by examination to 
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be possible candidates, that then from this 
body which one h~s got ?Y examinati~n some . 
system of selection m1ght be carried out 
-selection by viv& voce examination, I mean. 

54 914. Your proposal would be something 
of thi~ kind that if there were 50 places in 
any one year: the first 10~ !n the exan:ina~ion 
should be called up for inva voce exarmnat10n, 
and then the 50 should be selected from those ? 
-That is the sort ·o.f thing I was thinking of. 
Obviously as I say, it could not be done by a 
Board of ~ere Examiners with no responsi
bility. It would have to be ~one by responsible 
officials undoubtedly. 

54,915. Have you any experience yourself 
of the working of this school record system 
that· has been introduced into the Scottish 
School-leaving Certificate ?-Very little. ·I 
know a good dea! about the .wri.~ten part of 
the Leaving Certificate exammatwn. What 
happens, I underst~nd, is that a~ter the 
written results are ad]Usted, they are discussed 
by the Inspector with the schoo_lmaster, but I 
do not think any very great changes are made 
in that way. 

·54 916. You do not think it really affects the 
result?-It is mainly a written examination still. 

54 917. I suppose that a great number of 
Scotchmen are educated at the English Public 
Schools, are they not ?-A very considerable 
number, but they belong, of course, to a 
certain class. It is even more expensive for 

· a Scotchman than ai:J. Englishman. 
· 54 918. The English Public Schools have 

· a gre;t number of scholarships w~ich m~k~ it 
easier for a poor Scotch boy to obtam adrmsswn 
to those schools ?-yes, but for the reasons 
which I have explained, they would never be 
pract1cally level beca~se they do n?t begin 
such subjects as Latm and Greek till much 
later so that there is never any prospect there. 
The;e.is Fettes College in Edinburgh, which 
is on the lines o£ an English Publie School, 
. and a great many do get there by m.eans of 
scholarships ; but that is only one school. 

54 919. Are there good entrance scholar
ships 'at Fettes ?-Y~s, very goo~ indeed
excellent. That provides for a certam number, 
undoubtedly. ' 

54,920. Do you think it poss~ble.to exclude 
the crammer if one had an exammatwn at 19? 
-I hardly think so. 

at cramme;s; but it would be impossible to 
prevent that. I suppose you would agree 
that ifan examination is held at 19, it is very 

'important that' the selection shoulcl be made 
on promise rather than on performance?·-Yes, 
necessarily, as in the case of the Oxford 
Scholarship examinations. Yes, it would have 
to be done on the same principle as those are 
done, no doubt, and that is not easy to judge 
without viv& voce examinations. 

54,923. You would also, I suppose, recom
mend a conference between the examiners in 
each particular paper ?-I think so. That 
does not occur at present so far as. I know, 
and I think it is extremely desirable it should. 
I have examined occasionally, and one feels 
the complete isolation. 

54,924. Are there any other suggestions 
which you, from your experience as an 
examiner, would like to make with regard to 
the conduct of the examinations ?-I think 
that is i1s chief defect. I think if there was a 
meeting of the examiners in the same subject 
in the same department, most of the difficulties 
about the examinations would probably dis
appear of themselves, or at any rate become 
so obvious that they could be remoYed. That 
seems to me the chief defect of the examination, 
otherwise it is an exceedingly good examina~ 
tion, as far as an examination can be. But 
there are, I suppose, for example, half a dozen 
people doing the Classical papers, and they 
never meet at all, and I do not think those 
who are doing the Latin papers knew who are 
doing the Greek. 

54,925. And you say that is a very grave 
defect indeed?--I think it is. 

54,926. Do you happen to have made any 
special study of the relation of UniYersity 
success to success in after life ?-No, 1 cannot 
say I have, except in the most general way. 

54,927. You did not happen to see Dr. 
Edgar Schuster's paper on that ?-No . 

54,928. It brought out some rather in
teresting results. There is just one other 
question I want to ask you. At what age 
does a man generally take his degree in Arts 
at St. Andrews ?-That is an Honours degree 
you are speaking of ? 

54,929. Yes ?-Probably the age is between 
22 and 23-23 I should say. 

54,930. Is that the average in Scotland ? 
-Yes I should think so. The Honours 
cours~ is ratl1er long. That is to say, it is 
legal to take an Honours degree in three 
years, but hardly anJ:one ever does. Four 
years is the normal time, and ~hen anyone 
who is going to become a candidate for the 
Indian Civil Service is advised, and generally 
finds it necessary, to take double Honours. 
For example, the two candida.tes who got in 
last year both did the same thmg ; they both 
took Honours classes in Classics and in 
Philosophy. That may take five years nor-

54 921. It has been suggested to us that 
it might be possible to ins~st upon a School
leaving Certificate-a certificate that. a ~oy 
had been either to school or to the Umvers1ty 
up to the time of examination ?-Up to the 
time of the examination would, I suppose, 
exclude him certainly in many parts or the 
country, but there would be nothing as far as 
I see in London, for example, to prevent a boy 
being at a crammer's, and also getting ·a 
certificate from a day school, or that he was 
attending University classes in London. That 
would be quite possible, I should think. 

· 54 922. He could no doubt supplement the 
schooi or University education by studying 

. mally. Consequently the age might be well 
over 23 in the case o£ those students. 
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54,93L (M1'. Sly.) You have told us that 
the average age at which a man takes an 
Honours degree at your University is abont 
22 or 23 ?-23 rather than 22. 

54,932. vVe have had a certain amount of 
evidence suggesting that it would be suit
able for some Scotch Universities to fix the 
age for the open competition of the Indian 
Civil Servic~, after students have been two 
years at the University, at an intermediate 
stage. o£ the University career.· I understand 
your opinion is strongly opposed to any exa
mination· at an intermediate stage ?-There . 
is an examination. vV e have an examination 
for thit; purpose. I do not think, in the first 
place, that that examination, which i~ ne?es
sarily of the nature of · a Pass exammatwn, 
gives quite the sort of kno'!ledge that you 
want to have about the candidates, and also, 
I think, the generalfeeling is that it is a pity 
to begin a University course at all unless you 
are going to finish it. I like to regard the 
University course as a whole, any part of 
which, taken by itself, would be comparatively 
of little. value-I do not say altogether value
less, but it would lose. its ref1l value. 

54,933. Do the successful candidates from 
your University go up for the examination 
direct from the University or have they had 
any additional special course of study before. 
they go up for it ?-Some of them have done 
ol).e and some have done the other. A good 
many have come for six months to some 
institution in London to get additional pre
paration. Those two who got in last year 
did that. But that is not universal; it is 
not absolutely necessary to do so. 

54,934. If no intermediate age is possible 
the only feasible alternative, in your opinion, 
to the present age of 22 to 24 is to go back 
to a school-leaving age?-Yes; and, of course, 
with this addition, that what would be feasible 
in England would not be feasible in Scotland 
at aU. Scotland would simply drop out. 

54,935. You ha\·e told us that the Scotch 
schools could not compete at all. Is that 
because the standard of education in Scotch 
schools is lower than that in English schools, 
or is it simply due to the fact that the stan
dard of education is somewhat different :from 
that in England ?-It is diffe:t:ent in this way. 
I do not know that one would say it was 
necessarily lower for that reason, but boys 
begin what one would call a definitely 
secondary class of education at a much later 
age. I do not think that is necessarily a bad 
thing at all ; I think it has many advantages, 
but at the same time it means that they will not 
know nearly so much Latin, :for example, at the 
age of 18 or 19 as an English boy will know. 

54,936. If they have a general education 
of a wider nature than that which is ordinarily 
given in the upper classes of an Engl~sh 
Public School system, the extent to whwh 
the Scotch boys would or would not succeed 
would depend almost entirely on the nature 
of tl1e examination, if it is not really worse 

than the English education ?-I do not want 
to disparage it, but it is not quite on the same 
level. There is no doubt about it that our 
Secondary Schools have been until lately 
extremely badly equipped, extremely badly, 
manned with the exception o£ one or two in 
large towns. The improvement which has 
taken place has been very slow up .to· now, 
and one does not see where further improv&
ment ·is to be made. The financial aspect of 
the subject is so difficult, and one does not 
see where the monei is to come from. It 
seems to me very difficult to suppose that in 
the near :future at 'any rate there. will be many 
schools in Scotlaud which can profitably teach 
a boy beyond the age o£ 17. · 

54,937. Do many o£ ·the Scotch schools 
· succeed in securing .scholarships at the 
English Universities ?;_Hardly more than 
two of them,. Fettes College and .Edinburgh . 
Academy. I do not think almost any other 
school in Scotland has obtained any. 

54,938. If the· Indian Civil Service competi
tive examination at the school-leaving age were · 
instituted, we have· had. a certain . amount of 
varying evidence from Scotland as to what 
the class of examination should be'--whether 
it should be based on the existing School
leaving Certificate or whether it should be 
based on the Bursary examination. in Scotland. 
Can you give us any opinion on th~t point ? 
-There is no common Bursary examination; 
each University has its own. 

54,939.. On the lines o£ the Bursary . 
examination ?'-It would be impossible to find· 
any common lines because there are. great 
differences at present. What would suit one 
would not suit another in that respect. Fo10 
example, with us the examination .for Bursaries 
is. identical with the preliminary examination,. 
which again is ve1-y much the same thing~ as 
the Leaving Certificate examination. But 
that is quite different in Edinburgh and 
Aberdeen.· . 

54,940. Then you do :not think the Bursary· 
examination would form a good model?'-I 
hardly think so. · 

54,941. We have been told that the intro·· 
duction of an examination at the school
leaving age would in one respect be more. 
:favourable to Rcotland than the present one,· 
in that it would permit a: certain number of 
poor candidates to compete who. are Un.able.· 
at present to lmdergo at their own cost the 
expense and time as a University edllcatfon. 
vVhat is your opinion on that ? -I do not 
believe there· is any candidate, .however poor, 
in Scotland, wh<;> is at all capable o£ doing the· 
thing, who would find any difficulty at all in 
getting a University education. The provision 
which has been made for enabling poor lads 
of promise to get a University education is 
so great that there is really no difficulty. I 
do not think anyone who really was fit for 
it has been · kept away from University 
education by the lack of mon,ey; and now, 
more particularly, that the fees .. are paid by 
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:Mr. Carnegie's benefaction, it is still more 
so. It was so even before that in ~y opinion. 
In my University we have a large munber of 
Bursaries which are open to public compe
tition, but besides that we were always able 
to help any rleserving student, and did 
habitually help them by remission of fees and 
that sort of thing. We do not remit fees 
now, seeing. that they are paid by the 
Camegie Tn1st, but in the old ·days we used 
to do it, and I do not think that any boy who 
is able to go to a Secondary School, and who 
has . promise, ·need ewer h~ve the slightest 
difficulty in continuing his course at the 
University. I feel quite sme that is so. _ 

54,942. Then you have spoken to us about 
the somewhat isolated condition in which 

• Indi~n Civil Service probationers formerly 
lived. at Oxford, and have instanced it as a 
drawba~k to. any scheme 'of probationary 
studies at a University. Would not that 
drawback largely · disappear if the Indian 
Civil Service probationers . went up for a 
regular comse instituted at Universities?
Probably it would, yes. 
, 54,943. Which would not be such a largely 

specialised· £orin of training as the training 
you referred to in force a generation ago?
No doubt to a very considerable extent that 
would be so, but still there was, I think, a 

·. tendency for the Indian Civil Service students 
to keep very much· together. I do not think 

.it was so much because of the work they 
were doing as a sort of feeling .that they were 

:all o£ the· same body and had interests which 
the others had not. 

54,944. 'It has its advantages as well as 
its' disadvantages ?---.,.Possibly. · 

54·,945. CfMr. Ohaubal.) You said that last 
year two candidates passed the Indian Civil 
Service examination from your University?
Yes. 

54,946. Can you tell me how many candi
dates from your University appeared for that 
Indian Civil Service examination ?-There 
were three. . One failed. 

54,947. Looking to the number of those 
who study in your University for the Indian 
Civil Service, can you say whether the number 
of those who appear for the examination and 
compete for the ·Indian Civil Service is 
decreasing or increasing ?-It has increased 
very slightly. 

. . 54,948. At any rate you do not see any 
indications conveying the impression to you 
that the examination is losing its interest for 
young .men ?-No, I . think not. I think 

. certainly in the last two or tpree years they 
have been more inclined to· go in for it than 
they were before. We had one man who did 
very·well, and that encouraged others. 

54 949. Is that yom impression of the 
othel' Uni ''erF.nties also ?__:.There are more there. 
There is a larger number in the other Scotch 
universities than with us. 
. 54,950. Were the ages of the candidates 

that· you gave us, one o£ 16, two of 17, nine 

above 20, and one of 24 the ages of the candi
dates for the current year ?-I have the figures 
for two years here. The ones I read out were 
ior 1913. I have 1912 here as well. 

54,951. May I ask what the total number 
was ?-It is a small number-it is only my 
own class-16 altogether. It is only my own 
small class but it is quite typicaL Those are 
the kind of people who later on would lJe 
likely to go in. 

54,952. Sixteen surely was not the total 
number. You said the figures were one of 16, 
two of 17 and nine above 20 ?-01ie of 16, 
three of 17 and the nine above 20 was in the 
other list for 1912. 

54,953. I wanted to know whether you 
could give me the total number and the 
number of women students among them in the 
year 1912 ?-There are only two or thr!:e 
women students in that list, but this is the 
Greek class, and the number of.women who 
take that is comparatively small. It would be 
more fn many other subjects. 

54,954. You could not say that for that 
year the women students appreciably affect 
the average of age ?-No. That is why I took 
this class which contains hardly any women. 

54,955. The sort of examination that was 
spoken o£, bringing a boy from school at the 
age o£ ] 7 and making him go tb1;ough one 
year's University comse, would I suppose be 
calculated to cut short his school comse and 
cut short his University course. He would 
neither have the full course at school nor 
would he have the full course at the Univer
sity ?-If we could be sure of getting them at 
16 or 17 as we used to do then of course they 
coUld get in. 

54,956. But under present circumstances, 
when the age is increasing, it would necessarily 
have the effect of cutting short the school 
course and the scholarship course also? 
-Yes. 

54,957. As regards those who fail at such 
an examination, their subsequent University 
career would be considerably prejudiced would 
it not?-Yes, if they had taken au examination 
in the middle of their University cOlu·se; I 
think it might. 

54,958. Do many students n·om Scotch 
schools appear for the Oxford Scholarship 
Examinations ?-Only from Fettes College. 
They go there quite conunonly, and from one 
other school in.Scotland, Edinburgh Academy . 

54,959. A large number of those who 
appear for such scholarship examinations from 
Scotland are men who have studied at the 
University and got their degrees ?-It used to 
be fair]v common for Scotch students to get 
scholarships at Oxford, but in most colleges 
there is an age limit of 19 for them. In the 
old days we had quite a number of. Scotch 
students who used to get scholarships, but 
now it is the rarest thing possible. They get 
exhibitions to which there is no age limit. 
They are above the age at wh~ch they can 
compete for scholarships. That IS exactly the 
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same problem as this Commission is dealing 
with really. 

54,960. "With regard to the Egyptian and 
Soudan Civil Service to which yon have 
referred, that is not open to Egyptians, is it? 
-I could not say. I think it is. I think a 
great many posts in the Egyption Civil 
Service are filled by native Egyptians, but I 
am not able to tell you distinctly. I have no 
information about that. 

54,961. With regard to the Examining 
Board, which you say would hold a viva voee 
examination and look more into the character 
o£ the candidates, would you have them state 
the reasons for which they reject a candidate? 
-Not in public I think. It might prejudice 
the rejected candidate. I said I wished it to 
be rather a matter of selection than rejection. 
I would not reject anybody, but I would select 
from a larger number. That is a better way of 
putting it .. 

54,962. Selection would imply some re
jection would it not ?-Yes, certainly. 

54,963. Do you not think that if it was 
known that candidates had been rejected by 
a Board o£ that kind it would prejudicially 
affect their future career ? It might be said 
" Such and s:1ch a man passed well; he·piled 
" up a good number o£ marks, but was 
" rejected." Would not that have a preju
dicial effect on his career here at home ?--It 
would if it was put in that way, but. not I 
think if there were a· sufficient number to 
choose from, although it is quite the same 
thing in the end, as you say. · 

54,964. That is why I asked whether you 
would have the reasons stated ?-I think I 
would have no reasons stated. You simply 
select a certain number, and tell the others 
that you are very sorry you have not appoint
ments for them. I think it could be put in 
such a way that it would carry no stigma. 

54,965. (Sir 'rheodore Morison.) Do I 
understand from your evidence that there are 
now fewer boys in Scotland who reach scholar
ship standard at 19 than there used to be? 
-Yes, because they got a training in Univer
sities which bro.ught them up at the age o£ 19; 
but now they do not come to the Universities 
so soon ; they do not get up to the standard 
so soon. That is undoubtedly so ; the standard 
has gone down at that age. 

54,966. As a result o£ the school-leaving 
age being raised the standard o£ boys at 19 
has gone down ?·-Yes. . 

54,967. You said you had some experience 
o£ the way in which the selection for the Suudan 
Civil Service is made. How did it work? 
Did the people whom they selected correspond 
with your o~ n judgment. Do you think as a 
method o£ getting the best men out of a group 
that it worked on the whole better than the 
examination system ?-My experience is not 
really sufficient for me to say, because as a 
matter of fact I have only recommended two 
people in my life and they took them both, 

, so that I cannot say as a method of selection 
0 20028 

anything about it. I know that the people 
they took were extremely good men, and that 
one o£ them has been there now for some time 
and has been doing excellent work. I had no 
means ci£ knowing what the other applicants 
were like, so that I cannot judge o£ them. It 
is not as i£ there had been other applicants 
from our University. . 

· 54,968. There were no other stt.Jents with 
whom you could compare them ? -No, I had 
nothing to go by. 

54,969. Did that selection correspond with 
the result o£ the University examination. 
were those two boys as a matter o£ fact. good 
scholars?- They were both good scholars, but 
one of them was only a· Second Class Honottrs 
man, that is to say that he was not among our 
very best men from the examination point of 
view. I was able, however, to give them both 
very strong recommendations. 'fhey were 
both physically strong and capable sort o£ 
people-me:q. of considerable development and 
force of character: That made up for the want 
of First Class Honours in the case of one of 
them, rightly, as I think. · 

54,970. You agree with the verdict ?-Yes. 
54,971. (Lord Ronaldshay.) Can you tell 

us whether there are any other schools in 
Scotland . besides Fettes College and the 
Edinburgh Academy which correspond in any 
way to English Public Schools ?--There are: 
There is a considerable number of schools 
which correspond to English Public Schools to 
the extent of being Boarding Schools. There 
is Loretto and there is Merchiston at 
Edinburgh, and there are some ·others. But 
they do not quite ·correspond to the English 
Public Schools in the standard which their 
work reaches I think. 

54,972. Do you draw a distinction between 
Fettes College and Edinburgh Academy and 
any other schools in Scotland ?-·-Yes, I think 
so. I may have forgotten some ; I may be 
unjust to some school, but I think I am right 
in drawing the line there. 

54,973. Those are the two which corre
spond most nearly to English Public Schools ? 
-Fettes does. The Academy is a different 
type of school in the main, but Fettes is 
practically organised exactly in the same way 
as an English Public School. 

54,974. ·would you say that the pupils 
there are drawn from a different social stratum 
from the pupils o£ other Scotch Public Schools? 
-To some extent they are, but owing to the 
very large number o£ scholarships it is quito 
possible £or comparatively poor boys to go 
to Fettes in very considerable numbers. 

54,975. You think that if the Indian Civil 
Service Examination was reduced to the school
leaving age that possibly men from Fettes 
might be successful ; but you think it would 
rule out practically every other Scotch school? 
-Yes, Fettes and the Academy, and possibly 
one or two more which I have not in my mind, 
but practically that is )Vhat it would come to. 

K 
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54,976. Just one question· with ~egard to 
a character test. When your graduates go up 
for the Indian Civil Service Examination now, 
the Civil Service Commissioners ask for a 
certificate of some kind, do they not ?-They 
have a certificate o£ char~tcter, I believe, yes. 
I think it is rather a formal thing. They do 
not make inquiries in the same sort of way 
that these others do. 

54 977. In the case of your own University 
do ydu know who gives this certificate 6£ 
character ?-I suppose I do, but 'I do not 
remember anything about it in the case o£ the 
Indian Civil Service. It must have been a 
very formal thing. The other has impressed
itself on my mind, because I ·had very con:. 
siderable correspondence 'vith the Se<;:retary 
of the Committee of Selection, and there I 
remember the q'uestions that were asked. 
BU:t in this case I think probably_ if I gave a 
certificate o£·" character it was in the most 
formal tel'llli3. 
· 54,978 . .I understand that. two of your 
graduates were successful in: the examination 
last year?-Yes. . 

54 979. Have yoll any recollection of having 
pi·ovided them with certi~cates o£ any kind ?
I have none. · I do not thmk I have ever done 
so. I think I should· have remembered it. I 

_ may have given them_ the most forinal thing, 
bi1t certainly nothing more. ' 

. 54,,980. R has been suggested to us that 
Scottish students might pass one. yea:r at the 
University· if the age limit. were reduced 
before going up for their Indian Civil, Service 
Examination. Oan you tell me whether the 
instruction which they would receive during 
the first year. at the University would corre
spond roughly to the teaching which a Sixth 
Form boy would get in a first-class .English 
Public School. 'Vould it be the same sort of 
thing ?-It would be similar. , 

54 981. The subjects would be more 011less 
the s~me ?-There would be fewer subjects. 
Scotch students in those circumstances would 
normally not take more than three subjects at 
a time. Three University classes is practically 
as many as it is possible -to take, so that it 
would not cover the same ground. A can
didate o£ this kind might take probably Latin, 
Greek and Mathematics, and i£ he was doing 
that he certainly would not have time to do 
anything else in the way of general education. 
· 54 982. And that is a sort of proceeding 
which' the Scotch Universities would naturally 
do all they could to discourage-a proceeding 
which involved a man coming up from a 
Secondary School, and then spending only.one 
year at- a University with a view to passing 
the examination ?-I do not know that we 
should discourage it, but I do not know that 
we should care much about it. We have no 
means t-o discourage it. 

54,983. One other question. I undei·stood 
from your answer to Sir Theodore . Morison 
Lhat you h~ld a very clear -view that the Scotch 

school boy of 19 was not altogether so well 
prepared as he was some years ago ?-I think 
that is so. 

54,984. Would that apply to every subject 
of the school curriculum or are you merely 
thinking of his classical learning ?-No, I 
think it is all round. I think it goes back 
ultimately to that matter of the staffing of the 
schools. I think the schools have not got the 
staff at present which would enable them to 
carry education on . to these later years ; 
consequently I think that when the boys come 
to College at an earlier age-[ do not say at 
16 because that .was quite too early- but 
when they come, say, about 18, or between 17 
and 18, I think they get at that age tea<:hing 
-that was more suitable to them in the Uni
versity than it is possible to get at the ordinary 
schools. I do not think there are many schools 
in · Scotland which _can profitably teach a 
boy much beyond 17. They have not the 
staff to ·do it as a rule. · 

54,985. Do the cleverest boys· come to 
St. Andrews under 18 now?-Yes. This one 
of 16 on the list here happens t-o be the be::;t 
of his yea~. Th~re is an inducement for them 
to come young undoubtedly, although the 
schools very often try to keep them, but if 
they can get a Bursary at 16 that is an 
inducement at once; 

. 54,986. One c~n'illalce a gep.eral inference 
then that the clever boy in Scotland will come 
up. to the University' before 18 ?-In very 
many cases. The tendency is for the age to 
rise· at present, and I ain not at all sure 
whether there wiJ+ be many under 18 in a year 
or two. · · 

54,987. And you would regret that ?---l 
would. I think it is a ,pity. 

54,988. The establishment of a school
leaving examination. for the Civil Service 
would have a certain tendency to arrest that, 
would it not?- If it was a school-leaving 
certificate it would keep them at school 
longer. 

54,989. An examination for the Civil 
Service· at the school-leaving age, 10, would 
have a tendency I suppose, assuming the 
schools to be so ill-prepared, to make the 
clever school boy leave his school and go to 

. the University early ?-Yes, but not quite 
early enough, not as things are n?w. He 
would have to be 16, and there I think that 
would be a pity again. I think 16 is really 
too soon. I think the raising of the age was 
a good thing so far, but I think it ten~s t? g_o 
a little too far now. It would be a p1ty If 1t 
went back to 16. · I think; that is distinctly 
too young. 

54,990. (Chai7'1nan.) I suppose the increased 
number that come at the more advanced age 
depends largely on the additional !acilities 
given in the school~ ?-Yes. It IS • often 
suggested to them, qmte properly, that If they 
have another year at school they will get a 
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better Bursary when they go to College, and 
that, of course, is an element that enters into 
it. The cleverest boy will get his Bursary at 
an earlier age. 

54,991. It is in a sense rather a ~~mment 
on the standard of education at the schools ?:._ 
Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

.JAMES LEIGH STRACHAN-DAVIDSON, Esq., M.A., Master o£ Balliol College Oxford,. 
called and examined.'~. . . . ' 

54,992. (Ohai'rman.) You are the Master 
of Balliol College, Oxford, are you not ?-Yes. 

54,993. You ha,·e been good enough to 
write for us a special memorandum, in addition 
t{) that o£ the Hebdomadal Council ?:._Yes, 
and in the last few days I have put in smrie 
statistics.t · 

54,994. Yes, I have those. I gather your 
opinion is fairly decided that, i£ the age for 
the competitive examination has to be 
reduced, there is no altemative but to reduce 
it to the school-leaving age ?-That is my 
opinion. Otherwise you will fall between two 
stools. 

54,995. Anything between that and what 
is now the practiee would cut across the degree 
course o£ your University ?-Yes. 

5±, 996. I see you say : " It is thought by 
" some that candidates for the Indian Civil 
'' Service might be induced .to commence 
" their University residence a year earlier 
" than usual, i.e., between 17 t and 18!, 
" instead o£ as at present between 18! and 
" 19!.'' You deprecate that because it would 
shorten the proper public school course, I 
suppose ?-Partly for that, m:id partly looking 
at it as a .matter of recruiting. A.s I think I 
have said in my paper, you would be asking a 
boy, without giving him any corresponding 
advantage, to spoil his University chances. 
I am taking it that you mean that the scheme 
which I was criticising was that the boys 
should be induced somehow to come up to the 
University and not be selected until the 
University training was over. That is what 
I was criticising. I think you would find that 
wiry disastrous to recruiting. 

54,997. Boys would not run the risk ?-'-I 
do not think they would, not the ambitious ones: 

54,998. Yon think that i£ the age is to be 
reduced there must b~ a competitive examina
tion at the school-leaving age with a period of 
probation afterwards?-Yes. · · 

54,999. Would you suggest in that case 
that probationers who did not work properly 
should be rejected ?-I think that would be 
necessary, othenvise you would not get any 
work out of them. I should be very sorry for 
the unhappy people who were rejected, 
be<·ause they would have wasted.all their time. 
If I may say so, I do not think I would reject 
them absolutely; I would degrade them to a 
lo\ver year and make them pass the examina
tion again. I think it would be cruel to throw 

• The written evidence of Mr. Strachari-Davidson 
upon which this oral examination was based, appears 
in Appendix III. · 

t l"ide Appendix III. 

a man over altog~ther wi~hout giving him a 
second shot at lmy t·ate. . · 
· 55_,000. Do you think it. can be assumed, 

speakmg generally, that the boy who. goes 
t!n"ough the ordeal of a competitive examina
tion for the Indian Civil Service will continue 
asa rule, to be industrious and' ei1ergetic ?-i 
~ave known all sorts, but Ithink you have a 
nght to expect it.. .· 
.. 55,001 Of comse ~there ·would be excep-

ttpns ?-Naturally. . . · · 
55,002. And in t4e case o£ · exceptions you 

would not reject outright, bu.t. d~grade ?
Yes, you say to a man : " Come up again 
next year," and then .probably he would feel 
the. spurs sticking into his sides and really 
work that year. . · 

55,003. , Could, an examination at the 
school-leaving age suitably be framed on the 
lines o£ the Oxford Scholarship Examinations? 
- YOl~ s~e there are ~fferent Scholarship 
Exammatwns . !or the different subjects, and 
I do not think you could give out so 
many places in the Indian Civil Service to 
Classics, ~o many to History, and so many to 
Mathematics. If you have a joint examination 
it is not like any o£ the actual ones. · 

55,004 .. \V mud it not be possible to get an 
examination framed upon· the general lines of 
the public schools curricula ?~I think it would 
it you could keep jealousies and politics out 
of it. I believe. it wmud be quite possible to 
~ake a scale of • ma;ks answering tq the 
difficulty o£ the subJects, .. but I think you 
would fin!i it very difficult to maintain. You 
would have one class of school saying, ".Our 
" subject is under-marked and yours is over
:· marked." r think. the simpl~ test of which 
IS the most difficult would be very difficult to 
preserve. . 

· 55,005. But your .College Scholarships, for 
which boys come up from all the· ·schools, 
form a general test, d.o they not ?-There are 
so many Scholarships. .. One boy will go in for 
the Modern History Scholarship and another 
for the Classical Scholarship, and although at 
my College we do allow them· to combine the 
two that is comparatively rare. 

55,006. You think there would be difficulty 
iu getting an examination. common to the 
schools ?-I think so .. 

55,007. It could be done with a number 
of options ?-It must be done in that way, but 
the question is how many marks you are 
going to . give to each option, or else it is a 
sort of Gresham's law, as the economists say; 
the easy subject will ch'ive oui the difficult. 
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55,008. Now as regards the period of 
probation, assuming that the age were reduced, 
·would you have at Oxford sufficient equip
ment for teaching the succcessful candidates, 
especially in the classical and vernacular 
Oriental languages, and in Law ?-I think we 
should require to strengthen the staff. if you · 
increased· the numbers. . There are very few 
at present who take the Oriental School, and 
of those who· do, a good many take Hebrew. 
But I do not think there would be serious 
difficulty, 

55,009. It would simply mean supple
menting ·the existing staff?-Yes. I think 
the drawback would be that it would be a 
University staff and not a College one. The 
probationer would be cut off from t.he ordinary 
College teaching ; but that the teaching can 
be provided I haye no doubt. 

55,010. And you see a disadvantage in the 
University providing for the probationers in 
the. varim1s Colleges ?'-Ger~ainly. 

55,011. But it is inevitable unless you had 
the· probationers all in one. College?-Yes. 
· 55,012. And you would not advocate that? 
_:_No; on the contrary, I would distribute 
them in very small numbers, if possible, so 
that they might work in with the other men 
as milch a'3 possible. 

55,013. You think the more they are dis
tributed over the University the broader their 
views will become ? - Quite so, and I lay 
stress on that. · · 
. . 55,014. As r~gards the course fo~ th~se 
three years, do you think the Uruvers1ty 
would be prepared to institute an Honours 
course fol' these probationers ?-I do not 
think it would if the Honours course is any
thing like that which Sir Ernest Trevelyan 
sketched out, and which has been laid before 
you. I think the purists, with whom I do 
not agree, would say that . this was merely 
a Government professional cou:rse. There is 
also a difficl;llty about the. examination. I do 
not think. they ,wO'Uld ,give an Honours Degree 
·on 'classes assigned by outsiders, by the Civil 
Se;rVice Commissioners, for instance. 

55,015. You do not think the University 
would assent to give a· Degree on the report 
of a composite body ~ith outsiders represented 
on it ?-I think that may be possible. 

55 016. Do you think that is feasible or 
not ?_:_I doubt 'if it is feasible. There is such 
·a quantity of Universities. If it was only 
Oxford and Cambridge I think we might 
manage it, but with the Scotch and Irish, 

· aud all the new Northern Universities coming 
in, I think it would be a Babel. 

55,017. Do you think there would be 
many coming in, as a matter of practice, 
from the Scotch Uni\'ersities; do you think 
they .are provided with the necessary equip
ment ?-That I do not knmv. I£. they stood 
out of. it, and did not agree to take part, that 
.woUld so far diminish the examination 
difficulty. 

55,018. If it was reduced to one or two 
or three Universitie.s it would correspondingly 
reduce that difficulty, would it not? -It 
would. 

55,019. Do you think Convocation could 
be induced to consider the appointment of 
a composite body of this character ?-I think 
they might. I have a little difficulty in 
answering, because I am rather out of sym
pathy with the majority of my colleagues on 
this matter. I think we ought to help in 
whatever the Government decides to do; we 
ought to help them to the very best of our 
powers, and not let red tape stand in the 
way. But ·there is a very strong feeling 
about the distinction between a Government 
Examination and University education. 

55,020. You do not think that yours is 
the prevailing opinion at the University?
I am afraid mine is not. I have fought for 
the Civil Service at Oxford for the last 
30 years, and not always successfully-some
times more, sometimes less. 

55,021. Would you say, broadly speaking, 
with your knowledge of Oxford, that the 
present system has been giving the Indian 
Civil Service the pick of those who come up to 
the University?-No, not the very pick. The 
most-learned men become College tutors. The 
be~t men, from a learning point of view, take 
to a life of learning, and the best men, from 
the ambitious point of view, become barristers 
and politicians ; but I think that the men you 
have obtained are up to a very high level. 

55,022. Are there any further points you 
would like to put before us, because we are 
very anxious to hear all the disadvantages 
attaching to a reduced age in order that we 
may take them into full consideration ?-I 
think I have already noted in my written 
statement that my experience of old members 
of the College, who have entered the Civil 
Service, is that, when one asks them what 
they think as regards this scheme, the answer 
almost always depends on the date at which 
they went up. Everybody thinks that the way 
in whieh he got in is the best way. I only 
know one exception, a gentleman who is on 
the Secretary of State's Council now, who took 
the old way, and who to my immeiJse delight 
said he thought the new way was much 
better, but that is quite an ex:ception. 

55,023. '!'bey go with their own years?
Yes. The point I wanted to make is that the 
men at the top of the tree inindia, on the 
Viceroy's Council and so on, are men who were 
taken at a young age. Wait ten years or even 
:five years, and the men there will be the men 
who have gone in under the present system, 
and I think you will find that they have just 
the same objections-supposing you make the 
change-to the men who go up under your 
system .. They will say: ',',They are not the 
sort of men we used to get. 

55,024. Assu:ming it is recognised in India 
that the amount of knowledge of Law and 
languages possessed by a Civilian when he 
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arrives in the country is insufficient, and 
requires very considerable addition, would 
you say that a year's probation is rather a 
short period for acquiring efficiently the 
groundwork of those two subjects ?-I should 
have thought on the whole that it might be 
done if you throw overboard all top hamper, 
all the fancy subjects, ·and confine a man 
strictly to learning the elements--! think you 
want little more than the elements-of one 
vernacular and ·the Law. 'l'hen I think it 
might be done. Law is not so important for 
the Egyptian Service. There they get up 
their Al·abic, which is a difficult language, 
up to a certain point in one year. They have 
only one year probation. The Eastern Cadets 
have none. 

55,025. vVe were told by a good many 
witnesses that, although the probationary 
period nominally lasts a year, in practice it is 
much less for the reason that the .first months 
are taken up more or less in recuperation after 
the examination ?-No doubt there is a certain 
exhaustion, but I think that the first months 
might be well employed in attending the Com·ts 
and so on-they are matters not requiring 
very m·gent mental strain -that, and perhaps 
the learning of the Script, which is more or 
less mechanical. 

55,026. The difficulty that you mention 
with regard to the time of the examination, 
and the obtaining of rooms in the University, 
is a small technical ·point, but there is a 
certain amount of importance attached to it. 
Can you suggest any way of getting over that 
difficulty other than one involving such a long 
delay as three-and-a-hal£ years ?--Yes. I£ 
you saw any way of saying beforehand to a 
particular College: "You shall have two men 
" this year, and you shall have your choice of 
" those who wish to come to you ; will you 
" keep two sets of rooms for them?" I think 
if they knew that a year beforehand, , they 
would probably do it. 

55,027. So that that difficulty could 
probably be got over ?-Yes, in that way. 
But you would find all sorts of jealousies. 
You would be told that the India Office was 
favouring this, that, or the other place. 

55,028. I suppose those are difficulties 
that crop up in all directions ?-It is a very 
difficult subject. 

55,029. (Lord Ronaldshay.) You spoke 
about the difficulty of assigning marks to the 
different subjects if the examination took 
place at the school-leaving age, and you 
suggested that different schools would con
sider that their particular subjects were not 
adequately marked. Did that difficulty arise 
at all before when the examination took place 
at the school-leaving age ?-I do not know. 
I think I have quoted in my paper one o£ the 
schemes at that time which I thought very 
unfair. French and German were mm·ked up, 
which practically meant that a boy whose 
father could afford to give him a French nurse 
when he was a child, and send him ~bro{l:d 

0 20028 

with a French family or a German family for 
a year, obtained an advantage which I do not 
think is at all adequate to his education. 
We had a great discussion in the year 1903 
with the Civil Service Commissioners. The 
Ci vii Service Commissioners assembled repre
sentatives of· all the Universities, and there 
was a wonderful agreement amongst them, 
but on one point, on which all the Univer
sities were unanimous against Cambridge, 
the Commissioners and the Secretary of 
State decided in favour of Cambridge. . That 
is just an instance of how you do get into 
collision. 

55,030. When graduates go up from your 
College for the Civil Service Examination are 
you· asked to supply them with a character 
certificate ?-'rhere is a formal certificate, a 
long series of questions which seem to me 
perhaps more fitted for a clerk seeking 
employment. One of the questions is : "Has 
" he to your knowledge been in any other 
" employment since he left your service?" 
" Is he strictly honest, t:~ober, truthful? " 
Then there is a sensible one : " W auld you 
" employ him in a position of trust in your· 
" own affairs, or recommend him to one of your 
" friends for such a position ? " Generally 
one says "Yes" simply, but I have known 
cases where I have thought it necessary to 
write a special report about a man. In some 
cases I think we might have lost extremely good 
men in regard to whom I could not say they 
have never been drunk. 

55,031. Generally speaking it does not 
provide really very much o£ a test o.f the 
suitability of a candidate in other respects 
than mere scholastic attainments, does it ?-I 
should think absolutely none. 

55,032. Do you think it would be possible 
to improve upon that ?-I doubt it. It could 
only be done by a confidential communication ; 
if, for instance, a Civil Service Commissioner 
came rmmd to me and chatted about it over 
the fire. · I could then give a good idea of 
what the man was like, but I should not like 
anything put down on a paper in regard to 
which you would have to read between the 
lines. 

55,033. You think the present system of 
pure competition is really the only practical 
one ?-That is my own idea. I feel very 
strougly that there are certain defects, but I do 
not see how you can avoid them. The only 
other way would be a most confidential selection 
without giving any reasons whatever. If one 
person could go round and . talk to various 
College tutors, I think he would be able to get 
a very good result, but I should not envy him. 
He would at once be1accused of jobbery. 

55,034. Then there is a question I want to 
ask you arising out of what you said with 
regard to probationers being posted over as 
many Colleges as possible. W auld you go a 
step further and say that you thought it was 
desirable that they should be distributed over 
~s lll:any Universities as possible?- I clo not 
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think so myself. I do· not think· any . other 
places than Oxford .and ·Cambridge· have the 
same advantages to gtve. . . 

. · 55,035. Dublin?-Possibly; if you can get 
liim into the· College; So mariy o£ them are 
out students a;t Dublin'. .If a maii is living in 
'College· at Trinity College, Dublin, I should 
think he .would do 've1·y well. · ' 

)$5·,f)36._: Can 
1 
you· tell us· what is ~be 

subsidy provided by the' India Office at the 
pr13s~nt tiilfe ?-! think iJ; is 150l. to' each 
probationer. · 
' · · 55,037. I meant to the University ?~I ani 
sorry, but I am afraid I. cannot tell you :how. 
Thave it all ~own brl. "pap~r, btl.t ~ did not 
kno'w I was going to be asked' that" question. 
'1\-fy'impressio~ is :it:is 500l. ·a,year,'but I' dm 
easily find out for' certain. · · · · '· 
· . 55,038. (Sir·Theoabre M01·ison.) ·You spoke 
ahout the' difficulty of yaluing different sub
jects. ·Are you ·satisfi.~d ·at the way in which 
the subjects are value'd now· in teg~rd to the 
p~esent. e:X:ainina:tion·?'-" res; with this one 
eiceptiori" to which I was refer:r;ing. I think 

. the system o£ Iilar~ing would. be' ·extremely 
good. if the . opinion. ·of ; the TJniversities 
generally ha,d ·been, taken rather. than that o£ 
one, but that is a small matter. :. · . 1 

: · 

55,039. I do not . qttite ttnderstand tlie 
::point ~0 .which you are refe~rin~ ?.....;,;:.f mean if 
.the oprmon of the other Umvers1tres+Oxford, 
the Scotch UD.iversi~ies, the Irish Unive):-sities 
and the Northei·n Universities:...:....·had been 
taken instead o~ that o:f: :Oambr~dge,. ·I twas 

·:on the question of 'the marking o£ Philosophy. 
'The 'only question· Wf,!-8 whether you shoUld 
giv~ .600, apiece to 'Moral Philosophy and 
Logic or 700 apiece. T think it ·;would be 
more just to give·700: · ' · · · · · ,. ·: . 

·' 55,040. BtU, 'with 'that 'exceptioii;·you are 
satisfied with the

1 

valuation of the' 'different 
'subjects ?..:...:.Jes. : . . . . . . . 
' · 55,04L Can yoU. tell us how it is'arrived 
.'at? .. How do you really: arrive ·at ·an estimate 
;of. 'the m~rits ·we will say Of Cheinistry ?-It 
wo:uld have to be done by expert opinion. 
. 55,042; '.What' 'does exp!3'rt opinion . go 

upon, or . is it 'bnly practical experience ?-;.. 
.. Practical experience, I .s}10ulg have .said. 
·:There '·is always ~tr,e great question of a 
matheinaticar course and a natural science 
co-q.rse on tP,~ one . hand and . the classical 
l~teracy course on the other. ' 
' 55,043. There is nothing common on 
·which you can , estimate· tlie marking ?-It is 
·very difficult, . ~ou can only do it in a rough 

, 'rule1 :o£ thurilb way. · . 
'55,044, How do yori actually ~rrive at it. 

I take·· it the Civil Service Commissioners 
have ·practically follow~'d the opinion of the 
University as to the. 'relative values of the 

"different classes? -Oxford .and Cambridge 
·hammered it mit 'with much dispute, until I 
thi'nk'~V.e have got to 'llt very fair result. 

· 55,045. By ·actually ~eeing ·the. awou:q.t o£ 
work: and the ·kind o£ men who" were·· able to 

, get· a Fi~st in' 'particular subj<;lpt~·?--quite so. 

I think it :is not bad .now. We had mmiths 
and months of discussion and controversy in 
former years before we arrived at it. , 
· .. 55,046. :That brings me to a point to 
~vhtch Iwant to draw. your attention, which 
IS thought very. badly indeed of in India. 
India· ·is extremely dissati~:died with . the 
marking: _In the first place it says it is 
extremely :unfair · to Indian · education and 
secondly it does not at all accept your ~r~rdict 
as to the .comparative difference between 
Latin and Greek and Arabic and Sanskrit?
On .that point 1 should· like to speak with 
hesitation,, not knowing those !anguages.' I 
was referrmg really to the questiOn as between 
Oxford and Cambridge and other Universities 
and the subjects they teach. . 
· 55,047. Some of the political difficUlties, 
which you mentioned as possible with regard 
to the schools, are also brought very forcibly 
before us ii1 India because it becomes a quasi
·political question, i.e., a controversy between 
two different schemes of education, one in India 
and on~ characteristi'c rather of England . 
·There ·IS· the same difficUlty there, and the 
valuntion of :the marks is disputed ?-I have 
not got the list here, but I see no objection to 
Sanskrit and Arabic being marked up to Latin 
and Greek. Persian I should doubt because 
ev~rybody says that is an ·easy language, but 
if the examination is really serious I believe 
both Arabic and Sanskrit would be deserving 
of very high marks. · . 

55,048. I do not know whether it has 
anything to. do with the Universities, but 
there is also great critici~m about the exclusion 
of certain subjects which form a promineiit 
part· o£ Indian editeation,--.;. Indian history, 
Indian philosophy and ·a certain: number of 
'the verilaculars·. How would you value Indian 
history as against Roman history ?~I should 
thi'nk very low indeed. 

'55,049: With very few marks?-I would 
allow it to come in, as I believe it does, as 
part of modern histor·y. . 

55,050. Illdians claim that it shoUld come 
.in and be mar keel the same as Greek or Roman 
or English history. They are marked at 500 
for Indian history. I ask you, how do you 
aiTive at your valuation, and if yon are not 
going to-grant tl1at demand of India how.will 
you justify it?- I should say compa1ing Indiim 
history with Greek history it is such a small 
thing. 
· 55,051. Two thousand years as against not 
quite 200 years?-Yes. The questions at issue 
in Greek and Roman history seem to me in
finitely biggel' than anything that you. get -in· 
the East as a matter o£ education. · · 
· .· 55,052. The books that you have to read 

-for Greek and Roman history are great books, 
but there is no good book on Indian history 
at all ?-1 am quite sure of the first, but I' do 
not know of the second. I take it from you. 

55 053. Witlr' regard r to . the interesting 
. figure~ 'Y hich Y?:u · ha: ve given. · us . in. the 
ljlu,ppleiilentary statement;· would 1t be fmr to 

I, 
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say that tb.ere has .been a very· considerable 
increase in cramming of recent years.?-No, I 
think not. 

55,054. It looks rather like it,·does it not? 
The number of people in the. first nine .years 
who had no special preparation outside the 
University was 288, and the number has fallen 
to 18:2 in the second period ?-I think there 
are two things . to consider. In the first place 
the crammers had not got into their stride 
for the first years, though I think ·you ·will 
find, if. you look at those lists, that in the 
earlier years there was a considerable munber 
of those.who had been two years and over ... 

55,055. There is one year in which,lO men 
stayed two years. That ·is a very big thing? 
-'-Yes. The one.,. year men, as I think I have 
pointed out, are chiefly men who have had 
a three-years' . course at Cambridge· where. the 
three-years' comse is much more prominent. 
I think you will find if you look at those lists 
that the one-year men are largely Cambridge 
men who have clone Arts f:or their University 
course, though not the highest ; that i~. they 
have · not passed the second part . of their 
examination, and have ·not 'taken double 
honours. May I say that if I had. to .draw. 
up this table over again I should make a 
further subdivision. In. the over one year (B) I 
should make a distinction between those whose 
"over" is represented by six weeks. or two 
months, who are practically the same people 
as the one-year: men,· and. those :who; have 
stopped 18 or 19 months with a crammer, who 
probably spoilt their University careers. · 1I 
think that distinction might :be. made· ·_in 
column B. . . · 

55,056. You think· as a matter ·of fact that 
column 0 represents inen who had all ·had a 
University ed1tcation and. taken it , to .its 
normal lim~ts at ·their· University?.,...,., Yes, 
generally'so; that is to say they had ·not 'had 
what I should consider in Oxford at any rate 
the proper education. They may hav~ done 
history alone without Mods or . mathematics 
alone without Ms>ds, but generally I 'think you 
will find in these cases the ·men have stopped 
for a fourth year ancl taken ;another sc.hool, 
but in Cambridge. apparently they very 
frequently go off in three years. . . · . . . 

55,057. I understood you to say th:it one 
of your criticisms upon the establishment of 
what we call an IndianSchool at Oxford.would 
be that they would . only come into contact 
with the University staff and not with the 
College?-Yes. . 

55,058. I do not know how it is at Oxford, 
but at Cambridge that certainly would be. true 
also of all the Science men ?-It is not with us. 

55,059. I am not a Science man, but I 
understood it was so-that you could get your 
Science Degree at Cambridge without having 
any College Lectures at all?-You inay, but on 
the other hand you would in Oxford have some 
College provision. ·. · In my· own ·'College .we 
have a Chemical Laboratory for men takmg 
Chemistry, anrl they give the \vhole of their 

time t0 College instruc~ion, and. :ro.en. .who are 
taking Physics give part o.f. their time. · · They· 
have the elements in the College and then 
go on to the higher at. the Museum .. Men who 

. take. Physiology and Natural :S:istory have to, 
go to the Museum. . · 

55,060. And do . not get. any· ·aollege 
teaching ?-.,.-Very little, · . · . 
· . 55,06L'A cert~in ·number· o£ people look· 

upon. that as Uni~ersi~y reform, do they not?. 
~They do. I t)?in~c 1t a neQessary evil, hut. I 
grant yoll: that It .IS necessary:· The sa_me is. 
the. case,; If I may confirm your statement, :with 
the men; who take up the Modern Language 
School. , . . : ·.1 ' J', : .. · . 

· 55,062. You think: t~at.thoughit has ~h~!!l. 
dra~back. th~t, ed~catwnally a good cours~ .. p£ 
Indmn studies might• be. franu~d; it. ·would 
make a schoolc. of.;which you ·would. not -be 
ashamed. at Oxforc} ?-It would .make :a school 
of which· I· shoul!i :r;tot b~ ashamed,. b:ut ·of 
which, many· of . my colleag,~es . would ' b~ 
ashamed. . I find jt very, difficult ,to an:sw~r 
your que&tion because l do :p.ot know whether 
it is my own vievvi which.. 1 ought to express .or 
what· I think would be the opinion at Oxford. 

55;063. Yo11.: think.; that in th~. general 
opinion.o£ Oxford· it. would )lold a lowe.r plac~ 
than the .modern langl;lages. ?-;:-¥ es, because 
they have made. the mod~1n language school 
absolutely unpracticaL ·It . is .all Meso-Gothic 
aud early Saxon and things o£ that sort. · .. They, 
would · not .listen to the proposal for. a rnod~rl,l 
language school su~h J;~.s ·l wished.to haye ·in 

. English, French, and Q~rman ~nswer:i:o.g.to· the 
lines of the Civil Service Commissioners with 
alternatives £or those ·who wished for narrower 
and m,o;r:e learued courses.r 1 : •• 

, : .55,064. · I mean.t rath.er in th~ esteem in 
which it: waa held in the. University. ?,.;,-It is 
only be.cause :it. is. supposed to ·be· sqientific 
that it is.held in atiy·~steem.' 1: · •.. 'i · .. 

55,065 .. You do not . think this. :woul~ 
be considered ~_:_Not Sir Ernest:,Trevelyan~s~ 
scheme._;, l thin:k:.it wo:uld .be :quite possible 
to make,q,n ;Oriental School which could .. be 
considered. to be scientific . and ·satisfy, th~ 
purists,. but· th~n · jt would J).Ot . satisfy (YOU .. 

'rhe . men would not .con~e out to India tho. 
least- better e.q'\lipped. ') ~ .. · , .. 

55,066. I.hope.we ~re .. not suppo~ed to b~ 
pledged . to this . scheme o£ . Sir Ernest ·TJ.:e-: 
v.elyan's.?~~No,- but ;tha~ js the. one which 
the Committee had before them, and I thin1~ 
we were unanimously _of opinion, whethe1· in
dividually ;We liked it or not, that you r:would 
never get that thro1,1gh. C()nyogatio:n,. . . . : ...• 
. 55,067. That is quite unnecessarily jejune? 
-I do not know. Has.Professor J. A. Smith. 
sent in ·a. paper to~? .· ,,, •, . . .· 
. 55,068. I have ;not seen it}-He had lJ. 
scheme containing . his ideal · q~ ·a;n ;Indian: 
School which he: would be satisfied. with; and 
which I have no doubt .the Universit.y. would 
be satisfied with, hut I ,am sure. you would uot. 
· ·. 55,069. · (M1•. Qhaubal,) l\Lay I ask £or yotir 

opinion as to whether you think the .number 
K4 
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of candidates aspiring to appear for the Indian 
Civil Service Examination is increasing or 
decreasing of. late ?-I think it has kept to 
a very fair leveL It goes up and down ; it 
varies generally between 40 and 50. Last 
year it went down to 33. 

55,070. I was referring to candidates ap
pearing for the Examination and not coming 
out successfully - those who study at the 
University and desire to appear for the com
petitive examination?·- You mean for the 
:fail nres as well as for the successes. 

55,071. Yes. . I want to know what the 
general impression is. Do you think that of 
late the number. of those wishing to take up 
that Service is decreasing or increasing ?--:I 
should not have said that there .was very 
much appreciable difference. 

55,072. Am I right in supposing your 
opinion is that the best men in the University 
take up a University career, and that the most 
ambitious of the best men. go to the Bar and 
political life at home ?~Yes, I should put 
them in two categories, one the learned men 
and the other the ambitious men. 

55,073. Those. men would on no account 
be attracted to the Indian Civil Service
those men whom you have classified into 
those two batches. Those are not the men 
that would be likely to be attracted to the 
Indian Civil Service ?-They would only be 
attracted if for some reason or other it was 
borne in up on them· that they mi:ght be dis
appointed in their first hopes. They would 
t.urn to the Public Services then as a second 
string. 

55,07 4. Can you give us your explanation 
'of what has been noticed latterly, that the 
men who come at the top in the Civil Service 
Examination for all the three Services com
bined generally select the Home Service rather 
than the Indian Civil Service ?-I should say 
that in public opinion the Indian Civil Service, 
on the whole, had been on the down grade. 
There is so much grumbling, so much com
plaint about the Indian Civil Service, questions 
asked in Parliament which appear in the news
papers, so that a good many of them think it 
is not good enough. On the other hand, the 
Home . Civil Service has been steadily going 
up, and of late y~ars there have been quan
tities of very good places which have been 
:filled up from the ordinary Home Civil 
Service; 

55,075. I did not mean in that way. Do 
you think there is a feeling that the Indian 

. Civil Service is less attractive because the 
remuneration is not considered large enough 
as compared with the other Services ?-Yes, 
I should have mentioned that. The Home 
Service is not remunerative at all. It is a 
lottery ; a man may get something big. As 
regards the Indian Service, I ought to•have 
mentioned that these men hear from their 
companions that the price of living has gone 
up RO much that the salaries are no longer 
adequate. . · 

55,076. The cost of living has gone up in 
every place, here as well as there. India is 
not an exception so far as increase of prices is 
concerned ?~I do ~ot know. I may be wrong, 
but I thought that It was much more in India. 
What one hears of the rise of prices for living 
in India, if it is true, is something very much 
greater than anything one gets in England. 

55,077. You mean the increase of prices is 
greater there as compared with the increase 
of prices here ?-The cost of living, I will not 
say the increase of prices house. rents, 
servants, everything of that sort is very much 
more than-it used to be. I am only speaking 
of common report. 

55,078. That would be an item common to 
the Englishmen in the Civil Service as well 
as to the Englishmen who go out and serve 
in other Services, in the Public Works and 
the Education Department ?-Education is so 
badly paid that when they receive notices 
with regard to it they chuck them into the 
waste paper basket. It is no llse really 
looking for any good men there. 

55,079. The other items you referred to, 
the cost of living, would be items common to 
the Civil Service as well as to the other 
l::lervices so far as the sta:lls comprise 
Europeans out there ? -Yes, I have no 
doubt that is an item, but of course the 
Educational Sen·ice suffers from comparison 
with the ordinary Service. If a man can get 
even what is supposed to be now the lesser 
remuneration, still, at the end of his years of 
service he gets a thousand a year, whereas in 
the Educational he gets 500l., or thereabouts. 

55,080. But they say he contributes a 
great. deal out of the thousand a year ; that 
is ~hat is said? - I understand. · That 
diminishes his salary while he is there. 

55,081. I want to ask one question about 
the increased staff which you said would be 
necessary in the event o£ equipping the 
College with a proper staff for teaching 
Oriental languages, Classics and that sort of 
thing. Would the funds for the increased 
staff come from the University funds or do 
you expect assistance from the Government? 
-We should expect assistance from the 
Government, certainly, if this extra demand 
was distinctly for Government servants. 

55,082. I suppose you do not know any~ 
thing as to whether it would be obtained from 
India nrevenues or English revenues ?-I know 
the present subvention comes from the I{ldia 
Office, and I supposeitwould be Indian revenue. 

55,083. (Mr. Gokhale.) I think you said 
that if the age was lowered and a three years' 
probation established you would not reject 
the probationers outright if they failed at the 
end of their period of probation but would 
give them a second chance ?-Yes. 

55 084. How would that work? There 
would' be a definite number of places :for 
which there would be a definite number of 
persons recruited in a year. In the following 
year there would be a fresh batch recruited for 
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the number of vacancies offered for that year. 
If you sent a man from the previous year into 
the next year, it would prejudice the chances 
of. the men in the next year, and on the whole 
it might cause confusion ?-I gather that there 
is not a fixed number each year as far as I 
recollect. 

55,085. Under the proposed system i£ the 
competitive examination is held for filling 50 
vacancies, you will select, say, 55 probationers 
for the various Universities. There might be a 
small margin of four or five in order to 
provide for possible rejections. I£ any rejected 
man is to be added to the number of men who 
wo1.ud come up next year for examination, he 
would be in addition to the next year's men, 
and they might complain that he would have 
an advantage over them because he would 
probably be better prepared than most of 
them ?-I do not think they would object, 
because the men who objected might think 
they would be in the same case themselves 
two years hence. 

55,08fi. This rejected man gets ah advan
tage of one year and he probably will be 

· better prepared ?-But ea: hypothesi he has 
wasted his first three years. 

55,087. He may have just failed to get in, 
may have just been rejected. It is rather 
difficult to draw the line in that way. It 
would be unfair to the men of next year that 
a. man with a year's advantage, and probably 
better prepared than themselves should be 
allowed to compete with them ?-Excuse me; 
it is not a competitive examination at the 
end; it is only a pass examination. 

55,088. But it increases the chances of one 
of next year's men being thrown out, and I 
feel that would be rather a difficulty ?-I 
daresay there may be difficulties. 

55,089. The Oxford Committee is against 
a special Institute and would like the pro
bationers to be sent to the Universities. You 
have a certain number of Indian students at 
present at Oxford ?-Yes. 

55,090. I understand that on the whole 
difficulties have arisen, and they are growing, 
with regard to their getting on with the other 
students at the University ?-I do not know 
about their growing. 'To my mind the question 
that has to be borne in mind is the number. 
It is perfectly easy to assimilate two or three 
Orientals in a College, but every one you add 
after that increases the difficulty. 

55,091. The relations at present are not of 
the best ?~It depends entirely on the men. 
I have known some of the most popular men 
in College natives of India. 

55,092. On the whole has there been a 
decline in the good feeling between Indian 
students and English students of late years ? 
-I think there has to a certain extent. I 
think that Indians have multiplied and have 
consorted more together, and they are not so 
easily assimilated as they were. I have known 
of late years some very nice fellows. It 
depends on the person really. 

55,093. The point I have in mind is this : 
If on any account the number of Indian 
probationers for the Indian Civil Service as 
distinct from the English probationers increases 
and you have in consequence a larger number 
of those Indian probationers at Oxford or 
Cambridge, and if the feeling against Indians 
continues to grow, that might have a serious 
effect on •their whole attitude towards the 
English members of the Service when they 
go back to India ?-Again may I say it is 
a question of number. I~ you are. going 
to send us a few we can assimilate them, and 
they will work in with the College; but if 
you are going to send a great lot I should 
say, " Do not ; have a separate place for- them 
" rather than that." 

55,094. The Government could regulate the 
number o£ Indian probationers, but the other 
Indian students who go there for general 
education are more or less independent, except 
that the Colleges may not admit beyond a 
certain number ?-Perhaps I :tnay say what 
we do at my College. We tell the India Office 
we will accept one each year provided we have 
not more than five Orientals at the time in 
the College. 

55,095. That is a new arrangement, is it 
not? That arrangement has been in existence 
for the last. two or three years only ?-For 
two years p(:lrhapa, but each College is a 
separate unit, and I am only talking of my· 
own. · 

55,096. Wehaveno means ofknowinghow 
many Indian students will gQ to Oxford or· 
Cambridge for general education merely and 
not as probationers for the Indian Civil Service. 
Therefore when we have to consider this ques
tion of whether the probationers should be at 
the Universities or in a special Institute, we 
naturally have to assume that other things 
will continue as they ··are. A considerable 
number of Indian students go at present to 
Oxford for study without thinking of the 
Indian Civil Service, and that number plus 
the number of possible Indian probationers is 
what will be at Oxford at any given time. Do 
you 'think, taking a general view of the position 
that this would constitute a difficulty in 
the way of . the Indian probationers deriving 
the full benefit of their stay at the University? 
-The more there are the greater the difficulty. 
I am not talking of natives of India only, but 
of Orientals of all sorts. 'V e have Egyptians, 
Siamese, and Japanese occasionally, and if you 
get a great quantity of them then they will 
make a class apart, and the revulsion will be 
much more strongly felt. 

55,097. What would you suggest in a 
general way as the number which Oxford 
might assimilate without any difficulty ?-I 
do not think you would expect smaller 
Colleges to do as much as we do. I should 
say that if every College would do something 
we might possibly atcept without danger 
between 60 and iO C>rientals altogether, 
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·, 55,0.98;:·That. is .the 'present number: I 
understand ?c-Is it? 

. 55,099. I .was told that there areabo:Ut.70 at. 
Oxford to.,day.?-Then I ani afi:aid they are 
not distributed as I woulchvish.: I am not in 
favoitr. of ·Orientals . becoming non-collegiate 
students,., and -there is .a tendency to go to. 
that; . I . think various members of. the ,Dele
gacy for non-collegiate students protested that. 
we;ought.to limit .the numbers. . . -

55,100. If Indian students to- the extent of 
70 go to. O:xford.for .. general education; it would 
not,. in your opinion,. be very desirable to have 
Indian probationers·> at: Oxford in addition to 
those ?.-Not-in .addition .. I shm:ud count the 
Indian, probationers.~. amongst the io. · , . 

55,101. Who would control the' number? 
-:The Colleges must be looked tQ_ to do t]lat. 

.· 55,1Q2. TP,e pro'Qatipners will- have td be 
there as a matter of COUrSe ?....:_Yes. . . -

-55,103. There.fore, to -tliat extent, ·other 
stucJents' would, be_. excluded ?:....:yes;· that' is 
what I' should wish. . . . " : 

. ,55,104. _You woul,.d take- the. prcil)ationers 
first ?_.:_Yf38, :I W'd-hld t,ake. the probatiqneb3 
first and the othei·s afterwards. · ~ ·' · · 1 ·· ' · • 

I ' 55,105'. Then•' as regard€{ the. preferenee. 
shoWn by the men who pass in the combined 
e~amination. for _th~. Home_ .Service, .L want 
to as~ this'_questipn. .~o~ ~s it.~ha~,)n spite 

· o£ · fu.e hlgll_e~· Ind~an . salar~es,_; -~he. :qte~ ; who 
have the opport~mty. of selectiOn do not ·feel 
attracte4 by, the Jndian ·_Service?....:_ I. ~hip,k it 'i;s 

. the lottery question:. Adam Smith ·has poi'nted 
dut that in order to attract people's hopes the 
hp.p.oi't!a:t;tt .. thing is. not t]?.e average b'l:lt the big 
prizes; .and w~en , a mel!fber o.f. the C!vil 
Service, . h,as ~lir- opportunity of becommg 
secretary :to. a. Cabinet . Minister _ aJld. getting a 
good . p~~ce _ In ·a f~w ,year~, th~t . stimulates 
cup~~Ji~y; ,mu.c4 ID.Ore ~han the aver~ge salary of 
the rank; ;and frl~. . . . _ .. . . . .. 
, 55,1q~. The b~st- places. c;>pe-g to thfl Home 

Civil Se:rvants :tre not anythmg hke as, good as 
the best places-open to the ~rid ian Civil.' Sei·· 
vants: ·' A man may rise iri the latter Service to 
he' Lie:utei:uin~Governor ?""""That is quite true, 
but ,suc}i.prizes are -~a:r'off in tiin~ and:place. 

. 55,107. Would. an enhancement • ot the 
salaries ·o£ the Indian Civil Servants· ·n.eces
Sflrily attract 'these mell: iuspi~e-0£ Fhep1~esent 
difficul~y ?;-:--~t woul4 tend. that ;v~y :. . Exa?tly 
at wh~t point and to w_hat ext~nt,It IS_Impo~si ble 
to say without expe:hence, -but no doubt one 
of the . thill.gs that would keep . them back is 
hearing :from their friends that in India.li ving 
j~ so._ expensive, -and that they cannot save 
now' as their predecessors used to do. . . . 

• 
1 
[)5,108 .. There is that lmpi·ession abroad ? 

-Certainly. . . , . .· 
55,109. Is there any growth of a tendency 

to stay at home amongst the men of the U ni
versities ?-I should not have· said · it had 
grown, . A man would J"ather· fin.d a career 
at home than go across the sea, but I do · not 
know that that has increased. I find plenty 
wanting to go 'to Egypt, for instance-any;. 
thing where he can get in without a com"' 
petitive. examination. Tha.t. overbalances it. · 

55,110. And the Eastern Cadetships ?-' 
They·-are rather on the same lines but inferior 
in pay an,d . prospects to the Indian Service. 
I niay say_ there is a general impression-! do 
not Imow:. ho\v far it is justified-that these 
Eastern Ca~etships ar~ on the up grade, that 
they are gomg to be Improved, just as there 
is an ~mpre~;~sion that ~he Indian Service is on 
the down grade; . that it is not as good as it 
was, and that it will not be as, good as it is. 

55,Ul. If the selection b'ad to be made at 
19 to 20 'instead of at the late~· age of 22 to 24 
as at present, would that make any difference 
i~ tl}-e··.amount Of stay-at-homeness shown ?-I 
s~oul~ notha:ve said that it would necessa1:ily 
be so. . · · 

_, 55,112. Does .not the later age have a 
teJ;ldency to prevent them from going to India? 
~I think very likely that if his parents wished 
~~m to' go to Iridia a boy would be less likely to 
say no at t~e earlier age. On the other hand, 
I think he' is much more likely to say yes on 
his'owri account at' 23 or 24 and to form a 
juster opinion of his chances at home. 

55,113 .. He is also likely to form more ties 
at the' later age?_;_I should. have thought 
ju:st the contrary; I think he would be dis
illusionised as to his early expectations. · 
. '55,114.' (Mr~ Sly.) You have told us some 

of the- conditions that attract men to the 
Indian Civil· Service from your University. 
Can· you: tell us · whether the fact that the 
Service includes substantial openings for legal 
careers, judgeships arid the like, has any 
definite attraction for particular candidates or 
not ? Would, for instance, a proposal that 
the legal branch 'of the Service ·should he 
separated off and recruited in an entil'ely 
different way, seriously_ detract from the popu
larity of the Indian Civil Service ?-Anything 
which 'diminishes the number of great prir.es 
will detra,ct from the popularity of the Service ; 
but I do 'ii.ot think the men before they go out 
have generally made up their minds whether 
they :;~.,re f;)vent.ually going to take to the juclieial 
or to the executive side. A great deal depends 
on, the age at which they marry. It is said 
that_ the ladieH always wish their men to take 
the judicial side to get the l)etter stations and 
avoid being sent to lonely places. . I do not 
know whethei· that is true. · 

55,115. You do not know whether t.here 
are· few or many cases at the University of 
men' who deliberately wish to undertake a 
legal career_;_t.o be ·a Judge-and for that 
purpose select the Indian Civil Service ?-I 
think they genP-rally go with a broad open 
mind, ·unless ' indeed they are conscious of· a 
deficiency in stirring. qualities and welcome 
the opportunity for a quieter life ; but they 
would keep such hesitations to themselves. 

55,116. Then in regard to the present 
system~ of one year's · probation, we haYe 
received a considerable amount of evidence 
to the effect that it is so short at present 
as to be· practically useless for the purpose 
of a ·special training for India, and the 
suggestion has · been made that ._ if the 
period of probation cannot be lengthened 
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without bringing men out at an older age it 
would be better to do away with the period 
of probation altogether and send the man out 
to India after he has passed the present com
petitive examination at the present age limit. 
How would such a proposal be, regarded at 
Oxford University ?--0£ course, all the people 
who are interested. in Oriental matters would 
be strongly against it. Other people would 
say it was a question for the Indjan Govern
ment . whether this probationary year was 
useful or not. 

55,117. Is it not· the case a.t the present 
time that a substantial proportion of the 
successful Oxford candidates in the Open 
Competitive Examination leave that Uni
versity and go to London for their period of 
probation ? -I have known such cases, but 
I should think they are very few. 

55,118. You think they are very few? 
I am not speaking by book, but. I can 
remember only one or two cases. 

55,11.9. Then inyourwrittenm~morandum 
you have quoted from. a letter from an. Indian 
Civil Servant. I do not know whether :you 
have . quoted that letter with th\) · qbject

1 
of 

showing how you havE:) arrived .at your own 
conc~usions, but there are, perhaps, some parts 
of the letter that would be open to question. ? 
-Is that so? 

55,120~ For instance, he has . put. in the 
forefront the subject of the health statistics. 
vVe have received m~dical evid,ence to .the 
effect that reduction of the. , age , would 
certainly not be disadvantageous, and would 
probably he advantageous from the, health 
point of view ?-That I do not know. 

55,121. I did not . know whether that 
would influence the opinion which you have 
stated ?·-I cannot say it has had much to do 
with it .. I have always. understood that .a man 
going to tropical climates dqes better if he is 
a man who is consolidated than if he is quite 
young Onehasheard a great deal about it 
in the case of. recruits for the Army. They 
say that boys die ·like flies in India. 

55,122. It is a difference not between .boys 
but between young men of 22 arid 25 ?-Yes. 

55,123, (Mr. Fishe1·.) I. think you hold 
rather strongly that our fiE~ld for the Indian 
Civil Service would not be so good i£ we took 
them at 19 as if we took tliem at a later age? 
-That is my impression. 

55,124. Do you think that the field would 
be improved or the reverse i£ the probationers 
went to a special College ?-I should have 
thought it would have l)een worse. 

55,125. Why?-I think if a boy at that 
age, or his parents, had made up their minds 
that he was going into the Indian Civil 
~ervice he would just do what he was told. 
But I think that the requirement to give up 
Oxford or Cambridge would make it less 
attractive certainly. 

55,126. Do you think also that i£ the 
probationer was given the chance of an 
Honours course with a Degree at the Univer
sity that would tend to improve the field?~ 

I do not think so. I· think it would. make 
very little difference. · . . 

, 55,127. You: da.not.think it would act 
upon the mind of the schoolmaster ?-No, I 
do not think so. . 

55,128. You .do not think he · would 
consider it·· of some advantage to secure a 
First. Class. at the . University ?-1 should 
think not much. I. think he would consider 
his hoy as parted off .into, a separate channeL·. 

. 55,129. As lost ?-As lost. . 
55,130. As a lost soul ?-As a lost soul. 
55,131. Supposing it was · recommended 

that there should. be a three years' course at 
the University, do you think; it ·would, be 
advisable th,at ther~ .shm.ud be a~ prelim~nary 
examination at the end of the first year ?~I 
should think yes, that it would, pe :well to 
keep men up ~o the mark It is giving the 
men encouragement to taJre things ea~y i£ you 
have no examination till the end. · 

55,132. I suppose that the preliminary 
examination· would be upon ~ore OJ;.'less 
gener~:tl subjects like jurisprudence;· political 
economy, Indian history, elem~nts·. q£ a· 
classical language ?-Probably . .' · · 

55,133.' Leaving the . ~qre special and 
technical' supjects for the later course?-That 
might ,be. I do no,t .see it matte1;s much in 
which qrder~ you take the tni1;1g~~ . That I 
would leave to the teachers .. · , · 

55,134 .. w·as this scheme of. $ir Ernest 
'f:rev;elyan's elaborated with the Committee?
No .. He. ·had. to go aw~ty; he· has been to 
South America, a.nd he sent.tha.t ~n t9 :us after 
he had already gone. . . . . ' ' . . · 

55,1.35. I received a certain meniorand.um. 
from. Mr. Ball, who is one of the membei's o~ 
the Committee, upon various aspects of the 
proble1n, but at present no joint .report has 
been sent in from the Cominittee ?_:_Has it not? 

55,136, ·Not so far as l know, not on the 
examination .. We have.the joint memoranC!.um 
o£ the Committee ?-That is what I mean. 

·55,13f But.not on the detailed course?...:... 
This is all we have got to say, I think. . · 

55,138 . .(Ohai?"inan.) It does not allu,de to 
the course, I think, does it ?-No, except for 
the criticisms of Sir Ernest Trevelyan's seh~me. 

· 55,139. (M1•. Fis?~er.) We ;have had .. a 
suggestion as to the nature of a curriculum 
chawn up by a lawyer, but not any· conference 
with the teachers of Oriental languages or tp.e 
teachers o.f Indian history ?_;.No,· we did not 
hear anything from them ; in fact. it . .fs. a 
technical sort of matter, and I do not · thmk 
the Committee are very well capable of gbing 
into it. Sir Ernest Trevelyan's scheme is ·all 
we have had, and all we could say• we have 
said substantially. It may ber· a ·very good 
scheme for its purpose, but we do not thii1k 
it would commend itself to the Convocation as 
an Honours course. · · · · · 

55,140. I£ an Honou.rs course were proposed 
it would have to. be elaborated by .. a Com
mittee representing the teachers in all· t.he 
subjects ?-I suppose so. ·The difficulty 
would be to frame OJ.].e that would satisfy both 
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the purists about academic learning and the 
practical requirements of .the India 0 flice. 

55,141. As to the . possibUity of a joint 
examination between, 1st us say, Oxford and 
Cambridge, and possibly one other University, 
would it really be a very great departure from 
the practice which has hitherto prevailed, of 
inviting external examiners to take part in 
the University Examination ?-If there were 
three Universities working together you might 
have differences of opinion between them, but 
I daresay they could come to a conclusion. 
What would set their teeth on edge would be 
the Civil Service people coming down and 
giving Oxford classes. 

55,142. I presume that that was not part of· 
the proposal, that Oxford classes should be 
given by the Civil Service Commissioners ?-I 
thought the Examination was to ser\Te as the 
Final Examination for India as well as for the 
other purpose. _ 

55,143. I was suggesting that it might 
be. possible· for a Joint Examining Board 
appointed by the Universities to conduct the 
Examination, each University accepting the 
report of that Board, and to publish its own 
class list, but at the same time ·the Board 
to communicate the marks to the Civil Service 
Commissioners?-Would they be satisfied with 
that or would they want another examination? 

55,144. I do not know whether they would 
be satisfied or not, but assuming they were 
satisfied with the report of the University 
Board I suppose the Universities would not 
have the same strong objection ?-I do not 
think they would, but if the Commissioners 
were going to examine them for their Indian 
knowledge at the same time or about the same 
time--well, no man can serve two masters. 
They would certainly neglect the University 
examinations and say, "Never mind about 
" those as long as we can pass the Civil 
" Service Examination." 

55,145. That is i£ there were two examina
tions ?-Yes. 

. 55,146. It would of course be desirable if 
. possible to avoid the necessity of two exami
nations ?---It. never occurred to me in my 
wildest moment that the India Office would 
accept the University Examination as guaran
teeing a man confirmation in his appointment. 
There must be only one University examination, 
of course, or else the candidates would be apt to 
go to the University which let them off cheapest. 

55,147. (Mr. Madge.) You have told us 
that you yourself think it right to meet the 
Government half-way in any o£ these pro
posals, but that you rather fear the other 
University authorities would not accept that 
view of their dtity ?-They would look at 
Government proposals through keener spec
tacles than I should be inclined to use. 

55,148. Do you think it fair . on public 
grounds to limit the candidature for a large 
Service like the Indian Civil Service to only 
one or two Colleges ?-Are you sp~,?~king of 
the probationary period, or what? - -

55,149. Either, for that matter, because the 
proposal is in lowering the age to select them 
early. I will tell you why I ask the question, 
because you are in .favour of a residential 
system ?-During the probationary term. 

55,150. Are you aware that in Edinburgh 
they have Halls which, though not under the 
control o£ the University, are worked in har
mony with the opinions of the University 
authorities ; and we have had it in evidence 
that, i£ it were made a condition, they could be 
brought so completely under the control of 
the University authorities as to become equi
valent to the residential system in Oxford and 
Cambridge. From that point of view, do you 
think it would be fair on public grounds to 
limit the candidature to only two Colleges?
I should object to a limitation if you can get 
what you want outside the limits. 

55,151. If we can Dbtain the equivalent 
facilities elsewhere ?-Yes. I think it is a 
matter for the Government to say whether a 
particular Institution gives what they want. 

55,152. Then you think pure_ competition 
is the most satisfactory system, but you have 
admitted that as a character test it is very 
imperfect. I w-ant to call your attention to 
the fact from this point of view. It has been 
stated that not only British students come up, 
but even students from German Universities 
and elsewhere. Do you think that students 
other than British students, apart from tho 
character test, make equally good Civil Ser
vants for India?-Excuse me ; my impression 
is that every candidate has to sigb, "I am a 
natural born British subject." 

55,153. Do you not know that European 
candidates come up for the Indian Civil Ser
vice-that they can be naturalised ?-I think 
it is "a natural born British subject." 

55,154. (Sir Theodore Morison.) The state 
of the law is that by a later Act a naturalised 
subject has all the rights of a natural born 
subject, and therefore he has the right to go 
in for the Civil Service Examination ?-That 
I did not know . 

55,155. A son of a naturalised father, as 
long as he has taken the Oath of Allegiance, 
can enter for this Examination, although he 
may be a pure Frenchman or German. That 
is how it acts ?-That I did not know. 

55,156. (Mr. Madge.) All I want you to 
agree with is that though you prefer the com
petitive system as the best, there is a very 
serious defect in it through its want of test of 
character ?-I do not think it appears to be 
very serious. I think a man who has passed 
through the University, and not disgraced 
himself, and who bas worked himself up to 
the standard is not likely to be a man of bad 
character. If he is a bad character he is 
naturally always neglecting his work. 

55,157. I was not thinking so much of an 
actual bad character, as of certain qualities that 
go to make up a good administrator generally? 
-I beg your pardon. I misunderstood you. 
'rhere I grant you it is rather haphazard. 
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Intellectual qualities very often go with powers cannot do our duty by a large number I am 
of government, and so on, but not always. quite sure. 
That is undoubtedly the case. I should have 55,167. You do not propose to assimilate 
thought that a man who had a very good the non-collegiate students; they are outside 
head but not the faculty to command would the College. They come there to attend 
be able to become a judge rather than an lectures I suppose as much as they can ?-I 
administrator. do not think their position is satisfactory. 

55,158. (Mr. Abdur Rahim.) Is your 55,168. I£ an Indian has to acquire western 
Oriental School popular with English students? knowledge and be educated in western science 
-No, it is not; very few go in for it. UndArthe it is much easier for him to do thatchere than 
old system there was a two years' probationary it is in India. He certainly learns a great 
course, but a man might apply for a third deal more :~uropean civilisation by coming 
year, and in that case he sometimes went in over here and staying here and getting proper 
for the Law School and sometimes for the education than he would do in India ?-I do 
Oriental School. not think he learns much from European 

55,159. Is it popular not merely among civilisation by becoming a non-collegiate 
the probationers for the Civil Service, but student at Oxford. · 
generally ?·-No. 55,169. But the very fact of his staying 

55,160. It is considered more or less out- here and living llere for some time does give 
side the general run of education ?-Yes. him an insight into it ?-Give me a man 

55,161. . \V e have heard evidence as regards inside a College and I think I can give him 
an insight of what western life is. 

the special call for India. Have you noticed 55,170. It makes it easier for him to 
a special call for India ?-On the part of master western arts and science ?-Under 
whom? favourable conditions yes, but not 1,mder those 

· 55,162. Is there much of a desire for work which you were putting. 
in India ?-I think I see what you mean. 55,171. As regards Persian, you said it 
There is from the religious side. Clergymen was an easy language, and suggested that 
are now very much given to saying they feel there might be an objection to its being in
a call for India. eluded?- I did not intend to say included, but 

55,163. ·But apart from missionary work, being marked up as high as Latin and Greek. 
is there much of a desire for work in India? . 55,172. You would not object to its being 
-I should have said not very much. I have included and put on the same level as French 
known one or two men who had a strong wish and German ?-No. · 
to go to India, but they are generally, I think, 55,173. Itis quite possible to make a very· 
the sons of old Civil Servants. I have one difficult examination in Persian?-I am not 
uudergraduate now wbo has a strong desire speaking by book at all. 
to go out. Undergraduates, as a rule, do not 55,17 4. In India, for instance, the highest 
know their own minds when they come up, Degrees are conferred in Persian alone-! 
but he has never wavered. His father was a speak from experience. If that was so then . 
very distinguished Civilian. there would be no objection ?~No, that is a 

55,164. Have you any figures which would· technical matter. My principle is, mark the 
show how many candidates there are in a year subject according to its real difficulty. · · 
who are sons of men in the Civil Service? 55,175. Not only the difficulty o£ learning 
Are they a very large proportion ?_:_No, I the language but also the difficulty of learning 
should have said not very. the literature ?-No doubttheliteratnre ought 

·55,165. You have told us about the diffi- to be included along with the language, but 
culties connected with Indian students at not what one gentleman was talking about
Colleges. Is there any limitation to the Indian philosophy. That would come under 
number of non-collegiate Indian students?- the head of philosophy rather. . 
It was proposed, but I do not think it was 55,176. But Persian and Persian literature 
carried. I think it is the worst possible thing covers a much wider grmmd than· mere 
for the Indians and for the University that philosophy?~Yes. 
any large number of them should be non- 55,177. I do not know whether you would 
collegiate. I think the only way to assimilate like to answer my questions regarding the 
them is to get them inside the Colleges. sketch made by Sir Ernest Trevelyan, as 

55,166. There is a growing feeling in regards the study of Law ?-J have not a 
India that you really cannot have the same technical knowledge of that subject, but as 
advantages for education in India that you far as I recollect Sir Ernest's paper he lays 
have here-if the number is limited at the stress on the attending of London police courts, 
Colleges, do you think it is desirable that whirh I think is decidedly a good thing. 
there should be limitation also to the number of 55,178. But the police court is only one 
non-collegiate students ?-It is an enormous branch of the Courts. For instance he puts 
difficulty; I quite recognise it; but, of course, down --?-I am afraid I am not qualified 
one looks at it from an Oxford point of view. to speak on that point. · 
One does not want to have more men than 55,1'i9. (Sir Mu1-ray Hammiek.) I think 
we feel we can do our duty by, and that we there is a little mistake at the end of the 
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memorandum of Sir Erttest Trevelyan, where 55,182. You think that has a great effect 
·he says: "I£ the system referred to in the on determining a hoy in going up for the 
'.'. enclosed schem~ be adopted we· m:ay' calcu:- Indian Civil Se~.vice ; in fact I suppose yoy 
","late on having about 70 Indian Cl'vrl Service would say that Is the· only fact that he does 
" men reading at Oxford."· Surely ~t would know about the Indian Civil Service ?-It is 
be about 150, would it not, with a three years' t~e one tangible thing which is borne in upon 
course and 50 men , each year,?-But· they· hnn, that after 25 years' service he· will get a 
would not all be at OXford. I suppose 1u~,.has . thousand a year . 

. halved the number, considering that half 5- 183 A · · d · · 
would·go· to Oxford·and hal£ to Oa.mbridg·e: 0' . · ·.s regar .s making your one year 

course' simpler, in 'order to make it more use-
55,180. Proba:hly that is so. Then T want ful, you propose to teach them Law, riding, 

to ask you a question as regards your' remarks and the elements of a vernacular, but a 
about the Indian · .Edlwational-.Senx:ice:- ·-Is--it candidate· ·for ttie open coi:i:fpetition at present 
not' the case . now that 'ii is almost impossibie is not bound. to take up, for instance, political 
to get men· who have shown themselves economy ?-No. 
efficient by obtaining any good degree to go ' · 
to India in the Educational Service?-I should ?5,1?4. You · ~ay ha ~e , a· man going to 
thit~k. so, ·very diffieult inde~d! You' irlight India without havmg read a word of political 
occasiOnally get a ·man who was. a really good economy?~ Yes. I am very fond .of political 
man, say in philosophy, who had broken dow~ economy myself, but once you begin to Jet in 
Oll other subjects, in his classics and history, all the things which are desirable ·Where will 
and failed t? ~et a ·~irst, b_ut thep. t~ey ~ill you finish? No doubt anthropology is desir-
not look at.himm Ind1a;. They say," I£ he has able'and histm;y is desirable. . · · 
not got a First the Indians·willdespise him/' 55)85. Yet you wo~d leave out Indian 

55,181. From you;r knowledge o£ the Cfl.ll- hit'tory. A boy would go out to India without 
didates coming up for the Indian Civil Seivice having read 3JlY Indian history ?--,-:.I£. he has 
would you. say that the real main attra'ction of. ha<;l a good general education,. he will .have 
that service as far as the money.goe~· is the learnt hoyv tc;:>.learn those .things.. · 
thousmid .a year pension at the end 'of it ?...:.:..:..1 

. think "it is considerable. · · ('!'he witnes~ 'fithdr~~.) 

CYrtiL No~woon, Esq.,' M.A., Headmast:er,' Brist;l·G~ammar School. 

I 'iV?·itte1t answers relating _to the Indian . at. all ''about India.' and refuses to take 
~ · ... Civil Service. · · · . · interest in It. The candidate himself attends 
~ 55,186~· It· has·. been sug'ges.ted , that the his lectures, but :for the rest throws himself as 

age o£ appearing in the ·opeJ;J. competitive heartily ·as he can· into·· the life from which he 
examination· . for the ·Indian Civil Service is about to be 'separated. He arrives in India 
should be lowered, sQ as to secure boys at. the accordingly; :a servant of little ,;alue, (in 

1 11 · ·w1· · · passing which judgment I am merely quoting 
sc 100- eavmg age. 1at IS your opinion on from the opinions of manv Anglo-Indian 
this suggestion ?-I am ,inclined to believe " 
that for the Indian Civil Service it would· be . friends within and without the Service). 
h · I' 1 · h · Before going on, I wish to call attention to 

t e wisest po ICY to .se ect boys at t e school- the note which I have added to my evidence 
leaving age. · • . ' · ·· · as to the sort of training which I wou:ld 

. It is argued that to,select them at 'the age suggest for the recruit·offieer. 
of ·graduation for a degree yields canclidates 
of greater ma~urity and mo:J;e generally de- . 55,187. Supposing the suggestion for 
veloped and re~ponsible ,oharactei·. .But it is lowering the age-limits 'is accepted, what 
my experience that. 'men not . intrequently limits would you prefer ?_.:I should prefer an 
select the Indian Civil Service at the very end age -limit of18! to 19t calculated· from some 
o£ their University course, although they have such date as June 30th in each year. 
not, and· have neYer had, any special leaning The schools are already accustomed to 
towards it, have thought. little abol.lt India, work with their best material with reference 
and are hot attempting to put themselves in to the 19th birthday calculated in each case at 
touch -'with Indian feeling whether Anglo- some point in December. The selection of the 
Indian or native. above limits of age would therefore cause 

Further, the extra examination with its little disturbance of school arrangements, and 
severe competition which follo-ivs hard upon the keep the Indian Civil Service candidates in 
main .. examinations of the University course touch with the candidates for open scholar
seems to me definitely to diminish mental ships throughout their school career. 
freshness and independence, and produces for 55,188. What would be the character 
some time, at any rate, a habit of mind ill- of an open competitive examination designed 
calculated to adjust .itself readily to a new for boys of school-leaving age? In particular 
environment. (a) Should the examination approximate to 

Finally, in the majority' o£ cases the success- the scholarship examinations of Oxford and 
ful candidate continues to reside for a further Cambridge? . (b) ·Should the examination 
12 moaths in a society which knows nothing contain a number of subjects all optional, the 
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only"limitation to the candidate's freedom of. 
choice being contained in the provision· that 
. the maximum nuinber of marks, which can be 
obtained from the subjects chosen, shall not 
exceed a specified amount? (c) Should the 
examination consist of some compulsory and 
some optional subjects? (d) Should the 
examination;;: be one in which the options are 
classified in groups according to their affinities, 
and the candidate's libertv of choice is con
fined in selecting a certai~ group ?-I would 
both on the above and all other grounds cause 
the examination to approximate to the scholar
ship examinations o£ Oxford and Cambridge. 
I believe that the preparation for these provides 
the best mental training which English schools 
at present show, and that any other form of 
examination would throw the candidates out of 
the main touch of the school's courses, deprive 
them of some share, at any rate,' in the full 
life and competition of the scho~I, ,arid ·intro
d nee a temptation to cramming. 

In answe_r ~o (~),.(e), and (d): . . . . . . 
· I would make English Essay ancl a General 

Paper compulsory, but nothing else·. , . Insis
tence on Mathematics would deprive· the 
Service of some candidates, at ~ny . rate, of 
great linguistic ability. · · · · · 

I would preserve a maximum number of 
marks, and would divide the subjects ·roughly 
into five groups (1) Classics, (2) Mathematics, 
(3) "Modern Languages, (4) Science, (5) History, 
but I would not confine the candidate to the 
selection of one group, but \vould make the 
maximum such that a candidate coulcf'ohtain 
it only if he took English Essay and Gimeral 
Paper, one group and at least 01ie; if not two, 
additional subjects chosen fro hi other groups. 

I subjoin a rough scheme to show in out
line a possible allotment or marks. My object 
would be to find men of general capacity, 
whose education has not run wholly along one 
groove. · 

Suggested 'l'able of illarhs 
· for an Ex.amination for Oand·iclates 

of 18! to 19t Years of Age. 
Oompnlsory'Subjects.-Engiish Essay, 500; 

General Paper, 500. · 
Optional Subjeef.s.--'Group I. Latin Lan

guage, 500 ; Latin History and Literature, 250 ; 
Greek Language, 500 ; Greek History and 
Literature, 250. · 

Group TI.-Mathematirs I., 500 ; Mathe-
matics II., 500. ·· · · ·· · · 

Group III.-French Language, 500; French 
History and Literature, 250 ; German Lan
guage, 500 ; German History and Literature, 
250. 

Group IV.~Chemistry, 500; Physics, 500; 
any other approved science, 500 ; only two to 
be taken. · 

Group V.-English History, 500; General 
Modern History, 500; Political Science and 

• A specimen of such an examination wa~ enclosed 
-vi!.W Appendix X. . , · · 

Political Economy, 500 ; · English ~ terature; 
500 . 

NOTE.-( a) No candidate shall be allowed 
to take a higher maximum than 3,500, Com..: 
pu]sory ·Subjects, one group and two ·other 
subjects. · .. . .... . · 
. (b). Mathematics and Science placed ·· at 

1,000 each, as against 1~500 for· Languages 
an(l History- on the gmund that .a Mathe
matician ought to know one Science, a 
Scientist ought ~o know the first 'stages of 
Mathematics. · · : ·~ 

(ej The 1:ough'-exaniiner'~ .ma~·ks of an._ 
e:xaminatioi1 like· this woUld p~obably require 
to be balanced by an independent assessing 
board. · · · . · ·· 
· · 55,189.. What · regulatio.n' ... wol!id you 

sugge'st so as to ensure that the cand,idates 
had fqllowed a school COUrSe and had not been 
pi-epa'rec1 by a ci·aiiu:iier ?-I should cause all 
candidates to' submit themselves to a. pre~ 
ljriiimiry interView, taking place· at an interval 
of some months befoi·e the dates of the actual 
dompetiti\re · · exaririnaiion~ . ·1 ·should then 
dernancT .. a statemeri.i 'of the subjects' which 
the 'candidate proposes · to offer and a. full 
history 'of his education.. I should reject can
didates who were. relyillg on ·a "cral:nmer," 
because r believe that his· method of instruc
tiori it?- the majority· ci£ _case's o~~rdevelops the 
intellectual and ·starves the moral side of a 

' " • , • ~ • • ' I • • • , • 

young man. . . . 
·On. the ··basis of 'this interView I would 

nominate twice the 'number ot candidates 
neCessary. to fill the vacancies. . . . . 

. '55,190~ To what, extent co~d a. rigorous 
test of c1uirach~i· and a scrutiny 0~' t'Qe 
school record be combined with - a com
petitive examination ?-No _such rigorous test 
as is· suggested· can be ,obtained until much 
fuller and more · definite school records are 
demanded and exacted from the schools. But 
at such an interview as . I have· ~:~uggested 
examination cau he ·:nlade into (1) health 
record, (2) position and influence in school, 
(3) record of work, (4) ~thletics, (5) hobbies 
and clubs. · · · · ' · . 

55,191. Are you of opinion ·that the 
accuracy of the resUlt of· an examination, as a 
test of- intellectual promise, is. affe.cted by the 
number of candidates who ~ppear for it? I£ 
so, do you anticipate that an e;xanpn_a~ion,.at 
the age suggested, will be exposed to a danger 
of this kind, and h~w would you .obviate. this 
should the. case arise ?-..,.To ·som.~~ extent I 

. believe that the number of candidates appear
ing for au examination does affect the accuracy 
of the result. ·I submit that the .limitation. 
by nomination suggested above obviates the 
difficulty as far as it is possible to do so.· . . · 

55,192. Have you any .remarks ·to offer 
not covered. by. the ~hove qu~stions ?-I 
recognise that if . some such scheme as the 
above were adopt~cl the c1,mdidates selected 
would be immature; I would therefore ·terin 
them Indian Cadets and train· them collec-
tively for a certai~ term~£ ye~r:'· . For a year 
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at any rate I would train them at home in 
such subjects as Geography and Indian 
Modern History, some elementary Law, the 
rudiments of a language, and the nature of 
the chief Indian religions, especially in their 
relation to social life. I would continue this 
vocational training after the cadets had· gone 
otlt to India, and·. before they entered upon 

actn~l 'York in the Service independe~tly, 
would g1ve them some months of an observa
tion course under selected magistrates. 

I think that this preliminary training 
might well last three if not four years, and 
that the cost of maintenance should be met 
from public services either wholly or in very 
great part. 

Mr. C. N onwoon called and examined. 

55,193. (Chairman.) You are the Head- 55,200. Your opinion is based on observa-
master of Bristol Grammar School ?-Yes. tions extending over some years, I !:!uppose ?-

55, 194. How long have yon occupied that Yes, my observations both at Oxford and as a 
position ?-For· seven years. Schoolmaster since. 

55,195. Is that a residential school ?-No, 55,201. Do you mean that you have 
a large town day school, with a small number watched boys who have shown aptitude for 
of l)oarders, about 20 to 25. control and so on at school, and that in later 

· 55,196. 'How many boys have yon at the life they have developed those aptittldes in 
school altogether ?-About 410. their professions ?-As far as I can tell. I 

55,197. Yon say that on the whole you have only had an experience of 13 or 14 years 
think it would be profitable to select boys at altogether, but they are developing well. 
the school-leaving age ?-My view is that at 55,202. Then you prefer an age-limit of 
Oxford, when I was there, there was abso- from 18t to 19t calculated from June 30th in 
lutely nothing in one's surroundings which each year ?-I was thinking mainly of the way 
pointed towards India, and I did not know, in which the schools are organised. We all 
although I took this examination myself, many work to a point of 19 somewhere in December 
candidates who were going in for that exami- with a view to the Oxford and Cambridge 
nation until about three months before, unless Open Scholarships. We are accustomed to 
they intended to enter the Home Civil Service. that date ; the whole o£ the schools are 

. I think you can choose your man much better organised for it, and I thought it would cause 
at the age o£ 19 than yon can at 22 or 23, the minimum o£ disturbance. 
if you are going to take into consideration 55,203. W auld the highest Form in your 
·things outside the examination subjects. .The school give a good training £or the Oxford and 
schoolmaster knows a great deal more about Cambridge Scholarships ?-Yes, we always 
a boy o£ 19 than an Oxford Don knows about get about £our or :five each year. 
an undergraduate o£ 22 in my opinion. 55,204. So that an examination framed on 

· 55·,198. You think that i£ the age were those lines would offer a fair opportunity to 
reduced to the school-leaving age it would boys in your school?-Yes. I do not think 
give an opportunity to the Master at the school we should get any more into the Indian Civil 
to be finding out what boys in his school were Service than we do now, because I do not think 
likely to go up £or that examination, and you that the Service is very attractive at present 
think the Master could guide the boys' thoughts to the average able English schoolboy. 
in the direction o£ India; is that what yon 55,205. Do many boys from your school 
mean ?-No, I was not thinking of that. I go into the Indian Civil Service ?-It is very 
was imagining that those who were selecting tempting to them because most of them are 
the candidates would want to know what boys who are drawn from poorer classes, that 
candidates were likely to develop administra- is to say, boys who have to depend solely on 
tive qualities, and the Schoolmaster could help themselves. The Service is very tempting to 
them there by honestly telling them what the them, but it does not draw many. 
boy was capable of, in a way which ~·ou can 55,206. How many have yon had in the 
judge in a public school to a very great past few years ?-I think about two in the last 
extent. · :five years. 

55,199. Do you think on an average that 55,207. From what classes are your boys 
you can fairly accurately say whether a boy mainly drawn?-From the professional classes 
of that age at a public school is going to in the main. 
develop administrative powers afterwards?- 55,208. You would like to see all candi
Yes, I think so. I would much rather judge dates submit themselves to a preliminary 
o£ the schoolboy than of the undergraduate. interview?-Yes. 
The undergraduate has got very little chance .55,~09. Do you mean you would like to 
of administering-! am speaking now of the see a sytem of nomination introduced into the 
great boarding schools more than the great scheme of the competitive examination?
day schools. But the House Prefect, the Yes. 
House Oaptain, the School Captain, the 55,210. If there were 50 vacancies you 
athletic Captains and so on, who are ~enerally would have 100 up, and 50 would be 
boys of some intellectual ability, are the sort nominated? Not necessarily all of them, but 
of matei'ial which you want to get, only a certain number of them would be 
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nominated ?--Ye::;, I suggested twice the what in your opinion would be the effect of 
number of vacancies. such a scheme on the minds of the parents of 

55,211. W auld that nomination be heforo the boys ?-I think· there would be some 
the examination?-Yes, before the examina- d.iificulty perhaps with a certain number of 
tion. education authorities, who would like their 

55,212. So that it is conceivable if you promisi~g poor boys to have· a· chanc·e; and 
had 100 up that. you would nominate t.he who might suspect such a system as ·being 
whoie 100 for the competitive examination? intended to prevent them from rea;ch,ing t~e 
-Yes, I should always try to nominate Indian Civ~l Service, but I do not thi11k there 
roughly twice as many as there were vacancies. will be much objection in the class· of parentR 

55,213. Upon what principle would you :from vvhom the candidates come now. 
reject, in practice ?-I should be inclined to 55,219. You do not think that· a ~parent 
reject those who had not had an English would feel aggrieved or discontented if f~n· 
school training, except in exceptional cases. some reason, in the opinion of the Board, his 
I should be inclined to reject a boy who had boy· wa~:? rejected on other than. scholastic 
been spending his years at the crammer's; I grounds ?-No, if it was deal'ly understood 
should be inclined to reject anybody who did that a limited number were .nominated, and 
not give some proof in some way,either by that a certain number had compulsoril;Y'to.be 
the evidence of other ,people or by his own rejected. Perhaps 500 might come up, aud 
records, of being able to influence others in you might only. want 200. I· .. do no~ think 
the future. I should try to choose a boy of there would be any feeling among the parents. 
force. 55,220. (Mr. Chaubal.) For how many 

55,214. How would you constitute the years has a headmaster of: a school the 
· body to whomyou would give this discretion? opportunity of observing the boys .who are 
-I have not thought it out in detail, but the under him at the school ?-At most of the 
same principles which apply to the Admi- · boarding schools, t.he public schools,· they are 
ralty's choice of quite young boys for the commonly there about five years. Iri most of 
Naval Service. I should be inclined to choose the great day schQols anything from seven ·to 
a certain number of headmasters, a certain nine years. . 
number of University teachers, and a certain 55,221. ·In the public schools only four or 
number representing the Civil Service. There five years?-Yes, from 14 to 19 usually ... 
I am only speaking haphazard, but that is the 55,222. For ·how many years ·wculd ·a 
sort of thing I have in mind. 'student be. at a University under the observa-

55,215. As long as it was confined to tion of the professors and tutors of the 
definite conditions such as you have indicated College until he took his Honours Degree?
-that they had not been at a crammer's, that At the most four. 
they had been to certain schools, or had been 55,223. Can you tell me why a schoolmaster 
through a certain course of training, I can see should be in a better position to judge of the 
that it might be done; but I suppose you promise ofa boy with four or five years' expe
will admit that when you came to the actual rience of him than a professor at the :College 
discretion as to whether a bov had sufficient or Univ'ersity who has four. or .five· years' 
character or not, it . would ·lead to great experience· of him ?-Because he is in much 
difficulty, would it not ?-Yes, great difficulty. closer touch with the bqy. At. College a man 

55,216. Do you think the advantages may be under a .tutor whom he may not see 
gained would balance the drawback of once a term, and the actual person who 
possible misrepresentation?..::.._! hope so. I teaches him-! am speaking of Oxford now
think if the professional schoolmaster were will not deal with him for more than five 
trusted he would rise to his responsibilities. terms, and then will see no more o£ him. . He 
You could rely on the headmaster of a good will go on to other groups of teachers. 
public school to tell you if a boy was known 5,!),224. You mean that a ~utor ~r a 
to be weak, at least I hope he could be relied .professor does not care about h1s students 
upmi. I am not certain of it. under him outside his Lectures ?-He ha.s not 

(Adjot1rned for a short time.) the same opportunity. . 
55,225. He does not meet h1m, and does 

55,217. (Chairman.) You said just now 
that you thought the advantages of t.he Indian 
Civil Service could be advertised in schools, 
that information could be given to boys in 
their school years regarding it. Will you 
explain what means you would take to bring 
about that end ?-I had not anything further 
in my mind than merely that the prospects 
should be put before t.he boys by the head
masters or the house·masters. 

55,218. Then you outlined a scheme of 
~E>lection and nomination by which you would 
reject unsuitable boys. Can you say at all 
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not converse with him ?-He has not t:P,e same 
constant opportunities as the. headmaster in a 
school· has. 

55,226. It is only on account of that 
differentiation that you say a tu~?r or a 
professor at a college is not able to Judge· of 
the promise of a boy at College as well as the • 
schoolmaster with four or five· years' expe
rience of a boy ?-It is on that ground mainly. 

55 227. When vou say that the ·successful 
captai~s of teams·. in the var~o'?-s sports are 
likely to prove successful admm1strators such 
as the Indian Civil . Service wants, are you 

L 
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speaking from ac~ual.experi~nce ?r is it only ;; alth~ugh the:y- have not and never had any 
a theory?-! am Judgmg mamly of those who . spemal leamng towards it." Does not 
have done well in. the India~ <;Jivil Service.- ~hat indicate that young men are not able to 
lll,en that I knew m: my own time and semor JUdge the career they should adopt at a 
tomyself. . . . . . • . younger age? When you say that as a 

.55,228. When commg to this conclusiOn matter of fact a man does not select the Indian 
did you· take account of captains who have Civil Service until the very end o£ the Univer
been successful captains of teams and have sity course, may not that indicate that he is 
been failures iu after life, or is it because not capable of doing so with any chance o£ 
a man ~as risen to an eminer~.t position and certainty at an earlier age ?-I would prefer 
then it 1s remembered that such a man, after · to say that it indicates that he is not made to 
he has become gre~:~.t, used to be a captain of a decide until that time. He could equally well 
te.am ?_:_No, I do not :think so. I am judging decide at 19 as at 22 if he had to. 
from my own experience of perhaps 20 to 25 55,236. You do not agree with the evidence 
cases that: I kn~w.' which has been given before us, that me~ 

. 55,~29. What .I m~ant was that uncon- often do not know thE)ir own minds at the age 
se1ously the earlier hves and successes of of 19, and know them better at the· age of 22 
of thos'e who have risen to high positions, ·and or 23 ?-I think wherever you draw the line 
who have acted as captains, are remembered, up to that point you will have men· keeping 
while we are all apt to forget that ori the other a perfectly open mind about their future 
side there may be persons who were almost career. 
quite as successful in sports who have not 55,237. Up to what -age ?-Up to any age 
risen at all in life as the others have ?-I had wherever you draw the line. If you increase 
in mind at least three or four cases of men the age to 25 and keep students at the Univer
now in India, .who· have made a comparative sity till they are 25, they would go on shilly-
failure of it, and who are unhappy there, and shallying just the same. · 
three · of whom at least would have been 55,238. But according to what you say ·it 
rejected at such an interview as I propose now, is rather the choice of the master and the 
because I think they were obviously unfit at choice of others than the choice of the boy 
the very start. himself at the age o£ 19 ?-No. 

55,230. Do you know what are the duties 55,239. What I understood you to say was 
6f a high revenue or judicial· officer in India , that the schoolmaster would put before him 
as a civil servant ?....:...Roughly, yes. I haYe the prospects of the Indian Civil Service and 
never been in India. the other Services which would enable a man 
: 55,231. I should certainly. like to know to make a choice. That rather means that it 
what it is that makes you say that the is not the boy who is making the choice but 
successful captain of a cricket team is likely it is what the master or his parents represent 
to have all the administrative qualifications to him that would lead him to make his choice 
which a collector or a commissioner or a judge at the age of 19 ?-I think in a certain number 
or a judicial commissioner wants ?-No, I said of cases the boy might be thrust into it; I 
he is more likely to have them .. I did no~ think that is fair criticism, but most boys of 
say'he will have them. 19 will make an independent decision. 

55,232. Is there any comparison o£ any 55,240. Then in the next paragraph I see 
kind between the qualifications which are you say: "Further,· the extra examination 
wanted for the one and the qualifications " with its severe competition which follows 
which are wanted £or the other ?-He is a " hard upon the main examinations of the 
man who can take responsibility, and who I " University course seems definitely to 
understand is beginning to be rather lacking " diminish mental freshness and indepen
in the Indian Civil Service at the present " deuce." I suppose you are not under the 
time. impression that i£ a man has his examination 

55,233. It is your idea that the collector at 19 he has' no subsequent examinatiou ?--
or the commissioner or the judge requires to Oh, no. . 
rule his staff in the same way as the captain 55,241. Where would be the difference 
of a team rules his eleven ?-No, he does not The difference would be that lmder your 
want to be an absolute ruler. My point is present scheme a man takes his Final at 
that you are more likely to find suitable Oxford, for instance, in June, and goes on to 
administrators from among boys · who have the Civil Service Examination in ~ugust, both 
learnt to face responsibility. of which are first-class exarninat1?ns o£ con-

55,234. W auld it not be dangerous to siderable length and tr~mend?us Importan?e, 
.. reject a man simply because his previous and have the effect o£ d1sgustmg a man ~v1th 

school or University career did not disclose ·all examinations and work for a very consider
him to be a successful captain of a team?- able time. 
Yes. 55,242. As between that and one o£ the 

55,235. In your written answers you schemes which has been pu~ before lis, would 
say, "It is my experience that men not not a stiff competitive exa~natwn at the· a;ge 
" infrequently select the Indian Civil Service of 19, a three years' probatiOnary course w1th 
" at the very end of their University course, an examination at the end of each year, and a 
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final examination at the end o£ the third year, University career .for the Indian Civil Service. 
followed by two examinations, what are called .Outhe other hand, we have been.told that you 
departmental examinations, a£ter he goes· to would attract a certain number of candidates 
India-would not that mean the same strain, by haVing an examination at a school-leaving 
so far as examinations bring it on, as under age which otherwise you would not get, due 
the present course ?-I do not think so. to the fact that the fathers o£ a certain number 

55,243. (Mr. Golchale.) The method of of candidates, ·perhaps from poverty ·or from 
selection that you recommend is to have twice other reasons, are not able to bear. the expense 
as many candidates as there may be vacancies, of a University career for their sons. From 
the number to be selected at a previous yout experience as a schoolmaster, can you 
interview?-Yes. tell' us what your opinion is on that particular 

55,244. Will you tell me why you would point ? Would the best boys of your school 
limit the number of candidates in that way to be attracted by the Indian Civil Service and 
only twice as many as the number of vacancies ? sacrifice a University career for it or not ?-I 
My point is this : I can ·understand a Com- .think so. I do not say there would not be • 
mittee such as you suggest saying : " This that danger in a great nUm.ber of classes. It 
man will dGI for the Indian Civil Service,'' or would largely depend upon when you hold your 
"This man will not do," taking a number of examination, and whether you made the pre
things into consideration: ·"Let him compete paration for it exclusive of the preparation .for 
and have a chance." ~ut I cannot understand the ordinary career at Oxford or Cambridge. 
how any Committee could say '~ these are the If it was possible for a boy to keep both of 
100 who alone should compete." If the them open before him up to the age 'of 19 
number of those who are fairly desirable I do not think it would very much alter the 
exceeds that, what is to be done ?-I only field that you would get. · 
meant it quite as the roughest of indications, · 55,249. If these examinations were based 
not in any way to tie . the!ll down. If there on the University Scholarship Examinations 
were 100 vacancies they might take 160. as you suggest there would apparently be no 

55,245. You are not suggesting that there great conflict between those two ideas ?-No. 
should be such a definite limit as that ?-No. 55,250. Because the preparation in school 
I only wanted to make the field of C9mpetition · would be the same for both ; but we have 
wide enough to secure that the candidates you been told it would be very difficult to frame · 
selected were well tested on the intellectual an open competitive examination on the 
side. same lines as a Unive1·sity Scholarship Exami-

55,246. My point was this : If a large nation which is specialised in partic:ular 
number o£ yotmg men appeared before a places, either a Classical Scholarship or a 
Committee such as you suggest, there would History Scholarship or something of that sort. 
be a · few outstanding young men whom any Do you think that is a practical difficulty in 
Committee would select, and there would be a .the way of having the open competitive · 
few exceptionally unsatisfactory men whom examination at the school-leaving age ?-No, 
any ·committee· would reject. But between I do not think it is as great as that. I 
those two limits there is likely to be a fairly can understand there is a difficulty, because 
large number of average men, and it would be hitherto marks have never been published, 
·very difficult for a Committee, merely sitting but I do not think in practice it would. work 
as you suggest, to arrange for any particular out as a serious difficulty. 
order of merit, and unless they were arranged · 55,251. There would be no interference, 
in that way you could not take an exact ·you believe, by an open competitive exami
number and reject the rest ?-No, I quite nation at the school-leaving age with the 
agree. ordinary course of school studies ?_:_I do not 

55,247. \Vhat you mean then is, that you · think so. 
would lay do·wn certain tests, ask the 55,252. Certainly not more than is caused 
Committe~ to consider those tests, and let by a Scholarship Examination ?-No, and it is 
those who fulfil the tests appear ?-Yes, that in my knowledge that Cambridge University 
is what I really mean. · conducts its Scholarship Examinations by a 

55,248: (Mr. Sly.) \Ve have received a pure system o£ marks in the majority of cases. 
certain amount o£ conflicting evidence in 55,253. You have told us that yom· school 
India as regards the num.ber of candidates is largely attended by the professional classes? 
that would be attracted on the one hand -Yes, the poorer professional classes. 
by the present system of a competitive. 55,254. Have you any experience at all of 
examination after a University education, and what are called the Government secondary 
on the other hand by an examination for schools ?-No, none whatever. 
the Indian Civil Service at the school-leaving 55,255. You cannot tell us what would be 
aCTe. On the one hand we have been told that the effect of it on them ?-N~. So far as I 
if you place the Indian Civil Service ~xa~i- can tell none of .them are domg work. fully 
nation in competition with the Umvers1ty up to the range o~ the Open Scholarships of 
career a large majority of the best Y?uths o£ Oxford and Cambndge at present. • 
England will not go up for. it, but w~ go to 55,256. You have. recommen~ed to us a 
the University-that theyw1ll notsactlfice a schemefor·the selectiOn·of cand::tdates·to be 
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followed by a competitive examination as can because that is increasing, and because 
being likely to secure a suitable Class of candi- they think they will have more chance of 
dates for the Indian Civil Service. Suppose getting good positions. 
it were 'found that a system of selection, for 55,262. Can you tell .US definitely from 
reasons lvhich we need not go . into, :was dis- your experie.nce that at the present time the 
allowed,· would you donsider ·an open com- Indian Civil Service is not so attractive t<1 the 
petitive examination.withoi.1t .any selection as best of the school boys as it was ?-That is 
a suitable J:Uethod of recruiting the Indian my experience in my own school, and what I 
Ohril Service ?__:_No, I should not; I' should have heard of other schools. It is largely due, 
be .sorry to see it, because I ain perfectly I think, to the attitude of many men who are 
certain that then you will get the boys from now in the Indian Civil Service, who advise 
tlie' crammers-taken to the crammers ·at the others not to enter, and who say they would 
age of 15 or .16. not put their own children into it. \Vhen I 

55,257. But assuming . that certain safe:- press them for reasons they give the two 
guards could be enforced prohibiting atten:- reasons I have given. . 
dance, at crammers, such as a School-leaving 55,263. Firstly the financial reason?-Yes, 
Certificate as the. condition· of entrance to the and secondly the loss of indeptmclence-or 
examination, would that affect your opinion? ' what they consider independence. 
Let me p1.1t my point in another :way. We 55)264. (Mr. Fisher.) It was suggested to 

·.have been told that as an intellectual test the us that if the examinations were held at 19, it 
cor!1petitive examination at the school-leaving would be very difficult for schools to get to 
age is a· much more. uncertain method of .know about it. Do you think ·there is any
selecting suitable, candidates than a com- thing in that ?-I do not think so. I am 
petitive test at the University-leaving age. assuming that it is on the same lines as the 
You propose to correct that to a certain extent Scholarship Examinations. 
by a method of selection, but assuming that 55,26.5. Do you think that schoolmasters 
the method of selection is not possible, what is in general would be interested in sending 
your reply to, the criticism that an intellectual their boys up for such an examination?
test of a boy at the school-leaving age is a . Very, I think. 
very uncertain test ?-I think it is much too 55,266. You do not think th:e tendency of 
strong a thing to say it is a very uncertain schoolmasters would be rather to deter them 
test. The Scholarship Ex~minations at .Oxford :D.·om entering the Indian Civil Service, and to 
and Cambridge infallibly pick your best· boys advise going in for a Scholarship Examination 

... and leave the second best boys on our hands, at Oxford or Cambridge ?--I do not think so. 
and I cannot see why an examination of this · 
type should not be equally successful for the 55,267. Do you think that the prospect of 
Indian Civil Sen·ir.e. I think the lower grade a subsequent academic career for Indian Civil 
Civil . Service Examinations, such as the Service probationers would be attractive to 
Intermediate, are not successful and are very parents and to schoolmasters ?-I do not think 
chancy. · so, unless it was a very specialised academic 

career. 
55,258. In .reply to that it is urged before 55,268. I meant an academic career for 

us ~hat . many boys who gain University the probationers?-For the probatiouers, and 
Scholarships fail grievously afterwards, and 
that. even the University Scholarship Exami- airning at India? 
nation is not a good test, that many scholars 55,269. As distinct, let us say, from 
of Universities tum out failures, and that sending them to a separate Co1lege. Do you 
many who fail to obtain Scholarships turn out think that would act as an additional attrac
brilliant successes ?-I think any system will tion to the Service ?-I suggested a separate 
be uncertain. College after some consideration because I felt 

that if Oxford and, say, Cambridge or another 
55,259. Bnt you do not think an examina- University conducted the probationers' course 

tion at t'4e school-leaving age would be much as one of the1r Honours courses they would 
more uncertain than ,one at the University- want to be masters, and their influence would 
leaving age ?-I do not believe so. probably lie in the direction of making it too 

55,260. Then you mentioned· to us just academic; that those who are really respon
now that the attrac.tions of the Indian Civil sible £or the Civil Service might not he quite 
Service were somewhat less than thev used to masters in their own house, and might not get 
l)e ?-Yes. · • · their men trained exactly as they wanted. 

55,261. Can you elaborate that for us and 55 270. It has been suggested to us, 
tell us exactly what is your point ?-I believe howe;er, in some quarters that English 
they think that the cost of living in India is parents feel the prestige and glamour of the 
g:eater, aucl that the position is no loHger so old Universities, and that they would welcome 
valuable financially. They believe that there the idea of sending theil' sons to Oxford and 
is less freedom, and that the work in India is Cambridcre, having them there for three 
less p,_easant than it used to be. They prefer years, · a;d getting their Degl'ee there ?-I 
to get into the Civil Service at home if they believe that is true. · 
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55,271. And that might help the field 
Yes. 

55,272. Do you think there is anything in 
that ?-Yes, I thirik there is something in 
that. A new College Would have to strike out 
and ,.,_nake its own traditions. It would be 
safer in the transitional period if they went · 
to Oxford and Cambridge in the main. 

55;273. One of the objections that has . 
been urged against au examination a:t the age 
of 19 is that it is so likely to injure the school 
curricula, to injure the education in the 
schools. Could you at. all indicate the 
examimition that you would like to see ?-,.l 
suggested an examination divided mainly into 
four groups, classical, mathematical, scientific, 
and historical. If the examination were 
conducted on the broad lines of Scholarship 
Examinations in those four groups, I cannot 
see in what way it could injure the curricula 
of the schools. 

55,27 4. W auld you allow a candidate to 
take more than one grou:p ?-Yes. 

55,275. How many would you ·allow him 
to take ?-I would allow him one group and 
a couple of subjects outside it, part. of. another 
grouP:-not two groups. I should like to see a 
mathematician taking a certain amount of 
history and political science and political 
economy, fo1· instance. 

55,276. Would you like to see a viva voce 
examination as part of the examination ?-No. 
I always regard viva voce examinations as 
rather chancy examinations, unless they are 
spread over a considerable time. I am 
imagining that the Selection Committee exists 
when I give that answer. If there is no 
Selection Committee then I· think a viva voce 
examination would be good~ 

55,277. Supposing there were no Selection 
Committee, what proportion of marks do you 
think ought to be assigned on the result of 
the viva voce examination ?--I thi'nk you would 
have to vary on the different subjects in all 
probability. I would not care to answer that 
question without carefully thinking it over. 

55~278. (f.lr. A.bdur Rahim.) Do many boys 
go to Oxford and Cambridge from your school ? 
-.Yes, about 10 a year, I suppose. 

55,279. Do they compete for the Scholar
ships there ?-Yes. Virtually the greater 
part of them have to get Scholarships if they 
go at all. They cannot go without. 

55,280. Have there been many from your 
school who have competed for the Indian 
Civil Service ?-There have not been a great 
number at any time. 

55,281. rrhere have been some ?-There 
have been some, but the tradition of the 
school is more in the direction of the Home 
Civil Service. That is largely because the 
successes of ·the school lie in the Home Civil 
Service. The traditions have been established. 

55,282. Because of the successes that you 
have gained ?-The successes of the old boys 
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have been won in the Home Civil Service, 
and it drives the present generation of boys 
after them-to follow in th~ir steps. 

55,283. So that the Indian Civil Service 
never. had much attraction for your school 
before ?-It never had much attraction, no. 

55,284. You cannot say, therefore, so" far 
as that is concerned ·that · the· attractions of 
the Indian Civil Service ha':e gon~ clown in 
any way in your school ?-As far as my school 
is conceri1ecl· it has gone down a little. · It 
never was much, but it is less now. · 

55,285. I understood you told the Chair
n;tan that you would limit the schools under 
the system of nom~nations p~·oposed to English 
schools ?-No, I had b,ot that in my mind.· .. 

55.,286. You would include. ·Scotch and 
Irish schools, I suppose ?-:---Yes. · 

55,28.7. would you include Indian schools? 
-:-I woUld include all the schools, excluding 
only continent~! and foreign schools. . 

55,288. Supposing you inClude all those 
schools, not only in Great Britain, but in 
India, do you think it would be .possible to 
work a system o£ nominations like that 9n 
any satisfactory basis ?-That opens ·a: question 
which is outside of my experience rather. 

55,289. (Sir Mu1'1·ay Hammick.) As I 
undetstand the scheme which yoU: have · put 
before us, it if:\ really based on the suppo
sition that you get rid of the crammer?·-Yes. 

55,290. I suppose you agree with me it 
would be very diffim:ut to' get rid' of the 
crammei" ; he would come in i.mder some form 
or' other probably ?-:-:-It would be very hard 
to get rid of him. ' · 

55,291. You say you would reject candi
date~ who were relying on .a crammer. As 
I understand it, under your scheine the boy 
could take up an English essay ancl a general 
paper. That would give him 1,000 inarks. 
Then if he was a classical man he would take 

· up Latin and (;~reek, which would give him 
1,500 more. marks-2,500 altogether. · Yol.t 
put on a maximum of 3,500, so . that he. has 
to find another 1,000 marks. Under your 
scheme, .supposing he took chemistry. and 
geology, which, as I understand, it would be 
possible to <;lo ui;~.der .the scheme, would that 
fall in with the curriculum of a school like 
yours ?-No. In a school like mine he would 
go in for French and English literature or 
French and political science. 

55,292. It might be political science and 
economy?-Yes. 

55,293. Is it not the case th~t the crammer, 
the man who specially prepares the boys, 
watches to see which o£ the subjects is easily 
marked? · F'rom the little I know o£ these 
Examinations I believe he would probably 
find that political science and French were 
probably not so easily marked as two sciences. 
He would probably select two sciences ; geo
logy as one, probably, and I think very likely 
chemistry for another. vVould not the parents 
o£ the. boys at once discover that those boys 
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·who had gone up and took political science 
and French failed, as a rule, while boys who 
went up and took classics and natural science 
succeeded ? Would they not then be likely to 
take away their boys and send them to a place 
where they would get classics and science ?-I 
think that is a very extreme case. I think the 
effect of the Selection Committee would be 
to practically keep the field inside the walls 
of the candidates from the schools. 

55,294. Of course, you have your Selection 
Committee?_;Then I do not think that case 
will arise. · 

55,295. Supposing it was an open com
p~tition for boys of 18 and 19 apart from 
this Selection Committee, which would b(3 
extren:nely difficult to work-supposing·it was 
an open competition· on the assumption that 
you give, that a boy should get 3,~00 marks, 
do you not think the crammer would at once 
Gome in and spot the. easy subjects, and·those 
which are outside the school curriculum?-
He would certainly do that. · 

55,296. For instance, when I went up in 
the early days I know for a fact that in those 

. days Italian and philosophy as it was called
moral arid mental science-were the two 
subjects that, outside th,e ordinary school 
classics, counted well. The result. was that 
in those days a boy was worked up in h:is 
classics extraordinarily well, and he was then 
enqouraged to take. up, it may be Italian, 
which was very easily marked, and a science 
or philosophy which he knew he could cram 
up in a short time. Do you think that any 
system of examination would prevent that ? 
-No. 

· 55,2.97: Unless you confine it absolutely 
to a boy taking up .English. I could under
stand .examinations, where a boy was made 
to take up ·English and a general paper, 
and then one group either Latin, Greek, 
mathematics, modern languages or natura,} 
science, because different schools would be 
proficient i~ those foux or five different 
subjects, but directly you add optional 
subjects do you not think the crammer comes 
in ?.:.....I think ·he comes in in. any case whether 
you have them optional or not. · 

.55,298. And the risk of that you would say 
is considerably greater at 18 or· 19 than at 

24 after a boy has taken his · Degree ? An 
examination will test and be able to give a 
boy higher marks for the subject that he has 
absolutely mastered in taking his Degree at 
the University, and so prevent cramming, 
which an examination could not do if the boys 
were only 18 or 19 ?-I do not think there is 
much greater danger. 

55,299. Even without a Selection Com
mittee ?-I think the danger is very much 
the same at the two ages. 

55,300. (Mr. Gokhale.) Arising out of your 
answers to Mr. Sly, I would like to ask if you 
have ever compared the salaries paid to 
Indian Civil Servants with those paid to 
Home Civil Servants and to Eastern Cadets?
Yes, I was myself a Home Civil Servant, and 
I had intended to go to India, but was 
prevented from private reasons. A great 
friend went into the Eastern Cadets, so that 
I have considered the question. 

55,301. How do they compare ? -:-The 
Indian is the best. 

55,302. Best by far ?-By far. 
55,303. Almost more than double what 

the Home Civil Servant gets; is not that so? 
-That is quite so. 

55,304. Have you any opinion to express 
as to what would be reasonable payment in 
India ?-I have no opinion to express ; I do 
not think it would be worth anything. 

55,305. You cannot answer the question 
whether the. present payment is adequate or 
not ?-I think the present payment is felt 
to be inadequate by those who are now 
receiving it. 

55,306. rrhey may feel it to be inadequate 
be.cause ,prices.have gone up in India, but it 
may be that prices have gone up elsewhere 
also. You must remember that the cost of 
living in India is lower than the cost of living 
in this country; so that if you take two 
men, one drawing double the salary of the 
other, going • to a country where the cost 
of living is lower than in his own-two 
men passing the same examination-would 
you say that the man who goes out to India 
has a grievance in the abstract ?-Not in the 
abstract,· no. . 

(The witness withdrew.) 
(Adjourned to to-morrow at 10.30 a.m.) 
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R. F. CnOLMELEY, Esq., M.A., Headmaster, Owen''s School, Islington. 

Written answers relating to the Indian 
Oivil Service. · 

55,307. It has been. suggested that. the 
age for appearing in the open competitive 
examination for the Indian Civil Service should 
l)e lowered, so as to secure boys at the school
leaving. age. What is your opinion on this 
suggestiOn ?-I am inclined to think that it 
should be lowered, so as to secure boys at the 
normal age for leaving in the highest fonns of 
first-class secondary schools ; indeed, I never 
understood what were the educational reasons 
for r!l'is~ng it .. The adoption of the higher 
age hnnt certamly narrowed the field of choice· 
and excludes a. number of likely candidates 
wh? cannot affor~ to put off deciding upon 
their careers until the end of a University 
course ; and in most cases, success in the 
examination is secured either by subordinating 
degree work to its requirements orbya period 
of very exacting cratb.ming immediately after 
the examination for the degree. 

55,308. Supposing the suggestion for lower
ing the age limits is accepted, what limits 
woul~ you r:refer ?-I ~hould prefer 1H to 19 
o: 192, so as tp ensure that any given can
didate had neither less nor more than: two 
chances of success while still at school. 

55,309. What would be the character o! 
an open competitive examination designed 
for boys of school-leaving age? In particular 
(a) should the examination approximate to the 
scholarship examinations o£ Oxford and Cam
bridge ; (b) should the examination contain a 
Il;U~be! o£ · subjects all optional, the only 
limitatiOn to the candidates' freedom of choice 

. bein~ contained in the provision that the 
maximum number of marks which can be 
obtained from the subjects ~hosen shall not 
excee~l a. specifie~ amount; (r.) should the 
exammat10n • consist of some compulsory and 
some. optional subjects; and (d) should the 
exammation be one in which the options are 

• A specimen of such an examination was enclosed, 
vide Appendix X. 

classified in groups according to their affinities. 
and the candidates' liberty of choice is con: 
fined to ~electin~ a ~ertain group ?~(a) The 
scholarship exammatwns of Oxfo;rd and Cam
bridge seem to me too much speCialised for 
this purpose. · · 

(b) An examination permitting entire free
dom of ·choice is apt to lead· candidates to 
concentrate upon those su.bjects which are 
easiest to get up for examination purposes;. 
and ~o to put a premium upon speoial.pre ... 
paratwn. 

(e) An examination consisting of some 
compulsory and some optional subjects seem.~ 
to me . the most satisfactory type. I have 
found that the examination, of which you send 
me a specimen, for Junior· Appointments in the 
Admiralty, &c., provides a very. good test of 
general ability; and i£ :rather more ·stress 
were laid upon a knowledge 0£ English and· 
such intelligence as can be measured .by a 
first-rate General Paper, I should consider that 
examination well suited to the selection of 
candidates for the Indian Civil Service. 

(d) The limitation of the liberty of choice 
to groups of allied subjects seems to me ·un
necee:~sary, but I have no very definite views on 
this point. 

-55,310. What regulation would you sug"' 
gest so as to ensure that the ca1~didates had 
followed a school course and had not ·been 
prepared by a crammer ?-I find it difficult to 
suggest any regulation which would absolutely 
cut out the crammer ; but if once an adequate 
system of school ... leaving examinations Were 
established, to include not only an examination 
suited for boys of 16 but also a higher exami
nation suited for boys of 18, I think· that 
candidates for the Indian Civil Service might 
be required to have passed the higher examina
tion-perhaps with honours in one or more 
subjects; and this would,· at any rate, ensure 
that they had followed a satisfactory school 
COUI~e. . 

55,311. To what extent could a 1'igor ... 
ous test of character and a scr\l.tiny of ·the 

L4. 
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school record be combined with a competitive 
examination ?-This depends upon two things 
-the production of evidence from schools, and 
some organisation analogOt1s to that of the 
Cain bridge Appointments Board, by which that 
evidence would be correlated and appraised. 
If, in the first place, the principle now adopted 
by the Army Council, and to some extent by 
the General Medical Council, were extended to 
the Indian Civil Service, and candidates were 
taken from those ·schools only which were 
accepted fOl' the purpose as giving the kind 
of eclucation likely to produce the desi~ed type 
of boy and reaching . a definable standard o£ 
efficiency' the right kind of evidence would be 
forthcoming ; · and if, ·in . the second place,. 
there were a special board, or, still better, a 
special ·person, in .touch with the schools so 
accepted, an¢1. able to correlate the evidence 
supplied and to see what it meant, the selec
tion of the right kind of candidates would be 
greatlyfacilitated; and moreover, the prbspect 
of gaining· acc.eptance ·for this purpose would 
provide-as in, the case . of candidates for the 
Army and for the Medical profession it has 

. provided-a desirable stimulus to efficiency 
in the schools. 

· 55,312. Are you ·of opinion that the ac
. curacy of the result of an examination, as a 
. test of intellectual promise, is affected by the 
number·of candidates who appear for it? If 
sci, do· you anticipate that an examination, at 
the age suggested, will be exposed to a· danger 
o£ this 'kind, and how would you obviate this, 
should the caf?e arise ?-When a very large 
number of candidates o£ much the same attain
ments and mental power appear for the same 
examination, it is often difficult to be· sure that 
the result will enable the best to be selected. 
But the higher the standard of the examina-

. tion, the less it is liable to this danger ; and if 
some such. suggestion as that made in my 
preceding answer were adopted, I think it 
would be · ahnost negligible. I do not, how
ever, suggest that a ca:n.didate selected at 18 or 
19 should be considered definitely accepted for' 
appointment. Part of my objection to the 
present system is derived from the belief that 
intending candidates for the IndianCivil Ser
vice do not get the full benefit of the training 
of tl1e Universities; and I should like to see 
the satisfactory completion of an Univ(')rf:!ity 

<> 

course made compulsory upon candidates who 
had secured places while still at school or 
immediately on leaving school in the ~om-. . . . , 
pet1t1ve exammatwn. Indeed, I should like 
further to suggest that the example of the 
Army Council might with advantaae be fol
lCJwed by .the giving of a certain pr~portion of 
the appomtments every year to candidates 
direct from the Universities; and this would 
have the additional advantage of providing a 
means o£ meeting the desire o£ Natives of 
India to continue to secure a share of the 
appointments-a desire which I have under
stood to be partly responsible for the raising 
of th(') age for competition 20 years ago. If, 
for example, there were in any given year 
30 appointments to be made, it might be 
aiTanged that 20 should be offered for com
petition to boys from accepted schools who 
had passed a; pt~blic examinati<?n of the type 
that I have mdwated above ; five might be 
given to University ·candidates, and five to 
Natives of India. Or 10 might be given to 
University candidates with a proviso that five 
of these should be confined to Natives of India 
who ~atisfied the required tests. 

55,313. ·Have you any remarks to offer 
not covered by the. above questions ?-The 
question of the best training for selected can
didates with a view to the fitting of them for 
the performance of their duties, is, perhaps, 
not one upon which I am called upon to pro
nounce, but . I should like to be allowed to 
·observe that some test of administrative capa
city and some training in the art of government 
--such as a young man gets in the first year 
or so of his life as a schoolmaster-seems to 
be most necessary. Much may undoubtedly 
he clone by a wise system of selection to secure 
candidates who shall be not only intellectually 
brilliant, but competent in the widest sense, 
and such candidates cau be picked at 18 or 
19, if their training has been such as to bring 
out the qualities required ; but it seems to me 
that after their selection it is of the first 
importance to ensure that their subsequent 
training shall develop and test tkose qualities, 
and consequently guard against the danger of 
sending out men who may be brimant failures 
when conf1;onted with the practical problems 
which belong especially to the government of 
other races. 

Mr. R F. CHOLMELEY called and examined. 

55,314. (Chairman.) 'You are· the. head- age ?-I think I do· on the whole. I find it 
mar;ter· of Owen's School, Islington?-Yes. very dillicult to be positive about it, however. 
· 55,315~ How long·Ilave you · occupied· that 55,319. Your opinion is that the lligher 

position (-Four years mid one term. · age has a narrowing effect on the field of· 
55,316. What is the size of Owen's School? selection ?-It certainly has had that effect, I 

-Just about 400 boys. - · think . 
. 55,317. Are any o£ them boarders ?-No, 55,320. In what direction do you notice 

it is a day schooL • ·. that ?--There must be a certain number oi 
55,318. In the written answers that you boys who cannot take the risk of going to 

have been good enough to forward to us I see Oxford or Cambridge on the chance of 
you favour the lower· age for the conipetitive succeeding in the examination between 22 
examination as distinguished from the higher and 24. 
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55,321. You mean that parents cannot 
afford to risk it ?-That is so. If they fail in 
that there is hardly anything for them. I had 
a rather good example in the case of a younger 
brother of mine who went up for that purpose, 
with tbe result that, being a young man with 
no particular degree, but with an ath.Ietic 
record he took up the post of master m a 
prepa;at.ory scho?l, until I hm;tled. him. out of 
it to South Afnca. There certamly 1s that 
difficulty with an examination that takes men 
·at that age. 

55,32i. How many 'of your boys from 
Owen's School have passed into the Indian 
Civil SArvice in recent years ?.-None; there 
are just a :few who have gone into the First 
Division of the Home Civil. 

55,323. How many have you had entering 
the Home Civil Service ?-Not more than two or 
three in 1.0 years. The experience I have had 
in connection with the Indian Civil Service 
was when I was assistant master at St. Paul's 
School; for about three or four years before 
the age was raised I had ~ class· for the Indian 
Civil Service. ~ · ·. 

55,324. Did you pass many boys from St._ 
Paul's School ?-.Yes, we passed three or 
four in a year. The best known of them, 
perhaps, Mr. J. B. Brunyate, was not really 
a pupil of mine. 

55,325. Did you find that at that age those 
candidates employed crammers before they 
went up for the examination ?-A good many 
of them did undoubtedly. The crammer 
always put on a very considerable percentage 
in mathematics. 

55,326. You say you would prefer 18, 19, or 
191 as the age ?-Yes. If you do take school
boys that seems to he a reasonable limit. You 
give them two chances at the end of their 
school career. 

55,327. Have you found that many boys 
who have gone up have succeeded in the second 
attempt after having failed in the first?
Yes . 

. 55,328. Therefore if the examination period 
was arranged so that only one opportunity 
was alTered it would debar a good many 
Auitahle candida.tes from going in ?-I think 
that would be a pity, because so many things 
may cause a boy to fail at his first shot. 

65,320. What do you regard as a reasonable 
limit of time het\veen the examinations ?-I 
should have thought six months. 

55,330. I notice you say that the Oxford 
and ·Cambridge scholarship examinations in 
your opinion are rather too much specialised ? 
-I ought to modify that perhaps. My 
difficulty is that if you once accept an Oxford 
or Cambridge scholarship examination you 
have to accept scholarships in a considerable 
number of subjects, and they are not in the 
least parallel. For instance, the examination 
for classical scholarships at Trinity, Cambridge, 
would be as wide an examination as you could 
want, but then if you accepted that you would 
have to accept mathematical scholarships and 

science scholarships and· history scholarships 
and even m~dern language scholarships, and 
th~y are not m the least P?-rallel as affording 
evidence of a general educatiOn. I was talking 
that over with an Oxford tutor the other day · 
who was rather in favour of accepting the Oxford 

. scholarship, and I said it would be necessary 
to accept every 1dnd of scholarship. 

55,33L I suppose yon would say that an 
exatnination ·could' be arranged in such a way 
as to be typical of the average school teaching ? 
-Yes. I think this examination, of which I 
have some recent experience, £or the Inter
medi~te <;Jivil Service, is a very good type of 
exarrunatwn. . 

55,332. It is.a typical examination of the 
curriculum. in the school?-Yes, I think it is. 

55,333. You think that if an adequate 
system o£ school-leaving examinations were 
established it would be the most effective 
:inethod of preventing .the boys going to a 
crammer ?-I think it would. I had. the same 
question put to me in connection with the 
Home Civil Service Inquiry .• They asked me 
whether I meant that no one was to get into 
the Civil Service who had not been through a 
secondary school, and I said, Yes, because it 
seems to me that our education ought to be 
based upon what is done in the schools, and 
we ought to see that what is done in the 
schools fits people for this sort of thing. If 
you had a really good leaving certificate which 
the boy could take at ·the end of his school 
career, it seems to me you could do a good deal 
with that as a sort o£ qualifying examination. 
I have tried to look at it from two points of 
view. You want to get a certain type of man, 
but you want to ~ake it. possible for anybody 
almost to prove that he IS that type o£ man if 
he can. The problem is something like tha.t 

. presented in getting officers for the Army, 
f(xceptthat the Indian Civil Service is a service 
that . pays, whereas the Army does not, and 
·therefore you have far more people wanting to 
get into it. You also have it complicated by 
bringing in the Natives of India, and you have 
not that complication in the Army. I did hint 
at that point in a later paragraph. 

55,331-. Would you suggest that such a 
leaving certificate as you describe could be 
brought into universal practice, or would you 
have to allo.w exceptions, providfld some 

· guarantee equivalent to the certificate were 
. given ?-I think you would have to allow for 
that, but if you had a ·system of leaving 
certificates you would get a guarantee that the 
candidate had had the sort of education you 
wanted, that he had not merelyworked up for a 
competitive examination. 
· · 55,335. He would have had to go through 
his course at a school?-Yes, and if you limited 
the number of schools you would. get a further 
guarantee. 

55,336. You have given us some o£ your 
ideas with regard to a test of character. You 
say it depends upon two things, the production 
of evidence from schools, and some organisa-
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tion analogous to that of the Cambridge Ap
pointments Board. Are you conversant with 
that Board ?-Not very well; it is really 
secondhand knowledge. But I know that 
th~y do take a great deal of trouble to collate 
and weigh the evidence, which ·they. get 
from different schools, and from all sorts of 
teachers as to the fitness of men for particular 
appointments. . 

55,337. You would like to see some Board 
of that kind instituted before which all can
didates would go ?-I do not think you can 
itse the school record unless you have such a 
Board. They must know what the differential 
value o£ the records of different schools is. 

55,338. You suggest a special Board, but 
you say there might be a speci&l person in 
touch with the school. . Do you mean by that 
that you would leave tb.e discretion to an 
individual ?-I believe if you get the right 
individual that is what it generally comes to. 
I do not know, but some member of the Com
mission probably knows what happens in 
Australia with! regard to the selection of 
people for Government poE?ts there. I believe 
it is all in the hands o£ one man, who has to 
deal with 30,000 people a year. 

55,339. Does that meet with general public 
approval ?-The singular fact, if it be a fact, 

· is that it does. 
55,340. Assuming that such a Board were 

instituted, and records were taken, and the 
records of each candidate were examined, how 
;would you fit in the results with the results 
of the written examination; would you give 
marks, or what? -I do not think you could 
do it with marks, but I should think you 
could bring it to bear upon a comparison of 
candidates when you have their marks. For 
a school record you would want the sort of 
facts which worild show :whether a boy had 
some capacity for managing other boys, 
whether he was a monitor or prefect, or 
captain of an Eleven. You could ·hardly 
distinguish in marks the value of the captain
Eihip . of my Eleven at Owen's School, which 
is really very small and the value of the 
captainship of the Rugby Eleven. 

55,341. So that your proposal really resolves 
itself into one of pure nomination. You would 
have. the CJ:tndidates up; and upon their records 
you would select them?-You ~auld be able 
to compare. · 'll 

55,342. But after you had made your com
parison you would make . ypur selection ?
Yes. I think it is extremely difficult to carry 
that out. · 

55,343. I take it that the fact that you 
put forward this scheme, even though it may 
not be a practicable one, is because you are 
impressed with the idea that there should be 
something other than the intellectual test ?
That is so. 

55,344. You do not feel satisfied with a 
purely intellectual test, but w6uld like to see 
something added to it ?-Yes, I think you 
must, if you are going to make sure. You 

are not asking for a purely intellectual person ; 
you are asking for a man who is going to be 
able to run things. 

55,345. The difficulty is to get a scheme 
which is practicable, which would meet with 
general approval amongst those concerned, 
and which would not be subject in any way 
to the idea that there were undue intluences 
at work ?-That is so, and that is one reason 
why I rather favour the lower age, because I 
should have ~thought you might arrange for 
the candidate, who had been provisionally 
selected by a competitive examination at 
school, to go through such a course at the 
University as would enable you to say at the 
end of it whether he was the right man. It 
was done to a certain extent under the old 
scheme, when the candidate spent two years 
at the University, and might be thrown out at 
the end of it. 

55,346. I suppose very few were thrown out 
in those days except for misconduct ?-I think 
they were. I had a cousin who got in about 
fourth and emerged thirty-eighth, or some
thing of that kind, very much to his own ad van
tage, because he had to take Burma, wl1ere there 
was presently an opportunity for a distinguished 
career. He was very nearly thrown out, and 
I think they were thrown out in those days. 

55,347. Could you suggest a constitution 
for a Board such as would meet with general 
approval, and which would be able to acquire 
sufficient knowledge, and at the same time 

· remain sufficiently detached and unprejudiced? 
have not thought about that. I do not 

know how far one Is able to consider it, when 
we are speaking of Universities in terms of 
other Universities than those of Oxford and 
Cambridge. Those universities could find the 
sort of man. 

55,348. But we are assuming for the 
moment that the age is lowered and that you 
are dealing with the school boy. Then, I take 
it,. it is the schoolmaster and those who have 
been over the boy who would be the best 
judges of his character. He' will not have 
entered the University then ?-I should not 
have my Board there. 

55,349. Where would you have your Board? 
-I should have my Board at some period after 
he had passed. 

55,350. After his probation ?-Yes. 
. 55,351. After he had passed his competi-

·tive examination and had been at the Univer
sity for his course of three years ?-Then I 
should have the final decision of the Board. 
I should have the Board looking after him all 
the time, on the assumption that it was what 
he was being trained for, rather analogous to 
the way in which some of us are attempting to 
train teachers now. You may have a teacher 
in training for a certain amount of time, and 
at the end of the time you might say to him 
he has made a mistake and will never be a 
teacher and never be a disciplinarian. 

55,352. That is rather different, is it not? 
What. you are suggesting now is a Board con· 
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stituted ad hoc for watching the candidate 
through the course?-Yes. 

55,353. And I suppose that would mean 
that the Board would have power to turn him 
out any time if it found he was useless or not 
likely to be up to the standard ?-That would 
be only fair to him, because the .earlier he is 
turned out the more chances he would get of 
something else. 

55,354. That is rather a different scheme 
from the one I understood at first you were 
suggesting. You would prefer running super
vision throughout the period of probation, and 
not a Board before which all candidates would 
go at the beginning?-They might go before 
the Board at the beginning, which would take 
them on. 

55,355. You say: "I£ there were in any 
" given year 30 appointments to be made it 
" might be an-anged that 20 should be offered 
" for competition to boys from accepted schools 
" who had passed a public examination of the 
" type that I have indicated." That is on the 
assumption, I suppose, that the age is reduced? 
-Yes, it. is on the assumption that the normal 
age would he the school age. 

55,356. Then you say : " Fi've might ·be 
" given to University candidates and five to 
" Natives of India." I do IJ.Ot quite under
stand about five being given to Universitv 
canclidat~s ?-I .was thinking of . the analogy 
of commissions m the Army, and I was think
ing t~at you might miss a good candidate by 
lowermg the age, that there might be men who 
had gone up to the University and who after
wards proved that they would be the kind of 
men you wanted, just in the same way as men 
go up to the University who afterwards prove 
the kind of officers wanted in the Army. 

55,357. Those would enter the Service later 
than .tho~e who had passed the competitive 
exammat10n ?-They would enter the Service 
later. in a sense, but I imagine they would go 
out to India more or less at the same time. 

55,358. Assuming there was a three years' 
pl'obation they would be picked at the early 
stage of the three years' probation ?-Yes. 

55,359. vVould you pick those on some 
qualifying test ? -I do not know how Army 
candidates are selected. You would have to 
have some t~st. 

~5,360. (Sir Mur1•ay Hamm-ick.) This sug
gestiOn . of yours as . to a running Board is 
rather hke a suggestiOn put before us in India 
by one witness, who suggested that we should 
select. candidates at the school age by pure 
selectiOn, that there should be a system under 
which the India Office could place the men 
under certain p~ople in England for a period, 
a~d that the India Office should leave it entirely 
w1th the people who had charge of the candi
dates to say at the end o£ two years whether 
they thought they were fit to go out to India 
?r not. That is the ~in~ o£ idea you have, is 
1t not ?-Are you tlunkmg of a considerable 
number of people ? 

55,361. Yes, different people ?-You would 
have to select them very carefully. 

55,362. Btl.t that is the kind of idea you 
have, that it can be only by a course of careful 
watching during the two years of probation. 
that you can safely select your men?-Yes. 

. 55,393. Under your scheme, unless yon 
confine your men to two Universities, or· at 
the outside to three, it would be impossible to 
work the scheme. You might take Oxford 
and Qambridge and Dublin, but if you began 
to open your doors to all the Scottish Univer
sities and Ma:t;lchester, for instance, there would 
be a difficulty ?-I have always felt th.~~ 
difficulty in speaking of Universities. 

55,364. As regards your proposal to tak~ 
men at Oxford, the reason I imagine that it is 
easy to work this system in connection with 
the Army is that the competition is very small. 
There are very few people who care to go in 
for the Army through the University. But 
with a Service of this kind,· a very popular 
Service, it would be !3Xceedingly difficult to 
select five men at Oxford or at any University 
by any qualifying test. It would come to pure 
nomination and selection ?-'---You might say 
that a limited number would be taken who 
had such-and-such classes in such-and-such 
schools. . The difficulty is that the Indian Civil 
Service is a popular Service; it ·is .the best 
career in my opinion that any boy could 
possibly take of the class I am thiliking of. 

55,365. Have you had experience of the 
Service under botl:!. ages ?-,-No, not u;nder the 
older age. · 

55,366. You ca:nnot give us an opinion 
1mder which system the succ~ssful special 
coach mostly came in, the younger age .or the· 
present age ?-No, I cannot. The develop
ment of schools has been such since the age 
was raised: that I do not think you could get .a 
comparison. Certainly it surprised me to find 
to .what an extent the special coach appears to 
be considered necessary for people who hav~ 
First Classes at Oxford or Cambridge. 

55,367. At the present time ?-Yes. But 
that always will be so when a type of examina
tion gets to be fairly familiar. 

- 55,368. In your approval of this scheme 
of examination for junior appointments at the 
Admiralty, have you taken into consideration 
that the optional subjects do give a great 
advantage to a man who has spent a year 
before he goes up in making special prepara
tion for special optional subjects ?-Do you 
mean as distinct from the man who has gone 
through an ordinary school course ? 

55,369. The difficulty tha.t occurs to me is 
that unless you fix a boy clown to tw.o sub
jects, say mathematics and classics, or mode1:n 
languages and science, and confine the boy s 
exatnination to each one of those, and do not 
let him take up anything else, you cannot 
possibly help getting in the ,special coach to 
help him in the extra subjects that he takes 
up. You may teach a hoy at your school 
classics and a certain amount of :mathematics, 
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and then he finds that he can add to those which could be put' clown on paper and did 
marks considerably by taking up an extra not depend 01 b 1 ' · · I · . . 1 any oc y s opnuon. distrust 
science or two extra sciences, and he is opmwus. 
allowed to do so under this schE'me o£ exami- 55 376 (H' Abd R h · ) , . ll1r. nr a · 1/ln. I understand 
nations.· Does not that at once let in the th~re l~ave been no lJoys from your school 
special coach and give him an enormous gomg mto the Indian Civil Service ?--Not 
advantage ?--I do not believe it does. This from m~ present school, but when I was at 
examination is, as a matter or fact, taken by S~. ?aul s ~chool I taught boys for the Indian 
the best boys in my school. Far too many o£ C1v1l Service under the old system. 
them take it. · 55,3_77. For how long has there been 110 

! 55,370. And they do not. get any special one g?mg from Owen's School ?-I should 
preparation ?--No. It is taken by the boy doubt If there ever was a candidate. 
who probably would go to Cambridge if he 55 ·>-78 c · 

uld d · d ,.::~ · an you give any reasons for 
co affor It, an we do not let them that ?-The reason is that most o£ my boys 
specialise until they get to the top form. It d t .c.:_ d . II b o no come .U·01n an a venturous class. Thev 
IS taken genera y y a boy who would go· are verY: largely from what you call th~ 
for a mathematical scholarship or a science· ~ower muldle class, and it is difficult to 
scholarship, a boy who has been right through mduce them to do anything adventurous at 
the school ·course in everything else, but has all. Also the standard is very high. When 
a strong point. · · they do get the chance they choose the Home 
· 55,371. Do you not think that many boys Civil Service. 

who go up for this examination get special 55 379 y 
preparation for it ?-I think they do. . ' ·. 0~1 do not expect that if the age 

55,372. But you do not know whether IS lowered It Will make any difference to your 
they are the most successful ones as compared school ?-Not once in five years. 
with the schoolboys ?-No, but I regard this 55,380. As regards the Board you sugaest 
as a.n examination that a schoolboy can i£ you select PY competition, and then ha~e ~ 
manage or ought to be able to manage. I Board afterwards to decide finally which of 
have not a very great experience of it, but them are to b~ accepted and to reject those 
I have never had a boy whom I considered fit the Board constder-unfit, there would be some 
for that examination whom I would not back difficulty. We have to select a certain number 
the school to get in without s:gecial prepara- of men in India for the service. Say there 
tion. The trouble about the crammer is that are 50 vacancies, if there is any chance of 
he gets a lot o£ people in who are not fit to rejection it will be necessarv to select more 

. . ' than are needed ?-That is so~ . go m. . . 
55,373. Instead of your ·idea of selection 55,381. And then you have to train them 

after the examination, what would: you say to at the_ e~pense of the State, and if you reject 
·having an open list of candidates, and having them It Is a loss to the candidate and a loss to 
a carefully appointed Committee to select tbe the State ?-Yes. I only presented it as an 
suitable candidates, not on their intellectual alt.emative to something which seems to me 
merits but on their character as given by their less de~irable, that is getting in candidates 
school certificates and on their physical powers, who ultimately become failures. 
selecting ·them before the competitive exami- 55,382. I agree that a pure intellectual 
nation, and only allowing the approved can- · test is not very conclusive, but at the same 
didates to go in for the examination ?-That. time I do not see any lmy out of the difficulty 
is a sort o£ extended medical examination? of combining competitive tests with the power 

55,37 4. More 'or less, but taking moral of selection. You must reduce the competitive 
character into consideration very carefully?- test to a sort. ~f qualifying test?-Yes, it 
That is the kind of problem that has been- '~·ould be provisiOnal. Surely, even as it is, 
before members of my profession a great deal, when a .m~n is se~ected upon ~is competitive 
and I believe on the whole we are inclined to results It IS conceivable that his appointment 
think that it will be very demoralising to the m~y not be ratified. Suppose he takes to 
schoolmaster. You have to ta~,e'·his word for drmk? 
it, and you will get the same sort ofthing you . 55,383.· It is conceivable, but in practice 
have in the Navy now. . I believe no sailor it could not be worked. As a matter of fact, 
will take a discharge from the Navy unless it there are very few rejections? I do not 

·is couched in the most superlative language think there would be many rejections, but I 
possible, and we should get into that condition. think it ought to be possible. 
You will have to describe every boy in super- 55,384. Then your Board of selection will 
latives. It is an extremely difficult thing to have very little to do ?-I hope it would have 
make effective. · · very little to do, in that sense; but surely it. 

55,375. A witness yesterday suggested would have a good deal to do in looking after 
that for 100 vacancies a . Committee before the young men and finding out that they were 
1he examination might select 200 as suitable all right. I do llot think I should say a 
on their records and physical .characteristics, Board had little. to do, because it only rejected 
and let them go up ?-·If you do that you a few; I should say that a part of its lmsiner:;s 
would have to limit the s0hool record to things was to pass the rest. 
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55,385. Could not that be assured by 
ordinary Unh·ersity supervision ?-You mean 
by the ordinary supervision of the University 
authorities? I should not think so. 

55,386. As regards the power .of managing 
other boys, I quite see the necessity of it to a 
certain extent, but it is possible to exaggerate 
the importance of that because Civil Servants 

· have to discharge various duties. Some of 
them are purely judicial officers, and a great 
part of the Civil Servant's duty is purely 
judicial, civil or magisterial. For purely 
judicial work surely it is not a very necessary 
quality, this quality of managing boys or 
being captains of cricket teams ?-No. I do 
not want to exaggerate the value of that, but 
it gives you some indication of a man's power 
of man!).ging those amongst whom he is. 

55,38 7. Do you mean to say that a Judge 
in discharging his duties has to bring in any 
sort of quality like that?- I should have 
thought it was very important to have some 
guarantee that he understood what human 
nature was generally. 

55,388. But for that purpose he does not 
need to be the captain of a cricket team?
The successful captaincy of a cricket team 
does depend on understanding human nature. 

55,389. (Mr. Madge.) There is more than 
one hint in your letter of a strong suspicion 
of the immaturity of a boy ·at the school
leaving age, and you put forward a number 
of suggestions of various kinds. Having 
regard to the fact that the Commission is 
considering whether the boy should be 
selected at the school-leaving age and then 
be trained specially, do you not think your 
various suggestions rather tell against than 
for this scheme ?-You mean so far as they 
suggest that the boy on leaving school is 
really immature? · 
. 55,390. You agree in a kind of way, but 
then your subtractions from that agreement 
are so many that to my mind the scheme of 
early selection is shattered ?-I do not think 
that represents my' main opinion about it. 

55,391. You wol.1ld have an early selection, 
hut you have reii11y a number of important 
suggestions which rather discount early selec
tion ?-I think I would have an early selection, 
but I would see to it that the course followed 
by the selected candidate helped him to be 
~Jfieient and helped the authorities to discover 
that he was efficient for the purpose. 

55,392. The scheme considered bv the 
Commission is one of a distinctive choice at 
the early age, except for gross misconclnct 
afterwards, and then special training. You 
not only do not accept that fully bnt you 
recommend a subdivision of the boys, re
serving a certain number for the University. 
To my mind that is not accepting the scheme 
we are considering but breaking it up very 
Reriously ?-I am not sm·e that I understand 
what the scheme you are considering is. 

55,393. There is nothing yet, I l)elieve, 
definite before the Commission, but we are 

considering a scheme of early selection ~th a 
view to special training at a special Institution 
or elsewhere, but in a certain sense, you may 
accept the choice of ·the boy at the school
leaving age as definitive except for :gross 
misconduct ?-I have not had anything of 
that kind put before me ; so that I· could ·not 
reject a scheme I have never seen or heard 
of. 

55,394. The. scheme is not f01ined. We 
are considering the various elements. that 
would make it up,. and the fu.ost of. these is 
selection of the boy at the school-leaving age 
with the view to special training. Have you 
had that before you ?-No. . · · · 

55,395. Was it not contained in the ques:
tions sent to you ?-No. ·The only suggestion 
in the questions is that the age should . be 
lowered .so· as ·to secure boys at the sc]lool:
leaving age. So far as I understand what you 
have just said, it is probably what I shou,ld 
like. 

55,396. Probably I am mistakerr in . sup
posing that in the questions sent to 'you the thing 
was put as fully as it is before my mind.. With 
regard to the competitive system, it se~iris to 
me, that all you have told u.S . this morning, 
taken in conjunction with· what you have 
written, is really an. impeachment of the com
petitive system 'because o£ its defect in 
testing character ?-I should not use the 
word "impeachment" myself, 'but it is a 
warning that you cannot get everything out 
of a competitive system, anti that' the more 
you desire to haYe, not only the kind of man 
who satisfies certain int'ellectual standards, 
but. a man of a certain type of character, the 
less can you be quite sure that you can get him 
by the competitive system.' 

55,397. There are so many supplementary 
precautions which, if put in the balance, quite 
outweigh the advantages of the competitive 
system as a test. The competitive system has 
been adopted on the hypothesis that it is the 
best way of doing a certain thing. You have 

· so many supplementary precautions with 
regard to the position of .the competitive 
system, that if you were to weigh those 
disadvantages against the advantages which· 
are supposed to adhere to the competitive 
system that would outweigh them, in my 
mind ?-I should not have thought I had 
suggested so many qualifications. 

55,398. You think the secondary schocls 
would give a kind o£ training that would be 
equally suitable for employment anywhere. 
Do you see no great distinction between the 
work of the Civil Service in India, and the 
work in this country or elsewhere?-Yes, ~he 
greatest difference in the world. If. there 
were not, I should not be troubling about the 
competitive examination. 

55,399. (Mr. Fisher.) If we wish to obtain 
the cleverest public school boys at 19, do you 
think we ought to weight classics ve1y 
heavily ?-No, I do not think so. You use 
the word "cleverest," you see .. 
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55,400. ·The ablest. Would it be as true 
now, as it was when the examination was 

. last held at that age, that the ablest boys in 
the English public schools went in for 
:classics ?-It is certainly not so true now. 

55,401. Supposing you wished to weight 
subjects in proportion to the ability which 
they attract in public schools, in what order 
would you put them-I suppose classics and 
mathematics first ?_;_Yes, I suppose you would. 
. I am not sure about science. 

·55,402 .. It is quite clear, o£ course, that if 
:you are going to get the ablest boys by an 
open competitive examination you must 
weight your subjects in accordance with 
·attractiveness to the ablest boys. If the 
· ablest' boys in the public schools are studying 
·classics, you must give a considerable weight 
to the classics in your examination ?-I am 
not sure that I see that. If you do that it 
practically excludes the other boys. 

55,403. Not nece1:1sarily ?-If ;you weight 
·cia'Ssics in the examination, it means YOlJ. can 

· get more marks in classics. · 
· 55,404. And that makes the examination 

attraCtive to the· able boys who are studying 
classics, assuming that classics does attract 
the greatest amount of ability in the school ? 
-I£ 'the classics attract the greatest number 
of able boys in the school. 

55,405. The scale of marks .in the exami
nation, wh.en it was ·last held, was arranged 
on that principle, that classics and mathe
matics were marked highly because they 
:did, as a matter of fact, engage the best 
.teaching capacity. of the schools and attract 
the ablest boys in the schools, and therefore 
an examination which was favourable to 
classics and mathematics, was likely to give 
the ablest recruits for the service. I rather 
wanted to know how ·far conditions had 
changed since that date ?-I think they have 
certainly changed and they are changing. I 
think it is a very good thing that they change. 
I£ an examination like this tends to prevent 
them from changing, it is rather doing a 
disservice to the· cause of education. 

55;406. You would be in favour of a liberal 
marking of science and modern languages in 
any new system ?-Yes ; I think that makes 
it more incumbent on those who draw up, any' 
new scheme to see that the co~pulsory part of 

·it is right, the groundwork. 
55,407. What would you put into the com

pulsory part ?~The English and inat.hematical 
part, I suppose, such as you have here, for 
instance, in Class I. for the junior appoint
ments-mathematics, English, and a general 
. paper. I should be entjmly in favour of 
screwing that up, particularly the English 
part. I£ you screwed that up to a really good 
.general standard I think you might be very 
liberal with your options. 

55,408. You would discourage a wide 
range of options?-Yes. You do not want a 
n:an to specialise i:n geology, for instance. 

55,409. It has b,tJen pointed out by one o£ 
,our witnesses that, whateveryou do at present, 
modern languages and history will always be 
easier thap. classics and mathematics, and that 
there. is a great . disadvantage therefore in 
markmg modern languages and history on the 
same scale as classics and mathematics ?-I 
think there is something in that. 

55,410. If an examination was held at the 
school-leaving age, would you approve a viva 
voce examination as part of it ?-Certainly. 

55,411. You would attach a considerable 
number of marks to the viva voce ?-I would. 
I think you get a great deal in the direction 
of the kind ·of safeguard I am thinking of by 
a viva voce examination. 

55,412. What proportion of marks would 
you allot to it, a sixth ?-I have not thought 
of that, but I think it would be quite 
reasonable. 

55,413. Would you approve some such 
scheme as this: that after the competitive 
examination results were known to the 
examiners the first 100 candidates should be 
submitted to a viva voce examination and that 
the numbers wanted, say 50, should be chosen 
as the result very largely of the viva voce 
examination ?-I think that would be a good 
plan. That is done .at many scholarship 
exam~nations at Oxford and Cambridge. 

55,414. And in the final schools ?-Yes. 
55,415. Your plan for a certain number of 

selected University candidates is of course 
very attractive, because as you say it would 
enable us to get the finished University pro
duct in a limited quantity ; but I suppose you 
would acknowledge there is this objection, 
.that if you chose men at 23 and sent them out 
to India· they would not have had any of the 
special trl').ining in Indian subjects, Law and 
Oriental languages, which is one of the main 
motives for lowering the age ?-Yes. I think 
you would have to take your University candi
dates earlier than that as a matter of fact. 

55,416. What age would you suggest? 
-I do not know what age would permit 
of their taking the training that is required. 
I thought of that as an' objection. But 
Oxford University, I think, would be quite 
prepared to produce a special school for 
Indian candidates. 

55,417. ·Does your analogy of the training 
college quite hold good? Is it not the case 
that in a training college the pupils are 
actually doing the work which they are 
required to do in after life, and theref?re a 
supervisor can form a very accurate estimate 
as to whether they will succeed in their after 
career· hut in the case of Indian probationers, 
wheth~r at Oxford or Cambridge, learning 
. Sanskrit or Arabic or Law, it is very difficult 
to say whether the zeal or skill with which 
they pursue those studies w~ll afford an 

• adequate guarantee that they w11l m.ake good 
Civil Servants ?-That is the difficulty in a 
traming coll«;Jge. As a matter of fact in a . 
training college the teacher never gets his 
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pupils in the natural condition. It is extra
ordinarily difficult for him to have a guarantee. 
The best practical training I know of in 
England for an administration of that sort 
would be to make the candidate take a year 
as an assistant master in a first-class pre
paratory school. If he could not manage tha.t 
I think you may take it he would not be able 
to manage anything. But that is not the kind 
of training a man gets in a training college. 

55,418. (M1'. Sly.) You have given· us your 
opinion that the examination at the school
leaving age would widen the field of candidates 
because it would admit certain poorer boys to 
compete who could not go up to the University. 
On the other hand, we have been told that the 
force of that argument is very much weakened 
by the large number · of scholarships now 
procurable at the Universities, that as a 
matter of fact a clever boy prevented from 
going to the University is a very rare excep
tion?-That is so,' but my point was not quite 
the boy who could not afford to go up to the 
University but the boy who could not afford to 
go up t,o the University with a view to the 
Indian Civil Service, with the prospect of 
having to look about for something else if he 
failed in it. It is the risk of waiting until the 
end of his University career, which is not quite 
the same thing. For instance, I have to 
advise boys. I may have half-a-dozen boys 
in my school at· one time who could get 
scholarships and ·go up to Cambridge, and I 
probably advise three of them not to go 
because I see no prospects for them. I 
certainly could not as a rule advise a boy 
to go with a view to getting into the Indian 
Civil Service unless he had some alternative. 
That is the kind:of limitation I am thinking of. 

55,419. We have been told that if a clever 
boy had to select between the Indian Civil 
Service and the University scholarships at 
school-leaving age, there would be a great 
attraction towards the University scholarships, 
with their wider opening, perhaps, in after 
life and their· greater chances of big positions, 
that the Indian Civil Service competition at the 
school-leaving age would fare badly in attract
ing the best of the schoolboys, as compared 
with the possibilities of the University career. 
'What is your opinion on that point ?-I 
think it is very difficult to judge at all, but 
I should have thought it was less true now 
than it was 20 years ago. I am judging 

· simj?lY from the run that there is upon the 
Civ1l Service generally, and the fact, as I 
maintain, that the Indian Civil Service is by 
far the :finest career of the lot. I know that 
people do feel that objection. For instance, 
you might, by keeping your age 22 to 24, 
catch the Balliol scholar, but at school you 
would not catch him because he would prefer 
the Balliol scholarship. 

55,420. We have also been told that the 
influence of the headmaster of the school 
would to some extent be against the Indian 
Civil Service competition, because the clever 

boy who goes up for the University scholar
ship would be much more likely to secure 
honours' value to the school than i£ he were 
taken into the Indian Civil Service ?-We 
have our little immoralities as headmasters. · 

55,421. You have .told us that cert~in o£ 
your boys have gone into the Home Civil 
Service and none into the Indian, that ·the 
attraction o£ the former is very great ·11.~~: th~ 
pref;)ent tim~, and you base ~hat largely .~n 'th~ 
fact that the class from whiCh your pup1ls are 
drawn are not, as a rule, of an adventurous 
nature, willing to go abroad. Has the :finanbial 
aspect. of the case any ' weight in the :· seled..t 
tion, the comparative financial advap.tage~':o£ 
a career in the Home or :Indian· Civil Service ? 

suppose it com~s intd their consideration. 
I have very little experience ·of that, bec.ause 
the number of those who have taken the first 
division of the Home Service· has been vety 
small. · · · 

55,422. But can you tell us why they s~lect 
that in preference to India ?-I think it was 
simply that they wanted to stay at home. 

55,423. You have also told us ·that you· 
think the development of .sghools ~as been so 
great that the danger 9£ crammmg which 
existed 20 years ago, when the examination 
was held at the school-leaving age, would be 
much less at the present time. At the· pre
sent time you believe ·the schools are in a 
much more £avourable position tq · compete 
with the crammer than they were 20 y~ars 
ago ?-:-I think so. I think .the crammer has 
taught the schools to work in a goo~· m~ny 
caset:L 

55,424. At the present time an examina
tion at the .school-leaving age would riot be so 
liable to drive boys to the cram,mers as it 
was 20 or 30 years ago ?-I think . you might 
certainly say that. · 

55,425. (Mr. Gokhale.) You said you had 
a special class for the Indian Civil Service at 
St. Paul's in the old days : Did you confine 
your teaching in that class to subjects pre
scribed by the Indian Civil Service whiQh 
were included in the school curriculum or did 
you go beyond the curriculum?~-! went 
beyond. I taught them logic and political 
economy, which were . not included in the 
school curriculum. It is true . that they 
never got any marks for them. , . 

55,426. How much time did you give to 
the special course ?-It could hardly be said 
to be a special course. I suppose you might 
call it a year's course, because logic and 
political economy had a· course o£ a year. 

55,427. Was that the last year o£ the 
student's school career?-Yes. 

55,428. And these subjects were added to 
the subjects he woUld ordinarily be studying 
that year?-It was not exactly like that. I was 
put in charge o£ these boys, and !took the sylla
bus of the examination and did the best I could. 
I think they were generally classical boys who 
were not up to the level of a scholarship at 
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the University, but had rather more general 
interests. 

55,429. Would it be correct to say that 
you concentrated your!\elf on subjects likely 
to be.of value in the Indian Civil Service?
Certainly, but it was a very good concentra
tion. The way in which we concentrated 
om·selves, fm• · instance, in classics was by 
reading enormous quantities of Homer and 

· thaL kind of thing. 
55;430. But with an eye to the examina

tion ?-We fe~t thatit did help in the exami
nation i£ we read an enormous quantity, so 
that the examination actually had a good 
influence upon teaching. · 

· 55,431. But the .~ain object was to get 
most marks ?-CertaiWy. · 

55,432. I£ the age is lowered again, pro
bably similar classes will come into existence 
in many schools· ?-'-'They might,· but the 
number of appointments is so small that it 
would not pay ltlore than a few schools to do 
that. .. · 

55,433. But in' some schools?-Yes. Take 
St. Paul's·; I do notknow whether they would 
do .it now, but if it had been under mv late 
chief, Mr. Walker,· that school would. ~ 

55,434. You insist on a candidate having 
two.chances for the competitive examination? 
-I· th,ink I should give him two chances. 

55,435. What would happen after the first 
failure in the case of a .. boy who appears for 
the Indian Civ.il Service ?-He has a second 
chanc~. . 

55,436. Where will he spend the time 
between the two ?-It would have depended, 
and did depend. in ll1Y experience, upon the 
question of the subjeCts that he failed in. I£ 

. he was strong in his literary and classical 
subjects, but weak in mathematics, the odds 
a):e we should say, " You had better go to 
~' Wren's; .they will put you on 500 marks 
""in ~mathematics/' That is what happened, 
though not always. . . 

55,437. The period between the first failure 
and the second chance is almost always certain 
to . be devoted, to cramming :i:nore or less ; the 
candidate will be asked. to work up those sub
jects particularly in which· he failed or those 
which are likely to pay most ?-He will study 
those subjects in which he is likely to make most 
progress, but it does not necessarily follow that 
he wiJl be cramming ·up his weakest subject. 
TJ:u~te is the analogy ··of the Intermediate 

. examination. I have frequently had boys who 
have f~iled once and gone up again and got 
in, and then we have paid particular attention 
to their· weak subjects; but I do not think 'it 
would be fair to .call 'it cramming except in so 
far as any preparation· for an examination is 
cramming. 

· 55,438. I , am ·not sure that I see the 
difference. You ·say that in a ·cramming 
establishment they take· many unfit students, 
but that is another criticism. In the case of 
those who pass from the cramming institution, 
I do not see much difference between the work 

they do and the work you, do in your special 
class, between the first failure and the second 
chai:we?- I did now and then have an 
opportunity of comparing what a boy had 
clone who stayed at St. Paul's and what 
another boy had done who went to the cram
mer's. The boy who stayed at St. Paul's 
would make up a bit on all his subjects · the 
boy who w~nt to the e:ammer would pl~t on 
500 marks m mathematics and stand still or 
go back in all the others, because they knew 
that was the subject in which he could put on 
most marks. I admit that it simply means that 
they were better men of business , than we 
were ; they .devoted themselves entirely to the 

. e~amination, and we could not make up our 
rrnuds to do so. . 

55,439. (MT. Ohaubal.) You said the object 
of the Civil Service Examination was not so 
much to get a purely intellectual person as to 
get on~ who w:as able to r~n things. That is 
the pomt of view from which you object to a 
mere competitive examination ?-Yes. 

55,440 .. Have you reason to believe, from 
your experience of the men who have been 
actually turned out in the competitive examina
tion and have done work in India, that the 
ordinary civilian who gets through a com
petitive examination is lacking in the power· 
to run things ?-No. I had a very interesting 
experience in my class at St. Paul's, because I 
had two boys who were Natives of India. One 
of them no competitive examination could pos
sibly have kept out ; and he attained notoriety 
afterwards; his name was Ghose. The other 
boy was of quite a different type and afterwards 
did very well. No competitive examination 
could have discriminated between them, or 
could have kept the one out and let the 
other in. 

55,441. You mean that one would have 
been thrown out by the Board on account 
of .want of driving power or initiative or 
originality ?-Originality, no. 

55,442. At that time when he was under 
you he did not give any promise of what he 
was going to be ?-I should never have sent 
him out to assist in governing anybody, 
and no Board would. He was a person of 
extraordinary ability. I would have made 
him a professor. 

55,443. My question was generally with 
respect to all the candidates who now come 
out successfully in the competitive exami
nation, not Indians alone ?-I do not know the 
persons who come out now. Perhaps it was 
unfortunate that I should have taken that 
particular example, because I could have given 
you the same kind of judgment with regard 
to my English pupils. . 

55,444. Have you facts on which you can 
base the conclusion that the average run of 
the Civil Servant who passes the competitive 
examination and does his work in India is 
beginning to fail in the work, that so many un
desirable persons get in through the eompetitive 
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examination that the nature of the examina- Yes. I think it would be purely fictitious, be
tion requires to be changed ?-No. cause hardly anybody from my school would 

55,445. If the present competitive exami- go in for the Indian Civil Service. 
nation is on the whole giving us a satisfactory 55,454. You have seen the results of the 
class of people, where is the occasion for any Army examination in choosing boys at that 
change ?-I have no facts about India, but I age : Do you think that the test at the school
have sufficient experience of the failure of a lP.aving age is so very much less trustworthy 
purely competitive examination to produce than if you take them at the University-leaving 
that kind of person in England, and sufficient age ?-I do not think it is. 
belief that human nature is pretty well the · 55,455. We have been warned· that at the 
·same everywhere, to justify me in doubtR school-leaving age the Indian Civil Service will 
about a purely competitive examination. I get precocious boys, and that the boy who 
have perpetually to be choosing persons for develops late will not get in, and that it is much 
work that needs the same sort of qualities, more difficult to catch a boy of 18 than a young 
and I know how little you can be quite sure man of 23 ?-I suppose it obviously is more 
of the 1·esult of a competitive examination. I difficult, but I should not have thought that it 
have seen it, for instance, in connection with amounted to very much. 
those who have gone into the Army·as officers. 55,456. vYhat would you think. of the 

55,446. But we cannot ignore the evidence Army examinations for the artillery and the 
that those who are in a position to judge about sappers : Have you had any experience of 
the work of these Civilians say that they are those examinations ?-Not of the examinations. 
doing their work very well on the whole ?-I I have seen a good many boys who have gone 
should think so on the whole, but I should . there. 
say that if you wanted to secure the highest 55,457. Prepared for that examination?
standard possible you must go a little further I have only prepared them in· their junior 
than the merely competitive examination.. stages, but I have known them in their later 

55,447. (Sir Theodo1•e Morison.) Do. you stages a good deal. · 
·think that if the age were reduced the boys in 55,458. Do you think the choice was very 
your school and in similar schools would be th · · 
generally aware of the existence of such a thing faulty under eir Circumstances ?-I think 
as the Indian Civil Service examination ?-I not. 
think so. It is a thing to which headmasters 55,459. (Lord Ronaldshay.) At what age 
are very much more alive than they used to be. do your boys generally leave school ?-My top 

55,448. I understood in regard to Scotland form will be anything from 17 to 19. 
that the headmasters, even at the present d_ay, 55,460. Do many of them go on to a 
would not be aware o£ it ?-I saw that remark University or do the majority of them go 

· and thought it was very curious. straight into some career ?-Very few go to 
55,449. Is the same thing true in England? the University, about two or three a year; 

-I do not think so. I should say that the sometimes as many as five. It depends 
headmasters of schools o£ the type I mean entirely on their getting scholarships. 
spend a considerable time in looking out for 55,461. Do you think that would account 
any conceivable opening; not, mind you, that for the fact that you have had no boys going 
I think my school would supply many, because in for the Indian Civil Service ?-Certainly. 
I do not think it would. 55,462. Do. you think if the age .limit was 

55,450. If you h:td capable boys they would reduced that that might be altered, and that 
not miss the chance from ignorance about it? you might have boys going up for this 
-No. examination?- I think I might. Before 

55,451. You have suggested, in your · coming here I was looking through my last 
written evidence, that there might 1Je a four Sixth Forms, and possibly !might have 
limitation of the schools. You know more had- two candidates in the four years whom I 
than I do about the political influence that should have considered good candidates and 
can be brought to bear by the National Union whom I should have been confident about i£ 
of Teachers: do you think they would object ·they had gone out, but not more. 
to anything o£ this sort ?-I think they 55,463. Generally speaking, the class from 
probably would. which your boys are drawn do not care for 

55,452. Politically, it is a difficult thing to taking up appointments which necessitate 
carry out ?-It certainly is, and I am not sure going abroad ?-That is so. 
that you would not have to make your list of 55,464. So that really it is not very 
schools so wide that it would not be really Yery . probable, even if the age limit were reduced, 
effective. I thought o£ that after I had made that we should expect to see many boys going 
that suggestion. I was thinking of the Army up from your school or schools of a corre
ancl of the medical profession, for both of sponding standing ?-I think you would not. 
which there is much less competition. No If it ·were still in conjunction with the Home 
one ·would really mind, for instance, whether Civil Service you would have a lot of people 
my school was accepted for the Army or even going in. · 
for the medical profession. . 

G5,453. But you think that a consulerable 55,465. If the age limit were reduced it 
· uproar might arise if you we~e excluded?- would not be ?-That is so. I should endeavour 
o~ M 
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to encourage some them to go in, 
·not·do it otherwise.. , 

would re~lly consider them suitable · peop}e ?--It 
might be. they had not thought about it. · 

55,466. I£ these. boys really are averse to 
theidea of an a~venturous li~e you-would not r. : .. (The witness withdrew.) 

I • • 1 / 'I ' 

.. FRANK ·F..LETQHER,;.Esq., M;.A., .Headmaster, Charterhouse School. 

I·' 

· W·ritten answers -relating to the Indian (a) should the examination, approximate to the 
Civil Service~ scholarship exatninations of Oxford and Oam-

55,467. It has been suggested· tb.at'·the bridge; (b) should the examination contain a 
~ge for appearing .in the ~:>pen competitive nu~ber of subjects all optional, the only limi
examination for'the Indian Civil Service shoUld tatwn to the candidate's Jreedom . of choice 

·be lowered; 'so ·as 'to secure boys at the school- being contained in the provision that the maxi
le·aving 'age .. ~What· is :your opinion on this mum number of marks, which1can be obtained 
suggestion ?-:-.'ft is most··undesirable that .·the from the subjects chosen, shall not exceed a 
age should be lowered as· suggested. ·I was specified amount; (e) should the examination;'' 
at ·OXford at· the time of the 'last important con~ist of some c?mpulsory and some optional 
alteration of age, wheri the thne of' the ex- · subJeets; and (d) should the examination be 

. aminatioii . ·wa:s changed from . the school- one. in which the options are classified in 
leaving 'age! to the age· when nren. go down groups according to· their affinities, and the 
from-' the University~ -Oontempora:riea of candidate's liberty of choice is confined to 
mine at· school :were ·successful· candidates. selecting a certain group ?-(a) Emphatically, 
under the old·system;:·conteniporaries: of mine Yes. The only competitive ·examinations 
at college were successful under the present k~o~n to: me ·which do not encourage cram
one ; ·I was also· up ·at college with• men who mmg are : those for Oxford and Cambridge 

~·hadpassedunder the old·system and were up schoiarships. But it will·be difficult, in any 
·for 'their: two years before going; to. India.: I government !examination, to reproduce the best 
say with confidence that the men obtained 'feat'!1res 1 of·.these. ·No examination where a 
under the :present· system were .intellectually ·rigid nu.n1ber o:fi marks has to he followed can 
abler and far·better educated than:those:who ·be as ·effective in selecting intellectual promise 
passed under the old. I saw at school. that as :one where the examiners have a· personal in
the ol<l· system·. encouraged.·. ~nd ~ven :o.eces-: -· terest in •distinguishing prGlmise fr~m crammed 

. sitated " cra~ng.": ~he present ~rrange- knowled·ge, and some latitude of choice. 
ment involves ~he Illinil;num of. interference · · · · Cb) If: the: ·college · exard.inatioris · are· to be 

. with .a full and free school' and University follOwed,' care must 'be taken to secuTe that the 
education. Wbether. a man succeed or fail boy whO has concentrated on attaining excel

. in 
1 
the 'CiVil Service Exam,ill.ations,· he is. the lence in some one line (classics; history, mathe

better man, for having taken the full course. matiqs, science) after reaching a· reasonable 
T~oilld in;fini~eJy rather (i£ it .wer~ possible) lev~l in· other subjects shall· not be at. a dis
see the age• ,ra1sed than lowered. I should advantage compared with the boy of mediocre 
regard the. lowering of. the age as an evil. results in s~veral subjects : ''Jack of all trades 
But if it · is a necessary . evil, I' think the . and master of none." It is a characteristic 
·methods wP,ich I suggest· are the 'best meam; p~inciple of English school education, 'which 
of mitigating it. It is worth· i10ting also th'at is being more and more recognised, that after 
under the. present system· the country .gets. the • a certain stage_ the best. boye .shaU aim at 
advantage of a full' edudttion which 'it has' not .. distinction iri their best· subject, whatever it 
paid for. · :is--"-a superstructure Of specialisation built on 

55,468. Supposing the suggestion for· a foundation . o£ gener.al education.. It is 
lowering the age limits is accepted, what limits · desirable that ·the foundation should, as far as 
would you prefer ?-There may be -objections possible, be assured in the higher examinatioml, 
to the present system from the point of view of •and only the superstructure tested. 1 

· 

the. Servi?e mor~ obvio~s. to tho~~ who kno~ This might be.attained lly either-
India, whiCh I am not Ill a positron to esti- . U) Requiring every candidate forthe com~ 
mate .. If these are strong. enough to make· a · petitive examination to have previously taken 
loweruig of ~he age necessary, .I accept' ~s the a. H .School Certificate'' (such as boys of 17 take 
only· alternatrve the school-leavmg age as sug~ from the Fifths of a public school) or-
gested. It is essential that the examination · · · . · · ' h h 1 
h ld t th · d · 1 t · ·the mi'ddle (2) Allowmg the possessiOn of sue a sc oo s ou come a e en , anc no 1n , · fi t ( · ) ') 000 k · th 

of one of the stages of the educational course. certl c~t~ to coun. as. say .... , mar s m e 
Th r · 't f · h uld b as early as pos- compet1t1ve exammatwn. The good boy, whose 
. e lUll 8 0 age s 0 e h. . n . . . educational foundations were well and truly 

81ble those o£ college scholars 1p exammatwns. 1 'd ld th · b .fr d : h' last t 1 h ld '' d 19 d t d 18 ru , wou en e ee. uung 1s wo 
,, so~fue s~f~S:!ua~n p:~viou:~o ~~e :a~~a~ or .~ee years. at school to_ cl~velop his best 
'~ tion n (I presume: that' this would be· held subJect or subJects. . 
in one of the summer months, or not later than (e) and _(d). My answer to. these 1s already 
September). .·. . · partially g1ven. I ·should hke t? ·see some 

55 469. What would be the character of attempt at the course suggested m (d); but, 
' • -------- .. > --·-··---~--··- -- -· 

.an open competitive examination designed ·--.:A specimen of such an examina.tiou was enclosed. 
for boys of school··IE~aving age ? In particular, vide Appendix X. · · · 
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on the whole, I think a scheme of marks 
suggested in the specimen schedule, with 
certain modifications, would · meet the case. 
The chief modification that I urge is . the 
omission of mathematics : I. from ·Class I.. and 
the corresponding reduction of the possible 
total to 13,000. For the same reason, that the 
candidates ought by this time to have· passed 
out of the preliminary stages, a precis should 
not form part of the English .. i 

N.B.-It is most important ;that in' the 
marking of the papers evety encouragement 
should be given to boys who take their subjects 
from Class ill. · . 

55,470. What regulation woUld you:. sug
gest so as to. ensure that the candidates· had 
followed. a school course and ·had not been 
prepared by a crammer.? ____:_: ·T~s question 
touches the fundamental difficulty of the whole 
scheme. There are two things to be guarded . ', . ~ . . . ' . . 
agamst :-· . . · .. , . . ., , .... 

(a) SpeCial" cramlning" or coachingwithin 
the school, which deprives a boy of the advan
tages of a regula1~ educati9nal emirs~.. · .. ·,, 

(b) The " cramming " or , coaching, esta
blishmeJilt,. which, deprive~. him of the advan-
tages of regular schoolli£e. . . ' 

(a) The :first .is ;:~. r~al :q.anger; though Jess 
important than the .sec()nd, It can only wi~h 
great difticulty be avoide~.·. For~ know of no 
kind of examination :where jpe results, are 
rigidly determined by marks, with ;no latitude 
for the personal judgment of the examining 
body, in which the·" crammed'' boy will not 
score against , the . norro.aJ1y (and . better) edu,
cated one. · I, can~ only. sugg~st (a) tpat the 
school record be taken into ,a,ccount. • (b) That 
inspection from the Unive~sities or Board of 
Education might .be caVed i:r;L,to .g1;1.arantee 
that the regular school opurse was f()llowed. 

(b) If the Government definitely desire,.a:s 
I believe they do, that candidates should come 
straight D.·om school, they ought. to take their 
courage. in both their hands and say so. It 

' . 

should be. a condition of entry for the ex
amination that candidates must enter direct 
from one of the recognised secondary schools 
of· the country.· I would have the description 
extended so as to cover every bona .fide school. 
But. it is no use trying. to exclude .. the 
"·crammer" by indirect methods ; the Govern
ment must say definitely what they want, and 
insist on it. · 

55,471. To what extent could· a rigo
rous test of ·character and a scrutiny of the 
school record be combined with .. a competitive 
examination ?~I am very doubtful about this. 
I can only suggest that the final selection of 
the· candidates . should be made by a central 
Board, who · should interview the candidates 
after receiving. and comparing . the reports 
from the exammers and the records sent in 
by the headmasters. But it would be difficult 
to convince the public that . the judgment of 
such a Board was fair· and · unbiassed by 
personal considerations. It would be a violent 
change from the operiness and rigidity of the 
present system,· by which ·the actual marks of 
the candidates are published. ··Nevertheless I 
believe it would be a great improvement. 

55,472. , Are you of. opinion that the 
accuracy o£ the result o£ an examination, as a 
test of i,ntellectual promise, is affected by .the 
number of candidates who appear. for it? If 
so, ·do you anticipate that an examination, · 
at ·the . .age , suggested, will be e;xposed to a 
danger of. this kind, and. how would you 
ohviate.this, should· the case. arise ?-:-Unques
tionably~ the . number · q£ ·candidates affects 
adversely the value o£ ·an examination,· . ·Every 
schoolmaster knows that a college like Balliol, 
examining 30 ·to 40 candidates only for their 
scholarships, are a far :q:tore accurate examining 
body than. the big groups of .colleges at both 
Oxford and Cambridge, which have often 100 
or more candidates · te~ deal with. But unless 
the system suggested in my .l:;tst · answer of 
an· independent Board of selectors be adopted, 
I can suggest no remedy. 

Mi': FRANK FLETCHER called and examined; 

55,473. (Chairman.) You are the Head- · 55,477. Your three .or four a year are for 
master ·of Charter house?_:_ Yes. • · · · both· Services?..;_ Yes. There are more· candi-
. 55,474. ·Can you tell us .how 'many boys dates than that. There are always a certain 
of recent years have passed into the In¢lian number of boys who wish' to . go in who are 
Civil -Service from Charterhouse ?-I have perfectly hopeless candidates, almost invariably 
not. been there long enough to tell you, but some boy at the bottom of the school. · 
I should think an average of probably two - 55,478. He does not even try ?-No; it 
to £o.11r ~year. . . . . would be absurd for him to try~ 
· · 55,475. There are always boys going up 55,479. You do not know how man'y: have 
each year?-:-Yes. . . chosen the Indian . Civil Service n:o:in those 

55,476. Boys who, have made up their who have been successful from Charterhouse? 
minds to go into the Indian. Civil Service _,..J could not tell you. I am afraid the 
before they leave the school ?-Perhaps I tendency is to choose the Home Service, 
ought to correct that. I should have said for exc~t on 'the part of boys who have special 
the Civil Service. I could not differentiate connections with India. 
between the Indian Civil· Service and the 55,480. I notice· you express objection to 
Home Civil Service. The numbers would be the idea of reducing the age of the competi-
fewer for the Indian Civil Service. . tive examinati~n ?-I qo, '. . . · 

:l\I 2 
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55,481. I gather you would like to see the 
age raised beyond that which it is now, 22 
to 24 ?-I do not think that is practical 
politics. I only wish to interfere with it as 
little as possible. 

55,4.82. You put it in to emphasise your 
objection to the reduction? -I wish ·to 
emphasis~ the desirability· of the least pos
sible interference with the full course of 
education. 

55,483. ·Your main objection apparently 
is that an undue amount o£ crattnning would 
1:ake place ?-1 think that the earlier you 
begin to cram the more dangerous cramming 
is, and the earlier the competiti,re examination 
the harder it is to avoid cramming; . 

55,484. I suppose, as a matter o£ fact, 
there is cramming for all examinations; is 
there not ?-'-1 should think there· was the 
minimum o£ cramming for the University 
Scholarships Examinations. 

55,485. I£ you had. a cmhpetitive examina
tion fra1ned upon the University Scholarship 
l)asis, your objection ·to that extent would be 
removed ?-Yes, but I am not sure that we 
can possibly do it; for 1·easons I have given in 
my written answers. In. the case· of the 
University . Scholarship Examination the 
electors, who also examine, are people who 

· are personally interested in selecting intellec
tual pi·omise and 'are not bound down by 
any system· of· marks. They take. the boys 
who they think, from their personal observa
tion and as the result of the examination, are 
the most promising boys. They allow for 
promise, and use their own personal judgment 
in the matter. That is a very different thing 
from ahy competitive examination on a public 
scale that I· know of. 

5.5,486. You do not think that selection 
on the basis of promise could be introduced 
in a competitive examination ?-Not if you 
are going to publish the results. 

55,487. I mean by a skilled examiner 
I do not know whether it could or not; it 
depends on what freedom of choice you are 
going to allow to the examiners. . · 

55,488. You are anxious· to see an exami:.. 
.nation which will test the good, average, 
. all-round boy, and will at the same time not 
preclude the boy who shows an exceptional 
aptitude in one subject ?-I should have put 
the emphasis the other way ; I should have 
emphasised the second more than the first. 

55,489. You say that after a ·certain stage 
the best boys should aim at distinction in 
their best subject. Wberi would you say that 
stage is reached ?-With the best boys about 
17 or perhaps 16. The good boys would be 
about 17. 

55,490. In order to avoid, .as Jar as pos
sible, the crammer, and to get the very best 
test, you make certain suggestions. You say 
that every candidate for . the competitive 
examination should have previously taken a 
school certificate such as boys of 17 take from 
th~ FHt4t? of a J>ublic school. Do ;vowmean 

by that the ordinary examination at the end 
of the term ?-It is the examination of the 
Universities common to the different schools. 

55,491. Is that universal in the schools 
now ?-No, but it is getting more and more 
general. 

55,492. Are the majority of the Ligger 
public schools taking to it?-Yes. 

55,493. It is increasing every year?-Yes, 
and the Board of Education are moving in the 
same direction in their own schools. 

55,494. You would allow the marks of 
that, examination to count in the competitive 
examination ?.-I want to avoid keeping the 
boy going over and over again ground which 
is uncongenial to him, and in which he is not 
going to get any further, because he has to 
keep up a particular subject for the sake of 
getting marks in an examination at 19. I 
think it is highly desirable that the mathema
tician should have passed through a certain 
training in Latin, but it may be undesirable 
that he should keep up his Latin tilll9. It 
is highly desirable the classical boys should 
have some mathematical grounding, but it is 
not desirable they should. be going on with 
elementary arithmetical processes after 16 
or 17. 

55,495. You want to clear -the ground at 
the early stages o£ their career ?-Yes, and 
that is what, in practice, is done now. 

55,496. There would not be any practical 
difficulty in the way of that, assuming that 
this certificate was universal among schools? 
-In the way o:f counting it as so many 
marks? I do not see any practical difficulty. 
The practical difficulty might be that different 
Universities would have different standards. 

55,497. That is the case now, is it not 
yes. we are principally concerned with the 
Oxford and Cambridge School Certificate. 
I do not know very much about the others, 
but the London Matriculation would corre
spond to it in some ways. 

55,498. That is a difficulty which might 
be got over by confining it to a certificate 
from certain Universities, a. common certifi
cate ?-In practice, of course, various pro
_fessions lay down which school certificate 
they will accept in lieu of . their elementary 
examinations. 

55,499. Which Universities do your boys 
go to chiefly ?-They go mostly to Oxford or 
Cambridge. 

55,500. You are afraid, of course, not only 
o£ cramming outside, but that cramming 
might take place within the school itself? 
-Certainly. 

55,501. To the extent that if you could get 
an examination on the lines of the U1iiversity 
Scholarship you can diminish that danger?
Yes. 

55,502. You would like to see it definitely 
laid down that the condition of entry for an 
examination should be that candidates had 
been at secondarv schools ?-That they came 
direct from secondary schools. ' 
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55,503. I suppose you would make excep
tions. You would not exclude boys if they 
could have a corresponding qualification who 
had not been to an English secondary school? 
-You asked me what regulation I should 
suggest so as to be sure that they had not 
been prepared by a crammer. 

55,504. That is so, and you suggest that 
it should be laid down quite clearly that they 
should be confined to the boys · from the 
secondary schools ?-Yes. That seems to me 
to spread the net sufficiently wide. 

55,505. It spreads it wide enough in 
England, but there are cases of bovs who 
have their education elsewhere.?-Yes.· 

55,506. You would like to see some form 
of selection, but do you realise the difficulties 
of it ?-I realise the tremendous difficulties of 
it, although I should like to see it very much. 
I should like to see the principle which has 
been applied to the Navy attempted for the 
Indian Civil Service. 

55,507. Which would you like to see, a 
scheme of selection prior to the examination, 
or one o£ continued supervision subsequent to 
the open competitive examination amongst 
successful candidates who are going through 
their probationary course ?-I think the second 
would be a very unsatisfactory one because no 
one would know when he was safe. There 
would be such an element of uncertainty that 
it would certainly deter people. 

55,508. You see grave objection to any 
suggestion of that character?- I see com
parative objection to it. I would rather have 
that than nothing. 

55,509. (Lord Ronaldshay.) With rega1:d 
to your deep-rooted objections to the lowering 
of the age of the examination, a general edu
cation is not sufficient to equip a man for his 
career in India, because he must have some 
knowledge of special subjects like Law and 
Indian languages, which do not find any 
place in a general course of education in 
t~is country. That being so, I do not quite 
see how you are to give them an adequate 
equipment in these special subjects unless 
you have a test as to their general education 
fairly young in their lives. Have you any 
suggestion to offer, assuming that the age 
li~nit were not reduced, for getting over that 
chfficulty ?-I do not know how far it is a 
practical difficulty. 

55,510. One of the chief reasons why there 
is now a demand for the reduction of the age 
limit for the examination is that men going 
out to India at the present time are found not 
to possess sufficient knowledge of Law and 
Indian languages. It is said that they should 
have a longer special training after their 
examination, before going out to India, that 
the one year which they now get is inade
quate ?-That seems to me to be a vital point; 
if that is so I do not think I can make any 
suggestion. As I said, there may be reasons 
connected with the working which make the 
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change necessary, and o£ that I am not able 
to judge. 

55,511. Your objection is based solely upon 
the effect which it would be likely to have 
upon schools ?-Partly on a strong educational 
objection, and partly with the desire that the 
Indian .Civil Service should have as far as 
possible a fair proportion of our best boys. 
I do not think ·that the lowering of the age 
would give you the best boys. 

55,512. (Sir Theodore Morison.) Supposing 
the age has to be lowered,. do I understand 
that .you would be satisfied with the examina
tion f~r junior app~intments in the Admiralty, 
of which we sent •you a copt1' as a basis of 
discussion ?-So far as it is possible to judge 
by a schedule of an examination. I should 
certainly cavil at certain things. 

55,513. You accept it rather on the under
standing that there is to be a school certificate 
which is not yet universal ?-Not necessarily 
a school certificate but something which would 
eliminate the elementary subjects from this 
examination. 

55,514. I understand the peculiarity o£ 
this particular thing is that you must take 
the compulsory ·subjects but you need not 
necessarily get any marks in them · you 
might have an absolute duffer in ~athe
matics who would be obliged to go in for 
the mathematical paper, but he would · not 
be disqualified if he got nothing ?-Still, he 
cannot go in for a subject without counting 
it towards the 15,000 marks. 

55,515. Suppos!ngyou had. a classical boy, 
a very good hngmst, I ·understand he might 
take in the third class Latin and Greek, which 
gives him 8,000, and French in the second 
class, which would make 10,000. If he is 
very, very good in that, the fact that he has not 
got 2,000 in mathematics in Class I. will not 
knock him out of the examination at all. He 
might stand very high ?-He can only take 
10,000. . . 

55,516. He can only take 10,000 in 
Classes II. and III. Therefore, the boy from 
an English public school will take, no doubt, 
Latin and Greek, and on that get. 8,000, 
probably as a maximum. He will then look 
abo.ut for some subject in which he can get 
2,000, and I suggest he may take French or 
German or History, and that will give· him 
10,000. He might possibly get something in 
the English and general paper ?-He certainly 
will do, if he is a good boy; he will get high 
marks in that. 

55,517. Will he get high inarks in English 
in a public school nowadays '?-He ought to. 
That is what the boy is examined in in the 
University scholarship examinations. If Eng
lish means English literature the boy who 
gets a classical scholarship at the University 
wilr get high marks, otherwise he would not 
be taken at any good college at Oxford. 

• Vide Appendix X, 
Ma 
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· 55,518. Th'at·makes it all the more possible 
£or him to get a duck in mathematics ?-You 
are cutting him· out of hl,story. He· cannot 
take both history and French. 

55,519: But· he. ·make-- take .. French···in· 
Class III. and history· in Part II. ?_:_I am 
thinking of a· good Sixth form boy. · . 

. · 55,520. I want to find out whether the 
examination will. satis£y your : curriculum and 
get the best boy jn! the scllool?.,._A n(mnal 
Sixth .form "Qoy now· would be 'doing Latin and 
Greek up. to a high standard, French up to a 
lower standard,· and. ·history, ·and he 1n,ight 
be doing·&om~_German. . . . ·· ,, .. · 

.. · .. 55,521. vVot'tld you -like. the. options ex
t~nded ?-At the present moment :mathe
mE:ltics ·exchldes history,. which. I believe to 
be a more valuabl~ subject for his education 
at that stage. , : .. 
. :·55,522, ,You mean to say there :are 2,000 

marks -.assigned. to mathematics,. and Jf.greater 
choice.-we1·e given. he wa.t:Ud •supplement it by 
English hist.OI:y ?-He could get high marks in 
English history probably if he wer-e a. literary 
boy,.and he woulrl be., ma~ing progr~ss. in 
his ;English history, whereas . his work ·in 
mathematics. would be. unprogress~ve. f!:nCl I 
thinkup.educational at that stage. ..·. 1 •.. • . 

55,523, I recognis~ that, b1.1t one has' to 
1·ecognise .: the . possibility .that this school 
certificate. will not· l;>e .. so general. that we 
could in~ist upon ,it.· .J understanGl there is 
sometbing :;being evolved by .the Board of 
Education at prese:n.t, but L have no infornrar.. 
tion, as to how far .iP !&, ,going to b~ extended? 
-:-It is ·fairly,: imiversal · nqw,; ,because you 
must remember that the .. school certificate or 
correspondi:p.g examination 'l.s. necessary. fo.r 
admission to: ,any Uniyersity, , · , .. 

. 55,524. Po not .. the Universities hold their 
· own matriculation?---;-Yes, but matriculation 

is a: c01:responding. exam_ination. 
· 55,525. Do ,boys--ac.tually take matriculation 

at school ?-They take the London matricula,;.. 
tion at·: school, which: is aboi.lt the :same 
standard. '· · ·· 

• '55,526. Is it actually taken in .the· secon
dary.ischools of the London County Council in 
the middle· of. the school .work, or· only .if· a 
boy inteuds io ·go .. up·. • to '· LO'ndon ?-Some 
schools. take. it .as a test ,of theh work' and 
some schools ·take •it ·for a boy who wants to 
go to London.. . . . .. . . 

·. 55;527. You. cannot.·assume:thatthe matr.i~ 
culation of any. University is part of the sbhool 
work, that every school will be able to produce 
a 'test of this kind as being part of the· normal 
school curriculum.?.-! think nearly· every 
school does.- .. _J. believe ·you win ihid the- Board 
of Education will bring it into aU the schools 
under their control. · 

55,528. Do you think that will be esta
blished in the course of the next two years?
So far established that no school will ha\'e any 
difficulty in taking so~e kind of examination 
of that sort. · 

55,529. So that you think we might lay it 
down as a condition without inflicting · ai1y 
hardsLip on any school ?-I should think so. · 
· 55,539. Is that true IJarticularly of all. the 

old .. pubhc: .. scho0ls;: Eten and ·Harrow; for 
instance ?-Eton, Harrow, Charterhouse, \Yin
chester, I should say,·were all working together 
more or Jess in the matter. We liave been 
more or less side by side in the conference. 

55,531. (Chairman.) . You say. that all the 
recognised public. schools· as distingUished 
n·om the secondary schools have· this: certifi
cate .now ?-They either h~ve it or are taking 
it. Qharterhouse. is taking ·it this. year for 
the first time·~- Winchester has taken. it. :for 
several. years; Harrow. h~~ been. ,taking it 
for _a,y;ear, or two; .. Ji:to~ has been ma}\:ing it a 
con,d1t10n of admission. to their :first ·100 during 
a 4alf-year or so. Rugby. are 'about .. to take 
it, I believ13, but they have no~ hitherto 
taken it.'' · · , .· . 

55,532. (Sir ··Theodo1•e Mori8o;t.); ·so . that 
n:ithig t~e ne:x;t year pr t}Vo it .'Yill be. pretty 
geJterally,es.ta Nish~d arirong ,public .schools ?
yes: -~he· ·pniyersity of. Oxfor~ is mo'ving 
towards makmg it the· pnly .,acbnissioi). t.o the 
colleg~s; to take the pl~,ceo£ Sp:mlls. , . .. . 

., , Q5,5S3. +£ :tha.t were. d9ne ,yqu would like 
Olas~ I. in thi~ to he eliminated ? , T]Je 'point 
of (Jlass I in .this : e;xamination · is · ~erely to 
ensure that ther.~ ~hall be some general know
ledge a:rid that a, student_, who .. has.not got it 
sha~l be penalised, alth6t\gh he.is not' eX.Cluded 
fron':l.' the. exami!l~~i.on ?-;-Yes~ · A boy: 1ll~Y 
very ,easily h?-ve. general. knowledg~,. inay 
have pa'ssed through the requisite'a¢.ount of 
training, for. instance, ,in m.athei.natics, and yet 

. not'" be able to . produce satisfactory results 
unless he is crammed. You can cram a: boy 
up· to take marks· in a subjeCt not. congenial to h.i.rO.. · · 

55,534. Where the school certificate exists 
you think Class L might be knocked out ?-I 
think it might. I should like to; see English 
recognised. . I do ·not. want to eliminate 
English, as I regard that as common to every
thing. 

55,535. It would mean that you would 
knock out mathematics ?-I should not put 
mathematics there, · any more than I should 
put Greek there. · .. · ., . · . 

55,536. \V auld you put in Class II. ?--:-Yes. 
55,5:W. (M1•; Gokhale.) I should like to 

know a little more about this school certificate. 
Who gives this certificate ?-The Joint Board 
of Oxford and Cambridge. 

55,538. \Vould it be recognised by· otl1er 
Universities ?-It is recognised by other Uni
versitie!::!,· and there,is a certain in~erchange of 
certificate'3. You will :find a list of exemptions 
to which aboy is entitled if. he has taken this 
school certificate. ·· It in:clud_es various exami
nations for the professions and the London 
University, and any University reall~:. 
, -55,&39. (S·ir Theodore Morison.) Does the 

Glasgow Uniyersity ~arry with it the same?-'
Oxford will accept certain outside University 
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examinations, but I do. not quite lmow to what 
extentJ · · 

55;540. (Mr. Gokhale.) What does the 
certificate contain?,.,...._ It contains the fact 
that the boy has passed in . one ·branch of 
mathematics,· in English (p1·eeis. and essay), 
and in· three other subjects. ···For Oxford he 
would have to· · take Latin . arid Greek at 
present, but there. is a considerable choice of 
other subjects. The two· things which a;re 
compulsory are the two you have put do\vn in 
the First Class, Elementary 'Mathematics and 
English.' 

55,541. Is there anything about his char
acter in the certificate ?-A hoy is required to 
have a certificate of character which· is in the 
ordinary form. 

55,542. Is it your idea· that the possession 
o£ this certificate should entitle everv candidate 
to 2,000 marks? Are there ~o be u differences 
made between one certificate and anbther · 
No. I want to avoid competi~ion in elementary 
subjects. · 

55,543. That means ·really that the posses
sion of the certificate is all yott insist oil, 
whether it is '2,000 or anything-it will· be 
common to all candidates ?-That I should 
like to see. • .. : 

55,544. Therefore the number of . marke 
need not necessarily enter into 'the calculation ? 
-No. · · 

· 55,545. Yordnlly ·recognise the possibility 
·of cramming, even in schools ?-'-Very mucli so. 

55,546. You say the evil would be only 
less -.serious. than that. at a professional cram-
mer's ?--'-'Less serious. ""· 

55,547~ To what extent do 'you oonsitler It 
possible to eliminate this danger altogether in 
l:lchools? Do you think· it is possible to elimi'
·nate it altogether·or to any considerable extent? 
-I do not see how you can. 

55,548. So that it is bound more or less to 
exist ?-It seems to me to be bound up with 
an examination of the type which apparently 
you will require, unless you· can exercise some 
principle of selection as well as competitive 
examination. · 

55,54~. (Mr. Sly.) When the open ~ompe
titive examination for the Indian Civil Service 
was held at the school-leaving age, about 
25 years ago, Charterhouse passed ·a certain 
number of successful candidates. Can you 
tell us whether they went through any special 
instruction at that time ?-I cannot tell you 
anything about Charterhouse 25 years ago ; I 
was a boy at school myself. 

55,550. Do you think it important that if 
this examination 'is introduced at the school";" 
leaving age there should be definitely two 
chances, that the age limit should be fixed to 
give definitely two chances to the· candidate 
or only one chance ?-I do not like the two 
chances, but I see the argument in favour. 

55,551. Do you think the field o£ c~ndi:.. 
dates would be largely restricted i£ only one 
chance was given ?-No, I ·do not think it 
would restrict the field of candidates. .. · · · 

55,552. Can· you give us ·any. opinion; .of 
the class of candidates ·.that would be attracted 
from Charterhou.se and that class of·. public 
school by such an e~amination at the. school
leaving age, when it would come in competi
tion' with the attractions ·of :a University 
career? Would the best boys be attracted or 
would they: decline to go up, for it ?_:._I think 
you would lose a considerable number of the 
best boys.' : · 

'55,553. In · spite of the fact that the 
successful candidate would have an assured 
career in life and a subsidised .course ·of . three 
years' instruction at the University:?._;_. YoU: get 
all 'those now, and I do not see how you would 
get anything inore ·than you: get now. You 
would lose· anyone who really wanted the 
attractions ··of a University career,: and you . 
would lose all who thought they had a chance 
of the Home Civil Service. · 

55,554;: Brit many parents might' think it 
desirable· that if their boy bad a; chance in 
the·Inclian Civil Service at the age' of 18-19 
years,·· he should take that. chance, and not 
go in for" the , more risky. course of going 
up' to the University ··with .the possibility· of 
meeting with less success ·than is anticipated; 
and the difficulty·o£ no ·certain~_career· at:.the 
end of that course ?-That is so. . 
· . 55;5·55. The certainty of an assured career 
in life at.the .age of 18 or 19,wauld .surely be · 
11: considerable· attractiorrto some parents?--'-
That1applies :to the Army now.· ,,. 

55,556. Except that the Army is not a 
well-paid·'profession ?___:Woolwich ·is. , The 
best1boys in· the"·JSchool: do not .go in .for the 
Army ... :." ·.::.' If '. 

I • 55,557: ~Do they go in for Woolwich ?~No. 
The···best boys ·in the school go up to. the 
University. ,., · : · 

·55,558. I Can you give us any idea from 
your experience of the comparative attractions 
of ·the Hot:ile Civil· Service and the Indian 
Civil Service ?~It seems to me that the boys 
tend. to· prefer the Home Civil SerYice if they 
can get a high place in it. . · ·· 

55,559. What are the considerations· that 
enter into that choice ?-I think in a great 
many cases the parent does not want the boy 
to ·go out to India .. There are certain Indian 
families whe set their heart on India from the 
start. · . . 

55,560. Has it anything to do with the pay 
and prospects of the lp.dian Civil Service ?-I 
do not think so. · · 

55,561. (Mr: Fi.<Jher.) 'Ve .·were told in 
India that uncle1; the existing: system· the 
Indian Civil Setvfce only attracted the second 
class of University men and. has failed to 
attract the 'flower of the .Universityt but that 
under the old system, when boys canie up at 
19, a . considerable number of exceptionally 
brilliant boys. went ·into the Service· who, 
tmder the present system, would not• go into 
the Service because· they would get· Fellow
ships at the University;· Is there· anything in 
'that ?:....,-J.should not h~ve .thought so,·but it:.is 

' • M 4 
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very difficult to judge. Certainly it was not into this examination for the Indian Service 
so, as far as I can remember, in my own and also a practice of personal conferenc~ 
generation. between the examiners, it would very much 

55,562. I suppose you will admit that improve the examination ?-I think it would 
under the existing system the very best men very much improve it. 
at the Universities will not now elect for the 55,574. I understand your view is that it 
Indian Civil Servioe, but take the Home Civil is also very important that boys should be 
Service ?-I suppose the very best do, but I ~ble to ~rop ~he m~re or leRs elementary sub
would say very nearly the best.. Jects whiCh he outside the particula1· subjects 

55,563. Do you not think it is quite upon which it is desirable for them to 
possible there may be every year a certain specialise, but at the same time it is also 
number o£ exceptionally brilliant boys who desirable the Civil Service Commissioners 
would be attracted by the certainty of the should have a guarantee that those subjects 
Indian Civil Service, and who, i£ they went·up have been studied up to a certain point?
to the University and had the 01·dinary Univer- Yes. 
sity career, would not think of it at the end · 55,575. I suppose, therefore, your object 
of that career ?-I think the exceptionally could be met if in the Civil Service Examina
brilliant boy intellectually does tend to look tion there was a certain number of papers of 
to the University for the beginning of his an elementary character from which the 
cru·eer ; the boy who is up to the Fellowship possessors of a certificate could be exempt?
standard has so much to fall back upon ; he Yes, that would come to the same thing. 
can get a Fellowship and he has also the Bar. 55,576 .. That would meet any difficulty 

55,564. You do not think there is any very which might arise from certain schools not 
great weight in that?-No. I certainly know going in for the certificate ?-Yes. 
that the Indian Civil Service, under the pre- 55,577. (Sir Theodo're Mm·ison.) How 
sent system, has diverted a very large number would you mark those ?-You would notmark 
of promising schoolmasters and made it more them. 
difficult to get as!$istant masters of the best . 55,578. They would be qualifying·?-Yes. 
kind. 55,579. They would have to pass ?-Yes. 

55,565. You have given an opinion that 55,580. (Mr. Fisher.) That would meet 
if the examination were held at the school- your views ?-Yes. 
leaving age it is very important it should be 55,581. Have you any other suggestions 
an examination :for promise rather than per- with regard to this examination, if it should 
formance ?-Yes. be decided to hold such an examination at 19, 

55.566. On the lines of the Oxford and so as to make it more satisfactory from the 
Cambridge scholarship examinations?·-Yes. educational standpoint?-From' the educa-

. 55,567. Do you think to secure that end it tional standpoint I should like to see the 
is important to have a viva voce as a part of marks given to the subjects differentiated 
the examination ?-I think it is very desirable. more according to the difficulty and the length 

55,567 A. Do you mean by that that you are of the course involved by the subject. I do 
goii1g. to give marks for the viva voce, or that not see how you are to make a training in 
having seen all the candidates you are going French in any way educational in comparison 

· to have a viva 'IJoee, and let the viva voce with a training in Greek, which is what you 
decide ultimately whom you will take ?-The are doing at present. 
second is more desirable if you can do it. . 55,582. Would you propose to mark Greek 

55,568. But the first is better than nothing? higher than Latin ?-No. I should put Greek 
-I should think RO, but how are you going to and Latin on a par, if anything Latin higher 
estimate in marks at v·iva voce? It is very than Greek because it is a longer course. 
difficult. 55,583. Would you be disposed to mark 

55,569. Stiil it is to some extent done in French and German equally or. would you 
the honours school, is it. not ?-Having seen a differentiate there ?-French is much more 
man's paperR, they askhjmquestions and give universal, and German isinsomeways harder. 
him a chance of explaining anything. 1 do not think I should differentiate them. 

55,570. It is a very considerable test?- 55,584. How would you mark history in 
Yes. When there is a doubt you let it decide. reference to Latin ?-Are you including in 
I think it is better than nothing. Latin Roman history? 
· 55,571. Do you think it is desirab]e that 55,585. I presume you woulrl ?-Because 
the examiners in some subjects, say classics, if not, you have certainly left classical history 
should have opportunities of personal con:£er- very much in the cold, and for any Imperial 
ence ?-I should think it very desirable. training that seems to me unfortunate. 

55,572. You would admit that it is a great 55,586. Am I to understand that you would 
drawback they have not that power at present? like a general English paper and an essay 
-I think it is one of the things that clifferen- paper of the scholarship type to come within 
tiates it very much from the University the Indian Civil Service examination ?-Yes. 
scholarship examinations. 55,587. Would you have any further sug-

55,573. Do you think if there was an gestions to make to us on that ?-I should 
adequate viva voce examination introduced like to press the point with regard to classical 
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history. If you include Greek and Roman 
history in Greek and Latin, you have in each 
a subject which is out of all measure larger 
than any French or German yon can possibly 
invent. It is as 6,000 to 4,000 or 6,000 to 
3,000. 

55,588. 'Vould you have papers in Latin 
or Greek verse ?-Yes. 

55,589. Would you mark them less than 
Latin and Greek prose?-You might have an 
alternative for them possibly, but I should 
certainly think it would be a pity, i£ you want 
the best candidates, that you should exclude 
them. 

55,590. (MT. Madge.) In giving us your 
opinion against the reduction of the age, have 
you had in mind the fact that ordinarily a boy 
at school has such an immature judgment 
that he is not ordinarily qualified to pronounce 
definitely as to what his future career sho~d 
h,~, and also that in a certain number of cases 
the promise of early life is not. realised in later 
life ?-I should agree to those, but I do not 
think I have thought of them particularly. 

55,591. You say: " I£ the Government 
" definitely desire, as I believe they do, that 
" candidates should come straight from school, 
" they ought to take their courage in both 
" their hands and say so." I do not know on 
what this belief is founded, because so far as 
I am aware the Government have made no 
such decision yet, but are awaiting the report 
of this Commission. Therefore any opinion 
which you give here need not be foreshadowed 
by any belie£ of that kind. It should be based 
frankly on what you really think is desirable? 

think it would be most undesirable that 
boys should be encouraged to go to crammers. 
I only see one way in which that can be avoided 
and that is by a definite pronouncement re
fusing to accept boys from crammers. 

55,592. You also ·say : "It is a charac· 
" teristic principle of English school educa
': tion, which is being more and more 
" recognised, that after a certain stage the 
" ·best boys shall aim at distinction in their 
" best subject, whatever it is-a superstruc
" ture of specialisation built on a foundation 
" of general education." It has been correctly 
stated that there is an opinion that the Indian 
Civil Servant is not sufficiently qualified in 
Law, but there are also equally strong opinions 
that the special qualifications can be secured 
within a much shorter period than two years. 
There was also another opinion, that the Indian 
Civilian has quite as much legal training as is 
needed for the peculiar services of India. Do 
you think it is imposRible to give this speciali
sation that is needed at the later ~ge if the 
<·ompetition was held at the later age ?-You 
use specialisation in two different senses. I 
was talking o£ Rpecialisation in educational 
subjects in school and you are talking about 
specialisation of technical subjects. 

55,593. You say further : " I can only 
" suggest that the final selection of the can
" didates should be made by a central Board." 

That is the principle of selection. Is not this 
a fundamental objection to the system of 
competition? I do not mean that competition 
should be done away with, but that there is a 
very serious difficuJ.ty with the final decision 
being based entirely upon competition, and 
that it is very desirable to find tests of charac
ter apart from pure competition ?-I mearo 
that.. Tests of practical ability, I ~;~hould say. 

55,594. For the special :work that lies 
before the candidate ?-Yes. 

55,595. (Mr. Abdur Rahim.): I should like 
to understand something more with regard 
to this examination for promise as diffe,ren
tiated from performance. Do you mean by 
promise merely intellectual promise or promise 
of administrative power.?-! mean intellectual 
promise, which was the phrase used in the 
questions sent to me, but I should be inclined 
to include the other also. Intellectual promise 
was what I was speaking about at the moment. 

55,596. I£ there is a proper examination, 
surely in judging the value o£ the answers 
you take into account the amount of intelli
gence the candidate has brought to .bear upon 
the questions ?-That must depend a great 
deal upon the instructions sent out to the 
examiners and the extent to which they are 
personally interested in producing a result 
independent of the marks. I imagine that 
the examiner who has a vast number of papers 
in one subject only to look after, and is not 
really ultimately interested in the general 
result, but only in producing marks for that 
special paper, is liable to ignore promise much 
more than the Dons o£ a college who would 
take the papers and say, "Let us see who are 
" the best, and see whom it Will be best to 
" bring up to our college with scholarships 
" for the next four years." 

55,597. Is there any substantial line to be 
drawn from a proper examination on the 
actual answers given to definite questions, 
and as to promise ?-I should think a con
siderable difference. 

55,598. You would like also to examine 
for administrative qualities ?-I do not think 
you could test that by a competitive examina. 
tion. 

55,59g, So far as that is concerned, exami
ners would certainly not be in a better position 
than, for instance, the officials responsible for 
the work o£ the country ?-They wotud be in 
a Jess good position. 

!55,600. Is it your experience that there is 
a certain amount o£ cramming in all exam· 
inations, even at the present clay?- Most 
examinations. 

55,601. Do you say that there is more in 
competitive examinations than in the ordinary 
examinations for an Honours degree?-Yes. 

55,602. Whether the examination is held 
at an earlier or maturer age ?-I think so. 

55,603. (Sir Mw·ray Hammiclt.) Would 
not the viva voce lengthen out an examination 
immensely i£ you had 250 candidates ?-I am 
afraid it would. 
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·· 55,604. Would it 'not be·· a very serious 
stra:in 'oii boys of"18-arid·l9'to·have an exam;. 
ination C!f that length ?-I do not ·see' how· it 
would lengthen it 'for th'e candidates ; it 'would 
lengthen 'it for the ·examiners. .·' .. , · 
>·.· _5~~6P.?,· r.w~s #~irig:o~ the. eff~ct of. an 
ef(:.anuna~LO~ . .c;>f, th~t. sor~, :wlie~e, ~s h~ppel!-e<;i 
iri Jf\Y cas~;· yqu ,}lacL a. paper iri'classics a11d 
you ha(l to'\Vait j:l. £ortpigli~ pefot;e goi~g up 
for the·. viva 'vodel+ ~ ~.~a" I;\9~ jtp~g1ne :. Y?Jl 
~~1'6, g<:n_ng, t9 ,hav~. ~., V~v~· 'l?~.~~ O:IJ, :an;y one 
;p_ape:r;, but on ·~ep,e:r:al mtell~genpe. 

1
, . ;, , l, 

. · .. 55,606. You.do,not mea:n.:t~.,~ve, a; v~ia 
voe~.for each subject .?-.No. . . .·.· . . . 
· .: 55,607. When· J, went in· for the Indian 
examination we had a'Viva:voce• in each paper. 
If you 'bad a vivitvoce after you had selected 
the :candidates on their "papers, would you 
mark: that •viva voce or· simply ·make your list 
without ·marks?·.:. I£ you ·had. 50 vacancies 
and .. SO. men.;. came 'UP• to .the! ·standard on 
their·papers, and you had. a·viva voce to. place 
them,; would; you give marks· or ·simply place 
~ ' ' : , • :. • ' ~ r : I ·, · , •• , . . ! , . . , , \ , 

them on opinion ?-If I were a free agent I 
would place them simply on opinion. I shotild 
take the results of the examination and take 
the boys individ~ally_and exa~in~ themorally 
and mak~ up _my mmd; takm~ mto account 
both the mterv1ew and the exannnation results 
which were the. 50 best boys: . ' ' 

55,608. ~hat. would be quite easy in the 
9"r~ats exa~na~wn at O,xiord where you have 
~1as~e~, 

1 
bu~· wliere YO.Ii h.ave to ·put'.men in 

order 1t wohld be rather drfficult ?-I think" it 
~o~ld': rh~.'.examinatiori wou1d have gi;eat 
weight, of course." . I think ·the greater diffi
culty would· be that you would have to justify 
your results to 'the public. 

'55,609 .. With regard to' Charterhouse is 
it the case . p.()w that you are getting ~ore 
boys. £:om, the cou~cil schools 6wi¥g to their 
obtammg scholarships ?-;-No, they nevE)r corrye 
to Charterhouse. · · 
: .55,6iO. ~The scholarships. ar~ all given to 

preparatory schools ?-Yes. . 

(The w~tness withdrew.) 

'-;. ;; ,. .. . :' . · D.r~ J: .. E~ ¥.iNG; iu:Jrr:, Headlnas.~er', Clifton 'College, Bristol. · · 

:. ·· ltV-ritten .a~swe;.s_rel~ti"!:g to the l ndian . . the. thought of what will p~y, arid as· ~~hools 
· · . ; . . ..,: . . ·: . .O~ml Serrn:ce. will be h1dged by their successes; they ·will 
~:·:55',611. It;has lJeen ·suggested that' tlfe tend t? adol?t the methods of cramming, i.e., 

age for appeai·ing''iri' thc:j open competitive exch~swn .of· all that does ~ot ~ear upon· the 
examination fo1· theindian Civil Service should reqmrements of the exammatlon, and r au 
be·low~req, so as to ,·secure boys at ·thE:l school- o;r.ganisation of sets and classes correspon~ling 
'leaVing age. ·what· is your opinion on this to the. prese~t system obser.v~d o.n. Army s1~es. 
suggestion ?;:__ __ :J think it would be a pity to . ..The stram of the exammatwn, on wh1ch 
lower the age for appearing in the :open coni- ~heu· _future .depends, would be greater t~an 
petitive examination·· for the Indian Civil 1s des1ra~le for the boys of the school-leavmg 
·Service.·:' I nave had. rio personaf experience a~~· It 1s grea~, no doubt, under ~resent ~o~
·oF coiripetition, 'fm;(·this examination , at· the ditwns, but easier to bear at the lug her. hm1t 
sphool-leaving age, But·I am· told byone of of age. . · · · 
·om~·masth'B \vho ··ha.S 'h!ad· experience that, in 55,612. ·Supposing the suggestion . for 
'His opinion,'. intellectually 'the type :of. cancli- lowering the age limits is accepted, what limits 
'dates who, ge(iri :u,rid~;~r the present system is would you prefer ?7"1£ ·,a lmyer limit is fixed, 
higher than und'er'the!earlier system. ~ossibly so as to secure boys at tlie school--leaving age, 
fewer candidates fr<;>.m the publi'c schools ·are I should say that under 19 years o£ age was 

· ·successful '< · ~· . ·~, · · · · best-say under 10 on the 1st· of January 
'.··-'Competitive exarilinations for boys of school previous to the examination. 

'~ge; ·where ·the .:future ·career 1depends On' the - 55',613. What would be the characteT of an 
result, are not beneficial~ Intellectual interests open competitive examination . designed for 
·are:·overshadowe<l by the considerati6n of how boys of' school-leaving ·age? In particular~ 
~ 'tcFr~ise mqre marks} ·.This is the faUlt of the {a) should. the examination approximate to the 
present Army exalhin:ation, which is not bad scholarship examinations of Oxford and Cam

"in so far as it keeps the noses of idler ·boy's to · bl·idge; (b) should the examination contain 'a 
the grindstone, but is injurious· to abler boys number ofsubjects all optional, the only limita

·whose progress is· limited to the standard o£ tion to the candidate's fr()edom o£ choice being 
· the ... examination. TheArmyauthoritieswould, contained in the provision that the maximum 
'I believe, ·benefit by taking boys. who are number of marks, which can be obtained from 
going through pne of the regulat courses· pro- the subjects chosen', shall not exceed a specified 

'yided in modern schools; . amount ;• (e) should the examination;;; consist 
··.'· It may be urged that the .same criticism of some compulsory and some optional sub
applies to e~aminations for scholarships at the jects; and (d) should the examination be one 
~Universities. It does not to the same extent, in which the options are classified in groups 
.for examiners can' take promise into account as according to their affinities, and the candidate'R 
'\vell as actual performance, and this wou:ld be liberty of choice is confined to selecting a 
difficult in a State-conducted examination. certain group ?-(a) The examination should 
•- · Further, the systeni propqsed is bad for --- • A -;p;~i~en of such an examination was en
m~sters who have to subordin~t~ te~c4ing to closed, vide Appendix X. 
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approximate· to tlie schola:ts~p e:xaminatidnel'-of 
Oxford and :Cambridge,· the general scheme 
b'eing th_at candidates -should offer one_ main 
subject'-:or :'group. of allied·•subjects, ·and all 
shbuld satisfy the exanliriers in su'ch stibjects 
as their own language and mathematics: . : · 
-, · (b) It' is desirable that apart ttm:n:· boys who 
·a.:re' good in ·some '-special subjects such as 
languages, inatheniatics, or·· science, scope 
-should be· given to -the 'candidates of -general 
ability who· -can reach a ·good· staudard:in more 
than one branch ofknowledge. · F-or instance; 
a candidate · who ·can: reach· a · good standard 
in classii;s and mathematics should not be 
debarred from offering both.· · 

(c) There should be _some compill.sory and 
some optional. subjects as provided :in the 
scheme enclosed. . · · · · 

(d) On the whole I should prefer options 
to b~ classified in . groups . according to their 
affinities, ·with some limited power of .choice 
outside the group. , 

, I do not think the scheme in the niemo:.. 
randum enclosed a bad one ; at· the same· time 
I doubt whether the different subjects are in 
some instances upon an equality in· value. 
The study of Greek- and Latin means not only 
study of' language but the beginnin'g8 of: the 
forms of literature, of politics, and of philo
sophy; and all in fairly moderate compass.' The 
study of French, and German does not appear 
to me to be.....:..as at present artanged---.. in spite 
of the advances that have been made, to be of 
the same value, and the ground· to be·cdvered 
makes it very difficult to combine with the 
study of the languages an adeq nate acquaint
alice with the literatu.te, history, and thought 
of the nations who speak them. · · · 
· · ·: It is, I think, desirable- that mathematical 
and natl.rral science candidates should offer 
one foreign language, in order to avoid too 
inuch: specialising. I should think it ought to 
be possible for a candidate to take-both physics 
and chemistry as at Oxford and Cambridge: ~ 
· ·· · The ma:thematical papers: should be o£ a 
similar ·type to'--those set ·in the scholarship 
examinations at Oxford and Cambridge, so as 

not to debai· candidates who failed· for thelndian 
Civil Service from coming on to: the Univer-
sities afterwards. , ,· . 1·. ·, •.• - • • . 

. · · 55,614 .. What r~gu.lation: ·;worud. you ·sug
gest·--so: as to,ensure .. that the- candidates had 
followe<il. · ta; • school ·, cpurs.~ · .ihd had not ·been 
prepared by a crammer?~ I think .that :the 
tendE:l_ncy ·.would ~be for boy~, .whose.:.' masters 
could not guarantee su-ccess .. in . the exainimt
tion, . to go . for: longer. or shorter:- periods '-to.·..a 
cr--ammer,.. ! The tendency c9ulEl;.onlybe: ro8ist.ed 
by the schools them,selves becoming. succes~til 
crammers,· as they have become· in the: matter 
of the Army e:X:airiinations. It might be laid 
down that. all candidates should give 'eVidence 
that they had spent: a fixed- number of years 
up to a fixe4 .· n.ge ·in following . the educational 
course at an approved schooL ·· . . . ... 

· ~55;615. To~: what extent could: 'a-: . .rigo
rous test o£ character and ·a scrutiny of the 
s~h~ol ~ec?rd ·.be: combined with a·· c9inpeti
t1ve exammatwn -?.,..::.,.,.The :headmaster ... could 
furnish a charactex. of each: candidate through
out his: school·. career, ,and could reply·., f.o 
questions;· as is ·done·.with can,didates ·for the 
Naval College at· Osborne:. A Oonu;illttoo 
could perhaps interview candidates before the 
examination with. the object o£ rejec~ing.th6se 
who were thought unsuitablE!. ' 
· · 55,616~ Are you of opinion that:.the accu

racy· of the result ; of an· examination; 'as a 
test of intellectual promise,· is affected by the 
number of candidates :who appear for it?. If 
so, do you anticipate that an examination, at 
the age suggested~ will be .exposed to a danger 
of. this kind, and -how :would, you obviat.e this, 
should this case arise.?--=-I · think;.,.that .. ::in 
examination for hays at the age'of 19 <kthere
aboutwill be exposed to the; dangers suggested. 
The. te;ndency ~£.preparation~~ be to.-p:tga-mse 
cla.sses·under.teachers ~who mll'.try:to,;get the 
hang of tlie'-examinatiori1 anticip1ate.·the. ques
tions· likely. to be· asked) and: take · a,. business
like ·view of adapting 'inleans to!. the .,end;:i.~:, 
securing .a!.good place· in:the:examiriation~ :In 
such :an-examination; perforniance must be the-
test, as promise is difficult to mark. ·; · ' 1 

~ l I • ·, . • 

. Dr. J. E. KING called .and e~airrined:· ' ·'··. : ; · t•! 

~ i I ; , ' ' : ·~ 

rj:::·, 

55,617. (Ohai1•man.) You are the head- · 55,621. Doyou;find that;boys have'gen&-
master of Clifton·College, Brist6l ?-Yes.· · rally made up their mind when they1eav~ the 

55,618. Have you any figures showing the school' to go. :in. fol! this- examimition ?-It 
number of boys you have sent up from Clifton varies very much. -Some : make· up ! their 
of ·recent. years who have entered the· Indian minds early, and· others-do not :Qiake up their 
Civil Service ?-Yes. · I think since the school minds !until they get :to the U n1Versity. If ·a 
was founded we have passed about 90 oclcl boy comes of an Indian -f~mily, and'··h~ 
into the Sorviee, roughly, two a year. . relations 'in the Indian Civil Service, he-would 

55,619. That is for the whole Service?- make up his mind .early; · . _ · ·. ' 
No, for the Indian Civil Service. · 55,622. If -the· age were· reduced to :tha 

55,620. You passed more than that into school-leaving age for the competitive·· exami~ 
both Services?-I think, from the figures th:l.t nation, ·yon ·suggest that· the· best .form ·of 
have lately been JJttt before the Civil Servic"~ examination would be that· approximatmg 'to 
Commission enquiring into the general ques!.. the Scholatship Exam.iiiation of · Ox.ford and 
tion, we have passed into the Home Service Cambridge ?_::._I think so, on the whole. Both 
as many as any school except \Yinchester; examinations would be before the boy·about. 
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the time of leaving school, and it would be 
a pity i£ theydiffered very much. 

55,623. Do you have many boys going up 
.now for these ·.examinations ?-A good many 
for the scholarship examinations; somewhere 
between 10 and 20 going up in the course of 
·the year. 

55,624. Do you institute any special 
facilities for boys who are going up for 
scholarship examinations?- Only so far as 
our sixth fonri is a preparation, and, of course, 
boys, as they show a disposition for science 
or mathematics or classics, give more time to 
those subjects as they get older. 

55,625. I :suppose you give them addi
tional teaching in them?-They would ~e 
taught in smaller classes as they got older 
and higher up in the school. 

55,626. And contemplate going ,in for that 
examination ?-Yes. 

55,627; As far as the school is concerned, 
·assuming that an examination on similar lines 
to the scholarship examinations were estab

.lished for the Indian Civil Service, it would 
not entail any more specialising work than 
the ·existing examination entails ?-Not a 

·great deal, but there might be a fresh group 
of subjects. .A boy who took classics would 
have to decide whether he would take history 
or a modern language or the first part of mathe
matics as his additional subje~t, and there 
would be a number of boys who would want 
to choose some different subjects. That would 
add to the difficulty of school organisation; 
·either I or someone would have to see what 
subjects these boys should choose and how 
they would have to. Qe grouped. 

55,628. Could you tell us how many 
subjects are covered by the scholarship ex
aminations at present ? - There would be 
classical candidates, mathematical candidates, 
science candidates, history candidates, and 
modern language can.clidates. The modern 
language candidates for scholarships at Oxford 
.or Cambridge are not very numerous. 

55,629. You have more or less to train for 
those branche.s now?-Yes. vV e might not 
have them all at one time, but we should have 
them over a space of years. It would mean 
that the boy concerned would have to devote 
rather more of his time than other boys to one 
particular subject, not that he devoted all his 
time to it. 

55,630. Do you go in for the higher cer
tificate at Clifton?-Yes. We take the Oxford 
and Cambridge higher certificate every year. 

55,631. Assuming that· the Indian Civil 
Service examination were established at the 
lower age, and that one of the conditions for 
entering the examination would be the pos
session of the higher certificate, do you think 
that would mitigate the evils of cramming?
You mean that some of the subjects would be 
got out of the way? 

55,632. Yes, and it would mean that they 
must pass that examination ?-When you say 
~itigate cramming, you mean that they would 

not have to go elsewhere or that we should 
not have to cram them at school? 

55,633. It would act both ways. It would 
entail of course their continuing at the school, 
and therefore they could not be at the 
crammer's ?-That is so. 

55,634. Would you say that the certificate 
is a fair all-rotmd test ?-I think we are fairly 
content with it as an examination. 

55,635. You would not care to see French 
and German given the same place as Latin 
and Greek ?-I do not think so. Some years 
hence they may be made a better subject, 
but at present they are not on a level, for 
intellectual results,. with the training in Latin 
and Greek. 

55,636. What facilities do you give now at 
. Clifton for the teaching o£ modern languages ? 
-We do a great deal. On the modern 
side, for instance, boys go to French and 
German once a day, and on the classical side 
they have a good deal. Some of my boys in 
the Classical VI. are able to get distinction 
in German in the higher certificate without 
specialising. 

55,637. You are passing a good many boys 
into the Army, are you not?-Yes. 

55,638. Do they all go through the modern 
side ?-NoJ they have to be put in a special 
department, an Army side. rrhe Army mathe
matics require special teaching. 

55,639. So that this evil is there?-It is. 
55,640. I suppose modern conditions are 

rather liable to make it extend still further? 
-Yes, and we do not want to see it extended, 
if possible. 

55,641. Do you find as a matter of fact 
that the facilities you give for getting boys 
into . the Army in any way disturb the 
general scheme of organisation of the school? 
-Boys have to be organised apart. The 
practice is that they pay a higher fee ; they 
have to have their own masters, who do not 
take much part in the other teaching of the 
school. They form a special branch of the 
school with their own masters. It would not 
be so at every school, but that is what it 
happens to be with us. 

55,642. You have almost a cramm:mg 
department for the Army? I think the 
schools have defeated the crammers to a 
certain extent in the matter of the Army. 
It was a little different at Bedford; there 
was a whole side o£ the school there for Army 
education. · 

55,643. I take it that preparation for the 
Army examination requires more specialisa
tion than any examination on the lines of the 
University scholarships ?-Yes. 

55,644. We should like to hear your 
opinion as to the character test. \Vould you 
be in favour of seeing something other than 
the actual intellectual test introduced into the 
examination ?-I think it would be a good 
thing that before the final appointment there 
should be some means of getting at the opinion 
of the school abolllt a candidate. Schoolmasters 
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could tell you something that would be o£ 
value if asked certain definite questions. 

55,645. Do you think it is practicable to 
give effect to that opinion either by selecting 
or rejecting the candidate in accordance with 
the information that is given?-I think some
thing could be done by a Committee having 
those private reports and seeing the candi
dates, not necessarily a Committee of examina
tion experts, but an examination by those 
who knew the :::;ort of work that would have 
to be done in India, and what sort of can
didate is required. It would take an enormous 
time if candidates were to be examined vi'l.la 
voce in all the subjects they.have taken up 
for the examination. I think that would be 
almost unworkable in an examination of this 
size. I should prefer something analogous to 
what is done in the case of the candidates for 
Osborne. 

55,646. (Sir Murray Hammiek.) Is thet·e 
any arrangement by which private candidates 
can go up for the higher certificate examina
tion ?-Yes. They make arrangements with 
the school in their locality. If we were asked 
by the Board to allow a certain candidate who 
lived in Bristol or Clifton to sit fot the ex
amination along with us he could do so. In 
Bedford we even had candidates from the 
girls' schools. . 

55,647. Supposing a boy is brought up by 
his parents with a tutor, could he go .in for 
this certificate ?-Yes. He would make his 
arrangements with the Board at Oxford and 
the Board would ask us to allow him to sit at 
the examination. 

55,648. To take the examination with you? 
-Yes. 

55,649. If that is the case, I do not see that 
this examination would offer you any defence 
against the crammer; a crammf:lr could send 
up all his classes ?-They do for the Army. 
In what is called the school certificate of the 
Board it it!! required that a person shall have 
been for so many years at a recognised school, 
but I do not think that is a requirement for 
the higher certificate. 

55,650. What is this other school certifi
cate ?-It is intended for boys up to 17, and 
is on a rather lower level than the other. 

55,651. It would answer to what we in 
India call the intermediate and the other 
would be the higher certificate ?-Yes. 

55,652. And for this, any private candi
date could go up ?-I think so. 

55,653. (M1·. Abdur Rahim.) \Ve have been 
told by some witnesses that if the age was 
lowered, there might lJe danger of cramming 
beina introduced in the schools themselves? 
- w~ should have to think of the examination. 
Parents would come and say their sons were 
thinking of going in for the Indian Civil 
Service, and ask us whether we could guarantee 
their passing. In the case of some boys who 
were clever enough, we might l)e able to say 
that they could but in the case of otherFI we 
could only say th~t he had a chance but it was 

rather doubtful. ·what would be said in the 
old clays was, " Very well, I will put him to]'a 
crammer.'' 

55,654. Could that be done while the boy 
was attending the school ?-No; he would 
leave the school and go to the crammer. That 
·used to happen in the case o£ doubtful candi
dates. I have looked to see what happened 
with us up to 1891, and I think we passed in 
those .30 years about 32 candidates from the 
school and about 12 got in through the 
crammers ; they left the school and went to 
the crammers. 

55,655. There would be a certain amount 
of special preparation in schools also ?-Yes, 
we should have to do that. 

55,656. You think tb.at promise would be 
difficult to mark?-When a boy is examined 
for a scholarship at one of the colleges, it is 
probable that the schoolmaster writes a letter 
to the college authorities about him, and might 
say, for instance, that they may find him back
ward in such-and-such ways, but that he had 
b.een under certain disadvantages and had been 
coming on at a great rate during the last 18 
mont)ls,. and that a great deal of power of 
development would be found in him ; that in 
a year's time he would be better than appeared. 
They might be able to satisfy themselves 
from looking at the papers that that was so, 
that the boy had more promise of development 
than somebody else who was at a higher level 
of knowledge at the time of examination. 

55,657. Is that what you call examination 
for promis~?? I thought there was some sort 
of viva voce examination on general questions? 
-No. It is gathering from the papers that 
the boy is a boy who will develop. He 
may be immature at the time, but in 18 
months or a year's time he may be better than 
another boy who knows more than he does at 
the moment. 

55,658. It is a sort of general estimate of 
the boy's intellectual capacity?-Yes. It is a 
bit of a gamble. 

55,659. (Mr. Madge.) In one of your 
written answers, as regards the extent to 
which a rigorous test of character and a 
scrutiny of the school record could be com
bined with the competitive examination, you 
say that the- headmaster could furnish a 
character of each candidate throughout his 
school career. Unless you co-ordinated this 
estimate by means of marks with the other 
results of the examination, would not public 
opinion regard it as crude selection or nomi
nation ?-That would be the.difficulty. 

55,660. Can you think of any method .of 
avoiding that objection '?-I am an·aicl I have 
not thought of anything. 

55,661. (1\11•. Fisher.j Would you say that . 
most o£ the elections to Oxford and Cambridge 
scholarships justify themselves ?-Yes, they 
do. 

55,662. On tho whole, the scholarship 
examinations are pretty good tests of subse~ 
quent development ?-Yes. 
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55,663. Therefore the nearer the Indian schools·, ·~hat they would prefer a University 
Civil· Service examination approximates to career, and therefore, the field for the Indian 
that type the more successful it is likely to Civil Service wo~d be .narrowed ?-It depends 
be ?....:. .. wl think sO:'' · • · ' • · t 1 

· • · · a good d~a1 ·on w.hat is done with regard to 
55,664. Would· you· agr~e With Mr. Fletcher the· Home Civil Service. . 

in· thinking ·that boys ··should·. be ·examin~d ·in 55,67 4. It would necessarily mean that the 
(}reek and Latin verse?-:;-I think those who Home Civil Service examination would· be 
can'do·verseershould:h'~'V'e a·cliap.ce of showing separated from the Indian ?-If they had 
that they can.~ ' I ••• .' · 

1 
•• • • • the •chance of going into the Home Civil 

·· 55;665. Would you also"~thi:rik that a paper Serv:ice.after they had been through the Uni
shcmld~be set in Greekand 1~oman history?- vers1ty, that would tend to lessen the number 
It would· be ·a good • thing as a part of •the for the. Indian Service, because the tendency 
Latin and. Greek examination, as one .sul)ject. lately has bee1i for boys to prefer the Home 
"': ·: 55,666: I suppose~you. would hay€1·ipapers Civil Service. 
jn 'Latin ·and· ·Greek unseen' ,translation?-'- 55,675. What' considerations have induced 
Yes.. . ·' . · . . · ·· ·' I ' that· tendency ?-I think more have ·been 

I 55,667. f\nd: in• I prose' composition wanted in the Home Civil Service,. for one 
i¥es·. 1

' -··· • ~ • ' '' '·' • 'thing. I think in general therehas not .been 
.: tfi5,668,!'"'Vould··· you ha:ve'· ;a· ,grammar the same. wish·to go to India; · · 
paper ?_;..;I' de> not thinJc sb.,' .~ ' ''• · 55,676. Do you know why that is ?-I do 
· ~: · 55,69~·, N;p philol<;igy?_:_No/ I. think it. not. Coming up·in the train this morning, I 
ought .tch3how itself el~ewhere. '. · · ·, ·. met someone who told me that the Indian 
' · 55,670. Am I rig1J,t' i~ttbinking that that Civil Service is not what it was. If that is 

i~ Tather ·the geri~ral educational view :now, .the public idea, that accounts for the tendency . 
. that gtah1¥:1-ar~ s~cmld~ hot be. in~isted op. ?-I He did not give any reasons.: ' 
think, ''tlie1;e•, is w t~dency ·not to set'· i~ a8· a 55,677. I want· to find out upon what that 
·special subject" but~'tb .think that 1 a hoy has a feeling is based amongst the public schools? 
sufficient <!>pportunity of showing whether he -:-r am afraid I cannot help you there, as I 
knows· grammar l.n (his translations 'and can't- ·have nothing to go upon. 
p()sitions'i"i, .. : · : · · ... ' · : · ·· ·· · .. ·.: ' 55,678. (Mr. Gokhale.) Can you think of 
~ ". ·" !)5;671:' (Mr~' 'Sly:')~ When' ·tb:e 'open coni- any: sugge~tion by which cramming for the 
'petition. of· the·- Indian · Civi~ Service ~as h~ld Indian · Civil Service examin·ation could . be 
at. the schoo.l-leaving age, Clifton was one of ptevented in schools ?-It is very hard to say 
.the public schools that had a great repu- what is cramming and what is not. ·It is so 
.:tation: for ·success;. in passing candidat~s. much easier to cram in one subject than it is 
':Could •you ten·us. whether 1at ·that· time, there in anot:P,er. I was talking two days ago to an 
·was any;special training given for the Indian 'cild boy of Clifton who had been in .for the 
Givil·Service, or was'1it simply the ·ordinary Indian Civil Service and did not. get in. He 
school course ?-I could not'tell you what the 'was a modern' language scholar at 'the Uni
arri.mg€iments were tHen ; there l.s iid' orie at the ve:rsity of Cambridge. He- said : " I was good 
school now who was a master· at that time. '" a1; French, ·and I went to a crammer's and 
I do not think, ho-yvever, that they made any ~.,. crammed for 10 months at geology, and I 
very .. differ~nt arrangeme~ts. · : : · . . · '·' ·got more marks in geology than I did in 

· · · : 55,67•2: If -a similar ·exal'nination wete intra- "• French, which was a sul)ject I· lme\v very 
· duced at the pre~ent ti:rne, which C'otuse ¢1.o you " welL" I asked him whet.her he knew any 
think the besthoys in Clifton College would French'Iiow, and he said he did, but he did 

'select, 'to go 'UP for the open competition for not know one word of geology .. When geology 
:the Indian Civil Service;· or to take the Uni- . was.·~ subject for the, Al:my. Wf? did it at 
·versity; scholal:Ship examination ?-~t 'would Bedford with weaker candidates. . . . 
be difficult to say that, because ·lately they 55,679. You cannot think of any sugges
have not had to decide. k great· many of tion by which cramming could be prevented 
those who have connections with India, would · altogether ?---:-You cannot cram so much in 
natutally think of this first, but th~e to whom the main subjects; but more in the subsidiary 

. it was new would not be so likely to think of it. subjects. 
>'When L was at· 1 Manchester,. there were a 55,680. Do you consider such cramming 
·great number of able boys· in the school going as may be inevitable is a very serious evil 

· up to the University, but· ·not many of them or only one of those minor evils which must 
thought of the· Indian Oivil Service, and not be expected and put up with in life ?-I think 
more than about one a year, I think, got into · it is bad for a person's character to be thinking 
the Indian Civil Service, although there were of nothing except his examination and what 
plenty who had the ability to get into· it. ''marks he is going to get, and directing all his 

· · · 55,673'. We have been told that if the education to that end. That is the trouble of an 
·Indian Civil Service examination is placed in examination like the Indian Civil Service exa
competition with the University scholarship mination, where it all depends upon the marks. 
examination,· as it would be if held at the 55,681. (M1·. Ohaubal.) \Ve have been told 
same· age, the Indian Civil Service· would by some witnesses that reducing the age for 
fail to attract the best. boys of th~ public the competitive examination is likely to widen 
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the · field -of selection for the Indian. Civil 
Service. What is your opinion about that ?
I do not think it would have made a difference 
in any school I have been- • at, and I do not 
think it would make any difference -at Clifton. 

55,682. Supposing there is a competitive 
examination for the Civil Service at the school
leaving age, you have also_ the University 
scholarship examination at aboiltf the same 
age, and naturally, I suppose,-the best material 
from the schools would be divided between 
these two examinations?-Yes. 

55,683. So that while at present all those 
who can go to the University after finishing· 
their. school course, if the University Q:;treer 
and the Civil Service career were open to them, 
they would be divided ?-Yes. · , 

55,684. Is not that likely tq be prejudicial 
to general University education ?;:-It would 
mean that some who would otherwise go to 
the University would not gol At present 
what I generally say to boy$ or parents. who 
consult ·me about ·the Civil Service or the 
Indian Civil Service is that a boy· who· is 
going to get· into the Indian Civil Service 
ought to be a boy of the standard for an. open 
scholarship at either Oxford or Cambridge, 

55,685. I am. thinking. that the inevitable 
result of having these two exan).inations must 
be that the best material from the public 
schools will be divided into:two branches ?-I 

. think it will. . . . , 
55,686 .. · And those who ;fail at;the competi7 

tive examination. will find it' too late to. go .in 
for the University course ?-That is so,· as 
they will be all of the same age. It would 
be very hard on them;· even. .i£ you -put ,ane 
examination before the other, to go:in for two 
important examinations-in one year. . , , 

55,687. (8-ir Theod.ore Mo1:ison .. ) Do .I under:
stand that educational opinion generally in this 
country is , growing more · and· ,more. 9-isc()n,. 
tented with the examina,tions or . :cli~trusting 
the .resnlts of examinations ?-l shonld. not 
say that. I. shonlcl be .very sorry to se~ exami ... 
nations given up. · . . . . . , 

55,688. Many witnesses have_ accepted 
examinations and then desired to qualify the 
results by some i other me;:ms1 , and· they . have 
not· all· been successful in defining those means. 
The impression I. have rather gathered from 
the evidence is that there is a . distrust 0£. the 
examination. as a. te8t ?~As the sole test. I 
think it is a' very good test up to a point, and 
we could not do without it. 1 

55,689. Do you share that distrust or; di&
satisfaction with. examination tests ?.--..-I do. not 
think we need very much modification as ·far 
as .the scholarship examinations for Oxford or 
Cambridge are .ooncerned, because there is a 
human side to it already; but in the case of 
purely public examinations there is a fl1eling 
that there is not a human side .to it at all. · 

55,690. Is that with xegard to the number 
or to the rigid system • of marking ?-Both 
the great numbers and the .. rigid system o£ 
matking. 

l. . ! · .• I [ eo.ntinued. 

· 55;691. ·-Do :you feel that:.the·, smaller: the 
examination the more;trustworthyit is ?.~-YeEl~ 

55,692 .. What. do; :you thirlk 0£ ·things ·like 
the O:xf0rd- and Cainbrfdge-;Locals,• where.the 
candidates run into·th0usands ?-;--!'/.have not 
had much experience of them ; they are on a 
very big scale. 
· · 5n;~93·: At~ '·ther~ 'a:h.y large examinations 

you ·have a.iiy trust in ?-I could not say that 
there .. ~·e. . , J thin~ partly;, .the· feeling!· .. o£., so 
many.·sch.ools ·is, the, n1.1mber .of. examinations 
and the .necessity ~or ... preparing: .f0:v •such•. ·a 
number. I .Efach University lias its owp. matri
cula.ti~n, ~~ch. pr~~essi9n ~nsh?~s· ?n hav~n~ its. 
own exammatwn, ,and' so on.·' · · , · · · ·1 

• ' • I • 

. . 55,·694: 'Tha:t of course is ver~ inconvenient 
for the school,- biit the1boy does nbt' hecessarily' 
go, in ·for many examinations·. ··It' is 'that':the 
school' has 'to prepare' for. a great diversit'v' 

' of'. exarhinatimis·?~ Y;es,· 'but yotl' would ·:firrd 
schools ·\vhere girls and boys were serit' in fov 
a,.great number. 0 

'·· • • , • 

·· · · 55,695: .Do· you have to haye a·' sep~rate 
class '£o'r the·'Woolwi:ch · ex9:rhlnatiori and the! 
Sandhurst · examination'?~ No .. ' ,.·w· e put 
"vV oolwich and Sandhurst canditlates together: 
Sandhurst~ of course; woUld not· · l:>trtakirrg 'so 
much the.· advanced work and hot 'quite the 
same number of subjects.; ;, . ' .: . i ' ' ' ' •. : 

· 55,606. Considering the ·boys whd go 'in 
for these' exarnih~tions, does Wdolwicll'get the 
best people· and Sanclhurst: the inferi'or with 
reasonable regnlarity?-'-No'. · ·'Sbme of·those 
who1 wish to· go into' the Indiiw>.Arniy. who 
could 'get into· Woolwich· delibetately' · debide 
not' to do so. ··That was qnite niarked at 
Bedford. · ·, • j . 

55,697. ·Do you· think the·'Army ·e:x:a;miri.a" 
tions sort tlie · boys· out' fairly · accu:rately-?-.:_,..;.. 
Yes.:· ' .. : · ·... · · · · · : · · ' I · · • · '-- "· ... • 

· 55;698. You are: nof dissatisfied witifth€nn 
,merely as'tests ?·-No: Tlie order alters·veJ:y 
m,ue~ · sometimes, ·a~te~wa~ds ; 1 a :boy.w~o ·~as 

' got 'lll first' d:l:ops to thirteenth: ' Tt tnay not be 
always because he has not \vorked 'sufficieb,tly. 
. 55,699. (Mr: Dhaubal.) 1 I 'suppose •in all 
public• I schools after . tP,e · · boys .i have:· finished 
their scho'ol course ·there is a· •certain': per
centage of students who are n:ot able to 'go to 
the University ?-'-.Yes. · .. ~t ''-;,' 

55,700. Do· you ·think· thatJ ariy of those 
who are not1 able to pursue 'a University course 
would be going in for the Indian OH•il Service 
examination if it were held:tatttJia't age:; I pre
snme there is a certain nu'mber e£ sttl.dents who 
stop ·at -the school·car~r,?-----That is ·so~;.,.. . 
._, 55,701. And for -h-1!1-those. who-·are'able to 
,go :up to the U ni versi ty, · the· P.res\3nt' ~higher 
examination is·there ?..:_Yes. · · ·u · ' ·.· 

55,702. The only larger material that ''can 
'be· ·possibly attracted for suchan '.examination 
are those·who ·carinot. afford to go·up~ a'nd stop 
at the school career, .and there maY' lbe-~good 
boys amongst those who go awayr;and ·that 
. material .is spoken o£ as being likelyJ, 1to 'be 
available. tif. an ·examination was held·ht,.·'this 
age. · Ha,ye you heard any ·complaints :frc:Jm 
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the parents o£ these boys who are not able to 
go to the University that they are not able to 
compete for the Indian Civil Service on account 
0£ the higher age ?-That has not come before 
me. I have come across very few instances of 

boys who deserved to go to the University who 
have not been able to go because of not getting 
scholarships. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
,(Adjourned for a short time.) 

Dr. PARRY of Trinity College, and w~ T. MoLLISON, Esq., :M.A., 

' of Clare College, Cambridge University. 

Written answers by a Gom.mittee appointed by without aptitude or inclination for work in 
the Oouneil of the Senate of Cambridge India. 

University relating to the, Indian Civil Se1'Viee. (e) Many boys ripen late, and some who 
· might ·develop their faculties under the more 

55 703. What is the opinion held by the ·independent conditions o:f University training 
autho;ities of the University of .Cambridge might be debarred from an Indian career. 
with regard to a, view, whi~h was given. in (d) The special preparation at a school 
evidence in India, to the eflect that Indian involves the danger of overstrain, which would 
Civilians now come out to India too old, diminish intellectual energy and might lead 
and with an insufficient knowledge of law and to a reaction during the years of probation. 
other . specialised subjects required for· the · A candidate exhausted by the effort of the 
performance of their ~u.ties, an~ t~at, in open competition might pass thrm.tgh his 
consequence, the competittye exammatwn for period of probation with the minimum ·of 
admission to the Service should be held at an effort necessary to qualify him for the final 
age between 18 and 20, and that this should be examination. 
followed by a period of probation ofthree years, (e) With candidates chosen at 18 or 19 and· 
to be spent at one or more Universities, or at a submitted to a period of probation of three 
special institution established ~or that purp?se? years, there is a possibility that some would 
-The Committee note that evidence was given during that period wish to abandon the career. 
in India to the effect that Indian Civilians now The need of a heavy repayment would inake· 
come out to India too . old, and with an it difficult for such probationers to withdraw. 

· insufficient knowledge of Law and other I£ the Commission should consider the 
speqialised · subjects required for the per- selection by competition at an age which 
forinance of their ,duties, and that therefore permits previous residence at a University, 
the suggestion ·has· been made that the com- the Service should have the advantage of being 
petitive examination f9r admission to :he recruited from candid;,tes who had, at a suit
Service should be held at the school-leavmg able age, made their choice of a career in the 
age. They recognise that due weight must service of the State and whose conduct and 
be given to this ~vidence, and. that the character had been submitted to prolonged 
interests of the Government of Ind1a must be tests. As regards their ability, it may be stated 
paramount . in · deciding the conditions of that almost all the candidates from Cambridge 
admission to the Service. The Committee selected under the present system have been 
however desire to draw attention to the scholars or exhibitioners of their colleges. 

· following. difficulties and possible grounds of We think that the objections to the exist-
.objection involved in the proposal to adopt the ing system might be met, either by making 
school-leaving age:- Law a compulso17 subject !n the ?pen co~pe-

. (a) It would be difficult to frame an tition and attachmg suffiCient weight to 1t, or 
examination in which an advantage would not by a reduction of the :present age ~mit and a 
be given to those who had undertaken a course lengthening of the penod of probatiOn. 
of special preparation.. Boys might con- In the case of candidates from the Univer
sequently have to decide some considerable sity of Cambridge there wo~cl on the -yvhole 
time before the competition, and would thus be a considerable advantage m a reductwn of 
be committed for or against the choice of an one year in the age limit provid~d that t~e 
Indian ·career at too early an age. It might examination were somewhat modified. This 
result from the nature of the examination that reduction would enable probationers to have 
the ordinary school curriculum would not be two years' special training .which could. be 
followed by many of the candidates. Some utilised to provide them with a suffiCient 
schools would organise special courses to knowledge of Law and other .specialised 
prepare f?r the competition ; ~a~y b?ys mi~ht ~:~ubjects. . .. 
leave the1r school to go to an mstitutwn which There is a further possibility of the ~educ
would undertake special preparation. There tion of the age limit by two years. Can.d1da~es 
would thus be a grave danger of the area from would then be able to take a Umversity 
which candidates were chosen being restricted. Honours colU'se for two years before the con:;-

(b) I£ there should be a considerable petition and afterwar~s t.o complete. t~eir 
Government l:lubsidy (say 150l. a year) during degree by an examinat~on m the specialised 
the period of probation, the attraction of this subjects. The Committe.e f~el that th~re 
subsidy might lead candidates to compete who would be serious difficulties m the adoptiOn 
were unfitted in character or temperament and of this proposal. 'With this age .limit there 
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would be still stronger reasons for alterations 
in the present Rcheme for the eompetitive 
examinations. 

As regards the method of recru,itment, 
whatever age be adopted, while recognising 
the difficulty of procedure, the Committee are· 
of opinion that the competitive examination 
should be supplemented by some preliminary 
selection, so as t.o eliminate, as far as possible, 
those candidates who, while possessing the 
kind of ability required for success in the 
examination, might not be well fitted in 
character or temperament for an India"Q, 
career. 

55,704. In the event of any changes in 
the direction of lowering the· age limits for 
the Indian Civil Service examination being 
adopted, is it probable that the University'of 
Cambridge would be willing to .devise an 
Honours course of Indian studies suitable for 
such probationers, and carrying with it the 
University degree? The course of instruc
'tion. would, under any such system, it is 
anticipated, include (i) Law,Jii) the elements 
of one classical and one vernacular lan
guage, and (iii) Indian History, Sociology, and 
Economics ?-The Committee are prepared tq 
recommend· to the Council of the Senate that 
a proposal should. be brought before the 
Senate to grant an Honours degree on such an 
examination. 

The subjects to he studied in this course 
would, as indicated, include (i) Law, (ii) the 
elements of one classical and one vernacular 
-Indian language, and (iii) Indian History, 
Sociology, and Economics. 

The Committee are of opinion that this 
course of Indian studies might well occupy 
three years; but it would he possible to 
submit a modified scheme to a shorter period of 
probation. 'fhe outlines of a course have been 
sketched by the Committee, and they are pre
pared, if desired, to nominate some of their 
members to discuss details with the Com
nusswn. 

55,705. What provision is at present 
afforded in tl?-e University of Cambridge for 
teaching (i) Law, (ii) Classical Languages, and 
(iii) Indian History, So-ciology, and Economics; 
and is there any system o£ tuition and 
supervision designed for Indian Civil Service 
probationers ?-At the present time the Uni
versity gives instruction in all of these subjects. 
An annual grant is now received from the 
India Office for the training of Indian Civil 
Service probationers, an(l the Committee 
assume ·that, if the period of probation is 
lengthened, the •ssistance now given by the 
India Office will not only be continued but 
will, i£ necessary, be increased so as to meet 
any new requirements. 

Dr. PARRY and Mr. W. L. MoLLISON called and examined. 

55~706. (ChaiTman.) You come before us public schools ?-College entrance scholarship 
to-day to represent the Committee, which has examinations affect the teaching after a certain 
dealt with our requirements on behalf o£ the age. Boys from the age of 16 or 17 onwards 

'University of Cambridge ?-(Dr. Parry.) Yes. work with a view of competing :for college 
55,707. I take it the answers that you have scholarships, which of course are highly 

been good enough to send us represent gener- specialised. 
ally the views o£ the Committee appointed by 55,710. In an examination framed on those 
the Council of the Senate ?-(Mr. Mollison.) lines for the Indian Civil Service there would 
That is so. (Dr. Parry.) On certain assump- · be similar specialisation ?-I£ the examination 
tions. for the Indian Civir Service were framed on 

55,708. You say, in putting forward the scholarship lines there w'ou.ld be some speciali-
difficulties attached to having an examination sation, no doubt. · 
for the Indian Civil Service at the school- 55,711. But· I suppose that amount of 
leaving age, thlt it would be difficult to frame specialisation need not necessarily disturb the 

• an examination in which an advantage would existing curriculum of the school ?-,-Not if it 
not he given to those who had undertaken a we1·e_ on the lines of the present preparation 
course of special preparation. I£ the exami- for scholarships. 
nation were framed largely on the lines of the 55,712. In alluding to the proposal for a 
Unh·ersity scholarship examinations would period o£ probation at the University, subse
not that difficulty he diminished ? - (Mr. quent to the examination, you apprehend that 
Jfol.lison.) That difficulty would be diminished, there might be a certain amount of slackness 
lmt if the examination were on scholarship unless some means were instituted to prevent · 
lines, that is where scholarships are awarded it ?-Yes, I think it might be ~o. The candi
on excellence in one subject, the ServiC'e would dates might come up exhausted. At present 
get men o£ a one-sided type and it. would be a we find that .U certain proportion of scholar
very great departure from the examination that s)lip candidates come up overworked, and 
haR prevailed ever since Lord Macaulay first candidate£ also might have the idea that the 
formulated his scheme in 1854. This is, I Government. ~£ India, having expended con~ 
think, the objection to an examination of the siderable sums on their education, would be 
scholarship type. . l'eluctant to reject them at the final exami-

55,709. I suppose the University scholar- nation. 
ship examination represents the type of 55,713. I£ a test examination were insti
teaching that has been taking place in the tuted at the end of the first year of a three 

0 20028 :.N 
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years' probation that would to a certain-extent 
reduce that danger ?-To a certain extent. 
No· do1;1-bt with a: three years' probation there 
would 'require 'to be at least two examinations., · 
one perhaps 15 months after the candidate had 
collle into :re§Jid~nce, and this would reduG~ the 
danger to a certain ~xtent. ·. .. · ... 

55,714. With the, particular type of exami
nation I :was,_ alluding to, .I unders.tan,d you 
apprehend there. might be a d~nger o~ oyer
straining on, thl:l part of the boy at the school 
prior to the examination ?;Of course in. every 
examination there is. a danger 0~ overstraii1. on 
the part of boys. With regard to the type ·Of 
examination, there would be st;rain almo~;~t in 
any·case, :wheth~;~r itwas a scholarship exami
nation' or such ati examination . as has for the 
past 50 year~ been the type: of-examination for 
the. Civil. Services, namely an examination 
containing a great variety 9£ subjects, iii order 
to iricl~de in the· SerVices'_ men from as· large 
an· area possible. · " . · · ·' · ' 
' · -55,715. 'So. that :tea'lly the aanger of. over-

. strain·' Hi an 'examination· of this' ·character 
would not be' any greater tha,.n thatwhich is 
now. ~xperienced 'by 'candidates' going up for 
the•Univei·sity8cholars.hips or anyo~ the .other 
exani,inati~ns that take place at the Sa,.me age'? 
.::....:. y du . meari if :the ' examination were 'of . the 
scholarship 1type? Of 'C01irse then: it i§ jU:st 
possible that if a man's ·whole future caree1~ is 
at stake the candidates might tend to over
strain themselves more than they would for a 
scholarship examination. ·' ·. · _· · '. ·· ·- · 
· ··. · ·55, 716. I see you .say. you have a•very. good 
stan:dard · ·- of. candidates . from ·Cambridge 

. selected 'Q.nder · the :pr~sent. system .?:::-'"I think 
there· .is no doubt that ·the va1·ious ·:Services 
hav:e; had ·exceedingly good. candid11-tes .. and a 
very wide field from which to select. · . They 
have ;under the·· ·present system . the best 
educated young men in the Empire, both from 
the United Kingdom and from India. · · · 

55,717. Have you any knowledge of the 
standard in the old days .when the examination 
was at the school-leaving age-?-No. l had 
experience as tutor of having under me a con
siderable number of probationers chosen unde_r 
the; old system, but as they never submitted 
themselves· to University examinations, and 
the examinations were entirely ponducted by 
the Civil Service Commissionen;, there was no 
opportu:Qity of the Uni~ersity authorities 
seeing their work. . . ·. . . . · 
. 55,718. You suggest. certain: alternatives 
to meet the difficulty, and. the first you discuss 
is the possibility of reducing the age by one 
year ?-I think our first .alternative is rather 
the existing systerq. with .Law as:6 compUlsory 
subject. We understood that the 'most serious 
objection was on the question of <Law; and 
there is no doubt that at present Law does not 
get sufficient weight in the open competition. 
Those who are familiar with the scale of marks 
for English law, including law of contract and 
tort, criminal law, the law of e\ride'nce, and 
constitutional law, know that the marks 

assigned to thos.e five subjects a~e only'. 500, 
an~ the Oonnmttee' thought that, i£ it was 
desirable that there shouldbe as little disturb
ance as po~sible, on.e part of ~he objectio~ raised 
by ·the evidence· ~utherto before the Commis
·si?n ~ght be m:et'.by Law being 'compulsory, 
With very great weight attached to it, so that 
the best men. should have a considerable 
pe~iod of study of Law before being 'selected. 

55,719. Would you say that that was as 
good a ~~t~od of . teaching Law as having a 
law . trammg subsequent to the examination 
during t~e I?robationary period ?-:.:..Yes, I 
should thin~ It_ wo~d ?e. In the ·ordinary 
case I take 1t . that ·If this were done many of 
.the University candidates ·would, as their 
second Honours examination, probably ·take 
th~ Second. Par~ of the Law Tripos at Cam
bndge, whwh mcludes the subjects already 
in the open competitive examination. It 
would be a good training; I -think. · 
· ' 55, 720~ Assuming that that was . an ade
q:uate training in Law, it would not meet the 
difficUlty of reducing the age of' the Civilian 

· arriving· in India ?-:-As to whether Civilians 
now . ar:iive · . in . India too old;· it ·does not 
:i;rie¢t · 'tha~;- There' was only ·one· metnber 
of· the 'Committee ·who . had· had experience 
in 'J;n'dia~he: had been 'there '23 years_;_and 
he was of opinion that they did not .arrive. in 
India too old. In looking at the Report from 
the Government ofindia in 1889, when the 
,pre~ent systen:Lw,as:introduced, the conflict of 
evidence ·was very gr:eat. Some contended 
that-a more mature period of ai'l'iving il'l India 
was better, whilst others thought the earlier 
age preferable. There was no settled opinion 
on' <this point at, that time- as the result of 
a Commission instituted, t think, by. Lord 
Dufferin. · 

: 55,721. X our· second alternative is to 
reduee. the age by one year ?-Yes. And to 
lengthen ,the probation. 

55,722. That· would meet the objection 
th~t there is not 'sufficient training and would 
leave the. age the same?-Yes. 

5.1, 723;. W (mld that reduction of a year in 
an.y way interfere with the Hono~u·s course at 
Cambridge?-We think J.?.Ot. I should say · 
that the· age . at which. most· men take 
their· degree at Cambridge is · 22, and we 
should· look forward . to their being able to 
compete in the open competition in the 
August following the J'une in which they took 
their degree. Th,is ought, however, ·to imply 
some modification of the present examination. 

55,724. That would reduce the age limits 
to 21 tb · 23 ?-23 would be the upper age 
limit in that case-.: 

55,725. The second reduction of two years 
would, I take it, interfere with the University 
course ?-In the opinion of the majority of the 
Committee it would be a very serious inter
ference. The opinion, however, was expressed 
that with sufficient modification of the present 
examination, so that the candidates' special 
work in Cambridge should tell heavily in the 
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open competition, the interference need ,not he 
so very serious; but the majority of ·the Com
mittee thought it would be serious._. . . 

55,726: Assumin.&' the Commission decide 
that it . is necessary. to get -the Civilian out 
early and to give him a longer probation, 
which must entail a change, there is no. alt~r
native between the present age and_ the school-:
leaving age, is there ?-I should b13 -doubtful 
as to :whether the second alteJ,"native might not 
be the better. I think the value of· the Uni-. 
versity;, training £or the twoQ,years .b13fore .th13 
open competition is great. . '. ' .. ' 
.. 55,_727. Yo~ would have -the open compE!

titiOn m the middle· of the Honours course?...:........: 
Most Honours courses in. Cambridge can be 
taken at the end of the second year, either. in · 
part or in whole. 

55,728. About what age would that be?-"-
That would be about 21. · · · · · · ! 

55,729. And. the age would b.e r~duced 'to 
20 to 22 ?-Yes. ·. . ·. · 

55,730. You would have the exa~ination,s 
coming rather olose together- at .th!:Lt' age?_:_ 
There would be a diffic:;mlty, , . , .. · 

55, 731~ .Would you regard that as a serious 
difficulty?-:-I ani not quite .sure. 1 H a candi
date :finishes his examination -in June, and the 
open competition begins in August, the exami
nations run now rather. close together .. I do 
not think it is a very important point.· .. · 
. 55,732 .. You do- not thinlt it is· a~ objec

tiOn ?---It ·IS not an . objection that , applies 
·especially to this limit o£ 22. · ·. · 

- 55,733. You say that whatever age· we 
a.dopted Y?U ~re of opinion that .. the cmnpeti
tive exammatwn should be supplemented· by 
some preliminary selection:, and we have . had 
a great many witnesses before us- who ha\Te 
said the: same thing. Have you any scheme 
in your mind which might be·. practical and 
not susceptible to abuse ?-'-The teat. difficulty 
about any such scheme is perhaps the diffi
culty of retaining public. confidence in. there 
being no favouritism; but I do, not think any 
business firm taking men who were subse
q_u~~tly to. undertake P?sitions of great respon
slbihty would choose Its men as Government 
is .:r:ow content to choose them, simply from 
ability as shown by examination and without 
assuring themselves o£ personal fitness._ While 
o~ the po~nt o~ the advantages of ·the Univer
Sity age ,It might be well to point .out the 
great extent to which large business- firms are 
realising the importance of introducing· into 
their businesses University men, \vho have 
taken an Honours degree in the University, 
finding· that it is better than having them 
at an early age. Members of the University 
of Cambridge have had to give evidence 
lJefore another Commission on the Civil Ser
vice, and I should like to refer especially to 
the evidence given by :Mr. H. A. Roberts, the 
Secretary of the Cambridge Appointments 
Board, and by l\lr. R. \V aley Cohen~ 

p5, 734. Th~ Univers,ity. candidates for 
busme.ss establishments, would be going out 
to India about the same time as the Civilian 
~?Uld be going o~t unde;r the. reduced age 
With.a three years_ prob,atwn; that is .about 
22.?-It depends when they get· an appoint~ 
ment. I was not· referring necessarily to India 
but to th'e general selection of can<lid:::ttes Oil 
acc<?Unt:o£·their persqnal fitness. . ·. · 
.·. 55,735. Fromt~e point _·qf.vieVf 9£ age i~ 
would _be about .the same ?---Not necessarily 
1ledtuse a· candidate does not always secur~ 
s~cP..an app9iritment fml,ne:diately aft~r takfng 
h1s degree. . · · · · · · · 
. · 5/5-,736. Tl;tat ~ould'.be the t~e ~hen he 
W()uld be eligible for. it ?~Yes. . You. asked 
about a scheme for-:;!. method,o£ recruitment. 
At p:r:_esent. the Foreign_ O~ce. and. the Dip~ 
lomatw and ·Consular ServiCes have such a 
~C~leme;. They requil:e recommendatroris for 
candidatesl _arid these candidates are sub~ 
sequehtly inte~viewed by' a Board of Selection 
~t the Foreign Office. There is another 
scheme that might ~e possible.· T~ere might. 
be !1 Boar~ of ~electiOn at the Uiuversity, on 
whiCh there :nught be representatives of the 
India Office. and the Civil . Service Commis
sioners, to see candidates and to go into their 
re_?ommendations, That exists at Cambridge 
with- regard· to Army commissions. The 
Boar~ · of· Military _ Studi~s when sele~?ti,ng 
candidates, have the candidates before them 
and have always two representatives of th~ 
War Office present. . . · · 

-' 55,737 .. It is··comparati~ely .simple. for a 
Board of that character to' reject anybody for 
definite. misconduct, . but wo'!lld there not be 
diffi.~ulty in ! ~he Board deciding· wh~m . they 
cons1deL' efficient, and .whom inefficient. ?-It 
would be . difficult and would requir~ very· 
great· car~, b~~ provided that public confidence 
could be maintained I believe that Boards ·of 
Selection, could qecid~ between candidates~ 
and could go behind m~re mannerisms . which 
might seem to detract_ from a·, candidate's 
fitn~ss. . · · . 

.. 55,738. Yourp~i~t-being that you co~side~ 
there should be other: .than mere intellectual 
qualities displayed in a candidate for the 
Se:rvice ~~ Yes, .. p(3rsopal :fitness for the Service. 

55,739. That tendency, I take it, is on the 
in,crease in all examinations now ?-I should 
have. said. so, . hq.t I , do not· know .that .any 
Government. De:partmeD;t except the . Foreign 
Office and. the, DiplomatiC SerV-ice. has adopted 
it. Private_ firms, where there can be no 
questio:q of favouritism, would never take can
didates without assuring themselves of their 

:personal fitness. . , · 
55,7 40. It is a comparatively simple matter 

with them because,they are their own .masters. 
Could you tell me something about your 
Cambridge Appointments Board ?-The Board. 
was established 10 or 12 years ago to secure 
appointments for Cambridge graduates, and it 
has been successflll, Large business firms are 

0 
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continually asking for graduates. The value 
of a University education in fitting men to 
take important posts is. being increasingly 
recognised. In fact the demand .for men of 
the proper type is greater than the supply. 

55.7 41. This is a Selection Board?-Yes. 
There 'are contic1ential collllliunications between 
the Secretary of the Appointments Board and 
the college tutor of the candidate, and the 
Secretary interviews the candidate, and after 
he has satisfied himself by confidential com
munications with his college authorities, he 
passes the candidate on to the particular 
business firm that is looking lor an employe. 
The whole point is gone very fully into in the 
evidence of Mr. Roberts and Mr. Cohen before 
the Civil Service Commission. 

55,7 42. You admit there would. be diffi
culties in the way o£ applying that scheme to 
a competitive examination for a branch of the 
Public Service ?-There are great difficulties, 
but whether they are insuperable it is not 
possible to say. 

55,7 4::S. You speak strongly against placing 
candidates for the Service in a special institu
tion ?-(Dr. Parry.) Yes. Perhaps it would 
be rather a fairer . summary to say that we 
speak very strongly in favour of the University. 
Our reply to question 55,7'03 is based on the 
assumption that there would be a three years' 
training, without entering into the merits of 
the assumption. 

55,744. You feel that the University atmo
sphere is a very important and valuable element 
in the training ?-Yes. 

55; 7 45. And y~m would not get that w!de 
atmosphere in a special institution ?-I do not 
see how it would be possible. 

55,746. You lay stress on the point that it 
is important also for the Indian who has to go 
through a period o£ probation ?-Yes. We 
did not go at any length into that point, be
cause it did not occur to us that we were asked 
to consider it' in. the letter which we received 
from the Commission, but still it seems to us 
that the Indian would get much more of a true 
knowledge of English life. 

55,747. Do you get a large number of 
Indians now at Cambridge?-Between 90 
ancllOO. · 
. 55,7 48. Are they widely distributed in the 

different co1leges ?-Yes, they are now. Lately, 
under Lord Mo,rley's suggestion, we made 
atrangemonts which I think are now thoroughly 
carried out. 

of them mix quite freely, while others never 
seem to get o_n, and associ~te chiefly with their 
own compatnots. 

· 55,751. ·would you ~ay on the whole the 
relationship between the two races is as good 
to-clay as it has been in ~he past ?-I slilould 
say it was better than ·it was seven years 
ago, but n?t so good_ as it was 25 years 
ago. That 1s partly owmg to the fact o£ their 
greater numbers, and the result of a rather 
unfortlmate period when, owing to i:l;tevi
table causes, thay took to associating mm:e 
definitely ":'ith each other, forming a sort of 
club o£ their. own, and congregated to a con
siderable extent in one or two college$. Tho~e 
features are certainly less marked now than 
they were seven or eight years . ago, and I 
should hope there might be a steady improve
ment in that respect. We felt that these 
Indian probationers would be a select set of 
men. At present we get a ''ery mixed number 
of all kinds. . · 

55,7 52. Since the clays when the relation
ship was not so good, has any active effort been 
made in the University to bring the Indian 
more into the. social life of the place ?-The 
particular measure of distributing them 
among the colleges was adopted with that 
object, but no other steps have been taken. 
It would be almost impossible that steps should 
be taken, but I think there are a good many 
residents, both senior and junior, who do 
regard it as rather on their conscience to do 
their best to make these people from afar at 
home. 

55,753. So that a sensible effort has been 
. made ?-A good deal has been done. 

55,754. Then you say that, in the event of 
the age being reduced, and the probationary 
period of three years being established, the 
University of Cambridge would be willing to 
devise an Honours course of Indian studies?
I think we ought to be perfectly clear about 
this. We are not able at all to commit the 
University of Cambridge; when we speak of 
it in that way we mean the Senate, which is 
an incalculable body. But I think there is no 
doubt that a course could be devised which 
would be at once suitable for the probationers 
from the point of view of Indian requirements, 
and also quite a rea1::1onable course on which to 
ask for an Honours degree. Certainly, as far 
as the Council o£ the Senate is concerned, I 
have no doubt they would be prepared to 
propose that such a ~ourse, after discussion 
and agreement, should be reckoned for an 
Honours degree. 55,7 49. Do you have a limit to the number 

of Indians in each college ?-Most colleges 
agree to take one or two a year and some 
colleges agree to take rather more. 

55;750. Distributed as they are over the 
University, and therefore few in number in 
each college, are you able to say from your 
knowledge whether they mix with the general 
community of the college freely ?-It depends 
very much upon t,he pa~·tjc'fl.l~:r person. Some 

55,755 And you think there is a rrat:;on
. able hope that the Senate would consent to 
such a proposal ?-I think there is certainly a 
reasonalJle hope that they would. 

55,756. (L01•d Ronaldshay.) W'ould it be 
possible for your University to accept an 
examination, which was common to a number 
of recognised Universities, which would con
stitute the final examination for probationers, 
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and at the same time grant a degree upon that 
examination ?-(Dr. ParTy.) That, of course, 
is a very <li!licult. thing.. It would depend a 
great deal upon the details of the scheme. I 
think what the University would be obliged 
to insist upon would ·be that the cun-iculum 
should ·be such af:?. they could thoroughly 
recognise, and that in the examination quite 
a considerable proportion of the examinera 
should ·be people they would appoint-·-not 
necessarily Cambridge men-who would be 
acq1;tainted with their standards and conduct 
.the examination generally in accordance with 
the system common at the University. It was 
a point we discussed to some little extent at our 
Committee, and as usual at :first discussions 
the difficulty bulked more than anything else. 
I do not think it would he impossible. (M'r. 
Mollison.) There would be great practical 
cli!liculties in the way of a joint examination 
between seven or eight UniYersities. 

55,757. l'hat possibly is an excessive 
number. Say three or four Universities?
I think the University in givirig its degree must 
exercise control over both the appoin~ment of 
examiners and over the curriculum. An exa
mination common to Oxford and Cambridge 
might be possible. Oxford appoints its exa
miners in the same way as Cambridge, and 
the same examiners might be appointed by 
Cambridge and by Oxford, so that each would 
be degree examiners in their own University 
and might conduct the examination jointly. 
I do not say that the difficulties could not be 
overcome. The final decision of these cases 
rests with the Senate. I think the Council of 
the Senate might be probably willing to con
sider the feasibility and pracLical)llity of some 

·such scheme. (Dr. Parry.) It depends very 
much on the details. It is a suggestion which 
I think we should be very anxious to go 
thoroughly into and see whether we could not 
make it work. Cambridge might appoint its 
own examiners and issue its li~ts on the report 
of its examiners only, they having seen all the 
papers. 

55,758. If a third University, say 'frinity, 
Dublin, were brought in, that would make it 
a goofl clealmore difficult, I suppose, to come 
to an agreement?-Yes. You might, of 
course, simply have the identical examination, 
the same papers set in the various localities, 
looked over for the purpose of the degree hy 
the Pxaminers of each UniYersity, who would 
issue their list, and looked over for the 
purpose of the final competition by them, and 
additional examiners appointed on behalf 
of the India Office. It would be rather 
cumbrous, bnt I think it could he probably 
worked. (M1·. Mollison.) I think common 
papers would be practicable. It is so much .a 
matter of detail that it is difficult to calTy 1t 
Yery much further. 

55,759. When you told us that an exami
nation for the Indian Civil Service drawn up 
011 the same lines asc tlw scholarship examina-
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tion would constitute a wide departure from 
the principle laid down by Lord Macaulay, 
did you wish us to infer that a scholarship 
examination is not necessarily a satisfactory 
test of a man's general education ?-Yes. 
I think one must admit that our scholar 
ship examination is highly specialised .. A 
man gains his scholarship on Classics or 
mathematics, natural science, combined in 
all ·cases with some English paper, but his 
special subject, clasBics or mathematics or 
natural science, tells far more heavily than 
anything else. It may be that our scholar
ship examinations are too specialised, and 
my first impression is that an examination 
of the scholarship type would be such a 
wide departure from · the scheme of the 
Civil Service Commissioners, which includes 
all elements of a liberal education and can~ 
didates from all over the Empire, that it 
practically wonld be impossible. An exami
nation o£ the scholarship type at the lower 
age would, for example, quite exclude can-
didates from the Colonies. · 

55,760. vVith regard to this possibility o£ 
taking into consideration qualifications other 
than intellectual attainments, you rather 
suggest that under the existing system, where 
the candidate probably spends two or three 
years at the University before going qp for· 
the competitive examination, he does in some 
way go through a test as to his moral 
character ?-I think that is so. 

55,761. Are you thinking of the certificate 
which the Civil Service Commissioners ask 
the University authorities to fill in and sign 
before the candidate goes up for his com
petitive examination ?-Not . quite. In my 
experience as tutor I have never known an 
undergraduate unsatisfactory in conduct and 
character who came up intending to take the 
Indian Civil Service, who has persevered to 
the end and finally offered himself for the 
examination. Such a candidate gets weeded 
out in the course of his three years' under
graduate career. If he is unsatisfactory in 
conduct and character he is generally unsatis
factory in work. 

55,762. It is the case of the survival of 
the nttest in the moral sphere ?-Yes, as 
regards conduct and character. 

55,7 63. I am not quite clear what it is 
you wish to test by the suggestion which you 
make when you say that as regards methods 
of recruitment whatever age we adopted the 
Committee are of opinion that the competitive 
examination should be snppleniented by some 
preliminary selection. If that selection 
ah·eady takes place I am not sure what yon 
m·e driving at there ?-\Ve say that it is to 
eliminate candidates who, while possessing 
the kind of ability required for success in the 
examination might not be wen fitted in 
character or temperament for an Indian 
career. You may have candidates, and do 
have candidates, whose conduct, character, and 

N3 
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work are quite unexceptionable, and yet who 
are :from other causes ·not fitted for an Indian 
careel'. 

55,764. Could you give me an example of 
what,you mean ?-It might be phyl::lique, lack 
of the power of command or leadership, or 
lack of th~ power to assume early responsi
bility which very often falls on Indian 
Civilians shortly after reaching India. Those 
were the considerations that I think were in 
our minds. 

55,765. As far as physique goes I suppose 
that is really met by the medical examination ? 
-To a certain extent. 

55,766. So that it really resolves itsel£ into 
the capacity of a man to govern. What I 
want to know is whether you think there, is' 
any pr~ctical way of testing that before you 
have actually seen a man at work ?-I think 
his University record and confidential com
munications between those who have known 
him best at Cambridge and those responsible 
for his . final appoint1nent might do a great 
deal, and a skilled Board of Selection might 
do something. 

55,767. You think that might be possible 
in the case of a man who has been already up 
at the University under the present system of 
high ·a[Se limit, bll.t do you think anything of 

·.that kmd would be possible if the age limit 
were reduced? Then it would come to a 
sc~ool. record, not a University record ?-I 
thmk It would be much less effective at an 
earlier age. There .would not be so much to 
go upon. I think at 22 or 23 you have more 
factors to rely upon than you have at the 
earlier age. . 

55;768. In that connection the Appoint
ments Board is really not a Board which 
would do any work of this kind. As .l under
stand it, the function of the Appointments 
Board is really analogous to that of a ser
vants' registry; it has to bring employers 
into contact with: suitable employes ?-It is 
very much mor~ than. t~mt. as at present 
conducted. I thmk as 1t IS now conducted it 
could do a great deal of what we are thinking 
of here. Dr. Parry reminds me that it has 
largely to clo.with those who are selected for 
Egypt and the Soudan. Their qualifications 
are very carefully scanned by the Secretary of 
the Appointments Board, and confidential 
communications are h~ld with those who know 
the candidates best, and I should. say ·that 
rejection!:! are not infrequent on the ground 
that they are not fit for the kind of service 
expected. . . 

55,769. Do. they report to the Foreign 
· Office ?-There is a Board of Selection , I 
believe; which meets in London, ancl I supp~se 
it represents rather the Government of Egypt 
than the Foreign Office. · 

55,770. What is the connection between 
the authorities who have the final power and 
~he· Cambridge Appointments Board ?
WrittBH communications and confidential 
notes as to the men's capacity, not only their 

intellectual capacity but as to their fitness 
altogether, pass between the selecting body 
and the Secretary of the Cambridge Appoint
ments B?3:rd, and then a certain number of 
me~ are mter.viewed bythe Board of Selection 
whiCh meets m London. 

55,771. And on the recommendation o£ 
the Cam bridge Appointments Board ?---And, 
of course, other Appointments Boards. 

. 55, 772; (~ir Theodore Morison.) The Cam
~ri~ge ,,Appomtments Board is an admirable 
mstlt~twn for finding Cambridge men but 
the difficulty. of making use of it is th~t the 
recm!!mendatwns of the Cambridge Board 
are h~e the recommendations of any other 
B.oard ?-(Mr. Mollison.) That would be a 
difficulty. 

55,773. The .difficulty I have in seeing 
how we coul~ brmg ~he Cambridge Appoint
m~nts Board mto use IS that we are confronted 
with a large number of candidates :from 
O.xford and Aberdeen, say, and it is very 
difficult to equate what is said in Aberdeen 
and \)xford with what Thi:r. Roberts says?
That IS so, but in our written answer I do not 
think we had originally any idea o£ employing 
the Cambridge Appointments Board for this 
purpose, although as far as Cambridge men 
~re concerned it would be the most fitting 
mstrument. 

55,~7 4. The Cambridge Appointments 
Board IS excellent because it is confined to 
OaJ?~ridge men, but directly you get a Board 
wluch has to select from a large number 
of peopie, and the Board cannot get 
confidential reports on the people individually 
the selection breaks down ?-It would unles~ 
the suggestion I made was a practi~l one 
of a Board meeting in Cambridge with 
representatives upon it of the Government of 
India and the Civil Service Commissioners. 
When the Board of Military Studies meets to 
select candidates for commissions in the Army 
there are always present two representatives 
of the ·war Office. 

55,77 5. That is because they have decided 
to take one or two Cambridge men ?-Thev 
take about 40. • 

55, 776; But the selection is confined to 
Cambridge men and therefore you can 
absolutely trust the Cambridge authorities to 
put them in the order of merit. It does not 
get over f.he difficulty of how to correlate 
the conclusions of Oxford, Cambridge, and 
Edinburgh ?-There might be similar Boards 
at Oxford or London· or Edinburgh on which 
representatives of the India Oflice and the 
Civil' Service Co.mmissioners could • appear 
and the standardising authority would be th~ 
representatives of the· Govemment of India 
and the Civil Service Commissioners. · 

55,777. It looks rather like allotting a 
certain number of each University ?-(Dr. 
Pa1•ry.) Is not this merely the preliminary 
selection by which they are admitted to 
competition? · 
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55,778. In that way it is much less open students you take in ·each college ... I think 
to objection?-Then you could admit any Dr. Parry said each college takes about one 
number. or two a year?- (Dr. Parry.) Yes. ·(Mr. 

55,779. That is so. I think Mr. Mollison !Jlolli:son.) That is so. 
said to the Chairman that selection is 55,788. Could you take in three or four ?--: 
displacing examinations as means of choosing It would be very difficult to answer for any 
men for positions of trust and responsibility, one college. · · · 
or there is· a tendency in that direction. 55,789. Some colleges do not take any, do 
(Mr. Mollison.) That was .in · connection they?-:-~ think every college now takes them. 
with business houses. I was rather thinking (Dr: Parry.) My impression is that now 
that in addition to educational tests personal every college is willing to take pne or two. . 
fitness was always enquired into. · 55,790. ·But every college has not actually 

55,780. But I think you mentioned places got them ?-That may be .so, but I do not 
like the Soudan and the Consular Service?- think ·a;ny college now refuses. 
The Foreign Office and the Diplomatic Service 55,791-2. There are colleges into which tlie 
have recently come under the saine examina- Indian students find it .very difficult to get, 
tion as the Home Civil Service and the Indian are, there not ?-I really c.ould not say. 
Civil Service, with a lower maxi:r~mm. In the 55,793. You think there would be great dill
last four or five; ye~rs the Foreign Office ·has culty in having a Gonsiderable increase, s~y a 20 
used that exammatwn for that purpos~, a~d · per cent. increase ?--:(M1~. Mollison.) It might 
I al?l told there has been a grea.t nse m be di:ffi.Cl:tlt, but I would rather say that I am 
the mtellectual standar~ of ~~e candidates. not . convinced of your assumption that there 

55,781: Do the Umversiti~s on the whole would be a large increase if only probationers 
£avon: this method _of· choosmg persons by c~me ovet, that is to say, if the ~dians who 
selectiOn ?Il. ~he adVIce of tutors rat.her t~an at present come over intending ·to take the 
by exammatwns ·?-No. · I should ·not grve Indian Civil Service examination did not come 
up ~~aminations; I . think t~e intellectual (Dr. Pa1·ry.) I think there would. be som~ 
qualities must be tested. It IS the ·personal difficulty if there was a large increase but· on 
:fitne~s for a particular post that has also to be the other ·hand, the fact that. thes~ would 
considered. · be all selected Inclians would diminish· the 

55,782. ~ou :want a combination. of the difficultr a good deal. (Mr. Mollison.) I 
two ?-Certamly.- . .· . agree With that, . · 

55,783. Do yo~ think that Cambridge 55,794. Do you· find· that men who really 
cou~d take a. considerably larger number o; read Honours seriously get on much better?
Indians than It . does· at the prese~t moment . (Dr. Parry.) The more the ability o£ the man 
-,.That :part o£ .the answer was .wntten OJ! the the. better he gets on with the other people. 
assu~ptio~, whiCh we combat m 0~. rep~y to 55,795. Can you remember whether Go-
questiOn 5::>, 703, o£ the lower age .. This IS wntten ernment S h 1 · th h 1 h d · 1 h · · f I di ¥ c oars, on e w o e, ave one 

bentt~re y on Ift anlasslnumdiptiOn. ob t' n an pro- well ?-(Mr. Moll-ison.). We have had a long 
a wners. o y an pro a wners came · f th C · b 'd ·d th h · t c ·b 'd I d t think th ld b series o em at am r1 ge, an ey ave 

0 .am ri g~ tho no b f elnred~ou se done, on the whole, very well. 
an mcrease m e. num er o 1ans. o · . . 
many Natives of India come to Cambridge . 55,796. If you can . get me~ of ~ha~ class, 
now, hoping to be candidates for the Indian men of a good type, t~ey are easily assumlated? 
Civil Service examination, and find only too -It makes all the difference the typ~ of man 
Iat~ that they are really not likely to succeed we get. There are plenty of the nght typ,e 
in the examination. . and they do very well. 

55,784. Do you not think you must . 55,791. Even if they are people. who ~e 
assume that the probationers would be in pure sch?lars all:d. do not syiii:pathi~e. w1th 
addition to those that come at the present the Englishmen m games and athl~tiC~ ?~It 
moment for general education ?-I should depends. upon character. I am. thinking?~ 
have thought the great majority came with avery mce fellow.~ho was a pupil o£ my ow~ 
the view to the Indian Civil Senrice. an extremely ret1r~iig and sh! man, w~om 

55,785. I thought the number who came we could n?t get mto. ·any. kmd o.f soCiet~t~ 
actually for the Civil Service was not very ~e was qm~e happy m ;his work and not 
large ?-My experience is rather different mterfered With. On the ot~er han~, tll;ere 
from that. · are others w~o hav~ m~re · mter~st m oth~r 

55,786. Anyhow there are certainly a large people and hke ~omg mto society, . a'nd. 1£ 
number ?-Yes, there are medical students, they are of the right character they get on 
law students, and others, who have no very well .. There are t~o or thre'e among .our 
intention of taking the Indian Civil Service. scholars who are havmg ·very happy hves 

55,787. Therefore I think you must take ther~. . . . 
it as one of· the possible consequences that o5, 798. The question IS 1m~orta~1t, because 
there would be a considerable increase of the you recommend that the. Umverstty shou1d 
Indian element amon<Y the students of be the place of probatiOn. One- of the 
Cambrid<Ye and I want to know whether you disadvantages :of Oxford and Cambridge as 
would b~ 'able to· increase the number. o~ they are at :present is that they are probably 

'· • N 4 
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not the best places in England for developing 
an enthusiasm for India and a warm feeling 
towards Indians. In fact, it may be possible 
that a man might get infected there with the 
racial prejudice of which he was innocent 
before he went to the University? (Mr. 
Mollison.) I think there is a very great 
corrective to that. Many of the staff of 
the Indian Civil Service Board now teaching 
the probationers. are retired Indian Civil 
Servants who not only teach their particular 
studies, but use every effort to instruct 
men in ail the details as to what they will 
experience in India, and to arouse enthusiasm 
for India in the students. 

55,79~. Do they have much effect upon 
undergraduate ·opinion ?-It is. always very 
difficult for the moment to say how you affect 
undergraduate opinion, but later on it probably 
has an effect. (Dr. Parry.) It must be remem- · 
hered that these men will be already selected, 
and that at once has a very large effect upon 
the attitude the man will be inclined to adopt 
towards the racial question. He knows he 
has to live among the Indians and work with 
them, and on the whole most of these young 
people take a .sensible view. of their future, 
if it is once settled, and would be unlikely 
to adopt an attitude whioh they know would 
be extremely bad for their profession. I thin h. 
it is much less likely that people coming up 
selected· would adopt racial antagonisms than 
that a casual man coming into the Universities 
and meeting people whom he had not met 
before would adopt them. 

55,800. Do you find in the probationers 
you have had that the attitude changes and 
that they Reek out Indian students ?-lt is 
difficult to say. (Mr. Mollison.) I have no 
personal experience of that. · 

55,801. (Mr. Ohaubal.) If the age is lowered 
and the examination is held at the school
leaving age, that would be going back to the 
state of things which obtained before 1891 ?
(Mr. Mollison.) It would he a reversion to 
the system discarded in 1892. 

55,802. When the age was raised to the 
higher age in 1891-2 were there any com
plaints from the parents of any boys that the 
raising of the age made it impossible for their 
boys to compete at the Indian Civil Service 
examination ?-:No, I never heard of such 
complaints. A certain amount of warning 
was given. I think the decision of the India 
Office to raise the age was issued in 1889, 
and the new system did not come into opera
tion until 1892, so that there was time for 
adjustment. 

55,803. That was notice· of change in the 
policy. What I mean is that there must be 
certain sections of the English public who 
intended their boys to compete for the Indian 
Civil Service examination. Were there com
plaints from any such that on account of the 
J'aising of the age they found it difficult to send 
!heir boys to compete ?-I never heard any. 

Of course, the boys who would have got into 
the Indian Civil Service under the old system 
were able to come to the University by 
means of . college entrance scholarships, so 
that finanCially to a certain extent the diffi
culty was met in that way. 

55,804. Is the reduction of age likely to 
give a wider field for selection for the Indian 
Civil Service, or would the feeling remain 
much the same as it is now ?-I rather think 
there would he to a certain extent a restric
tion of the area, but that would depend 
largely on the nature of the examination. On 
the assumption that the examination was of 
the old type, I think the area would be 
restricted because special preparation woulcl 
be required. Only certain schools could give 
that special preparation, and boys would have 
to go to special institutions to be prepared. 

55,805. Assuming for the moment that the 
competitive examination is at a lower age, 
I suppose that ·vmuld necessarily involve the 
separation of the Home Service from that 
examination? -I presume so. 

55,806. In that case the bifurcation of the 
material for the Home Service and the Indian 
Service would be pronounced ?-Yes. 

55,807. At present you find the same men 
studying at the University who ultimately 

· might take either one Service or the other, 
but you would certainly be excluding the 
candidates who go in for the Home Service 
from the examination at the age of 17 to 19? 
-I think undoubtedly India would lose the 
opportunity of securing the services of many 
mos~ desirable men. Many men see later the 
advantages of taking up an Indian career who 
might not do so at 18. Undoubtedly the 
bifurcation of the examination would lose 
India many suitable servants. 

55,808. Supposing an examination were 
held at that age, do you think it probable 
that any candidates who do not now appear 
for the examination would appear for it ?--I 
think not. 

55,809. With regard to the Honours degree 
which the University is asked to contemplate, 
would the University of Cambridge confer an 
Honours degree on an examination conducted 
by an ontside body of examiners like the 
Civil Service Commissioners ?-No, I do not 
think it could. (Dr. Pm"ry.) No. Of course, 
it might allow an outside body of examiners 
to see all the papers and make what use of 
them they liked for their own purposes, but 
it could not give ~ degree except in an exami
nation where its own examiners had seen all 
the papers and formed their own opinion as 
to the worth of the papers for a degree. 

55,810. And particularly if the proba
tioners have to come from three or four 
different Universities. It seems to me that 
in order to have one examination there would 
necessarily he required to be only one body 
of examiners ?-You might have the same 
set of papers but with various bodies of 
examiners for different purposes. 
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55,811. That would introduce different 
standards of examination, would it not ?-No, 
because each set of examiners would have its 
own standard for its own purpose. 

55,812. Supposing £or the three years' 
probation a certain curriculum was settled, 
and an examination was held in that cmri
culum, it would be a common examination 
for all the probationers who are going in for 
the Indian Civil Service. The proposal is 
that the Universities should be able to give 
an Honours degree on that course. W auld it 
not be necessary that all the probationers 
should he examined by the same body o£ 
examiners ?-No. It would be only necessary 
that the Cambridge candidates, with a view 
to the Cambridge degree, should have their 
own work in the examination looked over by 
the Cambridge examiners and judged by 
them. They could be looked over by some
body else, or partly by the Cambridge 
examiners and partly by other examiners, for 
the list in the competition. I am speaking very 
much offhand here, but it seems to me some
thing could be arranged of that kind. 

55,813. Perhaps an outside body along 
with a representative from each of the Univer
sities ?~I :lo not think one representative 
from Cambridge would be adequate at all. 
You would have to have a regular set of 
examiners. I think the only way is to have 
the examination papers passed on from one 
set of people to the other for the different 
purposes. 

55,814. (Mr. Gokhale.) Is it your idea 
· that the same papers should be looked over 
by two bodies of examiners, one representing 
the Civil Service Commissioners and the other 
the particular University?-Yes. 

5!J,815. That would mean the same papers 
being looked over by two bodies in all the 
Universities ?-Yes. 

55,816. "\Vould not that be somewhat com
plicated '(-No, I think not. They would be 
all looked over by the local body for the 
degree, and then sent on to the Commissioners 
and examined by them. 

55,817. The places of these young men 
would depend on the resitlt as declared by 
the Civil Service Commissioners?--Yes, the 
pla~es for the final competition, but the places 
for the degree in each U ni versi ty will depend 
npon the opinion of the examiners in the 
University. 

55,818. And the results may not accord? 
·---They cannot accord in any case, because 
there are different objects. For the compe
tition you want to class your men 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, &c., and you plough so many. We want 
to cla8s our men in three classes and say 
whether they have got to the standard o£ an 
Honours degree. There is no reason why the 
t"·o lists should agree. 

55,819. With regard to the Indian students 
at Cambridge, how many are there now reading 
for the Indian Civil Service ?-I cannot tell 

you. We were informed by Mr. Benians that 
he was submitting figures ~bout that. 

55,820. As far as you are aware·, is there 
any general "feeling of soreness among the 
Indian students at Cambridge, as a class, that 
they are not treated socially as they used to 
be ?-1 have no knowledge of their feeling· as 
a class. I know a few individuals. . · 

.55,821: If there was any 's~ch general 
feeling of soreness, would not that make it 
somewhat undesirable that Indian probationers 
should be thrust into an atmosphere of that 
kind, men who might have· to senre the State 
afterwards in responsible capacities ?-~I£ you 
start with the assumption that that feeling of 
soreness is necessarily p.ermanent .. 

55,822. I£ it lasts, would it not be some
what risky to throw probationers :£r~ni1 India 
into that atmosphere, because no matter how 
well some of them may be treated they.are likely 
to be affected by the feeling which is common 
among their countrymen there ?-I do not 
think that the danger you . fear would · be 
absent in a special institution. It is quite 
conceivable that in th_e narrow .surroundings 
of a special institution dangers of that kind 
might be aggravated rather than diminished. 

55,823. There would be one factor absent 
there; the probationers would not be affected 
by the feelings which might prevail among 
other t;ltudents from their country. A young 
man from India who comes to Cambridge £or 
his general education might be ill-treated and 
that may affect the entire Indian community in 
Cambridge, but there would be no chance o£ 
that in a special institution ?-Ilay great stress 
upon the fact that they will be select Indians, 
and I think they would be much less in
fluenced by any supposed feeling amongst 
the Indians at Cambridge than .a solitary 
young man coming oYer by hinisel:£ ... 

55,824. If the Indians get on fairly well 
probably the danger may not be very serious, 
but if there is a prejudice against Indians as 
a class which would affect picked men and un
picked men, the thing would be serious?-Yes. 

55,825. How many men are selected for. 
Egypt and the Soudan each year ?-(Mr. 
Mollison.) A very small number. In some 
years perhaps only two are selected. 

55,826. It is possible to adopt" methods of 
selection in the case of a small number which 
cannot be adopted in the case of a large 
number ?-That is so. ·what is applicable to 
Egypt and the Soudan may not be applicable 
to a large num her for India. · 

55,827. You have expressed a· general 
feeling of dissatisfaction about the results 
of. the competitive examination as applied 
to the Public Services ?-Not quite. I think 
it is a sort of feeling that the competitive 
examination requires to be supplemented. The 
number of cases of unsuitable candidates is very 
small but one or two unsuitable candidates 
going out to India may do a great deal of harm. 
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55 828. Is this dissatisfaqtion or whatever 
it is, based on any experience or is it merely 
a theoretical opinion ?-It is based on some 
experience of pupils of my own who have 
gone to India whom I thought not very suit
able. But it is not to · be assumed that there 
is very great dissatisfaction with the results of 
the competitive examination. From time to 
time certain successful candidates are con
sidered unsuitable. 

. 55 829: Have you· hiid ·the. results- of ariy 
·other 'system ofselectionbefore you to justify 
th~ opinion that a purely competitive examina
tion may not after all be the . best. method of 
selection. Is there any other method · that 
has been tried on a ·sufficiently large. scale to 
show that better results may be obtained by· 
it ?-'-No other system has been tried. · 
. -·~ · 55,830. · So that -to that extent it would. be-

an- experiment=only ?..--Yes. · 
·,' 55,83L You are aware of the opinion .Lord 
MacaUlay expressed in 1853 that success in 
a stiff examination . is not merely a test of 
intellectual ability but is also a guarantee o£ 
certain · moral qualities....,- industry,. perse
verance, determination, 13el£-denial, and so on .. 
Do you agree with that on th~ ~hole ?-1 do. 

'· 55,832. That means- that It IS a test also 
of moral . qualities. and . not merely of in

. tellectual ability ?~I think. it shows hard 
work, tenacity, postponing h:Qmediate ple_ftsur~s 

. d to . .a great e;n ........ .. " . . . . 
·= ... 55,833 .. It a1so means laudable 11mbition ?-:
I· quite agree. " · . 

55,834. That it;~ confirmed by something 
you saidincidentallyin.answer to a question 9£ 
Sir Theodore Moril:mn, that in your experience 
you had not known a man who was unsatis
factory in conduct and_ character to persevere. 
to the end ?-I can say that from many years' 
experience. . · . . 

55,835 .. So that there lR a close connectiOn 
between intellectual and moral qualities so far 
as. young men at the Universities are CO!l-

cei:ned ?~I quite agree with that. . . 
_ · 55,836. I£ ypu have a large number of 

candidates and have to select a large number 
of me:o., open competition is an easily.work
abla meth.ud:...of Jil~lectiQ:q.,'. and it .ll.as 'moreover' 
been· found in practice to be a· fairly satis
factory test ot both intellectual and moral 
qualities ; and, further, :ilo · other method has 
been tried whereby; moral 'and' intellectual 
qualities could be tested in a more satisfactory 
manner thari. at present ?-No, it has not been 
tried on ··a large 8Gale, but I said that I did 
·not think' any private business would take 
men, whatever their intellectual qualifications, 
1Vithout assuring itself of their fitness :for a 
particular post; · · · · 

55,837. But you have the fact that on the 
whole there have riot been many failures as 
the-resultof the present-system, and you have 
also to take into consideration thefact that while 
in a private business concern the interest of . 
the Head is an active element, in. the public 
~Service there are other consideratio:ps which 

~ay come in?-Yes. vVe recognise the 
difficulty of procedure, and it may well turn 
out that the difficulties of procedure are so 
great that the present system ought to prev~il. 

55,838. (M?*. Sly.) 9ne of the suggestions 
put forward m your written answers (55, 703) is 
that Law should be made a compulsory subject 
at the open competitive examination for the 
Indian. Civil Service. Is that quite consistent 
with t~e principle laidldown by Lord Macaulay, 
and hitherto followed,· that the examination 
should be limited to subjects which would 
be included·· only in a liberal ·general educa
tion; and not any specialised subjects for the 
future career ·in India ?-(Mr. Mollison.) Law 
has been. for many years included in the list 
of subjects recognised for the open compe
tition as a part of a liberal education . 

_ 55,.839. But not as a compulsory subject, 
as now suggested ?-Not as a compulsory 
subject. Up to now there has been no com
pulsory subject. 

55,840. Will not the effect of making- it 
compulsory· be la1·gely to limit the field of 
candidates for the Indian Civil Service ? For 
instance, would it not strike out many o£. the 
Honours'. courses ?-I do not think it would . 
limi·t them, at that age. Most Indian Civil 
Service candidates now take more than one 
Tripos. If it were properly weighted it would 
probablY' have the effect of turning their. 
att~n~iqn to:wards. Law as. their second subject. 
We p,ut_forward the suggestion as we under
stood there had been strong evidence before 
the Commission that weakness in Law was one 
of the great objections to the present Indian 
civilian, and this might be such an over
powering consideration as to justify the 
Government in India making Law a com
pulsory subject in the open competition. 

55,841. would it have the effect of restrict
ing the number of candidates from the 
University who would be prepared to go up 
for the examination ?-I do not think so., At 
the present moment candidates when thinking 
over a second Tripos are very often hesitating 
whether to take up, for example, History or 
Law, and this would determine them in favour 
of taking Law in place of History. It. would 
do nothing to limit the number of candidates 
in any way. 

55,842. So far as Cambridge University is 
concerned ?-That is so. 

55,843. · You would rather not express an 
opinion as regards other Universities ?-I am 
not in a position to do so. 

55,844. You have told us that the demand 
for University Honours men is increasing to 
such an extent that it is difficult to supply the 
demand, and you have given us an outline of 
the system followed by the Appointments 
Board. Can you tell us how the Indian Civil 
Service compares as a career in the selection 
of University men ?-The question of the com
parative· .attractiveness of a business career 
and of the Indian Civil Service is a very 
difficult one to express an opinion upon, but 
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there is no doubt, I think, that the facility 
with which men with great personal fitness 
can get suitable and very profitable commerCial 
appointments does probably affect a number o£ 
men who would in ·previous· years have been 
candidates for the Publie Service. (Dr; Pa1·ry.) 
Just as it has diminished the number going 
in for school work. · 

55,845. We have been told that the best 
of the scholars of the Unive'\·sity who are not 
of an ambitious nature are attracted to· the 
Fellowships of the colleges or careers of that 
nature, and that ·out of the men who are 
attracted· to. a more ambitious· public career 
the :first. flight o£ men are undoubtedly at
tracted· by the Bar or some other open career 
of that kind, while the Home Civil Service and 
the Indian Civil Service attract only the second 
flight of scholars at the University ?-(M1'. 
Mollison.) I should· hardly have said that. I 
should have said that there are a few of the 
most ambitious who are attracted by a public 
career which offers much greater awards, but 
most of the 'candidates .from Cambridge who 
get into the Public Services have been scholars 
of their colleges. 

55,846. We have been told that the average 
of candidates getting into the Civil Service, 
regarded from the point of view of University 
honours, is gradually deteriorating?-I should 
not have thought so. I have the figures here 
for 1912. The 31 candidates from Cambridge 
who. were in the first successful list. issued by 
the Civil Service Commissioners, had, in the 
aggregate, 23 :first classes, 22 second· classes, 
and 7 third clas~es. 

55,847. ·what about prizes ?-I did not 
take them into account. 

55,848. Take another point which seems 
very clear from the statistics, that o£ recent 
years there has been a distinct tendency to 
prefer the Home Civil Service to the Indian 
Civil Service in the selection ?·-Apparently 
that has been so to some extent. I noticed 
the other day that the first c~mdidate who 
took India was 11th on the list, that the first 
10 preferred the Home Service. 'rhat would 
seem to· indicate the relative unpopularity of 
the Indian Civil Service, but I do not know 
that there is enough to go upon. The figures 
for the last four years are as follows :-Out 
of the first 20 in 1909, 13 selected the Home 
Service and 7 India; in 1910, 10 selected 
the Home Service and 10 went to India ; in 
1911, 16 went into the Home Service and 4 to 
India; and last year there were 14 who took 
the Home Service and 6 who went to India. 

. 55,849. ·Did yon examine the statistics of 
the earlier years, which I believe show a strong 
preference for India ?-20 years ago they would 
have shown a strong preference. For various 
reasons the number of Home appointments has 
very much increased of recent years. 

55 850. Apart from the number of appoint
ments; can you tell us what are the considera-

tions that weigh with. the successful candidates 
in preferring the Home Service in . recent 
years ?-Very often. there are family reasons. 
Perhaps .the boy is an only son. There are 
other reasons which LcaiL only speak of from 
hearsay, such as complaints that expenses. in 
India have gone up, and . that the prelirp.inary 
payment when. a Civilian goes out is very 
madequat~for h1m .. There ai:e also complaints 
that the prizes in, India go outside the · cove
nanted Civil Service. I think mainly personal 
and family considerations affect the matter, 
and perhaps .lack .of .enterprise. . · 

55,851. As far as you know those are the 
considerations which affect the actual candi
dates who select ?-I think the. personal tem
perament o£ the candidate enters into it very 
largely. No doubt the recent state of affairs 
accLiunts for it also to ·some extent. 

55,852. Do you consider, from your know.:. 
ledge .of the graduates who go up for . .this . 
examination, that any improvement in the 
conditions o£ service in India, in the financial 
dire~tion, would . ~ave an· effect upon the 
quahty of the candidates who go. to India?
It would have an effect on the parents of those 
who lme,v intimately about India retired 
Civil Servants and others, but it w~uld not 
have a ge:neral effect for some time, I think .. 

55,853. One criticism directed against the 
preseni system is that men go up· for the 
combined examination and eventually select 
India, not because they have any desire to go 
to India, but simply because by stress of 
circumstances they are obliged to accept an 
appointment ?-I should have thought that the 
Colonial Service in Hong Kong and Ceylon 
1vas more frequently taken under such circum
stances than India. I think the candidates 
who go to India, even if they prefer the 
Home Serv:ice, are quite happy to take up an 
appointment in India, and even candidates 
who are appointe!l to Ceylon and Hong Kong 
and the Malay States are satisfied when .they 
have taken up such appointmehts. 

55,854. We have been told that there is 
a general impression that the Colonial Service 
is what was termed on the upgrade and the 
Indian Civil Service on the downgrade, and 
that 'is affecting the selection of candidates. 
Have you heard that at all at Cambridge ?
I have known many candidates who. have 
preferred the Home Civil Service to India, but 
I haye never known of Colonial appointments 
being preferred to India. 

55,855. Do you consider it important that 
£or an examination of this nature there should 
be two chances for a caudidate, that he should 
have a chance o£ going up f:or two successive 
years ?-I do not think it is important he 
~:>hould have two chances, but that is ·Btrictly 
my own personal opinion. Probably Dr. Parry 
may have a different opinion. Unless a can· 
didate is ill on any particular occasion, I see · 
no disadvantage in his being restricted to one 
trial. 
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55,856. Would not that unduly· restrict 
the field of candidates for the examination, 
the risk of failure being too great ?-Any 
answer I gave to that would be rather 
speculative, and I hardly like to answer that 

' . q t1estion. 
55,857. (M1•. Fisher.) When your Com-

,. mittee came to the conclusion that 23 would 
be a suitable age for the open competitive 
examination, had you in mind the probability 
that the examination for the Home Service 
and the Colonial Service would remain where 
it is ?-:-(Mr. Mollison.) That is a difficulty to 
be considered. 

55,f~58. Do you not think that if you had two 
public examinations of a competitive character. 
following upon one another so closely it would 
very much disorganise University life ?-I 
should have thought if the age was: 23 there 
would not be two examination~?, but only one. 

55,859 .. Assuming the Civil Service Com
missioners did not see their way to make 
the change, :what would be your view 
While the age was 21 t to 23t for the Indian 
Civil· Service and 24 for the Home Civil 
Service the examination was joint. I do not 
see why, if the age for the Indian Service is 
23 and for the Home Service 24, there might 
not be one examination, different maximum 

· marks being assigned for the two services. 
Ishould deplore two examinations of a public 
nature following one another so closely. 

55,860. So that if the examination for the 
Home Civil Service. remained as it is at 
present, would you consider there would be a 
distinct atlvantage in having a considerable 
intenral of time between the Indian Civil 
Service· and the Home Civil Service ? As
suming you want the age for the Indian Civil 
Service earlier jn order to. allow the Indian 
probationer to specialise in Indian subjects, 
would it not be desirable, from the point of 
view of Cambridge University, that the Indian 
examination should be rather earlier than 23 ? 
-No. · (D1·. Pwr1·y.) No. 

55,861. You still think that a public ex
amin'ation at 23 followed by another public 
examination at 24 would he· preferable to 
public examinations divided one from .the 
other by a period of three years ?-(Mr. 
Mollison.) Certainly. 

55,862. I rather assumed in reading your 
answers that you have not taken into account 
the fact. that if the age for the Indian 
examinations was put earlier it would not 

. entail the age for the Home Service exami
nation being put earlier ?-I think we took 
that into account when we indicated that if 
the lower age was taken there might be some 
modification of the examination. I think the 
same examination would serve with a different 
maximum of marks for the two sets of can
didates. 

55,863. No doubt it would be desirable 
not to separate the examination, but supposing 
the Civil Service Commissioners said they 

were quite satisfied with the men they w~re 
getting at the present age of 24 and whatever 
India wante~l t~ey would not dhange the· age 
for the exammahon for the Home Civil Service 
then you have the examination at 24 for t.h~ 
Home Service, and an examination at an earlier 
period for the Indian Civil Service. The 
question is what that earlier period is to be. 
The consideration I was submitting to you 
was, supposing that earlier period is only to 
be one year before the period of the Home 
Service, will not that be a bad thing for 
University education ?-I think not, if the 
difference is one year with a modification in 
the examination. (Dr. Parry.) I do not see 
how it would affect it at all. vVe have 
answered that question by saying that we 
think the period of examination for the Civil 
Service could be reduced by one year. Sup
posing it was reduced by one year only for 
the Indian Civil Service, it would merely 
mean that a man would have the examination 
that year, and if he did not get in, and 
thought he had had bad luck, he could try 
for the Home Civil Service next year. The 
University course is affected only by tho 
earliest examination. 

55,864. Would you not have yoUl' candi
dates trying for the Indian Civil Service a year 
before their last possible year, and therefore 
for three years during their University period 
they would be tl'Ying for public examinations? 
It would certainly fall within the University 
period at Oxford ?-They would not begin 
until the end of the third year of their 
University life according to any age we have 
here. 

55,865. H a boy comes up to the University 
at 19t. as all our best boys do ?-His first 
examination for the Indian Civil Service on 
this assumption would he when he was 23t. 
Supposing the first examination was 22! he 
would have taken his degree with us. 

55,866. He would not have taken his 
degree at Oxford ?-He could of course, but 
'he would not haYe done so ordinarily. 

55,867. I see in the last paragraph of your 
answer to question 55,704 you say that the 
outlines of a course have been suggested and 
that your committee would be prepared to 
discuss those outlines. Have you the outlines 
with you ?-(Mr. Mollison.) Yes, I have. I 
have not a printed memorandum because it 
is a matter that so intin'lately affects the final 
decision of the Senate that it would be better 
to say that when discussing our reply to the 
letter of this Commission suggestions were 
made which might fonn the basis of a dis
cussion. I could give you the suggestions. 
Provided there were to be a three years' proba
tion two examinations ought, in our opinion, 
to take place. One after a man had been in 
residence for fifteen months, which would 
include a certain amount of Law-what was 
suggested was jurisprudence and thelawofcon
tract-the classical language, which the India 
Office suggests, and the history of the Hindu 
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and Muhammadan period in India. If the 
whole s~heme was carried out the final exami
nation would be a very heavy examination and 
wo:uJ.d contain Law, such as torts, criminal law, 
law of evidence and probably jurisprudence, 
Hindu and Muhammadan Law, the vernacular 
language required for the Province to which 
the candidate was assigned, the history of 
British India, the elements of political economy, . 
and some sociology and ethnology. These 
are simply suggestions which we have thrown 
out. (Dr. Parry.) I think it ought to be said 
that the committee did not go thoroughly 
into that. That was a suggestion of a sub
committee of ours, and we came to the con
clusion that at this stage it was really impos
sible to go into details with any effect, but 
that if the thing became a practical question 
we saw enough to say that we could probably 
make a good Honours course more or less 
on the lines of our present Honours courses. 
I do not think any of these things must be 
taken as anything more than indication~.:~ to 
the Committee itself of what might be 
possible. · 

55,868. Did your committee discuss the 
whole question of principle as to whether the 
legal education should be of a general kind or 
a rath0r special kind ? \Vhen you speak of 
the law of evidence does it refer to the Indian 
Code'? --(Mr. Mollison.) It would. be in addi
tion to the Indian Cpdes. 

55,869. At what stage do you think it 
would be profitable to have this conference 
with your committee ?--I suppose the stage 
at which it would be most profitable would be 
when the period of probation has been fixed. 

55,870. Were your committee" of opinion 
that there was a great advantage in putting 
the Indian Civil Service probationers through 
a University Honours course ?-Assuming that 
the school-leaving age is accepted there are 
two alteruatives, the alternative of putting 
them through a course of probation somewhat 
on the old model arranged by the Civil Service 
Commissioners, and standing quite outside the 
University curriculum, and not carrying with 
it the University degree, and there is the other 
alternative of the University establishing an 
Honours course which would serve to give the 
probationer his University degree and at the 
same time determine his place in the Service. 
In one case he would _not secure a degree and 
in the other he would ?-We have laid great 
stress on that in our written answers. If we 
are to maintain a high standard of industry 
amongst the candidates there must be some 
risk of rejection, and we say therefore it is 
most important that in the case of rejeetion 
a man should not find himself seriously handi
capped in turning to another profession. 
With a University training and degree this 
danger would not be so great. But if the 
probation took place at a special institution 
the dai1ger might be such as to affect seriously 
the attracti,·eness of the original competition. 

55,871. In other words, you are strongly 
in favour of the probationer being put through 
an Honours course at one of the old Univer
sities ?-Yes, for his own sake. 

55?872. (Mr. Madge.) You say that your · 
r:ommtttee has prepared the outlines of a 
probationary course. Is this based on the .. 
idea that the lower age will be accepted and 
a special institution established, or will it be 
applicable in any case ?-(Mr. Mollison.) This 
was on the ~ssumption of the lower age, and 
that probatiOners would take a Universitv 
Honours course. It was a scheme for Unive;
sity honours. 

55,873. As a matter of fact, evidence was 
given in India to the effect that the Indian 
Civil Service men now come out to India too 
late, but there was equally strong and autho
ritative evidence in the opposite direction. 
So that alth~ugh you rightly attach import
ance to the mterests of the Government of 
~ndia, it _is quite premature, uD;til om~.Report 
1s submitted on the whole evidence, to say 
what those interests really are. I£ any opinions 
you have given here were based on what you 
consider to be a conclusion reached as to ·the 
lowering of the age I wou\d like to correct 
that impression ?-(Dr. Parry.) I do not think 
that in any o£ our remarks we have given 
t~at impression. We have given our opinion 
without reference to that. The opinion o£ om 
committee is unanimous and very strong 
against the lowering of the age. We have 
simply answered the questions which were 
sent to us. · 

55,87 4. Practically so far as any opinion 
you have given here is concerned, favouring 
either a special institution or the lowering of 
the age, it is entirely conditional?-vVe have 
giv.en no opinion in favour of a special insti
tutiOn, and so far as we have dealt with the 
subjects which implied the lowering o£ the 
age it has been in spite of our opinion against 
the lowering of the age. · 

55,875. (M1'. Abdur Rahim.) I see you 
make a valuable suggestion that Law might 
be made a compulsory subject and sufficient 
weight attached to it. Have you thought out 
what marks you would be in that case disposed 
to assign to Law ?-(Mr. Mollitwn.) I cannot 
say that I have, but I did indicate the very 
insufficient number of marks at present 
assigned to Law. To five law subjects only 
500 marks are assigned. In assigning marks 
by the Civil Service Commissioners there is 
usually a conference betwee1i them and the 
edncational bodies interested in the examina
tion. 

55,876. Would you assign the same marks 
to Law as are assigned to Mathematics ?-I 
think not, because I think a man must spend 
many years in order to attain proficiency in 
what is called Mathematics I. and Mathe
matics II:, while a much shorter period is 
neces,s~ry for Law. Also I should anticipate 

.... i 
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.that ·the candidate taking Law would come 

.to it at a mature age and after his main 

.studi~.s, ;a;:q.d wou.ld. consequently be .able· to 
master it in a very much shorter time. 

55,877. But you wou~d a~sign. something 
substantially more· tha:n· 500 ?~Ve11r substan-
£ia1ly more. . . . . . 
. . .. 55,878 .. ·. ;r .W~lq~~~~ta:pq 'ym;t are o£ 0pmwn 
that th,e st'tldy q£ the gener;;t~ prinqiples of law . 

.. and JUI'isp~~de:o.Ge.·_propl;l;rly form part .o£ a 
liberal ,ed1.1cation~ ?--The 'Qni;ver'sity certainly 
regards it as such. Candidates for honours in 
Oambl:idge can ta1re tliei~. degree' entirely OTJ.; f1 
study o£ 'Law, including jm·isprudence a1id 
Roman la:w and. English law. · I certainly 
·consider!. Law. 1as a very' great element in 

· a'libe'ral educatio:h. · ·· · · · · · 
·· 55,$79. Il think you said you .yvould' like 

to see -:~om~ nieans . o£ testing . .the pei·soria:I 
fitnes·s·o£ duididates, and I think. yol1·distin
guished 'that· £r.oin cpbduct and. character?
Yes, to sorile.'extent. 'It was' hi. coi'ltradisthic
'tion •'to' t~~'.a:?ilit~ '~hlch enables a man to 
pass ·.an exarrpnatwn well .. There ate. 1~1any 
inE:ln~l).o 'can pass examinations whose conduct 
arid chai'acter )are.exEellent, but who are quite 
uiifitted £6r executhre posts.. .· . :, ·.; 
· .· 55,880 .. ' f.'thip.k you also said that tho.se 

\vhb :pasS i.iJ. a COn:tpetitive. !3Xamin.ation oftlli.s 
'cnai~acter. 'are g\3n'erally men to. whos~ .conduct 
arid'chatac'ter there can be Iio serious 'objec
tidn. ~ak'eit?:.L I :\id.ve n€rver' known a case' to -the 
hbhtrar .· · · '· · · · ;•(f(•~l ;.~Y ' ', '' r '. ;· '.'\''' \ ' ~ 
~ .•... 'j55,~81.,<But .YO~, .have· kllO,wn cases ip. 

· \vhich the men were not personally . fit.Jo:r 
great responsibilities ?-~ have kno'rn a few 
cas·es. . . ; ' ... :• 

., ·; 55;882. Do you tbiilk' all those cases would 
have been eliminat.ed. if a ·proper. Board had 
interviewed such candidates ?-There would 
have been a chance o£'it. ' · ' 
·' · 55;88~. (Si1· Mu1·ray Hamrnie'f1,.) We , were 
told that a~.Oxf~rd: p:.;obably tluil'e w~mld .. .be 
c·:msiderabie oppositiol} 01~ the .part qf people 
who are genemlly called purists to any exanii-
1lation which woUld be likely .tcJ'satisfy, on its 
practical side, the views of the Oi vil Service 
Commissioners as a qualification for a Oi vilian' s 
post ·in India, that there would be great oppo
sition· to any.examination o£ that. sort being 
made an examination for a degree in.: Honours 
at the. UniverJSity. Do you think there is 
likely to be the same opposition ·in· O~m
bridge ?_:..(Mr. Moll-ison.) It would· depend 
very much on the details. · ' 

55,884. You think it is quite ·p~ssible you 
could get an examin'ation which would suit 
the Civil Service Comniissioners1 and at the 
same time the Senate of the UniYersitv ?---'-It 
seems to me that Law and Languag~H and 
History are very fit suhjectt'i for a. University 
examination. (D1·. 11m·ry.) Of course the 
whole curriculum of· Cambridge is so very 
different from the curriculum of Oxford. At 
Call1b;ridge, for good or for evil~ ~ve have gone 
o~ the. prine;iple of specialised H <,mours coul·ses. 

\Ve allow.men to specialise practically as much 
as they like, trying to secure that in the line 
they take they get a thoroughly good training. 
Therefore it· is probably easier for us to create 
a new course of this kind which in some 

. .respects will in its educational. effect be 
decidedly wider than the courses which many 
o£. o-u1: D?-en now take, and consequently I 
tlunk lt would heuni·ea.sonable that it should 
)J~ .i'ejected or criticised as a degree course . 

55,885. You think that if this probationary 
1Cburse 'vas made to lead up to au Hono:urs 
degree it would be easier to get rid of men 
-\vho did not satisfy the examinets at tJ1e final 
examination: by turning them out than it would 
be if you did not give a degree for that course? 
-Very much easier, because the man has then 
got his degree . and is .. obviously a man of 
ability or .he wtmld not ·haYe · b~en selected, 
and he stapds at the end of his three vears 
with probably a good degree, and ha; the 
chance that any . other man who has come 
.from Cambridge. with a good degree has of 
getting employment. · . ·· ·. 

55,886. In that way you think it would be 
very valuable to make this a degree course, 
that it would _probably be. an incentive to 
~ork on the part .o£ the probationer, and that 
being turned out as unfit for an Indian career 
would not hit him so hard ?-That· is a most 
important point'.. . . . . . . 

55,887. The· mast€)r o£ Balliol said it was 
absolutely cruel to turn· a man out after a 
three years' course when y~m had made him a 
selected candidate, but you think that would 
be· ·alleviated a great deal if he were taking 
his degree at the same .time ?-In our written 
answers' we "lay great stress on the difficulty of 
turning a 1t1an away after three years, and in 
any case there would be a great difficulty, but 
i£ he is able to take a degree it does to a 
certain extent diminish it. (Mr. Mollison.) 
With·regard to that objection, there is a point 
which has no doubt been before the minds of 
the Commission. · If a candidate merely failed 
in the final examination, repayment of the 
s1,1bsidy could not he expected from him. 
Some :candidates who, perhaps during the 
three years, had changed their intention and 
did not much care about going to India, 
might make very little effort to avoid failure, 
and you are confronted with a very serious 
difficulty. \V e have had some experience 
in Cambridge of similar difficulties with 
regard to subsidised ·candidates in other 
subjects. I do not say a man would purposely 
fail, but he might make little effort to pass. 

55,888. That. is a difficulty in this scheme 
which has very strongly impressed itself upon 
me, that it would be difficult to give the 
incentive to work during a course ?-I quite 
a"'ree. I think it is a very serious difficulty 
f~cing the school-leaving age. There are 
other difficulties which haw not been alluded 
to this afternoon, btlt that is a very serious one. 

55,889. (Chairman.) I notice at the end 
of your written answerB (55,705) you mention 
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that there if:!. an annual g1;ant to the • Univer
sity from the India Office. Could you tell us 
the amount of the grant at present ?-At 
:present it is '500t, but the University makes 
a ; grant to the Indian Civil Service Board 
of 750l. . . 

· 55,890. Assuming that a 'three years' 
probationary course were established on the 

l,' r 

lines we haNe been discussing tb:,is •afternoon;, 
:vould t~e exp~nses attac~ed to this particular 
mstru?twn be mel'ease~. ?-That would 'depend 
very: much <:>n ~the I course. J!Fhere would -be a 

'certain increase~ . ·· ; ·· .. . . , · , · · ,q 
• 1 • • ' • , • , , • ~ • ~ • ~ • , , t ~ • : ,· • t .1.•1 • 

, , .(The witnesses wi.thdre~v ;) 
(Adjourned·to td-~orrow at 10.30 a.m.)• ' 

1'. > 

·At.I2, Qu~en· ~ntie's.Gate,·London, ·s.w . 
. ~. . 

~iday, · tsth July .191~, : 

. P;RESENT: 

' THE RIGHT HaN. 'THE LoRD ISLINGTON, ~.O~M:a., D.s.o'. (Chairman)~'.·: 
Tim EARL oF RoNALDSHAY, M.P.. I GoPAL. l\:RISHNA GoKHALE; :EsQ., 'c.i;E. 
,SIR MuRRAY HAMMIOKI K.O.s.I., O.I.E. vVALTfiR. CUI.LEY lVI.A.DGE, EsQ., O.I.E.: .. 
SIR THEODORE lVIoRrsoN, K.O.I.E. . . . . , .FRANK. GEORGE SiY, EsQ., c.s~r. · 
lVIAHADEV BHASKAR CH:AuBAL, EsQ., c.s.I. . HERBERT ALBERT LAURENS FISHER EsQ. 
ABDUR. RAHIM, EsQ. · · 

1 

' 

.:tyi. .. S. D. BuT.LER, .. EsQ.j c.v.o.,- c.r.E. (Joini_Se.c.retar:y). 
I I ' ' 1 j f ' j ~ j 

JoHN WILLIAM ;NEILL, Esq.,. ~I;ofes~or of.India~ ~aw and Reader of Marathi, ·, 
and· Censor q£ the Indian Scho<;>l ~t University College (late of the Indian Ciyil £ervice). 

·written answe.rs on behalf of the University fit them. Theywill have niuch.:to leani when 
of London relating to the Indian:OivilBervice. they get' to India, and it is, therefore, ess·ential 

55,891. What is . the· opinion held by that they should arrive in the country at an 
the authorities of the University of London ag(3 when their minds are· still' readily .open 
. with regard to a :view, which was given, in to impressions, .befor~ they hav~. fanned; fixed . 
evidence in India, that Indian Civilians now views and a· determined outlook! on life, and 
come out to !ndia too old, and with · an are 'still yonrig and adaptabl~' enough to look 
insufficient knowledge · of. Law · and other on' Indian. ways'. and Indian 'thcrU:ghts · ahd 
specialised subjects required for· the per- Indian' life w~th· syinpathy and ·interest aii'd 
formance of . their duties, and that, in con- to accbmmodate 1 themselves' td regard wliat 
sequence, the · compet~tive· examination for concei'ns 'the people from an6ther than· a p·u.rely 
admission to the Setvice should be held at an English. or European standpoint· ai1d ui:tdel~-
age betwt;en }8 ~nd ~0,, ~nd ~hat ,thif~ sP,o\dd standing;, .. _': ., , .. . . , ,'· : 

1

; • ·l 
1 

be foll9wed by .a penod ·of. probatwn o£ three It seems to me. that young men.who goo1.1t 
years, to be sper{t at one. or more Universities, to Ip:dia at 25, after a Univers~~y education, 
or at a special Institution 'est'ablished for the some of them having distinguis}:te(}. 'th~mselves 
purpose ?.:....... The Indian Civil Service is in.- at .the University, go out. 'too la.t~ to. aclap~ 
tended to :fill the'highest'and most important tliemselv~s as fully as)s desira\>lt;~'tothe life 
posts in the. 'administration of ~he cotintry·, and they have, to lead, and the people among'whbin 
being now the only permanent E-r.glish official they lutve to ~lwell; a,ncl r· 'think:itwoukl be 
element in Ii1dia, it is essential that it shoi.tld bet~er. that _they should begin their Indi~n 
be a service of ~nen reared in English traditions, career at' an age not later than ·22. Indeed; if 
cherishing English ideals, ·having had the it :were.not for tl~e desir~ '\Vhich is s~ gei;J.~rallY; 
best education that can' be given, and imb\lecl entertamed that thes~ yqung mefl. should be 
with the ideas and sentiments diffused among recruited from the English Universities and 
the educated classes l.n .E:Oglancl. · By the 'best sho~ld; if' pd~sible, hi.we .taken :a: degi:~.e; 

1 

~ 
education must be understood the best educa- personally thmk an earlier age would be 
tion that will prepai:e tb~m1 to perfori:n ·their <;~~en· bett~r. . . If, h~~~ver, the age foi: pegi:q.~ 
duty in a country differing widely from their mng serviCe . lil. India Is :(ixed at 22 there, 1s 
own in many respects, where. their. work will time for' a University training, and it mu~t'be 
he of a very multifarious character, for which decided whether such. University training is 
no specialised instruction at hoine can fully to precede or to follow se~ection: .for the Service. 
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On this point I am very strongly of opinion 
that it should follow selection, and therefore 
that selection should be made at an early age 
-between 18 and 19. It is said that at 
present Indian Civilians go out to India witli 
an insufficient knowledge of Law and other 
specialised subjects required for the perfor
mance o£ their duties, and a little while back 
there was some suggestion of keeping selected 
candidates for a second ye~r so that they 
might obtain a better knowledge o£ Law and 
Indian languages, and learn something of 
Indian literature and Philosophy and. Indian 
thought, manners, and Sociology, and so forth. 
I was always opposed to this because I held 
that the age at which the selected candidates 
went ·out was already too late, and that it was 
unfair to keep back men of that age for 
another year ; and because I have always 
thought that if the Service was to be recruited 
from the Univei·sities at so late an age, many 
of the subjects considered necessary for the 
equipment of an Indian Civilian should have 
f01·med part of a University course and should 
have been .made compulsory subjects in the 
competitive examination. MQreover, I was 
persuaded that there was a tendency to 
overload the young Civilian with Oriental 
learning and to turn out a student rather than 
an intelligent man of action. The objection to 
making certain subjects compulsory for the 
·competitive examination was, of course, that 
those who did not succeed in the examination 
would have turned aside from more profitable 
studies, and that would keep many good'men 
from thinking of the Indian service. On the 
other hand some men have been deterred from 
taking the Indian service by the knowledge 
that even if successful, or when successful, they 
would be detained for at least one year before 
starting in life. But i£ University training 
is considered.· desirable and if ·some special 
study is held to be necessary as a preparation 
for an Indian career, it is surely best that this 
training should be obtained at a University 
after selection. One reason has already been 
noted, but it may be added that when the 
competition for the Service takes place later, 
after a three or four years' residence at the Uni
versity, only those will compete and accept the 
Indian appointments if successful, who have 
found nothing that they like better ; and at 
present there can be no doubt that the suc
cessful candidates at the top of the list almost 
invariably choose the Horne Civil Service. 

The great objecti0n to lowering the age of 
selection to 18-19 is that competition at that 
early age is likely to lead to special preparation 
and to produce e'ril results. If it were possible 
to adopt some other mode of. selection it would 
certainly be preferable, for a competitive 
examination is a very imperfect test of fitness, 
or ability, or capacity. It seems to me one of 
the worst methods of selection that can be 
employed, and its res~1lts have not been 
patently bad, perhaps, because any mode of 
selection would probably result in the same 

proportion of good and indifferent; but the 
harm that it does lies in the stmin that it puts 
on those who prepare for such examinations 
and the bad methods of teaching and learning 
that it encourages. In some departments the 
Government ha've adopted a system of selec
tion instead of relying, as formerly on 
compet.iti ve examination ; fo1· instauce' for 
admission to the Public W arks Department 
in India, and I think also to the Forest 
Department. To the higher posts in the 
Education Department appointments are also 
made by selection, or at any rate by direct 
appointment, and the adoption of some such 
method in the case of the Civil Service would 
obviate the evil that I have alluded to. In 
the case of the Indian Civil Service might 
not a Board of Selection choose the most 
suitable from amongst a number of candidates 
selected by Headmasters of Secondary Schools 
from among the most promising of their pupils 
who had been successful in passing a pre
scribed qualifying examination? Selection 
by such a Board is the method of appointing 
cadets in the Royal Navy~ and it is with the 
aid of a Board of Selection that the Civil 
Service of the Sudan is recruited. But if 
perforce one must bow the knee lJefore 
competitive examinations, still it might be 
possible for the Civil Service Commissioners 
to frame a standard of examination and limit 
the subjects of the examination, and regulate 
the natUl'e o£ the examination so as to test the 
candidate's power to make use of his know
ledge. Moreover, I think candidates should be 
required to produce certificates of proficiency 
in games or some form of athletic exercise. 

It would be difficult to make allowance for 
physical advantages, for bearing and manner 
and. mode of address, but no one who has 
lived in Oriental countries would clenv how 
valuable such qualities or endowments are to 
their possessor, and how much they contribute 
to his consideration and influence. 

55,892. In the event of any changes in 
the direction of lowering the age limits for 
the Indian Civil Service examination, it is 
probable that the University ofLondon would 
be willing to devise an Honours comse of 
Indian studies suitable for such probationers, 
and carrying with it the University degree? 
The course of instnwtion would, under any 
such system, it is anticipated, include (i) Law, 
(ii) the elements of one classical and one 
vernacular language, and (iii) Indian history, 
Sociology, and Economics ?-The young men 
selected at the age of 18 or 19 might be 
required to spend the next three years at a 
University and pursue' a prescribed course of 
study embracing the subjects which have been 
indicated by the Royal Commission as those 
which are suitable for Indian Civil Servants. 
These are one or other of the classical Oriental 
languages, one, or perhaps more than one, 
vernacular language, Law, History, Sociology, 
ann Economics. 
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An Honours course might easily he devised Ethnology, and quite recently a Chair o£ 
out o£ these subjects, and they are one and Ethnology has been created to which Dr. C. G. 
all altogether appropriate. Seligmann has been appointed. There has so 

55,893. 'What provision is at present far been no system~tic teaching on Ind·ian 
afforded in the University of· London fo1· Sociology, though from time to tnne public: 
teaching ti) Law, ~ii) Classicallangm}ges, and lectures on the subject have been given ; but 
(iii) Indian history, Sociology and Economics; such tE\aching in reference to India might be 
and is there any system of training and expanded and systematised, although it would 
supervision designed £or Indian Civil Service appear desirable that th(3 study o£ Indian 
probationers Provision alreany exists £or Sociology should be preceded by a more general 
the teaching of all these subjects in the Uni- view of the sul;>ject. 
versity, though in some of them it might be Finally, that the subject o£ Economics 
necessary to strengthen and develop the finds· ample recognition in the teaching o£ the 
teaching. Thus in the Faculty of Laws, full University, will appear £rom the following list 
instruction courses are given to students of courses o£ lectures given during 191.2-13 at 
working for the LL.B. degree,' and in some University College and King's College and the 
cases special instruction classes are held, in London School of Economics. 
Roman Law, Jurisprudence, Constitutional University College :~Economic History 
Law, the Elements oi Contract and Tort, the £rom 1688-1789, 15 lectures by H. S. Foxwell, 

. Origin, History and· General principles of M.A., F.B.A., Professor o£ PQlitical Economy 
English Equity, Criminal Law and Procedure, in the University of London. Outlines of 
the Law of Evidence, the Law of Real and British Colonial History, 30 lectures by E. A. 
Personal Property, Mercantile Contracts, Fulton, M.A Industrial Economics, Markets 
Bankruptcy, Partnership, Companies, Civil and Dealing, 22 lectures by Professor Foxwell. 
Procedure, Public International Law, Private Economics Analysis, 22 lectures ~y Professor 
International Law, the Indian Criminal Law Foxwell. Currency, Banking, and the Ex
and Procedure, Hindu Law, Muhammadan changes, 22lectures by Professor Foxwell. 
Law, Roman. Dutch Law, and the Code King's College:-- Economic Issues in 
Napoleon. Modern Social Problems, 10 lectures by E. J. 

As regards the teaching of Oriental Urwick, M.A., Tooke Professor. of Economic. 
languages, provision exists for the teaching Science and Statistics. Some Problems o£ . 
of Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian, and all the Social Economics, 10 lectures by Professor 
vernacular languages o£ India which the Urwick. 
selected candidates £or the Indian Civil Service London School of Economws and Polit·ical 
are required to study during their year of Science :-;:-:The Elements of Economics, 30 
probation. This instruction is probably as lectures by Edwin Cannan, M.A., LL.D., 
full as could be found anywhere at present, Professor of Political Economy in the Uni
but it may be expected that before long there versity o£ London. Principles of Economics, 
will be established in London the School of including the History of Economic Theory, 
Oriental Studies so strongly advocated by the 30 lectures by Professor Cannan. Economic 
Departmental Committee presided over by Theory (Class) by Professor Cannan. First 
Lord Heay, the organisation o£ which is still Principles of Economics, 30 lectures by 
under the consideration of a Departmental H. B. Lees Smith, M.A., M.P. The human 
Committee under the Chairmanship of Lord Basis and Social Function of Political Economy, 
Cromer. The Royal Commission on Unive~·sity eight lectures by the Rev. Philip H. \Vick
Education in London, which reported during steed, M.A. Mathematics Preparatory to 
the present year (1913), have proposed that Statistics, 60 lectures by A. L. Bowl,ey, Sc.D.; 
this School should eventually become the F.S.S., F.E.S., Reader in Statistics. Methods 
University Department of Oriental Studies. and Applications of Statistics, 30 lectures 

The University has a great variety of by l)r. Bowley. Mathematical Methods o£ 
courses on History, ancient and modern, on Statistics, 15 lectures by Dr. Bowley. Recent 
periods of European and o£ Engish history. Blue Books on Social and Industrial Progress, 
The history of India, both in the Hindu and two lectures by Dr. Bowley. The Census. o£ 
Muhammadan periods, as well as in connection an Indian Province, two lectures by C. Morgan 
with the rivalry o£ European nations and the ·webb, M.A. The History of Political Ideas 
rise and expansion of the British Dominion, in connection with the History o£ Europe and 
and also the more recent history, has been the United States, 30 lectmes by Ernest 
taught as part o£ the course for Indian Civil Barker, M.A. The History o£ ·Political Ideas 
Service probationers. (Class) by Mr. Barker. Political Psychology, 

Courses in Sociology have been provided 20 lectures by Graham vVallas, M.A., Reader 
for ;:;tudeuts as part of the course for the in Public Administration in the University o£ 
Honours degree in Philosophy and also ~s London. Federal Governm~nt, six lectures 
part of the course for the Honours degree m . by J .. H .. Morgan, M.A.,, Act~ng Professor of 
Economics and for students generally. These Constltutwnal Law at Uruvers1ty College. The 
comses tre~t, among other matters, of Social British Constitution, 30 lectures by Mr. I.ees 
Oraanisation and Kinship, Social Institutions, Smith. The Central Government o£ the 
So~ial Evolution, Comparative Institutions, United Kingdom, 30 lectmes l)y Mr. tees 
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Smith. Public Administration, with reference 
to the Central and Local Government o£ Great 
Britain (Class) hy Mr. Lees Smith.· The Local 
Government o£ England, 11 lectures by Mr. 
Lees Smith. The British System o£ Local 
Gov-ernment, 10 lectures by Mr. Lees Smith. 
Public Administration with special reference 
to the Local Government of Great Britain, 
30 lectures by Mr. W alias. The Distinctive 
National Characteristics of British Political 
Institutions, 10 lectures by Mr. W alias. The 
Evolution of English Poor Law Policy from 
1834 to 1913, three lectures by Sidney 
Webb, LL.B., Professor of Public Administra
tion in the University of London. The 
Principles of Public Finance, 10 lectures by 
Professor Cannon. Medireval Economic and 
Social History, 30 lectures by 0. Hilary 
Jenkinson,· B.A., F.S.A., F.R.Hist.S. The 
Political Position o£ the Great Powers, in
cluding the United States, 30 lectures by 
P; A. Brown,· M.A. The Political Develop
ment .o£ England, six lectures by Harold 
W. V. Temperley, M.A., F.R.Hist.S. Economic 
History: The Growth of English Industry, 
with special reference to the period after 1760, 
30 lectures by Lilian Knowles, Litt.D., Reader 
in Economic History in the University of 
·London. The Growth o£ English Commerce 
and Colonisation, with special reference to the 

. period after 1846, 33 lectures by Dr. Knowles. 
Economic History : . English Economic. De
velopment between 1485 and 1760, 30 lectures 
by Dr. Knowles. 

· As in the case of Sociology, so also in the 
case o£ Economics, such teaching as has been 
given has not had special regard to India and 
its social or economic condition: but while it 
might he quite feasible to keep in view the 
special circumstances of India when ex~ 
pounding the principles o£ the science, and to 
use Indian phenomena by way of illustration ; 
yet there is much to he said in favour of 
confining attention to general principles and 
stimulating thought and observation by illus
trating what is taught by reference to what is 
familiar to the student or what he can readily 
ascertain and understand, instead of obliging 
him to take on trust what may seem to him 
altogether strange or absurd. The object, it 
may be assumed, is not to indoctrinate the young 
civilian with any particular economic views, 
but rather to enable him, when occasion arises, 

· to form an intelligent opinion of his own by 
the application of scientific methods. 

In order to devise an Honours course to 
carry a degree after examination it would be 
necessary to limit and co-ordinate these 
subjects in a proper measure. The student 
would .not be expected to specialise in Law to 
the extent of qualifying for the LL.B. degree, 
nor yet in Economics or Sociology to the 
extent of taking the degree in Economics. In 
the matter of Law it may be assumed that he 
should be well grounded in the fundamental 
principles or elements of Law in general ; that, 
with the elements of the Law of Contract and 

Tort a~d .the general priD;ciples of Equity, and 
the C:1nnnal L~w of India, including the Law 
of Evidence, w1th some part of the Hindu and 
Muhammadan law would probably be quite as 
much as could fairly be required. 

I thi!Jk it is the case that the young Civil 
Servant 1s, for the first years of his service at 
any rate, concerned only with the Criminal 
law,. ~nd unless he eventually selects the 
JudiCial branch of the Service, he is not callerl 
upon to know more Law. With his previous 
training he ought, . if he joins the Judicial 
Department, to find no difficulty in mastering 
the Law of India, which is embodied in the 
Acts of the· Indian Legislature. And impor
tant though a knowledge of Law is in the 
adminif'ltration of justice, the careful sifting 
and ascertaining of facts is more important · 
indeed, if I were permitted to refer to m; 
own experience in India I would venture to 
sa;y- that i?-finitely more mischief. is done by 
mistakes m procedure and an imperfect 
elucidation of facts, than by mistakes in Law, 
which are much more easily set right. 

After Law, Indian languages are mentioned 
as a main subject of study. The preliminary 
study in England of the Indian vernaculars is 
unquestionably necessary. The simultaneous 
study of a classical Indian language would in 
most cases be desirable, and a knowledge of 
the classical language would he helpful in the 
study of the vernacular. But-and here I 
express my personal views-I think it may be 
doubted whether the study of a classical 
language should be made imperative. There 
are some persons to whom the study of a 
language presents peculiar difficulties, men 
who nevertheless would in India make 
excellent public servants and in whose case 
some alternative might perhaps be allowed ; 
for to force on them a distasteful and unprofit
able study would be a waste of their time. 
In the case, too, of selected candidates for 
service in Burma the study of an Indian 
classical language would he of no direct value. 
I only, however, venture to enter a caveat 
against making the cmricula too inelastic. 

The actual lines which the curricula should 
follow and the syllabus of the examination for 
the degree would have to be very carefully 
considered, and without such previous careful 
consideration it is impossible to say more. 

Indian Civil Service probationers have 
from the first been allowed to spend their 
·period of probation at University College. 
The proportion of the probationers who elected 
to do so was not large, but has been somewhat 
greater of late years than formerly. During 
the last decade the number has varied from 
18 to 9. There is a staff of teachers in the 
various subjects prescribed by the Civil 
Service Commissioners ; and the Censor of 
the Indian Department, as he is .called, 
exercises a control over the students generally, 
approves their residence, satisfies himself that 
they spend their time profitably-that they 
attend lectures regularly, and so forth. They 
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consult him on all matters. A · Board of men are 24 years of age the Censor has not 
Indian Studies regulates courses and other found it necessary to e:xercise such strict 
J,Datters connected with tuition. Many of the supervision over them as would have been 
probationers are young men whose parents necessary when the age o£ admission to the 
or relations reside in London or the neighbour- competition was lower. If, however, the age 
hood, and who live with them. Some have is lowered to 18 or 19 it would seem desirable 
been previously residing in London, living by that those probationers who do not reside 
themselves and pursuing their studies. In with their parents should reside during the 
their case and in the case o£ others coming University, Session in one of the hostels of 
from a distance the Censor is consulted as to University. · 
their residence, and seeing that these young 

Professor J. W. NEILL called .and e:xainin~d. 
55,894. (Chairman.) You are the Professor 55,906; How would you propose to make 

of Indian Law at the University of London, your selection?- I s4ould make the boys 
are you not ?-Yes. appear for a qualifying e:xamination, and then 

55,895. The written answers which you those who passed should come before a 
have been good enough to send to us in reply Committee of Selection. 
to the letter we wrote, represent the views, I 55,907. How would such a Committee find 
take it, of tbe University ?-Yes. out who were the best of those who had passed 

55,896. And in speaking to-day you are the qualifying e:xamination ? - They would 
speaking on behalf of the University?-Yes. take those who, in the opinion of their head
If I say anything for myself I will state masters or b..ouse masters, were considered the 
distinctly that it is my own opinion and not best. . . . 
that of the University; but otherwise I shall 55,908. You are leaving a great discretion 
simply speak for the University. to these masters. What check would you 

55,897. For how many years have you have on them ?-If they sent up unsuitable 
been attached to the Lbndon University?- candidates, their recommendations would .not 
Since 1895. be trusted in future. · 

55,898. Prior to that you were in India, 55,909. How would you deal with boys 
were you not ?-I was. who had not been at school ?-I think probably, 

55,899. How long were you in India as a general rule, they would be unsuitable. 
Nearly 30 years. 55,910. You would confine the candidates 

55,900. So that you have the advantage of to boys who had been at a recognised school? 

being able to speak with the combined - y55:911. How would your Committee be 
experience of Indian and English conditions? constituted ?-That I would leave the Govern-
-Yes. · 

55,901. Your University regards the ment to determine. Of course, it would have 
· · b · to be a mi:xed Board. There is now a Board 

present age for the exammatwn as emg too of Selection for the Navy which set;lms to . 
high ?-Yes. . 

55,902. And the same holds good of the answer perfectly well. Of CO'\lrse, candidates 
age of the arrival of the Civilian in India?- for the Navy are selected at a much earlier 
That is so. age, but I do not think that makes any 

difference in the principle. 
55,903. You also appreciate the contention 55,912. You say that "In some depart-

that, under the present system, the Civilian is " ments the Government have adopted a 
not sufficiently trained in -certain very impor- " system of selection instead of relying, as 
tant subjects, such as Languages andLaw?- " formerly, on competitive examination." 
To some extent; but personally, I think the You are alluding there to the more technical 
objection on the ground of Law is somewhat Services-the Forest Department and the 
exaggerated. That is my personal opinion; Public Works Department ?-E:xactly. 
the University, of course, accepts entirely what 55,913. Was there ever an open com-
is said on that point in your questions. petitive e:xamination for these Services?-

55,904. Your University accepts 22 as an As far as I am aware, there was. 
appropriate age for the arrival of the Civilian 55,914. Your point, I understand, is that 
in India, and does not object to the school- you do not regard a competitive examination 
leaving age for the competitive examination. as a sufficient test of whether a candidate 
It also accepts the idea of the three years' will prove to be a thoroughly efficient adminis-
probation ?-It does. trator for India? -That is so. 

55,905. You say that selection should take 55,915. And, regarding the question from 
place prior to the examination. Do you mean that point of view, you urge that, even though 
that you would like to see introduced some- there may be difficulties, something other than 
thing in the nature o£ a scrutiny o£ the ca~di- the mere intellectual test sho~ld be intra
dates prior to their going up for the examma- duced ?--I do. 
tion, with a view to rejecting them if they 55,916. The facilities now :furnished by 
were considered unsuitable ?-Quite RO. your University for teaching the vario~a 

02 
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Indian subjects appear to be pretty complete. 
As regards Law you have practically ·every 
branch ?__..:_Yes. 

55,917. Do you agree with those who 
suggest that any competitive examination, 
held at. the school-leaving age, should be 
based upon· the model of the University 
scholarship examinations ?-Yes, but that is 
a matter which may be decided· by ihe Civil 
Service Commissioners. · 

55,918. I suppose you have young men 
coming to your University from .. all the schools, 
not only of England but 'of Scotland ?-We 
do not get very many just now from Scotland. 
Also London University is not so rinh in 
scholarships as. it ·might be. Therefore it 
fails ·to attract boys in the way that Oxford 
and Cambridge do. . 

55,919. Do you find that the boys who 
come from Scotland are in any way inferior 
to the English boys ?-Not as far as I know, 
but I must say that I !?.ave ~ot much ex
peri~nce o£ that. It would be very difficult 
for me to state that generally. 

· 55,920. Speaking generally, do you think 
it would be reasonably easy for the Civil 
Service Commissioners· to frame an exami
nation which would give a fair: chance to the 
best boys in : all the schools ?-Yes. May I 
say that I think the question ·is· how to get 
the best candidates and not how to do justice 
to the schools. That seems to me to be the 
point. Let the schools do justice to them
selves. 

55,921. But you have also to consider the 
schools ?---:-I do not know that I would. That. 
is just what I would not do. I would simply 
consider· the best way of , getting the ·can
didates. 

55,922. You might have an examination 
which would exclude a whole group of schouls? 
.........;.If they were not competent, certainly. 

· 55,9~3; I am not talking so much of 
competence as of the variety of subjects that 
might be taught ?-A good general education 
for boys should. be obtainable hi all the schools, 
and the Civil Service Commissioners should 
frame a scheme o£ examination which would 
snit all schools which really teach properly. 

55,924. The object is to get the best boys, 
and presumably the wider the net is spread, 
the more likely they are to be got ?-That is 
so, but at the same time I think one cannot 
consider exactly the wants of schools, m· the 
needs of schools, or the interests of schools. 

G5,925. You have ample provision in your 
University for teaching Oriental languages?
I think so. 

55,926. You say you would not insist upon 
a classical language?- That is a personal 
statement of mine. The University does not 
dissent £rom what was stated, that a classical 
langll:age shQ.Uld. be taken, but personally it 
seems to me it is not absolutely essential that 
a classical language should be taken. I 
instance the case, for instance, of Burma. 
A daosical language has to be taken there; 

but I would not ask a man who is going to 
Burma. and has t~ learn Burmese to take up 
Sanskrit or ArabJC. It would be almos.t 
wholly useless to him except as a matter of 
scholarship. 

55,927. The argument that has been urged 
before us by witnesses in India is that a 
classical language is useful for an Indian 
Civil!an, in that it makes him capable of 
meetmg the educated classes of India on 
common ground, and to that extent makes 
him more efficient as an officer ?-To a certain 
extent, but I think a very limited extent. I 
think that point has been very greatly 
exaggerated. It is a very desirable thing 
for those who· can study classical languages a 
very ·excellent thing indeed ; but I do ~ot 
think it is necessary at alL We have to do 
not only with the educated classes, but also 
with the bulk of the people; and therefore 
I . thinkl although it is very desirable t~ 
encourage the study o£ classical languages, 
yet to n1ake it compulsory for all alike might 
perhaps be disadvantageous. That, as I say, 
is a personal opinion. 

55,928. You would not make it com
pulsory?- I have no objection against the 
classical languages of India. I took Sanskrit 
up myself in my earlier years, and it is not 
because. I do not appreciate the study of 
classical languages that I oppose making the 
study of them compulsory. 

55,929. Then you say, "I think it is the 
" case that the young Civil Sei·vant is, for the 
" first years of his service at any rate, con
" cerned only with the Criminal Law, and 
" unless he eventually selects the judicial 
" branch of the Service, he is not called upon 
" to know more Law:" You think the idea 
that there is a deficiency in Law is rather 
exagg~rated ?-Yes. 

55,930. Upon what grounds do you base 
that opinion ?-Largely my general experience 
in India. I should be very much surprised 
to hear that the Civilians who have gone out 
since the age was raised are moi;e deficient 
than tl1ose who pr~ceded them. I do not 
know on what authority, or by what persons, 
the charge has been made that t.hey are 
deficient in Law. As I said before, for the 
first few years the young Civil Servants have 
only t9 deal with Criminal Law and Revenue 
Law. The Hevenue Law would not be taught 
here under any cirrumstanres ; it is purely 
technical. It differs in different. Provinces, 
and therefore is not a fit subject for teaching 
here. So far as the Criminal Law is concerned, 
I think that many of the students, certainly 
those who pass tluough my hands, go out 
extremely well prepared, quite as well prepared 
as young men who go out from the Bar here 
in England. 

55,931. Would you say there was a 
deficiency of knowledge of Law on the part 
o£ those who take up the judicial side under 
the present system of training ?-That again 
is a matter of experience. I£ they have not 
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studied the Civil Law, those who subsequently 55,943. You have got hostels only to a 
as Sessions .Judges in India have to decide small degree at present ?~Yes: 
Oi vil cases may or may not have qualified · 55,944. But they are going to be increased? 
themselves in Law. But what I say is this, _;_They are going to be enlarged at Chelsea 
that the Laws of India are so extremely plain certainly. No doubt they would like to 
and simple that they can be easily assimilated increase the· accommodation at hostels: 
and learned bv officers out there. It is a 55,945. You consider it would be ~idvlsable 
much more difficult matter in England. in cases where students have no relations to 

55,932. Do you think that your University live with, that they should live ii1 one ofthese 
could give us what they r~gard as an ideal hostels ?-Certainly. If the ·age, is' reduced 
scheme for a three years' probationary course: they ought to live under smne supervision of 
it would be extremely useful to us if they· that kind.. It would be undesirable .to let 
could ?-That would be a matter of consider- them free in London without any super~ision; 
ation. It could not be prepared at once in a at all. . .0£ course at present it is a ·different 
day. A number of people would have to be matter.. · · 
consulted on the subject. It is not a matter 55,946. Do you th~nk your University· 
to be lightly decided; it has to be very would give practical effect' to that, if you had 
carefully considered. • an appreciably increased number of recruits 

55,933. Do you think they would be coming to you for probation ?-I think they 
prepared to do it if they were aske.d ?-Yes. would do so. · · · · · 

55,934. It would be useful if we could 55,947. So that they would. have real care' 
have such a scheme from a skilled. body like taken of them ?-I think so. · 
the University showing exactly what they 55,948. (Sir Murray Hamrnick.) Will you 
consider would be the best course to take in kindly say what profession you followed in· 
the first, second,·and third year?-I will ask India during the long time you.were there? 
them to do it. · -I was in the Indian Civil Service: 

55,935. Would the University be able to 55,949. So that you speak with ·consider-
institut!'l an Indian Honours degree, do you able knowledge of this matter ?-I do. · 
think ?-It would be able to do so, and they, 55,950. You retired in 1895, I think ?:_I 
practically have assented to that. They say retired in 1894. · · 
they would be prepared to devise an Honours 55,951. You seem to think that the present· 
course in Indian Aubjects, such Honours course one year's training of the candidate is almo.st 
to lead up to an Honours degree, so that they sufficient, at· least you think that a longer· 
practically agree to that. course of Law at · nil events is not very· 

55,936. Do you think arrangements could necessary ?-I do. 
be made by which the same examination 55,952. You would not give any opinion 
would suffice for the purposes of the degree as to the nu·ther training of the Civilian when 
and of the final examination for the Indian he desires to become a Judge ?-No. I ani. 
Civil Service ?-I think so, certainly. I do not prepared to enter into that. 
not think there would be any serious difficulty 55,953. 'I suppose you would admit that 
i.n that. very considerable training would be necessary 

55,937. How many Indian students have unless you teach Civil Law at some period of· 
you had at your University under training for the officer's training?-! do not think that 
the Indian Civil Service of recent years ?-I the Civil Law o£ India is so very difficult to 
have had about half-a-dozen altogether. acquire. Speakip.g for myself; I ser¢-ed in a· 

55',938.· How many Indians have you got non-regulation Province, where all officers 
at the University in all its branches studying originally were required to decide civil cases 
for Medicine and so on ?-I could not tell you, and know Civil Law. The del?artmental 
but a very considerable number. The number examinations required them to pass in all the 
has considerably increased of late years. Civil Acts, and they acquiied a very ronsider-

55,939. Do they live in hostels ?.:___No, I able direct knowledge of Law in that way. . 
think not. ~ 55,954. Do you not think that before a· 

55,940. Have you any scheme of supervision Civilian becomes a Judge he ought to satisfy 
for the Indian students ?-No, we· have not in somebody that he knows the Laws regarding' 
connection with the University. · the Transfer of Property, Contract, and of 

55,941. They just get lodgings and come Tort in Indi~, and the proc.edu;e of the. Civil.. 
and take their classes ?-Yes. Courts ?-It IS very easy to mstihtte a depart-

55 942. To what extent has the hostel mental examination in those subjects. 
syste~ developed now in the University?- 55.955. In India?-Yes, in India, 
Not to any large extent. There is a University 5?,956. ~o:'l tJlink it would . be SJ.'l!-ite, 
College Hall which is at Ealing just now, ·suffiCient trammg If an officer got Ius trammg. 
where I am told there is accommodation for in India for that purpose ?-I do. 1 do riot 
40 stmlents or more. There is a University think that the training which you l'eceive at 
Hall of residence at Chelsea which accom- the Bar here is in any way superior .. Of 
modates some 213 to 30, which is about to· 'be course, if a person has a long experience of· 
extended I belie\·e. Those are the hostels practice in England and goes out with that · 
which w~ have at present. experience behind him he starts with an 

0 :!0028 0"3 
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advantage. But supposing you send out to 
India a man who has simply been called to 
the Bar, I do not think he would be a bit 
better than the Civilian who is out there, and 
who has acquired his knowledge there. 

55,957. Do you think at all events before 
a'candidate goes out to India he ought to have 
had a course of Jurisprudence and the general 
principles of Law ?-I think he gets something 
already now in the matter of the general 
principles of Law, and as for Jurisprudence, 
honestly speaking, I do not think that is in 
itself so essential; it is merely the analysis of 
Law. He must get the Law absolutely first ; 
he must .know some Law before he can 
appreciate Jurisprudence or the principles o£ 
J urisp'rudence ; it is merely an analysis. 

55,958. If that is the case, why are you in 
favour of this younger age. Why do you prefer 
that to the present system o:f taking a man 
who has been thoroughly trained in general 
education giving him a year's course after
wards ?-Because they are toq much trained. 

55,959. Too much educated ?-Too much 
Anglicised if you like: . 

55,960. You think that the mari who goes 
out is too much Anglicised before he goes 
out?-Yes. · 

55,961. And he does not assimilate himself 
· to the country ?'-That i~ just the thing. 

55,962. And that is really your only reason 
for criticising the present system?-Yes. 

55,963. You do not· think they go out 
insufficiently prepared, but merely that· they 
go out there too old; they are too stiff, have 
lost their pliancy and so· on-for associating 
properly with the new conditions .they find.in 
IndiaY-.:..That is exactly my view. They do. 
not take to the country in the same way as 
they should. I hold they are not so adaptable 
as they otherwise would be. . 

55,964. I suppose you would admit that, 
under present conditions, the criticism that an 
officer gt~ts in India from the Bar and from 
the public bodies in his district, and so on, 
is far· more severe than it was when you 
went out ?-It .may be so. 0£ course, I cannot 
speak there in the very least from experience, 
but I do not think when I left India there was 
any very great criticism. in the Province' in 
which I was. · 

55,965. What part o£ India are you speaking 
of ?-The Central Provinces. 

55,966. I think that would hardly hold good 
o£ Madras, for instance. My recollection of the 
time when I went out is that one's life was very 
much easier than the young Civilian gets now, 
and do you not think that was the case in the 
Central Provinces?-Yes. When you spoke 
of criticism I thought you meant unfavourable 
criticism on the part of the Bar. 

55,967. No; I meant in this way, that when 
I went out my first four years of service as an 
assistant were different from the experience of 
an assistant now. I do not think there was an 
appeal against any of my decisions; at any rate, 
appeals were extremely rare. But the assistant 

( 

who goes out now finds that' every possible 
hole is picked in anything he does. Do not 
you think that is the case now ?-I think my 
experience, even before I left· India, was that 
whenever there was a possibility o£ an appeal, 
.there was an appeal. 

55,968. That is just the point I am making. 
Do you not think it is far more necessary now 
that the officer should go out thoroughly 
trained in the procedure of the Courts and in 
the Law that he is going to administer than it 
was 30 years ago ?-No, I do not think so. 
I said there was an appeal in every case in 
which there could be one, but I did not say 
that the appeals were successful. The appeals 
were in 99 cases out o£ 100 totally unreason
able, and the appeal was simply made because 
the Law allowed it. There is nothing to lose 
by making an appeal. 

55,969. Tl.p'ning to another point, you get 
· a great many probationers at University 

College, Gower Street,· who come to you now 
for the course ?-Not a large number; about 
a quarter of those who pass in a year; ftom 
18 to 10 every year. 

55,970. Do you give those men any kind 
o£ supervision beyond just the attendance at 
lectures ?-No, not much supervision, ·seeing 
'the age at which they arrive. If they are not 
fit to look after themselves at 24 or 25, I am 
afraid they are scarcely fit for the Indian 
Civil Service. 

55,971. 'Vhat I mean is, you talk about 
hostels and so on. I happen to know one of 
these gentlemen now who lives in lodgings 
in London and goes to the lectures at the 
University. He told me he was absolutely 
free to go exactly where he pleased, .to mis.s 
any lectures he liked. That is so, is it not,· 
now?-Yes, except this. I d9 not say he is 
absolutely free to miss any lectures he likes ;· 
he may have to explain why he missed the 
lectures ; but he is not under immediate direct 
daily control. 

55,972. But you think that if a man 
passed at 19 you could at the University of 
London give him a proper course of till·ee 
years, and give him the proper supervision? 
-Yes, I think so. 

55,973. (Mr. Abdur Rahim.) Did you spend 
all your time in the Central Provinces ?-All 
my official life was there. 

55,974. With regard to what you have 
said about the Law being so simple and plain 
that you did not require to pass even an 
examination, or not much of an examination, 
does that apply to the whole of India or only 
to your experience in the Central Provinces ? 
-About the Law being simple applies to the 
whole of India. 

55,975. You do not require much o.f an 
examination or training in it; is that what 
you say ?-No, I did not say you did not 
require an examination in India. . 

55,976. But in England ?-I beg your 
pardon, yes. It holds good for the whole o£ 
India, certainly. · 
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55,977. Do you not know that the Indian 
law, except the Muhammadan and Hindu law, 
is based on English law with some modifica
tions ?-Quite so. 

55,978. For instance, an Act like the 
Contract Act., which is not exhaustive ?-Not 
altogether exhaustive. 

55,979. Then we have to hear very con
siderable discussions as to the meaning of words 
in the sections, and no man would be able to 
follow the discussions unless he knew the entire 
subject, the Case Law and principles of the 
Law. You do not agree ?-I do not agree as 
regards the Case Law. I think Case Law is 
important in England, because the Law has 
not been codified. If the T.Jaw were once 
properly codified the Case Law would fall. 

55,980. You do not think the interpretation 
o£ the Code Law gives rise to any difficulties? 
-No great difficulty. . 

55,981. Do you follow the proceedings of 
tlie English Courts ?-Occasionally, yes. 

55,982. Do you know there is a very large 
number o£ Statutes here ?.-Yes. 

55,983. Do you not find cases constantly 
occurring in which some of the most difficult 
questions arise on the interpretation of 
Statutes ?-Quite so. 

55,984. Do you know in India cases are 
taken on appeal from one· Court to another
that often there are two or three appeals on the 
interpretation o£ statutes ?-Occasionally, but 
not very frequently. 

55,985. Did you exercise judicial powers in 
the Central Provinces ?-I did. 

55,986. You did not find many questions 
of Law arise there ?--Comparatively few. It 
was generally questions o£ fact. 

55,987. There are two appeals on law and 
there may be a third to the Privy Council?
There may be. 

55,988. Do you think the Legislature 
considered the question of the advisability o£ 
allowing two appeals ?-Certainly. 

55,98~; They allowed two appeals on the 
ground, of course, that they could not place 
their entire confidence in the decisions o£ the 
lower Courts on questions o£ Law ?....!..It does 
that occasionally, but in certain other matters, 
for instance, in the case of small Courts, it 
allows. no appeal at all, an,d questions of Law 
are finally decided. 

55,990. Then you said that you could not 
really get much out of examinations unless 
they were backed by occasional practice in 
the Courts ?-Yes. · 

55,991; I suppose your opinion is that 
unless a man has experience of the applica
tion of Law to actual cases by practice it does 
not make much difference whether you have 
one or two examinations out in India or in 
England ?-It does not. 

55 992. I see the force of opinion like that, 
and the justice of it, but there is one thing 
I cannot quite agree with you about-that a 
Judge can do his work without a very thorough 
study of Law and the. practice of it. The 

range of Law as administered in India is in 
some aspects wider than in England. ; · Indi~n 
Courts have to administer a great deal o£ the 
English law as well as the Hindu and Muham
madan laws : you have to apply English: law 
modified by the circumstances of India. I am 
not only speaking from my own experience 
but this is the opinion of many Judges of th~ 
High Cou,rts, and members of the Civil Service 
also. · You said you would hav~ a Selection 
Board here, and that the Board would proceed 
upon the opinion o£ headmasters and· so on. 
W mild you recognise the schools in India ?,..,--
No, I would not. · . . 

55,993. That would practically exclude 
Indians ?-Yes, it would in that way. 

55,994. Do you think that consideration 
ought to have weight as against your sugges-
tion ?-No, I think not. · 

55,995. Do you think it should have any 
weight in favour of your suggestions ?-I do 
not quite understand the question. · 

55,996. It would practicallv exclude 
Indians ?-I think the only question is to 
how to obtain the most suitable candidates. · 

55,~97. D? you not t~ink that you niay be 
excludmg suitable candidates from India?
No, I . think not, considering what the Civil 
Service is. . 

55,998. You think Indians are not suitable 
at all ?-I think the Civil Service was intended 
mainly for Englishmen. 

55,999. (Mr. Madge.) Though I entirely 
agree with you in your estimate of the com
petitive system, I am afraid it is too drastic 
to .. be adopted, and I would like to know 
whether the rest of your opinion holds even if 
the compepi~ive examination wer~ ~ot adopted. 
If your opm10n about the competitive examina
tion was not accepted, would you still hold to 
the preference for the earlier age in place of 
the later age ?-Yes. 

56,000. As regards what you have said 
about the ignorance o~ ~aw being exaggerated, 
do you hold the opmwn-I look upon.it as 
bearing upon'the subject of recruitment-held 
by many Civilians in India that the first few 
years of. their experience in. which they have 
execcutive work and also administer I laW gene
rally in most cases serves them well even when 
they are raised to the B~Iich ?-It has trained 
them in the habits of procedure, and in the 
habits of trying cases, and that, combined 
with a study o£ the Civil Law, ought to make· 
them fairly good Civil Judges. 

56,001. The reason why I ask the question 
is this. Legal experience is the application in 
India mostly of codified Law to certain state
ments of facts. Do you or do you not think 
that the magisterial experience and the 
experience gained in Revenue Law does amount 
to a legal training in the application o£ Law 
to facts ?-I do, certainly. 

56,002. Your scheme of selection would 
practically exclude. all students from private 
schools. Private schools in the past have 

r. • v ~ 
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sent up, sometimes with· and sometimes with-
. out tb;e help of crammers, successful Civilians. 

Do you riot think it would be unfair to exclude 
private schools ?-There may be an appear
ance o£ unfairness, but as I said before I do 

· not consider so much the schools. 
56,003. · I am not thinking of the schools, 

· but the loss of the suitable men gained from 
therri ?-One has to risk it. 
·' 56,004. From' the point o£ view of con

\ tiuuity o£ policy in this large question, I 
. ; would . ask your opinion on two points. The 
· first is:whether you think the continual shifting 
.from one policy to another in recruitment does 

. 'not 9ct injuriously; and the other question is 
whether ·you think that the present age has 

. la.sted.sufficiently long enough to enable us to 
. form a real judgment on the case?-The 

present age has lasted, I think, longer than 
any othe;r age; . I mean it is the longest 
period, from something like 1890 up to the 
present day.. That is a longer period than 
. any other. I believe you will find that is the 
. case. From 1855 to 1859 there was one limit 

"of age,;. then it was changed again in 1860 ; 
it w~s changed again in 1867; it was changed 
again in 1878 ; it was changed again in 1890, 
so that you will see the last period is really 
the longest we have had. I quite agree it is 
very undesirable that the policy should be 

: constantly changed in that tvay. When the 
' age· was reduced in 1860 to 22 it was said 
that 23 was the latest age at which Civilians 

· bnght to go to India. That 'was the reason 
given, a1'1cl I think that is the opinion which 
seenis to have been generally formed now
that that would be the latest age at which it 
would be 'vise to send them out to India for 
the first time. Therefore ·one is p-oing back 
practically to what was decided in that year. 
· 56,D05. Do not constant changes create 
a disturbing influence ?-That undoubtedly 
is the case. 

56,006.' You have referred also to the 
increasing severity of criticism. No doubt 
so1ne of it is perfectly just, but a great deal of 
modern criticism is not as just as it is severe, 
not only upon the administration of Law, 'but 
upon the whole of the administtation ?
Quite so. 

56,007. ,Just one more question about the 
possibility of appeals. You .have Haicl almm:~t 

. eYery case about which there COUld be an 
appeal is appealed against, and not always 
with success. Does that not promote litigious
ness to a great extent in India ?-I am afraid 

· the Government does promote litigiousness 
by allowing appeals so frequently. 

56,008. And -the, influence is harmful?
ln so many cases appeal is allowed. Take, 
for instance, a criminal case. An appeal is 
always allowable, and it is done without any 
cost, without any expense whatever, without any 
trouble even to the appellant; Why should 
he not appeal ? He may succeed. He can 

-oply fail ; he loses nothing. I do not say, take 

away the powe~ o£ appeal. Let it be, but still 
at the same time the fact that there is a 
number o£ appeals p1:oves nothing whatever 
excep~. that there IS great facility for 
appealmg. 
. 56,009. (Mr. Fisher.) Did you report cases 
m the Law Courts ?-I did in my day. 

56,010. Did you attach value to that 
experience ?-I did. 

56,011. You think that ought to be 
restored ?-Certainly . 

.56,01.2: One .questio~ with regard to the 
perwd of probatiOn. \V1tnesses from Oxford 
and. Cambridge suggested it might be 
adv_1sable that if a three years' system o£ pro
batiOn were adopted there should he an 
intermediate examination at the end, let us 
say, of the fourth term ?-I should. not object 
to an intermediate examination, but I do not 
like examinations. Class examinations are 
all very well, but formal examinations are not 
good . 

56,013. Do you think a sufficient amount 
of industry could be exacted from the candi
dates without them ?-I think so. I should 
say that was a mere detail. 

56,014. My only suggestion was this, that 
I think it is very likely that the suggestions 
from Oxford and . Cambridge will take that 
form, that is to say, we shall have ~uggestions 
for a preliminary examination covering the first 
four terms, and suggestions for a final 
examination at the end of the third year, and 
I was only submitting that it might be useful 
for us if the London University could present 
its scheme in that fo11n ?-I will take a note 
of that. I do not think there is the slightest 
objection to it. I was not raising any 
objection to it. 

56,015. I merely pointed ont that that had 
been the suggestion from Oxford and Cam
bridge, and I think it would be as well that 
all three Universities should go together?
Undoubtedly. 

56,016. (Ohai1•man.) \Ve may take it that 
you will put that forward to the University? 
-Yes,.! will mention that at the same time. 

56,017. (Mr. Sly.) One of the strongest. 
reasons for lowering the age limit in 1878 
was that a large proportion of the candidates 
lived in London, undergoing instruction at the 
London University without any proper super
vision, and that t.he moral effect was bad ?
They were not under the London University 
then because it ·was not a teaching University 
in those clays. 

56,018. At any rate, they were undergoing 
courses of training in London ?-They may 
have been. 

56,019. Do you think there is any proba
bility that the system proposed of a three 
years' probation in London may have the same 
defective results ?-I do not think so. But I 
thought the main reason for lowering the age 
was to ensure that candidates went to a 
U ni versi ty. 
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56,020. It was desired to train them at a 
residential University, and the main reason 
for that was the defect of supervision through 
their being scattered in London and else
where ?-Perhaps so. I am not sufficiently 
acquainted with the matter to be able to say. 

56,021. But still you do not think at the 
present time there would be any grave risk 
of moral defects in the candidates if they 
were permitted to undergo their three years' 
course o£ probation in London ?-I think not, 
but still at the same time I should be in 
favour, no matter what University is adopted, 
of the age being lowered. 

56,022. There is· one question about the 
legal training which I wish to ask you. 
I· believe you filled the office o£ Judicial 
Coriunissioner: in the Central Provinces ? 
-Yes. 

56,023. The principal Court o£ the Pro
vince ?-Yes. 

56,024. For how many years ?-Four or 
five years, I suppose-some time about that. 
I acted at various times. 

. 56,025. You have referred to a system 
under which junior Civilians used to try Civil 
cases in the earlier part of their service; 
That system has disappeared at the present 
time, so that in re::;pect the Civilian o£ the 
present day is much worse trained in Civil 
Law than he was before. I8 not that the case ? 
-That is undoubteclly the case. 

56,026. Is it not also the case that whereas 
the Civilian in former years used to undergo 
two years' probation with a substantial course 
in Law, at the present time the length of that 
course is only one year and the instruction 
is confined to a few specified Indian codes?...:::_ 
I cannot say exactly what subjects were taken 
at that time in the two years' course that was 
enforced as regards Civil Law, but I do not 
think they took up much Civil Law in force 
in India. 

· 56,027. I do not know that it is necessary 
to give the details of the course, but was it 
not comprehensi \"e ?-I really do not know 
exnctly. 

56,028. But in any case the present in
struction is limited to one year, or, rather, 
a portion of a year, and to certain specified 
Indian codes ?-Yes. There is just one point 
I should like to interject, that, supposing a 
considerable amount of Civil Law were taught 
in those years, still the same system prevails, 
and when the CiYilian goes out he does not 
perform ei vil judicial work. He has nothing 
to do with Civil Law for years, and he has 
time to forget it before he begins his work. 

course I cannot speak from experience, but . 
I think that may be presumed. . 

56,030. From your experience o£ th~ 
necessities of Indian Law in the career .0£ the 
Civil Service, can you tell us whether the 
course o£ reading and examination which is 
prescribed for a barrister would be prefer
able to that which would be.provided by the 
London University or not ?-I do ~ot think it 
would be preferable. 

56,031. At the same tim~ you· have to 
consider, as you know, in India the prestige, 
shall we call· it, that attaches to the Civilian 
who has passed the Bar examinations. You 
would be prepared to forego that ?_:..Who 
feels the prestige ? I do not know that there 
is any prestige attaching to it in the · Service 
itself. . 

56,032. In such a case the J U.dge has prac
tically the same legal equipment as the Bar, 
has he not ?-Yes, but I do not know that 
that is altogether an advantage. 

56,033. Now to turn to another subject; 
in recent years you have had a £air proportion 
of the successful candidates for- the Indian 
Civil Service pass through your hands ?
yes, I have had a certain number. 

56,034. Can you give us any indication 
o£ the reasons which have led those candidates 
to select the Indian Civil Service as a career? 
We have received evidence, for instance, to 
the effect that the Home Civil Service is more 
popular at the present time than .the Indian 
Civil Service-that the higher men elect the 
Home Civil Service ?-Yes, I think so, un~ 
doubtedly. 

56,035. Can you tell us, from your know
ledge o£ the candidates who have selected 
India, what their reasons are £m; go~ng to 
India ?-I think a large number of those 
who have selected India. would, i£ they had 
had the opportunity, have selected the Home 
Civil Service. 

56,036. Is it your experience that several 
of the candidates who . at present are going 
into the Indian Civil Service have no real 
desire for a career in India whatever ?-It 
is certainly. , 

56,037. What proportion is that ?-I will 
not say a large proportion ; a man would 
hesitate to say that. But I can certainly 
speak from experience .on the matter, as I 
have a case in mind at the present moment 
which enables me to say positively that there 
are cases of that kind. 

56,038. Can you tell me w.tw there is this 
preference for service at home over the 
Indian Civil Service ?-Men get accustomed 
to English ways ; they do not wish to lose 
English society ; they have enjoyed life in 
England ; they do not wish to expatriate 

56,029. What I wanted to bring out was themselves ! I think those are the main 
that at the present time the Civilian goes out reasons. 
to Inclia substantially less equip~d in Law · 56,039. Have the financial prospects of the 
than he did under the system of two years' Service any bearing on the question or uot ? 
probation ?-I suppose that may be so. Of -They ought to have perhaps, but I do not 
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think they have largely. There I speak with serious way than a man of 25-mistakes of 
a certain amount o£ hesitation, but still I do common sense ?-I do not think so. 
not think so. 56,049. You do not think that a man of 

.. :56,040. Do you think that an improvement 25 will understand how to get on with people 
in .the finaneial prospects of the Service would and that kind o£ thing better than a man of 
have any effect in attracting better candidates 22 ?-No. I think a man o£ 22 would be 
or not ?-I doubt it if the age limit remains more modest and walk carefully. 
unaltered. · ' 56,050. You have mentioned the Public 

56,041. There is one other point in that Works ·Department of India as an instance 
connection. Can you tell us whether any of where open. competition has been given up 
the candidates in the Indian Civil Service are and a SelectiOn Board has come into exiBtence. 
attracted by the specific possibility of a legal Have you heard the complaint that the men 
career as a Judge?--! think not. who go out now to the Public Works Depart-

56,042. If the judicial bra~ch o£ the ment are, as a class, not so good as they used to 
Indian Civil Service were abolished, would it be ?-No, but I think it. is very possible. It 
have any great effect upon the attractions of is not a question, however, I should say of 
the S'ervice to particular candidates ?-I do competition, but another question altogether. 
not think it would. 56,051. That exactly illustrates the whole 

56,043. A'suggestion has been :rnade to us point at issue. There was a system of com
that at certain times during his service in petition, and a certain class of men went out 
India, a Civilian should be permitted to come under it. In place of that system of competi
home and spend a portion ·of his f11rlough on tion selection has been substituted, and. the 
what is termed" study leave" in order to study complaint that one hears is that the men that 
certain subjects that are o.f considerable use go out under it are not, as a class, as good as 
to· him in his career. Do you think that is a the men that went out before ?-Because they· 
desirable system ?-'-I am very doubtful that go out untrained. The old men went out after 

. it would be so. three years' training by persons acquainted 
· 56,044. For .instance, in your written with Indian Engineering. They were trained 

answer you give a substantial list of courses in way,s which were appropriate to India; they 
o£ study that are given in Economics. learned things in that way. They went out 
There are several of those that have a distinct ready to take part in the work. The men who 
bearing upon the work o£ the Indian Civilian. go out now have a College certificate that they 
·Do you ·think that, just as study leave have passed Engineering and that they hav~ 
. has. been introduced by other Services, it been at some works. They go out with an 
would be a desirable thing for men in the excellent certificate, and after three or four 
Indian Civil Service ?-I think it might be so, years' experience in India they will turn out 
but I honestly say it is not a matter I have very valuable persons, but when they first go 
considered very deeply. I would not confine out they must be a disappointment. 
it merely . to a question of Law; you have 56,052. I mentioned it only to point out 
mentioned Economics and things of that kind. tlie drawbacks that are inseparable from a 

56,045. There are many other subjects?- system of selection ?-When you want trained 
There are mariy other subjects which I think men. 
are of much more importance. I may say 56,053. Just one more question about the 
g-enerally on the subject of Lawl which has probationers at your ·university at present. 
beeii referred to more than once, that passing Is there a minimum number of lectures that 
the· Bar examination is considered by many a man must attend at present during his 
as a matter of comparatively little importance. year?- There is a minimum number, but 
The subsequent study in a barrister's chambers they are supposed to attend practically all 
for a year or more is looked upon as the the lectures, and the Universitywouldsee that 
essential and the most important thing of all. they either attended the lectures or are 
Therefore merely studying the Law and passing acquiring sufficient knowledge. 
the Bar examination would prove nothing at 56,054. Sir Murray Hammick put it to you 
all and would be of very little advantage. that a man does practically just what he likes ; 
To permit a Civilian to come home and study he may attend or he may not attend ?-I 
in order to pass the Bar examination or take denied that ; I said that was a mistake. I said 
Law lectures would, I think, be of very little they would have to account for their absence. 
advantage. . 56,055. I£ the explanation is not satis-

56,046. (Mr. Gokhale.) Your own ex- factory, is there any penalty attached? In 
perience of India is 20 years .old now ?-Yes. what way do you preserve discipline?-We 

56,047. You are no doubt aware that great report it to the Civil Service Commissioners. 
changes have taken place in India since your May I just say that a quarterly report is sent 
time ?-I am aware of it. in to the Civil Service Commissioners with 

56,048. Do you not think that a man of regard to the attendance and conduct o£ all 
the age of 22 going out to India in these days, ' students who are attached to the College. 
invested with large powers, is more likely to 56,056. Is that taken into account in 
make mistakes which might be hurtful in a deciding finally who go out in India ?-That 
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I cannot tell you; I have nothing to do .with 
it, but it is sent to the Civil Service Com
missioners, and that is the penalty which 
would be attached for non-attendance. 

56,057. (Mr. Ohaubal.) May I take it that, 
had it not been for your feeling that a Civilian 
who goes out to India now is, on account of 
his higher age, not capable of assimilating with 
the people there you would not have recom
mended the lower age ?.-I would reeommend 
the lower age under any circumstances. 

56,058. You recommend the age. being 
brought down now because of your ·feeling 
that the Civilian who goes out to India is not 
capable o£ assimilating with the people as well 
as he would be at the age of 22 ?-Quite so. 

. 56,059. And that is the sole reason which 
makes you recommend the lower age ?-Yes. 

56,060. I suppose you also hold the 
opinion that those Civilians who went out at 
the earlier age limit when the examination 
was at 17..;.19, assimilated more with the 
people ?-I do.· 

56,061. With regard to this question of 
assimilation, whose opinion is to carry value, 
the opinion of the man who has got to 
assimilate, or the opinion of those with whom 
he has got to assimilate ?-It is very difficult for 
me to say whose opinion. You must say 
whether the thing exists or not. 

56,062. One other question and I will :Q.Ot 
pursue the subject more. Have you heard 
complaints since you retited in 1894 that the 
men, who have been going out to India after 
you, did not assimilate with the people, did 
not mix with the people, did not try to 
understand them ?-No. What I have heard is 
this. I find that the men who have gone out 
since my time have not taken to India in the 
way that the former men did, and I conclude 
£rom that they have not accustomed them
selves to it. They do not like the country or 
the people in the way ·that we used to do in 
my days. rrhat is the only way in which I can 
form an opinion. Not having been to India 
since, I am not able to say what exists there. 

56,063. That is your opinion, I gather, £rom 
your conversations with them ?__,..Yes. 

56,064. But you have had no opportunity of 
judging of the opinions of the Indians them
selves ?-I have not. 

56,065. (Lord Ronaldshay.) There is just 
one question I want to ask you arising out of 

an answer you gave to the Chairman. You 
told him there would be no difficulty in 
arranging for an examination which. would. 
carry with it a degree and at the same time 
determine the order of merit of the pro
bationers. Is that so ?-Yes, I said that. 

56,066. By whom would such an examina
tion be set ?·-I presume it would be by .thos~ 
by whom the student was taught. 

56,067. And :marked by them ?~Yes, and. 
marked by them. You would have to entrust 
them with it. 

56,068. You must remember you are not 
dealing with one University only; you may 
be dealing with,three or four ?-Quite. 

56,069. Under those circumstances how do 
you suggest that one examination common to 
four Universities should be set ?-The question 
put to me referred merely to one. University, 
at least to the students at one University. I 
quite admit it would. be a difficulty, unques
tionab]y, i£ the students went to different 
Universities, as it is perhaps desirable that 
they should do. But I should just like to 
remark that the position of the Civilian 'on .the 
general list is a. matter of comparatively small 
importance. What is of importance to him 
is his position on the list of his own Province, 
and that always has beenthe case. 

56;070. The suggestion has been made 
that a man's position should depend very 
much more largely upon the. result of the: 
final examination in future than it does _at 
present. Under those circumstances· surely 
the position which he <>ccupied in the final 
examination would be o£ considerable import
ance to him ?-It certainly would be of import
ance to him, but I think the importance of it is 
considerably exaggerated. 

56,071. Quite apart from whether his place 
on the list may be o£ more or less importance 
to him, we have still got to deal with the 
difficulty of sett~ng one examination which 
is common to three or four Universities. Can 
you give us any advice as to how that could 
best be done ?-It is very difficult I admit. 

56,0i2. Do you think it is practicable ?
I do not think it is practicable. I do not see 
how it could be practicable. 

56,073; If you do not think it is practicable, 
that finishes it ?-I hardly see how it could be 
practicable. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Rev1 Dr. W. A. HEARD, M.A., LL.D., Headmaster,_ Fettes College, EdinblU'gh. 

l.V ritten answers 1·elating to the Indian 
Civ-il Se'rvice. 

56,07 4. It has been suggested that the 
age for appearing in the open competitiYe 
examinatio.n fer the Indian Civil Service 
should be lowered, so as to secure boys at the 
school-leaving age. \Vhat' is yo~·. opinion O?
this suggestion ?-I am of opmwn that 1t 
would not be desirable to reduce the age of 
candidates for the Indian Civil Service to the 
age of 19. My opinion is formed on consider-

ation of the Service itself, and P.artly in regard 
to the interests of schools. 

I think that the lower age is too much in 
favour of precocity. There are certainly boys 
whose early development is rapid; their 
linguistic or scientific attainment is at that age 
beyond the average, and under any system of 
selection which is dependent upon examination 

· marks, this quickness receives recognition 
beyond its real worth. I consider that boys at 
19 are not mature enough to give sufficient 
indication of the intellectual qU'al.ities required 
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for such responsible service. I do not say that ~t Oxford, seem to me excellent-not merely 
it is impossible to detect the right kind of. m the ~tyl.e and compass of the papers, but in 
promise, but it is difficult to do so when there the prmctple of not necessarily awardinO' 
are a very large number of candidates aml the scholarships on the mere aggregate of mark~ 
total work of a candidate is not submitted to (b) I should be inclined to make History a 
any single. judge. A mere aggregate of marks. compulsory subject, and to attach much 
does at this age. bring out, I am speaking weight not merely in a compulsory essay or 
generally, the best. man. essays, but in all papers, to literary form. 

In respect of schools I rather deprecate the (e) I do not recommend-in an examination 
return to the lower, age. T~e Indian Civil dependent upon marks-:-unrestricted freedom 
Service fixes a boy's career for life. It is in the choice of subjects. The productiveness 
regm·ded as a great prize. Schools will be. of the subject in the way of marks becomes 
expected to do their utmost to secure success, the principle of choice. (d) I should prefer 
that is, as things at present are, to secure the that candidates should be obliged to take two 
largest total of marks ... I do not believe that or fu:ee subjects i~ a particular group with 
this is the true method of education; on the the liberty of addmg one or two subjects 
other. hand it is, intellectually, demoralising outside that group. A literary candidate may 
both to the teacher and the taught. It well take some form of Science. 
becomf's a system. of individual preparation, 56,077. \Vhat regulations would you 
the candidate to a considerable extent loses suggest so as to ensure that the candidates 

. the :;tdvantage .of working. with his fellows~ had followed a school course and had not ·been 
1 have always . regarded the intellectual p1·epared by a crammel' ?-I think candidates· 
influence of pupil upon pt1pil in a Sixth Form might be required to make a return of the 
as very valuable and beneficial ; he is not course of study they have followed during the 
encouraged to take up any subject for which three years preceding the examination. 
he has not special aptitude, and he looks at all 56,078. To what extent could a rigorous 
knowledge from the examination point of view. test of character and a scrutiny of the school 
. Under the present sy~tem, in which the record be combined with a competitive 

aspirants for the. Indian Civil Service take the examination ?-I do not think that a scrutiny 
regular education of the school without over- of the school marks, &c., would be anything 
specialisation and the University course but fallacious, as standards vary much, and 
intervenes before the examination is faced, I . vary in the same school from year to year. 
believe we get a much better. ·educated man; With reference to character I do not see how 
broader. and more intellectual, than we are we could make considerations of this kind 
likely to .do .i£, we revert to the old method of available for· competitive purposes. A boy 
early selection. who has been an able head of a school or 

.. 56,075. .Supposing· the suggestion for house possesses qualities of great value for 
lowering the age limit is accepted, what limits the Indian Civil Service, but there are many 
would you prefer ?-I am supposing that two candidates who do not come from public 
opportunities of. competing wo:uld be given,. schools, and the conditions vary in different 
and that the age would be from 17 to ] 9. schools. 
vVhat I have said tells more. on the younger 56,079. Are you of opinion that the 
age.... accuracy of the result of an examination, as 

56,076. What should be the character a test of intellectual promise, is affected 
of ~n open competitive examination designed by the number of candidates who appear for 
for boys of school-leaving age? In particular ; it ?-If so, do you anticipate that an examina
(a) should the examination approximate to tion. at the age suggested will be exposed to 
the scholarship examinations of Oxford and a danger of this kind, and how would you 
Cambridge ; (b) should the examination con- obviate this, should the case arise ?-I have 
tain a number of supjects all optional, the little doubt that the tendency in examinations, 
only limitation to the candidate's freedom of when there• are a large number of candidates, 
choice being contained in the provision that is to ignore promise and look only at pei·
the maximum number of marks which can be formance. This' is specially true when the 
obtained from the subjects chosen shall not candidates are young.· The candidate who 
exceed a specified amount; (e) should the "adds up well" is not always the ablest 
examination;;: consist of some compulsory and candidate. I think the danger is less in the 
some .optional subjects; and (d) should the case of those who are older, in whom 
examination be one in which the options are immaturity is rightly counted a defect. I 
classified in groups accqrding to their affinities, should prefer a preliminary examination on 
and the candidate's liberty of .choice is confined which perhaps two-thirds of the candidates 
to selecting a certain group?-It would be would be rejectecl and a more careful examina
desirable that the examination should be tion of the surviving third than is possible 
adapted to the main lines of organisation in with the largest numbe~·· .. In the further 
schools, Classical, Modern, Scientific. I think examination I . bel~eve drnslOfl: into classes, 
that all candidates should take up Histmy .. first, second, th1r~ m each .subJect, would be 
(a) The scholarship examinations, especially better than a strict .allocatwn of marks, and 
-·-·-----·-- ~. ---~·--··---- -- ·~- that the final selection should be made by 

• .A Rpecimen of suc:;h au examination was cncloscd_:-;:.ide 
Appendix x. reference to. this evidence of general quality. 

J • 
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The REv. DR. M. A. HEARD, M.A., n.D., called and examined. 

56,080. (Ohai1•m.an.) You are the Head- who had just been examining at Winchester, 
master of Fettes College, Edinburgh?-Yes. compared us very favourable with them. 

56,081. You state in your written answers 56,089. You have the school examination 
that you do not favour the scheme for reducing established, I suppose?-Yes, we take it under 
the age of the competitive examination to the a mpdified form. We take the certificate by 
school-leaving age. Is your objection to it subjects. What they call a certificate is but a 
that you do not want your boys to be entering group of subjects, and it does not suit us very 
for a competitive examination just before their well. '!'hat examination is really more for the 
departure from school ?-I do not want the great day schools, which are charged with a 
general education of the school to be inter- boy's education from the age of 7 to 18, but 
rupted, because the course of education given in a school like ours we practically have 
at the school is the best for training a boy's the direction of the boy's education for only 
faculties. Where you have to put in examina- four years. Taking the average they do not 
tiona which weigh so enormously with parents, come to us till they are 14. 
particularly in Scotland, where the competition 56,090. And leave on the average at about 
instinct is very strong, I am afraid the general 18 ?-l8 or 19. · . 
education woulu not be as good. 56,091. Your school entirely corresponds 

56,082. I see that you express approval o£ in that way with the English public school? 
the. scholarship examinations at Oxford and -Practically so, yes. 
Cambridge I think they are very good 56,092. The school-leaving certificate is 
indeed, espeeially at Oxford. universal now in Scotland, is it not?·-Yes. 

56,083. Do many of your boys succeed in 5ti,093. Only you say it is taken in some 
those examinations ?- Yes, we took eight modified forms in your school compared with 
scholarships last year. that instituted in secondary schools ?-Yes. 

56,084. Do ·you find that that unduly 56,094. But I suppose as a test .it corres-
interrupts the school course ?-T4e examina- ·ponds ?-We do not work towards it at all; 
tion is really an outcome of the school course ; we take it on the way. We do not direct the 
there is no special preparation for it. education of the school simply• to the certi-

56,085. I£ an Indian Civil Service examina- ficate. 'fhe ce'etificate is not o£ a very high 
tion could be framed somewhat on those lines, standard, though it covers a great deal of 
I suppose it would not disturb your school ground. It is a very good certificate indeed 
course any more than the scholarship examina- for its purpose, but it does not quite suit us. 
tions do ?-No, if it could possibly be done. 56,095. Do a great many of your boys go 
The University specialises in Classics, for to Oxford and Cambridge? -Yes, a f~ir 
instance. That could never be done· I imagine number of boys who cannot afford to go 
in such a general examination as the Indian unless they get scholarships. . They. move on 
Civil Service examination. . to Edinburgh University as a rule. 

:'56,086. How many boys have passed of 56,096. You see considerable difficulty in 
recent years into the Indian Civil Service from putting a character test into practical opera
Fettes ?-They do no.t proceed straight from tion? Will you explain ?-I see very great 
us ; the man comes from Oxford or Cambridge. difficulty. There ·is an enormous difference 
I regret that I have not sent you in a return. between an optimistic master and a pessimistic 
The last head of the school got in from Oxford master, and they both exist. I would not 
last year. He did not get in very high; I do take their judgment; I would only take the 
not suppose it could be expected, but I call judgment of the headmaster. The conditions 
him a highly educated man. He took a· of schools vary so much. You have the whole 
scholarship at Oxford; then he took two first perfect system at one school, and nothing of 
classes, and proceeded the next week into the it af another. 
Civil Service. I call that a very well educated 56,007. Would you like to see in an 
boy. He has not been crammed in any respect examination· something other than the intel
whatever. lectual test ?--I should very much like to see 

56,087. How many boys every year go up it if I thought it practicable. If I saw any 
for the Civil Service examination who have way of doing it I should very much like to 
been educated at vour school ?-Not so many, have it. 
I think, aH before." A very large number of · 56,098. But as things are, you would leave 
boys at Fettes have been diverted to Egypt. it as it is ?-I am af:aid t~a~ is the only thing 
We have got almost a connection there. It we can do, to leave It as It 1s, as far as I can 
grows very largely through the influence of see. 
the fellow who went first, James Curry, the 56,099. You say: "I should prefer a pre
head of Gordon College, who had a whole trail " liminary examination on which. perhaps 
after him. " two-thirds of the candidates wol.tld be 

56,088. W oulcl you say that your Sixth " rejected, and a more careful examination 
Form standard comes up to that of the old " of the surviving third than is possible 
English public schools?-Yes, I think quite " with the larger number." Will yon 
so. Our examiner last year, Professor Hardy, elaborate this ?-I think;, there. is a very large 
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number: of boys who, 
in my opinion, are not the best. notice that 
at the Oxford scholarship examination they 
often discover a fellow of real ability, who in 
our school list is perhaps below a boy who 
gets higher marks. 

56,100. Where you actually test it by 
marks ?-Yes. I think it is specially true of 
the Scotch boy. He develops and becomes a 
very mature fellow in time. When I was 
master at Westminster I think the boys' 
progress was quicker as young boys, but I do 
not say that the final outcome was as good. 

go in for the examination ?--No, we would 
not allow a boy to do that under any con-
sideration. · 

56,112. Your school, I understand, corre· 
sponds really to the English public school?
Yes. 

56,101. I understand you to suggest that 
yoi1r selective process would take the form 
of a preliminary examination prior to the 
competitive examination ?-Yes. . 

56,'102. And that the preliminary exami
nation would have no marks attached to it, 
but would be framed more. on the lines of the 
University scholarship?-Yes; I do not mind 
the marking~ I only want something beyond 
the marking examin:3.tion. I suggest · they 
should mark these preliminary examinations. 
For the final test of real ability amongst the 
selected candidates I should prefer something 
else~ 

56,103. You would mark for the pre
liminary?-Yes .. 
· 56,104. So that that would really be the 

competitive examination, would it not ?-It 
would be a competitive examination, but still 
it would not tell; it would not give the final 
place. 

56 105. Supposing there were a couple of 
lnindr~d candidates for one hundred vacancies, 
you would place the whole lot according to 
their marks and let them go on to the next 
examination'?-Yes, go on to the next exami
nation. I would take, say, the first 50, or 
whatever it is on the marking system, and 
then I would have another examination in 
which I would prefer to see them distinguished 
into classes. It is very difficult indeed to 
estimate in marks in the higher sul;:>jects. In 
a question, for instance, like Philosophy it is 
very difficult to assess the difference between 
one candidate and another in marks. 

56· 106. Would not your suggestion impose 
a hea~y task on the candidate, having two 
examinations running fairly close to each 
other ?:_Yes it would. I was thinking rather 
of gettiJ?.g the best m~n for India .. I know it 
would put ·a very considerable stram on them. 

56,107. And the examinations would follow 
rather quickly on each other, would they not? 
-Yes, they would. 

56,108: (Lord Ronaldshay.) How many 
boys have you at your school ?-220. 

56,109. And they leave at the age of 18 or 
19 ?-They mostly leave at 19. 

56,110. Do they take the scholarships of 
which you spoke without any fw'ther eduea
tion ; do they take them d!rect from . your 
school ?-They take them m the ordinary 
course of instruction in the Sixth Form. 

56,111. rrhey do not find it necessary to 
s:pe:Q.q 1'!-ny- time with the crammer before they 

56,113. And differs from. . the ordinary 
secondary school in Scotian d ?-Yes. In the 
ordinary day schools the boys leave much 
earlier. · 

56,114. The cmriculum is rather different 
too, I suppose?-Yes, it is. 

56,115. That being so, in the event of the 
age limit for the examination being reduced, 
your pupils should be able to compete against 
English boys just as successfully as they do 
now ?-I think they would. It might be to 
the advantage of the school, but it did not 
seem to me that that was the right way of 
answering the question. 

56,116. Can you tell me if there are many 
schools o£ the same class in Scotland ?-Only 
about five, I think. I speak with some hesi
tation, because I really do not know very 
much about the schools. A great number of 
able boys go to Edinburgh University between 
that and their Oxford career. 

5o,ll7. At any rate, so far as regards those 
.four or five schools, or whatever the number 
may be, a reduction in the age limit of the 
examination would not prejudice a Scotch 
boy's chance ?-Not in those' particular schools. 

56,118. I say as far as those four or five 
schools are concerned ?-Yes. 

56,119. Do you agree with what we have 
been told, that apart from these schools, 
which are more like English schools in 
Scotland, if the age limit of the examination 
were reduced to 18-19 it would practically 

. exclude Scotland as a source of supply for the 
Indian Civil Service? I think it would 
exclude Scotland altogether. 

56,120. Except for .those four or five 
schools ?-Except for those four or five schools 
of a special type. 

56,121. (Ohai1•man.) Do any of your boys 
go to Edinburgh University prior to going 
to Oxford and Cambridge ?-For special pur
poses. They, perhaps, are going to be Scotch 
ministers or doctors. A great number of boys 
go into the Medical School. 

56,122. And then go on to Oxford and 
Cambridge ?-No, they do not go on. 

56,123. Those who go to Oxford ancl 
Cambridge go direct from the school ?-Yes. 

56,124. (Sir Theodore Mm·ison.) I think 
·you said just now, in answer to Lord Ronald
shay, that the ordinary day seconilary school 
in Scotland would not have a chance of com
petiug in these examinations; you thought 
they would be wiped out. May I ask whether 
you thought so because you ?onte~plate an 
examination in which schools hke vVmchester, 
Eton, and Harrow would compete very suc
cessfully aaainst whom your boys, of course, 

' 
0 

.,. I h' k' would also compete ?-1 es. was t m ·mg 
of an examination very similar to what we 
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have got now. Of course if it was· altered it 56,134. And you would like to see it 
would be a different thing. retained '?-I should for boys such as we get 

56,125. Surely it would follow, then, that -I do not say universally. · 
not only the day schools in Scotland. would 56,135. vVould you include Greek and 
be wiped out, but a large number of secondary Roman History?-Yes, certainly. 
schools established by the county councils 56,136. What do you want to add to that? 
in this country would also be wiped out?- vVould your pure classical boy do an English 
They would have no chance, I think.. paper ?-Certainly. 

56,126. It seems to me you have a definite 56,137. ·An English and gener~l paper?-
conception of the kind of examination which Yes,· just as they do at the University, an 
would then be instituted. You contemplate essay and a general paper, to which I should 
that it would be an examination similar to . attach great importance. · 
the scholarship examination at Oxford, which· 56,138. Is that enough? -I think that is 
was devised to get a particular type of boy the education on which boys get their scholar-

. and encourage a particular type of school. ships. 
Your answer seems to be framed upon that 56,139. Would you .have a Grammar and 
understanding, does it not ?-With regard to Philology paper separate ?-No, I do ;not 
the alteration of the examination, that is to think so. · 
say, supposing it was of quite a different 56,140. You would not like to have it?-:
class, I doubt whether it is of a sufficiently I do not think it is very educative for the 
high standard. I do not think you could set majority of boys. 
a common examination in Scotland to include · 56,141. You would not like to dissociate. 
all the schools of a sufficiently high standard it from the text ?-No. 
to really find out the able scholars. 56,142. I u.nderstand that this would cover 

56,127. A common examination is clearly what you want, the translation. of unseen· 
a difficulty, but I suppose it might be possible verse and prose-the linguistic stt1.dy of Latin 
to have alternative groups, one of which and Greek?-Yes. Of course the style of 
would suit Fettes and Winchester, and Eng~sh translati9n should be very carefully 
another of which might suit the ordinary day considered. . 
school in Scotland ?-I think so far as the boys 56,143. Elegance of translation?-Yes·. 
at the day schools are concerned- I speak 56,144. Is there anything else with regard 
with great hesitation again because I was not to the classical knowledge which you would 
educated in Scotland, and our school is rather add besides History-books on Greek and · 
of a different type boys leave earlier than Roman literature ?-I should make the ques
our boys do. I think boys, as a rule, do not tions such as to find out whether the boy had 
stay at the day school as long as they naturally read them. I should ask him for estimates as 
would do with us. Boys come to us at 14 and to anything he had· read. I think it is a 
they stay at least four years. The day schoolS' most excellent thing for a fellow to be asked 
as far as I know have a large preparatory for his own personal estimate of Shakespeare, 
department of 600 or 700 boys, a.nd a very for example .. Yo:u could find out a great 
large number of them do not remam, so that deal from h1m m that way.· · We always 
the ;b..igh standard that can be got at a school suppose that there is a good deal of reading 
where the majority are 18 or 19 is not over and above what he has read in. the form 
attainable. room. The boy who does not read more than 

56,128. If they cannot attain to the what he ought to ~o in t~e form. room is 
standard o£ the good boy of 19, whatever the not a good scholarship cand1date at Oxford. 
subject may be, obviously they cannot com- 56,145. It rather alarms me .to hear you 

· pete. It is only on the understanding. that s~y tha~ a boy should . read Sha~espeare and 
there is a good number of boys who stay on giVe his personal estlmate of 1t.. Do yo~1 
there for a complete education on the modern cont~plate that he s)lould have to study his 
side. Would they have any chance of Colendge also ?-:-I thmk 3: boy of 19 ought 
competing at all ? -The schools would to lu;ww .something about It, a~d say why he 
probably have to be reorganil::led. You must admires It or why he does n~t. . 
have a particular type of master as well. 56,146. Would. you desire him to read 

56,129. Would you mind giving me,· as books on. the. s~bJect of why other people 
briefly as possible, a short outline of the kind have adm,!red It ·-:-No~ . 
of examination that would suit the classical . 5~,14/ ·. That ~s the da~&'er of all litera
boy in Fettes. You would have Greek and tme · .It Is. It IS very difficult, but, at the 
Latin in the first place, would you not?-Yes. same time, a ~eneral paper can find out a 

56 190 I 
1 

d' £ good deal, I thmk. 
, u • n~ u mg passages o unseen prose 56,148. You confine that to the general 

and verse ?--1 ~s. paper ?-I think so. · 
~ 5~6,131. La~m prose ?-Yes, all forms of 56,149. What ·proportion of the boys in · 

Greek and Latm prose. your Sixth Form would that meet ? Is there a 
56,132. Verse ?-Yes. class in your school that would be met by it? 
G6,133. You would have verge too?- We -Yes, the better boys are all working up to 

do have it as a matter of fact. it. My own Form, the Upper Sixth, which has 
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13 boys in it, is aiming at a University edu
cation. As a rule we do not put a boy into 
the Upper Sixth who .is qualifying for Medicine. 
He need not carry on his classical education 
so far. We put him into the Lower Sixth, 
where he gets a good deal of Science and so 
on; but if he is going up as a University 
candidate we put him into the Upper Sixth, 
and that is the course he gets. , 

56,150. ·would. you want the examination 
to be such that It would be open to your 
Lower Sixth Form boys, who are taking a 
certain . amount o£ classical, and who are 
stronger 1-ipon the mathematical and science 
side ?-I should distinctly have some arrange
ments for Mathematics. 

56;151. Clearly Mathematics must be re
presented ?~Quite so, but ·not as a compulsory 
subject. . 

56,152. You would have to have an option, 
· · alternatives, besides?-Yes. · 

56,153 .. Do you w~nt also to have modern 
European languages recognised as an option? 
-Yes. · 

56,154. You do ?-:-Distinctly yes~ 
56,155. How would you value them against 

this course which you have in Classics ?-It 
· depends upon whether the boy has had a 
preliminary classical training up to a certain 
stage, .because I find that boys get a better 
hold o£ modern languages who have had some 
classical training than boys who approach 
them without any kind o£ classical training 
at all. · 

56,156. So that i£ you devise a modern 
language course which would be an alterna
tive group to this, I suppose it would contain 
Latin and .Greek up to a lower standard, and 
French and German in addition?--Yes, always 
Latin, I think. vV e must have that. Every 
boy in the school learns Latin. . 

56,157. So that you think you could gain 
a reasonable equivalent to this advanced 
study o£ .the Classics on the modern side if 
you weighted_it with Latin ?-Yes, but the 
modern side does not command the best 
material as a rule. 

56,158. Teachers or boys?- Boys. 
Amongst the teachers we have practically the 
same standard in both. I do not think it 
would be taken with us. It is quite easy to 

. devise an examination. 
56 159. Do you· think you could devise a 

cours~ of modern studies which would ·be a 
fair equivalent, intellectually, in difficulty of 
attainment to this classical course which you 
have sketched to us ?-Yes, i£ it was not ex
clusively modern. I think you must have 
Latin and English and History. 

56,160. Your .modern languages course 
would be rather w1de then?-Yes. 

56,161. French, German, Latin, and Eng
lish would be common to everybody ?-Yes. 

56,162. And History?-Yes, especially the 
history in reference to the languages taken up. 

56,163. So that it would be German and 
German history and French and French 
history ?-Yes. 

56,164. Do you think there would have to 
be any other additions, for instance, the study 
of French literature?-French literature, ex
cluding what you were mentioning; reading 
up books about literature, ,.fhich is the most 
demoralising process. . 

56,165. The only way in which you could 
stiffen up the French and German would be 
to make the course of reading much wider ?
Yes, and to insist upon Latin, I think. 

56,166. Do you know whether there is any 
school which is capable of offering that. I£ 
you make the modern side a real equivalent 
to the classical, is there any school that you 
know of which teaches .it ?--I think many • 
headmasters have, had pious wishes to do it, 
but have never succeeded. There is a much 
greater attraction for a clever boy to the 
classical side. It is not from want of attempt 
to organise it. It is that you do not get the 
material for it. . · 

56,167. You think if the courses were 
devised the clever boys would not take them 
because they do not carry the same prestige ? 
-And also in many cases they do not carry 
the same rewards at present. For instance, 
we have a number of exhibitions that are 
left for Classics for which the modern boy 
is not eligible, and I suspect that most of the 
schools are weighted with conditions of that 
kind. 

56,168. Is that equally true o£ Science, or 
has Science been sufficiently endowed now ?
:No, I do not think it is at all. We have no 
prize in Science at aJl. 

56,169. There is only one other question I 
wish to ask in reference to a reply that you 
gave to the Chairman. You stated that your 
best boys get scholarships at Oxford ?-And 
Cambridge. 

56,170. Do you find that those. who win 
those scholarships justify in after life, or at 
least in their University career, the estimate 
that was formed of them by the examiners ?
yes, in nine cases out o£ ten they do. They 
get their first class, that is to say. 

56,171. That bears on the question of how 
serious the danger is of selecting at the 
younger ages, because from what you have 
said these boys would certainly have been 
selected at the younger ages as they get first. 
A first at the University will get you into the 
Indian Civil Service, will it not, generally?
yes. I think the character of the Oxford 
scholarship examination has a great deal to ~o 
with it. I have often known a srholarsh1p 
given at Oxford to a boy of promise who 
perhaps could not write a line of Lat~n verse. 
If they added up the marks of the fellow he 
would never get in. But very often they 
select a candidate who grows very much 
indeed at Oxford, who takes the work 
extremely well. . 
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. 56;172. Is that done upon their investiga
tion of his paper or upon private communi
cation with yoursel£ ?-No. They may com
municate with me, but they form their own 
decision. That is to say, i£ a boy writes a 
remarkable English Essay or a general paper 
they will award on that quite apart from ·the 
fact that he cannot write a line of Greek or 
Latin verse. 

56,173. It seems to me the danger that you 
anticipate in this examination is rather the 
fear that the examination will not be so 
intelligent as the one. at Oxford and Cam
bridge than the danger of having to examine 
boys at 19 ?--1 think it is very difficult indeed 
for experienced men to judge what a -boy is at 
19. The Oxford people have had great 
experience of it; but they have only 20 or 
30 candidates. If you get 200 or 300 candi
dates it is impossible for the examiner so 
carefully to· examine them. . · 

56,174. It depends on getting it as well 
done as it is done at Oxford ?-Yes, and 
liberty to depart from a striGt system of 
marking. What I complain about this exami
nation is what we call totting •up-a boy that 
tots up well. 

56,175. But there is no particular diffi
culty in giving your result in marks and yet 
not actually totting up ?-If he is examined·iD; 
certain subjects and told that 500 marks are 
given for it, it is almost impossible in the 
examination to ignore that he has got, say, 
200. 

56,176. I have been in the habit of dealing 
with the marks and not with Alpha and Beta, 
and it does not seem to me there is very much 
difference between the two. If you find a boy 
tots up a great· deal too high you take the 
marks off very liberally ?-That is a secret of 
the examiner that I did not quite know. 

56,177. I confess I have often done that? 
think it is the fairest method; I approve 

of it, but can it be done with a very large 
number of candidates ? 
· 56,178. That raises the other question of 

conducting an examination fairly if you have 
a very large m1mber ?-Yes. 

56,179. (.Mr. Ohaubal.) If this examination 
of the kind that was suggested by Sir 
Theodore Morison was started, I suppose the 
candidates would be divided ; there would· be 
some who would be going in for the scholar
ship examination and some for this new 
examination ?-You mean· this modern system 
and classical system ? 

56,180. I mean that the examination pro
posed for the Indian Civil Service is to be 
held at the age of 19, the school-leaving age? 
-Yes. 

56,181. And that is the age at which your 
Oxford scholarship examination is held?
That is so. 

56,182. So that the material which will be 
going in for these two r.different examinations 
would be divided ?-Yes. 
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56,183. From that aspect of 'the question, 
do you see any disadvantage to the Univer
sities from losing some of their possible 
students ?-No, I think the best boys will go 
to the University still, save those who are 
very much dep~ndent on getting an income. 

56,184. As between these two examinations, 
do you think the best material will go in 
for the s6holarship examination ?-I think so. 

56,185. And therefore·the best materialm 
this country is .. not likely to l)e attracted to 
this Indian. Civil Service examination starting 
a.t the age of 19 ?-I do not think it would.. 

5.6,186. (Mr. Sly.) You have scholarship 
examinations for entrance to your school?
Yes. 

56,187. Do any boys from the elementary 
Government schools compete at those exami
nations?-Yes, we have 12 that compete. 
· 56,188. Do they compet~ successfully ?
We are obliged to take them from 'the quali
fied schools. We have 12 scholars that must 
come. 

5.6,189. Is their. educational standard about 
equivalent to that of a boy who has been to an 
ordinary preparatory school or not ?__:_They 
~re generally subsidised by the father,. who 
perhaps is a schoolmaster in Scotland or a 
clergyman, and the tendency is that the boY' 
is over-crammed. He has learned too much 

·and he does not always grow. I calculate that 
about one-third of them are rather disap
pointing; two-thirds are quite satisfactory. 
. 56,190. Does your school subject itself to 
the Government examination for the school
leaving certificate ?-In part. Vie take . sub
jects ; that is to say, we take Mathematics, 
Latin, French, and so on, but we take it at an 
early age. We take it below the Sixth Form. 

56,191. A· Government Departmental ~x-
amination ?-'--Yes. ..... 

56,192. Below the Sixth Form ?-Yes. The 
subjects that we take, we are not obliged to 
take. Vv e can take what we like. We take · 
them sci as to· suit our own course, Vlrith the 
consent of the Department completely. 

56,193. Have you any experience in this 
examination of the method of taking the school 
record into consideration at all?-We tried it 
for' a little t.ime in the Army; examinations, 
because the Scotch Department required an 
estimate from the school before they would giye 
a preliminary certificate for the Army, but 
that does not now exist. I found, however, . 
that there was such an ex~ra0rdinary difference 
of opinion held as to the value o£ that record. 
One man merely looked at the record o£ the 
boy, and the other man looked at what he 
thought he would become, I have found as 
much difference as 25 and 80 in the estimate 
of a boy. 

56,194. In this school-leaving examination, 
is the school record taken into account ?-It 
is not tak:en with the leaving certificate and 
the other called the intermediate certificate. 

56,195. Your experience o£ the system 
does not lead you to, think. it is desirable to 

p 
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recommend it as a model to be followed ?-I 
do not recommend it at all. 

56,196. (Chairman.) Do· you pass boys 
from your school· into the Army?-Yes. 

· 56,197. You have Army classes ?--Yes, we 
have a very good class. I am sorry to say it 
has gone down a great deal, as in many schools. 
There is ·not the same desii·e for the Army as 
there was. 

56,198. (Mr. Madge.) You are not an ad
mirer of the competitive. system, apparently, 
because its results are registered in marks, 
which you do not think afford any test of 
character ?-No, they. do not.·. 

. 56,199. You have told us that you think it 
impracticable to secure a test of character .. 
Do you·say so because there is no way of co
ordinating such a test with the results of 
examinations ?--:-My difficulty is the conditions 
under which the· boys have been taught, and 
that· the people who have taught. them are so 
different. A boy will get a very strong com
mendation from one school and a very poor 
one from'another school-poor by comparison. 
It is very . difficult to compare them, and to 
select on the strength of them. There are 
'some headmasters whose testimonials are not 
intended to be of little value, but are of little 
value becauf;je they do not let themselves go at 
,all. They do not seem to know the candidate 
ve:ry well; The. testimonials of. other head
masters show that. the man does understand 
the: boy well and ·can say a great deal for him. 
:I have had a good deal to do with various 
maste:rs, and I am extremely disappointed with 
the testimonials they give very often. They are 
;merely testimonials-statements of character 

'.and so . on. I do not see how they can be 
compared with each other. · . 

. 56,200. We have had recommended to us 
ftom various experts the formation o£ a Board . or a Selection Committee, composed not en
tirely of schoolmasters, but of officials and 
other responsible authorities. Do you think 
such a Selection Board, if public opinion could 
swallow it, woulcl give us what you want in 
the shape of a test of character ?-Here is my 
difficulty. Take a Scotch boy who lives very 
much alone and who has not been to a public 
school at all. He may be a .yery good fellow, 
but he has no one at the back of hiJ.?.l to give 
him a testimonial. 
. 56,201. There would be no common ground 
covered by the estimates of different schools 
and different masters ?-I do not think so. 
. 513,202. Suppose· it were possible, do you 
-think public . opinion would stand the setting 
aside of competition with a view to selection 
in that way ?-It is very difficult to answer 
that. I think, i£ it proved itself satisfactory, 
they would soon get accustomed to it, but to 
start with, I think there would be opposition. 

56,203. Strong opposition?-Yes, I think 
it would be specially strong in Scotland. 

56,204. Do you think that the extent to 
which competition has affected education 
generally has reacted u11favourably upon it ? 

Do people educate largely for competition and 
for marks rather than with a view to sound 
knowledge ?-I think it has had that effect 
especially where a school is very keen o~ 
getting distinctions, when it feels it has to draw 
the public. There are recognised schools that 
lay .themse~ves out for it, but under the system 
of mspectwn we are getting, that may be 
corrected. I daresay under the inspectorial 
system which is now adopted for schools, that 
cramming system may be avoided. The~e 
was a great difficulty in the old days of taking 
a clever boy and working him hard, irrespec
tive of rest, but I think under .the inspection 
system that will be improved. 

. 56,205. Do you think that if educational 
experts, say in Scotland, where you think 
opposition would be great,. agreed that the 
action of competition on education generally 
was unfavourable, it would have some in
fluence on the public in modifying anyopposi
tion to a Selection Board ?-The Scotchman is a 
:very competitive person, and I do not think he 
would be willing to give it up. 

56,206. You would not care to speak con
fidently on that point ?-,-No. 

56,207. Do you think frequent changes in 
methods of recruiting react unfavourably on 
candidature for the Civil Service generally?·
It certainly has done . so for the Army, and I 

·imagine it would do so here. 
56,208. Do you think the actual results of 

the existing higher age afford any substantial 
ground for lowering it ?-No, I should much 
prefer the present system. 

56,209. (Mr. Abdur Rahim.) I should like to 
know whether Scotch boys, in yow· experience, 
would be in a better position, say at the age 
of· 23, to judge of an Indian career than at 
the age of 19 ?-I think they would be better 
capable of forming a judgment. Of course, 
schools have been a great deal affected, 
especially during the last 20 years, by athleti
cism. I do not think the boy of 19 is now 
quite as old a boy as he used to be before this 
somewhat extravagant athleticism came in. 
Personally I do not think he reads as many 
books. He gets so many demands made upon 
his time by the football team or the cricket 
team that he is not so much o£ a student on 
his own score as he used to be. 

56,210. What I want specially to know is 
this, whether a Scotch boy of 22 or 23 would 
be able to judge better whether an Indian 
career would suit him than a Scotch boy of 
18 or 19. ?-The Scotch boy has got a very 
great attraction for India. Almost all of them 
have relatives there, and a number o£ con
siderations come in which tell upon a Scotch 
boy. Almost all Scotch men have connections 
with India. 

56,211J.. You do not think there would be 
any difference in that respect ?-No, I do not 
think so. 

. 56 212. I think you told us i£ you had an 
exami~ation, say, at 18 or 19, on similar lines 
to the present Oxford scholarship examination, 
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then you would get boys who if they went 
through an ordinary University career at 
Oxford or Cambridge would do well in an 
Honours degree ?-Yes. 

56,213. But if you have selection at that 
age, even. upon an examination of that 
character, the result would be this : you select 
you.r boy and then he undergoes a short period 
of probation. vVould that give him the same 
education or would it prove the same incentive, 
to do well in the Honours degree as a boy who 
goes with a scholarship to one of the Univer
sities ?-I do not think it would. 

56,214. If it does not, then by selection at 
the younger age as suggested· by \Vitnesses 
you would not be able to satiscy the principle 
laid down by Lord Macaulay, who said that 

you must get for the Indian Civil Service the 
best· product o£ the ;English system of educa
tion; it would not satisfy that principle ?;_It 
is. very difficult indeed to· prophesy what will 
be the result. . · 

56,215. I mean if you have. an examination 
at an earlier age, would you get the same class 
of man as you do now at the maturer age?-:
I d? not think in the long run you will get, 
unaer the younger system, as good.· me~ as 
you get u:t;tder the present system. I do not 
thi)4k so. . . . . 

56,2i6. EvE;~n i£ you conform the examma
tion at the younger age to the scholarship 
examination ?-I do not think you would. 

('rhe witness withdrew.) 

JonN ALISON, Esq., M.A., lf.R.S.E., Headmaster of George Watson's College, Edinburgh. 

Answers ·t•elating to the Indian Civil Se~"Vice: 

56,217. It has ·been suggested that the 
age for appearing in the opep. competitive 
examination for the Indian Civil Service 
should be lowered, so as . to secure boys at the 
school-leaving age. vVhat is y0ur opinion on 
this suggestion ?-Perhaps I may first explain 
the position o£ the college. George vVatson's 
College is a large secondary day school for boys 
under the control o£ the Education Board of. the 
Edinburgh Merchat1t; Company. Its curri
culum, generally speaking, is regulated by the 
conditions of the intermediate and leaving 
certificates of the Scotch Education Depart
ment. It sends out annually about 40 boys to 
the University and 160 directly into profes
sional or business life.· The pupils are drawn 
mainly from the families of the professional 
and commercial classes· in Edinburgh, with a 
number of boys from country districts and 
front the Colonies. . · 

During the past ~a years 45 former pupils 
of the college have been successful in the 
examinations for the Home and Indian Civil 
Service. 0£ these, 38 entered the Indian 
Service. Most of the 45 competed after 
finishing an Arts course at Edinburgh Univer
sity, a few were at Oxford or Cambridge, and 
a small proportion of them, so far as I know, 
had recourse to the services of a crammer. 
They were the sons of fathers of various 
professions and. businesses, no particular class 
standing out conspicuously before others. 

' In my opinion the suggested change in the 
age limits to the school-leaving age is undesir
able for the following reasons :-

(i) The high in~ellectual a~1.d ~t~er en~ow
ments, th~ possessLOn of whiCh 1t 1s de.s~red 
to ascertain by auy scheme of compet1t1~n, 
generally manifest themselves as a superiOr 
general capacity. This is of slow growth, and 
may actually depend for its most favourab~e 
development upon an absence of pr~ss:ure. m 
earlier years. The premature specialisation 
and the anxiety implied by so ~erious an 
examination at 18 or 19 would mdeed be 
gravely harmful to development of mind and 

charaeter. The best chance of success would 
fall to the boys who had developed that early 
aptitude which is often found dissociated from 
weight. Again, many boys have neither 
realised· the ·importance of hard study nor 
decided their course in life till· near the end 
of their school course, till, indeed, it woUld be 
too late. to prepare for the competition at the 
early age proposed. It is not enough to say 
that .th~ boy who does :not wake up and decide 
in time has lost and deserves . to lose his 
opportunity to enter this particular Service .. 
From the point of view of the public service 
the . loss of the type-the later developing 
type, that is-would. be regrettable ; for the 
men whose boyhood has been prolonged are 
by. no means the inferior men afterwards. 
Hence the maximum age limit should be as 
late as is compatible with that deemed best 
for entering the Service in India. · 

Further, there is no reference in your 
communication as to the extent or nature of 
the University course to be followed by the 
successful candidates of 18 or 19 before they 

. proceed to their duties in . India.· That a 
University course will be taken in the interval 
I do not doubt. The declaration of Lord 

· Macaulay's Committee is still of fundamental 
importance : " It is undoubtedly desirable 

· " that the Civil Servant of the Comp~y 
" should enter on his duties while still young, 
" but it it:~ also desirable that he should have 
" received .the best, the most liberal, the most 
" finished education that his native country 
" affords." But in my view even the best 
course of.stucly would lose much of its value 
i£ it were followed with the moderate applica
tion to be expected o£ men who were conscious 
that their success had already been attained .. 

(ii) In regard to the applicability of the 
proposed conditions to our Scottish system, 
I would point out that the normal leaving-age 
in English higher schools is at least a year 
later than in Scottish secondary schools. 
With us the leaving certificate may be taken 
by a boy of 17. 

Under the present conditions of the exami
nation, our boys, wi~h the. ordinary school 

P2 
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course and a course of study at the University, pres~nt conditions, but not for boys just 
have a fair opportunity of entering the Indian ~eavmg .a school where ~he cho~ce of subjects 
Service. I£ the suggested· changes were made, 1s restricted and certam subJects are com
those boys would have the best chance who pulsory. The free choice for boys from most 
could afford to go to schools where special Scottish schools would be quite illusorv and 
preparation was given for the examination. therefore should not be offered. ·' 
Very few schools. in Scotland, s~ve tho~e (e) Yes, there should be both compulsory 
working on the lmes of the English pubhc and optional subjects. ·This is in accord with 
schools, could give the special classes !or the work o£ the schools. I should, in a tenta
such preparation. Apart from the questiOn tive fashion, suggest:-
of funds, the conditions under which the A.-Compulsory Subjects:-
schools work would be a handicap, unless the English (Language, Literature, Com-
examination wel'e in the well-defined group position). 
of subjects which are normally demanded. for Mathematics or Science. 
the school-leaving certificate, viz. : Latin, or Greek, or French, or German. 

English; another Language; Mathematics B.-Optional (two to be taken):-
or Science ; a fourth subject (not already · Latin } 
taken) chosen n:om- Greek . 

Latin. Gaelic. French I£ not ahe~dy taken. 
Greek. Mathematics. · German · 
French. Experimental Science. Mathemat~cs.-1£ not aheady taken. 
German. Geography. Applied Mathematics. 
Italian. ·History. Science :-
Spanish. Drawing. Chemistry 

It has, rightly I think, been the policy o£ Physics 
the Scotch Education Department to dis- Zoology 
courage high specialisation at school. Botany 

History. 

} T1vo of the four. 

56,218. Supposing the suggestion for Geography. 
lowering "the age limits is accepted, what (d) No, I should, subject to reply to (e), 
would you prefer ?-Should the suggestion of grant the candidate full liberty o£ choice of 
lowering the age be adopted, I ·should prefer subjects without reference to any classification 
18 to 19. in groups according to their affinities. 

56,219. What would be the character o£ 56,220. What regulations would you !:lug-
an open competitive examination designed gest so as to ensure that the candidates had 
£01; boys of school-leaving age? In particular : followed a school course and had not beP.n 
(a) should the examination approximate ·to prepared by a crammer ?-I would not limit 
the scholarship examinations of Oxford and the field of selection· in any way. Not. every 
Cambridge ; (b) should . the examiD:ation '' crammer" deserves the prejudice attaching 
contain a number of subJects all optwnal, to the term, and if a clever boy presented 
the only limitation to· the candidate's n·eedom himself for. examination from a crammer's, 
of choice being contained in the provision he should have his chance with the others 
that the maximum number o£ marks which · p1•ovided that he has means of satisfying the 
can be obtained from the subjects chosen Commissioners as to the points mentioned 
shall not· exceed a specified amount ; (e) below. 
shoi.ud the examination;'' consist of some com- 26,221. To what extent could a rigorous 
pulsory and some optional subjects ; and test of cillaracter and a scrutiny of the 
(d) should the examination be one in which school record be combined with a competitive 
the options are classified in groups according . examination ?-Inquiries as to character and 
to their affinities, and the candidate's liberty school record should be made for all intending 
of choice is confined to selecting a certain candidates bejo1•e they are admitted to the 
group ?-As to the character of the open com- examination. The schedules of inquiry at 
petition for boys of school·leaving age- present sent out by the various Public Depart
. (a) No, I do not approve of an examina-: ments will suggest the various points to be 
tion like that of the scholarship examination emphasised. Besides the customary details 
o:E Oxford or Cambridge. Boys at school as to character and abilities demanded by 
should be allowed to take the broad cuniculum these schedules, attention should be paid to 
which has proved good for general mental qualities of leadership if developed in games, 
development. Interference with this cm-ri.;. · or in the Officers' Training Corps, or in other 
culum for the sake of a few· pupils taking activities of the school. There is no way that 
special subjects could not be contemplated I can imagine of combining the results of such 
by the Scottish schools. · inquiries with the results o£ the written exam-

( b) No, I do not approve of an examina- ination in such a way as to affect the final 
tion in a number of subjects all optional. order of the candidates. 
This method is quite suitable under the 56,222. Are you of opinion that the ac-

* .A. specimen of such an examination was enclosed curacy of the result of an examination, as a 
-vide Appendix X. . .. test of intellectual promise, is affected by the 
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number of candidates who appear for it? ·I£ the same examiner if he has to revise a large 
so, do you anticipate that an examination at numbe1· of papers. The best way, in my 
the age suggested, will be exposed to a danger opinion, of obviating the difficulty would be 
of this kind, and how would you obviate this, to attach considerable weight to the evidence 
should the case arise ?_;_It is likely that under afforded by the school record referred to in 
the suggested conditions a very large number the previous question, and rigorously to· ex
of boys would desire to compete, and there is elude from the examination all who are 
no doubt that such a large number is bound unlikely to come up to the standard of the 
in some degree to affect the fairness of the SerVice. I believe the Commissioners could 
results arrived at. Varying judgments will count on the careful and conscientious assist
be passed by different examiners or even by ance o£ Headmasters to this end. 

'Mr. JonN ALisoN, M.A., F.R.s.E., called and examined. 

56,223. (Chairman.) You are Headmaster 56,235. You have not been able to gather 
· of George .\Vatson's College, Edinburgh?- any real reason for that ?~One could speculate, 

Yes. perhaps, that the unrest in India may have 
56,224. How many boys have you got at something to do with it. Also that the general 

your College ?-1,175 at present. We take conditions o£ life out there· are not just as they· 
them at the earliest age, and that includes the once were. The expenses o£ living are rising, 
elementary department. I suppose, and the income has not risen. 

56,225. What age is the youngest?-We 56,236. At any rate you have.an impression 
begin at five. that it is somewhat 'unpopular both with the 

56,226. How many have you . got in the parents and the boys ?-Yes, although it may .. 
secondary department?-We have 640 over be there is nothing definite behind it. I do 
12 years of age. · not know . 

. 56,227. Is yours exclusively a day school? 56,237. You would approve of a reduction 
-Yes. of age; you would like it to be betweeu 21 

56,228. I see you state that you have and 23 ?-I£ there is to. be a redur.tion at all, 
passed a good many boys into the Indian I ·think that is probably all that I should 
Civil Service?-Yes. I should like to make a approve of. · 
correction there. In my written answers I say 56,238. You would not welcome a redur
we have· passed 45 in the last 20 years. That tion to the school-leaving age ?-Not unless 
ought ·to be 41 in the last 20 years. ~ find you could adapt it to the school conditions in 
that I counted four who entered at an earlier Scotland. 
date. 56,239. You realise that if it were taken 

56,229. Of those, you state 38have entered at the .age you mention, 21-23, it would 
the Indian Civil Service. You will require also seriously interfere with the English Univer
to alter the figure 38 ?-Yes, 34 have entered sities ?-Yes, I know there is a difficulty there. 
the Indian Civil Service, riot 38. 56,240. Your objection to the · school-leav..: 

56,230. The others have stayed at home ing age is that you think an examination of 
and taken the Home Service ?-Yes. this character would introduce undue· speciali-

56,231. How have most of those gone into sation at too early an age ?__:.Yes, it would 
the Service from you? Have they gone on to require that, ·and we could not ·give it. The 
one of the Scotch Universities ?--They have Education Department compel us, quite 
nearly all gone to Edinburgh University. rightly in my opinion, to give a very broad 

56,232. And then gone to Oxford or Cam- curriculum up t? the age of 1~ or 16. Every 
bridge for their year's probation ?-Yes; they boy takes EnghsJl, Mat~ematics, a langt~age 
take their final there. We have passed half-a- othel' than English, Science, and Drawmg, 
dozen boys on to Oxford for a year or two an~ follows this course for three years, until 
before competing, but the vast majority have he IS between 15 and 16. 
gone to Edinburgh University alone after 56,241. Has he got to take Latin. or Greek? 
school. -The language is not specified__; one language 

56,233. You have had a falling off in the other than English. 
last five years ?-Very considerable. In the 56,242. So that I:e may take a modern 
last five years we have passed only seven. language or a classical ?--Yes. Then for 

56,234. Do you attribute that falling off to two .years after tha.t every boy. must take 
the late age at which they are asked to adopt Enghsh, Mathematics,, or SCience, .. and 
a career ?-I would not put very much stress aD;other language. W1th these . cond1t10ns 
on that explanation, because at the same age l~1d. upon us we could not begm t_o spe
we had larger numbers. That is only one Ciahse early enou~h for an . exarnmatwn 
possible explanation. I think another expla- sue~ as would. su~t the Enghsh sc~ools; 
nation is probably this, that there seems to be but if the exarmnatwn were .ma~e to smt us, 
abroad in the minds of the boys the fact that of course I would have no obJeCtiOn. 
the Indian Civil Service is not so attractive as 56,243. Supposing an examination were 
it once was, for what reason I do not know. made· to s~it the Eng~sh pt!blic schools or 
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the S.cotch public schools like Fettes, would not 
that suit you ?-I think not 

56 244. Does that mean that your standard 
is not so high as that of the English public 
schools ?--In Classics probably we do not go 
so high as certain selected boys o£ theirs would 

. go. In Mathematics I ~elieve we go as high 
as any o£ them. It IS not that we ~re 
inferior . but that we have· to keep a. lugh 
standard all round, and so cannot specialise 
so as take any particular subject to a higher 
standard. 

56,245. So that i£ you were to have an 
examination fi·amed on the lines o£ the Oxford 
or Cambridge scholarships, that would not 
suit you ?-No, simply because it takes fewer. 
subj~cts, .and. therefore the boys ~vho are 
specially prepared for them can g? higher. 

56,246. ·Do you ever have successful candi
dates for these scholarship examinations direct 
from your school ?-Sometimes. 

56,247. They do get in from your school? 
-Yes. 

56,248. I suppose as ·time proceeds your 
standa1·d will approximate to the standard 
of the older public schools ?-If you have to 
bring four subjects up to the highest standard 
possible, and another school has to bring 
only three subjects up to the highest standard 

· possible, it stands to reason you will never be 
able to bring your four subjects to the same 
standard as the other school can bring its 
three. It depends on the number of subjects. 
· 56,249. Your contention is that you have 
got a higher level over a greater number of 
subjects than the older public schools ?-My 
contention is that in soine subjects they are 
higher and· in some they are lower. But our 

· average, so :far as I am able to find o'ut, is quite 
as high as theirs. 

56,250. Then you have got the school-leav .. 
ing certificate. At what age is the school
leaving certificate obtained ?-,-There are two 
certificates; there is an int~rmediate certificate 
and a leaving certificate. The intermediate is 
supposed to be taken at 15, but it. is taken 
probably between 15 and ·16, The leaving 
must be two years later. The Scotch Educa
tion Department do not grant. it until two 
years' study has elapsed after the intermediate, 
so that you may take it about 18. 

56,251. What proportion of your boys stay 
with you till they are 18, would you say?
\Ve have a class, I should say, of about 50 boys 
who would average 18 m· 18t. 

56,252. Would you say that more stay till 
they are ] 8 or more go away at about 16 
and go on to the University of Edinburgh 
More go away. · 

56,253. That is the more usual practice ?
yes. I should say that more go away to other 
places than the University. Of those who go 
to the University the majority stay till they 
are 18. 

56,254. Assuming the examination to be 
taken at the school-leaving age, you say you 

would not in any way introduce any scheme 
which would have a tendency towards limiting 
the field of selection ?-No; I would prefer the 
broad field. 

56,255. You would not care to' see the 
condition established that this leaving certi
ficate must be presented ?-No, I should prefer 
to keep the broad field we have at present. 

56,256. You have not got the same appre
hension of the injury o£ the crammer that some 
people have ?-If you put a crammer in place 
of a school course I should deprecate that 
altogether ; but if aftt>r a boy has taken a 

· school course he has three or six months to 
spare and goes to a crammer who brings 
him ·up and works him at high pressure and 
brings everything fresh to his mind, I do not 
see any harm in that at ·all. 

56,257. Provided he has -got his sound 
groundwork ?--:-Provided he has got .his Ac:hool 
course. 

56,258. Then · it may be · very useful to 
him ?-Quite. 

56,259. As regards a test of character, yon 
would·confine yourself merely to a certificate 
similar, I suppose, to the certificate that now 
obtainR ?-It is very difficult to do anything 
else. I do not see what else you can do. 

56,260. We have had schemes put before 
us having for their object the testing of 
character as distinguished from the testing 
o£ intellectual attainment ?-I cannot see any
thing that can be done except to give the 
personal testimony to what is known of the 
boy's character. 

56,261. You do not think that any Board 
of Selection would be o£ any use ?-They could 
only judge by au interview, and hear over 
again the schoolmaster's opinion, which does 
not add much to what the schoolmaster has 
gi Yen before.· · 

56,262. Do you know a certificate that now 
has to be filled in for· a candidate going up 
for the Indian Civil Service examination?
yes, I have seen that. 

56,263. W auld you say that that might be 
strengthened and made more effective ?-I do 
not remember the details sufficiently to say. 

· 56 264. 0£ course it is not given by you 
becau~e it bas to be filled in and signed at the 
University o£ recent years, has it not ?-Yes. 

56 265. They never go back to the school
maste; for that; it is filled in by the Vniver
sity authorities?-Yes. 

56,266. (Mr. Abdu1• Rahim.) I think you 
stated that the discussion of certain problems 
in India bas affected the number o£ recn1its 
for the Indian Civil Service to some extent?
I said I thought it might. 

56 267. It might happen that as tJ1e pro
blems' o£ Indian administration become more 
complicated and difficult the weaker boy 
would keep out and the field would be left to 
the more adventurous and capable boys ? -
.That is so. 
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. 56,268. (M1•. Madge.) Do you think that the· 
raising of the age to the present limit has had 
any .effect in diminishing the number of can
didates.?-No, l cannot say so, because with the 
same· age we had in two years in succession' 
in 1900~1901, six boys who passed the exami
nation. We had six in each of those years: 
Then in, 1904 we had four and in 1907 we.hacl 
four. _ 

5_6,269. (L01·d Ronaldshay.)_ The age was 
changed in 1906; one year· was added?
That seems to have affected it then, because 
although four passed in 1907 they would ha\re 
begun their studies several years before. I 
should think it has affected it.· 

· 56,270. (M1'. Madge.) Is .your approval of 
the partial reduction based on the supposition 
that there must be- some reduction ? I want 
to ask you to say guite frankly whether you 
would have any reduction or none at all ?-It 
is based on the assumption that there must be 
some. . 

56,271. But if there were no assumption 
you would have·no reooction ?-I should leave 
it alone. 

56,272. Would you say so on the ground 
that the older his age the better judge a man 
is as ~o his future career and his development 

· of character ?-I would do it on the ground 
that the man is so far developed that the 
selectors can better judge. -

56,273. Have you heard of cases in which 
the promise of early years has not been fulfilled 
later ?-Do· you mean with regard to these 
candidates or in general? 

56,27 4. In general first, and then with 
regard to these candidates?-----:-Yes, I know 
many cases in general. 

56,275. Taking the cases in general, would 
that form an element in your judgment as to 
your preference for the later age ?-It would. 

56,276. Do you think a system of competi
tion for appointments has had any effect upon 
education generally in Scotland ?-You mean 
this particular competition? 

- 56,277. More or less, yes .. In this particu
lar case we are considering this question, but 
there is increasing competition for othe-r 
services too ?-I would not like to say so. 

56,278. You do not think, because com
petition seems to be a channel or a guide to 
appointments in the public mind, that it 
reacts at all ou education ?-I would be very 
doubtful about that. 

56,279. 0£ course it ought not to do so. 
Has cramming increased in Scotland at all?-
No,_ I think not. . 

·56,280. Do you think there is any method 
of. testing character apart from the competitive 
system?-I think -there is no method under 
the· competitive system. The two things are 
quite apart. 

56,281. Does any method occur to you of 
remedying that serious defect in the competi
tive system ?-No .. I have thought over it, 
but I cannot see any way of doing it except 
simply asking the schoolmaster's opinion of 

the boys before they are allowed to go in, or 
after. It does not matter which. · 

56,282 .. How far would viva voce examina
tions tend to correct or modify a defect of that 
sort ?-Only in so far as they bring the 
candidates face to face with the examiner so 
that he sees something of their 'personality. 
If he could give some ma-rks for ~hat, which 
would· be· a very dangerous thing to ·do, I 
think,. it might be ·something which cot1ld be 
tried. _ 

56,283; :There would be no othe1· way 
but marks ?-'-No, and I do· not see any way -
of giving marks for it with any certainty. 

56,284. (M1'. Fisher.) You told us that you 
have got 41 boys into. the Indian Civil Ser-
vice?-Yes·. · · 

56,285 .. When those bays left your hands, 
did you. regard them as able boys ?-Yes, they 
were all able boys. 

56,286. You had detected their ability at 
that stage ?-Y esj they had made up their 
minds before they left- school to comrlete; 

56,287. But you had detected them as ~ble 
boys ?-Yes. · 

56,288. Did they get scholarships or bul'
saries at the University ?-Nearly all of 
them. 

56,289. So that so far as that goes you 
were able to predict at the age of 18 or 19 
when they left your hands their promise and: 
their ability ?-I was. 

56,290. So that to that extent a test of 19 
has proved satisfactory?-Yes, but· of course 
the conditionF.I are slightly different now. 
This compulsory broad study was not on 
then. 

56,291. I understand that makes- a dif
ference ?-There is one· other difference, if 
you will allow me to state it, that these boys, 
although they were detected then as lads of 
promise, were not put to the test until three or· 
four years later .. If they had been tested at 19, 
it· is just possible that some of those boys 
would not have got in bepause · they had not 
settled in their own minds that they ·were 
going in for the Indian Civil Service two or 
three years earlier. 

56,292. I understand that, but my point is 
thaf at 18 they had already shown themselves 
boys of marked ability-of sufficient ability 
to win in most cases bursaries or scholarships 
at the University?-Yes. 

56,293. And therefore they had shown 
themselves capable of passing a competitive 
test at that age ?-Yes. 

56,294. I was a little surprised at your 
saying, in answer to Mr. Madge, that there 
was no correspondence between the results of 
a competitive examination and the general 
character of boys ?-I did not mean to go to 
thutlength. · 

56,295. You would not go so far as that ? 
-No. Alii intended to say was that I have 
known cases of boys who did not fulfil the 
promise that they held out at the ages of 18 
and 19. · 
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56,296. But smely you would agree, as an 
experienced educationist, there is a very_ large 
presnmption that boys who do well in exami
nations are also boys of substantial character? 
-Very large indeed. i only say I know 
some instances to the contrary, that is. all. 
~rhe 1·ule holds. 

56,297. The 1·ule holds that a competiti ,.e 
examination is a very good general test of 
character?- Yes-you mean of capacity, 
general capacity? 

56,298. Industry, resolution, capacity to 
concentrate the mind on the subjects in which 
it is desirable the mind should be concen
trated ?-Yes, it is a very good test. 

56,299. Management of time, adjustment 
to a practical age-it is a very good general 
test of character in that way?-Yes, I agree. 

· 56.,300. It is·. quite clear that it -is a test 
which does not always work and which it 
·would be desirable occasionally to correct ; is 
not that your point of view f-Yes .. 

56,301. I£ you could find a means of cor
recting ~t ?-Yes, ancl it is that means I do not 
see how to apply. 

56,302. (M·r. Sly.) I should like to ask your· 
opinion in regard to the field o£ candidates 
that you think would be attracted by an 
examination at the school-leaving age. Do 
you think that in your school and other schools 
of that nature in Scotland, the Indian Ci vii 
Service would attract the best boys at that 
examination or that the Universities would 
attract the best boys?-~ think probably there 
would be an increase in the number of boys 
who would try it. They would have a shot 
at it. . 
· 56,303. 'rhe best boys in the school?
yes, I think there would be an in~rease in the 
number of best boys in the school who would 
try it. · 

56,304. Sp far as the schools are concerned 
we would probably get rather a larger and 
better :field than we do at present?-Yes, I 
think you would, provided the examination 
was made to suit them. I£ they saw that the 
examination was not made to suit them, you 
would not have a larger field. 

56,305. We had a proposal put before us 
that so far as Scotland is concerned all the 
candidates that are desirous of appearing for 
the examination should be required to have 
this school-leaving certificate .. Do you think 
that is a reasonable proposition.?-Provided 
you put a corresponding condition on in 

· England and Wales that the same broad 
standard or something like it that we pass 
they should pass; otherwise obviously it would 
be unfair. · 

56,306. But that condition, so far as Scot
land is concerned, would not exclude any 
particular type of school or particular type of 
education that it would be undesirable to 
exclude ?-No. ·You are practically com
pelling every Scotch boy to take this broad 
conrse up to 18 years of age, and you are 

not putting a similar compulsion on · an 
English boy. 

56,307. You have tolcl us that you have 
heard from different sources that the attrac
tions of the Indian Civil Service are not so 
great as they wei'e formerly, and that this ha!:l 
affected the selection. of that Service by can
didates for their future career in life ?-I 
think there is something in that. 

56,308. Is that the impression generally 
now in Scotland, do you know ?-I could 
not say. 

56,309. How did it come to you, if I may 
ask, without going into details ?-Simply 
from talks with the old boys, some of them 
Indian Civil Servants themselves, and with 
boys who were talking to me about whether 
they should go in for it or not. They told me 
they had heard this rumour. · 

56,310. Were the rumours directed towards 
the financial prospects in that Service or to 
other considerations?- Both, but mainly I 
think other considerations. 

56,31 L Other than the financial prospects? 
__:.Yes. I think probably there are reasons 
out there, but I do not know what they are, 
which give rise to some feeling of that kind. 

56,312. (M1·. Ohaubal.) With regard to the 
35 boys who entered the Judian Civil Service 
from your school, could you say at what age 
they made up their minds to get into the Indian 
Civil Service ?-I should think somewhere 
about 18, just before leaving school or just 
about the time they left school. They left for 
Edinburgh University with the intention of 
taking a .course there that would suit them 
for the Indian Civil Service. 

56,313~ ·when they left school they thought 
of entering the Indian Civil Service ?-Yes. 

56,314. And they also competed for the 
scholarship examination ?-They went to the 
University; they took bursaries at Edinburgh 
University, they took· a three years' course 
there, took their· Honours degree there, and 
then some of them would compete at once and 
some of them would have another year. Some 
of them got scholarships from Edinburgh 
University to Oxford, and had another year 
there and then competed. 

56,315. What is the age for the scholarship 
examination at Oxford ?-l.Jusually 19, but 
these men got scholarships at Edinburgh 
University to take them to Oxford. 

5ti,316. So that they were more advanced 
in age ?-Yes. 

56,317. W"hat I want to knmv is this; of 
those who went to Oxford and Cambridge 
Universities and went in for the scholarships, 
suppo·sing this competitive examination for 
the Indian Civil Service was started at the 
school-leaving age, would those candidates 
have gone in for the scholarship examination 
or for the Indian Civil Service examination?
Do I understand you mean if the boys had had 
the choice of taking the Indian Civil Service 
examination at 19 or of going to Oxford and 
trying for the scholarship ? 
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56,318. I think I had better make my 56,331. The option would be, I suppose, be-
question clear. I am under the impression tween Physics, Chemistry, History, or another 
that the scholarship examination at Oxford is language; that is the sort of thing you mean? 
at the age of 18 or 19 ?-19. -Yes. 

56,319. And it is proposed to have the . 56,332. If you had a group marked as high. 
Civil Service competitive examiD;ation at that as the specialised classical group, your school 
age also?-Yes. would be adequately represented ?-Quite·. It 

56,320. 'Vhat I wish to know is, if there is a question of the marks that you gr\'(; to 
had been those two examinations at the same · certain subjects. 
age, how many o£ those 35 or 41 candidates to 56,333. I£ its · breadth is marked equally 
whom you have refen-ed would have preferred with its height that would suit you ?-Yes; it 
to go in for the Civil Service rather than for the is a matter of detail which would require very 
other ?-I think that would have altogether careful consideration. 
depended on the examination you are going to 56,33:1:. But that would not upset your 
establish. school ?-No, it would not. 

56,321. But surely the material will be 56,335. And you think ·your boys would 
divided at any rate ?-Probably. take that in their stride ?--Yes. 

56,322. Some would go in for this and 56,336. It is really only a question of 
some would go in for the other?-Very weighing it as against the ether ?-That is the 
probably. question-the adjustment of the marks. 

56,323. Under those circumstances they 56,337. I am supposing that the boys who 
can afford to wait till22 or 23 in order to make come from this type of school are confined to 
their choice ?-Yes. ·- their own particular group ; they must not 

56,324:. (Si1• Theadore Morison.) I under- wander about. You agree with that ?-Yes. 
stood you to say that because your boys took 56,33.8. A pe~so~ w?-o has been .trained on 
a broad course it would be> impossible for them _ the classlCal speCialisatiOn has to stiCk to that, 
to compete in an examination for which high and a person who has bee.n brought. ';l-P o.n 
marks are given for specialisation. Is that so? the ~roat~ co?ursle ~as to.nlstlCk t? thatth_·mt his 
_Yes · examma 10n - am ma1 y annous a my 

· . . boys should not be tempted to attend to 
56,32~. B\l~ I supp~se 1~ would be poss1~le other things than their course. . 

to offer ~n this exan;unatwn an? alternative 56,339. That seems to me the reason for 
group which would smt.yo~ boys.-Yes. saying that you must not pick about among a 

56,326. Could you md1cate to me, as Dr. large number of options but you have to stick 
Hear? did, the .kind of group which would to your group ?-,-Yes. ' 
not mterfere With your broad course ? I 56,340. You think that group would satisfy 
suppose t~e boys would have to take three or you, and that you would not want more than 
four .subjects ?-T~ey woul~ have to take four subjects ?-No. ·I said two more in my 
Enghsh, Mathematics or S~1enc~, ~nd some paper, making five, but four would suit better. 
language other t~an Enghsh. Those three . 56,341. The important thing is to get a 
'~·ould have to be m. .. . coUI·se which would satisfythe school ?-Yes. 
. 56,327. Do you want anythmg more; that 56,342. Have you any -reason for adding 
Is.what I want to know. Do yo:u want. any that fifth subject? Would you as a school
History ?-I would not make History com- master like your boys to. get up another 
pulsory because t~ey are not all compelled to subject in addition to the four which are com
take that at the higher stages. pulsory and which they are taking i!l the 

56,328. Would that group of three subjects school· curriculum?-I think there are some 
adequately represent your school; would you boys in the school who take five at the higher 
be satisfied with that ?-No, they all have to stages. 
take four. -56,343. But you do not think it is parti-

56,329. The fourth might be an optional cularly desirable ?-No. I think four is the 
subject ?-Yes. best thing £or the school. 

56,330. If t~e fourth subj.ect in the group (The witness withdrew.) 
were made optiOnal, would 1t do ?-Yes, 1t . ·. . . 
could be done in that way. (AdJourJled svne d'te.) 
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APPENDIX No. I. 

(Rejer1•ed to in Question 53,156.) 

'235 

Regulations 1•especting the Training and Examination in Law of A.ssistants in Tiis Br£tannie 
Majesty's Consular Service jo1· China, Co1•ea, ancl Siam, during tlu~ir Residence on 
F'urlottgh in England. · ' · · 

, 1. 'Vith a view to enable -assistants in His Britannic Majesty's Consular Service for China, 
Corea, and Siam to study law in this country in order- · · · 

(a) To qualify themselves in the special branches of the law which woulcllJe usef·ul to them 
in their Consular duties ; and, 

(b) To be ultimately .called to the Bar; . 
the following special extensions of leave have been sanctioned:___.: 

2. In the case of officers in His Majesty's Consular Service in China and Corea the 'usual 
furlough of one year after five years' service will be extended to two years in the case of any 
assistant who may, on this ground, apply for such extension, provided that the Minister under 
whom he may have been serving shall recommend the application, and shall express his 
opinion that the ability, industry, and general good conduct exhibited by the officer in the 
past five years warrant the expectation that he will turn to good account whatever opportunities 
of studying law may be afforded him. 

3. Assistants to whom the Minister has :recommended that extended leave shall be 
granted will, on their arrival i'n England, .be reported· 't)y the Foreign Office to the Civil 
Service Commissioners, who will make arrangements for the examination 1:eferred to in 
paragraph 5 (cl). 

4. The grant of .a second year's leave of absence· will not be confh·med unless the, Assistant 
can produce to the Secretary of State at the end. of his first year-

( a) A certificate from the proper officer of the Inn of Court to which he belongs, that he 
has regularly kept his terms since his admission. 

(b) A certificate from the Council of Legal Education that he has qualified in the following 
branches of Law in the examinations, conducted by the Council, of ·candidates for 
Call to the Bar :- ·' 

(i) Roman Law. 
(ii) Constitutional Law (English and Colonial) and Legal History. -

(iii l Criminal Law and Procedure. 
(iv) Real Property and Conveyancing. 

(c) A certificate from the Council that he. has passed satisfactorily in the Term examina
tions conducted by the Readers or Assistant Readers in the following:-

(i) Evidence. 
(ii) Civil Procedure. 

5. At the end of his second year's leave the Assistant will be required to produce to the 
Secretary o£ State- .. 

(a) A certificate from the proper officer o£ the Inn: to whio.h he belongs that h~ has 
regularly kept his terms. . . · 

(b) A certificate from the Council of Legal Education that ~e has qualfied in the following 
branches of law in the examinations, conducted by the Council, of candidates for 
call to the Bar:-

(i) Common Law. 
(ii). Equity. 

(iii) Evidence and Civil Procedure. 
(c) A certificate from the Council that he has passed s~tisfactorily in the term examina

tions in-· 
(i) Private International Law. 

(ii) Commercial Law, with especial reference to Mercantiled Documents in 
daily use. 

(d) A certificate from the Civil Service Commissioners that he has passed a satisfactory 
examination in the following subjectA :-

(i) The law relating to merchant shipping, contracts of affreightment, and 
marine insurance. 

(ii) The status of and jurisdiction over British subjects and aliens, questions 
oi extra-territoriality as affecting man-iage, succession (testamentary and intestate), 
contracts, torts, and criminal liability. . 

(iii) Any other subject or subjects which the Civil Service Commissioners, with 
the approval of the Secretary of State, may from time to time pr~Roribe. 
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6. The assistants will also be required to furnish, at such times and in such manner as the 
Civil Service Commissioners may direct, certain notes of cases and proceedings in Courts of 
Law, and before Police Magistrates, and may be called upon to submit themselves to vivti voce 
examinations touching their knowledge of the.meaning and conduct of 'the proceedings they 
have reported. · 

7. In the case of Assistants in His Britannic Majesty's Consular Service for Siam who 
come home after three years o£ absence, extensions of leave will be grantP.d at various times 
in order to enable them to keep the requisite number of terms, provided such extensions do 
not in the aggregate exceed twelve months. . 

· The certificates mentioned in paragraph 4 will be required when the Assistant has had the 
opportunity of keeping six terms, and those in paragraph 5 at the expiration of the final 
extension. . 

, 8. Detailed information relating to the lectures, classes, and examinations conducted by 
·the Council of Legal Education may be obtained from the Clerk to the Council 15 Old 
Square, Lincoln's Inn, or from"the proper officers of any o£ the four Inns of Court. ' ' 

Foreign Office, 
Jline 1909. 

APPENDIX No. II. 

(Referred to in Question 53,163.) 

REGUI.ATIONS AS TO THE PHY~IO-l\L ExAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR APPOINTMENTs 
UNDER THE GovERNMENT OF INDIA. 

NoTE. 

These Regulations are published for the convenience of candidates and in order to enable 
them to ascertain the probability of their coming up to the required physical standard. But 
it must pe clearly understood that the Secretary of State reserves to himself an absolute 
discretion to reject as unfit any candidate whom he may consider, after hearing the opinion 
of his medical advisers, to be physically disqualified for the public service; and that his 
discretion is in no respect limited by these Regulations. · 

The. Regulations for the physical examination of candidates for the Indian Civil Service 
. are made by the Civil Service Commissioners, to whom any inquiry should be addressed. 

GENERAI .. PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. 

L A candidate must be in good mental and bodily health, and free from any physical 
defect likely to interfere "\fith efficient performance of duty. 

2. In the examination o£ candidates the Medical Board will apply the following table of 
correlation of age, height, and chest girth :___:. 

~ ! 
Chest. 

Age. Height without. Shoes. 

Girth when Espanded. Range of F.xpansion. 

Inches. Inches. Inches. 
18 to 19 - - - - - - 62 and under 65 34t 2 

65 
" 

68 35 2 
68 " 

72 35! 2 
72 and upwards 36 2! 

19 to 20 - - - . . . 62! and under 65 35 2 
65 " 

68 35 2 
68 " 

70 35! 2 
70 .. 72 36 2 
72 and upwards 36! 2! 

. 21 and upwa1·ds - - - . - · 62?, and under 65 35 2 
65 68 35! 2 

" 68 70 36 2 
" 70 " 72 36! 2i 

72 and upwards 37 2t 
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3. l\1easu1'ement of Height.-The candidate will. be placed against the. standard with his 
feet together, and the weight .th1·own on the heels,. and not on the toes or . .outside of the feet. 
He will stand erect without· rigidity, and with the heels, calves, buttocks, and shoulders 
touching the standard ; the chin will be depressed to bring the vertex of .the head level under 
the horizontal bar, and the height will be noted in parts of an inch to eighths. In the Indian 
Police· Force a minimum height of 5 .ft. 4 ins. is required, but. in other Departments no fixed 
limit of height is imposed. · . .· 

't Measurement of Ohe.~t.-The candidate will be made to stand erect with his feet together, 
and to raise his hands above his head. The tape will be carefully adjuste'd round .the chest, 
with its posterior upper edge touching the inferior angl~s of the shoulder 'bladiE~, 'imd' its 
anterior lower edge the upper part of the nipples. . rrhe aims will then be lowered to hang 
loosely by the side, and care will be taken that the shoulders . are not thrmvn upwards or 
backwards so as to displace the tape. The candidate will then be directed to empty his chest 
of air as much as is possible. This is best clone by. continuous whistling with the lips as ldng 
as sound can be p:t.·oducecl. The tape is carefully gathered in· during the process, and wh,en 
the minimum measurement is reached it is recorded; The candidate will· then be directed to 
·iuflate his chest to its utmost capacity. This m~ximum measurement will likewise be noted. 
The girth with the chest fully expanded and the range of. expansion between the minimum 
and the maximum will then be recorded .. 

5. The hearing must be good. 
6. The speech without impediment. 
7. The teeth in good order, i.e., decayed or broken teeth must be properly stopped or 

crowned, and deficient teeth replaced by artificial teeth where necessary for e:ffe~tive mastication. 
8. The chest must be well formed, the lungs and heart sound. . 
9. Rupture, hydrocele, varicocele, varicose veins in a severe degree, or othe~r condition 

likely to cause inefficiency will disqualify a candidate, unless. such. condition is cured by 
operation. 

10. The limbs, feet, and toes must be well formed and developed, with free and perfect 
motion of all the joints. 

11. A candidate must have no congenital malformation or defect likely to interfere with 
efficiency. • 

12. A candidate must not be the subject of chronic skin disease. 
13. Evidence of previous acute ol' chronic disease pointing to an impaired.constitution will 

disqualify. · · · 
14. The Regulations as to the standard of vision required are shownseparately for each 

department. · · . 
Candidates may, if they wish it, undergo a preliminary. examination by .the Medical Board, 

which meets at the India Office every Tuesday, under the following conditions:-
(a) Applications must be addressed to. the Under Secretary of State, India Office, 

Whitehall, London, accompanied by a fee of two ·guineas, and a statement as to the 
particular appointment which the candidate desires to obtain. 

(b) Candidates must pay their travelling expenses. 
(c) Candidates considered to be unfit by the Medical Board at this preliminary exami~ation 

are not bound to accept its opinion, but may,. at thei1· own 1··isk, continue their 
studies, with. the knowledge that they will have to submit themselves for :a final 
medical examination by the Medical Board, prior to the examination,·or to their 
appointment. 

(dl On the other hand, it must be distinctly understood that the prelimium·y examination 
by the Medical Board is held solely for the candidate's information, and that, if 
after that examination he is reported to be apparently Iit, he. has not on that 
account any claim to be accepted as physically fit when he presents himself for. the 
final Medical Examination, upon which alone his acceptance or rejection will 
depend. Candidates may be considered fit for the Service at the preliminary 
examination, but may be found at the final examination to be unfit, either ori 
account of some physical defect which did not exist or passed undetected at the 
preliminary examination, or for other reasons. · 

REGULATIONS AS 'fO THE STANDARD Ol!' VISION. 

'l'he Ecclesiastical Education, Geological Su·rvey, Agricultur·al, Indian F·inance, Customs, Civil; 
Veterinary, a~1d othe1· Depar·tments not specially provided fo1' ~n the following pages:--...< 

1. A candidate may be admitted into the Civil Services of. the Govermuent o£ India if 
ametropic in one or both eyes, provided that, with correcting lenses, the acuteness of vision be 
not less than S· in one eye and 3· in the other ; there being no morbid changes in the fundus of 
either eye. 
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~. Cases of myopia, however, with a posterior staphyloma, may be admitted into the 
service, provided. the a~etropia in either eye does not exceed 2 · 5 D, and no active morbid 
changes o£ choroid or retma be present. 
. 3. ~ candida~e who has a defect o£ vision aris.ing from nebula of the cornea is disqualified 
1f the sight o£ e1ther eye be less than !r ; and 10. such a case the acuteness o£ vision in the 
better eye must equall, with or without glasses. 

4. Squint or any morbid condition, subject to the risk o£ aggravation or recurrence in 
either eye, .may cause the rejection o£ a candidate. The existence o£ imperfection of col~ur 
sense will be noted on the candidate's papers. 

The Depm·tments of F01•est, Survey, Telegraph, Faeto1•ies, and for various A1·tijieers.'~ 

1. I£ myopia in one or bot~ e~es exists, 3: candidate may be pass~d, provided the ametropia 
does not exceed 2 · 5 D, and 1£ w1th correctmg glasses, not exceedmg 2 · 5 D the acuteness 
o£ :vision in one eye equals l and. in the other t, there being normal range o£ 'accommodation 
with the glasses. · · 

2 .. Myopic . astigmatism does not disqu~lify a candidate for service, provided the lens 
or .the combined spherical and cylindrical lenses required to correct the error of refraction do 
not exceed - 2 · 5 D ; the acuteness o£ vision in -one eye, when corrected, being equal to -g- and 
in the other eye t, together with normal range of accommodation with the correcting gl~sses 
there being no evidence of progressive disease in the choroid or retina. · ' 

3 .. A candidate having ,total hyperm.etropia not exceeding 4 Dis not disqualified, provided 
the sight in one· eye- (when under the infl:uence o£ atropine) equals~ and fn the other eye 
equals ~'with + 4 D or any lower power. · · · 

4. Hype1metropic astigmatism does·not disqualify a canrlidate·for the service, provided the 
lens or combined lenses required to cover t.he error of refraction do not exceed 4 D, and that 
the sight of one eye equals t and o.f the other ~'with or without such lens or lenses. 

5. A candidate having a: defect of vision arising from nebula of the cornea is disqualified 
if the sight of one eye be less than l'l· In such a case the better eye must. be emmetropic. 
Defects of .vision arising :from pathological or other changes in the deeper structures of either 
·eye which are not referred to in the above· rules, rrfc.ty. exclude a candidate for admission into 
the service. 

6. Squint or any morbid condition, subject to the risk of aggravation or recurrence, in 
eithei· eye, may cause the rejection of a candidate. The existence of imperfection of colour 
sense will be noted on the candidate's papers. 

' Pnbl-ie Works Department and 8ttperio1' Establ·ishments, Railway Department. 

1. If myopia .in one or both eyes exists, a candidate may be passed, provided the ametropia 
does not exceed 3 · 5 D, and i£! with cm~·eciting glasses not exceeding 3 · 5 D, the acuteness of 
vision in one· eye equals t. and in the other -2-, there being normal range of accommodation 
with the glasses. . 

_2 .. Myopic astigmatism does not disqualify a candidate, provided the lens, or the combined 
spherical and cylindrical lenses required to correct the error of refraction, does not exceed 
3 · 5 D ; the acuteness of vision in one eye, when conected, being equal to ·3, and in the other 
f: together with normal range of accommodation with the correcting glasses, the1·e being no 
evidence of progressive disease in the choroid or retina. 

3. A candidate having total hypermetropia not exceeding 4 Dis not disqualified, provided 
the sight in one eye (when under the influence of atropine) equals l, and in the other eye 
equals -3-, with + 4 D glasses, or any lower power. 

· 4. Hype~metropic astigmatism does not disqualify, provided the lens or combined lenses 
required to cover the error o£ refraction do not exceed 4 D, and that the sight of one eye 
equals ~,and the other ~-,with or without such lens or lenses. 

5 . .A. candidate having a defect o£ vision arising fl:om nebula of the comea is disqualifi~d 
if the sight o£ that eye be less than T67J. In such a case the better eye must be emmetropiC. 
Defects of vision arising £rom pathological or other changes in the deeper structures of either 
eye, which are not referred to in these rules, may exclude a candidate. 

6. Squint or any morbid condition, subject to the risk of .aggravation or recunence? in 
either eye, may cause the rejection of a candidate. Any imperfection of the colour sense IS a 
disqualification for appointment to the Engineering Branch o£ the Railway Department, or as 
Assistant Superintendent in the Traffic Department. In all other cases a note as to any 
imperfection of colour sense will be made on the candidate's papers. 

• Artificers engaged in map and plan <h-awing lllt!.Y be considered separately, and this standard relaxed if .it 
appears to be desirable, 
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The Indian Medical Se1"'Vjee and the Police Depa1•tment. 

1. Squint, or any morbid condition of the eyes or of the lids o£ either eye liable to the risk 
of aggravation or recurrence, will cause the rejection of the candidate. · 

2. The examination for determining the acuteness of vision includes two tests ; one for 
distant the other for near vision. The Axmy teat types will be used for the test for distant 
vision, without glasses, except where otherwise stated below, at a distance of 20 feet; and 
Snellen's Optotypi for the test for near vision, without glasses, at any distance selected by the 
candidate. Each eye . will be examined separately, and the lids must be kept wide open 
during the test. The candidate must be able to read the tests without hesitation in ordinary 
daylight. . · 

3. A candidate possessing acuteness of vision, according to one of the standards herein 
laid down, will not be rejected on account of an en·or of refraction, ·provided that the error of 
refraction, in the following cases, does not exceed the limits mentioned, viz. :~(a) in the case 
of myopia, that the error of refraction does not exceed 2 · 5 D; (b) that any correction for 
astigmatism does no exceed 2 · 5 D ; and in the case of myopic astigmatism, that the total error 
of refraction does not exceed 2 · 5· D. · · . 

4. Subject to the foregoing conditions, the standards of the minimuin: acuteness of vision 
with which a candidate will be accepted are as follows:-

Right Eye. 

. Distant vision.-V 6/6. 
Near vision.-Reads 0, 6. 

Better Eye. 

Distant vision.-V = 6/6. 

Near vision.-Reads 0, 6 .. 

Better Eye. 

Standard .I. 
Left Eye. 

v ·= 6/6 . 
Reads o,· 6. 

Standard II. 
Worse Eye, 

V, without glasses, = not below 6/60; 
· and, after correction with glasses, 

= not below 6/24. 
Reads 1. · · · 

Standard III. 
Worse Eye. 

Distant vision.- V, without glasses V, without glasses, = not below 6/24 ; 
=not below 6/24; and, after correc- and, after correction with glasses, 
tion with glasses, = not 'belqw 6/6. =.not belqw 6/12. . 

Near vision.-Reads 0, 8. · Reads 1. 
N.B.-ln all other respects candidates for these two branches of the Service must come 

up to the standard of physical requirements laid . down for candidates for commissions. in 
the Army. 

The Ind·ian Pilot Service, and Candidates for Appointments as Gwwds, Engine-clrivers, 
· Signalmen, and Pointsmen on Railways. · . 

1. A candidate is disqualified unless both eyes are emmetropic, his acuteness of vision and 
range of accommodation being perfect. . . · 

2. A candidate is disqualified by any imperfection of his colour sense. 
3. Strabismus, or any defective action of the exterior muscles of the eyeball, disqualifies a 

candidate for these branches of service. 

The Indian Marine Se1•viee, inclu#ng Engineers and Firemen. 
1. A candidate is disqualified if he have an error of refraction in one or both eyes which 

is not neutralised by a concave or 'by a convex 1 D lens, or some lower power. · . 
2. A candidate is disqualified by any imperfection of his colour sense. 
3. Strabismus, or any defective action of the exterior muscles of the eyeball, disqualifies a 

candidate for this branch of service. 

Special Duty. 
Canclidates for special duty under Government must possess such an amount of acuteness 

of vision as will, without hindrance, enable them to perform the work of their office for the 
period their appointment may last. In all cases of impedection of colour sense a note will be 
made on the candidate's papers. 
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Fm· all Appointments unde1• the 'I-ndian Government a Declm·ation, as follows, is 1•equirecl 
j1•om Candidates:- · 

I. I . declare upon honom that, to the best o£ 
my· knowledge and belief, I am not at present suffering or affected with any form of disease or 
bodily infirmity, such as-

( a} Disease o£ the heart 'or lungs. 
(b) Venereal disease. 
(c) 'Fits. . 
(d) :Rupture. 
(e) Varicocele o1· varicose veins. 
(f) Hydrocele. 
(g) Malformation. 
(h) Congenital defect. 
(i) . Defective .sight or hearing . 
. (j) ,Loss of teeth. . 
(k) Impediment in speech. 
(l) Gout 01~ rheumatism. 

2. That I have not to my knowledge any hereditary tendency or predisl)osition to mental 
or constitutional disease, such as-

( a) Fits or Insanity. · 
(b) Cancer. · · · 
(e) Consun~ption.or scrofula. 

3. That I will fully reveal to the Medical Board all circumstances within my Imowleda-e 
that concern my health and fitness for the appointment for which I am a candidate. 

0 

4. That I have previously been examined by a Medical Board for the public 
service and :was declared · on the . 

Signatme . ------------
Date. _____ _ 

N.B.-A wilful misstatement .by a candidate will invalidate any subsequent appointment 
obtained .. 

,APPENDIX No. III. 
(Reje:r1•ed to in Questions 53,438 et seq. ana 53,460, 54,993 et seq.) 

Letter from. the Preside1it; Magdalen College, Ozford, dated June 30th
1 

1913. 

DEAR Sm, . 
· I AM now able to write definitely, as promised, in answer to the letters addressed by 

yom'Com.mJ.ssion to the Vice-Chancellor, and in particular to your letter of June 19th, in 
which you ask that fou1' members of the University should furnish written memoranda of their 
views on the subjects under consideration of the Commission, and that two representatives 
should further arrange to give evidence before your Commission. 

Let me deal with the latter point first. The Master of Balliol College, Mr. J. L. Strachan
Davidson, will he glad to give eYidence on the 16th, 17th, or 18th of July, if your Commission 
can arrange this with him. 

t myself shall be glad to give evidence at the earlier date offered, namely, 'Vednesday, the 
9th of July, i£ you can arrange that for me. I could also arrange to give evidence on the lOth, 
and possibly on the 11th, but only with difficulty. The 9th would be by far the most 
convenient for me, and I hope it can be arranged. . 

'With regard to the memoranda, what we propose to do, if you will allow us, is to submit 
one joint memorandum, representing generally the views of the members of the Committee of 
the Hebdomadal Council which has been sitting to consider your letters, and also jou1· separate 
memoranda, representing the individual views of one or more authoritati,·e members of the 
University. 

These four would be :-
1. A memorandum by Sir Ernest Trevelyan, D.C.L., Reader in Indian Law in the 

University and a Fellow of All Souls' College, formerly a Judge of the High Court 
at Calcutta, and Vice-Chancellor of' Calcutta University. 

2. A memorandum by the Very Rev. Dr. Strong, Dean of Christ Church. 
3. A memorandum by Mr. J. L. Strachan-Davidson, Master of Balliol College. 
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4. A memorandum prepared by Mr. A. S. L. Farquharson, Senior Proctor in the 
University and Fellow and Tutor of University College, together with Mr. H. W. B. 
Joseph, Fellow and Tutor of New College, and Mr. Sidney Ball, Fellow ·and Tu'tor 
of St. John's Oo]J.ege. · · 

All these memoranda will be typewritten. I hope they will, together with the oral 
evidence, meet the wishes of your Commission. 

I have the honour to be, 
Yours faithfully, 

T. HERBER'!' WARREN. 

Enclosure No. 1. 

Joint Memorandum of the Committee of the llebd.om'adal CotLne~:z. 
\Ve would desire in the first place to .express our £:ull conclll'rence with the opinion of 

Sir Ernest 'frevelyan as set forth m the first page of his memorandum; that, so far as the 
selection and education of the Indian civilians is concerned, the present .system is better than 
any other likely to be devised. This system was introduced by the Indian Government, not 
at the suggestion of the Universities, and has ~een gradually improveq by the experience·of 
the Civil Service Commissioners, aided by information and advice deriv~d from the Universities 
of the three kingdoms. It seems undesirable to have another great and sudden change. 

\V e believe, likewise, that the course prescribed for the single year of probation may 
profitably be modified. We think that a liberal education will, if the present limit of age be 
kept, have been sufficiently secured by the time the selection is over, and that. the single 
probationary year may be fairly. claimed for professional studies. The energies of the 
probationer would then be concentrated on what is strictly necessary, 01i riding, on the · 
elements of one vernacular, and above all on Law. This last should include attendance and 
reporting in the Courts, especially in the LOndon Police Courts. For those who eventually 
choose the judicial side a year's leave of absence, later on, for special training in the Law 
would probably be desirable, and is, as we understand, already being tried. 

If this solution be rejected, the ~nly alternative seems to be a return to the system which 
obtained before 1894, selection at 19 followed by a probation of two or three years. Various 
compromises have been suggested, but it is doubtful whether any of them would secure what 
the Commissioners seem to desire, and there is a widely-spread apprehension in Oxford that 
they would lead to a clashing between the demands of the University and those of the Civil 
Service Commissioners, to the disorganisation of University colU'ses and to the exclusion 
from the service of those University men who make it their chief object to complete their full 
educational and intellectual development. · · 

We will, therefore, assume that the system of the "eighties " will be revived, and will 
proceed to point out the difficulties and dangers which it will involve, and the palliatives 
which may be suggested to meet those difficulties. In the first place the system implies an 

·early bifurcation among the boys. Those who commit themselves to try for the Government 
Service will be cutting themselves off from the studies and intellectual interests to which 
their classmates are looking forward. The Service will be competing for the possession of 
the boys against the University careers with all their glamour and prestige and against the 
high hopes of the great prizes of English life which every able boy cherishes, but which by 
the time he reaches 23 he is probably lest:J confident of realising. The fact that the 
examination for the Home Civil Service is through the ordinary University Course will 
strengthen any tendency which already exists to prefer the Home to the Indian Service, 
and every boy who hoped for the Home Service would be obliged to renounce India 
beforehand. ' 

For the moment, the choice presented to the boy will be-Shall I become an Indian 
probationer, or the scholar of a college with a· university: career before me? In former 
times the question o£ the tenure of scholarships by probationers was always difficult; as 
things are now, we think that colleges would hardly allow a probationer to compete for a 
scholarship, or to retain it if he were already a scholar. To what extent this competition of 
careers would injure the recruiting may be a question, but, be the injury small or great, it 
must be borne. There is no way of avoiding it. · . 

The next question is, where is the India Office to look for its recruits? The boys most 
suitable for the work of Government are to be found mainly in the great public schools, and 
here, too, will be the best chance of getting men with a love of field sports, one of the things 
which brings civil servants most in~o contact and s~mpathy with the upper cla~ses i:t;t India. 
The large majority of the able boys m such schools 1s to be found on the classical side. If 
they are to have a fair chance in the competitive examinatio:Q. the marks should be assigned 
in proportion to the diffi?ulty of the subjects, a result ~y J?-O means easy to seml!e? an~ if a 
just scale could be fixed, 1t would be hard to preserve 1t, smce some teachers willmeVItably 
press for the marking up of the modern and easier subjects. There is, moreover, some 
danger that if the selection is made at an age when the candidates ar~ still l.itrgely separated 
0~ Q 
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off amongst different schools according to the social classes to 1Vhich their parents belong 
these examinations may be drawn into the whirlpool of politics and the posts treated ·a~ 
prizes which the several classes. may.hope to secure for themselves. Such. a state o£ things 
would be detrimental alike to education and to the efficacy of selection by competitive 
examination; . This danger is at present obviated because, though all classes are found in 
the services, these classes have become fused at an earlier stage, and· their members have 
all passed together through the Universities, which in this respect are more democratic than 
~he schools . 

. The. assign:n:lent of ·marks io mathematics in an examination ·held at the age of 19 also 
p1·esents peculiar difficulties.. In any case the result of the contending claims of different 
subjects will probably be some sort of compromise which will :fit none of .the regular school 
courses and suit only the speci*al trainers who can pick and choose with a single eye to the 
line o£ least resistance fo-r: the accumulation of marks. The public schools never did in fact 
succeed in competing with such teachers (especially for the higher places in the list) nearly so 
effectively as the Universities have done under the present system. . · 

Supposing the recruits selected, the next q11;estion is t;heir probationary training. To 
if!olate 1;hem in a revived "Haileybliry " would cut off many difficulties in detail ; but this 
would be to give up the policy of making the future civil servants. share in the social life 
and habits of Englishmen of the same age ·destined for other c~reers. The advantage o.£ this 
policy seems to us so great that we think that it should be preserved at all costs. Assuming 
then. that each probationer is to pass his period of training at a University, it would be well 
that thqse who come to Oxford should be distributed among the several colleges, two or three 
a year at the most to each college. (Such a system is already at work successfully with the 
Rhodes scholars.) On,ly so will they enter thoroughly into college life, and be able to make 
up to a certain extent for the disadvantage that no probationer will be brought into contact, 
as pupil with tutor, with any of the ordinary college authorities. This last drawback might, 
indeed, be obviated if the India Office would accept any o£ the ordinary honours courses 
inside the Universities, shortened so as ·.to get the men out early, in lieu of a ·special 
probationary course, but we do not look on this as practicable. It would not supply the 
special training demanded, and it might tempt the probationers to select the University which 
gave its honours most cheaply. Nor again do we think that the Universities would :find it 
possible to frame a joint academic course with joint examiners which should lead to an 
Honours Degree in each University: On the other hand, it would not be desirable to limit the 
probationers to two or three chosen ·Universities. · The India ·Office and the Civil Service 
Commissioners could no doubt frame a scheme of examinations and conduct the examinations 
themselves. Some such ·scheme has been sketched by Sir Ernest Trevelyan; we do not 'desire 
to criticise this viewed as a suitable preparation for life in India. But we would point out 
that such training would be prbfessionalarid not academic. It is possible that a University 
might be willing to grant an ordinary degree to all who passed through such a course,· but we 
believe that the proposal that they should be entitled to an Honours Degree on the basis of 
classes assigned by an external authority would raise formidable· opposition in Oxford . 

. The difficulties which we have mentioned may conceivably be overcome, but we think it 
desirable that the Commissioners should have their attention drawn to them. In any case a 
scheme. which substitutes during the years from 19 to 23 a specialised training for a liberal 
education must involve a sacrifice, necessary, perhaps, but regrettable, of the full development 
of mind and character. 

·. T. HERBERT WARREN, 
President of Magdalen, Qhairman. 

SIDNEY BALL, 
Fellow of St. John's. 

A. s. L. FARQUHARSON, 
Fellow of University College. 

H. W. B. JosEPH, 
Fellow of New College. 

J. L. STRACHAN-DAVIDSON, 
Master of Balliol College. 

NoTE.-The. remaining member· of the Committee, the Dean of Christ Church, was 
unavoidably absent from the meeting at which .this Memorandum was drawn 1.1p. 

Enclosure No.2. 

Memorandum by Sir Ernest Tre:velyan, D.O.L., &e. 
I have been asked by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Oxford to express my views 

as to the system of education of the Indian Civil Service probationers in O~ord. 
I should first like to say that, after 13 years' experience of the probatiOners at Oxford, I 

have formed the opinion that the men trained under the present system compare vel'y 
favourably with those trained under the previous system. 
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. The Indian Civil Service now obtains some of the best prodl.icts of University training 
in England. There is, .of course, as.. 'there is bound to be under any system, a. certain 
percentage of men who are unsuited to a career in the ln.dian Civil Service, but on the whole 
the men are, in my j'udgment, the best men that it is possible. to get :£or the I.C.S. 

I am aware that the teaching of law is wholly insufficient. I have always felt a diffidence 
in speaking out in this matter; as I did not wish to expose myself to the charge of placing the 
subject which I teach in a higher position than other subjects. Now that, as I understand, 
the insufficient knowledge of law is recognised, I am free. to make suggestions. . · 

I£ the present system of one year's probation be continued, the subjeCts .of education 
during that year should be confined to law and one vernacular. . · . · . : · · 

At the beginning of the year of probation the men are worked out, and it takes t4em some 
little time to recover from the strain of the open' competition, and in most cases of· the·school.S. 
They cannot be expected to do_ more work than· they do at present. They might· be required 
to confine themselves to what is absolutely necessary,· viz., a vernacular language and law. 
Besides the Penal Code, Criminal Procedure, arid Law of Evidence, they should all be required 
to have some knowledge of Hindu and Mahomedan law: Except, perhaps, in Burmah~ such 
knowledge is necessary for the. young civilian; even though he does not adopt the judlcialline. 
He cannot properly do his revenue work, such as partitioning Government rev_enue, and hit;~ 
Court of Wards work or other administrative work; without some knowledge at least of the 
joint family system or of the Hindu and Mahomedan systems of inheritance. The other topics 
of Hindu and Mahomedan law are also of considerable use to him both in his· administrative 
work and in his court work as a :n;tagistrate. . . . · 

In Court of Wards work some knowledge o£ the-contractlaw and the law as to actionable 
wrongs is also, in my opinion, essentiaL • · 

Should, however, it be thought desirable to alter the present system and to insist upon a 
three years' course of probation, I should like to say that in my opinion such period should 
be spent at one of the residential Universities. The advantages of collegiate life, play a most 
important part in forming the characters of the young men. · It is desirable that they should 
obtain some breadth of view by associating with other young men at a University. They 
could not get this advantage at a special institution, which would tend to prevent" 'any 
sympathy with persons outside their own profession. It is undesirable that the Civil Service 
should be a separate " caste." . 

It has been suggested that the probationers might immediately after passing the open 
competition be requiied to elect for the judi9ial or the executive branches of the Service. I£ 
this suggestion be adopted it might be necessary to frame separate schemes for the education 
of the members of the two branches of the Service. · _ 

I trust, however, that the bifurcation will not take place so early in .the career· of the Indian 
Civil Service men. 

In the first place, I consider that on passing the open competition the men are too young 
and too inexperienced to be able to elect definitely. ·Until they have seen something of India 
and o£ the work there they will be unable to say which work they prefer, and, moreover, they 
will not at so early an age be able to be certain for which branch they are most fitted. · In the 
second place, such arrangements would tend to create two separate services ; and in the third 
place,, as it is clear that even those who elect for the judiciary must experience a few years 
of revenue and magisterial work, much of the special legal training- which \fould be· given 
them here would be lost before there was an opportunity of· putting it- into action. I ain 
suggesting the following scheme of subjects as possible for a three years' course. . 
. In framing this scheme I am making no suggestions as to \Vhat books should be prescribed. 

I think that it will be much better to prescribe books in respect of each subject. I 
anticipate no difficulty in doing so. · 

The following subjects should, I consider, be taught in-.-

Law. 
Penal Code. 
Criminal Procedure Code. 
Indian Evidence Act. 

The First Y ea1• of Probation. 

Note._;My reason for commencing with these subjects is that knowledge o.f. them will be 
useful before the probationers are required to attend law courts. Not· only will they 
understand the proceedings better if they have some knowledge .of the subject, but they 
will also be able to appreciate the differences between English and Indian Criminal Law 
Procedure. · 
Language. 

The vernacular of the province to which they are assigned. 
Ethnog'raphy, Ea1·ly History af!:r:l Customs of t~e People.. . . 

This would include the history of the Hindus and the development of their laws and 
customs from the time o£ the Aryan invasion up to the time o£ the Moghul Empire. · 

It would also include the Life of Mahomed, and the history of the spread of Islam especially 
in Central Asia, the invasions o£ India by the Mahomedans and the" period of the Moghul 
Empire. · 

Q 2 
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This portion would include the geography of India so far as it is connected with the 
subject. 
Riding. 

For the Second and Thi1·d Y ea1·s. 
Law . 

. ·Hindu and Mahomedan Law.-The standard of the. teaching of these subjects might be 
the same as that now required by the Council of Legal Education. It would involve about 
~0 lectures, i.e., dou~le the. number of lectures now given on thos~ subjects to the probationers 
m Oxford. The subJect m1ght be spread over the second and thud years of probation but it 
could be dealt with entirely in the second year. ' 

The Constitutional History of India . ...;_ By this I mean the history of the constitution of the 
courts and· of the administration. · 

The Law of Cont?·acts and of actionable wrongs, having especial reference to the Indian law 
on these subjects. . . 

The Land Systems and.Revenue Law o£ the province-to which the probationer is assigned. 

J u1•isprudence. 

Language. · 
(a) The study of a vernacular language might be continued for a second year. It would 

be unnecessary that the probationers should spend three years in the study of a vernacular. 
(b) Sanskrit or Persian during one year of probat.ion. 

Histo1•y. . 
The rise, growth, and organisation of the ·British power in India, including the geography 

of the subject. 

Political Economy . 

. Riding. 

Reports. 
· Candidates should be required to send in reports of a specified number of cases in English 

courts of justice during the second and third years of their probation. It will be preferable 
that they attend at courts in London. . . 

~he subjects above referred to as being required to be.studied dm·ing the second and third 
years might be separated, the· larger number being allotted to the second year. 

At the end of the first year of probation there .should be an examination in the subjects allotted 
to the first year, and at the end of the second year to the subjects allotted to the second year. 

Should a candidate fail to pass at either of these ·examinations, he will be liable to. be 
excluded from the Service, but the Civil Service Commissioners may in special cases permit 
him to attend a second examination on such terms as they may think fit. 

At the. end of the third year there should be an examination in all the subjects. The 
marks at this examination should, as under the present system, be added to the marks obtained at 
the open competition. rrhe probationer's place in the Service will be determined by such 
combined marks. 

A real difficulty arises from the suggestion that there should be one examination, which 
would give both a University degree and a place in the Service. This difficult is perhaps not 
insuperable. A joint board might, I would suggest, be possible. 

I should like to say something about the arrangements in Oxford for teaching the subjects 
mentioned in my scheme. 

There is at present sufficient provision for the teaching of languages, political economy, 
and jurisprudence. 

There will require to be additional provision for the teaching a£ Indian law (after the end 
of the first year of probation under the new system), as not only is there an increase of. 
subjects, but with three sets of men at the University at the same time the number of lectures 
will be trebled. On this head I would recommend the appointment of an Assistant Reader or 

· Lecturer in Indian Law. 
Special an·angements might also have to be made for the teaching of Ethnography and 

Early History. The Readers. in Indian History and Law would probably be able to arrange 
for a certain amount of this work, and a good deal can be done by directing men what books 
they are to read. Some additional help may be required. · . . 

I thinl<: it will be absolutely necessary to have a director of the studies of the Indian 
Civil Service probationers. I have often felt the want of a director who would officially 
advise men generally and supervise their studies, and who would also have authority to 
n.rrange the hours o£ the several lectures. This will become more necessary in consequence 
of .the increase in the number of Indian Civil Service probationers resident in Oxford. . 

If the system refeiTed to in the enclosed scheme be adopted, we may calculate on hav~ng 
about 70 Indian Civil Service men reading in Oxford. This is a large school, and reqtures 
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special supervision. · Such supervision ought not to cost much. One of the teachers might 
be appointed to act as director, with an addition of, say, lOOl. a year to his stipend. 

The Secretary of State might well be asked to bear such additional expense as might arise 
£rom the adoption of a new system. · 

This would mean-
( a) The salary of an Assistant Reader or Lecturer in Indian Law. 
(b) The cost of occasional lectures in Ethnography and Early History. 
(c) The salary of a Director of Studies. . 
t d) Some additions to the salaries of the Language Teachers. (This need not be mueh, 
· as the payment of additional fees would probably be almost sufficient compensation 

for the increase o£ work.) · · 

.Enclosure No.3. 

Memorandum by the Very Rev. Thomas B. Strong, D.D., Dean of Christ Ohu?·ch, O-;r,fo1•d, 
· . · · dated June ~1st, 1913~ · . ·. 

1 understand that I am asked to· express an opinion on two points.: the need for a 1cnger 
period of probation in the case of selected candidates for the Indian Civil Service ; and the 
proposal to meet the difficulty by lowering the age at which candidates are selected, and 
providing an Honours course in the University. · · 

(1) I do not propose to offer any remarks upon the defects noted by the Commission in the 
existing system, namely, that the candidates are too old, and insufficiently prepared in the 
subjects required. I assume that· this evidence is valid and conClusive. I can only offer 
remarks upon various methods by, which it is proposed to remedy the defects. I£ candidates 
continued to be elected by the ·present method, it would be possible, provided the -age of going 
to India is not reduced, to secure an extra year of probation 'by ·compressing the University 
course. A considerable number of those who now enter for tbe examination of the Civil 
Service Commissioners have had a four years' course in the University.· I£ this course were 
reduced to three, another year would thus be at the disposalof the selected candidates. I do 
not recommend this, and I do not think it would have much chan<:e of being carried in the 
University. · I do not understand that there is any complaint as to the age of candidates for 
the Home Civil. It would appear .from what has been put before us that the peculiar 
conditions of India and the Indian service are part of the reasons for the desire to reduce 
the age. I£ this is so, the number .of Indian Civil students is a very small proportion 
of the whole number o£ persons reading for the Honours Schools o£ the University; 
and ··it would hardly seem reasonable to recast our Honours courses for the benefit of a 
relatively small number of people. · It would mean,. of. course, a conJ?iderable amount of 
legislative action of one sort or another ; and :for my own part I should not think · it ·at all in 
the interests o£ the majority of Honours students that their course of studies should be thus 

·reduced. But, apart from this, I do not think that the University would be at all willing to 
undertake such a serious remodelling of its courses unless it were sure that the regulations 
which required this remodelling were likely to be permanent, or at any rate to persist for a 
considerable time. I am aware that no dovernment can ensure this. 

(2) I think it would be possible, and in inany case~ desirable, that undergraduates should 
come into residence at about the age ·of 18 rather than that of 19, and this would of co'9-rse 

. make possible a longer period of probation after taking the· degree; But it is very difficult to 
insist upon. this. It can only be done by voluntary co-operation with headmasters and parents, 
and there is no way of enforcing it. ·. · 

(3) I come now to the more serious proposal, to select candidates at the school-leaving age, 
and to provide them with an Honours course leading to the degree in the University which at 
the same time would prepare them for their work in India.. It seems to me that there are no 
·a priori objections against either of these proposals; but there are very great practical 
difficulties in the way of carrying them out. 

(a) As to the school examination. The school examination, on the result of which candi-. 
dates would have to be selected, ought to be in close relation with the normal work · 
of the school. I£ this were not so, two unsatisfactory results would follow. · 

0 20028 

(i) A large nUm.ber of boys would be in danger of finding themselves at the 
school-leaving age educated in a way whic_?. woill:d o;nly lead to th~ In;dian Civ~~ 
Service. To ac;lopt a phrase from another lme of hfe, 1t would be a blmd-alley 
examination. Something of this kind is already a difficulty in regard .to the 
naval candidates, who are sent quite early into a technical naval course, ,md who, 
if for any reason they fail to get into the Navy, a.re hopelessly stranded as regards 
other things. The difficulty is less in their case than it would be in the case of 
Indian Civil Service candidates because of their younger age~ The boy who fails 
to get into the NaYy has still some years in which to get on to another line of 
education; but the boy who is 18 ought to be prepared to come at once to the 
University. 

Q 3 
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(ii) .Ax: examination at the sch?ol ~eriod which was la:J;gely outside the liWts 
of ordmary school w:ork would mevltably.play into the hands of the cramriier. 
Boys would leave school early and go to the crammer in order to ensure passing 
it. I think there are very few people who have experience of this UniverSity who 
wou!d not agree .that it is in almost ~very: case desirable that a boy shoUld oome 
st~aight f:rom hiS school to th~ Umversity and should not spend an interval 
w1t~ the crammer. A £urth~r difficulty would a~ise iq .. consequence of. 'the great 
variety o£ schools and of curncula. It w?uld be Imp_ossible ~o exclude county and 
grammar schools, and, I should add, highly undestrable. But an examination 

. which should· cover all the ~ound occupied by all these varieties of schools would 
almost inevitable be independent o£ the ordinary school work and open to the 

. objections named above. ' 
(b) As regards t~e Honours examination,, he~e; again, I can see no a priori objection to 

the est!l'blis~e1~t o£ such an ex~natwn i., but .I feel great difficulty. i~ conceiving 
a way m whwh 1t could be done. . The Umvers1ty would not accept 1t If it were a 
technical examina~ion, It .woul9.have to involve a .liberal course o£ study and a high 
standard. I do not say that a scheme could not be· draWn. which woUld correspond 
with this requirement, but I have. not yet seen any suggestion of a school that 
approaches it.-. I shquld hope that the University.would not reject this plari; without 
making ·some effort to meet the suggestions of the·· Commissioners·;: butTth.ink:.that 
the Oommission.ers should :understand that:the-mat.ter is one of great difficulty.: .. ~There 
is a £ruther obstacle somewhat analagous to ·that .caused by-the variety~ ohi<iliools~ 

. ·The Indian Government .will probably· Wish tu make its selection of:candidates 
~or appoint~eD;ts o"n: the res~lt of this Hono~~ exa~natfonra:J?:~ tl?is :would·j:,e ~~~Y 
If only one Umvers1ty were. concerned .. But It· worild·,become ·mcreasingly :difficult 

.in proportion as ·a larger number of-Universities· were: admitted.:·: It:is just possible· 
I think, that the Universities O:LO:xford and Cambridge-miglit work together· in . ad 
examination o£ this· kind.; but· .the addition of the Northern Universities ·or. of ·the 

· Scottish ·Universities· would make it practically unworkable. · :: And,: on the other 
hand,. I do not,·for.a moment,:thinktha.t·it )Vould be,·possible:or:.desirableto e:x:dude 
candidates from these. Universities. · . · .. - ·· · -· . · - -

. E~closure No: 4. 
Me~orandum by Mr. J. L. Stmchan-Dav'idson, M . .A., Mast~r. 'Of Ballio{C~lfeg~, Oxford, d~ted· 

· · . June 2~th, 1913. . . . · - .. . ·. 

· + ask .ieave to sul;nnit to .the Oom:mission on the Ind,ian Civil Service s~m~ rema~ks ·s~pple-
mentary to the general paper sent in by the Oxford Committee. ~ , 

I would ·address myself ·fitst to the . contention; ·which seems to me to be sound, . .that 
there are really only two altern~;Ltives, either to retain: the, present age-limit for the competitive 

. examination or else. to return to the system· of· the. ,eighties, when the: candidates were 
selected before coming to the Universities. Various' compromises have been suggested with 
a view to 'shortening the ·period before the ·competitive examination. by· one or two years, 
and fixing the age-:-limit at 22.or 23. Jfis thought by some that candidates for the Indian 
Civil Service might.be induced to· commence their university residence a year earlier than 
usual, i.e., betweenl7l and lSi, ins.tead of ~s at present between 18! .and 19!. ·This would 
imply that a boy, without being offered any assured position, is to be called upon at the age· of 
18 to decide whether he· will compete ·for India or not, and that for the sake of his chance of 
success in that competition· he is to be invited to put himself at considerable disadvantage in his 
efforts after University distinctions.. The effect of this on the recruitmg ground would be to 
begin by weeding out from it the ablest andmost ambitious among the potential candidates. · 

Another suggestion is that the classical candidates should content themselves with a three 
years' course, availing themselves of the option,:now allowed in Oxford to "senior students," 
of taking Honours Moderations in the Lent Term of their first year o£ residence instead of in 
the Lent Term of their second year. It is quite possible that the University would concede 

· such an option, but I believe that it would be quite useless. So :far as I know, only two persons 
have. ever obtained a First Class in Moderations under these conditions, and these were men of 
quite exceptional ability, who had gone through a full course at another Unive.rsity. The 
ordina;ry school-boy who renounced his full training in Moderations .would find himself very 
insufficiently prepared to cover: the ground for the Civil Service Competition, and would be 
driven to seek help from the "·crammers." An examination fitted for a three years' course 
must be much more narrow and -specialised than that at present prescribed. . 

It is to be noticed that either -of these expedients, taken alone, would provide only one extra 
year; so that the. India Office could not secure. both a year's earlier ·arrival in India and two 
years of special probati.on, If both these 1~eq:ui1·ements.are· considered indispensable, the two 
expedients suggested must be attempted together, and I think that the ·attempt would be a 
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f.ailu.re~ . ·The -ina~ -~ho had'curtalled'both.'his s'chool'and'his univ~rsity co~rse ~ould·be at a 
hopele~s:d~;illvant.ag~ in the competition, and would~ probably' he beaten-by the ·man who had 
saci~ifibed-everythiiig·te success arid: had rema1ne'd. twc;> or three ·years with the crammer.. If 
~~e age-l~~~~ h~ l9we.:r~d b;y on~ y~a1:, w~ile t~e :J!.:n.i.versity arrai;t~ernent~ re~ai~ as- now, we 
s}i()ufd-l}a~e.a:J;eturn.to the·clashmg of exammatwns and courses of .study; whiCh caused so 
iriurili dise0nte~t-arid confustori 'when':the age was,·.Iower' byfiv~ -months ·tha,n··at present---'a 
single ··yeib;'s. 9ifference ·. in:·. the date. o£: Bailing fQI'' India·:would ill compensate: .for these 
·arawbaeks. . .. -- : .. ··• ....... :: .... · ·· .·- ·:: .. : · · · ·· · ·- · .. · ·· .. · · : · ... · .. 
·~.: ·T:n~ generalcon,clusiori. seems to bet:hat 1t i1=1:hopele~s -to attempt: at· cornp1;omise, and. ihat 
tlie·Q:ommissioners wiUhave to ehoose·between the~]?r~sent.-system alid.that of the eighties. . 
~r. .. :r -:will rie.:d inal~.e·sonie· eOlllJllimts:on; points :~f -detail, touched:upon in -the Memorandum of 
th'e General Gommit~ee. T4€dirst is j;heir:'I'eniaJ;k that, if,''the probatiorlers 'are chosen at 19, 
it~will:O~·'very:difficUlt iii view o£ the·competing:iuterestsinvolvedto 'pi'ese.rve ·a: scale o£ niarks 
wliJeh sha.li be- ju.St,; that is :to.• say, :~whicli :shnll 'assign marks in pfopol'tion to: the difficulty of 
t~ S'ulij~ets ~.ild tlie length .. <:>£- tirp.\3 requisit~ to master ' them.· ''In·· -illllsti'ation. of this I may 
re-ieiJ0'the scale .. ()£ niarks: in' force in 1884.· w e·find: there:_ ; ~- : . - .. · : . . . 

:'::_~;; :_ -~ ; ---~!~i·f t-- <: · -; · ,. --- · :~- ,-tgr 
·'··,·. · ·· .. : Gerinan· · · · · · · · . <· 500 

N-ow it·is obvious· to .al{i~~i:iairite(}: with: the l~ng~~ges th~:tt Gr~ek and.Latin are at least 
twfce ·as d1ffic~ t as :French and Ger~anl and a. scale. which. gra.des them only as · 6 to 5 or 
& ·t,o·, ~·is map#~stly uniair. In y.iew of -the great _de:velopment: in recent years. o£ sc.hoolf) 
.and departmen~s of schools in which_ the modern _s-q.bjeets form the main par~ of. the cuniculUill, 
.tlie. division o£ interests has l!.een .accentuated,· and . tp.is would proqaply lead to. the injustice 
noted reappearing in an ag~ravated form. It. would be, hopeless to expect-under present 
conditions such an agreement among school:rn.asters as wai3 manifeste_d by the representatives of 
.Ui:ti:ver~iti~s who WC:Jre sum~oned to consultation by tb.e.Qivil S~rvice Commissioners in 1904, 

· : - . If the prob~tioners are to be chosen at 19; their distiibution among the colleges becomes 
m1imp_ortant matter: It is worth while to J.}.Otice the machinery adopted in .case 'o£ the Rhodes 
.Scholars .. Each college limits the number w~ich it is willing to receive, and each scholar on 
his election writes dOW!}. the colleges in the m:de:r o£ ·his preference, and .is assigned by the 
s~c:retary to the first o£ these·which is able a:r:td willing to receive him. . . · 

. : Adifficulty in detailalj.se~ as to the time . of:y_f}~ .~he11 the e;xamination takes plaqe. If 
under a system of selection at 19 the list came out in· the late autumn, shortly before -the 
.beginning of tJJ.e. academic yea~· in Q~tober, it would be difficult for the colleges to keep rooins 
v~can~-~~r.th~ prC!batione!'B (and this is most important) not knowing whether .the vac~ncies 
w11l be taken up or not. In the case of the Rhodes scholars, who are to come mto residence 
each October, the selection has been hurried·up;-so that-the colleges know what to expect soon 
after Easter. The adoption of such a plan for the Indian probationers would cause a gap o£ 
six months between the: .selection· and the ... conimencement o£ ·University residence. Such a 
rest would not be a bad thing in itself, but it would imply that the date of sailing, which, 
of course; ·should be in the autumn, would· be ·3t years after the date of selection. I do not 
know how far the GoYernment would approve of this, but I see no other solution.· 

_A W.Ql:e important Jnatteq; than 'these .detail& is. the general question of the comparative 
good -.or ev:il o£ :the present E!ystem_ and that before 1894. respectively. In attempting to 
compare the two I have had a good deal o£ conversation during the last few weeks with old 
members o£ th~ college. :now at how.e on furlough.. .I found, as :o1ight have ·been expected, 
that each individual commonly esteems most highly the system under which he himself went 
out to India. This ·circumstance. seems to _point to a certain danger of the loss o£ continuity 
in policy. In 15 ·or. 2.0 years' ti.me the men at the -top of the tree in India will naturally be 
those. app9inted 'Q.P..df;lr the· system of 1894, and i£, as is almost inevitable, all is not going 
quite smoothly in the Service, they will be apt in their turn to attribute the defects to the 
renewal, if it should be now renewed, of the s.election at school-:boy age. TJ:ere _cer~ainl~ .were 
such complaints in former days to call for the cP,anges of 1894. ·An alternation every 20 years 
or so between the two systems is what no one would desire. I believe that it may be avoided 
i£ the present crisis passes over without any l'evolution in the methods of admission to the 
Service. . · . . 

I may notice that the younger meri with whom I spoke repudiated with some indignat10n 
the suggestion that they had less interest in the country and less·· care for the Indians than 
their predecessors. . . . . . . . 

I have heard objections on ~he ?ther s1d.e that the. older .the m~n. a_re. the more h~ely they 
are_to have acquired an absorbmg mtere.st m ho~e.m~tters; but It .Is difficult to believe that 
one year or even two, can make much d1fference m .this respect. . · 

So f~r as the later date of sailing conduces to early marriage, that is undoubtedly a 
drawback to the present system; but i~ must .be remem1ered tha~ the longer the. inter.val 
between selection and departure for Ind1a, the greater the chance giVen to. the match-makmg 
pMent. · · · · 

·Q 4 
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In conclusion, I should like to make up for my personal ignorance of India by quoting the 
remarks of a very able pupil, whose subsequent development amply justified the hopes I had 
formed o£ him, .and who is now passing through a most successful career in the Indian Service. 

He writes in the course of a private letter:- · · 
: ·" As regards the age for the Indian Civil Service, I am very strongly of opinion that the 

present system works best. Under the present arrangements we get men infinitely better 
suited to. cope with the climate than men of 22. These two or three years make an immense 
diff~ren~e, as I believe the enteric and ~ysentery statist~cs wonl:d show. Again, t4e ordinary 
Umversity course-whateyer school a man takes· up-g~ves a bigger ·and broader view than 
the special course prescribed for Indian civilians. Moreover, 'that special course can be very 
easily overdone, and is very often of little .use practicaUy afterwards. Personally, I owe 
much more to the training of Greats-lazy though I was-than to anything I learnt in my 
Indian Civil Service year a~· Oxford. It is time enough to specialise when a man comes out 
hert;;. You can .only learn Indian law and the languages by practical experience in India. 
And as to other special subjects, one has so constantly to master completely new and technical 
matters, that it is useless to cumber oneself with special knowledge at the University that 
may .be the special knowledge you may never require. The ordinary University course 
teaches you how. to learn, and that is what you want in India. To know how to master 
sanitation, or agricultura~ cpemistry, or ~usto~ary ~aw, is much; ~etter than g~tting a smattering 
of anY' one of these subJects at the Umvers1ty, and that capac1ty for knowmg how to broach 
and master a S'!J,bject is, I believe, best taught by the ordinary .schools. . 
· · "As regards the objection that men of 25 do not settle dpwn or get interested in their 
·-work-it is, I believe, absolutely without foundation. There are, of course, men who dislike 
India from the start ;_ but this is a matter of taste and temperament, not of age. The best 
civilians I have known have been th~ men who came out late, as I did. The older lot who 
came out at the· age of 21 or so seem to lack breadth very often and the larger view that the 
extra year or two in England gives. . . · 

'. "·Of cours.e, there is no, d.Qu"Pt. that the attractions o£ the Indian Civil Service are Jess 
than they were. The cost of living has increa.sed enormously, while the pay remains unchanged ; 
the free hand. has less scope, and the rule from the saddle is gone to a great extent; there is · 
morEt. work of a. complex character; in. :rqany ,places the relations with the people are less 

· cordial. The action of the High Courts, and sometimes of the Local or Supreme Govern
ments, in some cases has tended to cramp and weaken the civilian. But the.se are matters 
beside the point, except that if a change of age is contemplated, it should be remembered that 
any evils now complainen of probably are niore·nearly connected with these matters than with 

. ~ny question of age." · 
J. L. STR.AOHAN-DAVIDSON 

(Master of Balliol College). 

Sub-Enclosure 1 to Enclos:zwe No. 4 (sent in later). 

Letter from J. L. Strachan-:Davidson, Esq., M.A., Master of Ballio~ College, Oreford, 

DEAR 1\fn. BUTLER, . 
· SINCE I sent in my Memorandum to· the Commission I have received a letter :from 

another old . pupil, a man now in the Indian Education Service and of wide experience in 
·South Africa. · , 

I£ it be. in order, I should like to add it to the remarks of a civilian which I appended to 
my own paper. 

I think that the Commissioners may :find it interesting, as I have certainly done. 
· · Yours sincerely, 

J. L. STRACHAN-DAVIDSO'S'. 

Extract' j1•om Letter of a Member of the Educational Service to M1•. J. L. Stmchan-Davidson. 
· !.feel very strongly myself the need for a broader basis o£ culture for the civilian befo~~ 

he b~gins'to specialise. The ordinary young Englishman does not mature by 19. I live m 
· a garrison town and have daily instances of it. 0£ course the civilian is, as a rule, .a much 

more intellectual person than the soldier ; but there ·are not wanting clever men among the 
young soldiers, and yet it is only the very exceptional soldier that ever ma~es up ~he leeway 
in the power of taking a broad view o£ affairs and of forming a mature £ar-s1ghted Judgment, 
which he 'lost by specialising. too young. . . 
· The police service. is another good instance. No service in India has come m for more 
abuse, and I am sorry to say that I think some measure o£ lihe p.buse is deserved. Boys o£ 
18 are brought out to India and sent to a police school ; Yery mce ~oys too, m~ny. of them. 
There .they are taught the traditional methods employed by the pohce, and the1r Judgment 
is too immature for them to criticise its demerits. The result is that the post of Inspector
General (or head) of the police is given almost invariably in each province to a civilian, 
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because, as the civilians have stated to me, a man· is needed for that post who. can take a wider 
view of things than the ordinary policeman. · . ·: ·. ~. . . . . · 
. Coming late in life to India I thought that the chief defect of the Indian CivU"Service, 
especially among the senior men, was their inability to see defects. in the _systein ; .. and_ to 
bring the.m out at a .still younger age, while their minds were still more liable to be moulded 
into grooves, would only accentuate this. 

The English district officer of to-day is as much "in touch" with the people as his 
accumulating clerical and report work· will let him be. 

'I .. 

Sub-Enelosure 2. ~o Enelosure No. 4 (sent in lat~rr. 
The following statements w~~e al1::1o put in by Mr .. Strachari.-Davidson :- · 

I.-Statement showing the number of successful Ca?id·idates from· 0'J!.j01'd Univei•sity in the 
eombined Examination for the Home, Colonial, and Indian Civil• Services from· 1894 
to 1912. · · · · · : · · 

1894 - ·30 out of total of 61 H}04 - ' 46 ~ut 'of total of 87 . 
1895 - 32 ,· " " . 70 1905 ':' . 36 . 11 ,, " . 83 
1896 - 56 " " " 94 1906 .. 56. ,, . " ". 104· 
1897 - 57 " . " ,, 100 1907 - 48. " , '. , . 96 
1898 . .. 47 , " " 94 1908 - 50, ,, " ·. " . 89 
1899 - 46 " "· " ,90 1909 - 44 " " ·,' 85 
1900 .. 40 , P uncertain. 1910 - · 58 ~ 1 , .. ·, 116 
1901 34 11 , II .. Of. 94 . 1911 51 . , 11 , . l,l , 93 
1902 - 40 ,, . " ". 97 1912 - 33 , '·' . " 73; ~·· 
1903 37 , : . " " 92 • . . . ! . · .•• ,, ; 

Note.-The figures in the coltJ.mns of'' Totals" are hardly trustworthy for the:pu.rpose 'of 
comparison, as the compilers for the'" Oxford Magazine"' sometimes included all who .stood 
in the order of merit and sometimes only those who -a¢tuallyreceived appointments~ 'iSome
times likewise the "Maga:lJine ~~ issued its lists without waiting for the latest corrections;:··· ·,._ -1 

. - -~ '• ·. 

!I.-Statement sh~wing the Time passed with speeial Teaehers by ·stweesqful Candidates~ in· the 
combined Home, Colonial, and Indian Oivil Services Emamination. ··. c, ·· • ' 

1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
·1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 

• I 
• I 
I 

A. B. 
Two Years and Between one and 

over. two Years. 

5 
7 
7 
1 

10 
1 

4 
6 
7 
6 
2 
4 
5 
5 
6 
3 
2 
1 

2 
0 
2 ' 
7 
2 
2 

8 
5 
4 
3 
7 
7 
5· 

10' 
4 
9 
7 
3. 

c. 
One Year. 

7 
2 
9 
5 
7 

15 

17 
8 

10 
10 
15 

7 
12 
12 
24 
37 
15 
20 

--'n, 
Six-Twelve 

Months. 

6 
4 c 

5 
16 
15 
12 

13 
16 
21 
15 

5 
12 
18 
7 

. '6 
5 

.. 5 
3 

, . E. 
• · U.nder Six· 

Months. 

8 
15 
20 
36 
27 

·22 ' 

16 .... 
.. 24. 
·'28. 
-'33 ' 
34. 
40 
29' . 

·.so·· 
19 
28'. 
'35 
26 

. . 

:'.F. 
'None. . '. ····· 

32 
40 

I ~· 52 
42 ' .. 25' 
33 . 

. '~ • •'I ' 

•.' I 28, ' 
. . ·' 21 ., 

15 ,;.· 
" '. '15" 'I 

.. ; :14•' 
" I ' 26 ,~··· 

.. 24: ' 
.' 15 

, 23 .
1 : 26 

26·'; 
18 

Notes.-The figures are compiled roughly .by coun~ing from. the returns for each year: .~n 
the "Oxford Magazine." They probably contam many maccurames. . . . 

Candidates enumerated in Column A. mostly renounced or cut short their,- University 
career. . . 

Those in Column C. generally completed· a three-years University course. (chiefly at 
Cambridge) before resorting to a crammer. · . · 

Many of those in Column B. are in the same case as the last-named, with the addition of a 
few weeks, just before the examination. · . . . , · .~ . . · 

Those in Column E. mostly completed a £9ur~!ears· U,mversity course, and were specially 
prepared only for a few weeks before the exammat1on. . . . · · 

'• . 
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· ·. -Column ·F: loseff·to· Column E. from the time (1902) when Mr; ·Sturt~began special courses 
in Oxford. . . . ~ · . · : ~ - . . . · _. · ~ . . :·. 
: ~:·No:cl.J.st!nction.-is .drawn in these lists between succ~ssful candidates. for the~ Indian: Home 
~n.d . .Colotiial-Servic~s·respectively. · . . .. : .. _ . . _ .. ::·~- . . · · ·: : .. - _ .... : .... ' . :.. .: .~./ 

.. _ .... -~- . . . ... (Signed) ·: J; L .. BTaAcHAN-DAviDSP.N;-': 

<' ·-. : ~ 

· Enclosure -N a: 5~. · -· .· ( ..... - . .' ... 
~- ~. J ~. 

Memomndwni prepared by M1•. A. S. L. Farquhm·son, Senipr P1•oetm•, together with Mr. Fl. 
W. B. Joseph, Fellow and Tuto·r or·NeivOotlege; and Mr. Sidney Bell, Fellow and Tutor 
of St. John's· College~. . , ~ ,. . .. 

Assuming that Hi~ Maj_esty;~ Qommissioners ~decide- that Indi~n -~ivilians must in future 
both go out younger,·and·have·a longer period uf probation, it seems~to•-iu~ that·e:V'erything 

·"d~P(;)Jtds~?n :the q;uestions. w~e~er they ~re·}o go. out one ~r.two year.s yo.un~eJ: th~~:~tsP~:es~IJt; 
and· what .the .length of preVIous probatiOn IS to be~ . · · . ". · . . . .. · ·~ .. ·-· , .... _ x , .. _ .• -- · 

..... t :rf'ih~y are 'to go out two years yo~ngerthan at present.:...::.:i.e.,'ii~t~ldet_ih~~:23 on 
Aug1,1s~ 1 of. the y~a~ iR w~ich they go out-and if . they are ~o h.ave. not le~s than two .. years' 
;probatiOn fi~t, then w~-b~~Ieve ~hat ~hey m~~t be selected at the 'S~hool-Jeavmg-age, -an~.must 
have a special cqurse m lieu of, not m add1t10n to, any of the ordmaryJionours .. courses-for a 
degree. ·We assume that the maximum age at selection would be 19~C!n January 1; or:~some 
such, date, in the·year in wh~ch they are selected, .and that the examinatio~ would be:put at 

. the· end·of the school year (m July or August); smce boys· whose 19th birthday falls,-: after 
about .January 1 are ~:commonly allowed to stay on _to the end of the school year.· The 
Corb.missioners might, of course, fix. IS instead of 19 as:;the·max.imum.;..· But the effec~·would 
be :to take boys from .school a~ year earlier than .they'tvould naturally ·teave·: Now,.: it is 
possible ~that if the school-leaving-age .. were lowere-d a year all' throttglf the -country: (e.g., 
through a st~utory alteration of age for election to scholarships),·<and boys went to secondary 

~:§C4Q9~S;:_~y,~ar YP'I:lllge:r th,a11 .~t prefjent, the .net· <Jifferenc~would be;s1ig4t, and .. a_}"e~r:s time 
_::·.l~e.::s~i:q,~.d~ .. ,But:§O long- as the ()l'dinary leaving· a,ge is18t.to 19t;·most. boys leaving_ a-year 
-~-~~~-~r w,c;iW.{l_los~ n;m(Jh .. They waul(!. misE!hoth the ]:Ugh~st teaching, and ~e. trai~ing_~~hat 
comes:.f~·oD:l.).ead,erShip a.n~. responsibility. _ We. tb,ink_, therefore,. tha.t the Cg;m~ss~e..J?.ers -~!~e 
not likely to fix a younger limit than the ordinary leaving age. This 'allows only 3t to 4 years 

_'l;)efQre ... they. mus.t .sail, .. a. per~od. too short -~or both a. :University c~)Urse ~n,d t~e, .. ~.u}J.seque~t 
probatlbllary tralnlng;· : . · .. · · . . · . . . · :: .· .. · -:: .. -.. , -
.. :_ .. With9Jltpr~l31l.!lling· ~to d.e.t~:t®n.e.. th~r e;x:t~nt. of th~ aQ,yapt~g~s. to_ be <i~:riy~d _frQm_·th:~ Jn.pre 
thorough legal and ling~stic training for the work o£ an Indian civilian which could be given 
in tJ:tqse years, we· wish to call attentio:ij. to certain dis~_dv;lntages_which are like~y to attach to 
such·a scheme.... .. ; 

.. --- In--the--first. place;--fer-- .the -reasons--stated .. in the Gener-al-Memorandum, we- believe that- a 
satisfactoryientrance examination, fitting in with school work, could hardly be _devi§>ed, and 
the. greater the lQss, for rival careers, involved in unsuccessful study for the Indian Civil 
SerV;ice exa'mination, the more will the boys (or their parents or masters) hesitate abeut their 
working for it. _. . 

Secondly, we believe that, so far as the quality of candidates has fallen off (and ~e think 
it has only done sci in the last four or five years), this is due not to the system of recruiting 
but ,:to other causes. We believe that the service has become less attractive; its money 
prospects are les$.·: good ; men who were formerly sustained by the consciousness that their 
difficult work was!:trusted and appreciated at home are Iiow disheartened by t~e readiness 
sho~p. to suspect ~~em, and assume them to be in the wrong ; and t:fle unrest has add~d a ~ew 
element to : the reckoning. \V e. think that these new facts, especmlly the last, would we1&"h 
more:·.with parents than with the candidates themselves; and at the age of 19; parents will 
have~a larger share in determining whether their sons shall compete than at 24. On the other 
side. :may perhaps be set the consideration that some parents would be attracted by the. thought 
of a· career for their sons which would provide for them at 19. . . 

Thirdly, we think that the seductions of the Home Civil Service will be most strong with 
tl:t~.JI.bl~~;~t boy~._ . They will venture, more than the .weaker, to reserve themselve~ fo~ an 

·examination that has fewer posts to offer. In any case the separation of the two exammat10ns 
will probably tell adversely in both. . . · 

. T-q.rmng to the probationary course, we think that it should certainly be spent at a 
University,· but that the men ·will not gain as much· from their time there as if they were 
reading for an Honour School. Being cut off in their work from their fellow under~aduates, 
they must, to some extent, be cut off outside it. At least, so far as we can Judge, the 
probationers selected under the old system at the school-leaving-age mixed less fully in the 
general life of a College than those have done who have since been selected ~t the end of 
their University course. 

There is one other point to- which we venture· to draw attention.- In selecting for the 
Egyptian Civil Service, we understand that some weight is attached to a- candidate's 
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personality and power to deal with men. So far as we can judge (and this judgment is 
strongly confirmed by the complaints which the ablest and most level-headed Indian pupil 
that one of us has known used to make), consideration-of these points is not less necessary for 
India. We think that at 19, candidates unsuitable in: this respect might be more frequently 
successful than. now. We do not know if at that age a viva voce could be included in the 
examination ; or, if not, . whether at whatever age_ cand.idates are selected, they might be 
required to submit themselves to·· a· nominating board before admission to the examination. 
Such a board should; "in our -vieW:, giv·e nominations without· restriction. o£ nmnbers, but refuse 
them to applieants who appeared unsuited for the service. Such applicants, to judge by our 
experience~ .:W9uld c;Jome occasionally from every class o£ school. . ·· : < . .. , . . . 

II. The objections to the system so far considere~ appear to us, from the point of view of 
the service,-80-weighty, that 've ask to bef allowed· t6 make· ·some remarks about- a possible 
alternative;'· • !!'his alternative would send· men out only one instead of two years younger than 
at present; hut it would make it possible still: to select them after an ordinary UniYersity 
trainl.ng~. ··we--think.indeeCI thaf.it would. react in some ways very prejudicially upon the 
studiek bf Oxford, though its ill ·effects might be diminished by a modification of the present· 
Civil Servimr··examina;timr;··bur·we-·feel that·we-·ought· nevertheless to-put -it·.fo.rward;··· It 
involVeS, howeverTa proposalWhich may.have drawbacks that we a:re .. nptjn·. a .pOSi~ion. tQ:. 
estimate. . · , _ . . . . 

Our suggestion is, that the maximum age limit:::for the· Indian Civil Service should J?·~·· 
lowel:~a by one y~ar j that successful candidates shb~ld then have one year's p'robation;:at· 
hornet .. d:uri;ng which they sho:uld not be req~ired tO: do more than: 'stu.:~y. a _language, le~ri( 
legal- prmmples, :report cases 1n court, and nde ; an:d that they. should then . have a. second. 
year of training i~ India, perhaps at Delhi. : · · . ~ •. ·:::·.· · 

The advantages of this seheme over the system of :selectio11 at· the· school-leaving_.age al:e,· 
that .candidates would comni,only come . from the secondary ~chools, -and' no~- fro!n coaehj.ng. 
establishments: that they would have a·: better University educatio:r+, ~:n<J that· .th,ey.WoW.c[ 
enter-more fully into Universfty life. Its ·advantages over the present system, from the· point. 
of view of the Commissione~·s, seem to be that the selected civilians would- go 6t1t a :y~ar 
younger, and would be better trained before they start exercising their poyV'ers. · It is . p~t of: 
our idea, that the year at Delhi should count as a year of service, for pensiQn and .retirement, 
so th~t men would also come to the highest posts ·a year younger .than. under .the present" 
system. We agree with Sir Ernest Trevelyan that probationers are now oft-en jaded .in· 'the}( 
year~; probation; and we would therefore lighten the work in the year after selection. We. 
also think that mt'm who have taken a degree course• and b:een ·seleqted ·.wou}.d 'find.'it.very" 
irksome to be kept waiting longer at home· than one year. But if they went out to Jliaia; :£o~ 
the second year, the change, and the fresh interest of the country,.· would make that year. not 
only tolerable but attractive. Their year's work here would ·erutble .them to ~profit more by 
their.· teaching in India. Indian histoty and ethnology, atid the . probleriir? of soci"al and 
economic organisation, would appeal to the student on the spot in a way in .which they cannot 
do at a distance ; and there would be advant~tges for the study: of the vernacular unattainable 
here.·. From this point of view, it might be poE?sible to send men to·hill··stations in thei:¥ 
proper provinces during the hot weather, even though for "Jr!.O~t of .the yaar they wer~ 
centralised at Delhi. Delhi has merits, . for such a scheme~ whjch 9,id · n6t pelpng to, Fort· 
\Villiam ; and if Indian candidates were selected in· India, they might learn to know th~jr 
future 'Colleagues from this country much more successfully at a college at Delhi; than they 
could. ever do over here. Moreover the teaching posts at such· a college would probably 
attract .first-rate men, and even give valuable opportunities for: the trairiing of English scholars 
in Indian subjects. It would of course be necessary to prohibit marriage 'during· thi~ year ; 
but that might perhaps with some advantage be prohibited even for a few years longer.. ·· 
· We make this proposal with diffidence, being conscious that it in_vo~ye~_ 9ons.i,d~rations 
which only those can estimate properly who have Indian experience. If these should think it· 
impracticable, we should·like to urge the importance of giving, in. the three years' course at a 
University following selection at the school-leaving-age, a liberal and scholarly and not a mere 
professional training. So far as Oxford is concerned, no existing school-not even that in 
Lite1'is I:lumanioribus-woulcl serve, when no longer followed by a special probationary 
course, because none of them direct the mind, to the civilisation of the country in which the 
civilian will have to work. But any course that might be established should, we think, have 
the same sort of relation to the civilisation of India which that of Literis Htimanioribus has to 
the civilisation of the European nations. The Universities must establish theh· own courses, 
and we recognise the difficulties which the Civil Service Commission would find in utilising 
the studies for an Honour degree at divers Universities as the l;>asis for a general Final 
Examination. But we believe that, given the necessary financial help, the University of 
Oxford would be willing to establish such an Honour school in- rebus I ndieitl, if it. were 
allowed to control its own examination .and class-list, and so to seQ1ue that the general 
education of its students should not be unduly sacrificed. 

-------------:--
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/ )a.PPENDIX IV. 

Rf!.t·u1'1UJ put in by Mr. Stanley M. Leathes, G.B. 
Vide Questioi],s 53,550, 53,623-5,_ 53,629, 53,641, .53,737-8, 53,770, 53,901. 

I.-Retu1•n showing nttinbe1: of European and Indian Candidates for the Indian, Civil Service, 
. > :: . ' 1855-1891. . 

: ... ,. 
.. .. . 

. . 
I 

Year. . . 

.. '. ,. 

855,: July . 
1856 . . 
1857 ' ' . . ~ 
1858. ~ . 
1859 . . 
1860 . . 
.1861 .. .. 
1862, Jun~ . 
IS363, July • 
1864 . . 
1865, June . 
1866, March . 
1867, April . 
1868, March . . 
1869 . . . 
1870, April . 
1871, March . 
1872 . . 
1878, April . 
1874, March: -
1875 .. .. 
1S76,'April . 

' 1877, March .. 
1878, April . : • 
1878, June. · ~ 
1879. .. . 

1880 .. . 
1881 . -
1882 . ' .. 
1883 . ~ 

1884' ; ;.. . 
1885 . . 
1886 . - : .I ~ 
1887 . . 
1888 . . 
1889 . . 
11390 ' . . 
1891 .. . 

Number of 
Number of European 

Candidates. 
Limits o~ Age. Appointments 

offered. 

I Examined. Successful. 

.. 

18-23 on 1 May . 20 105 20 
. . . . . 21 . 56 21 
. . . ,• . 12 60 12 
.• .. . . . 20 67 20 
.. . . .. . 40 111;1 40 
18-22 01;1 1 May . 80 154 80 
. . .. . . so .. 171 . 80 
. . . -· . 82 170 82 . . . . . .60 187 59 
. . . . . 40 217 40 
17-22 on 1 May • 52 282 52 
17-21 on 1 March - 52 242 52 
. . . . . 50 278 50 . . . . . 51 268 51 
. . . . . 50 317 46 
- .. . . . 40 325 39 
... '· 87 224 36 . . . - . 
. . .. . . 36 ·195 . 36 
- . . . · . ' .. 35 194 34 
.. . . .. - . 40 196 38 
. .. . . . . 38 192 38 
. - . . - 31 197 31 
- .. . , ... , . 31 200' 29 
. . . . . 13 66 13 
17-19 on 1.;fanuary . ; 13 134 13 
Over 17. on 1 June 29 173 29 

and under 19 on 
1 Jan. .. . . . . 27 180 27 

17:-19 on 1 June . 31 144 31 

- . . . . 40 137 39 
17.,..19 on-1 January . 42 149 42 
~ . . . . 38 181 37 
. . - . . 43 205 42 
.. . ' - . . 38 201 38 
- . . . . 46 193 44 
. . . :. - 47 232 46 
. . . . - 49 227 49 
. - . . . 47 195 42 
. - . . ' ... 33 144 31 

* One Cingalese candidnte also competed (ttn8ucrcssfully). 
t One of these was rejected (health) after probation. 
t One of these failed in riding. 

I Number of Indian 
Candidates . 

l Examined. I Success~!. 

- -
- -- .-
- -

·-
- -

I 
-

1 -
2 1 
2 -
2 -- -
1 -
4 -
8 4 
7 1 
5 1 
4 -
9* 1 

11 2 
6 -
5 -
3 2t 
3 -

- -
1 -

2 -
3. 
3 1 
1 -
4 1 
6 1 
4 -
6 2 
4 1 
6 -

10 5t 
4 2 

II.--RetU?'n showing Nwnber of European and Indian Candidates for the Indian Civil Sen•iee, 
' :' . 1892-1912. 

I 

1892, August j 21..;23 on 1 April 
1893 . • ., •· - • • 
1894 • • • • • . • .• 
1895 • ·I- . - . 
1896 - - 21-:-23 on 1 January 
1897 • - • . - ~ • 
1898 • 
1829 . 
1900 . 

32 
56 
62 
68 
63 
68 
65 
56 
52 
47 

61 
96 

117 
145 
179 
211 
163 
195 
196 
183 

29 
55 
56 
67 
60 
65 
58 
53 
50 
43 

8 
11 
14 

9 
14 
26 
22 
18 
17 
20 1901 . 

' * In each year one other Indian (the eame individual) was successful, but was pronounced medi:)ally untlt, 
t One of th:!se died. · 

3 
1 
6 
1 
3 
3 
7"' 
s• 
2 
4t 
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;Number of Europea~ Number of Indian . Number of Candidates. Candidates . 
Year. Limits of Age, Appointments 

offered:. 
Examined. Successful. Examined. Successful. 

1902 . . . - . . . 54 175 52 25 2 
1903 . . . . . . 51 150 48 23* 3 
1904 . . . . . . . 53 162 50 13t 2t 
1905 . . . . . . . 50 137 46 11 .4 
1906 . . 22-:24 on 1st August - 61 150 58 16 3 
1907 . . . . . . . 58 173 54 19 4 
1908 . . . . . . . 52 146 49 15* 3 
1909 . . . . . . . 52 163 51 18 1 
1910 . . . . . . . 60 164 59 20 1 
1911 . . . . . . . 53 177 50 25· 3 
1912 . . . . . . . 47 157 40 31t 7! 
1913 . . . . . . . 44 138 42 25 2§ 

* One Cingalese candidate also competed (unsuccessfully). 
t One Cingal<'se candidate also competeil and was successful. . 
t One Cingalese candidate also competed and was successful, but preferrecl an Eastern Cacletship. . . 
§ The status as a Selected Candidate of one of these is subject to further enquiries in respect of his eligibility as regarus age. 

ITI.·-Return showing the Number of Candidates assigned to the Indian Civil Ser·vice from the 
Concurrent Examinations for the Home, India, and Colonial Oivil Services. 

Number of Candidates assignecl to the Indian Civil Service from 

Year. 

First 10. l!'irst 20. Firat SO (in "General Order 
of Merit). 

1895"". 5 12 20 
181:)6 . 4 10 18 
1897 . 4 8 14 
1898 . 3 11 16 
1899 . 3 10 19 
1900 . 4 10 15 
1901 . 

: I 
8 14 21 

1902 . 5 10 I •14 
1903 . • I 5 12 

I 
18 

1904 . 
: j 

2 8 '15 
1905 . 2 9 I 15 
1906 . 2 8 I '13 
1907 5 10 I 17 
1903 - 5 8 I 12 
1909 . 2t 7t 

! 
15t 

1910 . 2 9 
I 

14 
1911 

: I 

Nil 4 7 
1912 . 3 6 

I 

13 
1913 . 3 6 10 

* In 1895, only the Clase I. aml Indian Civil Service examinations were hclcl concurrently. 
t Including one candidate who resigned after allotment. 

IV.-Return showing the Nttmber of Indian Civil Service Candidates who have failed. 

Health. 

Selectcrl in 1\idiug. .l!'inal Examinatiou. 

After open Competition. After Probation. 

1855 . . . - - i - -
1856 . . . - - - -
1857 . . - - - -. ' 

1858 . . . - - - -
1859 . . ~ 1 - -

j 
- 1 (1861) 

1860 . . . - - - 2 (1862) 
1861 . . - 2 - 2 (1863) 

• I 
1 - 10 (1864) 1862 . . . -

1863 - .. - 2 - 5 (1865) 
1864 . . . I - - 3 (1866) 
1865 . I - 1 - -. 

: i 1 (1868) 6 (1868) 1866 . . -- -
1867 . - - - -. -
1868 . . . - 1 - 6 (1870) 
1869 - - . 

I - 1 (1871) 1 (1871) 
1870 . . . - 1 - -

1 " 1 (1873) 1871 . . . - I -
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.... 
Health. 

Selected in Riding. Final Examination. 
After Open~ . After Probation . 

.. -4~ .. 

1872 . . . - - - 2 (1874) 
1873 . ~ . - - 1 (1875) 
1874 . . . 2 -
1875 . . . - - - 1 was removed from list in 

1876 for willul neglect of 
studies. · 

1876 . . . - 1 - -
1877 . . . - 1 2 (1879) -
1878 (April) . . - - -
1878 (June) " . - - 2 (1880) 1 (1880) 
1879 . " . - 1 - 2 (1881) 
1880 . . . ·- - - -
1881 . . - ·- 1 - 2 (1883) 
1882 - . . - 1 - 4 (1884) 
1883 " " . - 2 1 (1885) 1 (1885) 
1884 . . . - 1 - -
1885 . . . - 1 1 (1888) -
1886 . . . - 1 - 2 (1888) 
1887 . . . - - - -
1888 . . . ........ ·1 . ,__ 1 (1890) 
1889 . .. . - - 1 (1891) -
1890 . . . 1 (1892) - - 2 (1892) 
1891 . . . - - 1 (1893) 
1892 . . .. - - -
1893 . . .. - 1 - 1 (1894) 
1894 . " - - 1 - 1 (1895) 
1895 .. . - - I - 1 (1898) 1 (1896) 
1896 . . - - - - 1 (1897). 
1897 - . - - I - -
1898 - . . - - } The same {} - 2 (1899) 
1899 - . - - candidate 1 (1900) 1 (1900) 
1900 - - - - - 1 (1902) 
1901 . . - - - - -
1902 . . . - - - ~ 

1903 . . - - - - -
1904 . . . - 1 - 1 (1905) 
1905 - - . - - - -
1906 -. . . - - - . 1 (1907) 
1907 . . . - - . -
1908 . 1 (1909) . . . - - -
1909 " 

. . - - -
1910 . . . - - - -
1911 . . . 1 (1912) - - -
1912 . . . -· - - -
1913 . . . - - - -

I -

V.:-Return showing the Universiti~s at which Selected Candidates jo1• the Indian Oivil Service 
passed their Probation. 

London. 

Selected 
Victoria 

Oxford. Cambridge. Dublin. Glasgow. Edinbm·gh. St .. Andrews. Aberdeen. University, 
in 

Uni•onrity I King'o Manchester. 
College. College. 

1895 27 27 3 - - - - 11 - -
1896 38 16 1 - - - - 8 - -
1897 38 17 2 - - - - 11 - -
1898 3:;J 11 3 - - - - 18 - -
1899 26 12 4 -- - - 14 - -
1900 26 7 3 - - - - 16 - -
1901 13 22 2 - - - - 10 - -
1902 34 9 3 - - - - 8 - -
1903 19 17 4 - - - - 11 - -
1904 26 14 1 - - - - 12 - -
1905 18 17 1 - - - - 14 - -
1906 30 12 7 - - - - 12 - -
1907 26 19 2 ·- - - - 11 - -
1908 23 11 5 - - - - 13 - --
1909 23 10 4 - - - - 15 - -
1910 85 14 2 - - - - 9 - -
1911 25 11 4 - - - - 13 - -
1912 16 16 6 - - - -- 9 - -
1913 22 16 5 - - - - 1'*' - -

IH 

"' This gentleman's status as a. Selected Candidate is subject to further enquiries in respect of his eligibility as rega.rds age. 
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. • 

VI. 
~ . 

T.A..BLE showing the Numbers EXA.M:INED. and SuccESSFUL o£ the CANDIDATES at the Oo:M:BINED OPEN 
OoMPETITIONS for OLERKSHIF:S (OLA.ss I.) in the HOME 0IVIL SERVICE, £o1· the OIVIL SERVICE OF INDIA, 

I 

. and fOl· EASTERN 0ADETBHII'S, between the YeaJ.'B 1901 and 1910. 

Number Successful. 

Dntc of Competition. Number 
Home I I a· c· . ' n um lVll 

Examined. Civil Service 
Servic~. (Probationers). 

1901 . - . - . - 241 27 47 
1902 . - . . . - 247 21 54 
1903 - . . . . . 214 43 u 
1904 . . . . . . . 212 24 <.... 53 
1905 . . . . . . 202 25 50 
1906 . . . . . . 184 26 61 
1907 . . . . . . 210 20 58 
1908 . . . . . . 182 17 52 
1909 . . . . . . 214 25 52 
1910 . . . . . . 209 28 60 

------
Total . . . . . 2,115 256 538 
Yearly average (£or tl.oe 10 years) 211 25 54 

-
' . 
Note.-,-In 1891 the competitions for the Servioos 

named above were not held concurrently; the following 
Table shows the figm·es £or the separate_ examinations 
for those appointments held in that year and in the 
year 1881 :- • 

Date of Competition. Number Number 
Examined. Successful. 

-

1891. November • Home Oivil 26 12 
Service. 

June- • Indian Oivil 148 33 
Service 

August 
(Probationers). 

Eastern 49 7 

1881. February 
Oadetships. 

·Home Oivil 56 . 20 
Service. 

September - HQme Oivil 39 11 
Service. 

June- - Indian Oivil 147 31 
Service 

August 
(Probationers). 

Eastern 14 6 
Oadetships. • 

• These appointments were filled by Limited Competition 
in 1881. . 

Eastern 
Cadets. 

18 
14 
14 
9 ·s 

10 
14 
13 
12 
25 -

137 
14 
'' 

·'Iota!. 

92 
89 

108 
86 
83 
97' 
92 
82 
89 

113 

931 
93 
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VII. 

CLA.SS I:, I.C.s.; A.ND · EA.STERN CA.DETS. 
(1896-1911.) 

ScHOOLS at which were educated the SuccESSFUL 
CANDIDATES at the CoMBINED COMPETITIONS 

held between *1896 and 1911 (inclusive) for 
CLERXSHIPS (<JLABS I.) in the HOME · 

CIVIL SERVICE, for the CIVIL SERVICE of INDIA, 
and for EASTERN CADETBHIPS. 

(N.B.-A.ll London Schools are grouped :under 
that Head.) 

Number of Successful 

Name of School. 

' 

A.berdeen: 
Grammar School - -
Robel't Gordon's College-

AI 
B 

denham : Grammar School 
ath: 
College - - - -
King Edward's School -
Downside College - -
Kingswood School - -

B edford: 
Grammar School - -
Modern School - -

B eliast: 
Campbell College - -
Methodist College - . 
Royal ·Academical Insti-

tution. 
B 

B 
B 

erkhamsted : Grammar 
.SchooL 
irkenhead : School . -
irmingham: King Edward's 
School. 

lackrock : College . -
Iundell's School (Tiverton) 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

oston : Grammar School -
radfield : College . " 
radford : Grammar School 
recon : Christ College . 
righton : College - -
ristol : Grammar School -
romsgrove: King Edward's 
School. 

B ruton: 
King's School - - -
Sexey's School - . 

Cambridge: 
The Leys School . -
Perse Grammar School . 

Canterbury: King's School 
Carlisle : Grammar School • 
Charter house - - -
Cheltenham : 

College • . - -
Dean Close School - . 
Grammar School . . 

.Christ's Hospital . . 
Clifton : College • . . 
Clongowes Wood : College • 
Coleraine : Academical Insti-

tution. 
Cork: 

Christian Brothers' Schools 
Grammar School . . 

Crosby(Liverpool): Merchant 
Taylors'. 

Carried forward . 

I 

Candidates. 

!! ~~ ~~ "" ..... 

..,!)! -21!! 
1911. !1 

.,.~ 

~~ ~~ i~ "'"" ..... ~ . E--1 

1 1 2 - 4 
1 3 3 1 8 
2 3 - - 5 

3 5 1 1 10 
- - 1 - 1 
1 - 1 - 2 
3 1 1 - 5 

4 8 5 2 19 
1 - - - 1 

- 3 4 1 8 
5 2 1 - 8 
2 2 1 - 5 

- 1 1 2 

1 - 1 -- 2 
5 3 5 1 14 

2 - 3 - 5 
7 2 5 4 18 
1 1 - - 2 
4 2 3 5 14 
2 3 7 - 12 
1 1 2 - 4 

- 2 - - 2 
3 1 3 - 7 
1 2 3 - 6 

- 1 1 - 2 
1 1 

1 3 - 4 
2 2 1 - 5 
1 3 5 1 10 

- 1 1 - 2 
12 6 ;1.4 3 35 

10 9 5 4 28 
1 1 2 - 4 

- - 2 - 2 
4 6 8 2 20 

19 13 14 5 51 
4 5 3 3 15 
1 1 2 - 4 

- 1 1 1 3 
- - - 1 1 

3 - 1 - 4 

108198 114!35 355 

N11me of School, 

Brought forward . 
Dublin: 

Belvedere College • . 
(For Blackrock College, 
see unde1• " B.") 

Christian Brothers' Schools 
High School .. . . 
St. Andrew's College . 
Wesley College • . . 

Dundalk: Educational In· 
stitution . 

Dundee : High School -
Dungannon : Royal School-
Durham: School . -
Eastbourne : College • 
Edinburgh: 

-
Academy . - -
Daniel Stewart's College -
Fettes College • - -
George Heriot's School -
George Watson's College· 
Royal High School - . 
Merchiston Castle School 

'Eltham : College . . 
Enniskillen : Portora Royal 

School. 
Epsom : College • . -
Eton • . . . . 
Exeter : School . . -
Faversham: Grammar School 

(For Fettes College, see 
under Edinburgh). 

Felsted : School • . . 
Framlingham : College . 
Glasgow; 

Academy· - . . 
Allan Glen's School- . 
Hutcheson's Grammar 

School. 
High School • - . 
Kelvinside Academy -

Glenalmond: Trinity College 
Guernsey: Elizabeth College 
Hailey bury· . . -
Hamilton : Academy • . 
Harrow . - . . 
Hull : Hymer's College -
Ipswich: School • . . 
Irvine : Royal Academy . 
Isle of Man: King William's 

College. 
(For Kingswood School, 
see under" Bath.") 

Lancaster : Royal Grammar 
School. 

Lancing : College . . 
Leeds : Grammar School . 
Liverpool: 

College . . - -
Institute· - . -

Llandovery School - . 
London: 

Aske's School (Hatcham) 
Central Foundation School 
City of London School . 
Dulwich College . . 
Godolphin School (Ham-

mersmith). 
Carried forward . 

NumiJer of Succes.~tnl 
('.andidates. 

~t ~! C>f ::! ..... g! ,.. . .... ~ ~~ 1911. ~a; .s<ll .8~ .8~ 
~ ... 

=~>- ';;l&i CJ>·-

i~ ~!§_ ~5 ~,... • ..... 

108 98 114 35 355 

1 '1 - - 2 

I I -, 2! 1 - 3 
21 1 2 - 5 

- I 1 1 1 3 
2 1 1 - 4 
1 1 - 2 

3· 2 2 - 7 
11 1 2 - 4 
11 2 - 2 5 
21 1 - - 3 

3 1 2 1 7 
1 4 1 ·- 6 
3 3 5 1 12 

- 2 1 1 4 
19 13 10 1 43 

I 2 4 2 - 8 
2 - - - 2 

- 1 2 1 4 
2 1 2 - 5 

I 2 3 5 -
13 6 15 1 35 
1 - - 1 2 

- 1 1 2 

3 4 1 - 8 
2 1 1 1 5 

- 1 2 - 3 
- - 1 - 1 
- 2 - - 2 

! 
1 51 2 - 8 
2 1 - - 3 
1 1. - - 2 
1 - 1 - 2 
4 4 4 3 15 
1 - 1 - 2 

13 7 6 1 27 
- 2 - - 2 
2 - 1 - 3 
1 1 1 - 3 

- 4 2 - 6 

1 - 2 - 3 

3 - 2 - 5 
4 - 2 - 6 

1 3 5 - 9 
2 4 1 - 7 

- 2t 2 - 4 

- - 2 - 2 
3 1 2 1 7 
8 f 4 3 2 17 

16116 14 1 47 
1 1,- - 2 

)237 1212 )225 1-55 729 

* It was in 1896 that tbo examinations for theRe three :services (Home, Indian, and Coloninl) were for the fii'Rt time 
held coneummtly and upon thn Rame papers. 
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NutnberofSu~~ 
Candidates. 

Name of School. 

Brought fo:&ward • 237 212 225 
London-cont. 

Highgate School • · 4 2 4 
King's College School • I 4 3 
Latymer 'Upper School I 3 

(Hamnu'!rsm.ith). · 
Merchant Taylors' · · • 161 8 i 11 
St. Ignatius' College (Starn.- ' 1 

ford Hill). 
St. Olave's (Southwark) • 2 4 
St. Paul's School • • 32 26 19 
University College School I 2 - ·2 
Westminster School (St. , 8 8 10 

Peter's). 
W estm.inster City School - 1 ! 1 
William Ellis School - - , 1 

(Gospel Oak). I 
Londonderry : 

.Academical Institution • 1 2 i - ! -

Foyle College • · - . - -· I 2 
St. Columb~s College · i - 1 i -

Loretto - - • • · 1 - I 1 
Loughborough : G1·ammar j 2 - -

School. I I 
Malvern: College • • 11 9 ! 11 
Manchester : ! 

Grammar School - - 15 8 I 10 
Hulme Grammar School - - 1 -

:Marlborough - - - 13 11 8 
Middlesbrough: High School 1 2 
Mill Hill • • • • - - 4 
Monkton Combe : School - · .:..... 2 1 
Monmouth: Grammar School 2 1 
Newcastle-on-'ryne: Gram- 2 - -

mar School. 
Newcastle (Staffs) : High 3 

School. 
1 
1 
1 

1 

3 

2 
2 
1 

Norwich: Grammar School -
Nottingham: High School -
Oakham : Grammar School 
Oswestry: Grammar School 
Oundle : School - • • 

2 - -
1 2 

Oxford: 
High School • - - 2 3 
Magdalen College School- - 1 
St. Edward's School • 1 2 

Perth : .Academy - • 1 
Plymouth : College - - 1 4 

1 

1 
1 
1 
2 

Portsmouth: Grammar School 1 2 -
Radley • - - 2 2 2 
Rathfarnham: St. Columba's 1 1 1 

College. · 
Reading : School • • 
Repton • • - • 
RoseaU - - • -
Rugby • • - -

1 
5 
3 

13 
Ruthin : Grammar School • -

2 
4 

11 
1 

2 
1 
5 

16 
1 

St . .Andrews' Madras College 2 - -
Sedbergh • · • • - 2 1 2 
Sherborne · • • • - 3 2 
Sh.rewsbury • • - 6 5 8 
Silcoates: Northern Congre- R - -

gational School. 
Stony hurst· • • • 1 3 -
Stratford-on-Avon: Gram- 1 1 1 

mar School. 
Tipperary : Grammar School - 1 1 
Tiverton: Blundell's School, 

1911. 

55 

1 
1 

3 

3 

1 

1 

2 
2 
6 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

4 

1 

729 

10 
7 
3 

36 
,2 

6 
80 

4 
29 

2 
2 

2 
2 
1 
2 
2 

32 

35 
3 

38 
3 
5 
3 
3 
2 

7 

4 
4 
2 
2 
5 

5 
3 
5 
2 
7 
3 
7 
3 

3 
9 

12 
44 
2 
2 
5 
6 

14 
3 

4 
3 

2 

see under ·• B." 
•ronbridge . 

Carried forward 

. ; 4 I 6 . 7 ! 1 1s 

. i4o8 :350 1382 I 89 1229. 

Number of Successful 
Candidates. 

Name of School. I~! ~~ ~~I ~j 
l
.s"' .s~ .s~ 1911. ..,,!! 
r;).!!: S.!!: ~.::: I' ' .,,..., 

I"'"" "'"" ,...,_!':< .E ~- I""'(._, t;"'' 

I I 

Brought forward • 140~ 350 382 : 89 1229 
Uppingham: . - -

1 
5 6 . 7 : - 18 

Wakefield: Grammar School1 1· · 1 1 I - 3 
Warwick: King'a School - i 2 2 1 · 2 7 
Wellington- - - .·1 4 · 8 4 ........ 16 
Weymouth : College • • 1 1 1 - - ·2 
Winchester ·- : 12 17 17 5 51 
Windsor: Beaumont College j 2. - 1 2' 
Wolverhampton :. School • 1 2 · 2 1 ! l 6 
W oodl)ridge : . Grammar I - - - · 2 2 

School. ! 
Worcester Cathedral: King's 2 - 1 ' - 3 

SchooL i 

Other "Public." {En~~nd 17 . 26 25 ; 8 76} 114 
Schools (for W 1 

1 

the most part Scot~:~· 8 5 9 ' 1 23 
" Secondary") · Ireland - 4 4 7 I - 15 

Private Schools - • • 14 7 1 ! "-- 22 
Continental Schools· - - 2 1 3 ·' - 6 
Schools in India and Ceylon 22 19 11 1 4 56 
Colonial Schools - - - 3 6 3 -

1 

12 
Privately educated • - 4 2 - - 6 
School not stated - - 1 1 - . - 2 

Totals - - • 514 458 473 112t 1557 ·· 
I . 

UNIVERSITIES to which belonged the SuccESSFUL 
CANDIDATES at the COMBINED COMPETITIONS 

held between 1906 and 1910 (inclusive) for 
CLERKSHIPS (CLASS I.) in the HoME CIVIL SERVICE, 

for the CIVIL SERVICE of INDIA, and for 
EASTERN OA;t>ETSHIPS. 

(N.B.-See the Ezplanatory Note at the end of 
this Table.) 

Nutnbe~ of Successful 
Candidates. 

Specially prepared . :i . . . .... 

j ~~.I 1>0 l~A University and College. ~~ .~o~ ... !~ &!S 
. ·' ~s ~~ g: '13 n~ ~IS lil.:=~os 1:1 

~., .,o::! Cl) ~ ~ ~~ ·~ a 
~ 

Oxford: I ·I 
' 

.All Souls - . . 1 - - - 1 
~Balliol· • . . . 12 8 - 3 23 
Brasenose . . . 9 6 - 1 16 

!Christ Chw·ch . . 4 10 1 4 19 
Corpus Christi . . 5 7 1 - 18 
E:x:ete~ • . . . 3 2 - - 5 
Hertford . . .• 7 3 2 3 15 

!Jesus· . . . . 5 2 - 2 9 
Keble . . . . 1 1 1 1 4. 

tLincoln • . . . 4 4 - 1 9 
!Magdalen . . . 9 2 1 2 14 
Merton· . . . - 6 - - 6 

____ New: _Coll~g,e _ . . . 13 7 1 2 23 .. 
1 1 1 3 Oriel . . . . . -

tPembroke . - . 1 2 .2 - 5 
Queen's· . . . 9 5 2 - 16 
St. John's . . . 8 7 2 1 18 

lTlinity • . . - 9 1 1 - 11 
University . - . 4 5 1 - 10 
Wadham . . . 8 8 - 8 14 
Worcester . - . 2 8 -,1 11 

lN on-Collegiate . • - 2 - - 2 

Oxford-Total . 1115 92,15125!1247! 

• It waH in 1896 that the exarnlnatlon8 for these three Hei·vices (Home, Indian, and Colonial) were for the first time held 
I'Ouenrrentlv and upon the snme papers. t 'l'bis number (112) represents the number successful up to 23rd Mareh 1912 from 
the Conctm'ent U1)mpetitions of August 1911. There were athlitional vacancies to be fillet!. l &t,~•note o~ next page. 
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Number of Successful 
Oandidates, 

Number of Successful 
Candidates. 

Specially prepared. ::1 
i 

Specially prepared. ~ 
!Ill j~. i b~. University and College. 

1~ ""!1 :i:f~ 
~ 2loop, ... fit sa a~ p, ~ ... &t 

1!Jo:o @; 
~ lZie i )Z; ~a p, 

ill:< .. 

Univel'!Jity Bnd College.. 
!Ill ~~-" ] ~~ 
.!3. 

·M~ al~ ;!~~ ~ 
$~ f., 1!l 1!l ~ sa a~ &r ~ 

1!Jn !:!a~ s z p,ol J z ~0)· e:; a 
Cambridge: 

8- 8 11 . Caiua .. . . . . - -
•London . . . . - 21- 8 5 
*Manchester . . . - 2 - - 2 

. Christ's • . . . 1 4 2 1 8 Leeds . . . . . - 1 - - 1 
Clare· . . . . - 2 2 1 5 
Corpus Christi . . - 1 - - 1 

*Downing . . . - 1 - - 1 
*Emmanuel . . . 1 9 3 2 15 

Wales, University of (see 
footnote). 

•Edinburgh . . . 5 1 - 11 17 
•Aberdeen • . . . - 6 - - 6 

Jesus . ~ . . - 9 1 - 10 
King's . 

~ 
. . - 8 1 1 10 

Magdalene . . . - 4 - - ,4 
*Pembroke . . . 1 5 2 1 9 
; Peterhouse . . . - 3 - - 3 

*Glasgow • , . . . 1 3 - 3 7 
St. Andrews (see footnote) . 
Dublin (Trinity College) • - 17 3 3 23 
Royal (now National) Uni- 2 8 1 3 Ht 

varsity of Ireland. 
Queen's- . . . - 5 - 1 6 

3 7 ,a 10 23 
New Zealand (see footnote) . 

•st. John's . . . 
4 4 

Indian Universities (see 
Sel~ • • . . - - -

. · Sidney Sussex. . . - 5 2 - 7 
•Trinity • . . . 1 13 2 8 24 
Trinity Hall • . . - 1 - - 1 

--
18J~ 1142* Cambridge-Total . 10 89 

1 

footnote). 

1331221 ! 37 
-- --

Total from Universities . 73 41)4 
No University· . . 9 

Grand Total . . -=-r=-r=- 473 

* Note . ..:..:..certain of these candidates, before entering the Universities of which they are reckoned as members in the Table 
above, had studied at other Universities (being for the most part graduates thereof), as follows:-

Row reckoned in tbe ·'l'a,b!e 
abov(;l. · 

·Oxford (10), vi.z. :
Balliol ;. 
Christ Church • 
Jesus. 
Lincoln· ·- • 
'Magdalen· 
Pembroke 
Trinity . \. 
Non-~ollegiate • 

Previous University. 

New Zealand, 1. 
Aberdeen, 1; Glasgow, 1. 
'University of Wales, 1. 
St. Andrews, 2. 
Glasgow, 1. 
Glasgow, 1. 
Glasgow, 1. 
Bombay, 1. 

Row reckoned in the Table 
above. 

Cambridge (12), viz.:
Downing • 
Emmanuel 
Pembroke 
St. John's 
Trinity 

Glasgow (2) 

t Th~se men had' been students of the colleges specifiea below :-
'tQueen's. College, Belfast (2) :-1 in 1907; 1 in 1910. · 
Queen's College, Cork (1) :-1 in 1909. . 

. Queen's College, ,Galway (4) :-1 in 1906; 1 in 1908; 1 in 1909; 1 in 1910. 
· University L9ollcge, DtJblin (6) :-lin 1906; 2 in 1907 ; 1 in 1908 ; 2 in 1910. 

Previous University. 

Calcutta., 1. 
Bombay, 1. 
St. Andrews, 1. 
Allahabad, 1 ; Bombay, 5. 
Manchester, 1 ; Madras, 2. 
Edinburgh, 1; London (Royal 

College of Science), 1. 

Blackrock university College (1) :-l.in 1906. . t Note.-We have not yet had a. graduate of the Queen's Univm'llity, Belfast-the student of Queen's Oollegt:, Belfast, 
~aboye-mentioned) had graduated in the Royal University before hie College acquired the status of a University. 
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VIII.-Retu1·i~ of Candidates who wet•e appointed to Class I. Clerkships · 
·in the Home Civil_Se1'Vice o1• Easte1·n Cadetships 01' who becdnw Indian Oivil Se1'Vlee P1·obationerB 

f1•om the Compet·itions held in the five years 1908-'-1912. 

Oxford 

Numbers of such Candidates whose names appear in the Honours Lists mentioned, 

. rGreats 

I 

lHistory School 

{ 

All three 
• services. 

Home only 

{ 

All three 
• services. 

Home only 

Hist. Tripos, Part services. 

{ 

All three 

I. or Part II. 

Part I. (see also 

Home o:qly 
All three 

Olass I. I . Class II. I · Class III. 

38. 97 (two of them ob- 60 
. tained a 1st Class 
· amd a 2nd Class in 

Hist01·y). . 
29. 

7 • 

4 •· 

• 29 (one also 1st Class 10 
in History). 

• 23 • • 10 ·. 

11 (one of tuem also ob
tained a 1st Class in 
Science). 

' 2 

10 • 

5- 2 
6 (th1·ee of them also 2 
obtained 2nd Classes 
in History). · 

',...···. 

-.~· l ... ~ . .., 
below). Ho~e orily 1 (also 2nd Class in 

· History). 
~-:.-

C I Math. Tdpos, { All three 
hrktm~. ~ Part I. (Old and services. · 

g New Regula- . 
• tiona) tsee also • 

below). Home only 

25 (two of them also ob
tained 1st Classes in 

· Hist01·y and one a 2nd. 
Olass in History). 

I 

10 (one of them also 1 
obtained a·' Si-d' . ,\· .. ,:';;.·:· ·· 

· Olass in Histtn:y). 

13 (including two 1st 1 · 
Classes in History). ' 

2~. (eight obtained 2nd I , 6 · (three . obtained 
1

. All three 4, (obtained ht 
· blasse's · · iu · services. Classes and three 3rd - 1st Classes and 

I 
Both Math. Tripos, d · 

Part I., and Classes in Science. two 3r Classes in \ 
One also obtained a Science. One also Sciences Tl'ipos, c L Part I. I · 2nd ·lass in History), . obtained a 2nd 

I · Class in Hist01·y). 

. Science). 

. 
. Home only · 9 (four of them were 1 (a 1st Class in 
j 2nd Class in Science). Science). 

1 (a 1st Class in 
Science}~ 

NoT.E.-Candidates who took Honours in mo1-e than one school are shown once only. 

IX.-Estimate of the Cost of holding a;,_ Ema'mination of .200 Candidates of Univet·sity 
Standard at Poona. 

(Referred to in Questi~n 53,641.) 
The cost on the first occasion, when everything has to be organised, would be exceptional. 

'rhe cost here considered is the normal annual cost, when the examination is being regnlarly. 
held from year to year. . 

.The total cost, to be borne by candidates' fees and the Indian Treasury, would be £ 
about :. · 2,500 

I£ it is desired that ah oral test of general ability and persol}al quaJities should he 
held, there would be an additional cost o£ - - · ~ - - - - · ._ 300 

If the Indian Government is able to provide exa!llination halls and furniturf.'o ~md 
laboratories, the above estimate would be reduced by about - · -' · · · · ·. .. · 200 

Many data being uncertain, this estimate cannot be relied upon to within a few hund1·ed 
pounds. · 

APPENDIX No. V. 
(Referred to in Questions 53,609, fi4,253, 54,26U.) . 

Home Civil Service (Class I.), Civil SeTVice of India, ·and EasternCadetships. 

• Medical Ereaminer's Report. 

~l'he attention of the Medical Ereaminer is specially directed to the following pararrraph :-· 
No person will be deemed qualified for admission to the above services who shall not 

satisfy the Civil Service Commissioners that he has." no_ disease, constitutional affection, 
" or bodily infirmity unfitting him, O!. likely to unfit h~rn," fo~·. that Service. The 

E 20028 S 
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Commissioners ponsider that by this provision the duty. of satisfying them as to his 
eligibility is thrown upon the Candidate, and that unless he can so satisfy them they 
cannot grant their. Certificate. The benefit o£ any reasonable doubt which may exist 
must, they conceive, be given not to him, but to the public. As long as there is surh 

·doubt it is impossible £ol,' them to say that they are satisfied. The question should not 
be looked at as i£. the Candidate had a vested right to an appointment liable only to be 
divested on his being proved unfit. It is in reality whether he can gain a title by 
proving himself fit ; and the difference is. so considerable, that the Commissioners are 
anxious to keep it present to the minds o£ those to whom they apply £or advice. 

The Candidate must make the statement required below prior to his Medical Examination and must sign 
the Declaration appended thereto. 

1. State your Name in full 

2. State your age and birthplace 

3. ~ave you ever had small pox, intermittent. or any other fever, 
enlargement or suppuration of glands, spitting of 'blood, asthma, 
inflammation of lungs, heart disease, fainting attacks, acute 
rheumatism, appendicitis, or any other disease or accident re-
quiring confinement to bed and medical or surgical treatment P --------~----~-

4. Have you or any of your ·near relations . been afflicted with con-
sumption, scrofula, gout, asthma, fits, epilepsy, o~ insanity P ··---------------

5. Have you su:ft:ered from any form of nervousness due to over-work 
or any other cause P • • • ·~ . • ··--------------

6. Furnish the following particulars concerning your Family :-

Father's Age, if Living, and Father's Age at Death, and N~ of Broth"" Lhing, thoU j No. of Brothers Dead, their 
State of Health • Cause of. Death, · Ages and State of Health. Ages at, and Cause of, Death. . 

. 

··-;-

Mother's Age, if Living, and Mother's Age at Death, and No. of Sisters Living, their No. of Sisters Dead, their 
Sta,te o~ Health'. ' : .Cause of_Death. Ages and State of Health. Ages at, and Cause of, Death. 

! 

I declare all the above Answers to be, to the best of my belief, true and colTect. 

Candidate's Signature--------------~---

NoTE.-The Candidate wiU be held 1·eaponsiblefor the ae<nwacy 
of the" above statement. By wilfully suppressing any in· 
formation he will incur the risk of losing the appointment. 

HEIGHT 
(without shoes). 

GmTH OF CHEsT 
(Ofter fvlZ inspiration). 

WEIGHT. 
-I 
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Medical Examiner's Report .. 

Questions. Answers. Remarks. 

1. Has the Declaration on the preceding page been signed by 
the Candidate P • • • • • • 

1----------·1-----------------~ 
2. Are there "any evidences of malfOl'lllation, congenital or 

acquired P • • • • • • 1----------1-----------------------
3. Are there any indications of a decided cachectic or diathetic 

state of constitution P • • • - •. 
1-----------r~------~------~----

4. Has the Candidate been satisfactol'ily vaccinated within · · 
the last seven years P · • - - • 

1--~------·1-------~------~---
5. Are thet·e any signs of disease of the nervous system P • 1-----
6. Is the hearing good? - • - • • 

1~--------1----------------~--
7. Is the sight good P - • · • - • ... 1----------1----------------------
8. Are there any signs of disease of the bones, joints or parts 

connected therewith P • - - - - 1-----------1--------------------
9. Is there any important affection of the skin P --

10. Are the heart and arteries healthy P • 

11. Has the Candidate hremorrhoids, varicocele, or. other 
affections of veins P • - - • • 

1------'----1 
12. Is there any evidence of disease of the respiratory organs P 
is. Are there any signs of disease of the digestive organs p • I----,,-----I-------..;.._-----

.Are the teeth se1•iO'Usly decayed or otkm-wise defe~tive 1 • ~---:--------:--------
14. Is the Candidate free from 1~ptureP • ' · • · • • I-:-..,.....--'------ ,. 

------~-----------
15. Is there any indication of disease of the. genital organs P • 1_..::__ _____ 1 ___ ~-------,...._-

16. Is the Uline n·ee from (1) albumen (2) sugar p ·. 
Is the urine otherwise normal P 

17. Is there anything in the health of the Candidate likely to 
render him unfit for the efficient discharge of the duties 
of a Civil Servant in England or India, Ol' those of an 
Eastern Cadet P · - - • , • . -

18. Do you consider the Candidate in all respects qualified 
for the efficient and continuous discharge of the duties 

· of a · Civil Servant in England or India or those of an 
Eastel'D. Cadet P - - - • • .• 

{1) 
(2) 

r 

19. Does the Candidate appear to be of-:- 1----~----1-----------~----

(a) Pure European descent on both sides P 

(b) Pure Asiatic descent on both sides P · 

(c) Mixed European and Asiatic descent without Ani can 
blood? . • • • • 

Signed··-· 
------~------------------~--------

Date 
--------------------~----------------~------

APPENDIX No. VI. 
(Refe'rred to in Question 53,610.) 

Medical examinations for Appointments in the OiVil Se1'Vice: 

·with a view to prevent Parents and Guardians froni incurring the inconvenience and 
expense of. preparing for Examination· candidates who may be physically unfit for the Civil 
Service, it is suggested that the candidates· be submitted to exainination by the medical 
adviser of the family, or any other qualified medical practitioner. to whom the following points 
may b.: submitted as those towards which his attention should be chiefly directed::-

In advising candidates medical practitioners should bear in mind that the question of fitness 
im,olves the future as well as the present, and that one o£ the main objects of medic~l. e'<am.i
nation is to secm·e continuous effective service and (in the case of ca:ndidates "for permanent 

s 2 
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appointments) to prevent early applications f.m· pension. It is to be understood that this 
private examin~tio.n is merely sug~ested as a guide, and to lessen •th~ chances of disappoint
ment, and t~at It Is. by no me!l'ns .mtend~d t~ take the pla.ce of, or to mfluence in any way, the 
regular official physwal exammatwn, winch 1s only held m the case of successful candidates 
and can in no case be held before the result of the literary examination is ascertained. ' 

(1) A weak constitutioJ?, arising from. impertect ?evelopn~ent or weakn~ss of the physical 
power~ of the body! he;·editary or oth~1:w~se: EsP_ecwl attentwn should be dmlcted to thi.<: point, 
as deheacy of consttttttwn, though posttwe ~hsease ts abseut, may lead to 1·cjection, and for some 
branches of the Service (especially the Post Office) want of general vigour may disqualify. 

(2) He·ight, Gi1•th, and Wei~ht.-C~ndidates for app_ointme!1ts in the Post Office, Customs, 
and other Departments respectmg which rules as to height, gn'th, or weight are laid down in 
the published Hegu]ations, should be careful to ascertain before applying that they are not 
below the prescribed standards in respect of those qualifications. 

(3) Chronic eruptions on the skin or scalp. The ordinary acne of adolescence would not 
disqualify. 
·- (4) Disordered intellect, epilepsy, pm;alysis, or other signs of .disease or disorder of the 
nervo"Q.s system. 
. (5) Any serious defect of vision. A moderate degree of ordinary shmt sight corrected bv 
glasses would not, as a rule, be regard~d as ~;~. disqualification; but candidates for certaii1 
situations as, e.g., PI·eventive Man in the Department of Customs and Excise, are liable to 
disqualification for any defect o£ vision. Candidates for some other appointments of a special 
character would be rejected for colour-blindness, but for the Covenanted Civil Service of India 
and for ordinary Home Appointments it is not by itself a disqualification. 

(6) Deafness, or discharge from one or both· ears, disease or thickening of the lining 
membrane of the external ear. . · . 

(7)" Disease of the bones of the nose or of its cartilages and polypus. Disease of the 
throat, palate, or tonsils. . · 

(a) Scrofulous disease of the glands o~ the thi·oat or neck, external cicatrices from 
scrofulous sores. 

(9) Disease of the heart or blood vessels, deformity or contraction of the chest, phthisis, 
spitting or other discharge of blood, bronchitis, chronic coughs, or other symptoms of 
tuberculous or other disease o£ the organs of respiration. 

(10) Disease or enlargement of the liver, spieen or kidneys. Candidates should be very 
.careful to ascertain before comp~ting that they are free from albumin~tria. 

(11) Any disease of the alimentary canal. 
(12) The existence of any serious congenital or acquired defect or malformation, especialh• 

in lu;ad, feet, or hands. Paralysis, weakness, considerable lameness, impaired motion, or 
contraction of the upper or lower extremities, from whatever cause. Distortion of the spine, 
of the bones of the chest, or pelvis, from injury .or constitutional defect. 

In addition: to the above the following may be cited as raising seriollS doubts as to a 
candidate's. fitness :-

(a) Ruptu1·e.-This is in some respects a .question of .degree arid of the duties of the 
· proposed situation. For clerkships and .some other sedentary occupations a 

properly supported rupture may not be a disqualification. · 
(b) Appendicitis. -The history of an attack of appendicitis would place the candidate 

· under grave suspicion, owing to its possible recurrence. The question of raclic:1l 
cure by surgical operation should be seriously considered by the candidate. 

(e) Va1·icose veins and varicoeele.-These, if seridus, should be cured by operation, but in 
the case of situations which are physically of a trying nature a tendency to varix 
may be held to disqualify. Th€ cure of varicocele by operation is important for 
Candidates for the Civil Service of India. 

(ll) Loss of .<~ight of one eye by mechanical injury.-1£ the other eye is sound and 1:mfficient 
and not likely to become affected, the question of fitness will be speeially 
consi.dered; but for situations for which the rules lay clown that "any serious 
" defect of vision will disqualify," loss of sight of one eye would usually be 
regarded as a bar to appointment. 

(e) Stamme1•ing.-This is in some respects a question o£ degree and of the duties of the 
proposed situation; but· any considerable impediment in speech renders a candidate 
generally liable. to rejection. . . . 

(fJ T('eth.~It is necessary that candidates whose teeth are defective should have them · 
properly attended to by a qualified dentist. The wearing of artificial "teeth is not 
of itself a disqualification. 

The Oommissionm·s will not unde·rtake to define more closely any of the disqualifying £iejects 
.01' disease.<~ refer?·ed to above, nor will they offe1' an opinion as to questions of degree in regard 
to them.. · 
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It is not the practice of the Commissioners to consider beforehand the question of physical 
qualifications; cases in which doubts exist are decided individually on their merits, and no 

·prospective decisions can be given. Candidates are allowed to present themselves at Open 
Competitions subject to such inquiries as may be necessary in the case of those who are 
successful, and on the understanding that no candidate can be appointed unless the Com
missioners are satisfied that he is free from any physical defect or disease likely to interfere 
with the proper discharge of his duties. Successful candidates are examined by medical 
advisers selected by the Commissioners, and the names o£ these gentlemen cannot be supplied 
with a view to a preliminary examination. In case of doubt a preliminary examination should 
be made by the candidate's own medical adviser, as stated above. 

Candidates who have been rejected on the ground o£ health are not debarred frpm entering 
subsequent competitions; but they must do so at the risk of a second disappointment. 

Civil Service Commission, 
London, W. 

January 1912. 

APPENDIX No. VII. 
(Referred to·in Question 53765.) 

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS AND FEDERATED MALAY STATES CADETSH~PS. 

1. With the ·view o£ supplying the Civil Service of the Straits Settlements ai1d Federated 
·Malay States, Cadetships have been established, . the holders 'of which will be, required to 
devote themselves for a certain time after their arrival in the East to learning a native 
language. Cadets appointed to this service will in the first instance be allotted either to the 
Colony or to the Federated Malay States, but it must be distinctly 1mderstood that they will 
he liable to be transfeiTed at any time from the service of one of these Governments to that ·of 
the other, without being given compensation for any special local privileges or allowances. 
They will also be liable to be called upon to serve in any of the Malay States·under British 
protection which are net included in the· Federated Malay States. 

2. The Cadets, who must be natural-born British subjects of pure European descent on 
both sides, are selected by open ·competitive examination held by the Civil Service 
Commissioners, to whom all inquiries on the subject should be addressed. 

The examination for these appointments will, as a rule, 'be held in the month of August, 
in those years in which vacancies have occurred, simultaneously with the· examination 
for the Civil Service of India. Candidates must be between the ages of 22 and 24 on 
the first day of August in the year in which the examination is held. 

3. The selected Candidates will be expected to leave England about a month after they 
have been finally selected for appointment. · 

4. Each Cadet will receive salary at the rate of 250l. per annum, hal£ salary to commence 
from the day of leaving England, and iull salary from the date of his arrival in the Colony or 
State to which he may be sent. Cade~s are provided wi~h free fm·nished ·quarters. ,4 free 
passage to the Colony or State will be. provided for the Cadet, subject to an undertaking to 
refund the cost of his passage in the event of his relinquishing the appointment within three 
years for any other reason than mental or physical infirmity. 

5. Every Cadet on arrival in the Colony or State to which· he may be sent. will. be subject 
to any regulations as to Cadets (not inconsistent with this paper) which may from time to 
time be made by the local Government, including regulations as to examinations in native 
languages, &c. A Cadet who has passed such examinations is paid at the ~·ate. of 30.0l. per 
annum, with free furnished quarters. Provided that he has passed the exanunatwns and that 
his conduct has been satisfactory, a Cadet is appointed to be a Supernumerary Officer of 
Class V. on the completion of three years' service, dating from his arrival in the Malay 
Peninsula. 

6. A Cadet will be liable to be dismissed if at any time his progress in his studies or 
his conduct shall be considered by the Government to be so unsatisfactory as to render such 
a course desirable. The Government will decide, having regard to the ground of dismissal, 
whether the Cadet shall be sent home at the public expense, or shall be left to find his own 
way home. · l 

7. rrhe regulations as to the grant of leave of absence are as follows :--
1. Two months' full pay vacation leave may be allowed for each year of service. 
2. An officer may be permitted to accumulate this leave up to a maximum of eight 

months. If an officer desires to take four months' leave after two years' service or 
six months after three years he may be allowed to do so, :p,rov\de~ that it is not 
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jnconv;enien.t to the Government ; but. in ordinary circums~ances he will be expected 
'· :t<? serve ~or four year~.; J£.' the 1Gov:e:rnment shoul.d fin,d 1ts.~U, compelled , to refuse 
.l~ave af~~r.four.ye~rs · servH~e ~4e officer affected ,W,I.ll be granteq leave at the .earliest 
.opporj;q.n~ty, an4 .wi~l1Je .allowfld .additi.onalleave proportion~te to the time. for which 
~s .?epa;r~"\J.Tj:l, ~~s bfle.n,.,de~a.y~d.; ; A-n. ~rffl.cer n1us~ .g~ve ,at Jeas~ six .months' notice of 

, his, p~~e:qt10:n.t.Q app~y ~qrlea:ve,;at the ~nd of fQut years,; and must proceed on leave 
:;tt any q~te, tJ:la~ t}le. ~oyerrpnent n;taY requirE\ . . . : • '. . . , ... · · ; · , , · 
: ,3... ~:x:.cept 1:q.; t)le. CJr9u.m~tance,s J UJ;~t fl'eferred to, and m the specral cases mentioned 

· below,:l(i)ave'\ViJf,!be, ijmhed .to a.~axin1~. of .e~g4t months. ::W. the special cases 
additional leave on ]ial£ salal,'y· may be allowed to the exte1,1t of oll,e month for each 
ye11r· o~i,~eryic~; pl"!l;s ,~i:X .111on,ths, The following groundsJ an'd these oniy, will be 

. :feg~.rdi:)UJtS r~nd.~I'ing, ·~l;l 9ffi;cer ,eJigible for half-pay leav:e f-:- · · · . . . 
(a) ill-health, when a medical board in the Mal~y Peninsula or'one of. the medical 

advisers to the Secretary of State certifies that the grant of additional leave 
is absolutely necessary. . . , ·. L ·• " r,' · L 

(b) Private affairs of an·exceptionaliy urgent character. 
(e) Study ; when -an officer has· the -permission of the Government to undergo a 

course of study or training which cannot be completed within the ordinary 
period of leave.i~e.u., :yv-hen.~n;: ?ffic~r is rea~ing for the Bar he may be 

. allowed hal£-pa:r leave~ lf necessary- to ·enable hlm to keep a term or to attend 
an examinati<::lta}~ ·:· ' :... · · , '- · · · · . · · · · . · ' 

(d) To euit. steamship. ~~~~ng,13ments. Not inore than a fortnight will be granted 
£or this purpose. · 

An officer :who Wishes Jor~ ail extension . of leave: for. his . own. convenience may be 
. , allowed le.aye :w.~t~out pay, ,provided,. tha~ h~ can b~ spared without difficulty. 

. . . . 4. A.h ·officer may," at' the discretiori.' q£ ·the head of1 his' 'department, b~ illowed to 

. ''take leave !9f11lot m?t~-t~a~': I~ daya·i~ any one yeaf·ivitJ?.dut anydedudti.on be~ng 
made from his·vacatwtdeave .. · · · · · 

· . ·8. Th~ prese~~ ·T~e~;.~~/to··13h;~~~nn.~·atio~ .is th~t in the ~~se -6£ ill-health an officer may be 
allowed . to .retire· on· a. pension ·.after 10 .full years' resident service ;· otherwise he must· have 

. attained' the age .of 55. For'lO full .yearst resident service fifteen-sixtieths of the average 
.annual salary ·Of the retiring. officer'.s fixed appointments £or the three years prior to retirement 
may be awarded, to w:hich one-siitie~ may be ,added for each additional year's service; but 
no addi tio;n w:W ~ 'J:>e n:1a,d~ ,in. ~es:p.~ct of an1, seryice . be yo~ d 35 years. ;For P.ep.s~on purposes 
.absence .pn vacatu;m l~av~· cqunts .as. ~. sel'Vlce, and leave on hal£ pay as .hal£ serviCe. 

9. A deduction of 4 pet eent. is made from the salaries of a.iJ: members of the permanent 
. Government :Service •. (iridudilig: Cadets} as a;· contribution towards the. provision of pensions 
.forth~ widows!and; orphans of Governl:nent.oflicers. An officer may also contribute at the rate 
of 4 per: :cent. of;any duty.allowance. idrawii by Jilin, but is not required to do· so. .The choice 
once made as to contributing,4:per cent. of duty allowance will.be final and will:appiy to the 
whole of the officer's service. . , 

' ' 1 ' ' • • '; .' ' l " ' ,' : ' ', : ' t • ;' > ' ., ~ /. ' 7 f • ( ; I ' • 

10. The currency of the Skaits Settlements ancf the Federated· Malay State8 is based on the 
Strait~ Settl.eme~tsdollar., Sterlh1g salariesare.coll.verteq at the Governp1ent rate of exchange, 
which, at pl'es~nt, ia 2s. 4d. to th.~. doP,ar.. · ~ . . 

ll. The Civil •sernce of th'e Straits Settl~ments · and Federated . Malay States ·is at present 
chissified lis 'follows:~ . . ! . ·. ' . ' . . ·. . 

' ' ',. ' \ ·' ! l ' • 

. ClassY. 
·: '' · • : t Seventeen. appointments in the Straits. Settlements· and 32 in the Federated Malay 

States.: · · ·· · . · · · 
n··: ; ; 8Jlary~400l. a year, rising. by four annual increinen,ts of 15l. 'and two of 20l. to 

.·. JOOZ:, with a du~y a~lo~a;nc~ (i.e., a .npn-pe~siona~le allowance drawn only w~en an 
' .. officer is lf,ctually perfonpmg the 'dut1es of his appomtment) of 100l. a year ... 

• i ' .~ f,, . . . . . 1. f • ; : " ' ' • 

1 rnass IV. 
Ten appointments in the Straits Settlements and 24 in the Federated Malay 

·States. ' 
. Salary-'5.20l. a year, rising by annual .increments o£ 20l. to 600L, with a duty 
~liowance of'120l'. a y,ear. 
l ~. • • ' ' ' : 

Class Ill. 
Eleven appointments in the Straits· Settlements and 27 in the · Federated Malay 

States;· · · ' • · ' 
Sala.ry-650l. a year, ~isin~ by ~P.JP:tal increments of 25l. to 750Z:, with a duty 

allOwance o£ 150l. a year; 1 
, . • . , , • 
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Class II. 
Twelve appointments.in the .Straits Settlements and .12 in· the1 Federated Malay 

States. ., 
: Salary-800l. a year, risi':ng by five annual increments of 30l. and one ·of 50l. to • 

. l,OOOZ. a yt'lar, with a duty allowan,ce of F5Z. a year. . . , · • . . . .· . · 

Glass!. 
·Nine appointments in the two branches o£ the Servic~. 'l'hree of! these·· a.ra joint 

appointmen~s for the Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States, two are ·vurely 
:for the Straits Settlements, and four purely for the_. Federated Malay States. · · · 

Salary-1,050l. a year, rising by annual increments.' of doz. to 1,200l. a year, ~th 
a, duty allqwance of 200l. a year (in one case 300Z. and, itn one 400l.). ,. , · · , 

~ ~ ' . ' 

Staff Appointments.. . 
One in the Straits Settlement~ at 1,500Z. a yeai·: with a duty allowance' of 300l. J • 

Five in the Federated Malay States. On·e at 2,000t·a year, with a duty allowance 
· of 500l, ; one ·at 1,300l., with a duty allowance of 600l. ; on·e at 1,200l., with a duty 

allowance· o£ 400l., and two at 1,200L., with a duty allowance. of ·300l. · · · · · ; . 
12. it must be understood that 'no guara~tee ,V.hat~ver is givenlb.at the ri:ri~be~, and' 

conditions of these appointments or the' s'alarfe~ 'attached' to ·'them' 'Will rema:in unaltered.' • 
Moreover, some of the posts included in :the· ··Classification, are'·not exclu~iVely ·rese'rve:d ~or 
officersoriginallyappointedasCadets.i .. ; ·· ··'-" ·•.· ·. ,/'''.'· .. ~,•:•. ··.·r:. i'.

11 • ::: •·
1

'1':.: 

Colonial, Office,' . _ · · ' : · · 1 • • • · • • • . ~ 1 

. .,April, 1913. '' .. 11 • ·, · · ..... 
• j •. , ·' r • . : .. ·' ~ , . 

NoTE.-Further. inform~tion: ean ·be .obtained ·.orz.: 'person~Z appl·ieation at 'the: Eastern. 
Department·oftheColonial·OJ!iee.··· · ··, •' ·· "'h" ·:: "! ',::'\.·· .l···'"··'' • '' · 

, oi <i · :·, : . . ') 

CEYLON CADETSHIPS. . ' . 

1. With . the vie\f. o£ supplying 'the. O~vil.Service )~ o·eylon, .. Cadl:ltsblpsi .. hav~~- been 
established., the 'holders of which are' required tb clevote:'then;t~e1Ves fm; 'a .,cer'tain :time after 
their arrival in the Colony to learning the Native Languages, vi~~:·

1

SinhaJese and Tarriil." . 
2. The Cadets, who must be natural-born British subjects either (a) of pure European or 

Asiatic descent 011 both sides, or (b) 9~ n:tixed·.Eu~ppean ,and Asiatic descent, are selected by 
open competitive examination held by theCivil Service Commissioners, to whom all inquiries 
on the subject shdulcl be address!=ld .. : . . . . ·, ' . I . . , . . • :. I • ! • •.. · : ' • i 

The examination for these' appoiri.tments will; as: a:bile, ·be held 'in;the inonth ~f Au~st in 
those years in which vacancies have occur:red, simultaneously witlt the' examination for 
the Civil Service of India. Candidates must be between the ages of ·22 and 24 on the 

.·.first day of August in. the year: in whiCh .the examinatidnjs lield~. • .>.:· ... : .. : .:' ', ::; . .: : 
· 3. The selected Candidates' will· ·be expedted to leave ·for ,the· 'Colbri.y. about · i inonth; after 

the results of the examinatiqn are,announced .. · · · · · · · . · ·.· ,.,, ·· ·· .: , · 
4. The salai-y of a Cadetcor~unerices at ·the rate pf 300l'. a year: withop.t q~~rtel:-8. :.Half 

salary is· allowed from the date of embarkation, and .. full. salary from that 'qf a1;rival i.ri th.e 
Colony. A free passage to the Colony ie p1;ovided . for . the Qad(:}t, sq. bj ~ct to . an und~rt.a~ing 
to secure that-in case of his dismissal, cir iri'case he shall\vithin' three year~ fiorri. the date of 
his arrival in Ceylon, either· quit 'the· Colony without leave' or· 'relinquish :his appointment 
(except on account o£ ill health)-he shall, i£ required 'b~ the ,Qoverli6r, tepay·to the Cbloriy 
the cost of his· passage out. ·. · ~'; ; , · .: · ! · : : · ·,: .~ ·. • ·· ' : 

· 5. Every Cadet· o11· arrival in. Ceylon 'will be.· subject to ~ny ~egtuaiibhs (not hico'nsistent 
with this paper) which may from time to thne·be inade by the Colonial Go\reriirrlerit; inCluding, 
regulations ·as 'to examinations in native· , lari:gu:ages, · law, ridirig; &c;'. · 1 Pi. Cadet who' has· 
passed :such' eiamiha:tions Is . paid-. a:t the ra:te of 350l; a · yeai' until. be' obtains a :substantive 
a ppoiu tmen t. . · · · · ' ' · ' · · : · . 

· R. A Cadet 'will be liable to be dismissed if ·at any time his conduct or' his progress iii his 
studies shall 'be considered by the Government· to"be' so unsatisfadtory as to· render sti.ch 
a course desirable. ·The' Government will ·decide, having regard to the ground o£ dismis~:~al, 
whether the Cadet shall be'sent home ·at the· public· expense, or i!!hall be left: to find hls own 
way· ho1ne: "' · · · ·' · ' '· · · · ' '' · · · · ··. ' .. 

7. The Civil Service' is at present· Classified as follows,· but. no g~arantee ·wb.iitever' is given 
that the. numbers and. conditions of the' appointments or the: ~alaries 'attached. td them will 
remain unaltered:- ·, ;, ··· · ! 1 • ·, '." • · • 

. I'IPassed Cadets at 350l~ a year. ·. · .. '' . . I ' ' 

· · · Officers of the Fourth Olass.~Salary 400l., dsing by annual increment" of 25l. to 
!JOOl. a year. 

s 4: 
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Officers of the Third Class. -Salary 550l., rising by annual increments of 50l. to 
700l. a year. · 

Officers .of the Second Class. ,-Salary 7 50l., rising by annual increments o£ 50l. to 
900l. a y.ear. 

Officers ofthe !irst Class at salaries varying between 1,050l. and 1,450l. a year. 

8. Officers will be required to pass a further examination in law, languages, and accounts 
beford they can be promoted to Class III. · 

9. Subject td the necflssities of the service, leave of absence on hal£ salary may be granted 
~o members of tl;e permanent G?vernment service after a ~eriod of six years' resident service 
Ill ~e 9olony, WI thou~ an~ SJ:leCia~ wounds. It may ~e giVen. before the expiration of that 
perwd m cases of serwus mdispos1t10n or of urgent pnvate affairs. In the absence of special 
gl'ounds the leaye in such case must not exceed one-sixth of thfl officer's resident service· on 
special grounds it may exceed that period by.six months. In addition to the above vac;tion 
leave on full pay may be granted, if no inconvenience or expense is caused th~reby, not 
exceeding three months in any two years. . 

10. The present rule as to superannuation is that in the,case of ill-health an officer may be 
allowed to re~ire on a pension after 10 full years' resident service ; otherwise he must. have 
attained the age of fi5: . For ~0 ~ull years' re~ident service fifteen-sixtieths. of the average 
annual salary of the retmng officers fixed appomtments for the three years prwr to retirement 

• may b~ ~ward~d, to whic4. one-sixtieth may be a;dded for each additional year's service; but 
no add1t10n Will be made m respect of any serviCe beyond 35 years. No pension may exceed 
1,000l. per annum, whatever may be the salary of the retiring officer. 

11. A deduction of 4 per cent. is mn:de from the salaries of all those who enter the 
Ceylon Civil Service, as a contribution· towards the pensions of the widows and 'orphans of 
Government officers. · · . 

· 12: 'The Government of Ceylon calculates the ll. sterling at 15 rupees for the purpose of 
the payment of salary or pension in the Colony. This rate is, however, liable to alteration. 

Colonial Office, 
December 1910 . 

.. NoTE.-Fu?·ther information ean be obtained on pe-rsonal application at the Eastern 
Depa-rtment of the Oolo.nial 0 :fflce. 

HoNG KoNG CAnETsni:Ps. 

1. With the view o£ supplying the Civil Service of Hong Kong, Cadetships have been 
established, the holders of which are required to devote themselves for a certain time after 
their arrival in the East to learning a dialect of Chinese and to acquiring a knowledge of 
Government business. 

2. The Cadets, ,who must be natural~born British subjects of pure European descent on 
both sides,. are. selected by open competitive examination held by the Civil Service Commis
sioners, to whom all inquiries on 'the subject should be .addressed. 

The examination for. these appointments will, as a rule, be held in the month o£ August 
in those years in which vacancies have occurred, simultaneously with the examination for the 
Civil Service of India. Candidates must be between the ages of 22 and 24 on the first day 
of August in the year in which the examination is held. 

3. Cadets ·will be expected to leave England about a month after the date on which they 
have been finally selected for appointment'. 

4. Each Cadet will receive salary at the rate o£ 225l. per annum, half salary to commence 
·from the day o£ leaving England, and full salary from the date of his arrival in the Colony. 
A Cadet receives a house allowa11ce of 540 dollars a year. A free passage to the Colony will 
be provided 'for the Cadet, subject to an undertaking to refund the cost of his passage in the 
event of his relinquishing the. appointment within three years for any other reason than 
mental or physical infirmity. 

5. Every Cadet on arrival in Hong Kong will be subject to any regulations as to Cadets 
(not inconsistent with this paper) which may from time to time be made by the Government 
of the Colony, including regulations as to examinations in Chinese, &c. A Cadet who has 
passed such examinations is paid at t~e rate o£ 300l. per annum. until.he obta~ns ~ subst~ntive 
appointment. Should a Cadet remam three years, after passmg his exammatwns, without 
obtaining a substantive appointment, his salary will be increased to 350Z. 

6. A Cadet will be liable to be dismissed if at any time his progress in his studies or his 
conduct shall be considered by the Government to be so unsatisfactory as to rende~ su.ch a 

·course desirable. The Government will decide, having regard to the ground of diSJ?lssal, 
whether the Cadet shall be sent horne at the public expense or . shall be left to find his own 
way home. 
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7. The existing regulations as to leave of absence are as follows :-
(a) Subject to the necessities of the Service, leave of absence on half salary may be 

granted to member.s of· the permanent Government Service, after a period of 
four and a hal~ years' resident service, without any special grounds. It may be 
given before the expiration of that period in cases o£ serious indisposition or of 
urgent private affairs. In the absence of special. grounds, the leave in such case 
must not exceed one-sixth of the ·officer's reside.nt service; on. special groUil.ds it 
may exceed that period by six months. 

(b) The Governor will not in any case grant leave on half salary for a period of more 
than nine months at a time, but that period may be extended by the Secretary of 
State on the ground of ill-health or of ·urgent private affairs or for such other 
reasons as may appear to him to be sufficient. In exceptional cases exteru~ions of 
leave without pay may be granted. · · 

(c) In addition to the above, vacation leave on full pay ·may be granted, if no 
inconvenience or expense is caused thereby, not exceeding three months duri1;1g, 
and in respect of, any two consecutive years. . · 

(d) At the request of any officer who may be eligible for the grant of m1y period of 
leave on half salary, the Governor may commute the whole or any portion of such 
leave into one-half the period of leave with full salary, provided that the total 
period of commuted or uncommuted leave, together with any period of vacation 
leave that may be granted, does not exceed ten months at a time. · No officer can 
claim as a right to commute his leave in this manner, the decision whether 
commutation can or cannot be allowed being wholly within- the discretion of the 
Governor. · 

8. The present rule as to superannuation is that, in the case of ill-health, an officer may be 
allowed to retire on a pension afte;r ten full years' resident service; otherwise he must have 
attained the age of 55. For ten full years' resident service fifteen-sixtieths of. the· average 
annual salary of the retiring officer's fixed appointment for the three years prior .. to retirement 
may be awarded, to which one-sixtieth niay be added for each additional year's service; but 
no addition will be made in respect of any service beyond 35 years. For pension purposes 
absence on vacation leave counts as full service, and leave on half-pay as hal£ service. 

H. A deduction of 4 per cent. is made from the salaries of all *members of the permanent 
Service, including Cadets, as a contribution towards the provision of pensions for the widows 
and orphans of public officers. An officer may also contribute at the rate of 4 per cent. of 
any duty allowance drawn by him, but is not required to do so. The choice once made as to 
contributing 4 per cent. of duty allowance will be. final, and will apply to the whole of the 
officer's service. 

10. The currency o£ Hong Kong is based on the silver dollar. For purposes of local 
payment salaries fixed in sterling are converted into dollars, as to 80 per cent. at the rate ·of 
1s. 9d~, and as to 20 per cent. at a rate fixed by the Goverilment, and based upon the average 
exchange value of the dollar during the month ending oil the fifteenth day of the month for 
which salary is to be paid. · 

11. The Civil Service of Hong Kong is at· present· classified as follows, but no guarantee 
whatever is given that the numberl5 and conditions of the appointments or the salaries attached 
to them will remain unaltered. Moreover, some of the posts included in these classes.are not 
exclusively confined to officers originally appointed as Cadets:.-

Rising by Increments 
ClasR. Number of Posts. Initial Salary. (which are triennial Maxiruum. except where 

otherwise stated) of 
' 

£ £ £ 
Ill. . . . . Teb. . . . . 400 20 (annual) 560 
II. . . . Seven . . . . 600 40 720 
I. . . . . Three . . . . 800 100 1,000 
Staff . . . . One . . . . 1,600 - -

In addition to the fixed salaries of their posts, officers receive, while actually serving in 
the Colony, duty allowances at the following rates:-

Class IU.-lOOl. a year (in one case 150l. a year). -
Class II.-120l a vp,ar. 
Ulass I.-150l. a year. 

Colonial Office, 
March 1913. 

NoTF.,.:_Fu,rthe1' information can be obtained on personal applicat,ion at the Eastern 
Department of the Oolonial 0 ffice. --------------------------- .. 
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AJ;>PENDICES. . 

APPENDIX No. IX. 

(Refen·ed to in Question. 54,689.). 

ScoTcH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. 

I.: •· I 

•.' t. I_ : 

REGuLATIONs FoR TliE IssuE' Olf INTERMEDIATE AND LEAV~NG CERTIFIC~TEs., , 

. , 

: · I.-THE· INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE. ·. ··; 1 

269 

·. : . '. . . . ' ' l. . . • . . ' . ~ . , , 

1. The essential purpose o£ the Interme4iate Certificate is' to. testify to the conclues!on o£ a 
well-balanced course of general education, suitable for pupils who ,leave school' ·at 15 or 
16 years of age, or, alternatively, to the fitness for entry on more ·specialised coui·ses o£ Post-
Intermediate study of such pupils as. rema~n :at schoql till 17 or·18. · , , 

' 2. Pupils enrolled in the lnt~n:D.edlate Co~e. ni~st h~ve passed· the ·Qualifying Examina~ 
tion or its·eqliivalen:t· in a previous session; · · - · . · · · · : . · · 1 

.·• • · • ' . · ··•. · . 

; 3. The Intermediate Course must extend ,over ::t;lot less than three ye~r~, a~d. all, ca~didates 
for the Iritermediate Certificate ;m:ust, as 'a iule, h;:we .completed the approyed oourse. in its 
entirety. . . . . . . . . . .. 

• • •' t t : • ' • ,1 ~. 

4. The ~nterm~diate Certificate is not is~ued to the pupils o£ any· school unless 1ts;Tnter-
mediate. CmTiculum has been specifically approved by the Department.· I . • ~ • . 

The recognition of any school as a Higher Q-rade .School carries with it the right ·o£ 
presenting for the Intermediate Certificate pupils who have followed I the normal Intermediate 
Course. · In the case;of aU other schoo~s the Intermediate Curriculum must have been specially 
submitted to the Department for approval. • · · . · · · . · · · · · · . · · 

, ·I . . . . ' : , : 

5. As a rule, any Intermediate Curriculum to be approved should provide for instruction 
in at least five slJ.bjects, embracing English (incl~ding History and GeoiP.·aphy), a language 
other thari English, Mathematics,, Experimental SCience, and Drawing.. ' · · · ' ' · ' 

; ' I I ' : - I . ,• ' 

6. All candidates -for the Intermediate Certificate must be presented at the conclusion o~ 
their course at the Leaving Certificate Examination in' the subjects enumerated· in the 
preceding paragraph. I£ their attainments are· such as to. justifY their presentation ,in other 
subjects, they should be presented accordingly, and they willrece~ve full credit for any good 
work done. · · · · I • • 

7. The presentation at the Lea~ing C~rtificate Exalnination sho~d .. in ~ll cases be. on. th~ 
Lower Grade, and candidates must also. present themselves for oral exami:q.ation. as may be 
arranged with the Inspectors appointed by the Departmen~. · · · 

8. The general standard which .will b~-looked for as. a- con¢1.ition. o£ • the award o£ · the 
Intermediate Certificate is the degree of · all-roun,d proficiency that a well-taught pupil of 
average ability might reasonably: be expected to. attain if. he. applied; himse.lf to his. studies 
w~th ordinary diligf:mce. thxoughout the._ course, ,_;, · 

9. For the purposes o£ the Intermediate Certificate, excellence i~ one btanch' may be held 
as compensating for some degree of deficiency in another. Due accourit will also be taken of 
those subjects of the curriculum to which the direct test o£ examination papors cannot well be 
applied. · · · · · 

10. No Intermediate Certificate will' be granted m: withheld witho~t f~ir conside~ation ot 
(a) the opinion of the Teachers as to the proficiency of the candidates as shown by their work 
in the various subjects, and (b) the deliberate judgment of the Headmaster as, to. the .candi-
date's clair~ for a Certificate on the whole range o£ his work in school. . . . . ·' , 

11. The issue of documents in attestation of Lower Grade passes i~. single subjects has 
been discontinued. But, for the present, the results of the examination in single subjects will 
be communicated to the authorities of the school. Should any candidate desire to utilise a 
success in the Lower Grade in any subject in orqer to secure exe~ption from some ·other 
examination, the Department will be prepared, on application. being made, to· forward the 
information direct to the Examining Body in question. · 1 

< I to I. 

!I.-THE LEAVING CERTIFICATE. 

1. The Leaving Certificate will b~ awarded on the satisfactory completion of n course of 
Post-Intermecliate study approved by the J?epartment. . • . . 
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2. Pupils enrolled in Post-Intermediate Courses with a view to the award o£ the Leavin 0' 

Certificate must, as a rule, ha,·e qualified for the award of the Intermediate Certificate in ~ 
previous session. il~ · · 

3: Post-Intermediate Courses shall, as a rule, be of not less than two years' duration 
reckoned n:om the time when the Intermediate Certificate has been gained .. 

N.B.-After due notice it nt,ay be made a requirement that the Course shall normally e-;r.tend 
to three years. . . . 

4 As a rule, any curriculum to be approved should provide for the continuous study 
throughr>ut the Course of not less than four subjects taken from the following list:-

English, 
Latin, 
G-reek, 
French, 
German, 
Italian, 
Spanish, 

Gaelic, 
Mathematics, 
Experimental Science, 
Geography, 
History, 
D1-awing, 
Music, 

Domestic Science. 
.A:ny other subject specially approved by the 

Department beforehand with reference to 
the particular curriculum for which it is 
proposed. 

5. The number of additional subjects that.a pupil may be permitted to study at the Post
Intermediate stage is left to the discretion of the School Authorities, but it is assumed that 
suitable provision will always be ma€1e for Physical Exercises; and that Music will be taken as 
a recreative subject at least. 

6. The cm7iculmn must in all cases provide for the study of English on the Higher Grade 
level, together with a subsidiary study of History (not reckoned as a separate subject). As a 
rule, one language other than English, as well as either Mathematics or Experimental Science, 
should also be studied on the Higher Grade level, the remaining subject or subjects being any 
of those enumerated in paragraph 4, without restriction as to grade. Curricula that conform 
to this type, which may be regarded as the Normal General Course, need not be specially 
submitted to the Department. Such curricula may be taken as approved, subject to any 
amendment that the results of f1uther experience may. suggest. On the other hand, curricula 
which fail to include a study, on the Higher Graf].e level, of (a) one language other than 
English, and (b) either Mathematics or Experimental Science, must be submitted for approval 
·in terms of the following paragraph. 

7. The· Department will be prepared to consider minor 'departures from the Normal General 
Course as regards individual pupils in any school, or the formation of more highly specialised 
.courses for groups of pupils in schools where the resources o£ the staff as regards organisation 
allow of the formation of fully differentiated curricula. Definite proposals for schemes of 
study that fall outside the limits o£ the Normal General Course as described above, whether in 
respect of subjects or of grades, should accordingly be specially submitted to the Department 
(on Form A. 21), with an explanation of the considerations which have led Managers to propose 
them, of the facilities which the school possesses for their proper conduct, and of the object 
aimed at. 
. It is essential that in every case app1•oval be asked at the outset of the Course. No application 

for ex post facto consideration will be entertained. 
8. In all schemes at least three of the subjects selected must be studied to the Higher 

Grade level. As already indicated, one of these must be English. Spanish, Italian, History, 
Geography, Domestic Science and Music, in each of which there is only one examination, are 
reckoned as subjects on the Higher Grade standard. The present examination in Gaelic is on 
the Lower Grade standard. History and Geography are not reckoned as separate subjects at 
the Lower Grade stage. 

9.-(a) The Leaving Certificate will not, as a rule, be granted to any pupil to whom the 
Department are unable, at the conclusion of the approved Course, to award Higher Grade 
passes in English and in two other subjects. The only further requirement will be a pass in 
at least the Lower Grade, at or after the Intermediate Stage, in a fourth subject, the systematic 
study of which has been continued to the end of the course to the satisfaction of the examiners 
appointed by the Department. 

Candidates who have followed a Normal General Course, as defined in Section 6 above, 
must he presented in the Higher Grade in. (1) English, (2) a language other than English, 

· (3) Mathematics or Experimental Science. 
(b) In considering the candidate's claim for a Certificate, comparative excellence in one 

subject will be allowed to compensate for slight weakness in another. To assi::;t the 
Department in coming to a decision, the Headmaster will be asked to record his deliberate 
judgment on the merits of each pupil's work as a whole, that judgment to be based on a careful 
collation of the opinions of the various teachers. A very real responsibility will thus be laid 
upon the School Authorities. 

• Applications for a relaxation of this rule will be entertained only in the case of pupils who, not having 
followed a course specially approved as a suitable preparation for the Intermediate Oertifi~te. are, nevertheless, 
going through what may fairly be regarded as a complete course of secondary education. In all such cases the 
previous sanction of the Department to their enrolment ·in Post-Intermediate classes should be obtained. 
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(e) Each Le~vi~g Certificate will be stric.tly relative to the subj'ects of study embraced in 
the approved curriculum. As a rule, no entry on the Uertificate will be allowed in respect of 
any subject t~at h~~ not been studied thr.oughout th~ Post-Intermediate Course, and ~o Leaving 
Certificate Will be Issued except on sattsfactory evidence of the successful completiOn of the 
Course as a whol~." · · . . 

(d) The subjects included in the approved curriculum will be entered on the face of the · 
Certificate, provided that the standard of a pass in at least the Lower Grade has been reached 
at or after the Intermediate stage, and subject to the proviso as to continued stndy in the 
immediately preceding paragraph. Endorsement will be made on the back of the Certificate 
o£ all subjects in which the standard of a Higher Grade pass. has· been attained, anq of snch 
subjects only. · , 

(e) Pupils must .be presented in English and ·at least two other subjects in the Higher 
Grade in the year in which they are candidates for the Leaving Certificate. ~See also 
Section 9 (a) above.) 

10. Special provision, on the analogy of the arrangements for the inspection o£ Science and 
Drawing, is made for the inspection of l\fusic, Domestic Science, and any other subjects that 
may be included in the approved curriculum, but for which no· provision is made in connection 
with the Written Examination. Particulars of the proposed courses of instruction in all such 
subjects, and in History and Geography as separate subjects, must 'be submitted for the 
approval of the Department at the beginning of the Course on a Form to be supplied for the 
purpose. · 

Scotch Education Department, J. STRUTHERS, Secretary . . 
· 7th July 1913. 

APPENDIX No. X. 

,Refe1"recl to in Questions 55,188, 55,309, 55,469, 55,512, 55,613, 56,076, and 56,219.) 

MEMORANDUM. 

Open Competitive Examinations for Junior Appoint
ments in the Supply and Accounting Depat·tments of 
the Admiralty, and other situations grouped therewith. 

For <L.ay examination that may be held in the 
Summer of 1914, and for subsequent examinations, 
the subjects of examination will be as follows :-

Class I. 
Mathematics I. -
English 
General Paper 

Marks. 
• 2,000 
• 2,000 
• 1,000 

Class II. (Lower Standard). 
Mathematics II. • • 2,000 
French • 2,000 
German - 2,000 
Latin - - 2,000 
Greek - 2,000 
History (English) - 2,000 
History (European) - 2,000 
Chemistry · - 2,000 
Physics - 2,000 

Class ill. (Higher Standard). 
Mathematics III. - 4,000 
French - 4,000 
German - 4,000 
Latin - - ·i,OOO 
Greek - 4,000 
Physics or Chemistry (one only) • 4,000 

All the subjects in Class I. must be taken up. No 
candidate will be eligible who fails to pass a qualifying 
examination in Arithmetic and English. . 

From Classes II. and III. Candidates may select 
subjects, one of which must be a language, carrying 
ma:ks up to a maximum of 10,000, making with the 
subjects in Class I. 15,000 in all. The same subject 
may not be selected both in Class II. nn<l in Class III. 

The Syllabus will be. as follows :-
* MATHEMATICS I.-Arithmetic.- The 01;dinary 

rules, with applications more especially to the men
suration of plane figures and solids. The metric 
system, the use of decimals in approximate calculation, 
contracted methods. The use and theory of recurring 
decimals are not required. Candidates . are at liberty 
to use algebraic symbols and formulas, tables ·of 
logarithms, and slide rules. 

. .A. separate paper will be set for the qualifying 
examination in Arithmetic. In this paper the use 
of tables of logarithms and slide rules will not be 
allowed. 

Geometry.-Plane geometry, theoretical 'and pl'ac· 
tical; not excluding simple problems in three dimensions. 
Proportion may be treated arithmetically; the special 
treatment of incommensurables is not reqnired. · 

.Algebm.-Including graphs of the simpler algebraic 
functions ; quadratic equations ; use of gx:aphs in solving 
eqUations, and in illustrating and solving practical 
questions ; rate of variation of a function and gradient 
or slope of a graph; graphic interpolation; indices and 
the simpler properties of surds. 

Trigonomet1'Y.-Up to and including solution of 
plane triangles ; graphs of trigonometrical functions. 

Grasp of elementary principles and readiness in 
practical application will be looked for, but no great 
analytical skill will be demanded. Numerical results 
should be given to a few significant figures, and rough 

. checks on the accuracy of the results should be applied. 
Neatness and accuracy of working are expected, and 

. * MATHBJIIATICS,-Credit will be briven for the cle.'U'li<'S8 
and aptness of the language of your answers ; deduct ious 'I ill 
be made for obscurity or slovenliness, and especially for bad 
grammar ant! the incorrect use of words or phrases. l'he usc 
of mathematical symbols and of well established abbreviat.ions 
like lb. and em. is permissible ; a calculation oon often be 
exhibited quite clearly without the use of words; anti a 
tabular form is often appropriate ; hut incomplct~ Rentenccs 
such as are frerJnent in telegrams will be punisbetl, · . 
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sufficient indication of the method of solution to make 
the work immediately intelligible. 

The examination in Mathematics I. will include a 
labm11.tory test. Acquaintance is expected with the 
balance and steel yard and with the method of finding 
volume by weighing in air and in water. The labora· 
tory test will carry 400 marks. . •. . : , . · 

* MATHEMATIOS II. includes. Mathematics I., 
together with- . . , , : . 

Mechanics.-The ,.principles .of the leve1·, the in· 
clined plane, the. composition of forces, the virtual 
work, their expe1·imental investigation ·and application 
to machines and other simple cases of equilibrium. 
Centre of gravity, couple ·or torque; velocity ratio, 
mechanical advant.'ige 01: force. ~-atio; work, efficiency. 
Application to liquids and gases. Density. Boyle's 
law. P~p, siphon,. ba.romei!er, manometer. Velocity, 

·. accele1·ation; momentum, · force, ·impulse of a force, 
. ~nergy, power or, rll.te .o~ work. . . . . ·. 
, . The.examination in. Mathematics TI. will include a 

laboratory test, which will carry.400 marks. 
· ' *MATHEMATICS In. inchides Mathematics.!. and II ..• · 
tOCT8thei• With_:,;, ! , • . ·, ·' l ·. . 

· '."' Geon~et?·y, ~lane' ~:ii:ci. 'solid. · Iii addition to the 
Euclidian or synthetic method candidates .should be 
acquainted with the Car.tesian or analytical method, 
aaid 'sh6uld have· ~ome 1ideat of Monge's method., i.e., of 
descriptive geometry. Unde1· Cartesian geometry a 
knowledge will be required only of the elementary 
principles and methods, with straightforward applica· 
tions to plan,e curves of common occurrence, and to · 
the st111.ight line and plane in space of three dimensions. 
Asystematic knowledge of conics is not required. The 
methods of the Calculus may be used freely. 

.Algebra.-A working knowledge (without rigorous 
fundamental demonst~·ations) of the elementary fufinite 
series for (1 + 0)m , e~. , Jog (l + 0) . sin a: cos. "'• and 
.their use in approxinlate chlculatiomi, especially in 
finding the slope at a given point. of the graph of a 
function. 

Diffe1•ential and 1nteg1·al Oalcttllts.-A w01·king 
knowledge of the notation and fundamental principles 
in so far as they can be illustmted graphically, with 
simple applications to . the. properties of ctu'Ves, to 
tm'Ding values. and to easy mechanical and physical 
problems. 

Mechanics of solids and :fluids, including elementary 
notions of rigid dynamics, e.g., moment of inertia. 

The examination in Mathematics IT!. will include a 
laboratory test, which will Cal'l'J 800 marks. 

ENGLISH.-English Essay. Precis. 
GEN~R.U.. . P APEJt.-The question paper will be 

based on history, on such acquaintance :with . the 
outstanding feattu•es as an intelligent boy. will pick 
up; the .detailed knowledge to lJe acquired by its study 
as a school subject is. not expected. The treatment 
will be wide; questions may be. set on industl'ies, social 
life, art, science, &c., in fact, on any human activity, 
everything being looked on from the point of view of 
its importance for. the preseht time, and for boys of 
this nation. A liberal choice of questions will be 
allowed. A considerable proportion of ma1·ks will be 
allotted to style and method adopted in · answe1ing 
question':!!. The paper will be regarded (1) as a test of 
general intelligence; (2) as a test of power of expression 
and exposition ; (3) as a ~st of general knowledge and 
education, . 

FRENCH, CLASS n.-The test will include Trans· 
lation (from French), Set Composition (in which an 

· English passage is given to be put into Fl·ench), F1·ee 
Composition (in which the candidate develops for 
himself a subject of which only the title o1· a summa1-y 
is supplied), and Conversation. Th!Ol candidate's trans
lation-must not .only show that he understands the 
01iginal, it must also be expressed in good English. 

Conversation will cal'l'y 500 marks. 
FRENOII. CLASS ITI . ....:..Translation, Set Composi· 

tion, Free Composition, Conversation,. and .Extempore 
· Composition. 

Conversation and Extempore Composition will 
can-y 1,000 marks. · 

* See Footnote to preceding column. 

GERMAN. CLASS H.-The test will include Trans. 
latio~ (from Ger?U~), Set Composition (in which an 
English passage 1s given to be put into German) Free 
Compositi?n (in whi~h the candidate develops f01: him
self a. subJect of wh10h o~ly the title or a summary is 
supplied), and Conversation. The candidate's trans
lation m11Bt not only show that he understands the 
orig~l, ~ut m;ust also be expressed in good English. 
The candidate IS expected to write German in German 
characters. 

Conversation will carry 500 marks. 
GERMAN. CLASS IlL-Translation from German, 

Set Composition, Free Composition, Conversation and 
Extempore Composition. · · ' 

Conversation and Extempoi·e Composition will can'Y 
1,000 marks. 

LAT~N: CLASS ll.-'!ran~lation and easy Prose 
Compos1tion. The candidates translation must not 
only show that he understands the original, it must 
also be expressed in good English. 

LATIN. CLASS rn.-Translation and Prose Com
posit+on. 

GREEK. CLAss II.-T1-anslation and easy Prose 
Composition. The candidate's translation must not 
only show that he understands the original, it. must 
also be expressed in good English. 

GREEK. CLASS m.-:..Translation and Prose Com
position. 

ENGLn3H HISTORY.- English History from the 
NOrman Conquest to the death of . Quean Victoria. 
A libe1-al choice of questions will be given. Candidates 
will be expected to show such a knowledge of geography 
as ie~ necessary to the proper understanding of the 
Wsto~·y . 

EUROPEAN HISTORY.-Candidates will be examined 
in ()ne o£ the following periods at their choice :
Pe1·iod z...:_History of Greece and H.ome to the death 
of Tmjan; Period 11.-A.D. 800 to 1519; Period 1II.-
1519 to 1901. They will be expected to deal both with 
the constitutional and with the political histot'Y of 
their select-ed period. A liberal choice of questions 
will be given. Candidates will be expected to show 
such a knowledge of geography as is necessat'Y to the 
proper understanding of the history, 

*CHEMISTRY. CLASS n.-The preparation (ex
cluding details of technical processes) and properties 
of the non-metals, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, 
carbon, chlorine, and of the metals, sodium, zinc, iron, 
lead, tin:, copper, and of the simpler and commoner 
compounds of the above-named non-metals and metals. 

The prinCiples of chemical change ; oxidation and 
reduction; combustion; flame. Elements. and com· 
pounds. Acids and alkalies ; bases, salts. Allotropy. 
Methods of purifying bodies. The laws of chemical 
combination. The laws of Boyle and Charles. The 
diffusion of gases. Simple methods of determining 
equivalents. Outlines of the atomic and molecular 
theories. 

Labomtcrry Test.-Ca.ndidates may be asked to set 
·up simple apparatus, to observe the effect of heat or 
of reagents on substances supplied to them and to 
carry out simple experiments illustrating the pre
paration, purification, and p1·operties of the substances 
named above. They may -also be asked to }Jerform 
simple quantitative experiments, such as the deter
mination of the change in weight of a substance on 
being heated in air, or the determination of the volume 
of a ga's given off when a metal is treated with an acid, 
or the volumetric estimation of acids and alkalies. 

The laboratory test will·carry 800 marks. 
*CHEMIS1'RY, CLAss IJI.-The principles of inor· 

ganic chemistry, including the study of the chief 
elements, and of their simpler and more important 
compounds. Questions may be asked on the chemical 
plinciples involved in the processes of manufacture of 

* flCII!:NOE.-Credit will he given for lucidity, orderly 
development, awl aptness of language; deductions will he 
made for incoherence, irrelevance, obscurity, sloreuliuesA of 
CXlll'CHHion, aJHI CHJlCI'ially for bad gra111mar and the incorrect 
usc of words and phrases. Chemical symbols must Lc 
restricted to their proper funct.ion and not nscd a,; a ~hort· 
hand symbol for the name of the substance. 
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the. more important substances. The outlines of 
organic chemistry, including the methods of analysis 
and the method of arriving at the· formula of an 
organic compound. 

Labo!'atory 'l'est.-As in Class II., including the 
preparation and recognition of the simpler and more 
important inorganic substances, and simple quantitative 
analysis of inorganic substances. 

The laboratory test will carry 1,600 marks. 
*PH~siCs. CLAss II.-The subject mattei· cif heat, 

light, electricity and magnetism as defined below, 
treated with special reference to the phenomena of 
everyday life. 

Heat.-:-Simple thermometry. · Expansion of solids, 
liquids, and gases. . Specific heat. Change of state 
and latent heat. V apom• pressure. Boiling point. 
Dew point. Formation of cloud. Fog and dew. 
Simple experiments on conduction, convection, and 
radiation. Mechanical equivalent of .heat .. The con· 
servation of energy. 

Light.-Laws of reflexion and 1·efraction. Photo
metry. Reflexion at plane and spherical sm.-faces, and 
the formation of images. Refraction at plane am-faces 
and by plisms. Minimum deviation. The formation 
of images by single lenses. Use of spectacles. · The 
combination of two lenses to form a simple telescope 
or microscope. Dispersion ; the spectroscope, spectnt 

* See footnote to preceding column. 

·of different kinds. MeasUJ.'ement of the velocity of 
light. Outline of the wave theory. 

· Electricity and Mugnetism.-Properties of magnets. 
Magnetic Induction. Methods of magnetization. 
Molecular theory. Magnetic fields and lines of force. 
f'he. earth as a magnet. ·Elementary quantitative 
notions of strength of pole, magnetic force due to a 
pole, and strength of field. Properties of electrified 
bodies. Methods of electrification. Electric induction. 
Gold.-lea£ electi·oscope. Electrophorus. Elementary 
quantitative notions of potential, capacity, and distli
bution of chal'ge. Primary batteries and their theory. 
The secondary battery. Magnetic field due to a 
cmrent. Simple galvanometers. Ohm's law with 
simple applica~i?ns; "He11ting !Llld o~e~ica,l ~f:fe"c~~ of 
cm•rents. Outlines of electromagnetic mduct10n. 

Labomtory . Test. - Simple • expel'imeiits i>l1 ,:the 
subject-mat~er o£. theapove sylla;btts1 · · ·, .· ' · · ·": :; 

The laboratory test will cai'l.·;s~o marlis\ ·· , 

*Piusics. duss · :i:n.~Th~ uiora' ~dv~nced p~-ts 
of Heat, Light, Sound, and Electricity and Magnetism. 

The examination ~ Physics, Olass ill., will include 
a laboratory te,st .which will c~·ry 1~600 marks.·. 

CIVIL SERVICE 'COMMISSION,. 
. LONDON, w., 

· · Aplil·l913 ... 

. ~ Bee Footnote to pl'eceding column •. · 
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LONDON. 

The Num:l?ers refer to Questions. 

A. 
Aberdeen Secondary Schools, particulars 1·r:, Irvine 

. 54,244-9 
Aberdeen University: 

average Age of entrance, and system, l1'Vine, 54,146-
7, 54,185-6, 54,226-7 ; Harrower, 54,812-4. 

.A.rts course, particulars re, Irvine • • 54,228-30 
Bursary scholarships, system, Irvine • 54,168-74 

Evidence on behalf of (see Harrower, Dr. John, 54,805- · 
51, and Irvine, Professor J. W., 54,141-251). 

Foreign students at, particular.s re, and no trouble 
with Scotch students known, Irvine • . 54,166, 

54,236-7 
Honom·s course, length of, Ha1-rower • 54,834-6 
Indian students (see Indian students in England). 
Indian vernaculars, no provision for teaching, Irvine 

54,163-4 
Irish boys at, enter by preliminary examination, 

Irvine 54,175-6 
Law, provision for teaching, satisfactory, I1·vine 

54,163 
average Number of successful l.C.S. candidates 

from,lrvine, 54,160-2; Harrower, 54,808-10. 
Persian, no provision for teaching, Irvine 54,163-4 
PROBATIONERS : 

Only go to, to complete or take their degree, I1'Vine 
54,165 

Small number at, Ha1'i'owe1· • 54,811 
Sanskrit, no provision for teaching probatione1·s at, 

Irvine 54,163-4 
Training when age limit was 16, particulars re, 

Har1·ower • 54,824-5 

Alison, John, M.A.., F.R.S.E.: 
Evidence of - - 56,217-343 
Memorandum of - . 56,219, p. 271-3 

Army Examinations, boys sorted out fairly accurately 
by, King • • • • • •. 55,697-8 

B. 
Ball, Sidney, memorandum p. 250-1 

Balliol College, Oxford (see under Oxford Unive1·sity). 

Bengalis, great improvement in physique, Lukis 
53,289-90 

Board of Education, statistics re age of entrance to 
modern Universities published in Blue Book of, 
Heath - - 54,484 

Bristol, Clifton College (see that title). 

Bristol Grammar School : 
Highest forms give good training for Oxford and 

Cambridge scholarships and examination ·fl-amed 
on those lines would give fair opportunity to boys, 
No1'Wood . 55,203-4 

Number of boys who go to Oxford and Cambridge, 
and most take scholarships, Norwood· 55,278-9 

Number of boys entering I.C.S. from, and particulars 
1·e, Norwood 55,205-6, 55,280-4 

Number of pupils at, and particulars re, Norwood 
55,195-6, 55,207, 55,253 

Bruce, lion. W. N., C.B., evidence of - 54,387-554 

Burnet, John, M.A., evidence of • 54,882-991 

Bursary Examinations, examinations on linea of (see 
under Syllabus unde1· Indian Civil Service Examina
tion). 

Business Firms, university mim increasingly employed 
in, and method of recruitment adopted by, Mollism 

55,733-6, 55,739, 55,779, 5&,~36 

c. 
Cambridge University: 

Appointments Board, particulars 1·e, and methods of, 
Mollison ~ • • • 55,740-1, 55,768-75 

Board of Selection at, for candidates for I.C.S. with 
representatives of India Office and Civil Service 
Commissioners suggested, Mollison 55,736, 55,774 

almost all Candidates selected for l.C.S. at, scholars 
or exhibitioners of their colleges, Par1'Y and 
Mollism • • - · - 55,703, 55,845 

Committee appointed by Council of Senate of, 
statement by , 55,703-5 

Examination common to number of recognised 
universities as final examination for probationers 
might be accepted by, under certain conditions 
and degree conferred upon, Parry and Mollison 

55,756-8, 55,809-18 
Honom·s course of Indian studies suitable for pl'Oba

tioners and carrying with it the University degree 
might be devised by, in event of lowering of age 
limit, scheme, Parry and Mollison 55,704, 55,754-

5, 55,867-74, 55,883-8 
Honom-s degree could not be conferred by, on outside 

examination, Parry and Mollison - 55,809 
Indians at (see that title). 
Instruction in law, classical languages, and Indian 

history, sociology and economics given at, Parry 
and Mollison • 55,705 

Many of staff of Indian Oivil Service Board now 
teaching probationers, Parry and Mollison 

55,798-800 
Opinion of la1·ge proportion that age for degree is 

too late, Hopkinson • - 53,94 7 
Reduction of age-limit for I.C.S. competition by 

one year would be an advantage to candidates 
from, but two years not approved, Parry and 
Mollison • . - 55,703, 55,721-5 

Scheme for course dUiing probation, Parry and 
.Mollison • • 55,704, 55,867-74 

ScHOLARSHIP ExAMINATIONS : 
Effect on work and teaching in public schools, 

Mollison - 55,709 
Selections to scholat-ships justify themselves, King 

55,661-3 
System, Leathes · · 53,709 
(see also Oxford and Camb1idge Scholarships 

Examinations under Syllabus under I.C.S. 
Examinations.) 

Ceylon Cadetships, information respecting appoint
ments to, and regulations governing, Leatltes 53,765, 

p. 265-6 
Chapman, S. J., M.A. evidence of · 53,910-4 

Charles, Surgeon-General Sir Richard Havelock, 
G.C.V.O., M.D., evidence of · • 53,157-252 

Charter house: 
Boys go mostly to universities of Oxford and 

Cambridge, Fletche1• • • - • · 55,499 
no Council school boys come to, through scholarships, 

Fletcher • 55,609 
Number of boys entering I.C.S. and Home Civil 

Service from, particulars, Fletcher 55,474-9 

Cholmeley, R. F., M.A. : 
Evidence of · • · 
Memorandum by · 

- 55,307-466 
p. 271-3 
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Civil Service Commissioners: 
Consider it inconsistent with Government of India 

Act to hand over medical examination functions to 
Medical Board at India Office, Leathes 53,60-5-8 

Consulted when age-limit revised, but took no 
responsibility for change, Leathes - - 53,864 

Discussion with, re difficulty of assigning marks for 
vari<:l'l.li:! subjects of I.C.S. examination if held at 
school-leaving age, St1·achan-Davidson • 55,029 

Letter from Dr. T. Herbert Warren to p. 240-51 
Officers on sick leave should be examined by, Taylor 

54,305-12 
have to Put before candidates prospects of Home, 

Colonial, and Indian Civil Services, Leathes 
. 53,763-4 

Rejection of candidates by, for medical reasons, 
system, Leathes • - • • 53,866-71 

Civil Service Examinations (see under Home Civil 
Service). 

Clifton College, Bristol : . 
Boys going in for Oxford and Cambridge scholarship 

examinations from, preparation of, &c., King 
55,623-9 

dhances of boys going into I.C.S. or adopting Uni
versity career if school-leaving age reintroduced 
for I.C.S. examination, King 55,672-7 

Instruction in modern languages, King - 55,636 
Many boys entering Army from, preparation given 

for, and specialisation entails certain a,mount of 
cramming, King • - 55,637-43, 55,695-6 

Number of boys entering I.C.S. from, and particulars 
re, King • -· - - • ·• 55,618-21 

Oxford aud Camb1idge Higher Certificate, taken 
every year at, King - - 55,630 

Oxford and Cambridge scholarship examinations, 
particulars re prepara-tion for, King - 55,623-9 

Reduction of age -limit for I.C.S. examination 
would not widen field of selection at, King 55,681 

Reputation for success in passing candidates into 
I.C.S. under former school-leaving age, but no 
specially al'l'anged classes known of, King 55,671 

Colonial Civil Service : 
Appointments a,ccepted in, owing to " stress of 

circumstances" more frequently than in I.C.S., 
Mollison - - 55,853 

no Case known at Cambridge of Service being 
preferred to I.C.S., Mollison • 55,854 

Legal education of members, document respecting, 
handed in, Master of the Rolls, Eady • • 53,156 

Medical examination standard, and system compared 
with I.C.S., Taylor 54,344-8 

Particulars re appointment to, and regulations 
governing, Leathes - • · - 53,765, p. 263-7 

Colonial Office accepts certificate of Council of Legal 
Education that term examination has been passed 
by their students, Master of the Rolls • 53,152 

Consular Service, method of recruitment, Mollison 
55,736, 55,780 

Consular Service for China, Corea, and Siam, regula
tions respecting training and examination of 

· Assistants in Law during residence on furlough 
in England, Master of Ro:ls, Eady • 53,186, 

Council of Legal Education : 
p. 235-6 

EXAMINATIONS: 
Development of system would probably meet 

Commission's suggestion respecting leooal 
trainiJ;tg, Ea.dy - - 53,i52 

System m force, Eady - 53,152 
Term, certificate of pass in, accepted by Colonial 

Office for their students, Master of the Rolls 
53,152 

Lectures given by, open not only to Bar students 
but to others on payment of small fee, Eady 

53,147 
Prepared to consider with favour any proposals for 

supervision of course of study and examination of 
students ~~;h·eady in I.O.S., and for recommendation 
of barristers in whose rooms students might read 
with advantage, Mallter of the Rolli! • 53,150, 

53,152, 53,156(a) 

Cramming: 
Amount of, would be increased if school-leaving age 

a,dopted for. I.O.S. Examination, King, 55,611, 
55,614, 55,616; Pa?'TY and Mollison, 55,703; 
Alison, 56,217. 

Consideration of boy's record at school in determining 
qualifications for I.C.S., would diminish i:m.porlance 

· of, Irvine • · 54,156-7 
Danger of, and particulars re, Warren - 53,484. 

53,508-9. 
Increase in amount of, and practice inevitable, 

Oholmeley • - - - 55,366-7, 55,371 
no Increase of, known in Scotland, Alison · - 56,279 
no Increase .in, recently, Strachan-DWI)idson 55,053-4 
I.C .. S. examination, syllabus should be. adjusted so 

as not to encourage, Leathes - 53,570 
Less se1ious in schools than at professional crammers 

Fletcher 55,545-6 
Mathematics often got up by, Oholmeley 55,325, 

55,436-8 
Necessa17 for I.O.S. examination with present age 

limit, Oholmeley • • • · • • 55,307 
would be Necessitated by holding I.C.S. examination 

at school-leaving age, Fletcher, 55,467, 55,483; 
King, 55,611, 55,614, 55,616. 

Objections to establishments for, and efficiency of 
Government does not suffer on account of, Leathes 

53,902-3 
Prejudices against, not always deserved, and field of 

selection should not be limited by exclusion of 
boys from crammers, with suitable character 
certificates and afte1· school cop.rse, Alison 

56,220, 56,254-9 
PREVENTION OF : 

Difficulty of, if system of nomination not adopted, 
but recruitment at earlier age would not increase 
danger, Norwood • . 55,295-9 

Disadvantage!! of, but difficulty in presentation, 
and usually employed for subsidiary and not 
main ~ubjects, King • • - 55,678-80 

Impossible, if age limit reduced to 19, Burnet 
54,920-1 

Reduction of I.C.S. examination age limit would 
lessen, Oholmeley - ~ • 55,424 

Schemes · for, Leathes, · 53,565-9, 53,880-1. · 
Struthers, 54,629-34,54,802-3; Nm'Wood, 55,18lf. 
55,289-94; Oholmeley, 55,310, 55,333-5, 
55,424; Fletcher, 55,470, li5,500-1, 55,503-5, 
55,545-8, 55,591 ; King, 55,613; Heard, 56,076. 

Question of candidates unsuccessful in first attempt 
in I.C.S. cramming up weak subjects for second 
attempt, and no g1-eat danger of, Oholmeley 

55,436-8 
Stat.ement showing time passed in, by candidates 

successful in combined examination for Home, 
Colonial, and Indian Civil Services, Strachan· 
Davidson • p. 249-50 

System of, almost universal for exam.in.ations, and 
greater amount in competitive examinations, 
Fletcher 55,600-2 

D. 
Davidson, James Leigh Strachan, M.A.: 

Evidence of • - - · • - 54,992-55,185 
Memorandum by • - p. 246-50 
Memorandum submitted, Warren p. 240, p. 246-50 

Diplomatic Services, method of recruitment, Mollison 
. 55,736, 55,780 

Dublin University : 
Candidates for I.C.S. at, course ·of instruction, 

White-King • • - - - • 54,030 
Evidence on behalf of, see Mahaffy, Rev. T. P. 
Indian subjects, honours degree might be given for, 

scheme, Mahaffy, 54,028, 54,064; White-King, 
54,030. 

Irish boy has no opportunities of good classical 
education until he comes to, Mahaffy • 54,109 

Languages, fa,cilities for teaching, Mahaffy 54,054-6 
Law, fa,cilities for learning, and practical advantages 

which other Universities do not possess, Mahaffy 
54,049, 54,053 

"Little-Go " examination, particulars re, and students 
pass, after six terms, Malwffff • • 54,070-1 

Number of men passed into I.C.S. from, Mahaffy 
54,051-2, 54,099-100 

T 
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Dublin University-continued. 
PROBATIONERS AT: 

Languages classical 'and oriental, facilities for 
teaching, Mahaffy , - 54,054-6 

Number and particulars 'l'e, Mahaffy - 54,101-2 
Receives small allowance from India Office, and 

pa.rticulars re, Mahaffy· 54,056-8 

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION: 
Comparison with English Universities, and certain 

di:lferences, Mahaffy - - - - 54,097 
Cramming for, extent, and difficult to stop, Mahaffy 

54,132-8 
Entrance, system, and age of candidates, Mahaffy 

54,039-42, 54,110-1 
Students take Honours degree at about 21, Mahaffy 

54,036 
TRINITY COLLEGE : 

Entrance examination, languages requh·ed, Mahaffy 
54,120-2 

Indian students at (see that title). 
Undergraduates, number of, Mahaffy - - 54,061 

Vernaculars, facilities for teaching, Mahaffy 
54,054-6· 

E. 

Eady, Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Swinfen, evid~nce of 
53,145-56 

Eastern Cadetships : 
not so Attractive as I.C.S., · and particulars r-e 

recruitment, &c,, Leathes - - - 53,748-51 
Candidates appointed to, in years 1908-1912, whose 

names appear in certain Honours lists, Leathes 
p. 259 

Medical Examirier's report, Leathes 53,609, p. 259-61 
Men who take, not so strong physically as men who 

enter I.C.S., TaylOf' - - 54,345 
Numbers examined and successful at combined 

examinations, 1901-10, Leathes - - p. 255 
average Number of vacancies during last.15 years, 
· Leathes - 53,737 
Pay and prospects, improving, Strachan-Dwvidson 

' 55,110 
• Schools at which were educated successful candi

dates in combined examwations held in years 
1896-1911, for Clerkships (Class I.) in Home Civil 
Service, for I.C.S., and for, Leathes - p. 256-7 

Universities t<;> which belonged successful candidates 
at combined competitions held in years 1906-10, 
for Clerkships (Class I.) in Home Civil Service, 
for I.C.S. and for, Leathes p. 257-8 

Economics, principles of, learnt in one place if properly 
taught, should apply elsewhere, Hopkinson - 53,969 

Edinburgh: 
Fettes College (see Fettes College). 
George Watson's College (see George Watson's 

College). 

Edinburgh University : 
average Age of entering, and of taking degree, Lodge 

53,370 
Attendance at courts and reporting of cases, system 

not in force, but could be arranged, Lodge - 53,388 

CANDIDATES FOR l.C.S. FROM : 
Rarely have special preparation or cramming, 

Lodge - 53,398 
Usually take two Honours courses at, particulars 

re system, Lodge - . - - - 53,413-6 
Collegiate institution could be organised at, if system 

of probation at, adopted, Lodge - - 53,410 
Colonial students at, particulars re, and mainly cause 

of hostility between Indian and white students, 
Lodge - - • - - - 53,429-37 

Eviden~e on behalf·of (see Lodge, Professor Richard). 
Facilities for training at, extent, and ordinary 

teaching sufficient for candidates for I.C.S., Lodge 
53,335 

Indian history, sociology and economics, ample pro· 
vision afforded for teaching of, at, Lodge - 53,334 

Indian Law, no Special arrangement with regard to 
Lodge 53,376, 53,380 

Indian students at (see tlwt title). 

Edinburgh University-continued. . 
Indian studies, would not object to organisati~n of 

honours school, and scheme suggested, Lodge 

I di 
53,333, 53,408 

n an vernaculars not taught at, Lodge - 53,334, 

L 
. . 53,344 

aw, ample proVISIOn for teaching, Lodge. 53,334, 
53,338-43 

Law, probationer could combine Honours course in 
~t~ course of special instruction, Lodge 53,406-7 

M~Jonty. of boys from George Watson's College, 
mt;nding to go to; stay at school till age of 18, 
Alzson • • 56 253 

average Number of candidates passing into I.b.s. 
each year from, Lodge • • • 53 335-6 

Preliminary examination, introduction and eff~ct of 
Lodge - - - • 53 372-S 

no Probationers at, Lodge - • • • 53 337 
no Residential system provided by, and particulars 

re system in force, Lodge - - • 53 346-7 
Sanskrit only,classicallanguage taught at, particulars 

re, Lodge - - • - • 53 334 53 344 
Sch?larships from se~ondary ;schools, ~ys~m, 'and 

diffic~ty of adaptwg examination to I.C.S. 
e~~tion, Lo.dge - - - - 53,36k9 

TrallllD.g ()f probationers at, would necessitate increase 
of teaching staff, Lodge - - • • 53 345 

University and other unions, particulars re, and do 
much to minimise defects arising from non-I-esi
dential system in force, Lodge - • 53,396-7 

Education Departmt-nt: 
Complaint of deterioration in phyl:\ique of officers 

and particulars re causes, Lukis - - 53 303-S 
Disadvantages of school-leaving age quoted' from 

letter from member of, St'l'achan-Davidson 
. p. 248-9 

Poorness of prospects, and no good men enter 
Stra:chan-Dwvi~son - - - 55,078-9, 55,180 

Recrwtment to higher posts, system, Neill - 55,891 

Egyptian and Soudan Civil Services, recruitment, 
system, and particulars re, Burnet, 54,891-8, 54,903, 
54,967-70; Parry, 55,825-6. 

Examinations, good test up to a certain point, 
. abolition of system, not desirable, and particulars 
King • 55,687-94 

Executive Branch, I.C.S., bifurcation (see under 
Judicial Branch, I.O.S.). 

l'. 

Farquharson, A. S. L., memorandum p. 250-1 

Fettes College, Edinburgh : 
Boys going into army from, particulars r-e classes, 

Heard 56,196-7 
Boys entering I.C.S. who studied at, number and 

particulars re, Heard- 56,086-7 
Comparison with English public school, Heard 

56,088-91, 56,112 
Di:liers from ordinary Scotch Secondary School, Heard 

56,113-4 
I.C.S. examination suitable to classical' and modern 

boy at, schemes, Heard - 56,129-65 
Number of boys who go up to Oxford and Cambridge 

and Edinburgh Universities, Heard 56,095, 56,116, 
56,121-3 

Number of students, Heard - - 56,108 

OxFORD AND CAMBRIDGE Sc:a:OLA.RSHil'S : 
Boys succeeding in, number do not require 

special preparation, Hea1·d 56,083-4, 6,110-15 
Boys who win, usually justify estimate made by 

examiners, and system of examination, Hea.rd 
56,169-72,56,212 

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATIONS : 
Boys from elementary Government schools ente1ing 

by, particulars re, Heard • • 56,186-9 
Particulars re, Burnet :. 54,919 

School-leaving certificate, system, He.ard E6,089-94 
56,109, 56,190--.S 

Scrutiny of school 1·ecord, experience of, for .Army 
candidates, Heari/, - 56,193 
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Fiddes, Edward, M.A.., evidence of 
Fletcher, Frank, M.A.. : 

53,909-1~ 

Evidence of -
Memorandum by • 

Foreign Office ~ 

• 55,467-610 
• 55,469, p. 271-3 

Examination in, system, Warren • 
Method of recruitment, Mollison • 

• 53,527 
55,736, 55,780 

Forest Department : 
Candidates examined before 

probation, Charles 
Recruitment, system of, Neill 

G. 

a.nd after course of 
:53,185 

• 55,891, 55,912-3 

George Watson's College, Edfuburgh: 
Ages and number of boys, Alison - 56,224-6 
Boys sometimes successful in Oxford and Cambridge 

scholarship examinations, Alison - 56,246-7 
Group of subjects might be arranged in 'I.C.S. 

examination to suit boys at, Alison • 56,324-43 
Number of boys entering Home Civil Service from, 

particulars re, Alison 56,217, 56,230 
Number of boys enteling I.C.S. from, particulars re 

preparation previous to, and candidates, Alison 
56,217, 56,228-9, 56,231-3, 56,268-9, 56,284-93, 

56,312-23 
Number staying on at, after 18, and more go at 

about 16, Alison 56,251-3 
Particulars re curriculum, class of boys entering, &c., 

Alison 56,217, 56,227, 56,324-43 
Glasgow University: 

Boys cannot come to, direct from Board Schools, 
Medley 54,600-2 

Boy who comes to, at 16 gets better education than 
boy who comes at 18, and particulars re, Medley 

54,564, 54,567 
Boys would not go to, if age-limit for I.C.S. examina-

tion lowered to 19, Medley· - • - 54,617 
some Classical students go to Oxford, and particulars 

re, Meilley • 54,574 
Course, length and system of, and student should 

work three years before entering for competitive 
examination, Medley - • - • 54,610-6 

Evidence on behalf of (see Medley, Professor 
DudleyJ.). 

Honours course for Indian studies could not be 
arranged at, Medley • • 54,555, 54,626-8 

Indian students (see that title). 
Later age for entrance, particulars re system, and 

average age of students, Medley 54,560-3, 54,606, 
54,60!1 

average Number of successful candidates for I.C.S. 
from, Medley . • 54,559 

no Probationers, and no system of tuition for, Medley 
54,555, 54,557-8 

most Students come from elementary schools through 
higher grades, and from secondary schools, Medley 

54,600-5 
Types of students, and very rarely join with idea of 

entering I.C.S., Medley - 54,555 
Government of India, regulations as to physical 

examination of candidates for appointments under 

Government of India Act : 
p. 236-40 

Change in, necessary if scheme for examination of 
probationers by Joint Board is adopted, Leathes 

53,590-3 
Separate examination would be contrary to, Leathes 

53,677, 53,699-700 
Transference of functions of Civil Service Commis

sioners to Medical Board at India Office, considered 
inconsistent with, Leathes • • • 53,605-8 

Government Services, best educated young men in 
Empire ft·om United Kingdom and from India. 
obtained for, under present system, MolUson • 55,716 

lt. 
Harrower, Dr. John, M.A., LL.D., evidence of 

54,805-51 
Heard, Rev. Dr. W. A., M.A., LL.D.: 

Evidence by- . 
Memorandum by 

B 20028 

. 56,074-216 
• 56,076, p. 271-3 

Heath, Dr. H. F., C.B., evidence of 54,387-554 

Hebdomadal Council Committee: 
Members (see Warren, T. Herbert; Ball, Sidney; 

Farquharson, A. S. L.; Joseph, V. W. B.; and 
Strachan-Davidson, J. L.). 

Memorandum p.·241-2 
Memorandum submitted, Warren • • p. 240-2 

• OPINIONS OF, EXPRESSED. IN MEMORANDUM : 
fully Accepted, Warren • 53,536 
Criticisms of Sir Ernest Trevelyan's schemes 

referred to, Strachan-Davidson - 55,135-9 

Home Civil Service : . 
Best men prefer, to I.C.S., Lodge, 53,354 ; Leathes, 

53,602, 53,768; Fletcher, 55,562. 
Candidates appointed to Class I. Clerkships in, in 

years 1908-12, Leathes • • • • p. 259 
INTERMEDIATE 'EXAMINATION : 

Age of entrance for, Struthers • • 54,717-8 
Good type of examination, Cholmeley. 55 331-2 

Increase in attractiveness of, and reMons, Leathes 
. . 53,739-42 
Medical examination, standard and system compared 

with that of I.C.S., Taylor • - • 54,344-8 
Medical examiners' report for Class I., Leathes 53,609, 

. p.259-61 
Number of appointments offered vary enormously, 

Leathes - • • 53,737, 53,743-5, 53,792 
Numbers of candidates examined and successful at 

combined examination for Clerkships {Class I.) in, 
for I.C.S. and for Eastern cadetships, 1901-10, 
Leathes • p. 255 

only One Indian ever entered, and he gave it up, 
Leathes • • • - • • ~ 53,628 

PAY: 
Comparison with that of Colonial and I.C.S., 

Leathes - • 53,752-69 
of I.C.S. far better than; Norwood 55,300-3 

more Popular than I.C.S., Wru'1'en, 53,531, 53,533 
Strachan-Damdson, 55,074-5, 55,105-6 ; Fletcher, 
55,558-9; King, 55,673-7; Mollison, 55,848-51, 
55,854; Neill, 56,034-9. 

Schools at which were educated successful candidates 
in combined examinations held in years 1896-1911, 
for Clerkships (Class 1.) in, for I.C.S. and for 
Eastern cadetships, Leathes p. 256-7 

SECOND DIVISION EXAMINATION : 
Bad educational effect of, Leathes . • 53,710 
Large number of candidates in, and no dis· 

advantage, Leathes- 53,574, 53,710 
Separation of. Examination n·om I.C.S. (see under 

I.C.S.). . 
Universities to which belonged successful candidates 

at combined competitions held in years 1906-10 
for Clerkships (Class I.) in, for I.C.S. and for 
Eastern cadetships, Leathes p. 257-8 

Hon~r Kong Cadetships, information respecting ap
pomtments to, and regulations governing, Leathes 

53,765, p. 266-i 
Hopkinson, Sir Alfred, K.C., LL.D., evidence of 

53,915-54,024 

r. 
India Office: 

Grant made to University of Cambridge by, for 
training of probationers and continuation and 
increase in assistance if necessary, anticipated to 
meet any new requirements, Pa'l'1"/f and Mollison 

. 55,705, 55,889-90 
MEDICAL BOARD : 

Candidates who appear before, are not charged 
fee, Charles • • 53,225 

Constitution and duties, Charles - 53,158-62. 
should Ex:am.ine candidates for I.C.S., Lukis 

53,254(a), 53,266-9 
Examination : 

Forest Department only department whose 
officers are examined twice before being 
allowed to go out to India, Charles 53,184-5 

of Selected candidates, never precedes first 
selection, Charles , • • • 53,168 

u 
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India Offl.ce-,-continued. 
MEDICAL BoARD-continued. 

Examination-continued: ·· 
·Takes note of particular diseases or ailnients to 

which Europeans in India at·e · liable, · and 
occupation for which candidate is ·intended, 
Chwrles • 53,166-7 

Time devoted to eaoh candidate, and no man· is 
rejected without , being examined . by both 

. members, Cha1•les - - 53,182, 53,207-9 
Increase tQ three members not advoc~tted, Charles 

. 53,183 
Indians appearing at (see under Indians). 
Number of men passed by, who 'are· ·irivalided· 

· · · · after a few ye~·s • i:h . India is · comparatively 
small; and particulars ?'li, Cl~arlesJ • 53,164-5 

Preliminary examination : 
of Boys of doubtful physique before deciding 

to enter service, and particulars re system, 
Charles • · ' ~ . ~ . 53,190~, 53,186-7 

Candidates cha1·geda fee for, Charles · 53,225 
·candidate, who wishes to . enter. Indian Govern

. ment service in any department but I.C~S., is 
' allowed, Cha1·les • . - · - . ~. • 53,193 

Standard:· · . · · · · · ·· · . ' '' · ·· 
,-Compares ;Well with that exacted n;om ·men of 
. . business; Charles · - • • · - 53,164 
famphlet respecting, handed in, and be.lieved 

to be stricter than that in force for candi
!Iates .of'I.O.S., C"'arles - · - ~ - - 53,163 

Transference .of. f1mct~ons of Civil Service Com-
.· missioners. to, . considered . inconsistent with 

Government of India Act, Leathe8 - 53,605-8 
·· .Supsidy .. provided. to Unfversities. for probationers 
.. (•e~ und~ Universities). . . 

Indian Army, officers examined by Medical Board at 
India Office, Oha1•les • - ·' 53,16~ 

Indian Civil Service :' 
C!!<ndidates appointed. probationers in, from ,cpmpeti-

. tions held .in years 1908-1~, Leathes •. • p. 259 
no Oases .known of. Colonial Service being preferred 

. to,. at Ca:inbridge,,Molliso11-. . .-. · · ·. ~.~5,854 
Class o£ Unive1·sity graduates entering, and reason 
. for preferen!)e s:P,own for Hq:Il!-e Civil Service, 

. . . ;Lodge . • · . · . · . 53,352-4 
CompalisOn Of attractions with those of business 
, appointrrients in prbcuri:D.g ·best inen :from Uni-

versities, Parry and Mollison · • 55,844 
Criticism of yoting civilians increasing, an:d severity 
· of, Neill - . • · ' - - : • 55,966, 56,006 
Deterio~atiori, ·Strachan-Davidson • · · . - 55,110 
Eastern cadetships not so popular as, and particulars 

re, Leathes · · J - · 1. · 153,748-51 
Improvements in financial c_ol;lditions of, would have 

effect on parents knowing· India intimately1 but 
no' general effect would be produceq for some 
time, Mollison • · · • · ; - 55,852 

Members invalided home who should not have been 
allowed to enter in the first pl@.ee1 and particulars 
re, Charles • · • - · . • .53,17~. 53,226 

Men entering, because they failed to get into Home 
Service, questio;n. of, Lodge . •. • . .~ 53,405 

Meri would make independent decision re entering, 
whether recruited at 18 or 22, Norwood 55,235-9 

Number of candidates assigned to, 1895-1912, 
Leathes • - • - - - - p. 253 

Number o:f candidates ·assigned. to, out of first 10, 
first 20, and first 30, who went to India, and 
particulars re, Leathe8 53,625-9 

Pay,: and comparison with that of Home Civil 
Service, Leathes - • • - 53,760-9 

Popularity compat•ed with Home Service (see under 
Home Civil Service). 

Popularity, decrease in, and causes, W a1'1"en, 53,530 
-3; Strachan-Davidson, 55,074-7, 55,105-6, p; 248; 
Norwood, 55;204, 55,260-3; King, 55,673-7; Molli· 
son, 55,850; Alison, 56,234-6, 56,266, 56,807-11. 

Proportion of men enter, who would have chosen 
Home Civil Service if they had had an opportunity, 
Neill- • • • • • • 56,035-7 

Prospects should be put before boys by school 
masters, Norwood 55,198, 55,217 

Relative merits o:f Oxford and Edinburgh Uni· 
varsities as training ground :for men entering, 
Lodge · · • • . • 53,410 

Indian: Civil Service-continued. 
Sickness, ce;tain kinds which are not prevalent in 

other se~Vlces1 Charles -· • - 53,205-6 
Statement that only second fli(l'ht of . scholars of 

University attrao'ted to Ho~e Civil Service 
and, not agreed with, quality of candidates not 
deteriorating, and statistics, Mollison. 55 845-7 

Stress . of circumstances does not ·often ~blige 
cand1dates to accept appointments in ·against-
theidnclination, Mollison • • ~ ' --55 853 

' . ' ' 
Indian Civil SerVice Examination : 

Administrative "qualities · coUld not be tested by 
competitive examination, Fletcher 55,598:--9 

AGE LIMITS: 
17-19: . . 

Lowest. number. of , candidates i w4q'·: were 
l"ecl'Ulted at, Leathes • . - - · 53,701-4 

with Two opportunities of competing ·preferred 
· if age limit lowered, Hewr(l .. . • • 56,075 

17!.-19!.a~vocated, bq.t 18-19, with two ,competi
tiOnFJ m . a year would be prefe~Ted if possible, 

. L,ep,thes • . • • ~.· • - ·53 551-5 
IS advocated il age .to. be. lowered, B1~:~ and 

. Heath . • · • 54 388 
18-19: . . ' 

very .Advantageous to man who prepares at 
. crammers, Mahaffy - . • 54,1~~. 54,131-8 

Advo(_lated,_ Neill • - M,891, 55,904; 56;021, 
. . . . . . . . . 56,048-9~ .56,057r-61 

. , , . Candidates recruited at, · may' be · influenced 
·against going to India, Leathes - . • 53,747 

Di:ffic~t. to eliminate candid~te . if · not very 
sat1sfactory at end of probat10n, unless guilty 

, ' ' of serious offence, Hopkinson • • '53,945 
Candidates· selected at, should not be 'considered 
de~ly selected for appointment~· Ohplmeley 
. . . . 55,312, 55,391 

· · Objections :to, and· system: of selection suggested 
· would obviate; Neill . ·.' ' ~ · - • • 55,891 
with·. Two competitive examinations, scheme, 

Leathes · • 53,645-53, 53,879 
18-19! advocated, CltolmeleiJ • 5q,308, 55,326-8 
18t-19i: . . . . . . . . 

Advocated; Norwood.- . .· .55,187, 55,202 
Candi,late would have a year of University 

training before competing, Irvine · " 54,187 
18-20: .. . 

not Advocated, Mahaffy, 54,025, · '54,044-6, 
54,063; Pope,54;026; Irvine, 54,139, 54,144-5, 
54,189-204; Burnet, 54,852, · 54,860-71, 
54;886..,..90,. 54,899-902, 54,920-~ •. 54,989; 

would Exclude Scotch candidate3 except few 
' who could afford to go to crammers, reasons, 
· Burnet • 54,852-67 
too Low, and reasons, Fiddes • - 53,909 
Test at, not very much less trustworthy than 

at Univeraity leaving· age, Cholmezey·. 55,454--8 
19: . .· .. 

no Grounds for fear that chances of public 
. school boy woll1.d be . obliterated by )arge 
number of candidates from secondary ·schools, 
Leathes . . . . . 53,805-6 

followed by Two or tru·ee. years' probation ad
. vocated i£ scheme 1·e probation not accepted, 
Hebdomadal Council Committee • • p. 241 

19-21: 
. Advocated, 'White-King • 
not Advocated, Leathes -

20-22 : . " ., . 

54,027 
53,775 

Advocated, Fiddes, 58,909 ; Chapma1i, 53,910 ; 
Hopkinson, 53,917-21, 53,976-9; . Pope, .54,026, 
.54,114; Mahaffy, 54,033-4; Irvine,. 54,139, 
54,159, 54,215-8; Harrower, 54,805, 54,837-9. 

not Advocated, Leathes • 53,697 
20-23, advocated, Mahaffy • • ~ 54,062 
21-22, not advocated by Edinburgh University 

authorities, Lodge • · • ·53,371 
21-23, certain universities would object to, and 

particulars re, Leathes • • • ~ 53,697-8 
22-24 (present limits) : . 

Advantages of, St1•achan-Davidson • p. 248 
Best in question of age alone, Leath,es. __ ,.53,839 
Better suited to candidates :from Dublin 
. T)'niversity than lower age,, Mcil}affy 54,127-8 
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AGE LIMITS-continued. 

22-24 (present Iimits)-continued. 
has Lasted for the longest period of any, Neill 

56,004 
Objections to, Nm·wood, 55,186 ~ Neill, 55,891, 

55,901, 55,958-63, 56,062-4. 
Prefen-ed to school-leaving age, HopkiruJon, 

53,965-6; Mahajfy,54,116; Irvine, 54,178-80. 
Remedies suggested if :.:etention of, Parry and 

Mollison • - - - 55,703, 55,718 
Satisfactory ~or Scotland and reduction not 

advocated, Burnet - ·· - ~ 54,880-1 
Satisfactory from academic point of view, and 

lower not advocated, and reasons, Lodge 
. 53,332, 53,348 

School leaving or, ·only ones practicable, 
St1·al}han-Davidson - - 54,995, p. 246-7 

25 fits ·men 'better for administrative work than 
22; Heath 54,508-11 

Civil SerVice Commissioners· consulted when 
raised, but took no responsibility, Leathes. 53,864 

Date from which age coU:nted at present, satis-
factory, Leathes - · • • • • 53,777 

Higher: ... 
Better men obtained by, and particulars, Fletcher 

. . 55 467 
would not Increase tendency t~ stay in Engl:W.d, 

St1·achan-Davidson · 55,111-3 
Objections tci, Oholmeley 55,307, 55,319-21, 

. . 55,418 
Partly l'csponsible for Home Service. proving 

more attractive and reasons, Leathes 53,746-7 
might Prevent .certain impecunious mem from 

joining service, Leathes - 53,776 
Reasons for increase to, Leathes - 53,696 
Reason for preferring, Alison . 56,273-5, 

. . . . 56,294-6 
THAT INTERFERES WITH UNIVERSITY COURSE : 

not Objected' to in Scotland, Han·owe1• 54,838-40 
Objected to, Burnet, 54,932-3 ; St1·achan-Da1Jidson, 

54;995 ; Fletcher, 55,648. . . · 
Lengthening of probation in case of lowering of, 

advocated, Pa1·ry ana Mollison 55,703, 55,721-5 
Lower than 23, not advocated, Pa1·ry and 
··Mollison · · • 55,860 

Maximum limit should be as late as compatible 
with that deemed best· for · entei·ing service, 
Alison - · • 56,217 

Members prefer age limit to be that which they 
were recruited at themselves, with one exception, 
and particUlars re, St1'£iohan-Davidson 55,022-3 

Probationers should be distributed i:h small num-
. · hers over diffe1·ent colleges at Oxford if age 

limit lowered, W arl'en • · • · 53,497-500 
larger Proportion of candidates spent considerable 

·time at crammers in 1878-91, Wan·en 53,544-5 
Raising of : · · ' 

Advocated, if possible, ·but not practicable, 
Fletcher • 55,467, 55,481-2 

no Complaints from parents of boya 1·e, known 
of, and several years' wa1'Iling of change given, 
Mollison · • · 55.802-3 

Numbers of candidates not affected by, to any 
·great extent, Alison • 56,268-9 

Reduction: 
· 18-19 preferred if necessary, Alison - 56,218 
under 19 ·and ·not under 18 on the 1st 'January 

previous to examination, advocated j£ neces
sai;y, Fletche1· · • 55,468 

21-23 approved if reduction necessary, but 
difficulty re English universities, Alison 

'56,237, 56,239, 56,270 
not Advocated, Lodge, 53,392-5, 53,402-4, 
· 53,424-8: Wa1'1•en, 53,460, 53,548; Fletche1·, 

55,467-8, 55,480, 55,482, 55,511, 55,590; King, 
55,611; Alison, 56,217-8,56,237-40,56,270-3. 

Area of selection of · candidates would be 
restricted by, Mollison • 55,804 

Arguments against, Leathes • 53,838-40 
Arguments in favour of, Struthe1·s • 54,629-34, 

54,637-8, 54,770-80 
Chances of attracting suitable candidates under, 

compared with those under J;dgher age· limit, 
Oholmeley • · • 55,419 

Indian Civil Service Exa.minatio:il.-continuarl: 
THAT INTERFERES WITH UNIVERSITY Ccn.iRBE-

continued. · 
Reduction-continued. · 

Classes of p'rep~ration for I.d.S~ at schools 
mi:B'h~ be started in case qf, •Ohoimeley 55,432-3 

Crammmg would be lessened by, Oholmeley 
. . . . . . 55,424 

more Difficult t'o decide between . merits of 
candidates at early age, Leatlies 53,555-6 

by One year: .• . · · .. •. · 
woul(l be . an advantage, 'and suggestions, 

J:!arriJ and Mollison · ·• 55,70?, 55,721-5 
Advocated and scheme, Farquharson, Joseph 

.. .ana Ban . , ·• • • . ·~ ., · · • . • p. 251 
Approved by meeting held on March 9th, 1911, 

Maha;f!y • • ~ · • p. 268 
· not .Objected 'to, Leathes • 53,549 
. Question of ~opinion which ~ould ·be accepted 

as authority re, Heath :. . • ·. 54,501-2 
School-leaving age only alternative to present 

system: if reduction necessary, Fletcher 55,468 
. Successes' of l:3cotoh ·.students when age limit 

. lowe!' will not apply to present circum,stances, 
· Medley · · · ~ 54,607-8 
Two years, difficulties in adoption of proposal 

.. . re, particulars, . but scheme pl·eferred to 
ad~ption of school-leaving· age, and sug· 

· gestions, Pa1"1"1J and Mollison' • • 55,703, 
. ~H~U 

University caree: might be pr~ferred by some 
of best candtdates :to entrance for I.C.S. 
·examination, Oholrneley • 55,419 

Widening of field of selection fo1· . I.C.S. not 
anticipated, K~ng - • 55,681 

· School-leaving certificate : . 
Accompanied by University course advocated if 
. scheme re examination not adopted, Struthers 

54,629-34, 54,641 
Advocated, No1-wood, 55,186, . 55,197-201; 

Oholmeley, 55,392-5 ; Ne'ill, 55,n 7, 55,999. 
.A.d~ocated· if one year's probation considered 

insufficient, Warren - - - . 53,466-7 
A(l:~ocated ,tQ sec.ru·e boys at normal age of 

leaving in highest forms of ·first class 
secondary schools, Oholrneley . 55,307, 

.. 55,318, 55,345, 55,389..:..91, 55,395 
not Advocated, and objections to, Hopkinson, 

53,936-42, 53, 950-1, 53,953, 53,980; Heath 
amd B1·uce, . 54,387, 54,399, 54,452-63, 
54,506; Medley, 54,555, 54,569-71, 54,575-6; 
l!arrower, 54,805, 54,811, 54;815-26 ; Mollison 
and 'Pa1;ry, 55;703, 55,873-4, 55,887.:...8 i Heard, 
560,74, 56,081, 56,174-85,. 56,208, 56,213-6, 
Farquha1•son, Joseph anit Ball, p. 250-1. 

ArraJ;lged to suit Scotch education not advocated, 
Burnet 54,868 

Best ·boys would sacrifice University career for, 
parti~ularly if based on Oxford and Camb1idge 
scholarship examinatioris, Nm-wood 55,248-9 

Best type of boy would not be secured, Alison 
' . 56,217 

Candidates might be divided between University 
· · Scholarship examinations and I.C.S. examina-

tions, in 'case of, Alison · • 56,315-23 
Candidates at University who .were recruited at, 
· keep too much to themselves and .would not 

get same advantage from University as those 
who went at later age, Burnet · • 54,873-6, 
' . . 54,909, 54,942-4 

Candidates would find p1•eliminary examination 
at Edinburgh Universityvet•yexhausting, and 
particula1·s re, Lodge • · • · · • 53,372-5 

would not Cause more . difficulty in adjusting 
claims of diffe1·ent schools than present system 
does with regard to Universities, Leathes 

. 53,837 
Certain' boys who cannot aff01·d to go to 

University might be obtained, but not many 
boys who deserve to go to University are 
prevented because of not getting 'scholarships, 
KinrJ • 55,699-702 

Chances of boys entering I.C.S. under, or 
adopting University career, King. 55,672-7, 

55,682-6 
U2 
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Indian Civil Service Examination~continued. 
'l'HA.T . INTERFERES 'WITH 'UNIVERSITY OOURSE

continueil; . . 
School~leaving certificate---continued. 

Class of ca~did~tes that would be obtained, and 
would have to go, to crammers for special 
preparation unless· scheme re1 adopted, Bruce 

54,485 
Condition under which schools work would be a 
· han(ijcap unless examination in well-defined 
group of subjects demanded by school-leaving 

. certificate, Alison 56,217, 56,240-4, 56,324-43 
not Considered mot·e uncertain test than one at 

University leaving age, Norwood - 55,257-9 
Cramming .necessitated by, and objections to, 

Fletcher, 55,467, 55,483; King, 55,611, 55,614, 
55,616. 

. Danger of overstrain on part of boys might be 
greater than in case of most examinations, 
Moll~son 55,714-5 

Difficulties re, and suggestions, Strachan
Davidson, 55,029, p. 247; Hebdom,adaJ, Council 

· Committee, p. 241-2; Strong, p. 245-6. · 
Disadvantages of, Struthers, 54,629-34, 54,639, 

54,641-2; Stmchan-Da1ridson, 55,123-30, 
p. 248-9. . . 

Division in best material from schools would 
.occur in case of, as some boys would adopt 
University ca1·eers, and disadvantages, King 

' . . 55,682-6 
Easy to determine whether boy of that age is 
· suitable,. and type of boy required, Norwood 

55,199, 55,227-34 
Effect on amount of cramming, particulars, and 

some specialisation would be necessary at 
schools in case. of, King - - 55,653-5 

would Exclude Scotland altogether except as far 
as few schools of same type as Fettes are 
conoorned, Heard • 56,115-20 

Examination fm.med on lines of Oxford scholar
ship examinations, question of possibility, 
Stracllan-Davidson 55,003, 55,005 

Examination framed on lines of public schools 
curricula, possible, but difficulties, Strachan
Davidson • 55,004, 55,006-7 

Experience of men recruite1l at, Ww·ren 53,468 
Increase in number of best boys in schools 
. trying for, anticipated, Alison • 56,303-4 

Intellectual promise should be taken into con
sideration, Fletcher, 55,·t69, 5q,565, 55,595-7 ; 
King, 55,656-9. 

very Large . number of boys likely to compete 
and number bound to affect fairness of results, 
and suggestions, Alison • 56,222, 56,302-4 

· would not Make any difference as to candidates' 
ability to judge suitability of Indian ca1·eer, 
Heard •. 56,209-11 

Many of best boys would be attracted to 
University careers, and thus lost to I.C.S., 
Fletcher 55,552-3 

Overstrain on boys might I'esult ·from, King, 
55,611 ; Alison, 56,217. 

Parents inight be attracted to I.C.S. for their 
sons on account of their getting an assured 
career in life, Fletcher • - 55,554-5 

is Practically same age as that decided on in 
1860, Neill - 56,004 

Preferred to any other from University point of 
view if alteration consideredneceasary, Lodge 

53,356 
with Probation afterwards, advocated il reduc

tion necessary, Sm·achan-Davidson 
54,994, 54,998 

question of Relative !tdvantages of Scotch and 
English boys and suggestions for fair 
arrangement, Struthers 54,652-4 

would not Render framing of competitive 
examination to give equal chances to different 
classes of schools impossible, Bruce • 54,480 

Scheme suggested would not be such a strain on 
candidates as present system, Norwood 55,240-2 

Schoolmasters would deter boys from entering 
for, in preference to University course, Norwood 

55,264-6 

Indian Civil Service E:mmination.-....-continued. 
THAT INTERFERES WITH UNIVERSITY COURsE.:.... 

continued. 
School-leaving oortifi.cate-continued. 

Selection by Board with view to character and 
governing power of candidate would be much 
less effective at, Mollison - • 55 767 

State of things which existed in 1891 would be 
reverted to in case of, Mollison • 55 801 

Suggestions re and difficulties, and few ca'ndi
dates from Universities would enter, Struthe1·s 

54,649-51 
Under 19 on Januat-y 1st, previous to examina-

tion suggested, King - • • 55,612 
U~dergraduates should go up to college at 18 

mstead of 19, St1·ong - - - • p. 245 
Younger men not considered to be able to stand 

tropical climate as well as older, Strachan
Davidson - - - • • 55 121 

Boy from Secondary School in Scotland who 'had 
had ~ear's t~ining at University, compariSon with 
Eng~sh public ~chool boy, Irvine - 54,200-4 

Bursar1es do away with handicap of expense felt by 
Scotch students to certain extent, St1o.uthers 

CANDIDATES : 
54,733-5 

Care should be taken to secure candidate who has 
spec~lised in one .line after attaining reasonable 
level m other subJects, and suggestions, Fletche1• 

55,469, 55,488, 55,574-80 
Importance of University degree to, Mahaffy 

54,037-8 
Increase in complexity of Indian problema might 

tend to exclude weaker candidates and leave field 
open to better men, Alison - • 56 267 

should be Members of certain selected Universities, 
and scheme, White-King • 54,027 

Number who now appear in England, and who 
· appeared in years prior to 1892, list handed in, 
and particulars 1·e, Leathes • 53,550.:..1 

should be Obliged to enter, direct from one of 
recognised Secondary Schools if Government 
desire to obtain candidates straight from school, 
Fletcher 55,470, 55,502-5, 55,591 

Successful : 
Number examined and successful at combined 

open competition for Clerkships (Class I.) in 
Home Civil Service, for Eastern cadetships 
and for, between years 1901-10, Leathes 

. p. 255 
from Public schools, number decreased during 

last 20 yeat'S, Leathes • • 53,901 
Schools at which were educated successful 

candidates in combined examinations held in 
years 1896-1911, for Olerkships (Class I.) in 
Home Civil Service, for Eastern cadetships 
and for, Leathes • • • - p. 256-7 

Scotch, number, and would increase if age limit 
lowered, and advantage of, Struthers 54,680-3 

Tendency of best, to prefer Home Civil Service 
to, now and statistics, Mollison 55,848-51, 

55,854 
Universities to which belonged successful can

didates at combined competitions held between 
1906-10 (inclusive) for Olerkships (Class I.) 
in Home Civil Service for Eastern cadetships 
and for, Leathes • • • - p. 257-8 

Unsuccessful, number, 1855-1912, Leathes p. 253-4 
Certificate of character required, of very formal 

nature, Burnet • • • • 54,976-9 
Certificates from parents of candidates, proposal re, 

approved, but men not educated under normal 
system would be severely handicapped, B1"UCe 

. 54,549-52 
Certificate required from candidates from Oxford 

University very formal, but cannot be improved 
upon, Strachan-Davidson - 55,030 3 

CHARACTER TEST AND Ex_\MINATION OF SCHOOL 
RECORD: 

Advocated, and schemes for establjshing, Irvine, 
54,156-7, 54,173-4; Heath and Bruce, 54,391-2, 
54,420-1, 54,482, 54,537, 54,543-52, l.i4,410-19, 
54,422; 54,432, 54,467-78, 54,492, 54,503-6, 
54,524-35 ; Struthers, 54,629-34, 54,666-71, 
54,678-9, 54,684-8, 54,736-40, 54,747-51, 
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CHARACTER TEST AND EXAMINATION OF SCHOOL 

RECORD-Continued, 
54,795-7; - Clwlmeley, 55,311-2, 55,336-44; 
Fletcher, 55,471-2, 55,506, 55,593-4; King, 
55,615, 55,644-5, 55,659-60 ; .Alison, 56,222, 
56,281. 

not Advocated, Harrower - 54,805 
Capacity for managing other boys when at school 

should be considered, and importance of, after
wards, Cholmeley, · 55,340, 55,386-8; .Aliscm, 
56,221. 

Certificate from headmasters of certain recognised 
schools, large number of schools would be on 
list if scheme adopted, Leathes 53,654-5 

Certain questions could be asked at preliminary 
interview, Norwood - - - -55,190 

Continuance of pt·esent system approved, par
ticulars re, and Board of Selection would not be 
much use, .Alison - - 56,259-5, 56,281 

not Practicable, Leathes, 53;571-2, 53,654-5; 
Heard, 56,078, 56,096-8, 56,199-206. 

School-leaving certificate: 
Compulsory, for each candidate, scheme ap-

proved, Leathes - - . - - 53,810-20 
Compulsory, for Scotch candidates only, would 

not be fair, .Alison - - - 56,305-6 
to Ensure certain level in all subjects advocated,· 

and marks should be given for, but difficulties 
re, Fletcher - 55,469, 55,490-8, 55,527-44, 

55,574-80 
Establishment of, would keep boys at school 

longer, Burnet - - 54,988 
Institution of, for candidates ad vacated, if scheme 

re, and competitive examination adopted, 
St1-uthe1·s - 54,629-34 

Institution of qualifying examination until 
system of, introduced, advocated if present 
system adhered to, and scheme, Struthers 

54,629-34, 54,684 
Presentation of, by candidates would not pre

vent cramming if age limit reduced to 19, 
Burnet 54,920-1 

Produced at, particulars re, and could be 
arranged to exclude unreliable, untruthful, or 
lazy boy, Heath - 54,415-7 

Scheme, Struthers 54,629-34, 54,742-3 
Scheme for allotting certain number of marks 

for possession of, would slightly modify 
objection to 1·cduction of age limit, Irvine 

54,214 
Schoolmasters' opinion of great value, King 

55,644 
Two OL' three years at University before going up 

for examination under existing system, more or 
less test of character, Mollison 55,780-2, 

: 55,834, 55,880 
Want of, disadvantages of, Slmchan-Da'vidscm 

55,157 
no Way of combining results of inquhies re, witli 

result of written examination so as to affect 
candidates' final order, .Aliscm 56,221, 56,280 

Clever :Uish boy who had been at Dublin University 
fo1· a year would have as much chance as English 
boy who had been to good public school, Mahaffy 

54,112-S(a) 

COMBINATION WITH HOME CIVIL SERVICE EXA
MINATION: 

to Advanta.ge of Indian interests, Leathes - 53,602 
May possibly Cll.use a man who fails to get 

into Home Service entering I.C.S. without any 
inclination that way, Leathes - - 53,788-9 

Separation: 
not Advocated and not necessary if age limit 

for Indian Civil Service 23 and for Home 
Civil Service 24, and different maximum might 
be set up for two examinations, suggestions, 
Parry and Mollison 55,858-9, 55,861-6 

would be Involved by reduction of age limit, and 
disadvantages of, Molliscm - - 55,805-8 

would Lose m~tny desirable men, Molliscm 
55,807-8 

Competition a fairly good test of character and 
capacity on the whole, .Alison • - 56,294-301 
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Indian Civil Service Examination-continued. 
Competition, system of, does not react on education, 

.Alison -. - · ~ ·- · - '" ~ · 56,276-9 
Competitive. examination not sufficient. in itself to 

secure desirable type of candidate and objections 
to, B1·uce, 54,537-9; Struthe1·s, M,629-34, 54,673-
77, 54,723-9, 54,785"'"90; Cholmeley, 55,396-8, 
55,439-43, 55,445-6; Neill, 55,891, 55,914; .Alison, 
56,300-1. . 

Competitive test alone without selection bound to 
produce cramming, Fletcher - 55,548 

Cramming (see that title). 
should not Cut across the middle of University 

career, and could be managed after ·completion of 
Arts course if scheme for age limit adopted, 
Irvine - 54,238-41 

has Deteriorating effect on education, Heard 
. 56,204-5 

Difficulties in way of any other system but competi~ 
tion for, might be too great, Molliscm • 55,837 

Difficulty of framing, on lines of school-leaving 
certificate, Universary. Bursary, and English 
University Scholarship examinations, Struthers 

54,744-6 
Examination similar to t.hat for Junior appoint

ments to AdJll.inl,lty advocated, and suggestions re, 
Cholmeley - 55,309, 55,407 

Examiners should be allowed to confer in each 
particular paper, Bu1-net - 54,923-5 

Exclusion of ;::lcotc1J. candidates, objections to, Medley 
. . 54,555, 54,582-3 

no Facts to prove that many u."ndesirable persons 
get in through, but competitive nature of examina
tion needs changing if highest standard to be 
obtained, Cholm.eley - 55,444-6 

Favoill'B Oxford and Cambridge as against Scottish 
Universities, Medley - • 54,573 

Field of selection should not be limited by exclusion 
of, and boys from crammers with suitable character 
certificates, and after school course, .Aliscm 

56,220, 56,254-9 
Framed for school-leaving age which would give 

English and Scotch boys equal chances, question 
of, and considerable dift'erence ·between types of 
education, Medley 54,580-1 

Framed so as to attract scholarship men, difficulty, 
and suggestions re, Warren - - 53,510-2 

should be Framed to get best candidates, and not to 
suit schools, Neill 55,920-4, 56,002-3 

the IIigher the standard selected for, the more likely 
that beat candidates will be selected, Ckolmeley 

55,312 
Honom·s com·se after, would not be such an efficient 

training as present 'system, Mahaffy - 54,128-30 
Inspection by Universities or Board of Education 

suggested to ensure that regular school test had 
been followed, Fletcher • 55,470 

Intellectual standard of candidates, Leathes 
53,769-70 

should not be Intellectual test only, Cholmeley, 
55,343-4, 55,396-8, 55,439 ; MoUiscm, 55,738 ; 
.Aliscm, 56,300-1. 

Intended to fit English, not Indian, education, Leathes 
53,676 

Interest taken by Secondary Schools in, mcrease and 
change suggested would furtber, Bruce - 54,428-9 

too Large number of can.didates for, danger of, Heard 
56,079 

LIMITATION OF PREPARATION FOR TO ACCEPTED 
SCHOOLS: 

Difficulties, Bruce . . 54,464-6 
Suggestion, Cholrneley •. - 55,312, 55,451 

on Lines which would do equal justice to Irish and 
EnO"lish school boy, could be arranged, Mahaffy 

0 54,098 
Meeting of Lecturers and Professors interested in, 

held on March 9th, 1911, and statement of opinions 
expressed re proposed changes, and suggestions of, 
Mahaffy - - - - - - - p. 268 

Memory would have more importance than in 
University examination, Leathes - - 53,782 

;no other Method but open competition tried for, and 
selection would b~ an experiment, Molliscm 

. . .55,829-30; 55,836-7 

u 3 
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ce1-ta.hl Moral qualities and, not· merely intellectual 

. ability necessary to sucqessful pas~ing of, Mollison . 

NoMIN~TION PREnous TO: 

55,831-5 

Advocated, and scheme, Nm"Wqod, 55,189-91, 
. 55,208-16', 55,243-7, 55,256, 55,289-94; Neill, 

. . 55,891, 55,905-11. . . . . 
. would not Cause discontent am,ong :parents, 
· . J.i{orwood • • . , • · . • • · 55,218-9 
• E:x;clusion of Indian schools advocated, Neill. · 

. . . "' ' . . 55;992-8 
Inclusion of .all schools except foreign .and 

continental advocated, Nm"Wood' • 55.2S5-7 
S)lggested if age limit lowered, and scheme, 

Fa1·quhar8on, Joseph mid Ball ·. · '. p. 251 
'Supplementary system of prelimina1·y selection to 

.eliminate unsuitable candidates advocated, but 
' . difficulties re, and suggestions, Pa1"1'y . and 
· ·Mollison. · 55,703, 55,733, 55,736-9, 55,742, 
.. 55,763..:..7, 55,772::-8,55,781-2, 55,827-8; 55,~79-82 

·Number of candidates a}?J>eari:tig for, bound to affect 
·. accuracy of result'·of, Fletcher • . • 55,472 · 

.Number of candidates should be limited, Leathes, 
53,573-5, 53,809; Nm·wood, 55,191; Hewrd, 
56,079,' 56,099..:.107. : . .' 

Number. of European" and Indian candidates, 1855-
. 91; 1892-1912, Leathe11 . . · • p. 252-3 

Number of inen who had special preparation for, 
· · particul11.1·s re, statement 1·e, an:d amendment made, 

fJ~r_acJ~iln~IJavidson ·· · • ·. · • 1 · 55,053-6 

. PHYSICAL . trEST: . 
. ~dvocated, and scheme, Leathes 53,575-6, 

53,656-9 
Question of practicability, Struthe1·s ' 54,752-5 

, Physical and other tests advocated if scheme for 
· selectio:q, prior to,·not accepted, and scheme, Neill 

. . 55,891, 55,915 
Preliminary examinati9n previous to; · advc;>cated to 

,prevent ~oo large a number from competing for, 
and scheme, Heard • • 56,079, 56,099-107 

P;reparation . of candidates in cramming or special 
institutions outside school or university objected 
to, Parry and Mollison • 55,703, 55,743, 55,745 

Present system does nc;>t give service pick of 
. : University men) but recruits on very high level, 

. Strachan-Davidson . . . • 55,021 
. Present system only practical one, and system of 

· selection not practicable, Strachan-Davidson 
. 55,033 

Prospect of subsidised University career would 
enhance attractions, B1'11ce • 54,486 

Qm'lstion of exclusion of boys who have not been 
: , : ~hrough Secondary School, but would not prevent 

. nrari:uning, Heath, and Bruce .• 54,390 
:with~ Regard .for 9rdb:'\ary ooUI"Sfl of studies in 

seco:r;~.P.a:rY., , scJl,oP,l~l. ip1;Port~o~.' ~f, if age~·.Jimit 
.. r~CJ.uced, Bruce • • • · • 54,431, 54,512 

Registering. :r~7sults in mar~s. It?~ approved, He,ard 
. : I . 56,198 

Rejectio~ after examination . ~ho~d b!'l possible, 
. O'IJ,ol~ley • M,382-3 

Sch!'lme re, · forwarded by Secretary of Royal 
Commission, · not approved,, 1!-Dd particulars re, 
Bruce · 54,438-41 

Scheme that candidates· .should enter. UD.iversity a 
··year earlie1· than usual not approved, Strachan· 
:f!avidso~ '· .. ·' .7 ~· 54~996-:-7~p. 246 

School certificates for (sea under Character test and 
school record above). 

SEO.PNDAit:Y. SCHOOLS,. CANDIDATES FROM : 
: ."!Vou14 . mostly .. Oom& from . day sci},lool~ lm.del' 

proposed system, B1-uce ·; ~· · • • 54,536 
Scheme suggested would giv:e fair chance to, Bruce 

. . . . . . . .. ' . : .. ' . .. 5!t,405 
Successful, particularly" tiiose fi·oi:n, the schools in 
- :A-berdeen, and particulars re, Irvine · 54,244-9 

Selection. s,hould, be made on promise 'rather than 
, performance if ~~e. limit lowered, and difficulty, 
Burne6, , · . ' · ' · · • 54,922 

Separate, for Scotland advocated, and scheme, 
Strut'Mrs · 54,702-~ 

Indian. Civil Service Examination-continued. 
·no .S1gn of decrease in po:pularity, B'U'I'net 54,947-9 
Suitable ~o all schools 1D Scotland, difficulties of 

crammmg, Heard • 56124-8 
Supplemented by estimate formed after viva voce 

examination suggested, and particulars re, 
Ha1-rowe1• • - 54,805 

SYLLABUS: 

should · be Adjusted so as not to encourage 
cramming in schools, Leathes • . • • 53 570 

Alterations and improvements in specimen schedule 
suggested, Fletcher • . . • 55 469 

Alteration in favour of Indian students possible 
and suggestion re, Leathes 53 852-6 

Al·abic: · ' ' 
Increi:I.Be of marks for, Leathes • 53,672 
Rarely taken, Leathes - - • 53,861-3 
Same marks for, as for Latin and Greek not 

objected to, Strachan-Davidson • - 55,047 
Standard·should be_ lowered, Mahaffy • p. 268 

Based on scho!'>l subJects would not present any 
difficulties in Scotland, Medley • 54 573 

Change in, is.to be made, Leathes • 53:675 
Classics: 

Greek and Roman history should be included in 
as one subject, King - ~· • - 55 665 

· Mathematics, science a.ndf should: have ~ost 
. ma1:ka allotted to _them, Oholrneley • 55,401 

QuestiOns on ClasSical Archwology advocated, 
·Mahaffy - - - p. 268 

Question of marking modern languages and 
· history on same scale as, Oholm-eley • 55,409 
not much Stress should be laid on, and con-

ditions have changed re, Oholmeley 
. . 55,399-405 

Unseen translation in prose composition advo-
cated, but no grammar, King • 55,666-70 

Verse: 
Optional paper, advocated, King · • 55,664 
Papers in, advocated and suggestions, Fletcher 

. 55,588-9 
E;lome Compulsory and some optional subjects, best 

system, Warren, 53,526-7; Oholmeley, '55,309; 
King; 55,613; Alison, 56,219, 56,324-43. 

E:Q.glish compulsory, · advocated and general 
standard should be good, Oholmeley · · 55,407 

general English paper and es!lay paper of scholar-
ship type advocated, Fletcher · - . 55,586 

French and German should not be on level with 
Latin 'and 'Greek, King . - : 55,613, 55,635 

Greek and Latin (see Classics above). 
History, question of marking on same scale as 

classics and mathematics, Oholmeley • 55,409 
Indian Histo1-y .not so important as · Greek or 

Roman history, and should not have same marks, 
Strachan-Davidson· • 55,048-52 

Law: 
···Compulsory, suggestE!lt(;~emedy present defects 

in knowledge of, suggestions, Parry and 
Mollison 55,703, 55,718-9, 55,838-43, 

. . ·. . . 55,867-8, 55,875-8, 
OoinpUls01-y,. 'woUld not restrict number of 
· candidates entering for Indian Civil Service 

examination as far as Cambridge University 
· concerned, Moliison • • • 55,840-3 

· I:Dadequattl number of marks given for, under 
present system; Mollison • 55,718, 55,875-7 

Included in list of subjects as part of liberal 
education; for many years, but not com
pulsory, Mollison · - 55,838 

·Limitation of liberty of choice to groups of allied 
· subjects unnecessary, Oholineley · 55,309 

on Lines of ,Admiralty Junior appointment exam-
ination: · · . · 

Alterations in' scheme for, suggested, Fletcher 
55,514-22, 55,533-6 

in Case of reduced age limit, not entirely 
approved, and details, J!fletch.er_ . ~ 55,512-22 

· on Lines of Btll'sary E~amination : 
Advocated if age-limit reduced to 19, and 

. . particulars re standard, Harrower • 54,828-33 
at Scho.ol-leaving age, not advocated, Burnet 

• 'J.. ~41938-40 
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SYLLABUS-continued. . 

On Lines of Bursary Examination-continued. 
Suggestions re, and prefen·ed to alteration to 

system of Oxford and Cam bridge Scholarships, 
Lodge- • - ~ • - 53,417-23 

on Lines of Oxford and ·Cambridge Scholarships 
examinations : 

Advocated if age limit t•educed, No·rwood, 55,188, 
55,204, 55,273-5 ; Heard, 56,076, 56,082, 
56,085. 

Advocated, but difficulty re, Fletcher • 55,469, 
55,484-8, 55,501, 55,565-6 

Advocated, and schemes, with certain modifica
tions, Leathes, 53,557-64, 53,779-85, 53,807-8, 
53,825-6, 53,852-60 ; Bruce, 54,404-8, 54,431, 
54,435, 54,442(a)-51 ; Heath, 54,487-91, 
54,512-6, 54,519-23, 54,545-6 ; . King, 55,613, 
55,622, 55,663, 55,684-6, 55,690. 

not Advocated, Alison • · 56,219, 56,245 
no great Difficulty anticipated re, Norwood 

' . 55 250-2 
Disadvantages of cramming would be dimi~ished; 

but Service wouLl obtain men of one-sided 
type by, Mollison - ~ 55,708, 55,759 

would Handicap Scotchmen, Struthers 54,661-2 
P·ossible but not altogether satisfactory, Lodge 

53,363-9 
Preparation that would be necessary for, an(!. 

special classes would have to be made in 
schools, King 55,627-9 

Question of, Warren · -· ·- - • 53,481 
Scotch candidate could ~ot pas~ •. ~f school-leaving 

age adopted for, Harrower ... • - 54,827 
too much $pecialised for purpose of, Oholnneley 

55,309, 55,330 
some Specialisation would be necessary for, but 

. would not interfere with school . course, 
Mollison. - - • .· _. - 55,710-1 

Marking of subjects : 
Allotment of marks to different subjects 

needs attention, Oholmeley - - 55,405-8 
should be Differentiated accol•ding to difficulty 

and length of course involved, Fletcher, 
55,581-9; King, 55,613, 55,635. . 

for Promise, question of, examine:r:s would have 
to be permitted to confer together if system 
adopted, Leathes. • • • - 53,821-4 

so as to Relate examination closely with nonnal 
working of certain type of school, could be 
done, but would be very difficult, Warren 

53,515-8 
Satisfactory as far as Orlo1·d is concerned, 

Warren " • . • • - 53,513-4 
System satisfactory with one exception, Strachan-

Davidson • ~ 55,038-45 
Mathematical and natural science candidates 

should offer one. foreign langu~tge, King. 55,613 
Mathematics : · . 

Compulsory, advocated, Oholmeley • • 55,407 
Papers . should be similar to those set in 

scholar~:;hip examinations at Oxford and 
Cambridge, King. -55 613 

Question of marking modern ·languages 'and 
history on same scale as, Oholmeley • 55,409 

Modem languages: 
History of languages should be compulaory, 

Mahaffy - • • • • • p. 268 
Liberal marking of, advocated, Oholnneley 55 406 
Question of marking on same scale as cla~sics 

and mathematics, Oholmeley • 55 409 
Optional subjects : · · ' 

Classified groups of, not advocated, .Alison 
. ·56 219 

should be Classified in groups with limfted 
power of choice outside group, King · • 55,613 

Entirely optional papers not advocated, Bruce 
and Heath, 54,389; 54,407; Oholmeley, 55,309, 
55,408; .Alison, 56,219, 56,339.' , 

Ordinary school course sufficient preparation for, 
Clwlmeley - • • 55,368-72, 55,423 

Persian, should not be marked too highly, Strachan-
Davidson - - - - 55,047, 55,171-6 

hoth Physics and chemistry should be possible for 
a candidate, King - - • - - 55,613 

Indian Civil Service Examination-continued. 
SYLLABus-continued, · · 

· Princil!les laid d.own by Lord Macaulay's Com-
mittee: . 

Examinatiol!- on l~e~ of.Oxford and Cambridge 
. Scholarshi~ exam1nat10n would be departure 

from, Moll2son - · - 55 708 .·55 759 
not Strictly adhered ,to, 'and schem~ sugge~ted 

not considered opposed to, and particulars re 
I1'Vine • " ' - · • · . - 54 222-S 

Questions practically identical in characte; with 
those .set .in: H~nours examination in University, 
but marking d1fferent, Lodge- • · 53,400-1 

RealTangement advocated if suggested age limit is 
adopted, I'I"V_ine • , ·• ~4,140, 54,219-21 

Sanskrit: 
Increase of marks for, Leatltes . .. , -_53,672 
same. Marks for •Its for Latin and Greek not 
. . obJected to, Strachan-Davidson - ...• 55,047 

Scheme fi!uggE;lsted re, would be suitable. for public 
and seco:J?-dary schools boys, Leathes . ..53,558, 

.. ' . . 53 565 
Science, liberal marking ·of, advocated, .O~olmeiey 
. - . . .. ' . • 55,406 
S~hool-leavjng certificate exaxirlnation . st~ndard 

competitive examintttion could 11ot' be passed 
on same cu1·riculum~ Struthers • 54,642-4, 

. . . . . 54,756·-61 
Scope should be given to candidates of good 
· ·general ability, King . • ·~ • . • 55 613 

, Specialisation not desirable, Oholmeley • 55:408 
Standard corresponding with values which at·e 

a:ssigned by the University.not possible, Leathes · 
. ' 53;675 

Su~gestion t~t • group .of 'subj~cts might ba 
arranged to swt Scottish candidates question ' 
~f possibility, -?"an·ou;er • S4,845-51. 

Smtable for .vanous kmds of schools, difficulty, 
Warren • • . • • • - 53 482-4 

Suits Edinburgh University vet"y well, Lodg; . 
·. . . ~~399 

. 'Valuation of subjects, particulars re, and absolute 
justiceimpossible, Leathes • 53,673:-9 

·Two ATTEMPTS. FOR : 

·Advocated if possible, and scheme,' Hopkinson · 
. . .. 53,991-7 

Advocated, and suitable candidates often. fail in 
· first· attempt and get in at second, Oholmeley 

. 55,326:--9, 55,434-5 
not Advocated, and field of candidates would not 

be restricted if only one chance given, Fletcher 
. " . . .. . 55,550-1 

no~ Advocated unless illness interfe~es with 
entrance of candidate, Mollison . ,. 55,855-6 

(Jandidate sho}tld have two t:rles .. for after taking 
, degree, :Mahaffy . • - - -• • 54,036 

might Enc.om'll;ge cramming, and .suggestions for 
removal of _dtfficulty, Leathes - .53;705-8 

not Important, Irvine •. · - ~ · · 54 230-3 
Period between failure in first attempt and ~econd 

attempt, preparation of candidate, particulars, 
Oholmele·y ~ · • . · • • . .., 55,436-8 

Question of desirability of, Leathes ~ 1 53,778 

UNIVERSITY COURSE PREVIOUS TO : . : • 

C~ndidates should enter. for examination some 
weeks after graduating, but modification would 
be necessary, Ohapman - • 53,910 

O.ompulsory attendance for three years advocated, 
and scheme, Hopkinson 53,921-3, 53,943-4, 

. . . . ' . 53,952' 
Entrance two months after taking degree advo

. · c.ated, Hopkinson • • 53,983-4 
Prefel'l'ed to probation at·· University after, 

. . Struthe1·s , • · 54,640, 54,719 
' Scheme for, if age limit suggested is adoptto!d, 

Harrower • - • - · • 54 841-2 
should not be Sh01:tened, Strachan-Davidso~ 

. . . . p. 246-7 
Takmg boys from school at 17 and sending to 
. University for one year previous to examination 
. objections to, Bu?"'tet ~. • 54,955-7, 54 982 

Three .yeat·s, objections, to, HopJcinson 54,0i6-8 

u 4: 
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Used by Foreign Office and Diplomatic Service with 

. lower ·maximum, and increase in intellel".tual 
standard of candidates, Mollison • 55,780 

VIVA VOCE EXAMINATION: 

Advocated, and schemes, Leathes, 53,578-86, 
53,660, 53,884-6; Burnet, 54,910-4. 

Advocated if age limit reduced, and particulars 
re, Heath, 54,496-8 ; Bruce, 54,553 ; Cholmeley, 
55,410-4. . 

Advocated if scheme 1·e nomination not adopted, 
and particular11 re, No1"Wood • • 55,276-7 

in All subjects not advocated, Fletcher, 55,603-6; 
King, 5$,645. 

Character test desirable but difficult, and par
ticulars re, Burnet, 54,891-2, 54,908, 54,961-4; 
.Alison, 56,282-3. 

Desirable, and ultimate decision in selection of 
candidates should depend upon suggestions, but 
no marks should be ·given unless absolutely 
necessary, Fletche1· 55,567-7a, 55,571, 55,573, 

. 55,607-8. 
Examination would be lengthened greatly by, 

F'letche1· • . 55,603-6 
in F01·eign languages only, at present, Leathes 

. 53,579 
(see also under names. of Schools, Colleges, and 

Unive1·sities.) 

Indian Government Service, man who wishes to enter 
in any department,. except I.C.S., is allowed pre
liminary medical examination, Charles • • 53,193 

Indian Medical Service, mortality returns of members 
. of I.C.S. received by, but not returns showing 

illnesses in the different provinces, Lukis • 53,264 

Indians: 
might. Compete for comp~titive examination, and 

suggestions re, Br'lice. • - - 54,517-9 
Difficult for, to pass I.C.S. examination, and lowering 

of age limit would practically exclude, Leathes 
. . . 53,851-3 

Educational abilities, comparison with those of 
English not possible, Leathes - · • 53,843 

Importance of University training for, Pm"''Y 55,746 

MEDICAL EXAMINATION ·OF: 

Diseases common to, and particula1·s 1·e, Taylor 
54,377-9 

Eyesight usually defective, and procedure 1·e, Taylor 
. 54,373-7 

Importance of examiner knowing pers<tnal con-
ditions of India, Charles • • • 53,244-9 

Indians would not suffer from l'aising of standard 
of, if standard were correlated, Lukis 53,241-2 

' Percentage, not large, and particulars re complaints 
Cha1·les • 53,292-3 

Physique and eyesight does not compare favour-
ably with Europeans, Taylor • • 54,370-5 

Preliminary examination two years before com
petitive e:ramination, question of value of, Lukis 

53,314 
Physique good and not much difference between that 

of English students and, Lukis • • • 53,330 

PROBATIONERS : 

should be Chosen in preference to other Indians to 
enter Oxford, but if number too great, separate 
institution should be instituted, and scheme, 
Strachan-Davidson ~ • 55,089-104 

no Complaints received from, Leathes - 53,717 
Special institution would not remove any bad 

feeling between English probationers and, Parry 
• . 55,822-3 

Reservation of proport.ion of appointments for, in 
I.C.S., advocated, Cholmeley - • • 55,312 

School-leaving certificate, difficulties 1·e, if Indians 
examined in England, Leathes • 53,882-3 

Indian students in England: 
at Aberdeen University, very few, Irvine 54,166-7, 

54,234 
Age of arrival in England, opinion 1·e, and later not 

advocated, Lukis • • 53,295-7, 53,330-1 

Indian students in England-contimwd. 
AT CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY: 

Many \msuitable students .come hoping to be 
candidates for I.C.S. examination, and find out 
mistake too late, MoUison 55,783-5 

Medical students and law students and others 
among, beaides candidates for I.C.S. examination, 
and question of increase in number and in disbi
bution among colleges, some difficulties, Parry 
and Mollison - • • • - 55,784-800 

Number, and relations with English students, 
distribution among various colleges, &c., and 
social life, Pa1-ry - 55,747-53, 55,794-800, 

55,819-24 
Probationers : 

Increase not anticipated, Parry and Mollison 
.55,783 

Relations with English probationers, Pmry and 
Mollison - - - • $5,800, 55,821-4 

AT EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY: 
Difficulties mainly due to in1luence of colonial 

students, but efforts being made to correct, 
Lodge • • - - • 53,429-37 

·None 1·ead for I.C.S., Lodge . 53,409 
Number, and particulars re degrees taken by, Lodge 

53,377-9, 53,432 
at Glasgow University, particulars re, Medley 

54,622-5 
AT LONDON UNIVERSITY: 

Number, and system of supervision, and particulars 
re, Neill 55,938-41 

under T1'aining for I.C.S., number, Neill • 55,937 
AT MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY: 

Number, particulars re, Hopkinson - 53,958-60 
Particulars re, and system of supervision, Hopkinson 

53,932-4, 53,958-60, 53,998-4,001 
Proportion who do not profit by study at, par-

ticulars 1·e, Hopkinson • • - 53,961-4 
Prospects, question of, Hopkinson 53,998-4,001 

Neurotics, great number amongst, and reasons, would 
be rejected at medical examination, Charles 

53,237-9 
AT OxFORD UNIVERSITY: 

Difficulty re relations with European students, 
only certain number should be allowed to enter 
University, scheme, Strachan-Davidson 

. 55,089-104 
Few intend to enter I.C.S., most go to the Bar, and 

some into medicine, Warren • 53,450-1 
Increase, among collegiate or non-collegiate 

students would be objected to, Wan·en 53,446-9, 
53,454-8 

Non-collegiate, objections to, and should be assimi
lated into colleges, Strachan-Davidson 55,009, 

55,165-70 
Number and particulars•1·e social life, &c., Warren 

53,438-58 
Pecuniary difficulties, Wa1'1'en • 53,438 
very Seldom take high honours, War1·en 53,438, 

53,456 
at Residential university, difficulty 1•e, Leathes 

53 713-S 
at St. Andrews University, none, but some ~t the 

Medical School in Dundee, Burnet - • 54,878 
AT TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN : 

a Few from Oxford and Cambridge who come over 
to pass certain examinations, Mahaffy 54,059-60 

no Limitation to number, but have to answer 
entrance examination in English, and particulars 
-re, Mahaffy • • • • • 54,120-3 

Inns of Court applications from men in Colonial and 
Indian services to dispense with certain terms, and 
reasons, but not advocated, Eady • • 53,151 

Ireland: 
Legal system, judges appointed from practising 

lawyers and politicians, Mahaffy • 54,124 
Schools (&ee that title). 

Irvine, Professor J. M., evidence of - 54,139-251 
Islington, Owen's School (see Owen's School). 

Joseph, H. W. B.: 
Memorandum p. 250-1 
Memorandum submitted, Warren p. 241, p. 250-1 
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J. 
Judicial Branch, I.C.S. : 

Abolition would not have any effect on popularity 
of service, Neill - - - - 56,040-1 

Appeals question of, Neill55,967-8, 55,984, 55,987-9, 
' 56,007-8 

Appointment of English barristers. to junior posts, 
supply would exceed demand, and suggestions 
for method of selection, Master of the. Rolls and 
Eady • .53,155 

BIFURCATION : 
Men do not decide before they go out whether 

they will work on judicial or executive side, 
Strachan-Davidson • - • 55,114-5 

after Officer has passed competitive examination, 
not advocated, Trevelyan • - - p. 243 

Officers should be appointed to, at fairly early 
period, Eady - - - - • 53,154 

Junior appointments in the Supply and Accounting 
Departments of the Admiralty and other situations 
grouped therewith, subjects of examinations, full 
particulars 1·e syllabus • - p. 271 

King, Dr. J. E., D.Litt.: 
Evidence of • 
Memorandum by -

Law: 

X. 

r... 

• 55,611-702 
• 55,613, p. 271-3 

Amount required by probationer before going to 
India, and knowledge of members not considered 
deficient, Neill 55,893, 55,929-31, 55,951-7, 

55,964-8, 55,974-9 
Departmental examination in India in certain 

branches of, advocated, Neill • - 55,954-6 
Examinations in, not much use unless backed by 

occasional practice in courts, Neill • 55,990-1 
Importance .of, and greater training in, advocated, 

Ir-vine · - 54,217-21 

INDIAN: 
Com·se of reading and examination prescribed for 

barrister not preferred to that provided by 
London University, Neill 56,030-2 

very Simple, and need not be learned until candi
date goes to India, and particulars re, Neill 

55,931, 55,953-91 

KNOWLEDGE OF MEMBERS OF I.C.S. OF: 
Insufficient, TrevelyatL • • - - p. 243 
Insufficient in opinion of London University, Neill 

55,891, 55,903 
Probationers go out less equipped in, than they 

did under system of two years' probation, Neill 
56,025-9 

Magisterial experience and experience in Revenue 
Law gained in India amounts to legal training in 
application of, to facts, Neill • 56,000-1 

Proper training in, would fit man for any place 
where law is slightly different, Hopkinson 53,967-8 

Training of special kind preferred to study of 
Indian codes, but certain amount of latter might 
be included, Hopkinson • 53,974 

(see also wnder names of Universities, under Course 
of Study, under Probation, and wnder Training.) 

Leathes, Stanley M., C.B.: 
Evidence of • 
Medical examination, 1etails re 
Medical Examiners' report -
Retw'D.B submitted by -

. 53,549-908 
- . - p. 261-3 
• 53,609, p. 259-61 

p.252-9 

Leave on Medical Certificate, officers who come home 
on, examined by Medical Board at India Office, and 
praetice not approved, Taylor - 54,305-12 

Lincoln's Inn, fund established at, to give certam 
number of men opportunity of reading in Chambers, 
]faster of the Rolls • • • • • 53,150 

Lodge, Professor Richard, LL.D., evidence of 
53,332-437 

London University : 
Classical languages, present provision for teaching at, 

might require strengthening, Neill 55,893, 55,925 
Evidence on behalf of (see Neill, John William) 

55,891-56,073 
Hostal system, extent of development, Neill 

55,942-4 
Indian History, Sociology, and Economics, pre13ent 

provision for teaching at, might require strengthen; 
ing, :Neill - - 55,893 

Indian students (see that title). . 
Indian studies, honours course could be an-anged at, 

and scheme, Neill - 55,892-3, 55,935, 56,065-70 
Law, provision for teaching exists at, and might be 

necessary to strengthen, Neill • . 55,893, 55,916 
Probation at, would not have bad mo1-al effect on 

students, Neill - • 56,017-21 
PROBATIONERS AT: , 

who do not Live with their parents .should 1·eside 
at one of hostels of University if age limit 
reduced, Ne'ill - 55,893, 55,945-7 

Number, and system of supervision and training, 
and particulars re, Neill - 55,893, 55,969-72, 

56,053-6 
Scheme re com·se of study for probation would 

be prepared by, if required, Neill - 55,932-4 
Students, particulars re, and fails to attract boys 

in way that Oxford or Cambridge does, Neill 
55,918-9 

Lukis, Surgeon-General Sir Charles Pardey, K.O.S.I., 
M.D., I.M.S., evidence of • - - 53,253--331 

M .. 
Macaulay, Lord, principles laid down by Committee: 

I.C.S. examination on lines of Oxford and Cam
bridge Scholarship exa.minations would be de
parture from, Mollison 55,708, 55,759 

re I.C.S. examination not strictly adhered to, and 
scheme suggested not considered opposed to, and 
particulars re, Irvine - 54,222:...5 

Still of fundamental importance, Alison - 56,217 
Magdalen College (see under Oxford University). 
Mahaffy, Rev. J.P., D.D., C.V.O.: 

Evidence of - . 
Memorandum by • 

Manchester University: 

• 54,025-138 
p. 268 

Ave1-age age of matriculation at, about 18, Hopkirtson 
. 53,970 

Classical languages, present facilities for teaching 
insufficient, Hopkinson • 53,925-9, 53,975 

Difficult for students to obtain high place in I.C.S. 
examination, and scheme for improvement, Fiddes 

53,913 
Evidence on behalf of (see Hopkinson, Sir Alfred, 

K.C., LL.D.) 53,915-54,024 
Facilities for teaching probationers at, and would be 

prepared to meet 1·equirements lacking, Hopkinson 
53,925-9 

Indian students (see that title). 
Law, facilities for teaching, Hopleinson - 53,925, 

53,955-7 
Man on staff appointed to supe1·intend candidate~:~ 

for I.C.S., Hopkinson· • • - - 53,931 
Men of mature age studying at, particulars re, Hop· 

kinson • 53,989-90 
Minimum age of admission, and particulars re, 

Hopkinson- - . - - - - - 53,982 
small Number of candidates supplied to I.O.S. from, 

and particulars re, Hopkinson • • - 53,924 
Oriental languages, facilities fer teaching, Hopkinson 
. . 53,925-9, 53,975 
Post-gt-aduate course in Indian subjects with diploma 

or certificate, could be arranged, Fiddes • 53,911 
adequate Provision made for probationers at, except 

as regards Indian languages, Chapman - 53,914 · 
Residential system, and particula1·s re, and faeilities 

for supervision of probationers, Hopkinson 
. 53,930-1 

Schools from which undergraduates come, age of 
entrance, and particulars re, Hopkinson 54,002-15 

Study leave, courses could be arranged and scheme, 
Hopkinson • • , • -;. • 53,985-8 
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Marine. Department, several officers. invalided after 
few years in India, Charles !. 53,165 

Master of the ll,olls,.The Rt. Hon. The, evidence of 
. 53,145-56 

Matriculation. 'London, taken at school by many boys 
· and cor1·esponds to ordinary matriculation and 

-. sc)lool certificate, Fletcher · ~ 55,524 

Medical E~amination, I.C.S.: 
' any .Age between 22 and 25 best .for judging man's 

fitness to go out to. India, Charles . • 53,228 . ...:SO 
Albuminuria., oases of, procedure -re, and men not 

always rejected, Taylor • • • 54,878-9 
no .Allowance made for type ·Of work man will do as 

general rule, .and exception, Taylor .• 54,388-40 
APPEAL TO BOARD AFTER REJECTION BY : . 

,Abolition of system not advocated, Taylor 
. . . . . . ·. 54,380-4 

System, Taylor . ; . " • 54,279-80 · 
. Assignation of mat·ks fo1• physique, &c. not advo-

cated, :ftt!,kis 53,298-9 
at Beginning and end of probationary course, and· 

then·no more, disadvantage of, Leathes 53,619-20 

BY BOARD: 
.Advocated in preference to examination by .an in-

dividu~i!-1, and scheme, Charles~ - · 53,176-8 
would be Fair, Charles· · • • 53,220 
Increase of, advocated if too l;llUch work caused by 
':preliminary e:taminatil:)n, Lukis, . • · 58,301-2 

can Judge whether. a candidate is neurotic or not, 
Lukis • 53,321 

not Necessary, Taylor - 54,254 
not Objected to, bu~ wotY.d take longer time to 

examine candidates, and suggestions re, Taylor 
. ' . . . . 54,301-4 

One, for au Services in India would be of advan
tage tO Government but not to Board; Charles 

- . . . . . 53,194 
Scheme might be advantageous, Leathe8 53;613-5 

. Two, not advocated, Charles . · • . • 53,213-5 
Candidates not fitted for' I.c.s: sometimes recom-

mended forhome appointment, Taylor· 54,841., 
. . • .. • . . ! 54,358 
Candidates 01·ganioally but not physica1ly fitted 

usually rejected, and parti~ul_ars _rf!, Taylor . · 
. . . - . 54,277-9 

Cases where man likely to develop weaknesses, pro-
cedure re, Taylor • ' " • • 54,368-9 

CERTIFICATE : 
· Filed by candidate before examination, of no use, 

. Ch~ll'les - · - • • ' • 53,222 
Signed bypri.vate doctor, objections to, LUkis 

·. ) . ' . . . .. . . 53,315-6, 53,326-7 
CLASSING OF CANDIDATES INTO FIRST AND SECOND 

CLASS LIVES : 
not Advocated, 1/Ukis . 53;328-9 

. Possible, but examiner!! could not· give ·marks 
' . for physique, Cha1·les . • - • 53,223-4 

after Competitive examination, average number of 
candidates rejected at,. Taylor ... 54,265-6 

should be Co:t;Lducted by Medical Board at India 
Office·, Lukii 53,254(a); 53,266-9 

Details re, Leathes • - · - 53,610, p .. 261-3 
Diseases which should deba1· men from being passed, 

. and partioul~rs 1·e, Charles 53,188-92, 53,197-200 

' EXAMINERS: . . 
Chief, responsibility and work' of, Taylor 54,252, 

.. .. - .. . 54,258-61 
should have Knowledge of India and be skilful, 
. _importa~~e·o~, ?harles 531178, 53,~88, 5fs~~69 

cannot Judge, o£ defects that are five or six years 
ahead, Taylor - • - . - • 1>4,3~5 

not Lenient to man who has been successful 1n 

competitive examination, Taylor • 54,317-8 
never Officially see or hear again of men they pass, 

and not approved, Taylor 54,305-12, 54,334 
. Particulars re, Leathes 53,605-7 
Eyesight, method of testing, men usually sent to 

oculist, Taylor - - · • • • 54,836 
for Five hours a day long enough, Charles • 53,210 
should Follow competitive examination, Lukia 

' · · 53,254(a), 53,274-6 

Medical Examination, I.C.S.-continued. 
Form satisfactory, and particulars 1·e, Taylm· 

. . 54,253, 54,270-4 
Habits and customs of candidate, candidate himself 

only source of information 1·e, allowed, Charles 
. 53,250-2 

Health· of officers passed by examiners, and sent 
to India; returns re, not sent, but would be useful, 
L_eatkes - • • • · • 53,617-8, 53,621-2 

India:ns (see that title). · 
BY INDIVIDUAL: 

with One assistant, Le,athes.. · .• ~ . ~ · - 53,612 
would be as Severe .as if don,e by Board, Taylor · 
. . 54,355-6 

Majority of men get unofficial report from own 
doctor prior to, Taylor . • 54,269 

Man not physically. fit for I.C.S. might be passed 
for Home Civil Service, Leathes . • 53,670-1 

Medical Examiners' report, Leathes 53,609, p. 259-61 
no Men who are diseased permitted to pass, if doctor 

considers that climate would be worse than English 
climate for his disease, Leathes • · • · 53,790-1 

Men who suffer from abuse of athletics, procedure 
re, Taylor - - 54,827-30 

Neurasthenia, Board would be justified in not passing 
man who obviously had, Lukis - • 53,322-5 

average Number of candidates passed after com
petitive examination, but t•ejected after probation, 
particulars re, Taylor • ~ 54,263-4 

average Number of candidates a year, Taylor 
54,252, 54,262 

Number of rejections since 1900, Leathes 53,615-6 
Physical test, and scheme, Taylor 54,359-66 
by Physician appointed by Civil Service Commis-

sioners, Charles • • 53,160 
Phy11ique of. candidates sufficiently tested by, Molli· 

.son • • 55,765 
PRELIMINARY : 

Advocated, but could not be taken as grounds for 
·· passing final one, Lukis • · • · - 53,285-6 
Advocated in preference to. system of preliminary 

certificates, and scheme, Lukis 53,300-2 
rillght be Held a year before competitive examina· 

tion, but could not be binding, Lukis 53,309, 
53,313 

One year· before competitive examination would 
not be . of much use; and particulars re, and 
should immediately precede examination, Lukis 

. . . . 53,307-9, 58,312-3 
System, and particulars· re, Leathes, 53,604, 53,836 ; 

Taylor, 54,267-8 . 
would be Valuable with regard to doubtful cases, 

Lukis . · - • - . - · 53,287 
Private notes of candidates ·taken , by examiners, 

Taylor · • • - - • • 54,309 
by Private. practitioner prefe1Ted, and 1·easons, 
. Leathes • - • - . • • 53,605-7 
PRIOR TO COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION: 

.Advantage of, and suggestions ?'e, Taylor 54,313-6 
would Involve an enormous amount of work, and 

not advocated, Charles - 53,179-80, 53,209-17 
Number of reJ'ections would be greater, Taylor 

. .. . . 54,367 
Possible, but objections to, . Leathe~, 53,603-4 ; 

Taylor, 54,255. . . . . , 
Rejection .of candidates on ground that man not 

fitted fo1· ·India, not left. to decision of Medical 
Board, Leathes • 53,870-1 

STANDARD: 
Definite, importance of, Lukis 53,254(a), 53,291-2 
not Definite, except as regards medical form, 

Taylor • · • · • • · 54,271-2 
not Known, Charles, 53,163; Lukis, 53,270-1. 
None but considered desirable, Chm·les 53,195-6 
of Physical fitness should be raised, and. scheme, 

Taylor . • . - . - • . • 54,319-2.2 
Physique and eyes10'ht test most Important, Lukts 

· "' 53,254(a), 53,278 
Reason for not publishing, L!lathes • 53,610 
Stiffer: 

Advocated, and local knowledge should be 
applied, Chm·les • • • 53,17 4-5, 53,178 

Difficulties of,· and longer probation would help, 
Taylor • 54,289 
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Medical Examination,. i.C.S.-continu~d. 
STA.NDA.RD-wntin~d. 

Stiffer-continued. 
as tQ Mental and bodily efficiency, questions of, 

Lukis - - 53,282-4 
Uniform, and very high except as regards eyesight, 

and particulars re, Leathes - · - - 53,609 
Sufficient test, Taylar • - 54,342-3 
System, and particulars re, LeatMs, 53,662--71 ; 

Taylor, 54,252, 54;262--3. . 

TUBERCULOSIS : 
Medical men with no experience of Indian con

ditions are apt to pass men with, and danger of, 
Lukis - 53,254(a), 53,268 

Method of discoveling, and man with slightest trace 
of, rejected, Taylar - . • • 5~,336-7 

by Two different boards not obJected to, Luki.s 
53,317 

(See also under Physique.) 
Medley Professor Dudley J., M.A., evidence of . 

' 54,555-628 

Mollison, W. L., .M.A., evidence of · - 55,703-890 
Mortality in India, returns o~, received by Indian 

Medical
1
Service, Lukis - - 53,264 

N. 
Neill, John William, evidence of 

Norwood, Cyril, .M.A. : 
Evidence of -
Memorandum by • 

o. 

55,891-6,073 

" 55,186-306 
55,188, p. 271-3 

Oriental Languages (see under Syllabus under Indian 
Civil Service Examination, under Course of Study, 
under Probation, and under na1nes of universities). 

Oriental Studies, School of, establishment in London 
probable, and particulars re, NetTl- • - 55,893 

Owen's School, Islington : 
Boys do not enter for I.C.S. from, and reasons and 

suggestions, Ohohneley - 55,376-9, 55,422, 55,449, 
55,453, 55,461-6 

Boys from, not likely to enter I.C.S. if age limit 
· lowered, unless examina.tion taken in conjunction 

with Home Civil Service examination, Oholmeley 
55,462-6 

Boys entering Home Civil Service from, p,articulars 
re, Cholmeley - - 55,322--3, 55,378, 55,421-2 

Leaving age of boys, and particulars re subsequent 
careers, aftolmeley . • 55,459-60 

Size of, and particulars re, Ohol·meley • 55,316-7 

Oxford and Cambridge Higher Certificate: 
Possession of, as condition of entering I.C.S. might 

mitigate evils of cramming, and certificate a fair 
all-round test, King - 55,630-4 

Private candidates can make arrang~ments with 
school to go up for, King • 55,646-9 

Syllabus on lines of (see under I.C.S. Examination). 

Oxford University: 
Arrangements t•e members of, to speak before Royal 

Commission, Warren • - • - p. 240 
Balliol College, evidence on behalf of (see Strachan

Davidson, James Leigh) 54,992-55,185, p. 240-50 
Degrees, system, Warren 53,537-8 
would Do what they could to afford necessary 

facilities if age limit lowered, Wairren 53,546, 

Hebdomadal Council (see that title). 
Indian students (see that title). 
INDIAN STUDIES : 

53,548 

Adequate course could be provided for proba
tioners, and particulars re, Strachan-Dauidson 

55,008-9, 55,062-6, 55,081-2 
Honotu·s course in, difficulties re, but University 

would be willing to establish on cet-tain condi· 
tions, Warren, 53,489, 53,501-2, 53,503-7; 
Strachan-Darndson, 55,01~20, 55,147; · Far
~tth(l:roson., Joseph and Ball, p. 251. 

Oxford University-contin~d. 
LAw:\ 

Course and examinations, and particulal's ,.e, 
Warren . . 53,537-40 

Facilities for teaching, and particulat'S re, Warren 
53,471-3 

Principles of, candidates for I.C.S. could study 
better at, than in London, Warren. ~ 53,528 

Magdalen College, evidence on behalf of, Warren . 
53,43~48 

.Men come up at about 19, and usually graduate at 
22 or 23, Wa1-ren · 53,494-6 

Modern Language School, system of, Sflrachan-
Davidson · 55,061 

not Much .inclination amongst graduates . to go to 
India except from religious side, and particulars 
re, Sflrachan-Davidson 55,161-4 

Number of candidates for I.C.S. from, and par
ticulars re, Warren, 53,4 70; Strachat&-Davidson, 
55,069-71. . 

Opinion of large proportion that age for degree is 
too late3 Hopkinson · • . - - • • 53,947 

Oriental languages, facilitiel! for teaching. Warren 
53,474-5 

Orientals at, difficulty re relations with European 
students, and number should be limited, Strachan· 
D(J;vidson • • 55,097-104 

Oriental School not popular, Strachan-Davidson 
. 55,158-60 

Pick of men from, do~ not usually enter LC.S., 
Strachan-Davidson - 55,072-3 

Pressure on accommodation, Warren -53,455 
PROVISION FOR PROBATIONERS : 

Disadvantages re, Strachan-Davidson 55,009-10, 
55,057 

Particulars and suggestions for improvement, 
Tre11elyan p. 244-5 

SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATIONS : 
Age for, Alison • · 56,315, 56,318 
Effect on work and teaching in public schools, 

MoUison - 55,709 
very few Scottish students enter for now on 
· account of raising of.school-leaving age, Burnet 

54,959, 54,965-6 
Selections to scholw:ships justify themselves, 

King 55,661-3 
·System, LeatMs . -53,709 

Statement showing number of candidates from, 
successful in combined examination for Home, 
Colonial, and Indian Civil Services from 1894-

. .1912, and particulaJ.og re, Stra£han-Davidson. p. 249 
Suecessful candidates from, who spend probation in 

London, few cases of, Strachan-Davidson 55,117-8 
System for men· who take . science, and question of 

advantage, 8flra£han-Davidson ~ . • 55,059-61 

P. 
Parry, Dr., evidence of • - 55,703-$90 
Pay, I.C.S.: 

Comparison with that of Home· and Colonial Civil 
Services, and far the best, Norwood · • 55,300-3 

considered Inadequate by members of I.C.S., Nor-
1Vood • - · • • • - - 55,306 

Increase, would enhance popularity, Strachan-
Davidson - 55,107-8, 55,181-2 

Phy~!:! Ci · · show tendency to ln:eak down earlier on 
account of having to study hard at very young 
age, Lukis - • • • • - 53,310 

of English compared with Indian students, and great 
improvement amongst Bengalis, Lukls 53,289-90 

of .Men enteling I.C.S. usually better than that of 
inen entering Home Civil Service, Taylor 54,357 

.Men from big public and older Universities have 
best, Ta·ylor • 54,252, 54,281-8 

amongst Recent l"ect"lli.ts, detelioration, and par
ticulat'B re causes, Lttkis, 53,254, 53,263, 53,303-4; 
Taylor, 54,323-6, 54,349-54. 

Three years' probation at Oxford or Cambridge would 
improve, if man led careful life, Taylar 54,293-300 

most University men better than non-University 
· men except in case of man who is too much of 

an athlete, Charles . 53,231-3 
(See also under Medical Examinatid'n.) 
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:Police De:(lartment: · 
Age lim1t, 19-21, satisfactory, Loathes • 53,772-4 
EXA.MINA.TION : 

Separate examination in India would be similar to, 
. Leathes • • • • • • • 53,898 
System and character of candidates, and particulars 

re, Leathes • • • • • 53,893-900 

:Pope, John Van Someren, evidence of · • 54,025-30 

:Probation, I.C.S. : , 
Allowance, suggestion 1·e, Leathes 53,680-4, 53,794-8 

COURSE OF STUDY: 
Degree course upon subjects that would fit proba

tioners for India could be an·anged on condition 
that candidates passed their "Little Go" first, 
Mahaffy · • • • • • 54,064-92 

Honow~s course in Indian studies : 
could be Arranged so that it would do instead 

of final examination, and scheme, Neill 
- 55,936, 56,065-70 

Difficulties 1·e, Strong • - • • p. 246. 
Examin:ation common to three or four Univer-

sities impracticable, Neill - 56,071-3 
Improbable that any Scotch Universities could 

provide staff necessary for, Burnet· 54,853, 
. 54,872 

would not Improve class of recruits if age limit 
reduced to 19, St1·achan-.Daviclson 55,126-30 

not Objected to, and particulars re, Heath 
54,453-6 

Question of demand for, in Scotland, and Univer
sity would establish if required, Struthers 

54;709-15 
Question of possibility, and suggestions re, 

Hebdomadal Council Committee • - p. 242 
Suggestions r~, Strachan-Davidson 55,140-6 

Legal: 
Attendance at Law Courts, and reporting of. 

cases: 
Approved, Neill - • • • 56,009-11 
Candidates should reside in London if training 

required, Warren • 53,528 
Books, suggestions· re, Eady and Maste1· of the 

Rolls • - 53,146 
Code of Civil Procedure and Indian Contract 

. Law suggested for, Mahaffy • p. 268 
Constitutional questions, suggestions re, Master 
· · of the Rolls • 53,146 
Full course· of legal studies necessary to be 

called to the Bar, advocated if period of, 
extended, Eady • • 53,147 

General principles of law, advocated in preference 
to special Indian codes, and reasons, Master 
of the Rolls and Eady • • 53,149 

at Imis of Cout·t : 
Advocated, Master of the Rolls • • 53,148 
Possible for University men to attend, during 

vacations, Eady - 53,148 
no Other course should be made compulsory 

beyond that already put forward, Master of 
the Rolls - - • • • . • 53,147 

Principles could be acquired in a year, Warren 
53,472 

Roman law not advocated, Master of the Rolls 
53,146 

Sufficient, if continuous, but might be supple
mented by attendance at courts, Maste1· of the 
Rolls • • • • • • • 53,147 

on Level of some of honom'S schools, possible, and 
no danger of becoming too professional, Loathes 

53,833-4 
Oriental languages : 

Degree should only be given for, and not for 
Indian studies generally, !J,nd scheme, Pope 

54,026, 54,029 
could be Taught at Scottish universities, 

Struthers • • • • • • 54,664 
should not be too Professional, Struthers 54,720 ; 

llarquharson, Joseph aniL Ball, p. 251. 
Scheme, Chapman, 53,912 ; Pope, 54,026 ; Whit11· 

King, 54,027. 
Scheme, if age limit lowered, Harrower 
Scheme for first and second years, 

extended over two years, Mahaffy ·-

.- 54,806 
if period 

. p. 268 

Probation, I.C.S.-continued. 
COURSE OF BTUDY--'-continued. 

Scheme if peliod of one year maintained, Strachan-
David.son • • • 55,024-5, 55,183-5 

Suggest!ons re, Neill • • 5.5,802-3, 55,926-8 
Suggestions re, if per1od of three yea1'S adopted, 

Leathes, 53,587 ; Trevelyan, p. 243-5. 
Universities might give ·more assistance with 

r~gar~ to, and scheme, Medley • • 54,555 
Umvers1ty honom·11 course;value of, and question 

of attraction from probationers' point of view, 
Leathes • • • • • 53,799-804 

(see also under names of Universities.) 
Difficult to give honours on class liet received from 

Joint Board, Warren • - • - 53,490-1 
Di:f!iculty re ob~g ~ooms at Universities, sugges

tions re, and difficulties, Strachan-Davidson 
55,026-7 

Examination by Joint Committee in place of final 
examination, difficulty, and Government of India 
Act would have to be changed, Leathes 53,588-93 

Former system, and particulars re, Cholmeley 
55,345-6 

Government subsidy during, might attract undesirable 
candidates, Parry and Mollison • 55,703, 55,887-8 

Importance of Univet,sity training dnring,. and 
preferable to training at special institu,tions, 
Parry • • • • 55,744, 55,870-2 

Indians (see that title). 
Lengthening of, in case of reduction of age limit 

advocated, and suggestions re, Parry and Mollison 
55,703, 55,721-5, 55,867 

might be Made more technical and special than at 
present if later age imposed and candidates had 
previously had nonnal U niversityeducation, Burnet 

54,877 
at Oxford or Cambridge advocated, and other 

universities not deRirable, Leathes, 53,845-8 ; 
Taylor, 54,295-300. 

PERIOD: 

1 year: 
Ins11fficient, Wa1-ren, 53,460-5; Leathes, 53,786; 

Irvine, 54,221; Harrower, 54,805. 
Sufficient if men confined to elements of subjects, 

Strachan-Davidson • - 55,024--.5, 55,116 
1 to 2 years advocated, Chapman • - 53,912 
2 years advocated, Fiddes, 53,911 ; Hopkinson, 

53,971-3; Pope, 54,026; White-King, 54,027; 
Mahaffy, 54,047-50; p. 268. 

3 years: 
Advocated,.Hopkinson, 53,921-3, 5S,954; Par1iJ, 

55,743, 55,867; Neill, 55,891, 55,904. 
with Degree, academically preferable to one or 

two years without a degree, Ltdge • 53,357 
very Expensive, but less so than separate institu-

tion, Leathes • • • • 53,599-601 
Intennediate examinations : 

Advoc~~>ted if system adopted, Stmchan· 
Davidson, 53,131-3 ; Leathes, 53,887; Mol· 
lison, 55,713, 55,867. 

not Objected to, and question to be laid before 
London University, Neill • 56,012-6 

not too Long, and particulars 1·e, Leathes 
53,872-8 

Objections to, Warren, 53,485-8, 53,519-23; 
Leathes,. 53,827-30, 53,887-90; MalwJJy, 
54,046-9. 

Portion of time should be spent ~n India, Medley 
54,555 

would Prevent Scottish students entering service 
on account of expense, unless Government 
paid expenses, Medley • • 54,555 

Question of value of, Wa·1'1'61t • 53,476-80 
Scheme, Hopkinson, 53,921-3, 53,954; Trevelyan, 

p. 243-5. 
Present system satisfactory if co·urse of study 

modified and scheme, Hebdomadal Council Com· 
-mittee ' • p. 241 

Present system satisfactory, on the whole, and 
suggestions re, Trevelyan • p. 242-5 

PROBATIONERS : 
Civil Service Commissioners have no tutorial 

relatioM with, Leathes • • 53,716 
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Probation, I.C.S.-continued. 
PROBATIONERS-continued. 

should be Distributed over various colleges, 
Strachan-Davidson 55,011-3 

who Failed after course of, should not be rejected, 
but degraded a year, and scheme, St·rachan
Davidson - - • 54,999-5,002, 55,083-8 

Measures suggested for prevention of slackness 
amongst, suitable, Mahaffy - - .· - 54,049 

None would come to Scotch universities, Burnet 
54,870-1 

under Old system never submitted themselves to 
University examinations, Mollison - - 55,717 

Rejection during, should be possible, but if degree 
given upon Probationary course, rejection would 
not come so hard on candidate, MoUison - 55,870 

Scheme' if age limit reduced to 19, Hebdomadal 
Council Comrnittee - - - • - p. 242 

Scheme if suggestion to reduce age limit by 1 year 
adopted, Farquharson, Joseph and Ball - p. 251 

AT SEPARATE INSTITUTION: 
Advocated, and scheme, Norwood 55,192, 55,269 
not Advocated, Maste'· of the Rolls and Eady, 

5R,l48; Lodge, 53,358-61, 53,411-2; Leathes, 
53,598-601, 53,687-9, 63,794-8 ; l!tfahaffy, 54,025, 
54,118-9, p. 268 ; Pope, 54,026; White-King, 
54,027 ; Medley, 54,555, 54,578-1 : · Strachan- . 
Davidaon, 55,124-5 ; Mollison, 55,870-4; 
Hebdomadal Council Committee, p. 242. 

Slackness during, causes and particulars re, Parry 
and Mollison, 55,703, 55,712-3, 55,870 ; Alison, 
56,217. 

Suggestions re, if present system maintained, 
Trevelyan • - - - - • - p. 242 

Supervision of candidates during, with view to final 
selection, not advocated, but preferred to no 
selection at all, Fletcher - 55,507-8 

Three alternatives suggested, and particulars re, 
Struthers - - • • • 54,663 

Universities at which selected candidates passed 
probation, 1895-1912, Leathes • - p. 25~ 

AT UNIVERSITY: 
would be more Attractive to parents and masters 

than at separate institution, and might be safer 
in the main, Norwood • 55,2~8-72 

Compulsory for candidates passing Examination at 
school-leaving age, advocated, Cholmeley 55,312 

aftet• Examination advocated, and scheme, Ne:lll 
55,891 

or Separate institution, estimate of relative cost 
to be prepared, and particulars re, Leathes 

. 53,718-25 

UNIVERSITIES, RESTRICTION TO FEW APPROVED: 
Advocated, Strachan-Davidson • 55,034-5 
not Advocated, Hebdomadal Council Committee 

p. 242 
UNIVERSITY, RESTRICTION TO RESIDENTIAL : 
· Advocated, Leathes - 53,597, 53,689-95, 53,711, 

53,831-2 
Question should be decided for Government, 

Slrachan-Davidson 55,148-.51 
(see also under names of Universities, Colleges, and 

Schools.) 

Public Works Department, recruitment system, and 
particulars re, Neill • 55,891, .55,912-3, 56,050-2 

lt. 
Recruitment, I.C.S.: 

AGE OF ARRIVAL IN INDIA: 
22: 

Advocated, and present age too late, Neill· 
1 55,891, 55,902, 55,904 

Before, objections to, Charles. • 53,169-71 
not Objected to, Charles • 53,172 
would not be Prejudicial to health of candidate, 

Lukis 53,253, 53,256-7, 53,293-4 
Men should begin actual work at 23, and particulars 

re, Hopkinson - • • - 53,981 
not too Old, according to the one member with 

Indian experience appointed on Committee at 
Cambridge University, Mollison • 55,720 

Recruitment, I.C.S.-continued. 
AGE OF ARRIVAL IN INDIA-continued. 

Question of most suitable age, 23 very good age, 
Vharles - 53,227-30 

Recruits should receive some practical instruction 
iu tropical hygiene and presel"Vation of health in 
the tropics if age limit lowered, Lukis 53,253 

BOARD FOR SELECTION OF CANDIDATES : 
Advocated, and selection should be made after 

probation, and candidate should be supervised 
by, suggestions, Cholmeley - 55,349-54, 55,362, 

55,3Sl, 55,384-5 
Difficulties re, in connection with universities, 

. Cholme1ey • 55,347, 55,363 
Disadvantages of system, but chances of getting 

candidates who become failures lessened by, 
C1wlmeley 55,380-1 

Open list of candidates with selection by, carefully 
chosen, not advocated, Cholmeley 55,373-5 

Character test and school record (see under J.C.S. 
examination). . 

Constant change of system, danger of, Stracian
Davidsdn, p. 247 ; Neill, 56,004-5; Heard, 56,207, 

Examination in India, advocated, and suggestions re, 
Leathes,52,849-50, 53,630-44, 53,677-8,53,699.:..700, 

53,726-36, 53,835, 53,841-3, 53,898, 53,904-8 
Indian Civil Service Examination (see that title). 
Method, partly cause of want of adaptability com· 

plained of in candidates, StN.tthers • 54,629-34 
Nomination previous to examination. (see under 

Indian Civil Service examination). 
Particulars re candidates from univei'Bities, Fletch~· 

55,561-4 
P1inciple applied to Navy advoca,ied for, Fletcher 

. . 55,506 
Present system gives more satisfaction than that in 

force between 1878-91. Lodge - • 53,349-51 
:Present system satisfactory, Hebdomadal Council 

Contmittee . • p. 241 
Proportion of appointments D.·om candidates at 

school-leaving age advocated, Cholmeley 55,312, 
55,355 

Proportion of appointments made direct from 
universities advocated, and suggestions, Cholmeley 

55,312, 55,356-9, 55,364, 55,415-6 
Recruits, good on an average, but slight dete1·ioration, 

Wa1-ren • • • - • 53,469, 53,530-5 
BY SELECTION : 

no Experience of, in any Government office, and 
particulars re, Struthers • 54,792-4 

after School-leaving certificate examination in 
place of competition advocated, difficulties re, 
Strnthers • 54,629-34, 54,672~7, 54,730-5, 

54,762-4, 54,781-4, 54,791-4 
Separate examination (see that title). 
Simultaneous examination (see that title). 

Rolla, Master of, evidence of 53,145-56 

s. 
St. Andrews University: 

Age of entrance, particulars re, and higher than 
formerly, Burnet 54,860-4, 54,950-4, 54,985-7, 

54,990--1 
Average number of successful candidates from, 

Burnet • · • 54,854, 54,857, 54,882-5,54,945-6 
Evidence on behalf of (see Burnet, John, M.A., 

54,852-991). 
no Facilities for probationary course of study at, 

Burnet - 54,859 
Greek class, number and particulars re students, 

Burn.et • - • - 54,861-4, 54,950-4 
Honours degrees, average length of course, and age 

of taking, Burnet - - • • 54,928-31 
Indian students (see that title). 
no Probationers at, Harrower 54,854, 54,858 
no special Provision for course of study in Indian 

subjects for probationers at, Bu1-net • 54,854 

St. Palll's School, boys entering Indian Civil Sel"Vice 
from, particulars, Cholmeley · • 55,323-4, 55,376, 

55,425-33, 55,438, 55,440-2 

Sanitary Commissioner, statistical returns of illnesses 
in report of, referred to, Jftkis • • • • 53,264 
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Scholarships: 
Council Schools, only given to preparatory schools, 

Fletcher · 55,610 
(see also under names of Universities.) 

Schools: 
Best boys from, go up to the University, Fletcher 

. . 55,556-7 
Clas~ical side · more popular with clever boys than 

modem, Heard .• · 56,166-8 
Headmasters, generally aware of opening offered by 

I.C.S. to capable boys, and chances would not be 
misse.d through ignorance, Oholmeley 55,447-50 

IRELAND:' . . 
Educational standard,· particulars, ·and efforts 

being made to improve, Maha.ffy • 54,095-6, 
. 54,103-13(a) 

·average School-leaving age, rather later .than 
. . necessary, Mahaffy • . • . - . - 54,093-4 

no System of school records in, Irvi·rte • 54,177 
Limitation to certain, for preparation for I.C.S. 

examination suggested, but difficulties re, Oholmeley 
."' . 55,3J.2, 55,452-3 

1 
'Modem sides, defects of, and suggestions for improve-

. . ment, Bruce - - · • - • • 54,488 
.PUBLIC: . 

Difference in standard between secondary schools 
and, Bruce · • · - 54;400-8 

English, only certain class of Scotcii.men educated 
at on -account of· expense, and particulars re, 
scholarships, Bwrnet- - 54,917-8 

ScHOOL· LEAVING CERTIFICATE: 
· 'Advocated at age of about 17, to ensure general 

. level in all sl!bjects and details re, and progress in 
,adoption of system by schools, Fletcher 55,469, 

. 55,489, 55,490-8, 55,523, 55,527-44 
no Age limit, Struthers' · · · ~ 54,716 
Examination for : · 

Character test, system, Strutli1ws · - · 54,668-70 
ResUlts of inquiry- into school recordS usually 

confirmed by, Struthers · - • 54,765-9 
'Particulars re ·system, . Struthm·s, 54,668-70, 

54,689-701, 54,741, 54,798-9; King, 55,134~.:..52. 
(see also under Charact:el.· .test and· School 1;ecord, 

under I.C.S. exam.ination:) . . _ 
Schoolmasters in better position to judge .. 'boys' 

talents and bent than professor at . University, 
No1"Wooa • - • - • ' 55,197, 55,220;..6 

Schools where mi:m in danger 'of abus·e of athletics 
preferred to school. :where no athletics, Taylor 

' 54,331-3 . 
ScdTi:.AN:O : · 

Boy in top form. of~ would not get same 'kind of 
teaching as at the big public schools, Medley 

54,568 
Certain, are purely English; and· particulars re, 

Medley, 54,598-9 ;. Burnet,. 54,971-5. · 
Comparison with English, and boys not so ad-

vanced in classical work, Medley • 54,565-6, 
54,586, 54,597-9 

Curriculum usually obtaining in, .Alison. 56,240-2, 
•. ' . . . ' . p6,244 

very Few except those o:n lines of. English public 
schools would have special. classes for prepara

. tion for I.C.S., and suggestions, .Alison . 56,217, 
56,324-42 

High . specialiSation discoura,ged in, by Scotch 
Education¥ Department, .Alison 56,21,7, 56,240, 

.· 56,244 
Masters, difference between -~nglish masters 'and, 

Medley • • • • . • . • . 54,569-71 
Normal leaving age in English higher schools at 

least one 'year later, .Alison • • • 56,217 
Question of inferiority as compa!ed with English 

schools, Irvine 54,190-8 
School certificates : 

Compulsory,for candidates for I.C.S. examination 
suggested, but would not be fair unless same 
condition imposed on England and Wales, 
'Alison • • • • . • 56,305-6 

Examinations a11.d school-leaving certificates, 
system, and particulars re, I1-vine 54,148-50, 

54,15.5 
Intermediate and leaving, particulars, .Alison 

56,250 

Schools-continued. 
SCHOOL·LEAVING CERTIFICATE-continued. 

School· certificates-continued. 
Leaving a~d intermediate certificat~s. number of 

pupils presented for and awarded, during 
certain number of years, statement re, handed 
in, St1~ther • • · • 54,804 

Procedm·e 1·e school record, Burnet • 54 915-6 
Raising of school-leaving age has· l~wered 
. educationalstandard of boy of 19, and further, 

. objected to, Burnet - 54,965-6, 54,982-9 
Standard and regulations, Irvine • 54,205-9, 

54,212-3 
Standard satisfactory, and comparison with 

English education, Harrower 54,843-5 
Secondary schools : 

Boy from, .could not enter for I.C.S. examina
. tion if age limit reduced to 19, Burnet 

54,865-7, 54,887-8, 54,934-6 
Boy from,· coUld not pass I.C.S: examination 

without going to University, Ha1'1'0We1· 
54,818-23 

Boys who go up to Universities from, particulars 
re age and course of study taken by, Struthers 

f . .54,645-7 
Dissatisfaction re centres, Medley • - 54,605 
School c!J,ITiculum, particulars Te, and com

parison with that of public schools, Lodge 
. . .. f)3,363-8 

Special training required for boys entering_ I.C.S. 
· could not be. given in, if age limit lowered, 
Irvine • 54,139, 54,151-4, 54,181-4, 54,189-98 

Standard of education, comparison with English, 
Burnet 54,865-9, 54,887-9 

Standards in, different from older public schools, 
and two could not very well be put on same 
level, .Alison 56,248-9 

SECONDARY : ' 
Ablest boys being trained in Classics and Mathe-

matics, and reasons, Bruce • 54,488 
Adapting curriculum to University Scholarship 

standard, and take more scholarships, B1~ce 
. . . . . 54,402-3 

Difference in standard between public schools 
and, Bruce 54,400-3 

Divided into two classes, and orily one class would 
be interested in I.C.S., Bruce • • 54,423-6 

· ·general Examination at age of 16 advooated, and 
. scheme, Bruce and Heath - - 54,390, 54,409, 

54,427, 54,430, 54,433-4, 54,481 
None considered to be doing ':[Ork up to . range of 

_. Orlord and Cambridge open scholarships, 
Norwood • 55,255 

Question of superiority of' candidates from public 
schools, and great improvement in those coming 
from; lately, B1~ce • • • 54,536-40 

School-leaving examination, question of proportion 
of schools that would provide education for boys 
during period between competitive examination 

. and, Bruce • - - • • • 54,483 
Specialisation during last two or three years advo-

cated after taking school certificate, Fletchm· · 
. .55,469, 55,488-9, 55,57~-80 

Scotland: 
BURS.A..RIES : 

Character, efforts being made to alter, and average 
age of entrance for, Medley • • 54,618-21 

Result of school record usually agrees with exami· 
nation for, Irvine - 54,210-1 

Standard, and age of entrance for, Hm"'·ower 
54,816-8, 54,828-33 

Differences between education in England, and scheme 
for fair representation of Scotchmen in I.C.S., 
Stri.ttkers • • 54,629-34, 54,655, 54,702-8 

Education Department, regulations for issue of 
Intermediate and Leaving Certificates,. Struthers 

54,689, p. 269-71 
Faculty of Advocates, particulars re leg~l system 

and examinations, and not so systematlc as that 
in force in England, Lodge • .; • 53,381-8 

Law degree, llystem, and very successful, Irvine 
54,140, 54,221 

Schools (see that title). 
Universities (see that title). 
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Separate examination, would be contrary to Govern-
ment of India Act, Leathes • 53,677, 53,699-700 

Simultaneous examination, impracticable, Leathes 
53,793 

Soudan Civil Service (s.ee Egyptian and Soudan Civil 
Services). ' 

Strachan-Davidson, James Leigh, M.A.: 
Evidence 54,992-55,185 
Memorandum p. 240, p. 246-50 

S~ra.its Settlements and Federated Malay States 
Cadetships, information re, appointments to, and 
regulations governing, Leathes 53,765, p. 263-5 

Strong, Very Rev. Thomas. D.D. : 
Memorandum - : p. 245-6 

Struthers, Sir John, K.C.B., LL.D., evidence of 
54,629-804 

Study leave: 
Question of advantage of, and should not be con

fined entirely to study of law if introduced, Neill 
56,043-5 

Suitable courses could be arranged at Manchester 
University, and scheme, Hopkinson - 53,985-8 

"l'. 

Taylor, Seymour, M.D., F.R.C.P., evidence of 
54,252-836 

Teachers' Registration Council should be represented 
on committee for testing school character and record, 
and particulars re, Heath 54,467-8 

" The Times," proposed changes, as outlined in article 
August 12th, 1910, Mahaffy - - - - p. 268 

Training: 
LEGAL, FOR OFFICERS ALREADY IN THE SERVICE : 

Attendance at courts advocated, Master of the 
Rolls • • • • • • - 53,150 

Call to the Bar : 
Advisable, but difficulty, Master of the Rolls 

53,151 
Advocated if men could come to England for 

sufficient time, Eady • - - 53,151 
Ma.tter to be brought before Council of Legal 

Education, and their views ascertained, Master 
of the Rolls • - 53,150 

Officers who come to England for a yea1· or 18 
months, scheme for, Eady - - • 53,152 

Reading in Barristers' chambers : 
Barrister selected should not be a coach, and 

particulars re, Master of the Rolls and Eady 
53,150 

not Considered best method, Master of the Rolls 
53,150 

not Essential, but might be useful, Eady 53,150 
Scheme for selection of suitable Barristers if 

system adopted, Master of the Rolls - 53 150 
Practical work best, Medley • - - - 54:584 
Test of administrative capacity and training in art 

of government advocated, Oholmeley • 55,318, 
55,417 

Tropical hygiene : 
Instruction in, before going to India, scheme, 

Oha1·les, 53,201-3 ; Lukis, 53,318-20. 
Lack .of k:~J.Owledge of young civilians, dangers of 

Indian. climate, &c., and books might be p1•ovided 
1·e, to be studied before starting, Lukis 53,258-62 

Manual of, written for Bengal Government, Lukis 
53,261-2, 53,281 

'0'. 
'Unive1·sities: 

Age for degree, pat•ticulars and suggestions re, 
Hopkinson 53,947-9 

AGE· OF ENTRANCE :. 
Statistics re, published in Blue Book of Board of 

Education, Heath • - - - • 54,484 
Te~dency to send Q~ys very late, but. being 

gradually corrected, and particulars re Hop-
kinson, 54~002-15; B1·uce, 54,484. ' 

App1•oved, list of, probationers only go to four of 
them, Leathes • • • - • 53,594-7 

Compulsory attendance at, for certain subjects 
advocated, if scheme re .competitive examination 
adopted, St·l'1tthers • 54,629-34, 54,639-41 

ENGLISH: . ' 
Number of Scotchmen at, particulat·s re, and 

decrease lately, Struthe1·s • ~ 54,656-60 
only two Scotch schools get scholarships to, 

Bu?"net • • • • ·- 54,937, 54,958-9 
Expense, quest10n of, and scholarships available 

should be of great assistance, Hopkinson 54,019-20 
no Growth of tendency amongst men in to get 

appointments at home, Strachan-Davidson' 55 109 
Probation at (see undm· Probation). ' · 
Scholarship examinations, well-conducted secondary 

schools compare favom·ably with public schools 
in regard to subjects necessary for, Hopkinson 

I 54,021-4 
SCOTTISH: 

Boy who leaves school early ·an(J. goes to, better 
educated than.· boy who stays at public school 
till he is 19, Struthers - • • • 54 648 

no Boy who has promise, and who is able to g~ to 
secondary school, need have slightest difficulty 
about attending, Burnet - • • 54 941 

Change in age of entrance, and consequent objec-
tion to lower age limit for I.C.S., Ha1·rowe1· 

' ' 54,805, 54,812-4 
Change in organisation referred to, Irvine 

. . 54,139, 54,180 
no Character certificates of graduates received by 

and not required, BWJ"net · - • . 54,904-7 
Clever boys· come up at earlier age than English 

boys, and question of advantage in competitive 
examination, Medley - • - 54 588-96 

Instruction 1·eceived at, for first year w~uld be 
similar to that received by boy in sixth form of 
English public school, but with fewer subjects · 
BWJ-net • • • • • • 54,980-i 

SUBSIDY PROVIDED BY INDIA OFFICE ON BEHALF 
OF PROBATIONERS : 

About 500l. a year, Stra.chan-Davidson 
Question of, should be confined to 
'· universities, Leathes • 

one Year at, of very little use, Burnet 
(see also names of particula1· Universities.) 

• 55,037 
residential 
53,685-9'5 

• 54,869 

Training colleges, system of selection of candidates, V. 
Heatk • • 54,479 ·Victoria University (see Man_?hester University). 

Trevelyan, Sil· Ernest, D.C.L.: 
Memorandum by • • • • p. 240, p. 242-t) 
Scheme re honours course at Universities in Indian 

subjects, Stra.chan-Dav~dson • 55,014, 55,065-7, 
55,134-9, 55,177-8 

Trinity College, Dublin (see under Dublin University). 

w. 
Warren, Dr. T. Herbert, D.C.L. : 

Evidence of • • 53,438-548 
Letter from • p. 240 

White-King, Lucas, C.S.I., LL.D., evidence of 
54,025-30 


